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FOREWORD 

The Meeting was held to provide a forum for presentation and discussion of research 
performed to obtain a more complete i nderstanding of the fluid dynamics of rotary wings, 
and methods for calculation and analysis of the aerodynamics and dynamics of rotary wing 
systems. The objectives of the Meeting were to survey the status of the technology, 
including recent advances, and to indicate need for further research. 

Twenty-five papers were presented at the Meeting, which consisted of six sessions, 
considering the themes of Rotors' Wakes, Rotors in Hover and at High Advance Ratio, 
Rotor Unsteady Airloads, Rotor Airfoils, Rotor Configurations, and Noise, followed by a 
round -table discussion reviewing all the material presented. Aspects discussed within the 
main themes included recent work on calculation of rotor wake characteristics and inflow 
distribution; factors affecting performance at hover and high advance ratio, and techniques 
for their improvement; description of analytical methods for calculating rotor unsteady 
aerodynamics; experimental results for unsteady airloads; current and future trends in rotor 
blade airfoil design and rationale for parametric trade-offs; experimental results of noise 
measurements on rotors in flight and methods of noise calculation; recent rotary wing 
applications. 

By invitation of the French National Delegates to AGARD, the Specialists' Meeting, 
recorded in this document, was held at the Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique, 
Marseilles, from 13 to 15 September 1972. 
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ROTOR WAKES - KEY TO PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 

Anton J. lAndgrebe* and Marvin C. Cheney, Jr.* 

United Aircraft Research Laboratories 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06l08, USA 

SUIMARY 

The history of helicopter performance prediction methods and the Influence of rotor wakes are traced 
fron the simple mcaentum techniques used in the early years of propellers and rotors to the current state- 
of-the-art computer programs simulating the rotor's complex vortex structure.    Early methods became 
inadequate as disc loadings increased and wake effects became increasingly important, particularly for 
hovering and low forward speed conditions where the tip vortex could induce stall at critical points on 
the blades.   Analytical and experimental techniques are described which define the geometry of the vortex 
field of a hovering rotor and its effect on rotor performance.    It was concluded that the most important 
factor which influences the prediction of hover performance was the interference caused by the tip vortex 
during itc first revolution.    Integrated performance in forward flight was generally not sensitive to 
variable Inflw; however, when combined with unsteady airfoil data, variable Inflow produced significant 
effects on blade torslonal responses. 

NOTATION 

AR 

b 

c 

c 

CL 

Clnp 

«in 

Cn 

CEF 

cT 

r 

R 

U 

V 

Vz 

z 

ZG 

o 

0- 

Blade aspect ratio, R/C 

Number of blades 

Blade chord, ft 

Blade chord nondimenslonalized by R 

Rotor lift coefficient, llft>R2p(nR)2 

Blade section lift coefficient near blade tip 

Section pitching moment coefficient, moment/|pl^c 

Section normal force coefficient, force/^pl^c 

Rotor propulsive force coefficient, force/irR^)(ftR) 

Rotor torque coefficient, torque/wR^pliflR) 

Rotor thrust coefficient, thrust/fl-R2p(nR)2 

Distance from axis of rotation to blade section nondimenslonalized by R 

Rotor radius, ft 

Resultant blade section velocity, ft/sec 

Free-stream velocity, knots 

Induced velocity at blade in axial direction, positive up, ft/sec 

Axial coordinate measured normal to tip-path plane nondimenslonalized by R 

Distance between the ce :er of the rotor hub and ground, ft 

Section angle of attack, deg 

Rate of change of section angle of attack, radians/sec 

♦Supervisor, Rotary Wing Technology 
«•Chief, AerodynaadcB Section 
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oTpp 

r 

e. 75 
M 

P 

a- 

-Aw 

n 

Tip path plane angle of attack, positive nose up, deg 

Local blade circulation (equal tonR?cci/2), or strength of vortex element In wake, ft /sec^ 

Linear built-In twist rate, positive when tip pitch greater than root pitch, deg 

Blade collective pitch measured at the 0.75R radial station, deg 

Advance ratio, 1.69V^1R 

Air density, slugs/ft-^ 

Rotor solidity, bc/ffR 

Blade azimuth position, deg 

Wake azimuth position, azlmuthal degrees between vortex element and blade from which It 
originated, deg 

Rotor angular velocity, rad/sec 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem    of accurately predicting the flow field and associated performance of a lifting rotor 
continues to restrict designers in their efforts to provide improved blade designs for helicopters. 
Methods for determining rotary-wing inflow and performance were originally developed for propellers and 
have evolved over the last one-hundred years.    Following the early development of the simple actuator 
disc and blade element-momentum methods, emphasis was placed on the development of vortex theory.    This 
resulted from the demands for more precise prediction of rotor performance, structural limitations, 
vibrations, stability and acoustic characteristics.    The progress of vortex methods hap- largely paralleled 
the progress in the development of high-speed computers.    The simple vortex theory approaches have been 
superseded by complex wake modeling techniques for predicting the instantaneous rotor flow field.    This 
would not have been possible without the current advanced state of computer technology. 

The prediction of the instantaneous flow field for the rotor is complicated by the following factors: 
(1) the geometry of the vortex system generated by the rotor (rotor wake) is considerably more complicated 
than that of a fixed wing wake and (2) unsteady flow effects must be considered since the loading on the 
blades varies with time even when the helicopter is in steady forward flight.    Some of the principal 
assumptions limiting the accuracy of rotor inflow methods have been associated with the geometry of the 
wake and the neglect of unsteady aerodynamic effects.    Generally, the rotor wake geometry was prescribed 
In advance as a classical geometry consisting of undlstorted skewed helical vortex filaments.    Hcwever, 
it is well-known from flow visualization results that the actual wake geometry differs significantly from 
the classical model.    Recent efforts at the United Aircraft Research Laboratories  (UARL) have concentrated 
on the development of an analytic method for predicting the effects of distorted wake geometry and 
unsteady aerodynamics on rotor performance. 

The primary objectives of this paper are to (1) review the history of methods for determining rotor 
Inflow emphasizing the wake models employed, and (2) describe results from methods developed at United 
Aircraft which demonstrate the influence of wake geometry and unsteady aerodynamics on rotor inflow and 
performance for hovering and forward flight conditions. 

2. SURVEY OF ROTOR INFLOW METHODS 

The Intent of this survey is to present a brief history of the methods and the technical approaches 
used along with a fairly comprehensive list of references.    Although, the literature has been carefully 
searched for the references presented herein, no claim is made for completeness.    The references are 
mainly limited to those describing theoretical rotor inflow and wake methods.    Selected propeller methods, 
which are adaptable to helicopter rotors, are also referenced.    Completely experimental studies and 
studies directed at understanding the fundamentals of the problem are generally not Included.    Since a 
general description of each method is beyond the scope of this effort, emphasis, for the vortex methods, 
has been placed on indicating wake models used.    More complete descriptions of selected references may be 
found in Refs.  1 through 5.    In general, emphasizing the wake, each method may be characterized by 
selecting the applicable combination from the following major descriptive categories. 

1. Rotor or propeller theory 
2. Hover (static thrust) or forward flight 
3. Momentum or vortex theory 
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h.      Type of vake model In vortex theory 

a. Simplified (vortex cylinder etc.) or complex  (helical vortex filaments) wake model 
b. Undlstorted or distorted wake 
c. Theoretical or empirical wake model 

Reftrences representing nearly all combinations within the above categories are presented below. 

2.1 Inflow methods based on momentum theory 

Rotary-wing momentum theory was originated by Ranklne (1865, Ref. 6) and Froude  (1889, Ref. 7). 
Simple momentum theory is based on the assumption of a uniformly loaded actuator disc and results in a 
uniform inflow distribution at the rotor or propeller which is assumed to have an infinite number of blades 
without tip losses.    Removal of the constant inflow assumption was achieved to a limited extent by the 
introduction of blade element-momentum theory by Drzewieoki (1892, Ref. 8), Reissner  (1910, Ref. 9)> and 
Glauert  (1926, Ref.  10; 1927, Ref.  11).    In blade element-momentum theory, as applied to the hovering 
condition, the radial variation of inflow is found by neglecting contraction of the walte and considering 
the rotor disc to be divided into concentric rings.    Through strip analysis the elemental thrust produced 
by each ring element, is determined in terms of the inflow velocity at the rotor.    By equating this to the 
overall momentum change in the air flow through each annulus, and assuming that the inflow velocities are 
constant around any ring, the inflow at each element can then be determined.    In Ref.  10, Glauert provided 
a simple linear representation of the fore-aft variation of inflow over the rotor for forward flight 
conditions.    Mingler and Squire  (1953, Ref.  12) developed a modified actuator disc theory to predict the 
rotor inflow variation with azimuth.    Recently, Wood and Hermes (1969, Ref. 13) developed a forward flight, 
variable inflow theory based on blade element-moment urn theory and an empirical relation for induced flow 
build-up on a blade.    However, most current forward flight momentum methods used in rotor design are 
based on the constant inflow assumption. 

2.2 Inflow methods based on undlstorted wake geometry 

To solve the inflow problem in a more refined manner as required for accurate blade airloads calcula- 
tions, the rotor wake must be analyzed.    Simple vortex theory describes the wake by a semi-infinite 
cylindrical vortex sheet which is emitted from the blade tips (Fig. la).    This Implies an infinite number 
of blades, uniform blade loading, and neglects wake contraction.    The rotor inflow due to the cylindrical 
vortex sheet is solved through use of the Blot-Savart law and by representing the sheet as a uniform 
distribution of an infinite number of vortex rings of infinitesimal thickness which are located in planes 
parallel to the rotor disc.    The constant  (hover) or mean (forward flight) induced velocity resulting 
from this theory, which was first developed by Knight and Hefner for the propeller static thrust condition 
(1937, Ref. \k), has been shown to be equivalent to that obtained from momentum theory.    Coleman, et al. 
(I9U5, Ref. 15) developed a method to calculate the fore-aft variation of rotor inflow produced by the 
skewed elliptical wake cylinder for forward flight conditions.    This method was later expanded on by 
Castles and DeLeeuw  (1951*, Ref. 16) and Castles and Durham (1956, Ref.  17) to result In methods for 
predicting the induced velocity distribution for the longitudinal and lateral planes of symmetry of the 
rotor,  respectively.    Heyson and Katzoff  (1957, Ref. l8) removed the uniform loading assumption from the 
above approach by modeling the wake as a number of parallel and concentric vortex cylinders  (Fig. lb), 
the intensities and dimensions of which correspond to the prescribed pattern of the loading.    The sum of 
the superimposed induced velocity fields of the individual vortex cylinders yield the  overall Inflow 
field of the radially nonuniformly loaded rotor.    As described in a series of NACA reports, Heyson 
continued to refine this approach and finally included a nonuniform azimuthwise vorticity distribution 
(i960, Ref. 19).   An earlier attempt at predicting the inflow variation with azimuth, using vortex theory, 
was developed by Drees  {19^9, Ref. 20).    Two other vortex theories based on an infinite number of blades 
are those of Wang Shi-Tsun (196l, Ref. 21) and Baskln (i960, Ref. 22) in which the vortex rings that had 
previously been used to represent the vortex cylinder are replaced by vortex lines and a layer of dipoles, 
respectively. 

Due to the inherent limitation of the above methods using vortex cylinders, which is that time- 
averaged rather than instantaneous Induced velocities are predicted, these methods are not adequate for 
providing accurate variable inflow distributions for the determination of the fluctuation of the blade 
airloads.    To solve for the variable inflow for a finite number of blades using vortex theory, the wake 
from each blade must be considered. Goldstein   (1929, Ref. 23) derived a vortex theory for propellers with 
finite numbers of blades.    Goldstein solved the problems of the flow attributable to a set of semi- 
infinite, equidistant, coaxial, helicoidal    surfaces, each one representing the vortex sheet emanating 
from a blade (Fig. 2).    Goldstein's solution was developed using Betz's optimum loading condition (1919) 
Ref. 2h); that is, it neglects the slipstream contraction and hence refers rigorously only to a lightly 
loaded propeller.    The basic assumption of the Goldstein theory la that the velocity field of the vortex 
system at a large    distance from the propeller is equivalent to the potential field of the rigid 
helicoidal surfaces.    This is rigorously correct only for propellers where the circulation along the 
blades Is such that the flow in the wake is identical with the potential flow of such a set of equidistant 
coaxial helicoidal surfaces.    The Goldstein analysis as extended by Lock (1932, Ref.  25) has been applied 
to the hovering condition for helicopter rotors.    The primary limitations, the assumptions of a non- 
oontractlng wake and a small ratio of wake displacement velocity to propeller advance velocity, were not 
important to the original development which was intended for propellers operating in axial flight. 
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However, even with their limitations recognized, the Goldstein-Lock and blade element-momentum analyses, 
until recently, represented the state-of-tho-art for routine calculation of rotor hover performance. 

Due to the complexity of the Induced velocity calculations associated with a spiral wake system In 
forward flight, these calculations had to await the availability of the digital computer.    A computer 
method by Wlllmer (1963, Ref. 26) replaced the undlstorted spiral wake from each blade by a simplified 
model.    He assumed that only those parts of the wake which are near to the reference blade are important. 
To these he applied his "rectangularization" principle which consisted of straightening out those parts 
of the wake near the blade and making the mathematical simplification of integrating to Infinity since 
the outer parts of the straightened wake could be assumed to have little effect.    Thus the wakes of all 
blades are divided in parts (rectangular sheets) and placed In their appropriate positions according to 
the mean flow velocity through the disc and the number and relative positions of the blades that shed 
them.    Using an extension of dauert's lifting line theory, the inflow solution is reduced to a system of 
simultaneous equations.    These are solved on a digital computer and the results have shown considerable 
improvement over the simpler theories that preceded it.    A variation of Wlllmer's method wt.s developed 
by Molyneux (1962, Ref. 27) in which the rectangularized sheets in the far wake are replaced by a line of 
doublets whose strength is the integral of the doublet distribution across the span of the sheet.    One 
shortcoming of Willmer's method is the neglect of the time-wise variations of vortlclty in the wake. 
That is, the shed vortlclty, which Is defined as the vortlclty which leaves the blade due to timewlse 
changes of circulation, and the corresponding changes in strength of the trailing vortlclty (vortices 
emitted normal to the blade span to blade radial circulation variations) are neglected.    Loewy (1957, 
Ref. 28) had narlier used a simplified two-dimensional representation of the shed vortlclty to investigate 
the flutter characteristics of an oscxxiating rotary wing airfoil.    This problem was also treated by 
J. Jones  (1965, Ref. 29), who developed a method for determining the influence of the shed wake at an 
actuator disc (infinite number of blades) for low speed conditions.    R. Miller in a series of publications 
(1962, Ref. 30; 1961+, Refs. 3, 31, 32) accounted for the shed vortlclty through use of Theodorsen type 
lift deficiency functions.   A simplification to the spiral wake, developed by R. Miller (196U, Ref. 31)» 
is characterized by the feature that the helical vortex lines departing from the blade are replaced at 
specific points by their tangents (infinite straight filaments).    A similar wake representation is used 
in the methods of Harrison and Ollerhead (1966, Ref. 33), Fuhr and Kussman (1970, Ref. 310, anii W. Jones 
and Rao (1971, Ref. 35). 

One of the first aethods using helical vortex filaments to represent the undlstorted wake of a rotor 
is that  of Castles and Durham (1959f Ref- 36).    Undlstorted filaments are used to represent the tip vortex 
spiral from each blade.    The vortlclty shed from the inboard portion of the blade Is represented by a 
central straight vortex line along the axis of the wake.    Nondlmenslonallzed induced velocities for 
specific points are tabulated as a function of number of blades, wake axial velocity, and radius of the 
point.    A similar wake model was used in a method by N. Miller, Tang, and Perlmutter (1968, Ref. 37). 
R. Miller used the spiral undlstorted wake model, which he termed a "rigid wake", as an alternative to 
his simplified straight vortex filament approach described above.    The undlstorted or "rigid wake" 
assumption means that the in-plane wake coordinates (in planes parallel to the tip path plane) are 
determined simply by the rotor rotational and translatlonal velocities and the axial coordinates (normal 
to the tip path plane) are determined by a mean flow velocity which is generally the momentum Inflow 
value.    Piziali and DuWaldt (1962, Refs. 38, 39? modeled the undlstorted wake from each blade by a mesh 
of segmented vortex filaments (Fig. 3).   Each segment is straight and of constant vortex stength. 
However, the strengths of the various segments vary in accordance with the variation in the azimuthwise 
and radial variation of the blade bound circulation.    The segmented trailing vortex filaments emanate 
from each of the end points of the blade lifting-line segments.    The segmented shed vortex filaments 
intersect the trailing filaments in a manner such that the segment end points of both are coincident. 
In this manner, the changes in, and the effects of, trailing and shed vortlclty are simultaneously 
computed.    In a similar manner, Madden (1967, Ref. Uo) extended the method of R. Miller to include the 
effect of both azimuthwise and radial variations of wake trailing circulation strength by representing 
the trailing vortlclty by several spiral vortices emanating from the blade and divided into finite 
straight line segments.    However, he retained a two-dimensional lift-deficiency type formulation for the 
shf-d wake influence,    Scully (1965, Ref. hl) has noted possible refinements to R. Miller's approach. 
Sjgel (1966, Ref.    2) expanded the method of Plzlali and DuWaldt to the transient condition by allowing 
the mean inflow, which establishes the axial position of the rigid wake, to vary with time in accordance 
with the transient momentum changes.    He included only the trailing wake contribution, since he consid- 
ered the shed wake effect as second order.    Davenport (196U, Ref. U3) and Balcerak (1967, Ref. hk) 
expanded the techniques developed by R. Miller and by Piziali and DuWaldt for an undlstorted wake to the 
tandem rotor application.    Ichikawa (1967, Ref. U5) used an undlstorted vortex sheet approach to develop 
a unique linear theory for the blade spanwise lift distribution in which he deduced a closed form 
lifting-line type solution from a lifting surface theory by mathematical approximation.    Several 
propeller performance theories that use an undlstorted wake have been summarized by Wu (1965, Ref. 2). 
Three other propeller theories that are also based on an undlstorted wake geometry are those of Nelson 
(I96U, Ref. 1+6), Hough (1967, Ref. hj), and Mandl (1967, Ref. 1*8). 

2.3    Inflow methods based on a theoretical distorted wake geometry 

It was recogr'zed by the earlier proponents of the rigid wake model (e.g., R. Miller, P*f. 32, 
Piziali, Ref. 50) that the sensitivity of blade Inflow and associated alrloadlng to wake distortions 
could be significant.    The requirement for an improved wake geometry model was also concluded at the 
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Unl1.r;d Aircraft Corporation In a series of unpublished applications of the methods of Piziali and DuWaldt, 
Willmer and Miller by Arcldiacono and Landgrebe and in a later st i>."y in which they cooperated with 
Carlson and Hilzinger (1965, Ref. U9) to couple the variable inflow solutions to a Sikorsky Aircraft 
aeroelastic blade response program. 

R. Miller (I96I*, Ref. 31) established the concept of a "semi-rigid" wake.    A semi-rigid wake geometry 
results by replacing the constant axial velocity (normal to the tip path plane) of the rigid wake with 
the Instantaneous axial velocity of each vortex element occuiring at its generation at the blade. 
Although this results in a distorted spiral wake,  changes In the vortex element velocities with time, due 
to interaction with the wake and blades, are neglected.    Piziali  (1965, Ref. 50) also Included a provision 
for a semi-rigid wake.    In addition, he refined his wake model to approximately account for the roll-up 
of the spiral wake surface by truncating the mesh of trailing and shed vortex elements behind the blade 
at a prescribed wake azimuth and by providing thereafter for two concentrated vortex filaments to repre- 
snet a rolled-up tip vortex and root vortex.    Brandt (1962, Ref. 51) and Ham (1963, Ref.  52) applied 
R. Miller's method using a semi-rigid wake to investigate wake effects on rotor blade airloads for low 
speed flight conditions.   A comparison of the semi-rigid wake geometry with results from an experimental 
program showed major discrepancies between the semi-rigid and measured wake coordinates -which Ham con- 
cluded could be significant if accurate blade airloads are to be predicted. 

In recent years the requirement for an improved distorted wake model has been recognized.    Several 
methods for predicting a more realistic wake geometry have been developed in the past seven years.    These 
range from simplified methods, such as methods In which (l) the wake is approximated by vortex rings or 
vortex tubes or (2) the rotor is represented by an actuator eise, to more complex methods in which the 
distorted wake geometry is predicted through calculation of the mutual interaction of the wake filaments 
emitted from each blade. 

The first of the simplified methods was that of Brady and Crimi  (1965, Ref. 53) in which the 
contracted wake of a static propeller, in and out of ground effect, is calculated by a time-step procedure 
employing vortex rings of constant circulation strength.    Trenka (1966, Ref. 51*) used the results of tais 
method to establish the contraction and spacing of a mesh of discrete segments similar to Piziali's wake 
representation for the purpose of predicting the performance of VTOL propellers.    Greenberg and Kaskel 
(1968, Ref.  55) combined an actuator disc model of a hovering rotor with a wake comprised of a distribu- 
tion of equal strength vortex rings over the slipb*ream  surface boundary.    From applications of this 
approach, they concluded that the streamline pattern iz virtually Independent of thrust coefficient,    This 
result was  later questioned on the basis of experimental results obtained at United Aircraft (1971, Ref. 
56).    Theodorsen (1969) Ref. 57) extended his early propeller theory to obtain a solution for the wake 
contraction and associated performance of static propellers and hovering helicopter rotors with optimum 
loading.    Following the unsuccessful application of a semi-empirical wake model (1965, Ref. 58) and a 
complete continuous vortex sheet deformation approach, Erlckson (1969, Ref. 59) developed a method for 
the static performance of a VTOL propeller in which he specifies the wake contraction based on the 
method of Greenberg and Kaskel, and calculates the pitch of the trailing vortex sheets by Iterating on 
the axial positions and velocities at prescribed field points.   A aethod for low speed forward flight 
conditiono was developed by Joglekar and Loewy (1970, Ref. 60) in which the rotor is assumed to be an 
actuator disc and the corresponding distortions of the tip vortex filaments are used to establish the wake 
geometry for use in Piziali's airloads program  (Ref. 50). Vaskin (1966, Ref. 6l) uses a distorting vortex 
tube of uniform circulation to obtain an approximate representation of the distorted wake of a rotor in 
forward flight.   An approximate solution for the wake downstream of a rotor, where the wake rolls-up into 
two concentrated counter-rotating vortices similar to a fixed wing wake, was developed by Levinsky (1970, 
Ref. 62).    For the wake close behind the rotor he used inclined actuator disc theory applied to a 
combination of an infinite number of ring vortices of elliptical cross section and an infinite number of 
ring vortices and sources directed parallel to the axis of the elliptical cylinder.    For the far wake he 
used a single horseshoe vortex divided into numerous straight, viscous core segments. 

The more complex distorted wake methods are all characterized by the representation of the wake from 
each blade by segmented vortex filaments which are allowed to freely distort until a converged wake 
results.    The wake geometry method developed by Landgrebe at the United Aircraft Research Laboratories 
is described in a series of references (1969» Ref. 63; 1971, Refs. 56, 6k, 65, and 66;  1972, Ref. 67). 
The wake model is composed of a finite number of discrete vortex filaments from each blade.    The straight 
vortex elements are free to eonvect at a velocity equal to the sum of the free stream velocity and the 
velocity induced by the trailing and bound vorticity.   The influence of the shed vorticity on the wake 
distortions is assumed negligible since its intensity is small in comparison to the trailing vortex 
strength.    However, the influence of the shed wake directly behind each blade is included empirically in 
the airloads calculation through the use of unsteady two-dimensional airfoil data.    Several modes of 
operation have been provided in the computer program for this method.    The most complex mode, and also 
the most costly, is to allow all the wake elements to interact freely with the intent of calculating all 
the wake features Including the rolling-up of the tip vortex and the distortion of the wake (vortex sheet) 
emitted from the Inboard region of the blade.    The computer requirements and costs are normally prohibi- 
tive for this mode of operation so various alternatives have been provided.   The selection of these 
alternatives is usually determined by the accuracy required and the flight condition of interest (hover 
or forward flight).    One alternative mode consists of grouping the vortices from each blade into (l) a 
strong, rolled-up tip vortex filament, and (2) several weaker trailing vortex filaments representing the 
inboard vortex sheet (Fig. h).    The complete mutual Interaction of these vortices may be calculated, or 
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the geometry of the inboard vortices may be prescribed and the distortions of the tip vortex computed. 

The computation of the wake geometry is accomplished by the following procedures: 

1. The circulation strength In the wake is estimated from a previous solution of the bound 
circulation distribution on the blade (lifting line). 

2. An initial wake geometry is spsclfied. 

3. The classical Blot-Savart law Is applied to comp ite the velocities induced by each vortex 
segment in the wake at the end points of the assigned distorting segments. 

U.     These velocities are integrated over a small increment In time to define a new wake geometry. 

5. Steps  (3) and (U) are repeated,    alternately,    until a converged wake geometry corresponding to 
the initial estimate of blade bound circulation is obtained, 

6. A new estimate of the blade bound circulation distribution is computed using the calculated 
wake. 

7. Steps  (2) through (6) are repeated,  iterating until a compatible wake geometry-circulation 
solution is obtained. 

The wake geometry method has been coupled with a circulation analysis and an aeroelastic blade response 
analysis so that a consistent wake geometry, rotor inflow distribution, and airload distribution may be 
Iteratively computed (Fig. 5).    The method is applicable to both steady-state hovering and forward flight 
conditions, and It is currently being extended for transient conditions and to Include a lifting surface 
representation for the blades.    In order to avoid prohibitive computation costs, the far wake model for 
hovering flight may be represented by helical filaments and, unlike the near wake, this far wake region 
Is constrained from distorting freely.    Another option in the method for reducing computer costs is to 
consider the lesser Induced effects at each wake point in approximate form.    By selecting a bounding 
displacement velocity induced by a single wake segment at each segment end point considered, a grouping of 
all segments Into a near and far wake region is achieved for etoh end point.    The near wake region 
contains the segments which make a substantial contribution to the displasement velocity at the segment 
and point.    Thus, this contribution is calculated anew for each time step in the iteration loop.    The 
displacement velocities Induced by the segments of the far wake region are recalculated only at selected 
time steps.    Their summation yields the combined influence of the far wake region on the segment end 
point, which is kept constant for the selected interval (generally,  calculation of the displacement 
velocities due to the far wake during the first time step is sufficient).   A similar wake geometry method 
was developed by Crimi (1966, Eef. 68).    This method differs from the above mainly in the following 
manner:    (l) the wake consists only of tip vortex filaments, (2) a near and far wake provision is not 
included,  (3) refinements for the hover condition are not included, and (U) fuselage interference effects 
on the wake are calculated.   A third method, which is also similar to the above in the basic technical 
approach. Is that of Scully (1967, Ref. 69).    Scully's wake model consists of distorting segmented tip 
vortex filaments and nondistorting inboard filaments.    Rather than start the interaction procedure with 
an assumed initial wake model, Sadler (1971, Ref. 70) developed a method to predict the wake geometry 
by a process similar to the btart-up of a rotor in a free stream.    An array of distorted, discrete 
trailing and shed vortices is generated as the blade proceeds in time.   The "free wake analysis" developed 
by Clark and Leiper (1969, Ref. 71), limited to hovering rotors, is a spatial analysis rather than the 
previous temporal analyses.   That is, rather than computing the wake velocities and associated wake 
geometries for a series of time steps, the segmented trailing wake is allowed to move freely through a 
computed velocity field to establish a wake pattern.    Similar near wake geometry results from this 
spatial method and Landgrebe's temporal method are shown In Ref. 65. 

2.U    Inflow methods based on prescribed empirical wake geometry 

Cor~urrent with the rotor inflow methods based on a theoretical wake geometry, other methods have 
been dev  Loped based on empirical wake models.    Most of these methods are directed toward the rotor hover 
condition in that this condition is the one most influenced by wake distortion effects and it is the 
simplest one for obtaining experimental flow visualization data. 

Gray (1955» Ref- 72; 1956, Ref. 73) developed a semiempirical method for the wake of a single bladed 
rotor baaed on experioental wake geometry data obtained from smoke-visualization tests.    He postulated the 
wake as a rolled up tip vortex filament and a separate inboard vortex sheet (Fig. 6).   Although this 
method was relatively advanced for its time, it was necessary for Gray to make several simplifying 
assumptions, since this was prior to the availability of high-speed computers.    Gray's approach was later 
expanded for propellers by Gartshore (1966, Ref. 7'*).    Rorke and Wells (1969> Ref. 75) modified momentum 
theory to include the effects of the prescribed near wake by adding a wake-induced "interference" velocity 
distribution to the adjusted momentum inflow.    Magee, Maisel and Davenport (1969, Ref. 76) developed a 
semiempirical method for prescribing the wake and computing the performance of a hovering rotor.    The 
degree and rate of wake contraction are determined from the ring vortex model of Ref. 53 and the axial 
wake coordinates are based on a "slipstream acceleration parameter" which was partially based on 
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experimental data and synthesized to provide correlation for several rotors and propellers.    Seed (1967, 
Ref. 77) used a prescribed sllpntretim profile, baaed on experimental observations, and a semleraplrloal 
relation for the spiral pitch to calculate the perfornance of a rotor with circulation control by 
blowing.    He found that his prescribed wake model provided bettur correlation than his  "continuous 
deformation model" In which the spiral wake form Is allowed to c'eform within a specified wake contraction 
boundary. 

The requirement for a method employing an accurate prescribed wake model obtained from experimental 
wake data was concluded by Jenney, Olson, and Landgrebe (■'968, Ref. 78) who found that the rapid contrac- 
tion of the slipstream under a hovering rotor places  the vortex system sufficiently close to the rotor 
blades that it causes significant changes in the radial distributions of Induced velocities which can 
result in a loss  in hover performance.    A method based entirely on en empirical wake was developed by 
Landgrebe  (1971,  Ref. 56; l°72, Ref. 67) at the United Aircraft Research Laboratories for hovering rotors 
with any number of blades. The method, entitled  "The UARL Prescribed Wake Hover Performance Analysis", was 
derived to compute the blade circulation and Inflow distribution and the corresponding rotor performance 
based on a prescribed wake geometry.    Generality regarding the specification of the geometry was maintained 
tn the ccaputer analysis to permit the evaluation of a wide variety of wake geometry models.    Sample 
computer plots are shown in Fig. 7 for a typical experimental wake (far wake instability neglected) and 
a classical wake model.    Each blade is represented by a segmented lifting lin», and the wake Is represen- 
ted by a finite number of segmented vortex filaments trailing from the blade segment boundaries.    The 
blade and wake characteristics are assumed to be independent of azimuth position.    The program is divided 
into three parts.    The first transforms the wake geometry Input to wake coordinates.    The second contains 
tha computation of the wake influence coefficients at the blades as defined by the Blot-Savart law and 
the numerical procedures for solving the circulation matrix and associated induced velocity distribution. 
In the third part,  performance characteristics are computed.    Conventional strip theory based on two- 
dimensional airfoil data is assumed applicable to compute the rotor performance characteristics.    The 
method was successfully applied at UARL following the experimental acquisition of systematic model rotor 
hover performance and wake geometry data which were generalized to facilitate the rapid estimation of wake 
geometry for a wide range of rotor designs and operating conditions.    The method is currently in use at 
Sikorsky Aircraft and the U. S. Army Aviation Materiel  Research and Development Laboratory, and has 
accurately predicted the hover performance of a wir-'        .ge of full-scale helicopter rotors.    This 
prescribed wake analysis WPS successfully applied U. predict propeller performance by Ladden (1971,  Ref. 
79) based on generalized propeller wake data.    Gllmore in Part II of the same reference presented an 
extension of Gartshore's semlemplrlcal approach. 

For forward flight conditions, Tararlne  (i960, Ref. So) empirlclzed an analytical wake model based 
on    tip vortex    flow visualization data obtained using smoke techniques in a wind tunnel.    Isay (1971, 
Ref. 8l) developed a simplified vortex model for the analysis of the flow at the rotor based on a 
prescribed trapezoidal flow distribution in the wake.    Landgrebe ard Bellinger  (1971, Ref. 6k) modified 
the UARL aeroelastic performance method, described previously, to Include a prescribed wake option for 
forward flight conditions, and have prescribed the experimental wake patterns of Lehman  (1968, Ref. 82) 
which were obtained from photographing tip vortex bubble patterns of a model rotor in a water tunnel. 

2.5    Recent emphasis in Inflow studies 

In addition to refining the wake geometry models, recent emphasis has been placed on more accurate 
analytical simulation of blade-vortex Interference.    Several studies have been conducted to Investigate 
Improved representations of the blade and the wake  (particularly, the tip vortex).    These studies include 
the following areas: 

1. Representation of the blade by a lifting surface instead of a lifting line  (e.g., Refs. 83 
through 85), 

2. Details of blade-vortex interaction (e.g., Refs. 86 through 89), and 

3. Studies of vortex structure and stability (e.g., Refs. 90 through 92). 

Although significant progress has been made in these areas, continued studies are required to improve our 
understanding of the complex rotor problem and to apply the new knowledge and analytical techniques to 
rotor inflow methods. 

3.      RESULTS OF RECENT STUDIES CONDUCTED AT UNITED AIRCRAFT 

For several years,  investigations have been conducted at the United Aircraft Research Laboratories 
to experimentally examine specific effects of blade perameters and wakes on rotor performance and to 
develop methods to predict those effects.    Many of these efforts considered hovering flight since this 
remains the most Important asset of the helicopter.    The work,  in addition to the forward flight and 
unsteady flow effects presented later, have been supported, to a large extent, by the U. S. Army Air 
Mobility Research and Development Laboratory and the NASA Langley Research Center. 
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3.1   Hovering flight 

There have been a variety of techniques devised to Improve the efficiency of rotors In hover.    These 
Include twist, planform taper, thickness taper, root cutout, camber, and blade tip sweep.    These para- 
meters generally affect the thrust characteristics at a given power and, of course, the objectives have 
always been to Increase thrust at a given power.    The objective of Increasing maximum thrust for a given 
rotor size was not rigorously pursued during the years of the reciprocating engine since installed power 
was generally Insufficient to reach maximum thrust conditions.    However, with the advent of the turboshaft 
engine, and the corresponding improvement In power to weight ratio, stall-associated problems rather than 
power limits often have limited performance. 

Initial performance methods could not predict these stall effects and as a result new high perfor- 
mance helicopter designs did not achieve their expected performance levels.    In many cases these reductions 
in maximum thrust reached levels as high as 10 percent, which seriously compromised pa/load capabilities. 
This reduction in actual lift compared to lift predicted using classical methods is demonstrated in Fig. 8. 
Here experimental results are shown for model rotors having two and six blades and compared to theoretical 
results of the Goldstein-Lock and momentum analyses.    This figure demonstrates the good correlation for 
the 2-bladed rotor and the poor correlation for the 6-bladed rotor.    These results, and additional results 
obtained for other blade configurations (Ref. 56) provided evidence that the discrepancy was related, at 
least in part, to the failure of the analyses to simulate the change in blade aerodynamics caused by the 
increase in solidity (higher number of blades).    Programs were undertaken at United Aircraft to identify 
the mechanisms causing these discrepancies and to provide the technical base from which Improved perfor- 
mance methods could be developed.    Initial research efforts were directed at experimental measurements of 
the wake geometry, particularly the strong tip vortex, and the effects of various blade design parameters 
on wake geometry.    Data were obtained on 4-ft model rotors by emitting »mo'.e thru the rotors and visualizing 
the vortices.      As shown in Fig. 9> it is possible to locate the core center of the tip vortex relative 
to the blade tip as well as the cross section of the Inboard vortex eheets.    Another Important wake 
characteristic Is evident from the photographs of Fig. 9.    This is the vertical spacing between adjacent 
vortex cores relative to the vertical spacing between the first (uppermost) vortex and the blade passing 
above It.    The spacing between cores is significantly greater than that between the first vortex and 
following blade demonstrating the increased transport velocity of the tip vortex after the passage of the 
following blade.   Examination of sequential photographs revealed that the vertical velocity of the tip 
vortex consists of two distinct constant values.    In the region between the generation of the vortex and 
the passage of the adjacent following blade there is no strong downwash influence present and the rate is 
relatively low.    The passage of the following blade then Imparts a large downward momentum producing the 
resulting geometry shown in Fig. 9.    The radial velocity, on the other hand, does not experience a distinct 
change due to a blade passage, but Instead exhibits an initially high value and then approaches zero 
exponentially.    This radial component of velocity was found to be relatively Insensitive tc all design 
parameters investigated and was dependent primarily upon disc loading.   The effects of Increasing solidity 
on vortex geometry is revealed from Fig. 9 where the 8-bladed rotor is shown to place the trailing tip 
vortex very close to the following blade.    As a result of the interference produced by the high Induced 
velocities of the tip vortex, local stall could be produced for an 8-bladed rotor whereas such stall could 
be avoided for a rotor having fewer blades.    However, at constant disc loading and solidity Interference 
Is relatively insensitive to number of blades.    This represents, the major requirement In predicting the 
performance of a rotor in hover -- the ability to define the position of the tip vortex and the induced 
velocity field around It.    The Influence on the tip vortex location and induced angle of Increasing the 
number of blades is also Illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11.    For a fixed blade loading and chord, the radial 
and vertical locations of the tip vortex below the following blade are shown for 2-, 3-, 1*-» 6-, and 
8-bladed rotors.    As shown In Fig. II, the angle Induced at the blade Increases significantly as the 
vertical displacement decreases.    For higher loaded rotors it Is obvious that  severe stall could be pro- 
duced which would significantly reduce performance over that predicted using classical methods.    This 
becomes an Important consideration when the maximum lift capability of an existing rotor is Increased by 
adding one or more blades.    Such a configuration change could not achieve the Increased lift expected 
unless the effects described above are accurately modeled.    It should be noted that the effects of 
Increased number of blades are less serious when the chord Is reduced to maintain constant solidity. 
Under these conditions,  if a reduction In chord accompanies an increased in number of blades,  the reduction 
in vortex strengths compensates the reduction in vertical displacement. 

The effects due to vortex Interference on radial distribution of angle of attack and loading are 
shewn in Fig.  12.    Here the distributions predicted for a model rotor operating celow stall  (c^/cr = 0.07) 
are presented for the distorted wake and classical wake methods.    The most notable difference Is over the 
tip region where angle of attack and loading excursions of the distorted wake method reach levels approxi- 
mately 50 percent higher than those of the undistorted wakä methods.   To avoid premature rotor stall 
caused by tip disturbances of the type shown In Fig. 12, some recent rotor designs have Incorporated a 
finite reduction In blade angle near the tip to obtain a more nearly uniform angle of attack distribution. 
This ensures that a greater span of blade can more nearly achieve Its lift potential. 

Additional rotor design parameters such as tip speed, blade twist, aspect ratio, planform taper, and 
camber have been experimentally investigated at United Aircraft (Refs. 56 and 93) to determine their 
effects oa performance and wake characteristics.    It was found that the wake geometry was Insensitive to 
Independent variations In tip speed, aspect ratio,  and camber, at least over the range of variables 
tested.    The  Influence of number of blades is limited to establishing the wake azimuth angle where the tip 
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vortex passes below the adjacent downstream blade at which point the vertical velocity increases 
significantly.    The effect of camber was, as expected, to increase the maximum rotor thrust due to the 
increased CL^   of the cambered section.    Blades having planform taper at zero twist were found to stall 
at a considerably lower thrust coefficient than constant chord blades of equivalent blade area.    Although 
only limited flow visualization data have been obtained for   the tapered blade rotor, preliminary results 
Indicate that the initial vertical velocity of the tip vortex in much reduced over that of the constant 
chord rotor.    As a result, greater interference effects are produced on the following blade causing 
premature tip stall.    It is speculated that the tip circulation strength, which is the primary source of 
the initial downwash velocity, is lower due to the reduced blade chord.   As a result of tip stall, much 
of the inboard blade area, which Is considerable in light of the taper effects, dees not near?y reach its 
full lift potential.    Of course, large values of negative twist should accompany taper in order to place 
the inboard sections at more favorable L/D levels and, in fact, it seems reasonable to expect that a 
tapered blade should require greater twist than a constant chord blade of equivalent area.    This appears 
warranted since for equivalent areas, the tip chord of the tapered blade is less than that of the 
untapered blade and, assuming no twist, would be subjected to tip stall at a lower thrust level. 

Results of the UARL Prescribed Wake Analysis described earlier are compared to experimental results 
in Fig. 13.    The wake used to generate these results vas estimated from flow visualization photographs 
where the accuracy in reading coordinates is approximately 1/2 percent of the radius.    The sensitivity of 
performancf. to the tip vortex position is demonstrated in Fig. 13 where the tip vortex is displaced this 
amount  (l/2 percent R) further from the rotor.    The important conclusions that have resulted from these 
Investigations are that knowledge of the strength and position of the tip vortex of highly loaded multi- 
bladed rotors Is extremely Important and that performance prediction methods must accurately simulate this 
geometry if reliable performance estimates are to be expected. 

3.2 Wake stability characteristics 

Indications from the many flow visualization Investigations conducted at United Aircraft, primarily 
with model rotors as reported in Ref. 56, are that the helical tip vortex is relatively stable and 
repeatable in the region below the hovering rotor extending down to approximately 20 percent of the radius. 
This region is, of course, the most important regarding performance and fortunately produces a generally 
steady aerodynamic environment at the blades.    However, as the helix progresses downstream it takes on a 
more random behavior and eventually an apparent instability.   Whether the tip vortex undergoes a form of 
viscous dissipation (decay) or vortex breakdown (bursting) as characterizes certain fixed wing tip 
vortices is conjecture at this time.   However, results indicate a definite departure from the classical 
concept of a smoothly contracting wake below the rotor.    Evidence of this Is shown In Fig. lU, in which 
the fourth vortex cross section proceeds to travel radially outward (note particularly the photographs 
for «/'s 60 and 120 deg) until it is no longer visible.    Although it is recognized that a small perturba- 
tion such as a small amount of ambient wind or a slight blade-out-of-trac». may be necessary to precipi- 
tate the instability, this is believed to be an academic consideration sine« full-scale rotor operation 
is certainly subject to greater disturbances than those present under controlled laboratory conditions. 

Wake stability was found to increase with decreasing wake azimuth, ',''„.    For example, the 
repeatability of the tip vortex position beneath the following blade  (iji   - 360 deg/b) was within *1 
percent of the radius.    More photographic examples and a more complete dlscission of the unstable nature 
of the far wake are presented in Refs. 56 and 67.    Evidence of far-wake lnsi.ablllty for a small-scale 
propeller with two blades is discussed in Ref. 91.    It is mentioned therein that the instability was 
characterized by axial but not radial oscillations of the tip vortex in the far-wake region.    This differs 
from the observations of the model rotor tip vortices which exhibited substantial radial as well as axial 
movements. 

The implications of this far wake instability on rotor performance and vibration have not yet been 
confirmed; however, it is believed that under steady hovering flight conditions the disturbances in the 
far wake are sufficiently removed from the rotor plane so as not to significantly affect its aerodynamic 
environment.    The unsteady effects of the far wake are expected to play a more important role when 
considering acoustic phenomena, the effects of wake impingement on fuselage and tall surfaces, and the 
problems associated with slung loads. 

! 
3.3 Forward flight 

■ 
Applications of the wake methods to the forward flight case have shown rotor performance for 

conventional helicopter flight conditions to be considerably less affected by the wake. In forward 
flight, with forward tilt of the rocor disc, the blades are moving away from the wake, therefore feeling 
less of its influence. As in the hover condition, the wake elements become distorted as a result of 
Interactions with other elements in the wake. These distortions are similar to those produced by a 
fixed wing, as depicted schematically in Fig. 15. Shown is the general "rolling up" characteristic 
produced at the lateral extremities of the wake with the rolled-up portions growing in size as they pro- 
ceed downstream. These large downstream distortions, however, do not significantly influence the flow 
field at the rotor. A more quantitative representation of the tip vortex geometry obtained from Ref. 6k 
is presented in Fig. 16. Here, theoretical results are presented for a 2-bladed rotor, and the wakes are 
shewn for both the classical helical shape (undlstorted) and the more realistic distorted wake. The 
planform view indicates relatively small differences In the tip vortex geometry, particularly over the 
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Important near wake region; however, the profile views show significant differences.   A comparison of 
the axial tip vortex coordinates for a model rotor predicted by the theory of Ref. 63 and obtained from 
the experimental results of Ref. 82 Is presented in Fig. 17. Although the geometric differences between 
the distorted and nondistorted wakes are significant and generate great academic interest, it has been 
found that they are generally not important differences when it comes to the determination of rotor per- 
formance and certain other rotor characteristics for conventional forward flight conditions. (This cannot 
be generalized, however, to include flight conditions which place portionn of the wake in the plane of 
the rotor, for example during maneuvers.) In fact, for many flight conditions, simple constant inflow 
thoory predicts generally the same integrated performance as the variable inflow theories. 

A comparison from Ref. 66 of the predicted performance using constant inflow, undistorted wake 
variable inflow, and distorted wake variable inflow with full scale experimental results is presented in 
Fig. 18. The results indicate only minor differences over the conditions Investigated and relatively 
poor correlation with the test data. It will be shown later that improveu '—elation is achieved when 
unsteady aerodynamic effects are included. 

It is interesting to note that the Integrated performance results of Fig. l8 remain relatively 
unchanged between the three analytical results, yet the calculated inflow over the disc and the azimuthal 
distribution of angle of attack and loading contain considerable variations which must be simulated to 
accurately predict nonperforraance rotor characteristics such as noise, stresses, vibration, and control 
loads. These variations are exemplified in Figs. 19, 20, and 21, where results were calculated using 
UAC blade response and variable inflow analyses. Figure 19 shows a typical inflow velocity map (induced 
velocity produced at the blade location during each revolution) demonstrating the highly variable 
character of the inflow, particularly over the outer region on the retreating side where the strong tip 
vortex induces large downwash velocities. Considerably lower velocities are induced on the advancing 
blade where a weaker tip vortex is produced as a result of the reduced lift over the advancing blade tip 
region. The two pockets of upwash shown in the two forward quadrants are produced by the passage of tip 
vortices from previous blades similar to the vortex passage shown in Fig. 19- The azimuthal variation in 
section angle of attack at the 75 percent radial station is shown for the constant and variable inflow 
cases in Fig. 20. The maximum excursions of 1 to 2 deg of the variable inflow curves from the constant 
inflow curve are attributable directly to tip vortex passage effects and occur on the advancing blade at 
approximately 130 deg and on the retreating blade over a region from 2U0 deg to 330 deg. Although the 
retreating blade disturbances appear greater than those on the advancing blade, the actual loading distur- 
bances are less due to the reduced dynamic pressure on the retreating blade. The azimuthal variations in 
loading for the 75 percent station are shown in Fig. 21 where the relatively small advancing blade angle- 
of-attack disturbances shown on Fig. 20 translate into large loading disturbances. The effects of wake 
distortions are thown in Figs. 20 and 21 to increase the peak disturbances over those of the undistorted 
case. It should b.i noted again, however, that although the variable inflow theories generate significant 
differences in loading distribution compared to the constant inflow case, the integrated performance shows 
negligible differences. One should expect this when considering the basic characteristics of vortex 
interference phenomena; for flight conditions below stall, that is when the blade sections are operating 
on the linear portions of their lift curves, and assuming steady-stata airfoil data, the interference 
produced by a vortex should generally induce upwash and downwash on adjacent sections of the rotcr disc. 
The net effect should be one of cancellation which is evident in Fig. 21 where an increased loading at 
one azimuth position is generally accompanied by an unloading at an adjacent azimuth position. 

The following comments summarize tht forward flight wake characteristics which have been revealed 
through research conducted at United Aircraft. 

1. Wake geometry in forward flight is primarily determined by number of blades and the following 
parameters: advance ratio,/i , rotor angle of attack, a, and thrust coefficient, CT. 

2. Rotor wake effectT on blade airloading generally decrease with increasing advance ratio, 
increasing rotor angle of attack, and decreasing number of blades. 

Increasing the advance ratio reduces the number of blade-vortex intersections by displacing the wake 
downstream from the rotor. Increasing the rotor angle of attack increases the axial spacing between the 
wake and the rotor by providing an additional component, V sin a , to the wake axial transport velocity 
relative to the rotor disc. Decreasing the number of blades reduces the number of blade-vortex intersec- 
tions by reducing the number of tip vortices in the wake. In addition, for rotors with fewer blades the 
vortices from the previous blades have more time to move further beneath a blade due to the Increased 
blade spacing. The effect of roxur thrust level is more complex in that it tends to increase wake effects 
by increasing the rotor-wake axial spacing. In addition to the reduction of wake effects due to these 
blade-wake geometry considerations, advance ratio and angle of attack influence the proportion of the wake 
induced velocities to the total induced velocities at the olades. An increase in either of these para- 
meters leads to an increase in the axial velocity component, V sin or, which contributes to the total 
Inflow, An Increase in this inflow component decreases the significance of the wake induced velocities. 
At moderate to high flight speeds (hereafter referred to as ft^O.l) this component is typically greater 
than half of the total inflow. Also, as advance ratio is increased, blade flapping velocities become an 
increasingly greater proportion of the total inflow. 
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3.  For moderate to high speed flight, the wake deflection angle la the predominant factor in 
determining the significance of wake effects. For most conventional helicopter conditions wnere the 
rotor supports the total gross weight and provides the total propulsive force, the rotor Is normally 
tilted over at an angle of attack which results in a wake deflection angle of sufficient magnitude to 
reduce the wake sensitivity. However, wake effects can be anticipated as being very aifcnificant for 
helicopters with auxiliary propulsion for which the rotor tilt may be such as to result in wake deflection 
angles approaching zero. 

1».  For low speed flight {/x-  0.1), the sensitivity to wake effects Is stronger because of the low 
magnitude of the flight velocity components, V cos a and V sin a, which limit the extent to which the wake 
is transported downstream and in the axial direction resulting in a greater number of blade vortex-inter- 
sections closer to the rotor. In fact, tip vertices pass above the blades for some low speed flight 
conditions. The typical "roughness" experienced by aircraft flying in this low speed range is attributed 
to wake effects on the vibratory response of the rotor blades. 

5.  In addition to the factors mentioned above, wake effects on rotor forward flight performance are 
less than wake effects on hover performance due to the fact that, unlike the hovering rotor wake, in 
forward flight the tip vortices do not continuously pass beneath the tip region of the fallowing blades. 
The hovering rotor generates approximately l/h  to 1/3 of its lift over the outer 10 percent of the blades. 
The passage of a tip vortex close to the blade in this tip region has been shown to significantly 
influence the tip airloading and, thus, the integrated rotor performance. In forward flight, the vortices 
do not continuously pass under the blades in the predominant loading regions. In fact, for rotors with 
low nunbers of blades flying at high advance ratios there are no blade-vortex intersections for a large 
extent of the blade azimuth travel. In addition, the local vortex induced effects on performance tend to 
cancel for intersections at the inboard portion of the blade because of the equal and opposite velocities 
induced on opposite sides of the vortex. 

S.1* Wakes and unsteady aerodynamics 

The primary frequency content of the constant inflow loading curve shown on Fig. 21 is two per rev 
(2P); however, higher frequencies are introduced when variable inflow effects are included such as the 5P 
frequency contained in the variable inflow results shown in Fig. 21, These higher frequency components 
become particularly important when considering other rotor characteristics SucJi as vibration, noise, and 
control loads. Exciting frequencies due to variable inflow effects (5P, for example) often coalesce with 
certain fundamental blade frequencies and, therefore, excite vibratory modes which would not otherwise be 
excited with constant inflow. Additionally, wake effects coupled with unsteady airfoil data produce 
important results which could not be predicted without simulating each of these phenomena. Unsteady 
aerodynamic effects are characterized by significant departures from the classical quasi-steady airfoil 
data, as shown in Fig. 22 (Ref. 95). Here the normal force and pitching moment are shown at one Mach 
number for both nose up (positives) and nose down (negative ä ) pitching velocities and compared with 
steady state values. It is apparent that the forces and momenta produced by an oscillating airfoil are 
extraroely sensitive to the rate of change of angle of attack in addition to the absolute angle. 

The impact of unsteady aerodynamics is felt primarily in two areas. The first is in performance 
where the lift overshoot shown by the positive ä  curve in Fig. 22 directly affects the lift capability of 
the retreating blades of a rotor in forward flight. The apparent delay in stall results from the 
retreating blade increasing in angle of attack as it approaches its minimum dynamic pressure position 
thereby experiencing the favorable lift characteristics shown by Fig. 22. Precipitious stall to below 
the steady state value is avoided for many flight conditions because the blade racves into a more favorable 
angle of attack environment while undergoing its negative angle of attack change. An example of the 
effects of unsteady aerodynamics on performance is shown in Fig. 23. The full scale test results which 
were presented in Fig. 18 and compared to variable inflow theory are now compared to theory including 
unsteady aerodynamics. Improved performance correlation is indicated. The increased lift over that of 
the classical theory shown at the higher angles is attributable to two changes occurring on the rotor. 
The first is the direct increase in lift of the retreating blade due to the higher lift coefficients 
produced by the unsteady effects (Fig. 22), and the second is the higher advancing blade lift which 
accompanies the increment in lift of the retreating blade. This is simply a result of the trim require- 
ment that the advancing and retreating blade flapping moments be equal. In addition, it's expected for 
most conditions that the advancing blade lift increment would be greater since its center of pressure is 
more inboard and requires higher lift to balance the retreating blade lift moment. 

The influence of the combined effects of variable inflow and unsteady aerodynamics is significant 
in evaluating vibration and control loads. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2h where experimental blade root 
torsional momenta, which are directly relatable to control loads, are compared to analytical torsional 
moments assuming unsteady aerodynamics with and without variable inflow. It is apparent that Improved 
correlation is achieved when variable Inflow is included. Although results assuming steady aerodynamics 
are not presented in Fig. 21», comparisons with the test data were made and showed poor correlation. The 
need for both unsteady aerodynamic and variable inflow to achieve the higher harmonic response present 
in the test data becomes more apparent when referring back to Fig. 20. Here the high frequency content 
of the section angle of attack (and its fiist derivative) is evident. As described earlier, the variable 
Inflow effects were responsible for the high frequency content of angle of attack. However, the steady 
airfoil pitching moment data are essentially insensitive to high frequency angle of attack variations 
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below stall.    It thai becomes apparent that variable Inflow Is required to produce the variations In 
angle of attack, and unsteady aerodynamic airfoil data are required to allow the blade to respond to 
these variations.    Studies are continuing at United Aircraft to correlate other dynamic characteristics of 
rotors, such as airframe vibrations and noise, and It is believed the potential for improvements in these 
important areas has been significantly advan-«d with the addition of variable inflow and unsteady aero- 
dynamics. 

U.      CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Rotor Inflow methods have advanced from the early momentum and vortex theories based on an infinite 
number of blades,to complex wake models in which the vcrticlty from each blade is analytically represented. 
The vake representations used in the inflow methods have progressed from undistorted to distorted wake 
models.    The distorted wake models are either calculated by iterative procedures, in which the self- 
induced effects of the wake structure are included, or prescribed using empirical wake data.    In addition 
to refining the distorted wake geometry, recent emphasis has been on lifting surface techniques, improved 
analytical simulation of blade-vortex interaction, and improved definition of the structure and stability 
of the blade tip vortex. 

Experimental investigations employing model rotors and flow visualization techniques have revealed 
important wake characteristics of rotors in hovering flight.    These characteristics, departing signifi- 
cantly fron classical concepts of wake structure, have been found to strongly influence rotor performance. 
For example, the axial velocity of an element of the tip vortex from one blade is substantially constant 
prior to its passage beneath the following blsde at which point the velocity Increases to a new value. 
The Initial velocity varies linearly with blade loading, and the secondary velocity varies as the square 
root of disc loading, in a fashion similar to the momentum inflow velocity.   Accurate simulation of these 
wake parameters, particularly the Initial vortex velocity, has been shown to be necessary to ensure 
reliable performance predictions. • 

In forward flight, the extent to which the wake influences rotor airloads and performance varies 
considerably with the parameters defining the rotor operating condition.    In particular, wake effects 
generally decrease with Increasing flight speed and nose down angle of attack.   For forward flight condi- 
tions where the wake passes close to the rotor, accurate prediction of the wake distortions near the 
blades Is required for establishing rotor stresses and vibration characteristics.   The combined effects of 
variable inflow and unsteady aerodynamics significantly improve the calculation of blade torsional res- 
ponses In forward flight.    The improvements are related to the higher frequency content of blade section 
angle of attack produced by the variable inflow, and the resulting oscillatory pitching moments produced 
by the unsteady pitching moment data. 
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a) TIP FILAMENTS FROM FOUR BLADES 

Fig. 1     Cylindrical Wake Model 
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c) SHED FILAMENTS FROM ONE BLADE 

Fig. 3      Rotor Undistorted Wake Model 
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Prepared Comments on Paper 1 
by 

J..'.Jones 
Westland Helicopters Ltd 

Yeovil, Somerset, UK 

My first task is to congratulate Mr Landgrebe and Mr Cheney on their excellent paper.   They have provided a 
comprehensive review of a difficult subject and their bibliography will be an indispensable source of reference for 
many yea^s.   And of course the authors themselves have made a considerable contribution to the subject.   Therefore 
I hope they will not object if, in order to promote specialist discussion now and perhaps to give a lead to the later 
round table discussion, 1 questijn their paper in detail and what they are doing in principle. 

One of the items which worries me is the treatment of vorticity. The Biot-Savart law is assumed, although the 
fluid is certainly compressible and it is often necessary to resort to some computing tricks, such as a finite core size 
or a limiting velocity, to make the wake patterns converge. 

I was struck by (Section 2.5) the slight emphasis given to blade-vortex interaction and lifting surface theories, 
even though the interference between one vortex and a succeeding blade is the essence of the hover problem. Also 
could not this interaction be a source of the blade pitching moments? 

Despite your cla:ms in the paper I don't think that the combination of variable inflow and non-steady aero- 
dynamics really explains the differences between the measured and calculated torsional moments which are shown 
in Figure 24.   It is a step h the right direction but the remaining errors in amplitude and phase are large and, 1 
suspect, the mean values are of opposite sign.   I would suggest that some other phenomenon is present, perhaps an 
unusual dynamic response or inaccurate measurement. 

Turning now from the details to the matter of princ'ilc I think it would be well to try to establish, during this 
meeting, just what the future of rotor wake studies should be.   The authors have made it clear that the biggest 
influence on performance occurs in ihe hover and that in forward fligM the wake mainly affects vibration and noise. 
(Even this cannot be clearly demonstrated; noise is determined by harmonics very much higher than the fifth and a 
study of a high speed helicopter has shown that the important vibration is largely unaffected by inflow variations.) 

It may be therefore that there is little more to come from further, deeper studies of the wake. 

Perhaps 1 should sa> that 1 am not playing devils advocate. 1 have a personal liking for this branch of the 
subject which is absorbing and should have special place for helicopter engineers because it has done more than 
anything else to start off and maintain a fundamental interest in rotor aerodynamics. But I sometimes feel that 
resources of money and intellect may be wrongly allocated to such studies. By the end of the meeting I would 
like to be convinced one way or the other. 
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AN ACTUATOR DISC THEORY FOR ROTOR WAKE INDUCED VELOCITIES 

by 

Robert A. Ormlston 
U. S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory 

Ames Directorate 
Moffett Field, California 9403S, USA 

SUMMARY 

A general actuator disc theory ia presented for predicting ehe time-averaged downwash distribution, and 
steady state force and moment response cnaracteristlcs of helicopter rotors in forward flight.   Particular attention is 
given to a proper definition of the rotor potential flow problem.   The formulation of the theory is conceptually based 
on classical fixed-wing lifting-line theory to enhance its versatility and provide insight about the complex physical 
features of the rotor downwash distribution.   The method of solution expresses the rotor downwash in a Fourier series 
where the coefficients are given as a summation of influence functions.  It is shown that the rotor wake vorticity can 
be assumed to lie in a flat planar wake for a wide range of flight conditions, thus simplifying the Biot-Savart integra- 
tion for the downwash.   The vorticity elements in the flat planar wake are decomposed into sir pie circular and linear 
elements to further simplify the integrations.   The quantitative results presented are preliminary and are limited to 
the downwash and influence functions for each element of vorticity for a specified rotor circulation distribution.   The 
downwash distributions are then superimposed to Illustrate the variation of downwash with advance ratio for uniform 
rotor circulation.   The results show nonunlformitles and lateral asymmetries of the downwash that were not revealed 
by previous analyses. 

NOTATION 

a 

a , b n*   n 

n       n 

B„ , B. 

two dimensional lift curve slope 

blade flapping coefficients 

circulation Integrals, Eq. (18) 

number of blades 

circulation Integrals, Eq. (22) 

blade chord, per blade 

cr crCm 
thrust, roll, and pitch moment 
coefficients 

^ D\ 
downwash integrals, Eq. (18) 

E", ''I 
downwash integrals, Eq. (34) 

I blade flapping inertia 

n \ 
circulation integrals, Eq. (25) 

Ko' downwash constants 

Kß 
blade flapping spring constant 

i lift per unit length 

L. M rotor roll and pitch moment 

P dlmensionless flap frequency 

r rotor radial coordinate 

R rotor radius 

T rotor thrust 

n n 
V downwash coefficients, Eq. (12) 

U free stream velocity 

VUT 
Un, u" 

V11. v" 
C,        81 

x. y 

or 

ß 

y 

V V V yr 
r. rfl , r 

e, e, , e , e 
O      8      C 

n      n 

i 

p 

a 

0 

*8   (P).  *0   (P) 
n n 

blade velocity components, Eq. (5) 

cosine downwash influence functions, 
Eq.  (13) 

velocity 

sine downwash influence functions, 
Eq. (13) 

induced velocity   normal to disc 

rotor coordinates, Fig. 9 

rotor shaft or airfoil angle of attack 

rotor blade flapping angle 

4 / lock number, pacR /I 

wake vorticity elements 

hr '-monies of bound circulation 

dimensionless lateral coordinate, y/R 

blade angle, collective and cyclic pitch 

dimensionless induced velocity X • w/RO 

advance ratio, /i = U^RO 

dimensionless longitudinal coordinate, x/R 

air density, dimenrionless radial 
coordinate, r/R 

rotor solidity, bc/ffR 

Induced angle of attack * » V./V 

circulation distribution functions, 
Eq. (10) 
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X wake skew angle 

rotor azimuth angle 

0 rotor angular velocity 

(—) nondimensionalized by ROfor velocities, 
abcRQ for circulation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of theoretically calculating the downwash distribution of helicopter rotors in forward flight 
continues to be an important focus for rotary-wing research, particularly as advanced rotor types are introduced and 
flight speeds increase.   Notwithstanding the sophistication of present numerical techniques for predicting the complex 
rotor downwash field, a need exists for simpler but rigorous analytic techniques which will aid in understanding and 
interpreting the complex relationships between rotor circulation, downwash, and blade motion.   In particular, the 
steady-state force and moment response characteristics of hingeless rotors are strongly influenced by the lower 
harmonics of nonuniformlties In the downwash distribution.   A natural approach is to apply the highly successful con- 
cepts of classical fixed-wing lifting-line theory to the helicopter rotor, but, somewhat surprisingly, this has not been 
fully attempted to date.   Therefore, the picsont paper seeks to arrive at an appropriate problem definition, tailored 
to the prediction of rotor downwash and response characteristics, and provide an appropriate theory for treating this 
problem. 

2. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM 

A general actuator disc theory must Include a certain minimum number of factors to adequately represent 
the Important physical processes which Influence the rotor downwash distribution.   The basic problem is to properly 
relate the bound circulation distribution at the rotor disc to the velocity field induce^ by that bound circulation and Its 
associated wake vortlclty.   Equally important for actual rotors is the Inclusion of roto.- blade flapping motion dynamics. 
This Implies that the theory must address simultaneous solutions of the appropriate equations governing these three 
unknown quantities, the circulation distribution, downwash distribution, and the blade flapping motion.   The Independ- 
ent variables are configuration parameters such as blade planform geometry and twist, collective and cyclic pitch, 
shaft angle of attack, and advance ratio.   Rotor thrust coefficient must be included for low advance ratios as it 
influences the wake skew angle. 

Inherent in this problem definition are approximations which are acceptable within the limits of applica- 
tion of the theory, i.e., determination of rotor forces and moments required for basic performance aiid control 
analyses.   The actuator disc replacp« »*•: j^-tual rotor h'jrc« v'^"-— fwÜpWo number of blades which distribute the 
bound clrcuUtWffCTRRi.uSffil^'er the rotor disc.   Although the vortex wake of actual rotors cons'sts of a sheet of 
vortlclty for each individuil blade which rolls up into a viscous-core tip vortex, the wake vorticlty of the actuator disc 
Is continuously distributed wahin the volume of fluid which has passed through the rotor disc,and wake distortion due 
to the effects of self-induction Is ignored.   The general actuator disc theory can therefore be characterized as a 
rotor potential flow theory where certain restrictions are applied to the wake configuration.   A skewed cylindrical 
region is most commonly used for the wake vorticlty, although a flat planar wake may also be appropriate for certain 
operating conditions.   The rotor circulation and downwash are related to one another by invoking the llftlng-llne 
assumption and neglecting the unsteady aerodynamics of the near shed wake.   This Is consistent with actuator disc 
theory since as the blade number becomes Infinite the chord length vanishes and hence the reduced frequency 
(k <• u)c/2v) also vanishes.   Except for predicting detailed rotor blade airloads, vibrations, and acoustic properties, 
these approximations are not unreasonable and a general actuator disc theory should be capable of yielding highly 
accurate results for rotor response. 

CLASSICAL   FIXED  WING   LIFTING  LINE   THEORr 

Conceptually, the general actuator disc problem defined above is a direct counterpart for rotary-wings of 
Prandtl's classical lifting-line theory for finite span fixed-wings.   The similarity of the various elements can best be 

illustrated by the diagrams in Fig. 1 which trace the 
sequential relationship of circulation, vortlclty, and down- 
wash.   Except for the existence of blade motion, the 
actuator disc problem contains elements Identical to flnlte- 
wlng llftlng-llne theory.   They are complicated, however, 
by the periodic relative velocity experienced by the rotor 
blade in forward flight, and the increased complexity of 
the wake vorticlty distribution caused by the circular 
motion of the rotor blades and the azimuthal and radial 
gradients of bound circulation. 
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Figure i.   Corresponding potential flow problems 
for fixed and rotary wings. 

The primary advantage of classical lifting-line 
theory derives mainly from its ability to provide insight 
and understanding about the effects of wing configuration 
on the spanwise loading and downwash and the wing Induced 
drag.   It Is also a simple and versatile tool for calculating 
finite-wing characteristics, and many results can be gen- 
eralized in terms of basic configuration parameters like 
aspect ratio and taper ratio.   It is felt that these features 
are equally important for rotary wing analyses and that a 
generalized actuator disc theory would be highly useful. 

Present techniques for computing the Induced 
velocity field of helicopter rotors rely almost exclusively 
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on discrete vortex filament methods which are based on extensive digital computation (ref. 1-4).   These techniques 
are necessary when detailed aerodynamic, vibratory, and acoustic results are required and they include the mutual 
interaction of the circulation distribution, dowawash, and blade motion.   However, because of the extensive numerical 
computations involved, they afford only limited physical insight, and lack the versatility of simpler methods.   There- 
fore, they are not fully justifiable for predicting basic rotor response characteristics.   These drawbacks can be 
partly attributed to the use of discrete vortex filaments for the wake In contrast to the continuous vorticlty of classical 
lifting-line theory.   It Is felt that to obtain comparable simplicity and Insight, a continuous wake method such as 
actuator disc theory must be used.   A concise comparison of traits of the two analysis techniques is presented in 
Table 1. 

Table 1.   Comparison of two conceptual approaches to the rotor potential flow/response problem. 

"~          -_____^     Approach 
Characteristic     ~~         -—-—__  Actuator disc continuous wake 

Finite element, discrete           j 
vortex filaments 

Wake geometry 

Range of applicability 

Complexity, computation requirements 

Versatility, insight 

Skewed cyl nder or flat planar 

Rotor forces and moments 

Low to moderate 

High 

Determined by mutual self 
induction                                      ! 

Rotor forces, moments, blade 
loads, vibration, acoustics 

High                                                 | 

Low                                                     | 

The solution for the present general theory is based on expanding the unknown variables in appropriate 
Fourier series in the blade azimuth angle, and solving the resulting equations using the harmonic balance method. 
That Is, the coefficients of each of the sine and cosine harmonics for each equation are collected and equated, yielding 
a set of linear algebraic equations.   Fundamental to this approach is expressing each Fourier harmonic of the down- 
wash distribution JB a linear combination of all the Fourier harmonics of the circulation distribution.   The coefficient 
of each circulation harmonic is therefore an influence function [of the rotor radius] of the downwash distribution. 
The influence functions are determined by application of the familiar Blot-Savart law to the wake vorticlty generated 
by individual harmonics of the circulation distribution.   The resulting downwash distribution is then Fourier analyzed 
to obtain the Influence functions.   After determining the rotor circulation distribution from the harmonic balance 
method, the downwash distribution is obtained by appropriately weighting and then superimposing the various influence 
functions.   The rotor response forces and moments may be obtained from either the blade motion or integration of the 
circulation distribution. 

The major attraction of this approach is that the most difficult part of the problem, the Blot-Savart integral 
equation, can be solved independently for a series of rotor circulation distributions to yield the corresponding down- 
wash influence functions.   These functions need only be evaluated once, and the downwash for any rotor or flight con- 
dition may be obtained by merely solving the relatively simple harmonic balance equations.   The influence functions 
themselves will also provide detailed insight into the structure of rotor downwash by identifying the specific contribu- 
tions from each type of circulation distribution.   While not a primary rotor response characteristic, the induced drag 
of helicopter rotors is an intriguing aerodynamic problem.   Because of the continuous nature of the vorticlty and down- 
wash distributions of a combined actuator disc, lifting-line formulation. It should be feasible to rigorously Investigate 
rotor induced drag characteristics.   Although the elegance of the induced drag relations for fixed-wing lifting-line 
theory, in particular the minimum drag criterion, may not be attainable for the rotating wing, it may be possible to 
develop some useful analytical relationships to guide efforts for drag reduction. 

Although the definition of the present actuator disc problem is relatively straightforward, being a natural 
extension of classical lifting-line theory to rotary wings, previous actuator disc theories have not usually been 
addressed to the general problem.   Principally, the work of refs. 5-7 has been restricted to determination of the 
downwash in the longitudinal and lateral planes of symmetry of the rotor, for azimuthally constant circulation.   Results 
for the entire rotor disc are presented in ref. 8.   However, the contributions of certain wake elements are not included 
in the downwash.   An azimuthally varying circulation distribution is extensively treated in ref. 9, however, results 
are restricted to the lateral plane of symmetry and again certain contributions to the downwash were not included. 
When viewed in the framework of the general actuator disc problem, these results represent a first step in determin- 
ing the required influence functions, since the downwash contribution from all elements of the wake vorticlty is 
required on the entire disc before the Fourier analysis can be performed.   A limited number of other methods, 
refs. 10-11, based on, or similar to, actuator disc theory have been published, but for various reasons they do not 
fully satisfy the above problem definition. 

The solution of the elementary rotor blade flapping equation for rotor response is traditionally carried out 
by harmonic balance assuming a uniform distribution of induced velocity.   As an extension of these methods, several 
efforts have been made in refs.. 12-14 to incorporate certain arbitrarily specified downwash distributions.   Although 
quite versatile, these approximate methods are not derived from a rational simplification of a rigorous formulation of 
the rotor potential flow problem.   Therefore, it is hoped that the present definition of the general actuator disc theory 
will provide a sound basis for generating future approximate techniques. 
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3.   EFFECTS OF NONUNIFORM DOWNWASH ON HINGE LESS ROTOR RESPONSE 

mmmmmnm^ 

The cantllevered blades of hlngeless rotors are capable of transmitting bending moments to the rotor hub, 
resulting in substantial rotor ri'ment responses to control inputs.   These hub moments then create large azimuthal 
nonunlformltles of the rotor d jwnwash which have significant first harmonic content.   An approximate treatment of 
this problem is given in ref. 13 where the nonuniform downwash was expressed by the first harmonic terms of a 
Fourier series. 

X  + X   cos i|) + X   Bin ill 
O C 8 

(1) 

The downwash components X0, Xc, and Xg were derived in terms of the rotor thrust and moments using simplified 
momentum and vortex theories.   For example), in forward flight, the derivatives of the inflow components with respect 
to the rotor thrust and moment coefficients obtained from momentum theory were expressed as 

fdX 

k i 

W 

1/2       0 0 

0      -3/2       0 

0 0       -3/2 

dCL 

dC, 

dC 

(2) 

The simple diagonal form of the matrix expresses the direct correspondence between the distribution of rotor forces 
and downwash which is characteristic of momentum theory 

d(cT/<w) 

de. 

.10 

d(cm/aa-)08 

dB. .06 

.04 

.02 

  WITHOUT DOWNWASH 

 WITH   NONUNIFORM 
DOWNWASH, Eq. (2) 

Id. 
.2 .4 

ADVANCE  RATIO, 

Figure 2.   Typical effects of downwash on hlngeless 
rotor response characteristics, C- = 0 
(from ref. 13). 

The influence of flight condition is evident in the inverse 
variation of downwash with advance ratio.   At higher 
velocities therefore, the downwash produced by the reac- 
tion of a given rotor force or moment is diminished.   Rotor 
response characteristics including this downwash equation 
were investigated in ref. 13 using a linear harmonic balance 
technique to solve the blade flapping equation, including the 
offsets of reversed flow.   An example of these results using 
the first elastic flap bending mode are given in Fig. 2. 
Two response derivatives, rotor thrust and pitching moment 
due to longitudinal cyclic pitch versus advance ratio, for 
the non-lifting rotor condition (CT ■ 0) are shown.   In this 
condition the moment response vanishes in the limit as 
(j~ 0, because Eq. (2) implies that infinite downwash would 
be required to support a finite moment. In other words, at 
M = 0, the downwash produced by a moment is always suf- 
ficient to cancel out that moment.   For advance ratio 
greater than zero, the effect of downwash is to reduce the 
rotor response.   This reduction decreases for the moment 
derivative as ß increases but only up to a point.   Beyond 
that, (fi ~ 0.4) it increases again.   For the thrust derivative, 
the effect of downwash increases uniformly with advance 
ratio.   These results are a contradiction of the intuitive 
basis on which many researchers disregard nonuniform 
downwash effects at high advance ratio.   Even though the 
inverse variation of downwash with advance ratio in Eq. (2) 
supports this reasoning, the increasing sensitivity of hlnge- 
less rotor response at high advance ratio is of greater 
importance and therefore the downwash cannot be neglected. 

Additional results in ref. 13 provide extensive correlation with experimental data and confirm that the 
sim-lj downwash theories generally yield the proper qualitative results for most of the response derivatives.   How- 

ever, in terms of desired quantitative accuracy, they are 
not considered wholly adequate.   As a means of checking 
the downwash theory directly, an attempt was made to 
derive, from the experimental data, the relationship 
between downwash components and the rotor thrust and 
moments.   This led to solution of an inverse problem and 
yielded empirical inflow derivatives in a form suitable for 
direct comparison with Eq. (2).   One of the derivatives, 
dX0/dCT, Is showi. In Fig. 3.   At low advance ratio, it 
confirms the simple theory, but a striking departure occurs 
which peaks for advance ratios near 0.8.   Although the 
reason for this phenomenon is not certain, the peaking at 
/i = 0.8 Implies that it may be related to the reduction in 
average blade dynamic pressure on the retreating side of 
the rotor disc which is also a maximum near this advance 
ratio. 

P 
0 1.17 
D I.3S & 1.40 
O 1.51 ^ I.S6 
Q 2.32 
• 2.39 

«y. Eq.(21 

s    .a    i.o   i.2 
ADVANCE   RATIO, n 

Figure 3.   Comparison of simple downwash theory 
with experimental data (from ref. 13). 

The lack of detailed understanding of the nature 
of the rotor downwash distribution, and accurate means to 
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calculate Its effect on rotor reaponae characterlatlca provides a strong Impetus for Improving the aerodynamic 
potential flow theory of helicopter rotors.  The results presented above should be particularly amenable to Investiga- 
tion by the general actuator disc theory presented herein. 

4.   DERIVATION OP THE THEORY 

The general actuator disc theory reata on the solution of two simultaneous equations.   The first one 
expreaaea the rjlatlonshlp between the bound circulation and the Induced velocity while the second relates the blade 
dynamics to imposed aerodynamic flapping moments.   The former is derived from the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, 
I * pVT, and steady thin airfoil theory Cj <• aa.   Since at ■ 9-4, we have the fundamental equation of lifting-line theory. 

_   abcV   _ 
(3) 

For rotating wings, the component of V normal to the blade span la taken, and 0 Is defined in terms of the relative 
velocity of the blade perpendicular to the plane of rotation.   Applying the 'isual small angle approximations yields 

f.i(9üT-üp) 

where 

UT-P + M8ln^ U   - X + p fr/Cl + ßßcoBil) + ßa 

(4) 

(5) 

The rotor blade pitch angle ia given by the usual relation for collective pitch, and lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch 
respectively 

9 = 6  +9   cos 0 + 9   sin 0 
O        C B 

The downwash associated with the rotor potential flow field is contained in Eq. (5), and denoted by X. 

(6) 

The equation for the blade dynamics is obtained from the integrated flapping momentj. 

I £1+ (I rf + K J /J - R2 J i(0) P dp (V) 

The flapping deflections of an elastic blade have been approximated by a single rigid body degree of freedom, rotation 
about a centrally located hinge.   A spring element Ka la used to simulate the elastic restraint of hingeless rotor con- 
figurations, and determines the dimensionless flappirg frequency, p =Vl + Ka/lO2.   For hingeless rotors, p Is a 
fundamental parameter which specifies the relative stiffness of the rotor.   It has a significant Influence on the magnl- 
ude of rotor moment response and the degree of coupling between the pitch and roll axes of the rotor.   The importance 

of the actual elastic bending degrees of freedom is discussed in ref. 13, and if required they could easily be incor- 
porated in Eq. (7).   The aerodynamic lift in Eq. (7) is obtained from the Kutta-Joukowski theorem yielding, 

1- 
P/(l2*p2ß'vfTV   OOP 

0 

A more customary form of this equation is obtained by substituting in Eq. (4) for F. 

Ä'n2 + p23-|j sgn (ÜT)(ÜT
2 9 - Up ÜT)pdp 

(8) 

(9) 

Although the first equation eliminates the complication of Integrating the aerodynamic flap moment in the reversed flow 
region (UT < 0) since sgn (ILp) la a function of p, it cannot yield a solution for the fundamental harmonic of blade flap- 
ping when p2 = 1, i.e., for articulated rotors.   Since we are primarily interested in rotor blades with elastic flapping 
reatraint, we will proceed with Eq. (8) and return to the articulated rotor configuration below. 

The two Eqs. (4) and (8) together with the Blot-Savart law for the downwash are used to aolve for the throe 
unknown quantities. Tip, ||i), j)(i|i), and X{p,0).   This system of linear Integro-dlfferential equations with variable 
coefficients is solved most easily by expressing the dependent variables in appropriate Fourier series in 0, and then 
resorting to the harmonic balance technique to obtain the Fourier coefficients.   For the circulation and flapping angle 
we have 

r-r  « (p) + o  o^ t (Fc % a"! v   n    n 
(p)co8 n i|> + f    0   (P)sln n t\ 

n    n ' 
(10) 

and 

'a + }   (a  cos n 0 + b   sin I|I) o     -t—'     n n n*! 
(11) 

The downwash is given in similar fashion, however, each harmonic is written as a linear combination of all the har- 
monics of the circulation series. The coefficients of each circulation harmonic are termed downwash influence func- 
tions and these are obtained from the Blot-Savart law, which will be discussed below. 

.u0 + 5V 
n»i 

cos n I/I + v   sin n I/I) (12) 
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where 

u0 = U0(p) f  + X 
0        0    1-1 

CD 

un - u V) f+y 
O 0      (M 

1- 

vn = vV) r + 5 

i=i 

i=i 

u0 ip) r + u° (p) r 

un #>) r + un (p) T 

vn <p)T + vn (p) P 

(13) 

i   "i    i     i 

The influence function U'd (p) represents the nth cosine harmonic of downwash resulting from the wake vortlclty asso- 
ciated with the 1th cosine harmonic of the bound circulation distribution, 
monic of downwash associated with the 1th sine harmonic of circulation. 
elated with the 1th cosine harmonic of the bound circulation distribution.   Similarly, Vg ß) denotes the nth sine har- 

Equations (10) through (12) are first substituted in the circulation Eq. (4).   Since the Fourier series 
expressions for the dependent variables are not expanded In the blade spanwise coordinate, 0, the circulation equation 
can only be satisfied in an average integrated sense.   This is accomplished by weighting Eq. (4) by D2 and integrating 
from the blade root to tip as follows 

j,1ro2dp=i;[9üT-üpip2dp (14) 

After substituting in the series expressions, the coefficients of each sine and cosine harmonic on each side of Eq. (14) 
may be equated.   This harmonic balance technique then yields the following series of linear algebraic equations. 

(A   +C
0)f +$ (C0 P   +C0 r W-a-a-i/e  +1^0   -±M«) 0       0    0    1=1 \ ci   Ci       8t   s./    12   1     8 \ o    3 's    3 ^ / 

c^r+A r +5 (c1 r+C1 r wk(2a+a9)+^ 
00     ci ci   1=1' ci ci     8i V   L12    0    2    8 

D^.A f .t^f ^f )+t
24l=iMM9 oo       s1   s1    ^j\c4   ci      s,   dj/    [12       8j     8[8    S'o 

(15) 

(16) 

n = 2, a> 

Cnf+A    f    +i(cn f   +C
n f UK  +^(a   , 

o   o       c     c      fi. \ o,   e.      a.   aj 4 2   n    3    n-1 n     n    1=1 v    1     1        I     I'     I 
+ a     )  =< 

n+l"    % 

(17) 

where 

Dnf +A    f    +y(Dnf   +D
nf\+iUa+f(b    ,+1^,) = 

o   o      as      f-i \ e,   0,       a.   sj  4   2  n   3    n-1      n+l n     n    1=1 v   1     i        i     1'     l ' 

A =rX0 p2dp,  c()=iru()p2dp,  D<)=ir,v()p2dp 
()    J

0    ()      ^        ()2J)
u()MaM•        ()   2^V()^  ^ 

(18) 

If the circulation series is truncated for n > N, then 2N + 1 equations are obtained.   It should be noted that the circula- 
tion equation could be satisfied without the integral averaging if the dependent variables were expanded in a doubly 
infinite series of both independent variables.   Alternatively, a collocation method could be used to satisfy the circula- 
tion equation at a finite number of arbitrary radial locations.   Note that the p2 weighting function Is equivalent to a 
single point collocation at P = 0.75 for radially constant circulation and downwash proportional to radius. 

The differential Eq. (8) for blade dynamics Is similarly converted Into a series of linear algebraic equa- 
tions which may be used to solve directly for the flapping coefficients (a,,, b ) in terms of the harmonics of the rotor 
circulation. 

a  =•*- ao     2 
P 

(f A   +f f    B   \ 
1°   0    2   81    'if 

(19) 
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1 p2.i r o o '1 BI 2 c2 c2i) 
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lCn   Cn    MVl   Vl      Vl    VljJ 

, --^-rff A +£/r   B    -r   B   H n      228     s      21 c    ,    c    ,      c,c,l p -n   I   n     n       \   n-1     n-1        n-1     n-l/| 

n      2   2 
p -n 2,2 

>p   rn 
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(20) 

(21) 

where 

i    = r  0    0 dp 
()    J

0    () 
(22) 

These relations are a lees restriotive generalization of results which may be found in ref. 2.   A significant 
result of Eq. (20) Is that the first harmonic Hoping coefficients and thus the moment response of a hingeless rotor is 
independent of circulation harmonics higher than the second, therefore, accurate rotor moment predictions should be 
obtained by truncating third and higher harmonics of the bound circulation.   It should be noted that this conclusion 
neglects the indirect effect (via the circulation equation) of the higher circulation harmonics on the first two circulation 
harmonics.   As noted above, a^, bj cannot be defined by Eq. (8) for articulated rotor blades but the following rela- 
tions regarding the first two circulation harmonics are obtained.   These result from the physical fact that the first 
harmonic aerodynamic flapping moment of a centrally hinged rigid blade must vanish. 

B B B 

c,        2 A      s   '       s,       KA      0    2 A     V 
1 c      2 1 s 8i     2 

(23) 

These relations show how the first sine and cosine harmonics of bound circulation are related to the zeroth and the 
second harmonic in the case of an articulated rotor and are a generalization of results presented in ref. 10. 

The steady thrust and moment response of the rotor may be determined by appropriate integration of the 
aerodynamic loading over the rotor disc. 

R     loo    2   B   sj* 
rfb P   A 

1 "l 

lift 
2   B2  82j 2     |    o o      81 81    2   c2 c2J 

.1 
where i - r 0 dp (> i (> 

(24) 

(25) 

Note that the moments are simply proportional to the first harmonic flapping coefficients a1, bj.   In fact, they may be 
equivalently written as 

M 
bK. 

2    "l" 

bK0 

—^b 2      1 
(26) 

The simultaneous harmonic balance equations from the circulation and blade flapping equations may be 
solved using Cramer's rule.   This procedure will be illustrated for a first approximation to the solution, i.e., retain- 
ing only first harmonic (N ■ 1) Fourier coefficients for radially constant circulation.   In matrix form, then, the three 
circulation Eqs. (15) and (16) become 

(A  +C0) ' o      o' 

(A    + C    ) 
Cl       cl 

(A     +D    ) 
S B 1 iJ 

ci' 8 

1      0 2/3M -2/3 M 

0      10 0 

2/3 M 0      1 

,6 

(27) 

and the three blade dynamics Eqs. (19) and (20) become 

3? 
1 

30^-1) 

^(P'-D 
1 

3(P2-1). 

P/1 (28) 
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These 6 simultaneous equations in 6 unknowns may then be solved directly.   Note that 9,9,9, and a are Independent 
control variables.   If we write Eqs. (27) and (28) In concise notation 

[A] [T] + [B] [ß} - [C] (9), [ß] = [D] [T] 

Solving for the circulation vector [T] in terms of the control vector {9) we have 

(29) 

[T] =[E] [9},     where [E] [A] + [B] [D]]"1 [C] {9] (30) 

The matrix [E] represents the derivatives of each circulation harmonic with respect to each control variable, or 

[E] 

df/d9       df/d9      df/d9        dT/da 
O       O O       U OS o 

df  MB     df  /d9     df  /d9      df  /da 
C.        0 Ci        C C1        8 C1 

df  /d9     df  /d9     dF  /d9      dF  /da 
Bl     0 s1     c sl     8 

(31) 

Therefore, with the circulation harmonics determined, the appropriate weighting of the Influence functions in the 
superposition Eq. (12) yields the downwash distribution.   For the flapping coefficients Eq. (29) is used. 

{j8) = [D] [E] {9) 

Finally, the rotor thrust and moments may be determined from Eqs. (24) or (26). 

(32) 

We will now briefly examine the method of solution for the articulated rotor.   The alternate form of the 
blade flapping Eq. (9) will be used, reversed flow effects will be Ignored, and only the first harmonic coefficients w 11 
be retained.   This yields the following matrix equation where p2 ■ 1. 

6r *(l+£ 

o    rf-D S^ 

where 

l+V 

C0-^1  C0 ^F1 0° ^F1 

o   2   o     c     2   c      s     2   s 

C1 + MF2C1+ÜF2 cl+äF2 
0 2   o    c.    2   c.     8     2   s. 

1 o    1         o       1 o 
D +>iE    D    +ME D    +ME 

o    c1       c1      s1       81 

2Eo 2   c. 
.*E0 

2    8. 

l+»i2     0       ~n -1' 
0      1+^-      0 0 

|.     o     „y -2^ 

E()=ir u()pcip.    r{)=-\ v()pdp ()    2J0   
U()f'l*'•      '{)    2^   "u"0" 

9 

(33) 

(34) 

With only the first harmonics of circulation retained, Eq. (23) yields the following 

V0' 
B 

MT—" A      o 
91 

(35) 

Using these relations, the circulation harmonics may all be written as functions of f , thus the matrix of downwash 
coefficients becomes a simple column vector where the elements will be defined as K0, Kc , Ks   respectively.   Since 
Eq. (19) Is valid for a0 when p = 1, we may determine T0 in terms of a0 

M2   0  81 
F   = ~ ,     where K = A 

o    yK o     2    A s. 
(36) 

We are now able to eliminate T  from Eq. (33) and determine the flapping coefficients In closed form. 

a   = 
l^vf^s-«)! 

o~8 [l + (Ko/K)] 
(37) 

8K     a 
8,      O 

(38) 
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8 a 

(.^ 

K 

L6  VK 
(39) 

Except for the effects of downwash which are condensed in K0, Kc , K8 , these results are identical to the elementary 
expressions given in ref. 15. 
respectively.) 

"I     "1 
(In the notation of ref. 15 the coefficients given here would be a0, and -I) 

They also indicate that relatively simple approximate analytic expressions for rotor flapping responst' 
Including the effects of nonuniform downwash may be obtained.   Furthermore, within the constraints of actuator disc 
theory, these expressions can be obtained from a rational theory derived from first principles.   The influence of the 
downwash due to wake vorticity is completely contained in the constants K0, Kc , Ks , therefore, the effects of any 
wake geometry assumptions will be reflected >.n them. 1 

It is interesting to note one additional piece of information from the second form of the blade flapping 
£q. (9).   Examination of the harmonic content of the aerodynamic flapping moment shows that the first harmonic 
terms, which determine the thrust and moment response of the rotor, are not affected by downwash harmonics higher 
than the second.   Thus, only the first two harmonics of downwash need be retained for prediction of the rotor thrust 
and moment response.   Like the similar conclusion noted earlier regarding truncation of the circulation series, we 
are neglecting here the secondary effects which may be produced by the circulation equation. 

5.   THE WAKE VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION 

Of central importance to U?? ^neral theory developed above is the determination of the downwash at the 
rotor disc corresponding to each of a ser> i 9 of bound circulation functions.   This Is accomplished by integratim of 
the wake vorticity according to the Biot-^hvart law.   But first we must determine the distribution of vorticity in the 
wake.   Vorticity is deposited In the wake by the bound circulation, which, in accordance with Helmholtz' 
theorem, generates trailing and shed elements of vorticity in proportion to the radial and azimuthal gradients of bound 
circulation respectively.   The vorticity deposited in the wake is convected away from the rotor by the resultant fluid 
velocity.   Since this velocity is determined in part by the spatial distribution of the wake vorticity, a direct 
analytic solution for both the downwash and wake vorticity is virtually impossible to obtain. 

In specific cases, however, approximations to the convection velocity may be used to avoid this difficulty 
and also improve the utility and versatility of the theory.   Specifically, in the case of actuator disc theory, it is cus- 
tomary to assume the convection velocity to be the vector sum of the free stream velocity and the mean downwash 
velocity.   This then leads to a skewed cylindrical region of vorticity originating at the rotor disc, where the trailing 
and shed vorticity elements appear as skewed helical and radial lines respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(a).   The skew 
angle is given by 

o 
(40) 

BOUND 
CIRCULATION 

CIRCULAR 
TRAILING 
ELEMENT 

TRAILING 
ELEMENT 

SHED 
ELEMENT 

LONGITUDINAL 
TRAILING 
ELEMENT 

Figure 4.   Skewed wake used for actuator disc theories, 
a) actual trajectories of wake vorticity elements, 
b) equivalent simplified wake system. 

It has been known that the helical trailing wake elements could be decomposed into a simpler equivalent pattern con- 
sisting of circles and straight line elements which is shown in Fig. 4(b).   This wake geometry was used for the down- 
wafK calculations presented in refs. 5-7 and 9.   As discussed above, these results were generally restricted to the 
lateral and longitudinal planes of symmetry and not all of the vorticity elements which contribute to the rotor down- 
wash were treated. 
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A further simplification of the rotor wake geometry is valid if certain relatively mild reatrictlone on the 
rotor operating condition are accepted.   At low rotor thrust or high forward velocity, the downwash becomes small in 
comparison to the free stream velocity and the wake skew angle approaches 90*.   This leads to the limiting case of a 
flat, planar wake where the vurticity lies in the plane of the rotor disc and extends Infinitely far downstream of the 
rotor.   Under these conditions, the wake for a rotating wing is equivalent to the conventional fixed-wing wake geometry. 
It should be noted that for lifting rotors operating at very low advance ratios, however, the flat planar wake (and to 
some degree even the skewed cylindrical wake) Is completely invalid, but for moderate thrust levels over a fairly wide 
range of advance raUos it can be expected to give quite reasonable results.   The major benefit of the flat planar wake 
geometry is the simplification of Integrating the wake vortlcity according to the Blot-Savart law.   Furthermore, the 
wake skew angle is eliminated as a variable. 

The restrictions Imposed by the assumption of a flat planar wake may be estimated to first order by using 
the results of refs. 5 and 9 which present calculations of some important downwash properties In terms of wake skew 
angle.   Two of these are chosen as criteria for estimating permissible deviations in wake skew angle.   The first is the 
longitudinal gradient of downwash at the rotor center for a uniform circulation distribution, from ref. 5. 

Hi(«-0)-tanf 
o 

(41) 

The second property is the downwash on the lateral axis (i/i ■ 90*) for a sinusoidal variation of radially constant circula- 
tion taken from ref. 9.   Both of these are plotted as a function of wake skew angle in Fig. 5(a).   The permissible skew 
angle deviation lor a 10% error in these two quantities is noted on the figure.   The wake skew angle may be related to 
advance ratio for any given value of rotor thrust coefficient by means of simple momentum theory for downwash 

X"C T/a/ xW (42) 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

(^=90°)   „ 
Ao 

10% ERROR 

r- ;j7 tf=0), r const 
0 d*      — 

110% ERROR 

This relation Is plotted In Fig. 5(b) for a thrust coefficient 
representative of a lg flight condition.   In this way, the 
above wake skew angle deviations may be translated into 
the minimum permissible advance ratio for the flat planar 
wake.   As shown in Fig. 5(b) the corresponding advance 
ratios are 0.10 and 0.16.   These results mean mat the 
approximate flat planar wake is justifiable for conventional 
helicopter rotors over a significant range of rotor flight 
conditions.   For substantially unloaded, reduced tip speed 
rotors of future advanced compound rotorcraft, the flat 
planar wake would be fully acceptable with essentially 
negligible error due to wake skew angle deviations. 

.6r 

80 85 90 
WAKE SKEW ANGLE, x» deg 

Figure 5.   Validity of the planar woke configuration, 
a) selected downwash criteria; b) result- 
ing minimum advance ratio limit for 10% 
allowable error in downwash. 

Figure 6.   Schematic of constituent elements of vortlc- 
ity in wake for the flat planar configuration. 

We will return now to the determination of the 
wake vortlcity distribution, restricting attention to the flat 
planar wake.   As in the case of the skewed cylindrical wake, 
the elements of vortlcity in the flat planar wake may be 
decomposed into simpler constituent elements.   The basic 
elements of vortlcity are again Illustrated In Fig. 6 for the 
flat wake.   For clarity, discrete trailing and shed vortex 
filaments from a single bound circulation element are 
shown.  The root vortex is included for generality but only 
exists for arbitrary circulation distributions which are 
finite at the rotor center.   The arrows indicate the circula- 
tion direction;  the right hand rule defines the direction of 
rotation of the induced velocity.   Note that the shed vortex 
filaments imply continuously increasing bound circulation. 

The decomposition of the spiral trailing vortex 
element into simple circular and linear elements may be 
aasily demonstrated geometrically.   In Fig. 7, the spiral 
trailing tip vortex filaments of two successive bound cir- 
culation filaments are traced as they are generated by 
alternate incremental rotations and translations of the 
rotor.   In this way, the circular and linear portions of the 
spiral are easily visualized.   Furthermore, the contribu- 
tions of additional spirals from other bound circulation 
filaments can be seen to form complete circles and con- 
tinuous linear elements.   In the limit as infinitesimal 
increments are taken, the trailing wsJce forms a continuous 
distribution of circular and longitudinal elements of vortlcity. 

In a similar manner, It may be shown that the 
radial shed vortlcity elements can be represented by suc- 
cessive circles distributed behind the rotor disc, with the 
shed vortlcity oriented on the radii of the circles. 
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Figure 7.   Decomposition of spiral trailing vorticity 
element into equivalent circular and 
longitudinal elements. 

In summary,  the elements of vorticity,   Fig. 8, which 
contribute to the rotor downwash are the circular and 
longitudinal elements of trailing vorticity (y , yf), the 
radial elements of shed vorticity (yB) and the bound cir- 
culation distribution (y.).   Note that the root vortex (yr),if 
present, is a special part of the longitudinal trailing vor- 
ticity, although it is a finite strength vortex filament. 
Unlike the root vortex, all other elements are in the form 
of continuous (or piecewise continuous) distributed vorticity. 
In the special case of azimuthally constant bound circula- 
tion, the shed vorticity vanishes and the bound circulation 
contribution to the downwash is zero.   Therefore, only the 
trailing vorticity elements need by considered.   In general, 
however, each of the above elements will contribute to the 
rotor downwash and none can be ignored. 

One final step in decomposing the wake vorticity elements Is to resolve the circular and radial elements 
into their orthogonal x and y components.   The wake vorticity is then in a form directly amenable to the Biot-Savart 
integrations.   These components are shown schematically In Fig. 9 in relation to the rotor coordinate system.   It is 
convenient to define specific regions of the wake which are labelled In the figure.   These are the front half, region (I) 
and the rear half, region ® , of the rotor disc, and wake behind the rotor, region (3> .   The wake in regions (D and 

(2> will also be referred to as the interior wake, while region (3) will be called the exterior wake.   Note the positive 
sign conventions for the orthogonal wake vorticity components. 

TRAILING VORTICITY 

CIRCULAR  ELEMENTS,  yc 

LONGITUDINAL ELEMENTS,  ty 

SHEO  VORTICITY, y, 

BOUND VORTICITY, yb 

Figure 8.   Schematic of each decomposed constituent 
element of vorticity in flat planar wake. 

Figure 9.   Boundaries of vorticity of flat planar wake, 
rotor coordinate system, wake regions, and 
orientation of positive vorticity components. 

5.1  Differential Wake Vorticity Elements.   With the wake vorticity broken into the various elements discussed above, 
it is appropriate to now derive the relations for their strength in terms of the bound circulation gradients.   This process 
may be broken down into three steps.   First, the differential trailed and shed circulation deposited from a specific 
radial location of the rotor is determined, according to Helmholtz' theorem.   Second, the spatial distribution of this 
differential wake circulation is defined giving the differential circulation per unit distance, or the differential wake 
vorticity.   Third, the contributions from all radial locations are Integrated for the final wake vorticity. 

5.1.1.   Different Circulation in Wake — Consider first the trailing vorticity deposited from radius r by a rotor blade 
having angular velocity 0, shown in Fig. 10.   According to Helmholtz' theorem, the trailed circulation in the annuluf of 
width dr is proportional to the radial gradient of bound circulation but it will also increase continuously as the blade 
rotates.   Therefore, the infinitesimal rate of change of circulation Is proportional to time and radial differentials and 
is therefore second order.   Similar reasoning applies to the differential shed circulation of Fig. 10.   Thus, for the 
actuator disc we have. 

.2_.   ..    odtar.   ... drt(r,(|.)»^-^(r,1Wdr, 2 ndt ^r 
(43) 

Note that the positive vector quantities for these differential circulation elements are Indicated in Fig. 10. 

5.1.2.   Differential Wake Vorticity — We now consider the differential vorticity due to the circular and longitudinal 
elements of the trailing spiral wake.   The incremental angular rotation dili and translation Al of the rotor in a time 
Increment dt together with the associated differentials of trailed circulation are shown in Fig. 11.   (Note the similarity 
with Fig. 7).   The strength of the circular and longitudinal elements d2!^ and d2r£ are equal to d2rt given by 
Eq. (43).   As mentioned above, the circular element may be resolved into x and y components which are also shown 
in Fig. 10 and are equal to d2I^.   Since vorticity Is defined as circulation per unit length, the components of vorticity 
trailed from radius r at a lateral distance y In the wake are 

d2r 
dyc =• 

x dy fe)- dyc 

d^r 

di 
(44) 
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Figure 11.   Schematic of spatial distribution of 
differential circular and longitudinal 
circulation elements of trailing wake 

Figure 10.   Differential circulation shed and trailed for successive Incremental rotations 
from rotor. and translations of the rotor. 

where dl = U,, dt, dx = -y di/i, dij) = Odt, and dy = Vr^-y2 d0.   Note that dyc   must be multiplied by the ratio dx/di 
because the vector d2rc   extends only over the dx portion of the length di.   We now have, 

dyc (y.r) 
x 

sgnfar) 
2tr)jR 

o 2ir^R f(r.0) dr dy£(y.r) (r.id) 
dr 

/2    2 
Vr -y 

(45) 

The agn functions reflect the change in vector orientation of the differential circulation around the azimuth.   The use 
of x appearing in these equations refers to the x location on the rotor disc where the element of vorticity originated. 
These expressions give the differential wake vorticity at a lateral position y due to trailing circulation deposited from 
radius r.   A significant characteristic of the wake vorticity is revealed in these equations.   The vorticity due to the 
circular element of trailing circulation is inversely proportional to advance ratio, while the longitudinal element is 
independent of fx.   The former variation reflects the increased spacing between successive circles deposited at time 
intervals dt as the rotor translation velocity increases.   The significance of this result is that it gives some insight 
into the effects of advance ratio on the variation of wake vorticity and hence rotor downwash. 

5.1.3.   Integrated Wake Vorticity — To account for the 
vorticity trailed from each radial location, Eq. (45) must 
be integrated over the rotor radius.   The integration limits 
will depend, however, on the lateral position y if the point 
of interest is in the exterior wake and on both x and y if 
the point is in the interior wake.   We will first consider 
points in the exterior wake, or region (3) in Fig. 9.   The 
circular trailing vorticity elements for all radii are 
sketched in Fig. 12(a): only those circles where r ay 
contribute to the vorticity at y.   Therefore, the range of 
integration will be y s r s R.   Furthermore, both the left 
and right portions of the circular elements contribute to 
the wake vorticity, requiring two integrations, the paths of 
these integrations are diagrammed in Fig. 12(b).   These 
two integrations are generally equal in magnitude thereby 

doubling or cancelling the wake vorticity, depending on the sign of the integrand.   Then for region (2) , Eq. (45) yields 

Figure 12. a) Radii contributing to vorticity at 
point y in external wake,  b) schematic 
of integration path. 

>%(y) 

R 
'2 I   dy 

y 
(3) (y,r)dr , or y    (y) = 0 (46) 

Consider next a point in region (D of the interior wake.   Again, the circular trailed vorticity elomcncs for all radii 
are shown in Fig. 13(a).   Since we are now fixed in the rotor disc x,y coordinate system, these are circular elements 
which were shed by the rotor at its present position.   (Previously deposited circular elements have been swept behind 
the rotor a distance x = U^t and for clarity are not shown in Fig. 13(a).)  Circular elements of r 2\/x2+y2 will pass 
over the point -x, y as they are swept rearward and thereby contribute to the vorticity.   However, those of 
r < ■/x2+y2 will be swept behind the rotor without passing over the point of Interest and clearly will not contribute 
to the vorticity.   Therefore, the appropriate limits of integration are \/x2+y2 ^ r ^ R which are also diagrammed 
in Fig. 13(b).   Similar reasoning applies for vorticity in region (2) and we have 
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Figure 13. a) Radii contributing to vortlcity at 
point -x, y in region (D of interior 
wake, b) schematic of integration path. 

■fp. 

f-iH^ 

Figure 14.   Schematic of spatial distribution of 
differential circulation elements of shed 
wake for successive Incremental trans- 
lations of rotor. 

y®(X•y,■^dr®<y,^)dr, 

R R 
y^.y)'! dy(j)(y>r)dr+L^—jdy^.Ddr        (47) 

The expressions for wake vortlcity presented 
above were developed for the general case of a radially 
varying rotor circulation distribution.   It is of interest to 
consider a special restricted case, that of radially constant 
rotor circulation.  This implies that all trailing vortlcity 
is shed at the rotor perimeter, 1. e., as tip vortices.   The 
above expressions for vortlcity are then easily developed 
without the need for radial Integration.   Corresponding to 
Eq. (43) the differential trailing circulation Is giverf by 
drt(i/)) • I» 0 dt/2ir.   Then corresponding to Eq. (45) 
we have 

2    2' 
r 

' 2irm' 
r 

(48) 

These formulas are valid for the Interior wake, in regions 
0 and (2) .   However, in the exterior wake they either 

double or cancel, depending on the azlmuthal variation of 
rotor circulation. 

We have now determined general relations for 
the vortlcity due to the x and y components of the circular 
trailing vortlcity and the longitudinal trailing vortlcity ele- 
ment for a flat planar wake.   We must now treat the resolved 
components of the shed vortlcity elements.   The differential 
circulptiou element d2r8 shed from radius r at a lateral 
point y aid swept downstream a distance dl in time incre- 
ment dt is shown in Fig. 14.   The resultant components of 
wake vortlcity are 

d2r 

\-^r(f^ *s = 
d2r 

d« 
(49) 

Since dx = C08i|)dr,   dy = sin ^ dr,d£ = Ua>dt  and d2r    =d T    =d T   given by Eq. (43), we have 
8 8 8 
x y 

«V-sfe [!*<'•*> di|) 
tan ill 

(50) 

During a differential rotation di|i for constant y, tan iMr = r d0 and we have 

dy    --^S(r.J^,     dy    ..SSBlSl^E 
'B 2irjiR [bil)'   v'\ r s, 2ltlJR    3!/) (r.*) dill (51) 

For dy8  , the previously derived Integration limits for r apply, however, it is advantageous to integrate azimuthally 
The limits are i/ir s I(I «i/^ in regions (D and where >l)r • sin' yA/x24y2 and for dy8   due to its simpler form, 

I/JR • sin-1 y/R.   In region (3> the limits are i/)R < I|J s ir - i/ip.   Note that the shed wake vortlcity components are 
inversely proportional to advance ratio, as were the circular elements of trailed vortlcity. 

The remaining elements of vortlcity which can contribute to downwash are the bound circulation distribu- 
tion, and a root vortex if present.   The root vortex will be present if radial circulation distributions are used which 
are finite at the rotor center.   Although physically unrealistic, this may occur for certain approximate circulation 
distributions.   If so, the root vortex will be equal in strength to the integrated average of circulation around the 
azimuth for r = 0.   This is just the total bound circulation strength T0 of the rotor since harmonics of the circulation 
will not contribute to the root vortex. 

The bound circulation will contribute to the rotor downwash if azlmuthal harmonics arc present.   In this 
case, the vortlcity is radially oriented and is simply the circulation divided by the an.-.nlar distance at each radius. 
Thus yb0M(i) r(r, i/i)/2jrr. 
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To demonstrate the application of the vortlclty relations derived above, some example results will be 
given.   For a radially uniform circulation distribution having a mean and first harmonic sine e id cosine variation, 
the associated contributions to the wake vortlclty have been derived.   These are given in Table 2 and illustrate some 
interesting features of the wake.   Note that the rotor coordinates x, y, r have been made dimensionless by R becom- 
ing 4, Tj. p.   For many of the wake vortlclty components, the vortlclty is Invariant with x except when crossing from 
the interior to the exterior wake where the vortlclty either doubles in value or vaninhes.   In all cases, the vortlclty 
is invariant with x in the oxterior wake.   Note that the shed vortlclty does depend on x in the interior wake, but 'hat 
oa the lateral axis (x ■ 0) the vortlclty is equal to 1/2 the value in the exterior wake (if finite).   Furthermore, the 
change in vortlclty from the value at x = 0 is either an odd or even function of x. 

Table 2.   Components of walo vortlclty for radially constant, first harmonic rotor circulation 
distribution, r=r +r cos |/) + T sini/) o      c s 
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6.   INDUCED VELOCITY 

The expressions for the various elements of wake vorticity enable the calculation of the rotor downwash 
using the Biot-Savart law.   This is given in differential form In the following equation. 

, ,    yv(x,y)[y-yo]+yv(x,y)[x-x ] 
dW<VV=^ r/ 2°        Y  2,3/2 ^ * 

[(x-xo)  +(y-y0) J 
(52) 

i 

The double integration must be carried out over the entire wake region of Fig. 9.   The order of integration in x and y 
depends upon convenience and also avoiding difficulties with singularities.   Because of the relative simplicity of some 
of the expressions for vortlclty, much of the integration may be carried out analytically, but in general, numerical 
integration will also be required.   After the downwash distributions have been obtained, it is a relatively straight- 
forward matter to Fourier analyze the results to obtain the downwash influence functions.   Some results of this type 
will be presented below. 

It is of some interest to discuss the relation between the symmetry properties of the wake vorticity and the 
downwash distribution.   This is because the harmonic content of the downwash can be determined in part from its 
symmetry.   As discussed earlier, only the first two downwash harmonics directly influence the rotor thrust and 
moment response.   Therefore, the symmetry relations will enable certain information about the eventual influence 
on rotor response to be determined from the wake vorticity distribution alone. 

We will consider briofly only one example, where the component of vorticity in the exterior wake is twice 
the value in the interior wake but otherwise only a function of y.   We are interested in the symmetry of downwash with 
respect to the y axis, therefore the pairs of points on thy lines x = « shown in Fig. 15.   The vortlclty in the interior 
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Figure 15.   Geometric demonstration of symmetry 
relations of downwash. 

Table 3.   Downwash harmonics excluded. 

and exterior wake is labelled Ix and 2x respectively to 
represent the doubling factor.   Now when the yx component 
of vorticity io invariant with x, the downwash induced at a 
point P by elements of the wake equidistant upstream and 
downstream of P will be identical.   As a result, wake 
filaments extending upstream of P may be flipped over to 
coincide with equal length downstream filaments without 
changing the downwash at P.   Using this basic procedure 
on the points at ±x yields the equivalent wake systems 
shown in Fig. 15.   Thus the downwash is composed of two 
terms, one due to a double strength semi-infinite rectang- 
ular wake and the other due to an Irregular shaped remnant. 
The remnant wake differs only in sign for the points *x 
therefore its contribution is an odd function of x, or anti- 
symmetric about the y axis.   It is relatively simple to 
demonstrate that wake vorticity which is an even or odd 
function of y will produce a downwash distribution which is 
correspondingly an odd or even function of y.   It may be 
shown that these symmetry characteristics lead to the 
exclusion of downwash harmonics shown in Table. 3 

x axis y axis 

Downwash All sine Odd cosine and even 
symmetric harmonics sine harmonics 
about axis 

Downwash All cosine Even cosine and odd 
antisymmetric harmonics sine harmonics 
about axis 

An example will illustrate these results.   Con- 
sider the yc   component of vorticity for uniform circulation 
(see Table 2) which doubles in the exterior wake and is an 
odd function of y.   The downwash will thus be symmetric 
about the x axis, and the remnant wake will produce a 
downwash contribut1 n antisymmetric about the y axis.   As 
a result, no sine or even cosine harmonic influence functions 
will exist.   Similar relations may also be deduced for other 
components of vorticity and also for vorticity distributions 
which are functions of both x and y in the interior wake.  The 
symmetry relations may be used to demonstrate an interesting 

parallel between the downwash of a fixed wing and the downwash on the lateral axis of a rotor.   As shown above, when the 
x component of vorticity is independent of x within the interior and exterior regions, only the semi-infinite rectangular 
portion of the equivalent wake will contribu^   .. lownwash on the lateral axis.   Since this is identical to the wake config- 
uration of a fixed wing, the downwash will be identical for equivalent vorticity distributions. 
7.   QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

The present quantitative results are preliminary and are limited to the downwash influence functions for 
one rotor circulation distribution, that of uniform circulation.   These results permit a graphic interpretation of the 
distribution of induced velocity on the rotor disc for each of the contributing wake vorticity elements.    For uniform 
circulation, these elements consist of the two components of the circular trailing vorticity,  Vt ,  yc ,  the longi- 
tudinal trailing vorticity y;,   and the root vortex,  yr.   These elements are given in Table 2.    Both fne vorticity 
and corresponding downwash distributions are shown in Fig. 16 in isometric plots.   For the downwash of the longi- 
tudinal trailing vorticity and the root vortex the advance ratio was chosen to be unity.   In this way the downwash dis- 
tributions could be plotted with comparable vertical scales.   All four are equal except the downwash of the root vortex 
which is reduced by 1/2,   The vorticity elements, however, are not drawn to scale.   The radii of the downwash plots 
are limited to r/R s 0,95 since for uniform circulation, the downwash generally becomes infinite at the rotor perimeter. 
For the same reason, the downwash of the root vortex singularity is truncated at 9 = 0° and for r/R £0,25.   These 
downwash distributions show the familiar fore-aft gradient on the longitudinal axis due to the circular trailing vorticity 
elements.   Furthermore, the full azimuthal distributions presented here also reveal that significant nonunlformitles 
are present at   v = 90° and 270° due to the \cx vorticity component.   Both the longitudinal trailing vorticity and root 
vortex are shown to produce laterally asymmetric downwash distributions which will be increasingly predominant at 
higher advance ratios.   The lateral asymmetry for a uniform azlmuthwise circulation distribution has not been evident 
in other actuator disc theories because these two vorticity elements are typically neglected.   Figure 17 includes 
conventional plots of the downwash distributions and the corresponding influence functions.   The downwash nonunlform- 
itles of the Ycx vorticity component are manifest as odd cosine harmonic Influence functions.   The vCy component, In 
contrast, yields only a single influence function, the first cosine harmonic.   Since the downwash of the V^ and Yr 

vorticity elements Is antisymmetric about the x axis, only sine harmonic irfluence functions exist.   Note that influence 
functions v" for Vr are equal for all n.   Although these results are limited to the uniform circulation distribution, 
we now have an indication of the downwash on the entire disc, and a first set of downwash influence functions for the 
flat planar wake configuration. 

A final figure is included to illustrate the total downwash due to the superimposed contributions of the 
various wake vorticity elements.   For a specified uniform circulation (' strlbution the total downwash will be uniquely 
determined by the advance ratio.   Therefore, Fig. 18 depicts isometric plots for three advance ratios 11 = 0.0, 0.25, 
and 0.75.   The zero advance ratio case is idealized in that the flat planar wake Is not valid for this condition.   These 
plots depict the increasing asymmetr of the downwash as the advaroe ratio increases.   The powerful influence of the 
root vortex is also evident.   One example is shown for ji = 0.75 in Fig. 18 which neglects the root vortex contribution. 
Physically this corresponds to the downwash produced by the tip vorticity trailed from the rotor disc perimeter.   This 
figure indicates hov. the downwash gradients from two vorticity elements, yCx and y. are mutually reinforce and 
attenuate one another at I/J = 90° and 270° respectively.   Thus at I/J = 90°, for high advance ratios, the impulsive loads 
on the blade will be severe, especially since the velocity is greatest, whereas the reduced gradient and lower velocity 
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^ = 0.0 

/x = 0.75 ^ = 0.75 
NO ROOT VORTEX 

Figure 18.   Variation of downwash distribution with advance ratio for uniform circulation. 

at it> " 270* combine to virtually eliminate the impulsive loading.   Therefore retreating rotor blade problems due to 
the time-averaged downwash distribution are lessened in comparison to the advancing blade, a striking departure from 
the customary behavior of rotary wings. 

8.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For rotors assumed to be characterized by an actuator disc, a proper definition of the rotor potential 
flow problem, for application to downwash and response predictions, has been proposed.   An appropriate theory and 
method of solution are outlined which should be sufficiently simple and versatile to give a better understanding of the 
complex physical features and influences of the rotor circulation and downwash distributions.   The important results 
obtained from the derivation and the numerical results will be noted below. 

1) A simple, flat planar wake has been found to be a valid configuration for the wake vorticity down to 
advance ratios of around ji = 0.15 for a nominal rotor thrust coefficient. 

2) The rotor blade flapping equation reveals that only the second and lower harmonics of circulation or 
downwash directly influence the rotor thrust or moment.   This implies that a reasonable approximation for the exact 
solution of the theory would be to truncate Fourier coefficients beyond the second harmonic. 

3) Examination of the wake vorticity elements reveals that they fall into two groups, those whose strength 
varies inversely with advance ratio and those which are invariant. 

4) The numerical downwash results show large gradients at the advancing and retreating azimuth locations 
and their variation with advance ratio.   The longitudinal vorticity elements which are usually ignored are shown to 
cause significant lateral asymmetries in the downwash. 
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5) The uniform circulation distribution has undesirable characteristics evidenced in the infinite downwash 
at the rotor perimeter, and the discrete root vortex. The radial circulation distribution must be chosen to be zero at 
r > 0 and R to give realistic results. 

6) Future efforts must obtain additional Influence functions In order to use the present theory to predict 
rotor response. 
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The .'tructure of the Hotor Blade Tip Vorto» 
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SUHMAÄY. 

The rosulta  t' a ae* of experimentj devised to naa^ure '.he velocity distribution through n helicopt-.er 
rotor blade tip vortex uiv  presented.    The experiments were conducted  in « niriRle full ncnle rotor blade 
operating at a repreaentative tip speed on a whirl tower.      The rotor wan mounted in the inverted position 
(i.e.   thruJtint; downward)   to  reduce the ground effeotn and produce n. steady flow through the rotor.    The 
vortex velocity di.tributi  no were measured for a range of vortex  "ngoa" and a number of blade loadings, 
the highest of which wa.i above that normally asoociatod with u hovering rotor.    A vortex  'age'  range in 
terms of blade rotation of approximately 70    to 3Ö0    of azimuth was covered. 

Plow vioualiaatlon usln« smoke was .'inployod to determine' the trajectory uf 'he vortex and a hot wire 
anemometer to measure the induced velocities associated with the tip vortex. 

NOTATION. 

0 (r) The vortloity function expressed in teitui of the distance,  r ,  from the axis of synmetry of the 
vortex, 

q       Circumferential vortex induced flow. 
A        The magnitude of the vortici ty in the central region  (vortex centre line to r ) 
BPC    Constants describing vorticity distribution outs:.de central region (r   - r,). 
*N 0       1 

r        Outer boundary of constant vorticity region, 
r.      Outer boundary of vorticity distribution associated with the vortex, 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

The accurate prediction of rotor performance,  rot,or limit conditions, .vibratory loads and the rotor 
noise are becoming an increasingly important requirement in the early stages of helicopter design.    Reliable 
theoretical methods are essential in order to predict these parameters with the accuracy required by the 
designer.    The precision with which these qualities may be determined relies upon a detailed knowledge of 
the aerodynamic loading on the rotor blade and how it varies around the disc.    One of the most difficult 
features to determine in the estimation of the aerodynamic loading is the induced flow through the rotor. 
Many theoretical models of a helicopter rotor wake, in both hover and forward flight, have been developed 
in Europe, United States and the U.K., in an effort to improve upon the commonly used uniform induced flow- 
momentum theories.      The majority of these models represent the rotor wke by a system of trailing vortices. 
They vary in complexity from the relatively simple concepts of Willmer,(l) who used a set of semi and 
doubly infin :e vortex lines,  to the more complex free-wake models such as those of Crimi,(2) Landgrebe,(3) 
and more recently Clark and Leiper (4).      All these mathematical models, by necessity, make assumptions on 
the structure of the tip trailing vortex.      Some methods assume a finite core size to the vortex,  others 
limit the maximum velocities to some arbitrary figure.      These assumptions have been necessary due to the lack 
of experimental information and may have been acceptable in the past, but as the wake models become 
increasingly more sophisticated the validity of the assumptions must be open to question.    Such queries 
become particularly significant when considering wake deformation and the proximity of the trailing vortex 
to the following blades.    The tip trailing vortices may lie within one chord's width of the blade through- 
out a large region of the helicopters flight envelope. 

An experiment was carried out by Simons et al (5) where the velocity distribution through the vortices 
was measured on a model rotor using hot wire anemometry techniques.      This experiment showed the techniques 
of using a hot wire probe to be possible, but the results are restrictive in application due to the small 
scale of the rotor and the low tip speed employed.      An experiment was therefore devised to measure the 
velocity distribution through the tip vortex of a full scale rotor. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY. 

The experiment was carried out using a standard pro'.uotion blade mounted on a whirl tower (shown in 
fig.l), normally used for the balancing and tracking of production blades.  The power supply was from a 
400 Vi.ip, electric motor, capable of running in either direction.  The blade and hub were mounted in the 
invertod position and rotated in the opposite direction from standard, producing a rotor that thrusts 
downward.  This method of mounting has a distinct advantage in that the ground effect is reduced and a far 
steadier flow through the rotor is produced on a tower whose height from ground level to hub centre is only 
19 ft.  A single blade was attached to the hub with a large counterbalance weight attached diametrically 
opposite to balance the centrifugal forces. The single blade and to some extent the presence of the ground 
produces a tip vortex path that remains 'below' the rotor disc for more than one revolution. This feature 
enabled the velocity measuring equipment to be positioned below the rotor and moved both radially and 
vertically with comparative ease. In addition the use of a single blade meant that high blade loadings could 
be obtained with the limited power available.  The rotor was 28 ft. radius, with a blade chord of 1.367 ft, 
8° overall washout and NACA 0012 section.  The blade tip cap wae similar in design to that of a standard 
Sikordcy 358 rotor blade, extending &} inches beyond the spar at the quarter chord reducing to 1 inch at the 
trailing edge.  A tip speed of 600 ft/sec. was used throughout the test program.  The whirl tower had the 
facility to measure rotor thrust and power. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT. 

Success of the experiment relied on the steady nature of the flow tljough the rotor, absolutely still 
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air conditions and the ability to determine accurntely the  trajectory of the tip vortex.    The requirement 
that the tip vortex centre ahould paso exactly through th» (robe monnt that theni' fu-iture.i wero essential. 

3.1. Flow viaualiaation 

The trajectory of the tip vortex was determined by taninf; a largo number of 'still1 photographs of the 
flow, made visible by injecting smoko into the rotor flow field.  The nmokf.' war. generated by a commercial 
diatreaa flare houaod in a small container with a supply of conoressed air. The Books was piped to a five 
pronged rake mounted vertically, junt above and outside the rotor disc.  In this position the smoke 
becomes entrained in the tip vortex jaking the passage of the vortex clear over more than one revolution 
of thj rotor. A set of photographs was taken using two hand operated cameras positioned in the dito plane 
and at right angles to the rake.  The sequence of photographs in figure 2 shew the passage of the tip 
vortex during on? revolution of the rotor. (The photographs were not obtained during one revolution 
consequently they are not at equal time intervals). Tjjg photographs have been sequenned to give an 
indication of the progress of the vortex across the rotor disc .  The rotor hub is to the left of the 
picture and the blade is advancing towards the camera. 

A large number of these photographs were processed to obtain the path of the vortex during its period 
below the disc, an example of which is shown in figure 3. The scale of the photographs was obtained from 
the knowledge of the dimensions of the rake. Figure 3 also shows the position (below the blade) of the 
vortex from the preceding blade passage. It is interesting to note the rr.pid change of direction of the 
vortex from the predominately spanwise movement to a combined spanwise and vertical movement after the 
following blade has passed over the vortex, the change in direction bein^ principally due to the presence 
of the 'new' tip vortex outboard.  The presence of an axial velocity, along the vortex in' the direction 
of rotation of the rotor can be observed from the photographs.  The smoke entrained near the centre of 
the vortex is seen to move oircumforentiully around the rotor di:ic  by a substanti'il amou'.t during one 
revolution of the rotor.  A crude estimate of the magnitude of the vortex axial velocity suggests that it 
is of the order of a tenth of the tip speed, but further detailed investigation would bo necessary for a 
reliable estimate. Photograph 2 of the sequence shown in figure 2 shows the blade having just passed through 
the smoke trails leaving a distinct tip vortex, illustrating the very rapid rolling up of the trailing 
vortioity. 

The trajectory of the tip vortex was determined by this photographic process for the five collective 
pitch settings used in the experime.t to measure the vortex velocity distribution. 

3.2, Velocity measurement 

3.2.1. Instrumentation 

The hot wire anemometer,  used to measure the velocity distribution through the vortex,  consists of a 
short piece of wire 5 ralcrons in diameter and approximately l/l6th inch in length suspended between two 
prongs as shown in figur«' 4.      The wire forms one arm of a bridge circuit and is heated by the current 
flowing In the bridge.    This bridge is powered by a servo amplifier whose output voltage is controlled by 
the bridge unbalance and which maintains the probe resistance  (and hence the probe temperature)  very nearly 
constant. 

Air flow reduces  the temperature of the wire,  which is sensed by the change in current flow due to 
the corresponding change in resistan.:e, and is instantaneously corrected by the servo amplifier. 
Fundamentally,  the power required to maintain constant temperature  is monitored.    As this output is non 
linear with velocity it is conditioned by a small battery powered analogue computer (Lineariser)  having a 
transfer function such that the output voltage is proportional to flow velocity.    The output from the 
lineariser Is therefore amenable to quantitative assessment by recording on a U.V.  or a magnetic  tape 
recorder,  or observation on an oscilloscope. 

The  'electronic upper frequency'   limit of the anemometer was  found to be of the order of 90kHz.    No 
direct frequency response measurements were made as the expected  frequencies of flow fluctuations  of 
interest in the experiment were far below this frequency.    Each probe was calibrated individually against 
a pitot-static tube for a velocity range of 0 to 350 ft/sec. 

The instrumentation used during the experiment included a  long persistanue scope which was used to 
monitor  the output signal from the lineariser.    A magnetic tape  recorder with an upper frequency limit  of 
20kHz was used to record the signal.      Analysis of the signal was carried out later by replaying the tape 
recorder at a reduced speed and reproducing the signal on a U.V.   recorder.      The reproduce speed of the 
tape recorder was reduced by a factor of 16 such that the 1200Hz galvanometer response was effectively 
increased to approximately 20kHz thereby maintaining the recorded bandwidth. 

3.2.2. Experimental procedure 

Having determined the  trajectory of the tip vortex the probe could be positioned accurately below the 
rotor,  recording the velocity distribution associated with the  tip vortex as it passes  over the  probe. 
The axis of the probe was aligned normal to the rotor radius and  parallel to the ground,  i.e. with the 
axis of the sensitive element  laying along the axis of the tip vortex.    As the element is Insensitive  to 
velocities along its axis no rotor swirl components or axial velocities within the vortex would be measured. 
The velocities measured are only those in the plane normal to  the axis of the wire and therefore will bo 
the translational velocity of the tip vortex in spanwise and vortical directions (of the rotor) and the 
circumferential induced velocities associated with the vortex.       Vortex radial flows are assumed small by 
comparison with the circumferential velocities.      The  translational velocity of the vortex over the probe- 
was measured from a cine film of the an oke flow visualisation of the vortex.    The movement of the vortex 
centre from frame to frame was determined and with the knowledge of the speed of the film the translational 
velocity of the vortex over the  probe was obtained,    "his information enabled the time base of the record- 
ing of the vortex  'signal'   to be converted to n distance base.     Also the translational velocity of the 
vortex could be removed from the signal.    Thus  the circumferential velocity of the vortex alone could be 
deduced and its variation with distance from the vortex centre.     Recorded on a separate channel was an 
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azimuth marker positioned to indicate when the blade was directly above the probe.  The eiuot 'age' of the 
vortex in temi of how far the blade had progresaed around the azimuth by the tine the vortei was recorded 
could therefore be obtained.  By varying the spanwise position of the probe a vortex 'age* range was 
obtained, ages between 70° and 380 of azimuth were found to be possible. 

The output signal from the probe was displayed on a long perniotanoe scope and although the vortices 
were immediately visible when the probe was mounted in the estimated path of the vortices the height of 
the probe had to be adjusted such that the maximum number of vortex centres passed through the probe. It 
was found that the path of the vortices tended to drift with time but when a good set was observed 
(determined by the maximum velocities) they were recorded on magnetic tape. It was not possible from 
observation of the scope to tell if the vortex core passed over the probe so reliance was made on 
observing the magnitude of the velocity peaks.  Replaying the tape at a slower speed was the only way of 
telling whether the vortex centre had been intersected.  This intersection was determined by comparing 
the minimum velocity within the vortex core with the mean translational velocity over the probe. When the 
two velocities were the same the core contre had been intersected, i.e. the condition of zero induced 
velocity associated with the vortex under consideration, 

4. AMALYSIS OF RESULTS. 

The hot wire probe measures velocities in a plane normal to the axis of the wire but cannot distinguish 
direction within the plane.  The wire therefore records the vector sum of the vortex induced flow and the 
translational velocity of the vortex. In order to conduct any analysis of the vortwt by the fixed hot wire 
approach, a number of assumptions on the relative magnitude and character of the flows must be made. 
They are:- 

1, 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

That the major components of the flow in the plane normal to the element are a circumferential 
velocity associated with the vortex and the translational velocity.    No significant vortex radial 
velocities are assumed to exist when conducting the analysis. 
The curvature of the vortex path is assumed to be small over the region where the vortex velocities 
are being measured. 
The translational velocity is constant over the period when the vortex signal is being recorded. 
The three above assumptions and the condition that the vortex centre passes exactly through the probe, 
are prerequisite    for any analysis.    Only under these conditions can the two velocities (the induced 
and the translational)  be separated, the translational velocity being in a direction normal to the 
induced, can therefore be removed from the signal. 
The recordings being time-based and not the measurement of the vortex velocities at an instant in 
time (or age)  of the vortei means that any change in the structure of the vortex,  such as roll-up, 
would be reproduced during the time taken for each vortex to effectively traverse the probe i.e. 
one side of the vortex would be younger than the other.    However,  it was argued that the characteristic 
time for traversal of the vortex was small in terms of its ageing.      This feature was subsequently 
shown to be the case, even the vortices at widely differing ages (within the measured range) did not 
show any significant structural changes. 
The measurements of induced flow, although only obtained in one horizontal plane through the vortex, 
were assumed to be representative of the flows in any radial section of the vortex, i.e.  the vortei 
was assumed to be symmetrical and hence isolated; a requirement for any basic interpretation of the 
measurements.    This assumption amounts to the fact that the vortex may be considered as an effectively 
fully rolled-up tip vertex. 

Since it is only possible to interpret those recordings where the vortex centre passed through the 
probe, the method obviously produced a large amount of unusable information.    However, it was found that 
with only about one minute of recording for each condition a sufficient number of vortices of good quality 
were obtained.    In the majority of conditions at least 5 vortices were considered sufficiently good to 
analyse,    A typical trace of one of these vortices is shown in figure 5,     This figure shows the symmetry 
of the vortoi and a well defined 'viscous' core, with the minimum velocity within the core of similar 
magnitude to the translational velocity of this vortex, indicating zero induced velocity associated with 
the vortex,    (Remembering that the probe cannot distinguish the change in direction of the induced velocity 
as the vortei centre is crossed).      The time base of the signal has been converted to a distance base to 
give an indication of the relative size of the tip vortex. 

A certain amount of high frequency content to the signal was observed in the vicinity of the high 
induced velocities,  the origin of which is as yet unknown but it is believed to be associated with the 
probe and possibly a motion of the wire produced by the high rates of change of air velocity.    The 
possibility of it being turbulence was ruled out as the energy content was far too high.      A lower 
frequency signal can also be observed in the high velocity region of the vortex which could represent the 
rolling up of the trailing vortex sheet.     A similar observation was made by Kücheman (6) when analysing 
the structure of the leading edge vortex on a slender delta wing. 

Figure 6 shows a sequence of vortices illustrating the regularity and degree of repeatibility 
attainable.    The line down the centre of the third vortex indicates that the viscous core was intersected. 
The small discontinuity in the region between the vortices is produced by the passage of the blade over 
the probe and can therefore be used to estimate the  'age'  of the vortex. 

In order to analyse the results and compare the differing test conditions the output velocity traces 
were curve fitted and the translational velocity component removed.    The form of the curve fitting was 
based upon the    estimated vorticity distribution within the vortex rather than the velocity profile,  the 
form of the vorticity distribution being the easier quantity to m.-inipulate although it was the velocity 
profile comparison that uas used as the criterion for the quality of the fit.      The type of function 
defining the vorticity distribution was determined by transforming the velocity distribution of a number 
of vortices into a vorticity distribution via the expression:- 

CD 
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(AasuBlng the vortex to be doubly Infinite for the purposes of determining the oore vortlclty distribution 
whloh la valid when the oore radius is jmall compared with the radius of curvature of the vortex).     The 
function that was found to best fit the vortlclty distribution outside the central region of the oore was 
of the form:- I ,,-% 

ö^  (2) 

and within the central region a constant distribution of vortlclty was assumed, due to the lack of detail 
on the traoe and its small size.  Defining a single function for the vortiolty distribution was not found 
to be realistic due to the rapid 'fall-off in vortlclty at the edge of the central area. Thus the vortex 
is divided into three areas, the inner core (region ]) where the vortiolty is constant (extending to r ) 
the outer part of the core where the vortlclty is of the form of equation 2 and outside the core where no 
vortiolty exists (region 3)« 

Having defined the form of the functions describing the vortlclty the equation giving the velocity 
distribution was obtained. The velocity at any radial point being:- 

^r a: »<. rdr (3) 
giving the expression for the velocity within the area of constant vortlclty (region l) vortex centre line 
to r   as: o 

'»r 
I 
7 Ar •CO 

(where A is the magnitude of the vortiolty) 
and within the area containing the vortiolty but outside r (region 2,ro - Tj):- 

(5) 

(6) 
and outside the area containing the vortlclty (region 3,^  -•0) the expression becomes:-» 

(where r. is the radius of the region containing the vortlclty) 

Using equations 4 and 5 the unknowns (A,6,0, N and r ) were determined taking 9 point values of the 
velocity profile from the traces and using a least squares approach to obtain the best fit.  All of the 
test conditions were analysed in this fashion.   For each condition 9 point velocity values from each 
traoe were measured and the unknowns A,B,C, N and r obtained for the condition. The quality of the 
agreement between the original traces and the constructed line is shown In figure 7.  Also shown is the 
distribution of vortiolty within the core and the three regions described above, 

5. DISCUSSION OP RESULTS. 

Five thrust conditions were covered for a constant tip speed of 600 ft/sec. and for each thrust 
condition four radial positions of the probe were considered, giving an age range of approximately 70 to 
380 .  It was not possible however, to analyse some of these conditions, particularly the low pitch and 
early vortex age.  The proximity of the probe to the blade leading edge precluded positioning the probe 
in the optimum position.  Although high velocity peaks were recorded no well defined vortex cores were 
observed except for tho higher loading case.  Only the analysis of the good quality vortices have there- 
fore been reproduced. 

Figures 8(a) to (d) show the resultant analysis of the induced velocity distribution through theivortex for 
the differing ages and bl?de thrusts. All the traces are basically similar in form with the maximum 
velocities increasing with increasing blade lift» except for the highest blade loading condition where 
the peak velocity is greatly reduced and the viscous core diameter increased.   The reason for this 
apparent discontinuity could be due to blade tip blall.  A theoretical analysis using a contracting wake 
model (described in refeference 7) suggests that the blade is on the point of stalling at a blade lift of 
approximately 3800 lb. This figure was determined by postulating that the blade section near the tip 
(95^ radius) stalls at a similar lift coefficient to that occurring on a model of the section In a wind 
tunnel under two dimensional flow conditions. A similar value of blade lift was obtained from the 
reduction of flight test data from a Wessex undergoing high attitude hover tests. 

Figures 9 through to 12 show some of the observed basic characteristics of the tip vortex and how they 
vary with blade lift and time.  Figure 9 shows the vortex circulation measured from the traces by taking 
the velocity at the outer edge of the core.  The outer edge of the oore was readily observable on the 
majority of traces and was identifiable by a definite change in slope of the measured vortex velocity 
distribution.  The curve outboard of this point obeyed the l/r law, showing the flow to be irrotational. 
The core was also distinguishable by a sharp Increase in the high frequency content of the signal.  Tho 
circulation is plotted against total blade lift and is compared with the equivalent tip vortex strength 
for a theoretical constant apanwise blade circulation distribution. The circulation appears to be lower 
than might be expected considering that uniform spanwise circulation would under-predict the peak 
circulation near the tip.  A similar observation was made by Dosanjh et al (e) who found that the measured 
circulation in the rolled up tip vortex behind a semi-wing mounted in a wind tunnel was only 5f$ of the 
expected value.  A further indication of the difference between bound circulation and the circulation 
entrained In the tip vortex la found In the high loading case if the stalled condition of the blade tip 
Is the cause of the growth of the tip vortex core. The C. near the blade tip apj/roaching this condition 
would be approximately 1.0 (before stall). The expected vortex circulation would be of a similar order to 
the bound circulation i.e. approaching 400 ft2/sec.  The measured circulation,as shown in figure 9 »never 
reaches half this value.  A difference of this magnitude is unlikely to be attributable to inaccuracir' In 
the equipment or the experimental process.  Resolution of this apparent discrepancy can only be obtained 
by a more oomprehensive investigation where the blade loading distribution is also measured. 
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The oiporimentally obtalnad bard on the graph Indicates the degree of scatter of the vortex signals 
and Included the effect of vortex 'age'. The effect of age on the circulation contained In the tip vortex 
has not been reproduced as the scatter from trace to trace was In moat oases larger than the variation of 
the mean value with age.  Therefore, within the experimental accuracy the total circulation In the tip 
vortex remained substantially constant over the age range covered.  A similar conclusion was made 
regarding the size of the vortex, the variation with blade loading was observable but any variation with 
age was not. The variation In vortex diameter with blade loading is diown In figure 10, again the scatter 
band is quite large Increasing with the higher loadings. The fact that the vortex size and the circulation 
do not change materially within the age range covered (within experimental accuracy) suggests that the roll 
up process can be considered complete by at least 70 degrees of rotation of the rotor. 

The viscous core size, on the otherhand, did show a small but distinct change with vortex age, but 
no slgniriuant changes over the blade loading raage, exoert for the highest loading case.  The viscous core 
being defined for the sake of description by the distance between the velocity peaks (which is not necessarily 
the di-. ater of the constant vortioity region).  The variation of viscous core size with vortex age is 
shown in figure 11, the difference in size between the lower loading conditions and highest condition 
being readily observable.  The viscous core diameter was considerably smaller than expected, especially 
as the boundary layer of the blade would be expected to be turbulent at a Reynolds No. of 5.2 x 10^, based 
on tip speed and blade chord. A  comparison was made between the measured velocity distribution and the 
theoretical distribution for a viscous vortex (9). A value of 10 times the laminar kinematic viscosity 
was used, as suggested by Newman (lO)for conditions where the boundary layer is turbulent. This theory 
produced a velocity distribution with a viscous core approximately three times larger than measured and a 
velocity distribution that was underestimated outside the viscous core. The comparison indicated that 
significantly more vortioity existed outside the viscous core than has been observed by Newman and Doaanjh 
who also compared measured results from a wing mounted in a wind tunnel with viscous vortex theory. 

Figure 12 shows the decay of the induced velocity peaks with vortex age for the five blade loading 
conditions. The velocity peaks are tti ose obtained as a result of the curve fitting, not necessarily the 
peak velocity recorded on the trace which included some high frequency 'noise' near the peak. The peaks 
on the signal were of the order of 20 to 40 ft/sec. higher than the curve fitted values. At a blade loading 
of 3,750 lb.a higher degree of scatter was observed on the peak velocities than on the lower loading oases, 
a dashed line has therefore been used and indicates the higher velocity values obtained for each age 
condition. 

The most commonly used representation of the tip vortex in theoretical rotor wake models is a vortex 
with uniform vortioity in the core, sometimes called the 'combined' or Rankine vortex. Using this 
representation a core size is normally postulated, which if chosen too small will produce extromely high 
induced velocities.  A comparison between the observed vortex velocity distribution and a vortex with 
uniform vortioity, but having the same total circulation is shown in figure 13.  Two 'combined' vortices 
are illustrated, one having the same maximum velocity as the observed vortex and the other with half the 
core size. Both vortices show that the combined vortex representation overestimates the induced velocities 
in the vicinity of the core by a substantial amount.  The radial position of the peak velocity la also 
overestimated for any reasonable restriction on the maximum velocity. 

6. CONCLUSIONS. 

The observed structure of the rotor blade tip vortex indicates that the vortex can be assumed to be 
efffictively rolled up by at least 70° of rotation of the rotor. The effective size of the vortex core was 
considerably larger than simple theories would suggest, but the viscous core was significantly smaller. 

The velocity distribution through the vortex was unlike those observed in experiments on semi wings 
in a wind tunnel.  The type of comparison obtained with the viscous vortex theory for the wind tunnel 
experiments by Newman and Dosanjh was not attainable with this experiment. The primary difference being 
the small viscous core size and 'fuller' velocity profile.  Representation of the tip vortex by a Rankine 
or combined vortex would produce significant errors in the induced velocity within a 'half chord' radius 
of the centre of the tip vortex. 

The circulation contained in the tip vortex was approximately half the value expected, baaed on the 
supposition that the rolled up vortex strength would be of a similar crder to the peak circulation near tto 
blade tip. 

The results of the highest blade loading case showed a marked change in the vortex structure suggesting 
that the blade tip may have been in a high drag or stalled region. Should this suggestion be the case then 
it may be that at higher tip speeds when the strength tnd position of the shock wave on the aerofoil is 
dominating the drag characteristics a significant change in vortex structure may be produced. 

The experiment, although primarly of en expoloratory nature Indicated the feasibility of using a hot 
wire anemometer to measure full scale rotor wake characteristics, althoujji some refinements for more 
detailed work would be desirable. 
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A VORTEX-WAKE ANALYSIS OF A SIMDI£-BIADED HOVERIMG ROTOR 
AND A COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

by 

+ ++ 
Robin B. Gray   and George W. Brown 

School of Aerospace Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

SUMMARY 

A theoretical method Is developed for determining the geometry and strength distribution of the 
vortex wake generated by a single-bladed hovering helicopter rotor.    The analysis begins with a simple 
model of the ultimate wake geometry and then proceeds to establish the corresponding nondimensional tip- 
vortex strength.    This simple vortex-wake model is adjusted by procedures that are based on the Blot- 
Savart law to obtain a first approximation for the tip-vortex ceometry.    Next, an estimate of the blade 
collective pitch angle is found from blade-element considerations.    Then, a first approximation for the 
geometries and strengths of the vortex-sheet filaments that are shed from the blade trailing edge is 
determined by inarching inboard from the blade tip.    Thus,  a simultaneous solution for the filament strengths 
is not required.    Further adjustments to the wake geometry, the strengths of the inboard filaments, and 
the collective pitch are made until succeeding changes become acceptably small. 

The results are in good agreement with experiment for the axial displacements of the tip vortex 
after one turn of the helix, for the blade collective pitch angle, and for the thrust coefficient.    The 
axial displacement of the first turn of the helix and the rate of contraction of the wake is not as good. 
It appears 4hat the wake model in this, as in other analyses, differs from the physical wake in certain 
Important, but unknown, features. 

RESUME 

Une methode theorique est developpee pour determiner la geometrie et la distribution de la force 
des tourbilXons dans le sillage d'un rotor a une seule pale d'helicoptere qui se balance dans I'alr. 
L'analyse commence avec un modele simple de la geometrie finale du sillage et puls procede a etabllr le 
coefficient du tourbillon de bout de pale.    Ce modele simple des tourMUons^ dans le sillage est ajuste 
par des precedes qui se basent sur la lol Biot-Savart pour obtenir une premiere approximation pour la 
geometrie du tourbillon de bout de pale.    Ensulte, on trouve une estimation de l'angle du pas de la pale 
en considerant l'element de la pale.    Puls, on determine une premiere approximation pour les geometries et 
les forces des filaments des tourbillons dans le sillage du tranchant tralnant de la pale en marchant a 
1'Interieur partant du bout de pale.    Aussi, une solution slmultanee pour les forces des filaments n'est 
pas exigee.    Encore des ajustements a la geometrie du sillage, aux forces des filaments Interieurs, et au 
pas sont faits Jusqu'a ce que les changements successifs deviennent petits a un degre acceptable. 

Les resultats s'accordant blen avec I'experience pour le deplacement dans le sens de l'axe du 
tourbillon de bout de pale apres une rotation de l'helice, pour le pas de la pale, et pour le coefficient 
de la poussee.    Le deplacement dans le sens de l'axe de la premiere rotation de l'helice et la vltesse de 
la contraction du sillage ne se conforment pas si strictement avec les resultats experimentaux.    II parait 
que le modele du sillage dans cette analyse, comme dans d'autres analyses, differ« du sillage physique 
quand it s'agit de certains aspects qui sont importants mais inconnus. 

NOTATION 

a 

A 

b 

c 

C 

'TF 

lift curve slope 

wake contraction ratio, I^/R 

number of blades 

blade chord length 

1 - A 

tip-vortex strength coefficient, 

r/lwR2A2n 

bound-vortex strength coefficient 

vortex-filament strength coefficient 

thrust coefficient, T/pn? Cr 

axial displacement parameter of first 
turn of tip-vortex helix 

r 

R 

T 

u 

axial displacement parameter of 
tip-vortex helix in ultimate wake 

length in radial direction 

rotor radius unless with subscript 

rotor thrust 

with subscript, nondimensional induced 
velocity component, u/RAft, etc. 

VT 

u ,v ,w radial, tangential, and axial induced 
velocity components 

U      velocity relative to blade element and 
perpendicular to blade span 

Uy/Cp 

Professor 
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U.2 

z 

z,z' 

P.3' 

r 

c 

«' 

e 

x
2 

p 

«HIM 

nondlninslonal radius, r/RA 

nondinenslonal radius of vortex 
element, r /RA 

nondlraensiona^. axial distance, Z/RA 

nondlmenslonal axial distance to 
vortex element, Z /RA 

length la axial direction 

Induced angle of attack at blade 
lifting l-ae 

racial pitch angle of vortex, Pig. 3 

tip-vortex strength 

nondlmenslonal vortex core radius, 
c'M 
vortex core radius 

blade collective pitch angle 

wake contraction parameter 

Cartesian coordinate system 

air density 

IM ll-1"' '"in» mmm 

0,0 axial pitch angle of vortex, 
Figs. 1 and 3 

y azimuth angle 

Y azimuth angle between calculating point 
and first radial plane 

y azimuth angle from reference point to 
vortex element 

blade angular velocity 0 

Subscripts 

a 

B 

Fn 

n 

P 

t 

W 

with u and w; apparent Induced velocity 

bound vortex 

nth vortex filament 

Integer 

arbitrary point 

radial tangential, and axial components 

tip vortex 

wake boundary defined by tip vortex 

ultimate wake 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

The primary objectives of this analysis are to develop a vortex-wake tiethod for deteminlng the 
hovering perfomanoe of a helicopter rotor without the degree of empiricism that is required in the pre- 
scribed-wake method and to achieve an elapsed computer tlr» less than that required in the free-wake 
analyses that generate the vortex system from rest.    The i .ocedures to be used for generating the wake 
vortex system and relating the blade aerodynamic loading to the strengths of the trailing vortex filaments 
differ, in several respects, from those of both the prescribed-wake and the free-wake analyses.    However, 
the numerical techniques used in programming the Biot-Savart law for the digital computer are essentially 
the same. 

In the prescribed-wake analysis, the geometiy of the wake vortex system near the rotor is 
determined frcxa flow visualization studies.   With the wake geometry known, the application of the Biot- 
Savart law and the blade-element theory to the system yields a set of simultaneous equations which are then 
solved for the blade bound-vortex strength distribution.    The calculation of the thrust and power is 
straightforward.    The computer time that Is required for these calculations is relatively short.    However, 
for a genereil application of the method, tailes of experimentally deteimined geometric parameters 
describing the radial and axial coordinates of the vortex elements in terms of their azimuth positions from 
the blade must be available for a wide range of thrust levels and rotor configurations. 

In the free-wake analysis, the complete vortex system is generated from rest with the Initial fila- 
ments being constrained to follow a contracting path as they move down the wake.    The Biot-Savart law is 
again used to determine the motion of the filaments and the filament strengths are related to the blade 
characteristics through the blade-element theory.    The vortex filament strengths are found by solving the 
resulting set of simultaneous equations.   The constraint on the wake is then relaxed and Iterations are 
performed until the system converges to the free-vortex configuration.    Therefore, a relatively large 
amount of computer time is required. 

Both of these methods have been shown to yield good comparisons with experiment for overall per- 
fomance.    However, the free-wake analysis does not predict the initial tip-vortex geometry accurately. 
Furthemore, if the measured geometry is Introduced as the Initial condition for the free-wake analysis 
and   if the iterations are allowed to proceed, the result is essentially the same as that which would be 
generated from rest.    Since the physical wake is a free-vortex system, it would appear that there are 
omissions in its   mathematical model which lead to a different configuration when the free-vortex condi- 
tion is satisfied analytically. 

In consideration of this problem and of possible ways of determining its causes, it appeared that 
an advantage would be realized if a procedure weru developed which would proceed from the more important 
to the less Important elements that contribute to the flow field.    This marching process would Isolate the 
various contributions and would permit analytical experimentation.   A second consideration is that the 
method should be developed in terms of the quantities that are more easily measured in the laboratory,    A 
third consideration Is that the experience that has been gained over the years should guide the develop- 
ment.   The procedures to be presented satisfy all of these requirements to some extent.    In addition, a 
cofflplimentary experimental program has been initiated which should provide further guidance toward improv- 
ing the preliminary results. 

A single-bladed rotor has been chosen for this development.    This obviously reduces the complexity of 
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the vortex ■yatem aal hence the numerical computations.    Fran * conaideratlon of prevlovus results,  It 
wuld appear that sane of the problems are not. associated with the mofcer of blades.   Thus a successful 
solution should be easily extended to mult 1-bladed rotors.    However, in that ease, a different problem 
arises vhlch Is not considered here and which becomes more severe with Increasing numbers of blades.    This 
Is the Interaction problem In which the aerodynamic loadings on following blades are modified by the close 
passage of the tip vortices shed from preceedlng blades. 

In addition, the slngle-bladed rotor  '.n more amenable to experimental Investigation since it elim- 
inates the necessity for constructing a model having exactly identical blades with the same aerodynamic 
load distributions, tip-vortex strengths, and wake geometries.    Without this specification on multi-bladed 
models, the tip vortices from each blade will not follow Identical paths but will interact to a greater or 
lesser degree.    It is recognized that a theoretical analysis jased on an   invariant wake will be "ideal" 
In that helicopter rotors, in conjunction with existing environmental conditions, rarely achieve this effect. 
However, the availability of such an Ideal analysis will provide a starting point for investigating the 
real case by perturbation techniques. 

2.    FUBT APPROXIMATION OF THE TIP-VCHTEX GEOMETRY 

It Js assumed that the isolated, slngle-bloded rotor is hovering  'n a non-viscous.  Incompressible 
fluid which is at rest at infinite distances from the rotor hub except for points within the ultimate 
wake.    The Heimholtz theorems are obeyed and the Blot-Savart law is applicable. 

2.1   Slnplified wake model 

The initial blade and wake vortex configuration is very much simplified and is shown in Fig 1. 
Blade coning and flexibility are neglected which is reasonable for a counterweighted, see-saw blade of 
rigid construction.    These effects may, however, be included at a later point in the analysis.    The blade 
is replaced with a lifting line having constant circulation.    A straight-line vortex of the erne strength 
but negative in sign is placed along the axis of the system.    A helical vortex, also of the same strength, 
is shed into the wake at the blade tip position.   This helical vortex has a constant radius and a constant 
geometric pitch.    The vortices have a constant-radius core T/hich is assumed to rotate as a solid body.    For 
seme distance down the wake below the rotor plane, these shed vortices are not free but are bound to the 
spacial coordinates as described.    This condition will, however, be relaxed. 

TMBUIT 
DIRECTION 

Figure 1.    Simplified vortex model for a hovering, 
single-bladed rotor. 

Figure 2.    Simplified ultimate-wake vortex model 
for a hovering, single-bladed rotor. 

The ultimate wake is then composed of two vortex filaments as shown in Figure 2.    One lies along 
the axis of blade rotation which is also the axis of the vortex system.    The other is a right circular 
helix representing the tip vortex.    Here in the ultimate wake,  these vortices are truly force-free. 

2.2   Analysis 

Thr Induced velocity field is related to the vortex strength and geometry by the Biot-Savart law. 
From the general dprivation given In Hef 1, the nondimensional radial, tangential, and axial induced 
velocity components are found to be respectively: 

u C 
^ = u - ^   J {x'2tan 0'sln (*'-*) + [x'tan B'sln (*'-*) + x'cos (*'-*)](z-z')} gl    , '1) 

^ = v = ^   I {x/2tan *' I™'™ (*'-*)] - [*'*«> B'oos (y'-y) - x'sin (r-^Jz-z')} gl   .        (2) I 
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and 

where P2 - x2 + x'2 - 2 xx'coa (y'-f) + (z-z')2 + .
2    . 

(3) 

W 

Ibe primed quantities represent the nondlmenslonal coordinates and certain geometric angles of the conter 
line of the rotational core of the vortex.    The unprlmed quantities represent the nondimensional coordi- 
nates of the point at vhich the induced velocity components are to be calculated.    The introduction of the 
vortex core radius,    t,    does not permit   P   to become zero.    Hence the Integrands remain finite every- 
where and the points at which the velocities are calculated are approximately restricted to the surface of 
the vortex core,    ihiless otherwise noted, all lengths are made nondimensional by dividing by the ultimate 
wake radius and the velocities are nondlmensionalized by dividing by the product of the ultimate wake 
radius and the rotor angular velocity.    The tip-vortex strength coefficient is Included in the definition 
of   u, v, and w.    It is noted that in the ultimate wake where tan ß' is zero, the integrand of Kq (1) is 
an odd function of *' whereas those of Eqs (2) and (3) are even functions.    Thus for the simplified model 
of Fig 2, the radial, velocity of the tip vortex is identically zero and the values of the tangential and 
axial velocities are exactly twice those of the blade tip of Fig 1 if the effect of the lifting line is 
excluded. 

In this method, the selection of a value of $m completely defines the nondimensional geometry of 
Fig 2 since x   ■ 1,    The corresponding value of the tip-vortex strength coefficient is found from a consider- 
ation of the velocity diagram with respect to the blade of a point on the tip vortex in the ultimate wake. 
This diagram is similar to that of Fig 3a.    Thus 

tan 0 

w.  - (v -2b) tan jj) 
(5) 

where   b   is the number of blades and   vt   and   w^   are found by numerically integrating Eqs (2) and (3) 
over the tip vortices from minus infinity to plus infinity.    The term involving "b" accounts for the 
cc.trlbution of the vortex along the axis of the system, 
remainder of the procedures. 

This value of Cr is held constant for the 

•) APTARENT AXIAL INDUCED VELOCITY. k) APPARENT RADIAL INDUCED VELOCITV. 

Figure 3.    Velocity diagrams for determining the apparent axial and radial 
induced velocities at a point, P , on a vortex filament. 

Before continuing with the deteimlnation of the flow field associated with the simplified wake 
model, several questions must be resolved.    The first of these is concerned with the numerical procedures 
to be employed and with the expressioc of the theoretical results In terms that will be convenient for 
comparison with experimental results.    In determining the motion of a -vortex filament, the usual practice 
has been to Identify a sufficient number of points along the vortex so that their displacement in the 
theoretical flow field will adequately define the vortex geometry as time progresses.    The displacement of 
these points is three dimensional and therefore the three coordinates that define each point will vary with 
tine.    On the other hand and for the experimental case,  it is convenient to cbserve the vortex motion in a 
radial plane.    Here, the motici is two dimensional although the identity of the point under observation 
changes with time.    Therefore, a definite advantage would be realized if the theoretical analysis were 
developed in a corresponding manner.    Thus, the theoretical and experimental motions would correspond 
directly and the angular coordinates of the points at which the velocities were calculated could be fixed 
once and for all.    The velocity components that are observed and calculated in these radial planes are 
given the name "apparent velocity components".    The necessary relationships are found from a consideration 
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of the velocity diagrams at a point on the vortex filament. Theae dlagraoa are detemlned with respect to 
the blade and are shown In Figure 3* Thus, the apparent radial and axial velocity componente are found 
to be respectively: 

&) 
and V        m   L. 

**     ^ + v 
(6) 

Here, u-, vp, and w   are the radial, tangential, and axial Induced velocity components that are associated 
with thi etrcire vortex system.    In a like manner, the radial and axial pitch angles of a filament are 
respectively: 

fTN     „.       ... M      ...   fr tan 3 p - u     (—)     and       tan 0 p %(?• (7) 

A second question is concerned with the angular spacing of the radial planes that are described 
in the preceedlng paragraph.    This spacing can not be determined a priori except that the planes should 
be more closely spaced In the Inmediate vicinity of the calculating point.    Some experimentation is 
required in order that the contributions of the vortex elements to the velocity at a point will be 
adequately represented.    An example will be given later in the paper. 

A third question is concerned v.th the structure of the tip-vortex core.   The representation 
used in Eqs (l) - (3) does not adequately describe the phenomenon and appears to underestimate the local 
self-induced effect.    An approximate expression for this contribution is found by starting with the 
equation given in Ref 1 for the rate of advance of a vortex ring.    There, the core is described as hav- 
ing a circular cross section and to be rotating as a solid body.    In the present case, the contributions 
of small arc lengths of the helical filament on either side of, and adjacent to, the calculating point 
are desired.    The circul'-r arc that is equivalent to the helical arc is found by passing a circle through 
the calculating point and through the intersection points of the helix with the two adjacent radial planes. 
The vortex core between these two planes is assumed to have a circular cross section of radius,    s  , 
and to be rotating as a solid body.    Over the remaining length of the ring, the core is reduced to a line 
vortex.    The desired contribution is then the difference between the result of Ref 1 for the complete 
ring and the IntegivL of the Biot-Savart equation over the line vortex described alx  s.    The results for 
an arc of a helical   - rtex having a constant radius and a constant geometric pitch are 

Av, Aw.  tan 6 (8) 

tVj. 
2 cos 6 

UP 
{'•?-* 

8 9 
2,o o k sin -5- «HI — 

[l.k
2cos2^] 

1  +  COS 
r J. t cos -p, 0o 1 teL B—-J + cosT) (9) 

,     o sin ^- 

where   6 is the inclination angle of the circle with respect to the system axis 

tan 6 

sin 8 

sin Y 
o 

is the angle between the calculating point and the first adjacent radial plane. The 
angular spacing of the radial planes is symmetric about the calculating point. 

sin Y cos 6(1 - tan2 6) 

1 ^   2 0.2, 1 + cos -g- tan 5 

28    is the arc length of the ring over which the core is assumed to extend. 

k2 

= l*(l + cos2 -2- tan2 s)' 2^ 

«= 1 

Because of the approximations involved in the development of Eq (9), the incremental velocities become in- 
creasingly in error as the arc length of the helix, ¥0 , approaches zero.    This is due primarily to the 
behavior of the fourth term in this equation.    On the other hand,  as   Y0   is increased, the representation 
of an arc of the helix by a circular arc becomes poor from the geometrical viewpoint.    It appears that a 
value   YQ ~ 6° is acceptable.    Additional work is required on this aspect as well as on the development of 
Eqs (8) and (9).    The derivation of a similar set of equations for the general case is an exercise in 
geometry and will not be Included here.    It is to be noted that an increment to the radial Induced velocity 
will appear in the general development. 
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Figure k.    Azimuthal contributions of the tip-vortex elements to the induced velocity components as 
determined from the Biot-Savart law. The areas under the curves represent the tangential, 
axial, and negative radial induced velocity components at the blade tip for the simplified 
vortex wake model of Figure 1.    Tan^»   = O.Olt; tRv-O.Ol. 

2.3   Flow field associated with the simplified wake model 

Eqs (1) through (U) have been used to calculate the self-induced velocity components along the tip 
vortex of Figs 1 and 2 for several values of tan 0^   and a ratio of core radius to rotot radius of 0.01. 
In order to detemlae a satisfactory angular spacing of the radial planes, the Integrands of Eqs (l)-(3) 
were first computed for tan d   = 0.04 and plotted in Fig 1+ as a function of azimuth distance from the blade 
position.   This is a typical distribution and Illustrates the necessity of having a dose spacing in the 
vicinity of the point at which the velocities are calculated.    The areas under the curves represent the 
velocity components so that for numerical integration, it appears that locating the radial planes at plus 
and minus 0.75 , 1°, 1.25°, 2°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 30 , h/, 90°, and 135°, and at 0° and l300 would be 
satisfactory.    If Eqs (8) and (9) are used with   If   =5°, then the first radial planes would be located nt 
±5    for the first turn but would need be located a? ±2    (i.e. ±358° and ±362°, etc.) for succeeding turns. 
When the calculating point is at the end of the helix, the increments given by Eqs (8) and (9) must be 
divided by two.    The contribution of the first 5° of the helix to the axial velocity at the blade tip as 
found from Eq (3)  is about 6 per cent of the total.    For the same length, Eq (9)  yields a contribution of 
about 9 per cent.    The saiue comparisons exist for the ultimate wake.    At both points, if the core radius Is 
divided by two, the contribution is increased by about 28 per cent.    The location of the calculation points 
Is given in the next section. 

The variation of the nondimensi onal self-induced velocity components along the tip vortex with 
azimuth distance from the blade position is shown in Fig 5.    The effects of the lifting line and the axial 
vortex are not included at this point.    The ultimate wake values were determined by an extrapolation 
process in which the turns of the helix were approximated by vortex rings.    Note that for the greater part 
of each turn of the helix, the radial suid tangential induced velocities are very neflj constant. 

Z.k   Displacement procedures for the tip vortex 

It has been pointed out previously that the tip vortex of the simplified wake model in Fig 1 is 
not force-free but is bound to the specified coordinates.    This condition is now relaxed and the tip vortex 
is allowed to displace according to the velocity field given in Fig 5.    Again for the numerical procedures, 
a satisfactory number and distribution of radial planes must be established which will be favorable for the 
establishment of an acceptable displacement of the tip vort'-x when it is allowed to move under the action 
of the apparent radial and axial induced velocities.    An inspection of the velocity variations of Fig 5 
shows that the radial and tangential induced velocities are very nearly constant for a large part of each 
turn of the helix and, for approximately the same intervals, the slope of the axial induced velocity curve 
is also nearly constant.    Thus,  the same spacing of the radial planes that was given in Sec 2.3 should te 
satisfactory if the 0° reference plane is lined up with the lifting line.    These planes also locate the 
calculating points for the procedures of Sec 2.3.    Note that these planes are fixed to the system whereas 
the planes in Sec 2.3 are centered on the calculating point and are moved from point to point along the 
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Figure 5.    Nondlmenaional induced velocity components associated with the tip vortex only and at the 
tip vortex locus for the simplified vortex wake model of Figure 1,    Ian if«, = O.Ol*; 
C. = 0.00156;   EfNCOl. 

filament as the velocity calculations proceed.    For multi-bladed rotors,  it is suggested that the radial 
planes be located by dividing the given azimuth angles that are greater than 5° ty the number of blades and 
then eliminating those that are moved within the 5   wc    This distribution should be centered on each 
blade to complete the full circle of Sir radians.   A similar distribution would determine the spacing of the 
planes with respect to the oaloula-iiig points.    This will require further investigation however. 

The displacement of the tip vortex begins in the ultimate wake where the geometry and velocities 
are known and do not change with time  (i.e. the tip vortex is force-free).    For practical reasons, a limit 
must be established and this limit is set at 20 turns of the helix.    The velocities will not be precisely 

.^hoser^jihe ultimate wake but the small errors should be acceptable.    Hence,  starting 20 turns down the 
helix"'from the rotor and designating this point as point "h", the apparent radial and axial induced 
velocities are deteimlned by Eqs (6) using the extended data of Fig 5.    Then, moving up the helix towards 
the rotor to the next radial plane and the (n-1) calculation point, the apparent velocity components are 
computed in a like manner.    The averages of the components in the two planes are used to locate a new point 
of intersection of the helix with the (n-1) radial plane.    This procedure implies a moving backward in time 
and if the reference coordinate system is attached to point "n" in the ultimate wake, the new location in 
the (n-1) plane is given by (¥ measured from blade) 

n-1 1 + 

(u     + u      ) 
n        n-i 

'T (Vl - O 

and 
n-1 

^w     + w       j 

^ 2 ^ ^r (Vi - *J 

BSI
11
? 

where    CU Vn i  " O    is 'the nondlmensional time (negative) required for the blade to rotate through an 
angle equal W the angle between the two planes.    A new intersection point of the tip-vortex helix with 
the (n-2) plane is determined in a similar manner.    The process is repeated between each of the radial 
planes until the rotor plane  is reached.    The general expressions for the coordinates of the intersection in 
each plane are 

1 + I 
(«. + u 

n-m+l 
) 

Wn-m " Vm+J (10) 
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«here 1 * m *> n.   When m = n, the rotor plane has been reached and the vortex geometry Is referenced to the 
rotor plane by subtracting z , which Is a negative quantity, from the values obtained from Eq (U).   The re- 
tults of this first displacement for one case are shown in Figs 6 and 7.    The effect of the lifting line 
iu not included in this step.    Its length is, however, increased in the radial direction so as to Join the 
end of the tip vortex in its new location.    It is Interesting to note that the ratio of the new rotor 
radius to the ultimate wake radius Is very nearly /2 which Is the value predicted by the simple momentum 
theory.    Inspection of Fig 7 indicates that the slopes of the axial and radial displacement curves undergo 
appreciable changes only in the immediate vicinity of azimuth angles from the blade position that are 
Integer multiples of 2n .    It is also seen that the wake has essentially contracted to its final value 
after about eight turns of the helix whereas the helix pitch angle is still increasing after ten turns. 

Figure 6. 

Result of first iteration on tip vortex 
geometry. Dashed-li.ie helix is the ini- 
tial configuration of constant diameter 
and constant helix pitch angle. The solid- 
line helix is obtained after the first 
displacement based on velocity components 
associated with the dashed-llne helix. 
(Single-bladed rotor; ultimate-wake helix 
pitch angle ■ O.OU rad.) 
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Figure T, First and second, radial and axial displacements of the tip vortex for the simplified 
vortex wake model. Tan ♦„ = 0.0U; Cj, " 0.00156; eB^O.Ol. 
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The three Induced velocity components are computed as before at a number of points along the 
first displaced position of the tip vortex.   The total values are determined which include the self- 
induced effect and the contributions from the extended lifting line and the axial vortex.   The total 
apparent velocity components are calculated in each radial plane and a second displacement of the tip vor- 
tex is found according to the procedures described previously.    This second displacement is also shown in 
Fig 7.    It is seen that the rotor radius has increased slightly, that the wake has essentially contracted 
to its final value after five turns of the helix, and thut the helix pitch angle has reached its final 
value after four turns. 

Since the purpose of this section is to obtain a good approximation to the tlp-vortex geometry, 
the procedures are terminated at this point.   Additional iterations on the geometry will be performed 
after an approximate geometry and strength distribution has been obtained for the vortex sheet that is 
shed from the blade trailing edge. 

3.    FIEST APPROXIMATION FOR THE TRAILING-EDGE VORTEX SHEET 

In order to proceed with the analysis, It is necessary to introduce the blade geometric character- 
istics.   The quantities used are those for a model rotor for which measured tip-vortex geometries are avail- 
able.    The characteristics of this rotor are described in Sec 5«    Also a different value of the ultimate- 
wake geometric pitch angle is used so that tan $„, = 0,07 which corresponds to a Oj = 0,00303 for this 
model.    Using the proceiures of Sec 2, a tlp-vortex strength coefficient Is determined and an approximation 
to the tip-vortex geomf.try is computed.    This coefficient remains constant throughout the analysis whereas 
further adjustments tc the tip-vortex geometry will be made in Sec h. 

The vortex sheet that is shed inboard of the blade radial station at which the bound circulation 
is a maximum is replaced by ten vortex filaments.   The procedure automatically locr.es these filaments so 
that they are more closely spaced over the radial Intervals where the sheet strength is greater and vice 
versa.   The accuracy of the filament geometries is not as critical as for the tip vortex.   This assumes 
that they remain separate from, and Inside the path of, the tip vortex.    The effect of these filaments on 
the aerodynamic loading is more pronounced oi. the blade sections toward the blade root where the dynamic 
pressure is low so that the effect on the total thrust is small.    Therefore, the procedures for developing 
the geometry of the trailing-edge filaments will be more approximate than that for the tip vortex. 

3.1   First approximation of the blade collective pitch angle 

The blade bound vortex strength coefficient is related to the blade characteristics through the 
Kutta-Joukowski theorem and the blade-element theory.    Thus 

«T. B _ acU 

8nR2A OC- cos o^ (
e + ai) (12) 

This equation may be solved for   6   so that 

where 

'-<¥ 5s (^ ■»■•.-". 

a   = arc tan 
Or + u 

arc tan 

(13) 

(HO 
+ v 

The induced angle variation in the vicinity of the blade tip is computed by Eq (lU) using the induced 
velocity components associated with the axial vortex and the tip vortex in its second displaced position 
and for a given blade angular velocity.    An example of this variation is given in Fig 8 for tan jfc = 0.07 
and shows that the magnitude of the induced angle is a minimum at r/R = O.89.    The blade bound vortex 
strength will be a maximum near this same point but its exact location will depend upon the distribution 
of the blade twist and chord length, upon the variation in the blade airfoil section characteristics, and 
upon the relative velocity, U.    In terms of the nondimensional quantities, 

"" - W' [($+ v)2+w2] • to) 
An initial value of    6    is obtained from Eq (13) by setting    Cp /C- = 1   and substituting the 

B 
values at   r/R = O.89 for the other quantities.   A somewhat better value of   9    is obtained from Eq (12) 
by adjusting   9    slightly and observing its effect on the raaial variation of the bound vortex strength 
ratio.   When this ratio reaches a maximum value of 1 at some radial station, then the necessary condition 
on the bound vortex strength is satisfied.    Lacking a suitable model of the tip-vortex shedding mechanism, 
it is assumed that the vortex sheet that is shed from the blade outboard of this radial station imnediately 
rolls-up to form the tip vortex.    In the example of Fig 8, the condition is satisfied at r/R = 0.905 at 
which   6 = 7,51°•    This value is the first approximation of the blade collective pitch angle.    Given the 
blade twist distribution, the usual reference pitch angle at the tip, at the 0.75R, or at the blade root 
can be easily established. 

3.2   Determination of the geometry and strength of the inner filaments 

With the first approximation of the collective pitch angle now determined and for the computed 
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values of the Induced velocity ocmponents along the lifting line, the ratio of the blade bound vortex 
strength to the tip-vortex strength is calculated by Eq (12).    The radial variation of this ratio is also 
plotted in Fig 8.   The stations at which this ratio has the values 0.90 and 0.95 are located at r/R = 0.81+3 
and 0.862 respectively.    These points remain fixed for the succeeding calculations.    A vortex filament of 
one-tenth the strength of the tip vortex but negative In sign is shed into the wake at r/R ■ 0.862.  (it is 
to be noted that the strength of this filament will be allowed to vary from step to step In the procedure 
but its initial shedding point will not.    Its strength will always be set equal to the negative of the 
difference between the tip vortex strength and the bound vortex strength at r/R = 0.81*3 which will be 
determined anew in each step).    The strengths of the lifting line Inboard of r/R = 0.862 and the axial 
vortex are reduced to 0.900, and - 0.90C- respectively. 

For the first approximation, the filament is constrained to move down the wake along a surface 
whose local radius is proportional to that of the surface described by the motion of the tip vortex.    The 
constant of proportionality is the nondimenslonal point of origin of the filament which in this case is 
0.662. 

The procedure begins with the calculation of the apparent axial velocity at the blade trailing 
edge.    This velocity has contributions from the tip vortex, the lifting line with its stepped circulation 
distribution, and the axial vortex at its reduced strength (negative with respect to that of the tip vortex). 
The axial position in the first radial plane is detemlned using an expression similar to Eq (11) except 
that the summation begins at the rotor plane instead of in the ultimate wake.    The corresponding radial 
position is found by multiplying the radius of the tlp-vortex surface at the same axled position by the 
proportionality constant.    The self-induced effect is not included.    The apparent axial velocity is then 
computed in the first radial plane and is used to find the axial coordinate In the second radial plane. 
The process is repeated until the "ultimate" wake of the tip vortex is reached.    An example is given in 
Fig 9-    The distance between symbols represents 180° of blade rotation.    Corresponding points in time for 
the tip vortex and the first filament are Indicated by the same synibol.    The axial distance shown covers 
about two-thirds of the total distance that was computed. 

The axial and tangential Induced velocities that are associated with the tip vortex, the axial 
vortex, and the first filament are computed near the tip of the lifting line and the induced angle is 
determined.    In this ease, the difference from the distribution of Fig 8 are slight but the variation is 
plotted in Pig 10 for illustrative purposes.    The location and value of the minimum magnitude of the 
induced angle has changed and this determines a new value of 6 from Eq (13).   As before, the bound vortex 
strength ratio variation is calculated and after several adJustMnts of 6, the necessary condition is 
satisfied as described in Sec 3.1.    The resulting variation Is also plotted la Fig 10.    The bound vortex 
strength is now equal to the tip vortex strength at r/R = 0.90 for 6 = 7.50°.    The bound vortex strength 
Is computed at r/R = 0.843 and the strength of the first filament is now set equal to the negative of 
the difference between the strength of the tip vortex and the bound vortex at this point.   The origin of 
the first filament remains at r/R = 0.862. 
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The locations rt the radial stations at which the bound vortex strength ratios are 0,80 and O.85 
are found to be r/R = O.818 and 0.829 respectively.   A filtinent is shed from the trailing edge at 
r/R ■ 0.829 whose strength is the negative of the difference In bound vortex strengths at r/R = 0.81+3 and 
0.818.    The magnitude of its strength is very nearly one-tenth the strength of the tip vortex and is so 
designated in Fig. 10.   Again the radial station of origin of this second filament is not changed in the 
succeeding iterations although its strength may be changed. 

The intersection points of this second filament with the radial planes are located in the same 
manner as described for the first filament.    However, the effect of the first filament is Included in the 
computation of the apparent axial induced velocities that are used to locate these intersection points. 
In addition, the bound vortex strength is decreased at r/R = 0,862 by an amount equal to the strength of 
the first filament and at r/R = 0.829 by an amount equal to the strength of the second filament.   The 
strengths of the remaining segment of the lifting line and the axial vortex are now 0.80 and - 0.80, 
respectively, of the tip vortex strength.    The coordinates in the radial planes of the intersection points 
at intervals of IßO0 of blade rotation are shown in Fig 11.    Note again that the geometries of the first 
filament and the tip vortex are not changed from those which were determined previously. 

The procedures that are described above are repeated step-by-step until the blade root is reached. 
At this point, any circulation that remains about the blade is assumed to be shed into the wake and the 
geometry of the corresponding filament is determined.   As a result, the strength of the axial vortex is 
reduced to zero. 

This completes the determination of the first approximation for the geometry and strength distri- 
bution of the trailing-edge vortex sheet.    The sheet has been replaced by a number of vortex filaments 
whose geometry and strength are found by a process that marches inboard from the blade tip so that a 
simultaneous solution for these quantities Is not required.   The procedures automatically maintain the con- 
dition that the sum of the filament strengths must equal the strength of the tip vortex.    The process is 
Justified by the results which confirm the assumption that the effects of the inner filaments on the motions 
of the outer filaments are not appreciable.    In this regard, computations show that the blade collective 
pitch angle remains essentially unchanged after several filaments are shed into the wake and this part of 
the procedures may be omitted beyond that point.    However, it will be seen that further adjustments to the 
pitch angle will occur later in the analysis. 

k.    ITERATIONS ON VORTEX GEOMETRIES AND STRENGTHS 

The wake vortices whose geometries and strengths were computed in Sees 2 and 3 are not force-free. 
The procedures for fulfilling this condition are essentially the same as those employed in the previous 
analyses that have been developed by other Investigators. 
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U.l    First Iteration on the Inner filaments 

The procedure begins with the calculation of the apparent axial and radial velocities at selected 
points along the position of the first filament that is shed inboard of the blade tip.    These velocities 
contain contributions from the entire vortex system Including the self-Induced effect.    The initial 
geometries and strengths are, of course, those determined in the preceding sections.    The first displace- 
ments of the intersection points of tuin first filament with the radial planes are computed in the same 
manner as that for the tip vortex in Sec 2-    After the new geometry is found, the collective pitch angle 
is adjusted and a new strength for the first filament is calculated. 

The next step is to calculate the apparent axial and radial velocities at selected points along 
the position of ths second filament.    The difference here is that the new strength and geometry of the 
first filament ar. \ised.    In a like manner and after a new filament geometry is found, the collective 
pitch angle is a.'justed and new strengths for the first and second filaments are calculated.    The bound 
vortex strength outboard of the point at which the filament is shed is also adjusted so that the system 
conforms to the Helmholtz theorems. 

This procedure is repeated for each of the filaments that ore shed from the blade trailing edge. 

k,2   First iteration on the tip vortex. 

The first iteration on the tip-vortex geometry is accomplished in a similar way.    The apparent 
axial and radial velocities are computed for selected points along the position of the tip vortex.   These 
include contributions from the tip vortex using the geometry found in Sec Z,k, from the Inner filaments 
using the strengths and geometry found in Sec U.l, and from the corresponding blade bound vortex strength 
distribution.    The procedure for displacing the intersection points of the tip vortex in the radial planes 
is the same as described before.   After a new geometry is found, the collective pitch angle is adjusted 
and a new distribution of the blade bound vortex strength ratio is computed by Eq (12).    The nondlmensional 
thrust loading can now be computed from 

d Cm 

d(r/R) ^(^)(i-) (1« 

This distribution is numerically integrated to give the thrust coefficient.    Since the bound vortex strength 
ratio is a stepped function of radius and if the stations where the filaments are shed are taken as the 
calculating points, then the average value of this ratio should be used in the computation. 

The calculations have not been carried beyond this point.    The results that will be discussed in 
Sec 5 differ from the measured geometries in certain aspects which, it Is believed, cannot be corrected 
by further iterations.    It appears that the theoretical model differs from the physical model in certain 
important, but unknown, details.    One area that is under investigation is the vortex core size and 
structure. 

k.3   Further iterations on vortex strengths and geometries 

Additional iterations can be performed using the procedures Just described.    The positions of the 
inner filaments are changed with adjustments to their strengths and to the collective pitch angle as 
required.    The radial stations at which these filaments are shed and the tip-vortex strength coefficient 
are held constant.   Then the tip-vortex position is adjusted with adjustments to the pitch angle following 
as necessary.   This procedure may be continued until the changes in positions between successive steps 
become acceptably small.    The rotor thrust and power are then computed using standard blade-element 
procedures. 

5.    COMPARISON OF PHELmMARY RESULTS WITH EXPERBENT 

The procedures that are described in the preceding sections have not yielded an acceptable final 
geometry for tist vake vortex system.    The results that follow were obtained at the end of the computations 
that are described in Sec k,2.    Ho concentrated effort has been put forth to make the computing procedures 
more efficient.    Each case that is presented has taken about 70 minutes on the CDC 61+00 computer. 

The calculated parameters are compared with the experimental results of Refs 2 and 3.    The model 
rotor had the following characteristics: 

No. of blades ... 1 
Chord      .' 15.21* cm (constant) 
Twist       None 

Solidity  O.QltO 

Airfoil section . 
Radius .... 
Tip geoEetry   .  . 

NACA 0015 
1.22 m 

body of 
revolution 

Fig 12 compares the measured and calculated nondlmensional radial and axial displacements of the 
tip vortex for   tan 01» = 0,07.    In this figure, the coordinates are referenced to the rotor radius and 
only cover the range of the experimental observations.   The axial positions after one revolution of the 
blade compare favorably.    In both sets of data, the axial position of the vortex oscillates about a line 
having a constant slope of approximately 0.07.    The oscillatlona correspond to the close passage of the 
inner filaments and appear to be approximately 180° out of phase with each other.    This is an Inconsistency 
and will be Investigated.    For the first turn, the data comparison is not good.   Although the axial dis- 
placements are very nearly linear during this Interval, their slopes are appreciably different.    In 
addition, the computed rate of contraction of the tip vortex is considerably less than the measured value. 
However, the computed contraction ratio after ten revolutions of the blade agrees very closely with that 
measured after three turns.    These results are consistent with those published by other investigators and 
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Figure 12.    A comparlsou of measured and calculated nondlmenslonal radial and axial displacements of 
the tip vortex. 
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Figure 17.    A comparison of measured and calculated 
values of the contraction ratio para- 
meter for the tip vortex of a hovering, 
single-bladed model rotor. 

seem to support the previous observation that important physical details have not been properly modeled. 

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the calculated and measured values of the collective pitch 
angle.    The calculated points fall within the range defined by experiment.    The apparent scatter of the 
experimental data can be attributed to scale effects.    The sA-radius Reynolds nuaibers for these tests were 
between 21+0,000 and 1+30,000.    Two-dimensional data for the NACA airfoil show a decrease    in lift-curve 
slope of about 10^ over this range.    For the calculations,    a = 5.73 per radian. 

Figs 11+ - 17 present a comparison between the computed and measured geometric parameters as a func- 
tion of thrust coefficient.    The measured parameters are from Refs 2 and 3 and represent a good approxima- 
tion of the experimentally observed tip-vortex geosnetry.    However, they are to be viewed as average values 
since the objective of these tests was to determine a simple representation that would be suitable for per- 
formance prediction.   As may be seen, the agreement Is good for the contraction ratio and the axial dis- 
placement parameter in the "ultimate" wake while the agreement is not as good for the rate of contraction 
and the axial displacement parameter for the first turn of the tip-vortex helix. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Theoretical procedures have been presented which permit the determination of the vortex geometry 
and strength distribution in the wake of a hovering rotor.   The method begins in the ultimate wake and 
proceeds to establish the complete vortex system in ' step-by-step process.    This system is then allowed to 
displace as required until the force-free condition    i fulfilled.   The rotor performance is based on this 
final configuration. 

The computed results compare favorably with experiment in some aspects but not in others. In this 
regard, it Is consistent with the results of other investigators using other methods. It appears that cer- 
tain important physical details of the system are not properly modeled. 
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Le rotor de l'helicoptfere a eti le premier moyen technique qui ait pemie d'accomplir la vol ver- 
tical. C'eat d'ailleurs encore le plus efflcace, L'expoaö retracera la dänarohe historique qui y a conduit. Pule, 
nn ezamtnant las diverses limitations auzqualles 11 s'est heurt^ an vol stationnaire et en vol de translation, 
11 äium^rera lea procödfe envisages pour I'ameliorer. 

En annexe, sera donnö l'hlstorlque des möthodes de calcul des performances. 

IMTRODUCTION 

1972, vollä une belle annee ou l'h^liooptere se porte bien si nous devons en juger par 1'assistance 
nombrausa qui est venue h. ca Congrfes da Marseille, capitale frangaiae de l'heliooptere. Et, cet optimisme nous 
porteralt facilement k une attitude d'auto-satisfaction. Qu'ils sent loin les pionniers qui ont cree petit ä petit 
l'Wlicoptfere d'aujourd'hui et que nous meprlserions facilement de n'avoir pas su conetruire les mervellleusaa 
machines que nous produisons. Et quant k chacun d'entre nous ici, 11 pense avoir adapts sur ses helicopteres tous 
les progrfes possibles et imagine sowent mal quel progrfes novtveau pourrait y 6tre incorpor^. 

Ces deux attitudes sont övldemment inadmissibles, car ce sont nos devanciers qui nous ont permis de 
parvenir au point actuel et 11 na faut pas que nous oroyona que le progres technique de la vollure toumante s'aik- 
rAte h ce que nous savlons en sortant de l'^cole ou auz ameliorations que nous pouvions prevoir ä cette öpoque. 

Pendant que 1'avion a vollure fixe connaissalt le prodigieui progr&s en vitesse et en distance fran- 
ohissable, 11 reetalt cong^nitalement embarrass^ de sa vitesse minimale de sustentatlon pour quitter ou rejoindre 
le sol, et l'interÄt considerable d'enploi que präsente un domaine de vol qui inclut l'ensemble de la surface tojv 
restre et non pas seulement quelques pistes bien choisies, pressait les chercheurs de trouver. Mais, le problfeme de 
vol immobile est autrement plus ardu que celui de la glissade sur l'air et 11 suffit de remarquer comma une mouette 
qui plane paislblament sur ce port dolt s'agiter febrilement pour s'envoler et se posxr, pour mesurer qu'il y a bien 
une difference de nature antra les deux problfemes. 

Mon expose n'a pas la prötention d'fitre une revue historique complete du rotor de l'helicoptfere, 
d'abord, parce que certains d'entre vous ici ont ä ce sujet beaucoup plus d'experience ou de connalssance qua moi- 
mftae et que l'hlstoire complete du rotor d'heiiccptfere necessiterait un livre entier. 

Je remarcie M. Francis Halliard d'avoir bien voulu pour sa part se charger de dresser un petit histo- 
rique (cf annexe) des perfectionnements successifs des methodes de calcul de performance du rotor. II a lui-mSme 
vdou toute cette perlode passionnante et parle de tout cela en temoin actif qu'il fut. 

Par centre, j'essaierai da rappaler comment les diffdrentes limitations renoontrees dans l'ameiiora- 
tlon des helicoptferes se sont r^vüees et ont pu 8tre progressivement eioignees ou supprlmees. Et surtout, je vou- 
drals inslster sur le fait que l'helicoptfere est encore une technique en pleine jaunesse; que son evolution techni- 
que est loin d'etre terminee at que les progres considerables, encore possibles, devralent lui pemattre de foumir 
k des utilisateurs de plus an plus nombreux, des services de plus en plus grands. 

LE VOL STATIONKAIHE 

C'est naturellement par ce point du dooaine de vol que nous commencerons pulsqua e'est bian dana cat 
ordre que le problfeme a ete aborde par les hellcopteristes (fe la difference des avionlstes qui cherchent depuls dlx 
ans & ajouter cette poasibilite do vol vertical k des avlons concus pour le vol de croisifere)  « comment decoller et 
se maintenir en vol immobile ?. Une premiere evidence s'impose i puisqu'll faut un deplacement relatif d'une surface 
par rapport k I'alr pour g^nörer des forces et pulsqua 1'apparoil est suppose immobile, 11 faut que des surfaces por- 
portantes sa deplacent par rapport k I'apparail; comma par ailleurs, le seul mouvement que la technologie salt reali- 
ser oommodemant est la mouvement da rotation uniforme, 11 faut falre tourne:  des alles ou des pales autour d'un axe. 
Nous void done conduits immediatement k 1'heilCB de Leonard de Vinci (qui n'est pas encore une voilure toumante), 
at, au dm/iit d« c« slecle, tous les chercheurs et savants travaillent sur I'heiice. 

Avant de regarder laurs travaux, arrStono-nc'JS '.w instant sur les autres, ceux qui cholsissent dee 
volea differentes. (iue de projets avortea d'aerodynes k alias battantes. ät paurtant, les olseaux volent ainsi at 
parviennt k des performances de vitesse Importantea, qui,  transposees en similitude de Proude aux tonnages des machi- 
nes actuolles,  (rapport de vitassa =   6 Vrapport da masse) son4; de l'ordre da WO taa/b. Comment feroz-vous pour 
vous deplaoar avac votrs heilca k axe horizontal ?. 
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La pari teohniqu» du rotor d'h^lloopt^ra ao diplagant dana son plan et aoumls h d'atrooea dia- 
aym^trlea jferalt contra natura at d^toume da lul de nombreux cherchaura qul vaulant tanter du premier ooup une 
aynthfeee ontre lea n^oaaaitte du vol atationnaira et du vol de translation, Haie las invanteurs d'ailea battantea 
ou tournantea autour d'autres axes qua l'aze rertical, comme le oyolo-gyro, tehoueront aur ce qui a iti, eat 
encore et reetera longtampa le probliaa niuÄro un da toutea noe rteliaationa, la tenua en fatigue, lea vibration« 
et l'afro&aaticiM. 

La raiaon qui a conduit la nature k ohoiair oette solution quatre foia (•) au coura da 1'ivolutijn, 
ro8id»-t-elle dana des avantagaa Bpöoifiques ou bien dana I'iapoaaibilitl biologiquB de faire autrement 7. 

On n'a pae encore tranche d&ftnitivement la quaation des avantagea späcifiqusa de l'aile battanta, 
maia si Oemichan (**) avait panch< pour le oui, Vance A. Tucker (•**) semble avoir donnö une grando probability au 
non, en analysant le bilan foerg^tique d'oiaaauz dreaoöe k voler en soufflerie. II faut done penser qua la solution 
da l'aile battante a paasä par la resolution du gigantasque problems da fatigue poa^ par le mouvement altematif et 
qua o'eat dana la structure fibreuse et constamnent renouvelöe des os et dee plumes Vivantes qu'elle 1'a iti (il na 
ae pose röellement que pour lea gros olaeaux en reisen de la croiaaanoe des contraintea comme la racme cubique de 
la masse en similitude de Froude), 

Revenons alors k eetta holloa k aze vertical qui va nous permettre de realiser un rive si anclen t 
nous tenir en l'air Immobiles oü nous voulons. 

La premiere limitation qui apparalt immödiatement est une limitation de performance. Pour enlever le 
moteur et sa transmiasion de mouvement, l'hölice eile-mÄme et eon pilote, il faut une pousa^e superieure au poids et 
lea helices connues ne procurent pas oette poussöe. Et la machine de Leonard de Vinci meoonnalt une premiere lol fon- 
damentale qui relle la pouss^e au diametre.  II est Inutile comme I'indiquent ses dessins de pr£voir une surface de 
pale qui fasse deux fois le tour de 1'holies; ;a n'est pas en augmentant cette surface de pale que I'on augmentera 
la poussöe, mais bien en augmentant le diametre. Froude, Renard, Br^guet etabliront chacun leurs chiffrea de quality 
de l'helice en air immobile; la pouseee mnrinwlw d'une hälice par unite de puissance instance est li6e k la charge 
de diaque de fagon ineluctable et Is naximum que I'on peut en esp&er foumit une röfärence commode de quality, uni- 
formement utilisäe aujourd'hui, _, c 

M ohiffre de M^rite ^ ■= 
VT7F 

Pour soulever I'helicoptfere, il va done fallolr apprendre k oonstrulre des helices de grand diambtre. 
La liste est longue de oeuz qui se lanceront dans des constructions d'appareils gruideur, male la valour dea efforts 
h encaisser, de la force centrifuge, du moment d'encaatremsnt, un devis de masse extr&nement pr^caire,  ajoute k dea 
problfemee de stability et de pilotage,qul sont en general & cette £poqus simplement escamot^a, ne permettront qu» 
des experiences sans resultats pratiques. Et puls vient le premier miracle de I'helicoptfere, le rotor genial de 
La Cierva. Conscient de l'insuffisance des moteurs de son äpoque et de la trop grande complezitö du Probleme, 11 
renonce ä I'helicoptfere ä deoollage puremsnt vertical et munit ses avions d'une vollure autogire qul toume en auto- 
rotation a la place de la vollure fixe. Les premiers modfelea ont encore des pales hauban^ea pour encaisser le moment 
fiechlssant et une alle auzillaire avec des gouvemes classlquea; maia, les machines narchent mal et rouleat an 
raiaon de la diasymätrle aorodynamique. Alors La Cierva invente cette geniale articulation de battement qul. r&out 
tous les problfemea d'un coup et lea vols du quatrifeme apparell, le C4, k la fin de 1922 maiqueront la premiere 
etape capltale de I'histoire du rotor. 

Structuralement, 11 n'y a plus de moment fläohlssant et la force centrifuge qui ne pfeae rien devient 
une amie en se chargeant de remplir la fonction de hauban; 1'apparell ne route plus puisque par une conjonction heu- 
reuse, la pale se trouve battre autour de son axe avec une frequence qul est justement 6galo k la frequence de rota- 
tion et que la phase de ce mouvement de battement s'ajuste d'elle-mine k la phase de la variation de vitease rela- 
tive pour augmenter l'incidence de la pale qul recule et dlminuer oelle de la pale qui avanoe. Et, pulsqu'll n'y a 
plus de moment tranamis au mat, on peut le manoeuvrer facilement pour piloter l'appareil et supprimer einsi l'aile 
et ses gouvemes, 

Le second miracle sera l'ouvre de Bregxwt qul poursult avec tenacity son projet d'helicoptfere k vol 
vraiment vertical. Abandonnant le rotor biplan qul lul avait penuls de voler dfes 1907, il rsprend le rotor de 
La Cierva. II trouvera le moyen d'articuler les pales sulvant leur axe longitudinal pour commander le pas de fagon 
cyclique (nouveau hasard heureux, la frequence naturelle du mouvement est encore sensiblement egale a la frequence 
de rotation du rotor), permeitant de dissooier 1'orientation du rotor näcessaire au pilotage et l'orlentatlon de son 
axe, fixe cette fois-ci rigidement k l'appareil et ä son moteur. Le gyroplane BrägueWorand surpassara consider*- 
blement en 1936 toua lea records d'helicoptfere et sera veritablement la premifere configuration oomportant tous lea 
organes de notre helicopters d'aujourd'hui. 

Lea rotors coaxiaux de Breguet sont ceuz qul se rapprochent le plus du schema de Froude. Ce schema 
bien connu idealloe le rotor sou? forme d'un modele de diaqus qui aglt comma une pompe volumetrlque en falsant subir 
k l'air qul le traverse une surpreasion Ap, Fig« 1« Si le nombre de pales est assez grand et si on prövoit deux 
rotors voisins toumant en sens inverse, 11 est facile de voir que cette assimilation est legitime; liquation de 
Bernoulli en mouvement non permanent       n .     .«       ,-\ .« 

montre bien que le potential oree par la circulation autour dea pales Tvarie de fagon brusque en deasoua et en dea- 
svus du diaque et que toutea lea molecules d'alr qul ont traverse le diaqus, mSme sans avoir touche les pales, sont 
souraiaes & ce gain de pression totale. Ce gain eat constant si lee pales sont a circulation constant« et 1'ecbnpp-- 
ment tourblllonnaire se reduit k un debit   df"- Ap   en eztremlte de diaque, ce qul correspond, 11 eat facile de le 

voir, a. 1'optimum de ce sch%A et donne une Vitesse induite constants egale k la moltie de la viteose du souffle k 
grande distance. 

(»)    Les inaectea, lea pterodaotyles, lea olaeaux et lea chlroptferes. 
(♦»)   Oehiiilchen. Nos mattrea, lea olieauz. 

(♦«♦)   The energetloa of Bird flight «unerican Scientific. May 1969. 
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Lea saules pertea par rapport & ca aohtot sont lea partea de frottamant BUT las pales et pour lea mlnlmlser, 11 
y a lieu i 

. de oharcher des profile k grande fiaesse; 

. de ohoialr une forme en plan hyperbollqua at un vrlllnge igaleaent hyporboliquej 

. de choisir wie fälble Vitesse ptolphärlqua pour que l'angle Doyen de slllage ne 
a'öloigne pas trop de 45° (suivant la thöoria claaaique de l'Wlioe 

rlp= tgfj5^cf3//) 
)   Pig. 3 

Ties rotors de Bröguet s'efforceront de rempllr ces conditions & l'ezceptlon toutafola da la Vites- 
se peripMriqua qui riagit directement BUT le couple nöceseaire h. l'antralneaent des rotors at done sur la masse 
du rädueteur principal. 

D'autres dispositions de rotors seront essay^ea. Quelquss mols aprta Br^guet (1938), Focke s'adju- 
gera tous lea records et traversera I'Allemagne avac un appareil & deux rotors lat&muz. Puls bllcorsky trouvera la 
disposition monorotor a bailee anticouple qui se gdn^rallaera et s'est impos^e Jusqu'li nos Jours & plus de 9 h£ll- 
copt&rea sur 10. Ball fera voler le premier Wlicoptfere & rotors en tandem. Vera 1950, 1* apparition de la turbine 
k gaz, benucoup plus lägbre, aoh&vera de donner k l'höliooptöre aa physionomie d'aujourd'hui, sans oubller le 
Penestron de notre malson en 1970, 

Ces diverses configuratlona qui suivent celles de Bräguet sont aörodynamiquement un peu moins bonnes 
pulsqu'unu partie de l1 Energie eat perdue par rotation da la veine d'air, et caci modifle lögerement 1'optimisation 
aärodynamlque du diaque suatentateur, en obligeant h ee qua la circulation des pales et la portanee s'annulent au 
centre du dlsque, mala compte tenu de la forte vitasae pärlphärlque i6ik neceeeaire par ailleura et de l'lmpoasibl- 
lit6 pratiqua da donner auz pales une corde Inflnle en emplanture, cette perte est fälble et de l'ordre de 1% (*), 
Quelques pertes (5^) ^galemsnt sont h actribuer au nombre de pale<3 finies et k la perte induite en bout de pale(**), 

Mais en fait, le problbne de I1 optimisation d'un rotor au point fixe est immoral, en oe sens qu'il 
faudrait se donner beaucoup de mal pour amülorer de quelque pour cent I'efficacite sustentatrice et räeiproquement 
11 est possible de faire sublr h la configuration optimale beaucoup d'outrages sans que I'efficacite deaeende beau- 
coup. 

Si on regarde lea rotors d'aujourd'hui at qu'on lea compare ä eeuz de Breguet et auz h^lieea encore 
ant^rieurea, on pourra 6tre surprls de leur trouver peu d'avantagoa. 

Une fola passe le cap du gyroplane de firäguet, qui avalt enfin permis da considerer le problems da 
la pouss^e en vol atatlonnalxa comma resolu, on a au contraire assists k une degradation progressive dea perfomao- 
cas de quality sustentatrice (ehlffre de Hörlte) dea hölicopteres et da leura rotors. La configuration aveo rotor 
de queue eat moins efflcaoe qua cells de Breguet, mala nous aavons qu'ells eat plus lagere k conatruiret la vitesse 
p4riph4rique d<3a pales a eu tendance a augmenter et la surface des pales k diminuer blen au-deli du compromia opti- 
mal, d'oii un rendement propre guere mellleur que 0,7, mala e'est pour des Impäatlfa de vol en translation; la form» 
en plan est devenue rectangulaire, car o'est la aeule qui ait pu Stre fabriquöe oommodänent; le vrillage eat beau- 
coup trop fälble parce qu'un vrillage trop iltrri fatigue lea pales en vol rapide» le profil n'est pas eambr^ paroe 
que la cambrure donne des efforts dans lea commandea de vol, etc... . 

Tout oeci nous amtee & ne pas Itre fiers du Chiffre de Mörite dea h^llcopt^rea d'aujourd'hui, qui ae 
situs tout compris entre 0,4 et 0,5» 

Sn terminant ce rapide tour d'horicon dea moyene utilises pour le vol vertical. Je dirai almplement 
un mot de la configuration de l'hgllce car&ta k laquelle j'ai consacr^ autrefois personnellement beaucoup d'afforta. 
L'häliee libre habituelle rempllt deuz fonetions simultan^ea t foumlr k l'air qui la traverse 1'Energie n^cessalre 
pour provoquer le mouveiaant, et encaisser la force qui en rteulte. 

C'eat cette double fonetion qui entralne que la surface efflcaoe du Jet h l'infinl seit rigoureuse- 
ment la moitid de celle du dlsqua de l'h^lioe. N'est-il pas possible en säparant lea deuz fonetions präe&lentea, de 
les assurer mieuz et d'echapper k cette fatality ?. La r^ponse est positive t en disposant des surfaces annulalrec 
autour de l'hölloe, on peut parvenir k gulder la veine d'air k sa aortle et k lui imposer, par un angle de divergence 
aval Important, n'importa quelle surface efflcaoe k l'oö . En flulde parfait inoompressibla, 11 n'y a done pas de 
11mlte supdrieure au Chiffre de Mörite, mala lea limitations viennent d'autre part l 

d'abord de la visoosit^ du flulde qui provoqus lea d^collements de l'air dans la eouehe limite du dlffuseur. II est 
done neceesaire d'organiser la rägänäraticm de cette couche lijnite et 1'Energie ainal döpens^e fait que le Chiffre 
de Hörite eomporte une limite supdrieure dependant da la viscosity du fluids} enaulte, k un moindre degr^, le döbit 
k travers I'hilice est limits per la compreaaibilitä, et ceol Joue pour les tres fortes charges de disquas sup^rieu- 
res k 1000 ou 2000 kg/m2. 

Si I'cn sa content« d'une sortie cylindriqus, le ohiffre da H^rite rapports k 1'bailee avee la »_ 
reference que l'häXlce libre, eat limits par la valeur   Vz et da fa^cn pratique dee ehiffrea da l'ordre da 1,1 ont 
pu «tre obtenus   1^2 x 0,7 k 0,8). 

Aveo une sortie divergente k 45°, la Sociätl Bertin a obtenu grace k une atabiliaation de scuff läge 
du dlffuseur, un Chiffre de 1,7 (V2 x 1,2t en comptablllaant l1 Energie de aoufflage sans pertes de charge (Fig. 4). 
Aveo cette mine sortie, la Ste NORD-AVUTION a pu obtenlr un ohiffre proehe da 1,4 (V2 x 0,95) en stabUlsant la 
couche limite grftce k 'jn tourbillen piigi entretenu par la rotation mSma da I'h^lloe, c'est-k-dlre sans faire appel 
k auoune autra source. Mals, faire voler un avion k bailee cardn^e est d'un tout autre ordre de difficult^; seneibi- 
11W auz rafales, effet da sol njfaata, violent effet de tangage de la translation, trainee trks 4ltrr6e des oaröna- 
jea k granle vitesse. Le rotor libre de I'Mlleoptkre « peu k craindre pour le moment de cette concurrence. 

(* 
(• 

Shapiro. Principles of Helicopter Engineering. 
Sissing. B - 0,97 
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IE VOL m TRANSUIIC 

Nous avons döjä dlt comment La Clerva d'un ooup avalt invents le rotor qua nous connalseona au- 
Jourd'hul at qua 1*articulation da battement avalt röaolu g&dalaiiiant, h la fola des probltaes de iögferetö struo- 
turala, da B<oanlqu» du rotor at da pilotage. 

Brlguat, Fock», Sikoraky at laa autrea axploltferent cette merveilieuae idee pour donner nalsaance 
k la fozna olaaaiqua du rotor articulö, qul eat encore aujourd'hui ccmpl&tement gdn^ralls^e. 

Comment alors vont apparattre lea llmltatlona da vlteaae ?. Sur lea premieres machines, ca sont 
jaanifestement das limitations de puisaance at ceol sous la forma la plus simple qul soit, k savoir la trainee du 
fuselage. 

En ce qui conceme le rotor lul-aftne, la miae an translation d'un dlsque sustentateur s'accompagne 
an effet d'un effet favorable sur la puiaaanoe ntaeaaalre prise en compte d^s 1926 par dauert k l'occaalon des 
caloula d'autogiree, et 11 n'eat qua de regarder la fig. 5 pour le comprendre. 

Alora, en effet qu'en vol atationnaire la portanoe eat gänirie par 1'acceleration vers le bas de 
l'alr qui a travera^ le rotor at da lui aaul, la miae en translation prodult sur la veine tourbillonnaire un en- 
roulaawnt un peu analogue k celui de la nappe tourbillonnaire de I'aile, si bien qua nous pouvons y distinguer 
troia cat^gorlea de mol^oules d'alr I 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

das molecules qui ont traverse le rotor et subl le saut de presslon Ap ; 
dee moläoules qul passant suffisamment loin du rotor pour ^chapper completement 
k son influence et retrouver & 1'lnfinl aval las mdmes preasion at Vitesse k 
1'amont at qul ne particlpent done en rien k 1'affalret 
dee uol^culea qul, sans Stre pass^es dans le rotor, a'en sont approchees suffi- 
samment pour 8tre oaptäea par lea vltesses induites de 1'enroulement tourbil- 
lonnaire. 

Cette demlfere catögorle de molecules augnente, tout compte fait, le debit d'alr sur lequel s'ap- 
pule l'Wlicoptöre et produit done une baisse de la puissance nöcessaire au vol, si bien que 1'helicoptfere qui a 
reusel k döcoller, a ipso facto suffisamment de puissance pour atteindre des vltesses de 100 ä 150 km/h. 

Malheureusament, le fuselage d'un type cage h poule, que 1'on a 6t6 contraint de construlre, n'a 
rien de bien fin et constitue au depart la prlnolpale limitation. M8me en 1970, 11 faut aavoir que ces resistances 
passives, comme la töte du rotor, le moyeu, le moteur, le train, etc... sont encore plus cofiteuses en puissance 
disslp^e que tout le rests, y compris la nacelle des passagers. Hais lä n'est pas le sujet et nous reviendrons au 
rotor (Fig. 6), 

La premiere limitation en vlteaae du rotor apparatt dans la limitation de portanoe de la pale recu- 
lante. Plus I'Wliooptere va vlte, plus la pale reculante va doucement, et comme grosso modo 11 faut bien que cette 
pale porte sa part da 1'apparell,  (ne eerait-ce que pour I'^quilibre en roulis), voilä que cette limitation de 
Vitesse minimale que 1'on ddnonpait sur 1'avion a voilure fixe, r^apparalssait comme limitation de Vitesse maximale 
de l'h^llooptere. Mais, fort heureusement, de nombreux facteurs favorables vont faire que cette limitation,  pendant 
da longusa armies, ne sera pas vralment oritique. 

D'abord, la pal» ne passe en position reculante que pendant un court instant et les däcollements sa 
manifestent dans ces conditions d'une fa?on beauooup plus tardive que dans le oaa d'äcoulements permanents. Pour 
fixer les idäea, un prof 11 aymetrique qui ne porte que Cz = 1,2 en rögime permanent, depasse 2 en regime transi- 
tolre. Bien qu'lgnori ou mal pris en compte, encore räcemment, on peut affirmer que ce phenomfene heureux a repoussö 
ipso facto d'au moina 50 km/h leu limited d'apparition de döerochage et que, conclusion pratique pour les chercheurs 
d'aujourd'hui, les travaux future d'investigation sur de nouveaux profils ou de nouvelles configurations de rotor 
ont peu de sens s'ils ne cherchent paa dös le depart k earner lea phenomenes dans ces condltiona transitolres. 

Ensuite, le döbut de deorochage de la pale reculante n'est pas une limite infranehissable; 11 ne se 
traduit pas comme sur la voilure fixe d'une perte da manoeuvrability de 1'appareil, mals seulement par des vibra- 
tions dans les commandes dues au raoul du centre de poussde, ou par des contraintea accrues dans les pales. Far ail- 
leura, par raison de symetri«, la baisse de portanoe de la pale reculante amöne une balsas de portanoe de la pale 
avangante dont l'extr&nltä peut mSme Itre d^porteuse, et le deficit global eat reparti sur les pales en positions 
AV et AR. La puissance n^cessaire au vol augnente bien ävidemment, mals cecl reste cioder^ et admissible jusqu'k un 
certain niveau de d^collementa. II y a done lä une barri&re, absolue bien sur, mals qul apparalt progressivement. 

Que faire pour aller plus vlte ?, une fols attelnte la limite de d&rochage, 11 faut imp^rativement 
augmenter la Vitesse p^riph^rique, cecl va naturellement augmenter globalement la puissance perdue par la trainee 
propre dea pales, mala laisser le döerochage s'instaurer coflterait encore plus eher en puissance et en limitations 
diverses. Mals en augmentant cette Vitesse peripherique, nous atteignons la limitation de Vitesse superieure de la 
voilure fixe avsc I'cpparitlou sur la pale avan^ante, cette fols, des phäiomönes de compressibility (ondes de choc, 
bruit, augmentation de trainee). Si la tendance k partir de 1945 va 8tre d'augmenter la vitesso peripherique, celle- 
oi sera presque stabilise« vers un peu plus de 200 m/s a partir de 1955. 

Par rapport au rotor de 1950, le rotor de 1970 a gratte encore quelques points, par exemple i 

. en augmentant la surface des pales, ce qul retarde le deorochage de la pale reculante sans 
aggraver lea phenomfenes de compressibilite. Hals, cecl coftte char en masse de pales et en 
trainee de profil; 

. en affinnnt les profils d'extremlte jusqu'k 
mettre de toumer un peu plus vlte; 

d'epaisseur relative par example, pour per- 

. en multipllant le nombre de palea et en mettant des servo-commandea pour redulre la g8ne 
due aux vibrations | 
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mala tout oaol n'lra plu» bi«n loin «t nous pouvone oonolur* qus la forme olaaaiqu» du rotor de l'Mllcoptira, 
qua noua eonnalssona toua «ujourd'h'ii, eat ddfinitivement oondamnto k ne paa d^paaaer des vlteaaea de l'ordre da 
350 ka/h, aoit un paramktre d'avanosment de l'ordre da 0,40. 

Et aprka 7, donneral-Je tort k mon introduction at fnut-il qua lea ^oollera qul aortant da I'tfoola, 
ou lea future reaponsablea qui n'y retoumeront plus gufere, e'imaginent qua le progrös taohniqua de I'h^liooptero 
a attaint aon aaymptote at qu'ila peuvent dormlr tranqulllaa avec des id^ea bien en ordre pour le reete de leure 
Joure 7, J'aural la oruautö de lea dätromper et de leur affirmer qu'ila auront encore dea efforta k faire pour 
aaalailer et oooprendre lea ddvaloppements consid^iablea qui attendant la taohniqua de la voilure toumanta. Mala 
lit, la varUtti des posaibilit^s techniques m'intardit de Jouar leoprqpbbtee at il va falloir qua voua m'^coutlec 
redire bien dea ohosea qua voua savez d^Jh sur lea grandee clasaea de possibilit^a teohniquaa qul aont offertea au 
rotor at qua Je raclasaeral en troia categories i helicopt&rea pura,  helicopteres coobinde, h^licopteres converti- 
bles, Halhaureuaamsnt, an raiaon da leur tree grand nombra, Je ne pourrai dire qua quslquaa mote sur chaoun. 

i£ ROTOR D'HELICOPTERK PUR i GRANS PiJUHETRE D'AVAHCEMENT 

Si la barriere da compreesibilite eat bien abaolue,  celle du döorochage l'eat noina, J'ai parl^ da 
CE > 1,2 tout k I'heure, alora qua lea valeurs döjik atteintaa aur las ailes d'avion aont deux h. troia foia cello-lä 
at I1 action aur le couche limita ptir aspiration, soufflage at par d'autrea procödöa peut Clever encore cas valeurs. 
Ja citerai lea pro jets du NOTE, mala surtout lea travauz da nos amis fran^aia Giravione-Dorand qui ont r^uaei, an 
France van 1956 at depuia lore, dans lea aoufflaries da Ames, da belles ezp^rienoea avec un rotor h. volet flulde 
(Fig. 7). Dea finesses remarquables, aup^rieurea k 12 ont 6t6 obtanuea k dea paramfetree d'avanoeoent proches da 0,5 
sans vibrations gtnantaa at la rotor exp^rimentö a fflontr^ d'azcellantea qualit^a beaucoup plus loin encore. 

II eat malheureux qua I'entralnement par reaction Basque ces avantages par un rendement de propulsion 
trfes B&iocra, mais ceci n'ast peut-ltre pas r^dhibitolre. En toua cas, dea progrta aont certainement encore possi- 
bles da cette fa^on puisque nous sonmes loin encore des possibilitea maximales dea profile. 

LE ROTOR DERSCHMIDT    (Pig. 8) 

II faut signaler cette tentative de noa oollegues allemands vers I960, de donner k la pale un mouve- 
mant de trainee de grande amplitude de fa;cn k compensar en grande partie la dissymetrie fondamentale. Bien sOr, ce 
Bouvenent devra Stra accord^ sur la fröquance du rotor, ce qul eat possible en ezcentrant suffisamment I'articula- 
tion da trainee. Da ce fait, la pale a^joumera plus longtemps du cht6 avangant qua reculant, mais comme la force 
da portanoe eat proportionnelle au carr^ de la vitesaa, 11 eat possible grfioe k une amplitude süffisante de compen- 
sar effectivament k la fols lea deux facteura. En fait, le procädö a achopp^ sur lee problemes de vibrations et de 
tanua & la fatigue qul sent notre pain quotidian d'hölicopteristea. 

LB ROTOR ABC    (Fig. 9) 

Catta vole fructuausa a iti imaginöe par la maison Sikorsky et fait l'objet de d^veloppements trös 
importants. Vous saves tous que son principe eat, revenant en arriöre sur 1'articulation de La Cierva, d'accepter 
da eorstruire un encastrement complötement rigide et de neutraliser le moment de roulis generö par la dissymetrie 
de vltesae, en aesoclant deux rotors coaziauz toumant en sens inverse. Las pales peuvent alors s'äviter de modi- 
fier leurs incidences et garder celle de la meilleure finesse. Les difficultes pour un heliooptere pur de cette fop- 
BUle sent dans le fait que le rotor rigide peut diffioilement s'incliner par rapport k son axe pour assurer la pro- 
pulsion de l'appareil et que mSme dans ce caa, la partie des pales reculantea proche du moyeu rasters attaqu^a par 
le bord de fulte dans da mauvaisea conditions« 

En fait, 1'application du rotor A B C ne ae consoit que dans la fomule combinee dans laquelle une 
propulsion auzilialre pemet au rotor et k l'appareil de rester parfaitement horizontal. 

L'HELICOPTERE COMBINE    (Fig. 10) 

Le premier appareil k voilure toumante de la Cierva ätait d4ja un appareil combing, e'est-fe-dire 
qu'il oombinait une voilure toumante pour le vol k faible vitesse, k une alle et une propulsion classique pour la 
grande vitesse. 

Le principe de cette combinaisun eat asaez naturel pour 1'esprit surtout pour ceuz qui ont une lon- 
gus tradition d'helicopters derriere eut. 

Si l'hällcoptfere refuse de porter ou de propulser au-dessus d'une certaine vitesaa, alors quel'avion 
k voilure fixe refuse au contraire de se sustenter au-dessous d'une autre vitesse, combinons les deux moyens et uti- 
lisons-les altemativement dans 1'une ou 1'autre dea deux phases de vol« 

Halheureusemsnt, cette vole intuitive eat trfes coOteuse« 

D'abcrd sur le plan a^rodynamique, nous avons d^jk dit quo vers 350 km/h, une fraction tres impor- 
tants de la puissance ^tait depens^e ä vaincre les resistances passives et qua parmi celles-ci, le moyeu et la paiv 
tie centrale dea pales etaient responsablea de beaucoup. Or, la puissance perdue par un C xS donnö varle comme le 
cube de la vitesse. C'est-a-dire que pour aller plus vite, en gardant le rotor sous la forme oü il a peimls de de- 
"oller 1'apparall, 11 eat näcessaire d'augmenter Änormänent la puissance, done le polds et la eonaommation du moteur« 

Par ailleura, sur le plan structural, ajouter dea propulseurs, des transmissions et une aile, ce n'est 
paa gratuit at cela se traduit par de la charge utlle et de la rentabilite en moina. 

En consequence, dans tous les projats d'heiicoptkres combines que nous avons pu faire ou voir, la 
finesse generalises se degrade de fa^on catastrophique d'une valeur d'environ 4 k 5 pour l'heiicoptere pur k des 
valeurs k peine superieures k 2. L'heiicoptkre combine est done une maniere chkre d'obtenir de la vitesse-, Est-ce k 
dire qua cette vole solt sans interlt. Absolument pas. D'abord parce que dans certains cas une vitesse eievee peut 
6tre absolument neoessaire dans uns mission donnee et le client de la machine peut accepter d'en payer le prix. Et 
ensuite, parce que les inconvenienta que J'ai aignaiea plus haut ne saront pas toujours infranchissablee. 
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Pour dimlnuar la train*« des rotors it «rand* vltMM, on peut ralantlr law rotation, ^rantiwll»- 
ment, songar & retractar leuro palaa t^leaooplquaa (oooiie Ball l'a Mudltf) at flnalamant arrltar coapUtiant It 
rotor at la rapllar h 1'Interieur du fuselage. Si da tallaa operations na acnt paa faoilea, alias na sont paa nan 
plus loposslblaa at an fin da coopta 11 a'agit da oomparar la rtoultat final avao oa qua I'on pourralt arolr par 
d'autres mithodaa. 

Far example, al on vaut produlra un avion auparaonlqua capable aa d^oollage vertical, on a la oholz 
entra una solution da oa genre at una solution avao rlactauxe da auatantatlon. Volume, aasaa, trainee da I'un at 
da I'autra Bystfeme dolvegt itro mis an oomparaieon at U aaralt blan difficile aujourd'hui da parier quell« aat 
tous oooptes falts la solution la plus teonoaiqut. 

HELICOPTERS CONVERTIBLE 

L'hölicoptfere oonvertlble a 6ti dtflnl par 1'organisation qui nous invite id, comme un bölloopt^ra 
qul utilise des rotors k a-as vartloaux pour d^oollar et las fait plvotar da 90° pour las utillaer oomae propulaaur 
en translation. 

Nous ratrouvans Xk une idie extr^mement ancienne at qul r^pond h I'objootion qua devalent aa faire 
vers 1900 lee planniars qui rafuaaient I'axe vertical da I'Wlicoptire, responaabla das dissym^triea dont j'ai par- 
14, pour sa lancer dans des avantures d'avion k alles battantea. 

II aufflt an effat da bien observer las olsaaux pour oonatater qua, aprks avoir prla leur envoi par 
un mouvement d'aila AV - AR,  (l'alla attaquant I'alr par I'intradoa au ooura du mouvanant da retour), Ua produlsant 
ensulte une trajeotoire de ce mouvement progreesivement Indinte, pour flnlr h grand« Vitesse par un mouvanant pria- 
cipalenent de baut an baa. Si blan, qua le rotor & axe horizontal, oonm» moyan da auatantatlon at da propulsion, na 
date pas d*aujourd'hui. 

La nellleur hlstorlqua en a iti fait par le Pr Pooka au oours da la 3hae conference du Memorial da 
La Cierva. Rappalons lea projots du Dr Vol Host vers 1940, puia le projat d'Hallconalr qul fut dävelopp* au Brasil 
par le Pr Fooka apres la guerre at men* Jusqu'aux essais d'un banc grandeur (Fig. 11), pour 8tre reprls ensulte par 
CurtlBs-Wright et Hank Borst an I960 (X-19) at plus r^cemnent par la Dr Siegfried Gunter, Heinkel at Wi, Mala 
c'aat k notre regrett* collogue Lichten de Bell qua revient la mörite d'avoir fait voler an 1956 I'apparall XV3« 
Aujourd'hui, tous oeux qui scut lol peuvent dire qu'ila travaillent k das projeta da oe genre at nul douta qua oat 
h^licopt^re k rotor convertible marquara un progrta dloiatf analogue aux inventions da La Cierva et Brigust. 

Sur le plan technique, 11 b&i£ficie de tous lea avantagoe da 1'heiiooptera at garde une charge 
utile qul est senslblement voisine, pulsqu'U n'y a pas da parties importantes suppldnentaires & pr^volr. Quant 
aux limitations aerodynamlques, la conversion supprime d^f inltivement la limitation de deoroohage de la pale reour- 
lante et attöiue la limitation de compressibility sur la pale avanfante,  puisque I'addition da la vitesse de la 
pale et de cells du deplacement se fait quadratlquamant et non plus arlthmetlquenant. 

Le rotor convertible, bien qua d'apparenoe exterleure aaaez semblabla k un rotor olasslqua, en dif- 
fers dependant notablement. D'abord aon vrlllage eat beauooup plus fort at oael aa comprend facilement. Kn effet, 
c'est au cas da translation qu'il Importe d'adapter ce vrlllage pour ^vitar qua certaines parties da la pale pro- 
pulsent pendant qua d'autres tralnent, ce qul detirioreralt le rendement de fa;on inacceptabla. La dtffioulte eat 
alors d'^viter qua lea piede da pale n'aient en vol atationnaire un calage trop eievÄ et ne deoroohent pränatur^> 
ment. Hals ceci est falsable at, una fois obtenu conduit k des ohlffres de NArlta en vol atationnaire au molns 1,5 
fois ceux dea helicoptferea actuals (0,75 contre 0,5) ou mleux. 

M, Gilmore de Boeing affirme avec ralaon qua l'heiicoptöre convertible est le v&lcule le plus ef- 
ficace du monde en vol immobile. 

Quant au comportement en translation, 11 retrouvn malheureuaement pour nous toutea lea embuchaa du 
rotor classiqua, k savolr I fatigue, vibration, et aero^lnsclcitöi male cette fois avec la satisfaction da tra- 
valller pour un gain trha important da vitesse et sans qua la resolution da cea probiemes na Bolt k priori plus 
difflolls qua sur un heiicopt^re pur. 

Au-deli de 750 toa/h,k peu proa, la 11mlta de oompresslblllte devient abaolua et d'autres solutions 
devront Stre imagineaa. 

L'heilce oarenee munle d'une sortie variable (diffusion en vol statlonnaira, contraction an vol de 
translation) pourralt Ik retrouver une place da choix jusqu'b la barrliNre du vol auperaonique qul devra evldeia- 
ment faire appel & d'autres techniques. 

CONCLUSION 

La vollure tournante qul nous permet aujourd'hui da oonstruire et d'utlllser dea apparalls, capa- 
ble d'une mobilite incconue autrefols, eat le fruit dea travaux aohamöa da tous nos devanclera at oat oxpoae 
n'aura pu en donner qu'un reflet bien fugitif. Haia, alle a encore devant eile dea poasibilites da developpeoant 
considerable, notamment sous forme convertible. Nous savons qua ces progrto seront une oeunre collective k laquel- 
le chacun d'antre nous peut apporter una contribution. 

Je aouhalterais que dans le cadre de cette organisation qui nous accuellle aujourd'hui nous puia- 
sions provoquer las discussions fructueusea at, personnellenent, en TOUS   remsrclaat da m'avolr ecoute pendant 
quslquss Instants, Je auis pröt k repondre k vos questions. 
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HI3T0RIQUE DBS METH0DE3 DE CALCUL EE PERFORMANCE DBS HEUCOPTERES 

par 

J. SOULEZ-URIVIERE et F. HAILLARD 

Du fait de l'eitröme variability, dans le tempe et dana I'espaoe, daa conditions de fonctionno- 
ment d'una surface Ateantaire de pale d'un rotor, on rencontre sur celui-oi et h chaque Instant h peu prta toua 
lea aspects possibles de l'aÄrodynämique, 

Lea vitesses peuvent ttre nullas, negatives ou positives jusqu'ä atteindre Mach 1, las incidences 
laiblee dans une partie de la pale atteignent +JK)0; dans d'autrss, les angles de derapage peuvent aussi attelit> 
dre 90°. Toutes oes valeurs aont simultan^ment instationnaires. 

Chaque pale eat th^oriquement interactiormee par une infinite de sillages variables provenant des 
pales präc&lentes, ainsl que par les parties passives comme un fuselage ou le sol, actives comme une alle auzi- 
llaire, ou dynamlques comme un Systeme anticouple ou un .let propulalf. 

Le probl&me du calcul de performances d'un Wlicoptere est done necessairement tres complexe.  II 
eat done normal qu'il n'ait pu fttre abord^ d'entree dans touts sa ßeneralit^ et que les m6thodes employees aient 
historlquement dvolu^ dans Is sens d'une sophistication de plus en plus poussäe. 

Negligeant les travauz fondamentauz communs a toutes les applications aerodynajniques, un constate 
que o'est a l'occaslon de l'autogire que furent döveloppees lea premieres methodes valablea. 

C'est Glauert qul en 1926 (RM Uli) base sa methods sur la constatation qu'en vol vertical un rotor 
se comporte comme le prevoit la tWorie de Froude, et qu'en vol horizontal le flux moyen induit est le nAne que 
celul d'une alle ayant mSme sustentation que le rotor et dont 1'envergure serait le diametre du rotor. 

Negligeant les variations locales de ce flux, 11 calcule alors la distribution d'incidence n6ces- 
saire a l'öquilibre du rotor j puls, presumant que le terme passif Cxp du coefficient de trainee de prof 11 peut 
dtre considere comme constant ou 8tre moyenne, 11 etabllt une methode de calcul applicable aussi bien ä l'häli- 
coptere qu'k l'autogire et permettant de calouler la puissance absorb^e, dans l'hypothese oü les angles d1 inci- 
dence et de dörapage restent partout faibles, et les vitesses radiales peuvent 8tre negligees. 

Des le depart, cette methode a pennis, dans le cas des autogires lents et peu charges, des provi- 
sions satisfaisantes. 

Cette methode fut bientOt oompletee par Goldstein, puia Lock (RH 1127) introduisit dans lo calcul 
le premier hannonique de battement et Wheatley (tlACA TR 48?) le oerole d'inversion et le vrillage. 

Ces methodes purent s'appliquer a la fin des annees 30 et dans 1'immediat aprec guerre h I'heli- 
coptfere vrai qui falsalt son apparition. Les auteurs, pour la plupart se contenterent d'introduire des facteurs 
correctifs plus ou molns empirlques, ou de tenir ccirpto de phenomenes precedemment presumes nögligeables, 

Ainsl fioent introduits le rayon utile BR et une non-unifonnlte de la vitesse induite pour le cal- 
cul du flux (Sissingh) et l'&joulement radial fut pris en consideration. Bayley (NACA TR 716) fait varier Cxp 
avec I'incidence locale, Wheatley, dauert et Lichten introdaisent des formes en plan non reotangulaires et le 
couplage pas-battement. Heyer le deport de l'axe de battement, Kissilovaky les profils evolutife; Nicholsky, 
Hangler et Miller amellorent la definition du flux induit local; Jenkins tient compte des oscillations de trainee; 
Gesscw (HACA TN 3366) suppose un Cz plafonne aux grands angles et prend en compte un pied de pale non a&odynami- 
que; Zbrozek Studie l'effet de sol et (Jabel 1'influence des deformations elastiques des pales, Parallelecoent au 
d^veloppement de ce qui peut fltre considere alors comme une methode classique, des francs-tireurs appllquent des 
methodes originales, 

A l'occaslon du Gyroplane Breguet, vers 1935, Devillers et Dorand creent une methode bas^e sur la 
consideration d'un nombre fini d'azimuts representatifs des positions successives de pales, azimuts qui peuvent 
ötre Ätudips de fa^on approfondie. Cette methode prefigure cells qui ssra developp^e dans les annees 60 chez 
Sikorsky pour studier, en m8rae temps que les performances, les mouvements d'une pale articulee et flexible. 

En 1945 Klemin pressnte (Aoro Digest) d'une fafon tres ciairs, une methode beaucoup plus empirlque 
male trfes aouple, qui est cells du bilan, yuoique la mort de Klemin ait interrompu la publication de cette methode 
avant qu'elle ne eoit mise au point, eile a rencontre un grand suoces tmt h cause de sa simplicite que de la 
faoilite avec laqueile on y introduit I'lafiuenoB de phenomenes parasites de toute nature et des resultats trfes 
suffisants qu'elle periiet d'obtenir dans In  plupart des cas, 

Dans les annees 50, I'ameiioraUon des performances, 1'introduction de charges de disque et de pale 
eievöes, l'adopticm de hautes vitesses de rotation, et de puiss>incos elevees, grace en particulier aux turbines, 
revelent que les methodes de calcul deviennent insuffisantes k prevoir les performances dons les cas extrfaas, 

Les phenomenes de compressibility et de decrochage, en regime instationnaire, sent la cause da 
cette insuffisance. 

Tanner (NASA CR 114) tisnt coapte des ihcnectaer ie cosprecaitiiite =ais se liait« « qualques caa 
particullere de forme de rotor, 

TananiB, cbei Boein«-7ertol, e*. sarria  [J, ef irZ.    •.-jtrTf-r.'. ijctv- ta c\r%ct«re i-pjox-jm dn 
dfcrochage et dea intcmcticBa !*«■ ic^ulcs^t ndiai   rat c» 4»c~cr.v». 
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Sn Prance, Hirsch tente une aynthese en vue de tenir oompte avec une meilleure precision que 
celle atteinte jusqu'ioi, de I'enEemble des phcnomunes, 

Halgre I'ampleur dea travawc effectues,  il reste beaucoup ä faire pour obtenir une methode en- 
tierement satisfaisante. 

Certains phenomenes sont en pratique tout ä fait negliges par lee oalouls actuels, par exemple t 

- Mise en rotation p'ir le couple moteur de la veine d'nlr traversant la rotor 
(effet facilement calculable, nais generalement mod^r^). 

- ouppl&nent de trulnte induite sur chaque pale, dfl ä un effet d'allongement de la pale 
(cet effet dont I'importance fut exageree par les auteurs jusqu'aux annt-ea J50, est au 
contraire a tort tout k fait neglige aujourd'hui), 

- Centrifugation de la couche limite, travail de pompage correapondant, et interactions 
diverses liees a cette centrtfugat: on. 

- Interactions rotor-fuselage (mais on tient compte, conformänent ä la th^orie du biplan, 
des interactions rotor-aile). 

D'autrea phenomenes sont traitös de fagon insuffibantc : 

- Variation du nombre de Reynolds le long de l'envergure et en fonction de l'aziraut. 

- Tous les phenomenes lies a I'lnstationnarit^ (en incidence, en Vitesse, en pompage et 
en d&rapage) et aux interactions de ces instationnaritöa. 

C'est Ik un ensemble de ph&iom&nes insuffisamment oonnus et qui exigera beaucoup d'^tudea äl^- 
mentaires prdalables. 

- Influence des sillagea des pales sur les pales suivantes et specialeiront des tourbillons 
marginaux (tant d'extremites que d'emplanture), male ausal des nappes tourbillonnaires 
produites [ar les variations de circulation et des nappes ralontics dues aui trainees 
passivea. 

- Profil dynamique different du profil g^ometrique (lie a I'instationnarite). 

- Bordüre du cercle d'inversion, oü dea inoidencea de +30° sont rencontrees avec des vitesses 
non n^gligeables lorsque le diaque a 'jne forte incidence (vol a trea haute vitesse, rotor 
döleste ou en cours de conversion), 

11 peut sembler etonnant que tant de phenomenes importants etant plus ou moins inconnus ou negli- 
ges, lea provisions de performances se revelent cependant a peu pres satisfaisantes dans les oas normaux. Cela 
tient & deux chosea t 

. D'uns part, oea phönomfenes sont souvent d'une nature teile que leur influence eat faible sur 
le bilan de puissance. Ainsi le tourbillon marginal emia par une pale et rencontrant la suivante, prodult dea 
effets du mAne ordre mais de signea contrairea dans sa partie ext^rioupe et sa partie intörieure. L'effet global 
sur la puissance ost done tres faible, bien que la distribution des pouss^es et trainees eoit gravement perturbee, 

. D'autre part, ces phenomenes ne prennent toute leur importance que dans des cas extrftnes ( 
par exemple 1 charge de pale tres elevee en reaoouroe. Dans ce cas, 11 ne s'agit pas d'un cas de vol permanent 
et on ne demands g&ieralement pas au calcul une grande precision. 

Cependant il peut a'agir de oas qui peuvent ddfinir une possibility extreme tres importante 1 
par exemple survitesse possible en pique, deceleration en rsssource ou quick stop, virage & grande vitesse et a 
ce point de vue il sera necessaire de disposer de methodea de previsions correctea. En outre, seules de tolles 
m^thodea peuvent fitre utilis^es ai on veut s'en servir pour pr^voir lee efforts dana tes pales, particuliferement 
dans les cas extremes qui sont necessairement les plus utiles a connattre. 

II ijnporte ausei de disposer de m^thodes suffisainment exactos pour permettre de prevoir, non seu- 
lement lea performances globales de la machine, mais auasi lea variations qua pourra provoquer teile ou teile 
modification constructive, variations qui devront pouvoir s'exprimer, soit en puissance absorWe dans un caa de 
vol donnä, solt en reoul des limitations pour une mfime puissance. 
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Reflexions Faisant Suite ä l'Expose de I'Article 5 
par 

R.Hirsch 
Aerospatiale 

Etablissement de Chatillon 

L'expose tres exhaustif et de grande clartc que M. Soulez-Lariviea* a present« se suffit a lui-meme:  il est en 
soi assez complet pour qu'ii n'apparaisse reellement pas utile d'en commenter ies differents paragraphes, ce qui 
reviendrait ä les paraphraser. 

Je me bornerai done i emettre quelques remarques complementaires sur deux chapitres que me tiennent a 
coeur: 

- La provision theorique du fonctionnement des rotors d'helicopteres; 

- La conception des rotors de "Convertibles" et les possibilites qui en decoulent. 

En ce qui concerne la l^re question, nous en sommes ä modeliser, assez completement le fonctionnement des 
profils de pales ä condition que ne se manifestent pas les combinaisons d'effets soniques et d'effets d'ecoulements 
transverses en d^crochage. 

Sont actuellement pris en compte: 

- Les effets d'induction d'un Systeme tourbillonaire en reseau de nappes hilicoides aplaites et deformees pour 
que figurent la contraction et la distortion du pas. 

- Les effets instationnaires touchant le developpement de la circulation et celui des champs de pression. 

- Les effets de compressibility infrasonique, y compris l'influence des delais de transmission de signaux 
d'induction. 

- Les effets d'interactions tridimensionnelles entre profils. 

- Les etfets de non lin^arite des lois de coefficients de portance des profils a l'egard de l'incidence variant de 
—180 a +180° dans le cercle d'inversion. 

- Les effets de non linearite dus aux battements vertical et horizontal et en chaque station azimutale aux 
deformations de flexion et de torsion de pales. 

L'influence de chaque effet peut etre ainsi pesee. 

Les quelques diagrammes ci-joints permettent la comparaison entre assais a Modane et calculs - Leur concor- 
dance n'est bien sür pas absolue, mais Ton peut considerer-qu'il est possible d'effectuer des previsions convenables 
concemant les resultats a attendre de modif nations de forme ou de structure de rotors en projets - sji/- I'ensemble 
(a^rodynamique et micanique) de leur      .p<  tement. 

On pourrait meme maintenant''   rder s.. r un plan rationnel analogue a celui mis en oeuvre pour les helices, 
les probl^mes d'optimisation des pv.iormances d'un rotor et essayer d'en deduire la forme de pale optimum ä 
construire. 

Ceci nous conduit i la deuxieme question:   la conception des rotors de convertibles. 

Les phases fondomentales de fonctionnement de ceux-ci sont:  le soulevement 
deux en configuration "axia'e". 

le vol a vitesse elevee toutes 

Nous savons depuis longtemps determiner la forme de pale (forme en plan, vrillage, nature des profils) qui 
satisfaisant a certain conditions de compatibilite, permet d'obtenir une performance simultanement optimum en 
deux regimes de fonctionnement distincts.  De nonbreuses verifications et applications ont permis d'affirmer cette 
technique.  Ces mdthodes d'optimisation ont ete appliquees au problemes des convertibles et Ton a constate la 
possibilite, grace ä dies, d'obtenir, avec la meine pale, des performances satisfaisantes en soulevement (chiffre de 
mdrite de 0,74 par exemple pour  D = 5,20 n et 830 Kw) et a vitesse elevee effets de compressibilite Indus a 
18 000 ft:   rendement  ij = 0,77 a Mach 0,67, sous 630 Kw.  Ceci s'obiient avec des charges au disque nettement 
superieures i celles dont on use sur helicopteres, mais encore faibles vis-ä-vis de edles habituelles aux helices. 

II en rcsulte evidement que la poussee de soulevement par unite de puissance est plus faible que celle obtenue 
sur helicoptirev   mais. compte tenu des besoins en puissance d'un tel appareil pour qu'il fonctionne aux vitesses de 
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croisicre de 400 Kts, il n'y a pas lä un handicap veritable.   Les diagrammes at la photo ci-joints indiquent les r6sul- 
tats de mesure obtenus sur une maquette de rotor de 90 cm de diam^tre. 

La forme des pales issues de la double optimisation tres elargies a leur cmbase, peut souiever des difficultes de 
realisation.   II y a moyen de tourner la difficulte par amenagement d'un volet de courbure d'embase de pale tel que 
nous avions pu le proposer des 1948 dans notre publication de I'epoque*.  C'est la une forme assez attenuee de la 
double pale Hamilton qui doit conduire i une realisation relativement aisee. 

De telles pales, beaucoup plus "consistantes" que celles des rotors de convertibles ä faible charge au disque 
souleveront des problemes de tenue mecanique, en vibrations notamment, certainement plus faciles a traiter pourvu 
qu'on s'attache a cr^er pour elles une technologic adaptee. 

Ainsi done, je suis pour ma part persuade qu Ton a un interet evident sur tous les plans, a viser haut dans la 
performance ä obtenir des convertibles - et a cesser de se contenter d'en attendre un prolongement modeste du 
domaine des combines. 

En bref, et c'est semple-t-il la conclusion a retcnir, il sera possible, avec des convertibles de la famille evoquee 
ici, de disposer d'appareils ayanl le* performances de Vitesse d'utilisation exigees pour les STOL actuellement en 
projel, tout en beneficiant des avantages du decollage vertical. 

Je suis heureux que I'occasion m'ait ete Offerte de souligner ces remarques devant vous. 

SYMBOLES 

(Unites MKSA) 

P 

D 

S 

U 

v 

T 

W 

Q 

Rz 

Rx 

Rz, 

A 

regime de rotation en tours/sec. 

masse volumique de I'air 

diametre disque rotor 

surface 

vitesse peripherique 

vitesse de translation 

traction 

puissance absorbee 

couple 

portance globale referee a la vitesse d'entrainement 

trainee globale referee a la vitesse d'entrainement 

charge aerodynamique locale d'un profil de pale 

parametre d'avancement -r: 

azimut de la pale 

X   =   Cp coefficient de puissance 

coefficient de traction 

W 

pn3D5 

W 

pn2D4 

*  R-Hinch    Helices optima simples et coaxiales.   PST.22S     T.ll - 1448. 
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-mnq 

1   Po 

coefficient de portance 

coefficient de trainee 

coefficient de couple 

Rz 

P/2SU2 

Rx 

P/2SU' 

0 
pMSlPD 

Po 

dx  =   Pm charge aerodynamique locale relative des profits de pale   Rz,/p0 

elongation de la fundamentale de battement 

pression statique ambiante 
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Position des resultantes aerodynamiques 

n0 812    AzO^ n0873   A=a45 

:ssai(corrige de leffet de moyeu) 

 Calcu 
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Rotor quadripale a double adaptation    0 = 0,90 m 

Essais au point fixe a Chalais-Meudon 

Coefficient de puissance Cpr-Ji— 
Co r^5 rB/2 

A   Y Chiffre de merite Fm n 0/798£!_l 
« Cp 

6 zCalage a 0,7 R 

^0,3- .i 

+   Point de calcul grandeur 0 4m a XzO/124 
I i 

maquette0 0,9m a Xn 0,138 © 
//     //     // 

10 

Fm 

A 

15 20 25   9 (o) 
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Schema,.<fe principe dun volet 
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6.1 

COMPORTEMENT O'UN  ROTOR AU-DEU DU DOMAINE DE VOL USUEL A LA GRANDE SOUFFLERIE DE MODANE 

par 

Mirhel Lecarme 
Ingenieur de recherche a 1'AEROSPATIALE 

Division Helicopteres 
13221  Marseille Cedex  I 

France 

RESUME 

Un rotor experimental de 4,150 metres de diametre a fait  l'objet de plusieurs campagnes d'essais 
3 la Grande Soufflerie de l'ONERA ä Hodane. La raideur des pales et  la puissance des movens experimentaux 
de la Soufflerie nous ont permis  d'effectuer de nombreuses mesures et  visualisations dans des 
configurations severes et ä des vitesses peripheriques elevees. 

Au cours de  l'exploration des domaines d'essais de nos divers jeux de pales,  nous sommes alles 
jusqu'au parametre d'avancement 0,67  ;  le decrochage de  la pale reculante a ete etudie pour de nombreuses 
valeurs des parametres d'affichage  : vitesse du vent,  vitesse peripherique,  inclinaison de l'arbre et pas 
general   ;  le moyeu actuel ne comporte pas de commande cyclique du pas. 

Les  limites d'utilisation d'un rotor conventionnel en parametre d'avancement ont ete 
precisees  ;  le developpement du decrochage de la pale reculante est  influence par le cercle d'inversion 
et les  interactions  tourbillonnaires  ; ce decrochage produit des perturbations d'autant plus  importantes 
que le parametre d'avancement est plus faible. 

SUMMARY 

Several series of tests have b<!en performed on a 4.150 meter 
ONERA large wind tunnel at Hodane. The blades stiffness and available 
wind tunnel made a number of measurements and visualisations possible 
at high tip speeds. 

During the exploration of the test envelopes for our various 
of .87 was reached ; the retreating blade stall was studied at several 
as : wind speed, rotor tip sp'ied, rotor shaft tilt, and collective pit 
provided with cyclic pitch control. 

Operating limits for a conventional rotor were determined in 
development of retreating blade stall is affected by the reverse flow 
this stall produces disturbances which increase as the tip speed ratio 

diameter experimental rotor in the 
power of test equipment in this 
in somme severe configurations and 

sets of blades, a tip speed ratio 
values of pre-set parameters, such 

ch. The present rotor head is not 

terms of tip speed ratio ; 
area and vortex inter-actions ; 
decreases. 

NOTATIONS 

R Rayon du rotor (metres) 
r Distance de l'axe du rotor d'un point de la pale  (metres) 
R Distance relative - r/R 
C Corde d'une pale  (metre) 
<r Plenitude du rotor -• 3 C/wR (rotor tripale) 
V Vitesse du vent  (metres/seconde) 
v Vitesse locale  (metres/seconde) 
u Vitesse angulaire du rotor (radians/seconde) 
U Vitesse peripherique ■ u R (metres/seconde) 
A        Parametre d'avancement • V/U 
tt q      Inclinaison de  l'arbre moteur par rapport ä la verticale  (degres)  positive vers  1'aval 
A D      Incidence du rotor > inclinaison du plan decrit par les extremites des pales par rapport ä 

un plan horizontal  (degres),  positive en cabre   ;  cet angle est defini dans  1'approximation 
du premier harmonique de 1'angle de battement 

j Angle d'attaque oblique (degres),  positif vers  1'exterieur 
a» Angle d'azimut de la pale (degres),  origine en position extrSme aval  ;  le sens de rotation 

est  le sens horloge vu de dessus 
ß Angle de battement d'une pale (degres)  positif vers  le haut 

f ■ a0 - aj cos«|»- b| sinvji - 32 cos2^ - b2 sin2^    etc... 
a|        Basculement longitudinal du rotor  (degres)  Wp -MQ * a| 
9 Pas d'une pale ä R » 0,75 degres 
H Nombre de Mach local 

Nombre de Mach en extremite de rale avan9ante 
p Masse volumique de 1'air (Kilog/metre cube) 
S Surface balayee par le rotor (metres^)  »nR2 
X Traction ou trainee du rotor  (Newtons),  positive en trainee, dans le triedre vent 
Z Portance du rotor  (Newtons)  dans  le triedre vent 
X Abreviation pour  100 fx/o1 ■ 100 X/l/2p S U2 

Z Abreviation pour  100 iz/v - 100 Z/l/2f S U2 

N.B.  Notations de certains auteurs americains   : 
CXR/r - - X/200 ChK/r - Z/200 

p0        Pression statique dans la veine (Pascals) 
p Pression statique locale (Pascals) 
Ap        Pression differentielle locale - p intrados 

(Pascals) 
p extrados au meme pourcentage de corde 
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r Po 
(f) Äp/po Pression differentielle relative 

Fm        Charge aerodynamique  locale sans dimension,   integration le  long de  la corde 
Rapport des  chaleura  specifiques de l'air  (I.AO) 

Co        Coefficient  de portance normale  locale • 2  Pm/y M2  ■   1,43 Pm/M2 

q Pression cinetique   (Pascals)  ■  l/2pv2 .        . 
Ap/q Cu    Coefficient de pression differentielle - —^ =— 

Po "" 
Q Pression cinetique maximale  (Pascals),   en extremity  de pale  avan^ante 
Hj       Moment de battement  en une section de  la pale  (metres x Newtons) 
H0       Coefficient sans dimension de moment de battement - M^/fw? CR4 
Mt       Moment de trainee en une section de la pale  (metres x Newtons) 
Ml        Coefficient  sans dimension de moment de  trainee -  Ml/f t»2 CR^ 
MB        Moment de  torsion en une section de la pale   (mStres  :: Newtons) 
MB        Coefficient  sans dimension de moment de  torsion - M6/fw2 c2R3 

N.B.  Les caracteristiques  de pe'-'ormances du rotor  sont donnees moyeu exclus. Les coefficients 
de moments sont  relatifs  aux amplitudes   ,demi  crete-ä-crete),   soit  globales  soit par harmonique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

En  1970 et   1971,   nous avons etudie i la Grande Soufflerie de Modane SI  MA un rotor experimental 
dans un domains d'essai maximal,  s'etendant aussi loin que nous le permettaient les limitations 
technologiques  et vibratoires. 

Nous avons effectue un grand nombre de mesures et de visualisations d'ecoulement dans des 
configurations qui se situent au-delä de celles des vols actuals,  notamment avec decrochage de la pale 
reculante et ä des parametres d'avanceiaent tres eleves,  tout en ayant des vitesses peripheriques 
r£alistes. 

Le domaine d'essai explore  s'etend du stationnaire jusqu'au parametre d'avancement 0,87  ; nos 
moyens d'investigations consisterent en pesees globales du rotor,  mesures des contraintes des pales, 
mesures de pressions locales sur les pales, visualisations par fumee ou par fils de laine. Quelques 
configurations ont fait l'objet de mesures acoustiques. 

2. MOYENS D'ESSAIS 

Les moyens d'essais ont etc decrits dans notre communication au 7Sme Congres de l'ICAS, i ROME, 
en 1970,  reproduite dans la revue "l'Aeronautique et 1'Astronautique" n° 25 de 1971. 

Nous rappellerons que 1'installation de la Grande Soufflerie de Modane est surpuissante, nous ne 
sonmes limites ni par la vitesse du vent ni par la puissance disponible au rotor. L'inclinaison de 
l'arbre peut aller de - 95* ä + 25*   ; en particulier les essais en fonctionnement helice sont possibles 
et Is ess du stationnaire hors effet de sol peut etre etudie avec une procedure ONERA permettant 
d'Sliminer l'influence de la vitesse induite dans la veine par le rotor. 

La veine d'experience a un diametre de 8 metres et  une longueur de   IA metres. 
Une balance ä six composantes et un cciplemetre situes sous  le moyeu donnent les caracteristiques 

de performances du rotor. Un collecteur tournant de 111 pistes transmet a la chaine de mesure les 
informations en provenance des pales  : jauges de contrainte,  angles de battement et de trainee,  capteurs 
de pressions.  La conduite des essais  fait  l'objet de precautions particulieres   :  en dehors des 
surveillances de routine,  25  informations sont examinees en permanence par deux specialistes et certaines 
d'entre elles sont enregistrees durant toutes les rotations. 

3. CARACTERISTIQUES DES  ROTORS 

Les  rotors  essayes i ce jour sont des  rotors  tripales compIStement  articules,  de 4,150 metres de 
diamStre  ;  le vrillage des pales est de quatre degres par metre,  soit approximativement 8 degres du centre 
rotor 3 l'extremite des pales. 

Le rotor I comporte plusieurs jeux de pales ne differant que par leurs equipements et leurs 
masses ; la corde est constants : 0,210 metre et la plenitude est egale a 0,09664 ; le profil est le 
NACA 0012,  symStrique. 

Le rotor 2 comporte des pales ä profil NACA 0012 muni d'une extension cambree du bord d'attaque, 
la corde passant i 0,21525 metre. 

Nous n'avons pas  cherche  ä  realiser un rotor semblable ä  un rotor reel   ;  nos pales  sont denses 
(nombre de Lock faible)  mais  les frequences propres relatives sont analogues a celles des pales    eeVea 
plastiqucs,  de sorte que nous  avons  des contportements vibratoires  realistes  mais de faibles amplitudes, 
circonstance heureuse qui nous permet de tester des configurations  tres severes inabordables par un rotor 
dynamiquement semblable ä un rotor reel classique. 

Le moyeu actuel ne comporte pas de commande cyclique du pas   ; la variation d'incidence du rotor 
est obtenue par l'inclinaison de l'arbre  ; pour simplifier le langage nous appellerons ce type de rotor  : 
"rotor i basculement libre".  Dans ces conditions il y a quatre parametres d'affichage  ;  la vitesse du 
vent,  le regime du rotor,  le pas general et l'inclinaison de l'arbre. 

La commende cyclique du pas sera introduite en 1973. 

4. LES GRANDS PARAMETRES D'AVANCEMENT 

L'objectif des essais de  1970 etait  1'etude d'un rotor de vitesse peripherique usuelle  : 
200 metres/seconde   ;  lorsqu'on augments  le parametre d'avancement,   les  troubles  transsoniques apparaissent 
degradation des performances et accroissement des vibrations   ; dans  ces conditions nous n'avons pas pu 
d£passer le parametre d'avancement 0,60  ; quelques essais complementaires ä regime variable nous  ont 
appris que l'influence de la compressibility se faisait sentir ä partir d'un nombre de Mach en extremite 
de pale avan;ante 0,85   ; pour etudier en  1971   les grands parametres  d'avancement,   nous avons done diminuS 
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le regime rotor de maniere ä rester en-dessous du seuil de compressibility,  tout en nous maintenant 
au-dessus de la limital ion technologique infcrieure  (685  tours/minute,   soit une vitesse peripherique 
IA9 metres/seconde) . Nc-  -„jiu s  alors parvenus avec  le rotor  1   äA"  0,87 et  U ■   152 m/s, et avec le 
rotor 2 ä A- 0,84 et U -  156,5 rU. 

4.1. Reduction du domaine d'essais 

Le domaine d'essais diminue regulierement quand  le parametrc d'avanceraent augmente. La 
figure  I  montre dans  le diagramme portance/pas la grande difference des domaines  realises avec 
le rotor   1  pour   A' 0,30 et A" 0,87   ; aux petits pas  nous sommes limites par les couples 
r.egatifs,  un peu au-delä des autorotations,  pour des raisons   technologiques propres au Ban'    ; 
aux pas  plus eleves,  a A* 0,30,  nous sommes  limites par  les  vibrations des pales en trainee   ; 
quand A augmente,  une nouvelle  limitation apparait   :   les butees de battement,  car le 
basculement  longitudinal croit avec  A ; d'autre part  les vibrations  augmentent et contribuent 
i la reduction du domaine experimental. 

Cette importante reduction du domaine est propre aux rotors ä basculement libre  ;  il est 
probable qu'elle serait moins spectaculaire avec un rotor ä basculement controle par la 
commande cycHque de pas. 

4.2. Pilotage du rotor 

L'impression dominante de  1'experimentateur est la difficulte du pilotage du rotor aux 
grands parametres d'avanceraent  (au-delä de 0,60)   ;  independamment de  l'ambiance vibratoire,  qui 
sera examinee plus  loin,  cette difficulte provient de  la susceptibilite du rotor au pas 
general  (la derivee  i Zl i9)  et  de l'espacement des montees en pas ä  1'inclinaison o<n constante 
(la derivee   d6/dMQ),   illustree par la figure 2.  Les  changements d'inclinaisons MQ doivent 
etre entrepris avec precaution,   avec manoeuvres alternees du pas,  et ä petits intervalles. 

Quant a la susceptibilite au pas,  nous pensons qu'un rotor ä basculement libre deviendra 
impilotable vers un parametre d'avancement egal a   1,  car   "bZl de sera infini ä  «Q constant. 

II est a noter que nos rotors etaient parfaitement  stables dans  tous  les domaines  a grands 
A,  mime en autorotation. 

4.3. Performances 

L'etude des performances de nos rotors aux grands A conduit a envisager deux domaines   : 

a) Les  incidences  rotoriques M Q negatives 

II devient de plus en plus difficile d'incliner  le rotor vers  1'amont (incidence  «D 
negative),   comme  le montre la figure 3,  ä cause  de la grande  importance du basculement 
longitudinal  (deriviie   da|/daQ). 

La resultante des forces  aerodynamiques,  ä peu pres normale au disque aux faiblesA, 
s'incline vers  l'arriere,  de Sorte que meme si  l'on reussit ä obtenir une incidence 
negative,  on ne peut pas obtenir de traction valable   ;   figure 4  ; a A* 0,60 le rotor 
n'est meme pas  capable de tirer son moyeu  (dont  le coefficient de trainee croit comme 
A2). 

b) Les  incidences  rotoriques (XQ positives 

Le basculement  longitudinal a peu d'importance dans ces  cas-lä  ;  lorsqu'on represente, 
selon  1'usage,   les resultats moyeu exclus,  on a  la surprise de constater que la polaire 
d'autorotation est independante du parametre d'avancement  ;  les  lois de pas different 
legerement.  L'augmentation de trainee du rotor complet quand   A crott,  pour une 
portance donnee,  est due au moyeu. 

4.4. Vibrations des pales 

Le comportement vibratoire de nos rotors aux grands A presente deux aspects  : 

- les amplitudes globales des vibrations de battement,  trainee,   et torsion augmentent 
considerablement avec A,  comme le montre la figure 5  ;  d'autre part,   les vibrations croissant 
generalement avec  la portance,  la portance maximale utilisable diminue quand A augmente. Les 
courbes de  la figure 5 ont ete etablies pour une portance faible de maniere ä ne pas faire 
intervenir  le decrochage de la pale reculante. 

- aux A moderes  les essais sont parfaitement repetitifs,  les  raies i.on harmoniques 
faibles et rares,   l'analyse de Fourier sur une periode est valable ; aux grands A il n'en est 
plus de meme,  en particulier le rotor devient davantage susceptible aux resonances,  et les 
harmoniques de rang superieur ä A ont une grande part d'aleatoire. 

Nous donnons  ä  titre d'exemples  figures  6,  7  et 8 quelques  analyses de Fourier sur une 
periode   ; nous ne pouvions pas effectuer des analyses sur un grand nombre de periodes, 
notamment des analyses  spectrales habituellement faites  sur des  enregistrements de trois 
minutes,  car nous etions  constamment en conditions endommageantes,  nous  avions un grand nombre 
de points de mesures ä  faire dont  la duree devait "ere minimale. 
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4.5. Ecoulements sur  la pale reculante 

Les  paramctres  d'avartcement eleves sont  1« doraaine de  1'attaque oblique,  dont I'influencs 
est  imporcante dans  la determination thtorique des  performances  et l'apparition du di;ctcchage. 

La figure 9 montre  la difference des zones ä  forte  attaque  oblique entre A0,30 et A 0,70. 
On peut  separcr  les effets  de  1'attaque oblique sur  les ecoulements en deux zones   :  la zone 
eloignee du cercle d'inversion et  la zone proche de ce cercle.  Loin du cercle d'inversion,   il 
est bien connu que  1'attaque oblique retarde  le decrochage   ;  dans nos  essais du rotor  I  equipe 
de prises de ptnssion nous avons pu constater que  le decrochage apparait vers CN  1,2 pour A 0,30 
tandis qu'il  faut monter a CN   1,7 pour Ao,60. Mais des  que  l'on s'approche du cercle d'inversion 
la situation est  changee. 

L'examen des  resultats des  prises de pression du rotor  I   et des visualisations d'ecoulements 
sur  le rotor 2 nous  a montre que  les perturbations  en pale  reculante pres  du cercle d'inversion 
apparaissent ä des  charges de plus en plus  faibles quand  le parametre d'avancement augmente,   et 
des  la portance nulle  au-delä de A 0,60  ;  dans  le cas oQ  nous  avions  la porrance locale nous 
avons pu constater des  perturbations analogues ä celles d'un decrochage pour des portances  locales 
faibles,   et ces perturbations  sont situees au voisinage du cercle d'inversion  ; dans ces 
conditions  la rotation du vecteur vitesse locale pour un point  lie ä  la pale est tres rapide et 
produit d'importants  cisaillements dans la couche  limite  generateurs de  turbulence.  Lorsque  les 
portances  locales  augmentent par accroissement du pas ces  perturbations  amorcent le decrochage 
proprement dit et  il  n'est pas possible de separer  les phenomenes ni de dire a partir de quelle 

fvaleur du pas  le decrochage commence  i  pour sinplifier le  langage nous dirons simplement qu'ä 
partir deÄ.0,50  le rotor est  toujours decroche,  plus ou raoins  suivant  sa charge   ; nous 

■ examinerons plus loin si ce phenomena est important ou non. 

Pour illustrer ce fait nous donnons figure II  un schema de  1'ecoulement dans la 
configuration suivante   : AO,77   «Q - 8°    6 6°, portance du rotor nulle  (rotor 2)   ; les symboles 
de visualisations sont expliques figure  10  ;  il y a deux zones de perturbations  ;  1'entree dans 
le cercle d'inversion et  la zone  Interieure aval  soumise au sillage du moyeu   ; dans une partie 
de la sortie du cercle d'inversion les  fils sont centrifuges,   indice d'une couche limite epaisse 
dont l'energie turbulente est insuffisante pour agiter les fils. 

Les visualisations par  fils  sont obtenues de  la faijon suivante  :  une tourelle mobile situee 
i la partie superieure de  la veine comporte un appareil de photo  et des  lampes stroboscopiques 
dont  le champ est dirige par  teleconmande vers  la position de  la pale en azimut que 1'on 
desire   ; pour une position en azimut  l'obturateur de  1'appareil  photo est ouvert pendant cinq 
eclairs successifs,  declenches par 1'azimut  choisi,  de Sorte que  l'on est renseigne sur 
l'agitation des  fils   ;  ceux-ci  sont colles en un point sur 1'extrados d'une pale en deux 
lignes   :  25 Z et  60 7. des  cordes. 

L'examen des visualisations par fils montre que la premiere partie de la pale reculante 
est plus perturbec que  la deuxieme partie  ; nous pensons que  ce  fait est du ä deux causes   : 

- l'amont du disque est plus charge que  1'aval,  phenomene particulier aux rotors ä 
basculement  libre et  ä  faible nombre de Lock 

- l'angle de  la force centrifuge et du vecteur vitesse  locale est plus grand en debut de 
pale reculante qu'en  fin de pale  reculante,  de sorte qu'avant  1'azimut  270°  le fil est attaque 
de travers par  le vent  local,   ce qui peut provoquer une  turbulence dans  la couche limite. 

5.   LE DECROCHAGE 

Le decrochage des pales d'un rotor n'est pas un probleme simple   ;  entre  1'ecoulement sain a 
faible sillage et le decrochage du type courant plan ä grand sillage turbulent il existe des etats 
intermediaires difficiles  ä classer,   compliques par l'apparition de phenomenes  tridimensionnels 
instationnaires.  Certains  troubles de comportement,   tels que  1'augmentation des vibrations de torsion 
qui  accompagne souvent  le decrochage,  peuvent se manifester dans  d'autres  circonstances,  ou bien ne pas 
avoir  lieu alors que  1'on constate par ailleurs que le decrochage existe   ; nous verrons plus  loin que 
1'importance d'une  perturbation d'ecoulement est essentiellement   liee ä   la valeur de  la pression 
cinetique locale. 

5.1.  Influence du decrochage sur  les performances 

La portance et  la  traction  (ou la trainee.)  du rotor  sont  tres peu influencees par le 
decrochage de la pale reculante   ; par centre le couple mot.eur  augmente,   surtout aux incidences 
faibles du rotor,  positives ou negatives. I1  ne faut pas en conclure que nous ayons lä un 
critere  simple de decrochage,   car chaque fo'.s que ce decrochage  a pu etre  localise en pas nous 
avons  constate que  la divergence du couple c'immen;ait plus  tot,   d'une part ä cause de 
1'augmentation de  la  trainee de profil en pale reculante d'autre part ä  cause de la divergence 
de trainee  transsonique  en fin de pale avan;ante,  comme nous  1'ont montre nos analyses de 
pressions  locales.  Ainsi au point  fixe,   le chiffre de merite chute plusieurs degres avant  le 
debut de decrochage,   ä  la vitesse peripherique de 200 metres  par  seconde,   le dernier quart de 
la pale etant en fonctionnement supercritique. 

Nous  avons obtenu une manifestation spectaculaire de  1'augmentation du couple avec  le 
decrochage dans des conditions  incompressibles  avec un rotor de   1,5 metre de diametre ä  la 
Soufflerie de KARIGNANE   :   au cours d'une mesure en autorotation ä  forte portance,  chute brutale 
du regime et augmentation non moins brutale du basculement  longitudinal   ;  il a fallu injecter 
immediatement de  la puissance au rotor. C'est pourquoi  les  essais d'autorotation ä forte 
portance sont delicats. 

■ 
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5.2.  Les presgiong  locales 

line version du  rotor   I   etait equipee de capteurs  de pression  differendelle et de  pression 
absolue   ;  les   resultats  les  plus  intere.nsants et  les plus  fiables  proviennent des capteurs de 
pression differentielle,   repartis en quatre cordes. 

Les enregistrements  sur bände magnetique sont nunieriseB  cent  fois par  tour,  moyennts sur 
crois  tours et mis  sous   la  forme  Ap/po   ; puis  les charges  locales  Pro sont  calculees pour  chaque 
corde.   le nombre de Mach local de reference M ■ j. (RU + V sin ip)  ou  a est  la vitesse du son dans 
la veine,  et  le coefficient de  force  normale        a    cN -   1,43  Pm/M?.   I,'etude des pressions  locales 
est grandement  facilitee par 1'utilisation du coefficient de pression Ap/q CM que 1'on calcule 

par la formule     Ap/q  CM  » -*•-y,   qui a l'avantage de ne  faire  intervenir aucune hypothese sur 
Po    'ra 

les vitesses  locales.  En incompressible non decroche  les  repartitions des coefficients de 
presnion  le  long de  la corde  se reduiscnt a une courbe unique  qui  nous sert de  reference   ; 
parallelement ä nos  essais  de rotors,   les profils  utilises etaient   festes ä  la Soufflerie S3 MA 
en courant plan dans   les memes  conditions de nombres de Mach et de  nombres  de Reynolds,  de sorte 
que nous avons pu comparer les resultats en rotor tournant et en courant plan  ; la plupart des 
desaccords ont pu etre  identifies et  expliques. 

Les  pales munies de capteurs de pression avaient un equipement  tres  sommaire en capteurs 
de contrainte,   de sorte que nous avons  limite leur utilisation au parametre d'avancetnent 0,60, 
les parametres d'avancement plus eleves conduisant ä des  problemes  vibratoires delicats. 
Jusqu'ä A> 0,h0 les  phenomenes sont  stables et repetitifs ä deux exceptions  pres   :  le point 
fixe ou se declonche brusquement un flottement de torsion,  et  les  inclinaisons  tres grandes de 
l'arbre vers l'an.int  ou les vibrations divergent si l'on persists dans le decrochage. 

Les  repartitions  -'es  pressions  en corde qu'il est possible de  tracer sont  trop nombreuses, 
de sorte que nous  avons  utilise un critere simple pour caracteriser  1'evolution des  zones  de 
decrochage en fonction des  parametres d'essais  :  la chute des  coefficients   Ap/q Cf< au 
voisinage du bord d'attaque,   ä 2,5 %  et 6 % de la corde,   car c'est  ä partir du bord d'aCtaque 
que le decrochage se devuloppe.  Nous  Jonnons cette evolution figure   12 pour six cas, qui 
meritent quelques conmentalres   ;  les   traces ne sont pas   lisses   ;  des  droites joignent les 
points de calcul  (100 par tour)   : 

a)Ao,30    «Q - 8* 

8 7,8°   : pas de decrochage,  mais importante manifestation d'une interaction tourbillon- 
naire Jont 1'emplacement theorique est note IT sur l'axe des azimuts.  Les lignes 
pointillees  sont  les valeurs  de  Ap/q Cfj en incompressible non decroche. 

6  10,4°   : decrochage  sur la plus grande partie de la pale reculante   ;   la brusque 
remontee de  Ap/q CN dans 1'interaction tourbillonnaire est accompagnee d'une baisse 
importante du coefficient de portance. 

b) Ao,30    «Q - 24° 

L'interaction tourbillonnaire a disparu, 1'lncllnaison de l'arbre eloignant les 
tourbillons marginaux des pales ; au pas de 15° 11 n'y a pas de decrochage (11 y a 
peut etre une bulle de decrochage 3 2,5 % pour 1'azimut 280°) ; Ap/q C(] ä 2,5 X  est 
plus eleve en pale amont parce que dans ce cas le profll est en configuration 
supercrltique au voisinage de son Cfj maximal ; le decrochage est nettement etabli au 
pas de 16,5°. 

Dans tout le domaine compris entre AO et A0,40 1'apparltlon du decrochage (en montant 
le pas) est brutale, tout au moins pour le rotor 1. 

c) Ao,50  OIQ - 8° 

Pour ce parametre d'avancement 11 n'y a pas d'lnteractlon tourbillonnaire possible en 
pale reculante  ; les perturbations au voisinage de 1'azimut 360° sont dues au slllage 
du noyeu,  dont  1'importance croit avec le parametre d'avancement  ;  le decrochage est 
progressif ä cause de 1'influence du cercle d'inverslon. 

Nous donnons figures   13 ec  14 quelques courbes de repartitions en corde  ;  les traces n'ont 
pas la pretention d'etre rlgoureux car 11s sont bases sur six capteurs,   situes ä 2,5 X    6 Z 
26 X    40 Z    60 Z et 80 X.  Pour A0,50 on volt nettement  1c deplacement de  1'amont vers  1'aval 
des bosses de pressions differentielles produlces par le deplacement des tourbillons issus du 
bord d'attaqut.  caracteristlque du decrochage instationnalre  ;  on volt aussl  les valeurs 
elevges des coefficients de portance dues ä la fois 3 1'attaque oblique et au caractere 
Instationnalre de 1'ecouleraent. Lorsque les Mach locaux sont faibles  les valeurs des CN ne sont 
pas precisees, un calcul simple d'erreur montrant qu'll n'est pas possible de le faire ; on peut 
cependant affirmer qu'elles sont tres superleures 3 celles du courant plan stationnaire. 

Sur la figure 14 nous avons montre par un schema qu'une interaction tourbillonnaire en fin 
de pale reculante vient  compllquer les  ecoulements,   relayee peu apres  le slllage du moyeu. 

Tous les essais du rotor   I muni de prises de pression ont ete effectues 3 la vitesse 
peripherique 200 metres par seconde  ; au parametre d'avancement 0,60 nous avlons un nombre de 
Mach en extremite de pale avanijante egal 3 0,96,  avec une ambiance vlbratolre et une ambiance 
sonore tres elevees.   II  est probable que nous avlons egalement des decrochages  derriere  les 
chocs en pale avan?ante,  mais nous manquons d'informations 3 ce  sujet. 
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5.3. Influence du decrochage sur les vibrations des pales 

Le comportement vibratuire d'un rotor decroche depend essentiellement du parametre 
d'avani:ement (pour un vrillage donne) . On peut enoncer comme loi generale que le decrochage 
est d'autant plus dangereux que le parametre d'avancement est plus faible ; le cas le plus 
critique que nous ayons rencortre est le point fixe, oü  le decrochage a declenchc brusquement 
un flottement de torsion accompagne d'un violent bruit de tambour ; pour notre rotor (le rotor 
I) le decrochage est apparu vers R 0,80 dans les conditions locales du courant plan 
stationnaire, le caractere instationnaire du phenomene ne se manifestant qu'une fois les 
vibrations de torsion declenchees, a  la frequence propre des pales (4,Sco). 

Aux faibles parametres d'avancement jusque vers 0,50, le decrochage se manifeste 
essentiellement par une augmentation plus ou moins brutale des vibrations de torsion en 
frequences harmoniques du regime, notamment de rangs I, 2, 4 et 5 ; une augmentation des 
vibrations de trainee apparalt souvent mais ce n'est pas une regie generale. Le rotor I 
decroche brutalement ; en meme temps, comme nous 1'ont montre des visualisations par fils, 
les vibrations de torsion augmentent brusquement. Le comportement du rotor 2, a bord d'attaque 
cambie, est plus complique ; aux faibles inclinaisons de 1'arbre le decrochage est progressif 
et 1'evolution des vibrations de torsion n'est pas simple ; aux grandes inclinaisons de 
1'arbre vers I'amont on retrouve le comportement du rotor I avec un decrochage se produisant a 
de plus grandes portances i  cau  de la cambrure. 

Lorsqu'on augmente le part .-tre d'avancement le decrochage deviant de plus en plus 
progressif pour nos deux rotor j nous attribuons ce fait au developpement du cercle d'inversion 
et aux cisaillemen :s de la cou i  limite qui 1'accompagnent. D'autre part i'influence du 
decrochage sur les vibrations diminue jusqu'ä disparattre, pour les raisons suivantes : 

- 1'ambiance vibratoire augmente pvec le parametre d'avancement, des la portance nulle 
- les prcssions cinetiques diminuent en pale reculante 
- les limites vibratoires ne nous permettent pas de pousser le decrochage jusqu'ä ce qu'il 

rencontre des zones a fortes pressions cinetiques. 

Nous donnons figure 15 trois exenples caracteristiques du comportement du rotor 2 ; 

a) A 0,30 (XQ - 8° ; au pas de 8° quelques troubles d'ecoulement apparaissent a 40 Z du 
rayon par interaction tourbillonnaire en fin de pale avan;ante ; au pas de I0°5 ces 
troubles declenchent un decrochage local en debut de pale avanfante ; les vibrations de 
torsion augmentent ; un nouveau phenomene apparait, de legeres perturbations en fin dc 
pale reculante par interaction tourbillonnaire. Au pas de 12° les vibrations de 
torsion diminuent, pour une cause inconnue, puis augmentent brusquement ; au pas de 13° 
le decrochage est bien etabli et occupe une zone tres imporuante de la pale reculante, 
comme le montre la figure 16. 

b) Ac,68 «Q - 8s ; au pas de 6° la portance est pratiquement nulle ; malgre la faible 
valeur du nombre de Mach en extremite de pale avan;ante (0,78) les vibrations sont 
fortes ; les ecoulements ne sont perturbes qu'ä 1'entree dans le cercle d'inversion. 
Quand on augmente le pas, ces perturbations s'etendent lentement dans la premier» 
moitie de la pale reculante, mais au pas de 8° des troubles serieux d'interaction 
tourbillonnaire apparaissent en fin de pale reculante dans une zone oü les pressions 
cinetiques commencent ä etre notables, et c'est peut etre lä la cause de 
1'augmentation des vibrations de trainee, tandis que les vibrations de torsion plutSt 
sensibles au decrochage proprement dit augmentent peu. Au pas final de 10° le 
decrochage est important mais a 1'interieur d'une zone de faibles pressions cinetiques ; 
les limitations de vibrations de battement et de trainee nous empechent d'augmenter 
davantage le pas. 

c) Ao,40 0(Q 0° ; c'est le seul cas que nous ayons rencontre ou le decrochage ä faibleA 
est accompagne d'une augmentation faible des vibrations de torsion ; nous franchissons 
lä deux autorotations 1'une a 6 A°, l'autre ä 6 6,5° apres la divergence du couple 
moteur. 

On sait que dans les autorotations les charges aerodynamiques sont deplacees vers le centre 
du rotor par rapport aux configurations usuelles ; il en resulte des troubles d'ecoulement 
prematures dans cette zone mais de peu d'importance au point de vue vibratoire ; c'est nettement 
1'interaction tourbillonnaire de fin de pale avan;ante qui declenche ces troubles ; le decrochage 
proprement dit n'apparatt que vers 9 7°, oü les vibrations de trainee croissent tres rapidement ; 
pour cette valeur du parametre d'avancement, 1'interaction tourbillonnaire de fin de pale 
reculante est reduite ä une zone minuscule. 

Les interactions tourbillonnaires jouent un role important mais seulement dans les cas oü 
elles sont possibles, c'est-ä-dire aux faibles incidences du disque. Aux fortes incidences 
positives ou negatives les trajectoires des tourbillons rnarginaux sont trop eloignees des pales 
pour que les vitesses induites par ces tourbiHons soient notables. 

Les consequences des perturbations de la pale reculante ne se manifestent que pour des 
pressions cinetiques relatives q/Q superieures 3 0,2 ; la figure 17 montre leurs repartitions 
pour A 0,30 et A0,70 ; aux tres grands Ales troubles en milieu de pale reculante ont peu 
d'importance. 
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Pour terminer nous donnom figure 18 deux exemplei de photographies de pale munie de fils, 
choisies pami las 850 photographies exploitables que nous avons obtenues. La direction des fils 
est un Cquilibre antra 1'influence du vent local et celle de la force centrifuge. La photographie 
supCrieure montre,  de 1'intCrieur vers I'sxtfirieur, une petite zone saine, une zone d^crochee 
sur un tiers da rayon environ,  avec des courants de retour dans  la couche limite, puis une zone 
saine jusqu'ä I'extremite. La photographie inffirieure a la particularity assez rare de montrer un 
Ccoulenant inverse sain aur la majcure partie du cercle d'inversion  ;  la zone de decrochage 
proprement dite avec courants de retour s'itend presque jusqu'ä I'extremite de la pale  ; une 
grand« partie du bord de fuite conporte une couche limice epaisse de faible energie turbulente, 
les fils sont centrifuges. 

I 

6.  CONCLUSION 

La Grande Soufflerie de Modane permet d'effectuer des essais de rotors dans des conditions trSs 
sivires,  limiUes seulement dans la plupart des cas par la tenue des pales  en fatigue  ; notamnent il est 
possible de faire des mesures ä des paramitres d'avancement tres elev6s  tout en ayant des vitesses 
pSriphCriques realistes. 

II est possible d'utiliser des rotors classiques ä des parametres d'avancement tres £lev£s i 
condition de ne pas leur demander des efforts de traction, de maitriser les problemes vibratoires, et 
de diminuer la trainee des rooyeux. 

L'etude du decrochage de  la pale reculante n'est pas  simple,   de nombreux parametres intervenant 
et des ph^nomines annexes apportant  leurs propres perturbations. D'une maniere generale on peut dire que 
les consequences du dScrochage sont d'autant plus graves que le parametre d'avancement est plus petit. 
Aux parametres d'avancement trSs cleves la pale reculante est toujours le siege de perturbations 
d'ecoulement, qui ont une faible importance tant que ies pressions cinetiques sont faibles. 
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Fig. I      DOMAINE DES ESSAIS, ROTOR I TEST RANGE,  ROTOR H*l 
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Fig.2      INFLUENCE DU PAS PITCH INFLUENCE ON PERFORMANCES 
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Fig 3      BASCULEMEmS ET INCIDENCES TIP PATH PLANE TILT AND ANGLE OF ATTACK 

Rotor   2 

Fig.4  INFLUENCE DE A SUR LES TRACTIONS    THRUST/ADVANCE RATIO 
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Fig.5      INFLUENCE DE A SUR LES VIBRATIONS 
VIBRATIONS/ADVANCE RATIO 

Fig.6      HARMONiqilES DE BATTEMENT,   ROTOR   1 
FLAFWISE BENDING MOMENTS-FOURIER ANALYSIS 
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Fig. 7      HABMONIQUES DE TRAINi'E 
CHORDWISE BENDING MOMENTS-FOURIER ANALYSIS 

Fig.8      HARHONIQUES DE TORSION 
TORSIONAL MOMENTS-FOURIER ANALYSIS 
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Fig.9  ATTAQUE OBLIQUE    PATTERN OF EQUAL AIRFLOW YAWING ANGLES 
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Fig.10      SYMBOLES DE VISUALISATIONS 
AIRFLOW VISUALIZATIONS-NOTATIONS 
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Fig.II      VISUALISATION   A 0,77 
VISUALIZATION-ADVANCE RATIO  .77 
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Fig. 12      COEFFICIENT DE FRESSION EN PALE RECULANTE 
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ON RETREATING BLADE 
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Fig. 13      DECROCHAGE DE LA PALE RECULANTE. ROTOR I 
RETREATING BLADE STALL.  ROTOR N*l 
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Fig.IA      DECROCHAGE DE LA PALE RECULANTE,  ROTOR 1 
RETREATING BLADE STALL.  ROTOR H*l 
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Fig.15  VIBRATIONS AU PIED DE PALE 
ROOT BLADE VIBRATIONS 
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Interactions    lourbillonna ire»   theonques 

Fig. 16      VISUALISATIONS DE DECROCHAGE,   ROTOR 2 
VISUALIZATIONS   :  STALL CONDITIONS,  ROTOR N*2 
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Fig.17      PRESSIONS CINETIQUES RELATIVES q/Q 
NON DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC PRESSURES 
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Fig.ie      EXEMPLES DE PHOTOGRAPHIES 
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AERODYNAMIC FACTORS IÜFLUENCINQ OVERALL HOVER PERFORMANCE 

by 

Evan A. Fradenburgb 
Chief of Aerodynamics 

Sikorsky Aircraft 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

Stratford, Connecticut      06602 
U. S. A. 

SUMMARY 

There are numerous aerodynamic factors and interrelationships which influence the hovering efficiency 
of a helicopter, but which are frequently neglected or inadequately treated.    Analysis of isolated rotor 
performance and definition of wake structure and tip vortex characteristics are important subjects  that 
are receiving a relatively high level of attention; this paper deals primarily with Interference effects 
that should receive additional emphasis. 

Some of the recent improvements in basic rotor design practice at Sikorsky Aircraft are described 
b/iefly, and results of several series of model rotor tests are discussed.    Moderate values of blade root 
cutout are shown to have an unanticipated effect on hovering efficiency.    A large root cutout decreases 
figure of merit of the rotor, but also reduces vertical drag of a typical airframe below the rotor,  cutting 
the aerodynamic penalty to about half of what tests of the rotor alone would indicate.    Tests of a tilt- 
rotor model show that,  unlike the conventional single rotor helicopter configuration, the rotors do not 
benefit from a partial ground effect caused by the airframe in the rotor downwash field.    The rolationship 
of blade twist and ground effect is discussed, and the influence of ground proximity on vertical drag is 
presented.    It is shown that net airframe vertical drag can be zero or negative when the aircraft is close to 
the ground.    Additional systematic experimentation is clearly needed, as  is the development of theory to 
cover the various relationships involved in overall hover efficiency, 

SYMBOLS 

D 
M 
R 
r 
T 

y 
z 
Q 

A 
P 
o 
* 
«R 

75 

Number of blades 
Blade chord 
Airframe vertical drag coefficient, D/TTR2 p(nR)2 

Rotor torque  coefficient, Torque/irfi3 p{nR)2   , 

Rotor thrust coefficient, T/nR2 p(nR)2 

Vertical download on airframe 
Figure of merit,   .707 CT

3'2 /C 
Rotor radius 
Radial distance from center of rotation 
Rotor Thrust 
Distance below rotor 
Height of rotor above ground 
Collective pitch measured at three-quarters radius 

Hover Inflow ratio. Induced velocity/flR 
Air density 
Rotor solidity, bc/nR 
Azimuth angle,  degrees 
Rotor tip speed 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

The a:.-Jdynamio performance of a hovering helicopter is a much more complex subject than it was 
once considered to be.    The traditional concept of hovering performance, used for the first quarter-century 
of helicopter development, was a highly simplified one.    A few design variables, including rotor solidity, 
blade twist, and tip speed, were recognized as having a fundamental effect on hover figure of merit.    These 
parameters plus the operational variables (altitude, temperature, grots weight range, etc.) were used to 
predict the basic hover performance, usually by classical or semi-empirical techniques.    This performance 
was then corrected by 10 percent or so to account for tail rotor power, by 2 or 3 percent to account for 
transmission losses,  and sometimes by a few percent to account for the vertical drag (aerodynamic download) 
on the fuselage caused by the rotor slipstream.    This procedure provided an estimate of the overall aircraft 
hover performance.    All too often, however, the measured hover performance was  found to be somethlnfi  different. 

In recent years much more sophisticated analyses have been developed to predict the performance of 
the isolated rotor.    In particular the influence of the tip vortex has been recognized as a major factor. 
As illustrated schematically in Figure 1, the span load distribution of each blade is altered substantially 
by the presence of the trailing vortex from the preceeding blade.    Some of the Initial work conducted in 
this area by Sikorsky Aircraft and United Aircraft Research Laboratories was reported in Reference 1.    More 
recent and detailed Investigations of rotor wake structure and performance effects are reported in Refer- 
ences 2-lt.    Programs to define the basic characteristics of trailing vortices have been reported in Refer- 
ences 5 and 6.    There are current efforts to devise techniques  for dissipating the trailing vortex, such 
as the air-injection method reported in Reference 7- 

The subjects of wake structure; vortex characteristics, and effects on performance are receiving 
considerable attention at this time.    On the other hand, there are a number of aerodynamic factors  influ- 
encing hover performance which frequently are neglected or inadequately treated.    The primary intent of this 
paper is to identify several examples of such factors, which warrant increased emphasis in the future. 
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2. AERODYHAMICS OF ISOLATED BOTORS 

Rotor aerodynamic design variables are presented In Figure 2,    divided Into the traditional factors 
and some of the supplementary variables that are considered In modern analysis.    Airfoil section and blade 
taper are shown In parentheses in the left-hand column, because although they have long been recognized as 
important design varieties,  there has been very little actual variation In these parameters until quite 
recently.    Standard airfoils and constant chord have been the general rule.    In modern blade designs, the 
airfoil sections are tailored specifically to meet design objectives.    Not only are airfoil camber and 
thickness apt to be significantly different from traditional values but there Is also frequently a span- 
wise variation of the airfoil section from root to tip, made possible by modern materials and fabrication 
techniques.    Similarly, not only is blade taper now possible with economical construction methods, but 
arbitrary spanwise variations ol  chord may be considered, along with arbitrary blade twist distributions. 
Tip geometry has been recognized as having particular importance as a result of recent investigations of 
the structure   of the rotor wake.    The number of blades is recognized as having aerodynamic significance 
apart from the solidity consideration, because of effect of the number of blades on tip vortex structure. 
Special features or devices designed to influence the characteristics of the trailing vortex must also be 
considered as part of the rotor aerodynamic design.    The extent of root cutout and spar shape have an 
impact on hover performance - an example of this effect is discussed in a following section.    Finally, the 
blade structural dynamic properties,  although not aerodynamic factors at all, interact so strongly with 
the aerodynamics under some circumstances that they are included in the list of design variables in 
Figure 2.    The most common example of this interaction is the dynamic twisting of the blade, caused by 
aerodynamic torsional moments, which in turn changes the blade span load distribution and therefore 
performance. 

One example of a recent Sikorsky rotor incorporating some of the newer design variables is shown 
in Figure 3.    The Improved Rotor Blade or IRB, designed and developed for the GH 53 helicopter with 
support and active participation by the U. S. Naval Air Systems Command, has demonstrated significant 
performance advantages over the standard production blades.    The IRB utilizes a hollow titanium spar and 
a molded fiberglass aerodynamic shell.    It Incorporates cambered blade sections, varying from 13 percent 
at the blade root to 9-5 percent thick at the tip.    It has a high, nonlinear twist, with local variations 
near the tip to compensate for the angle of attack disturbance caused by the vortex from the preceedlng 
blade.    The tip is also tapered to reduce the strength of the tip vortex and Improve the spanwise loading 
distribution.    This rotor has demonstrated substantial Improvements in hovering performance over the 
standard production rotor system.    It is also quieter than the standard rotor. 

Another recent rotor design, shown in Figure 1»,  is that developed for the Sikorsky S-67 Blackhawk 
helicopter.    The blades on this rotor Incorporate a substantial tip sweep, combined with a twist change 
and an airfoil which varies  from a symmetrical, 12 percent thick section at 93 percent radius to a 
cambered, 6 percent airfoil at the tip.    These features are important factors in the good performance and 
low noise signature of this aircraft. 

3. NET HOVER PERFORMANCE 

Even with the refinements in the aerodynamics of rotors mentioned above, it is obviously not 
adequate to consider only the Isolated rotor.    The present concept of.factors influencing net hover per- 
formance of the main rotor is shown in Figure 3.    Not only are aerodynamic design of the rotor and op- 
erational variables  considered, but the blade structural dynamics and the airframe design are also con- 
sidered.    The blade structure can Influence the Isolated rotor performance, as previously discussed,  and 
the airframe design,  in combination with the rotor aerodynamic design and operational variables, determine 
vertical drag (download on the airframe) and rotor thrust recovery (increase in rotor thrust at constant 
power due to the presence of the airframe).    The isolated rotor performance, vertical drag, and thrust 
recovery determine the net rotor performance.    Note that this diagram considers the main rotor only and 
that the tail rotor and transmission, etc., must still be considered for overall aircraft performance. 

1»,    EFFECT OF ROOT CUTOUT 

An example of some of the aerodynamic interaction factors mentioned will be described for a rotor 
having a large root cutout.    One such rotor is the Sikorsky TRAG rotor system, which is a variable diameter, 
telescoping blade configuration under development for advanced VTOL aircraft, with support from the U. S. 
Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratories.    This rotor has a blade physical arrangement which 
results in a root cutout of approximately 30 percent of radius when the blade is fully extended, as can be 
seen in Figure 6.    The Inboard half of the blade is aa elliptical cross-section tube which is enclosed by 
the outer blade when the blade is retracted.    The ellipse is 33 percent thick and has a chord of one-third 
that of the outer blade.    There was concern that this large cutout might result in a substantial hovering 
performance penalty, and a series of tests of four-foot diameter rotors were conducted, under U. S. Air 
Force sponsorship, to establish the effect of root cutout.    Results are reported in Reference 8.    The 
test blades used in the investigation are shown in Figure 7-    They included root cutout values, measured 
from the center of rotation, of 10 percent (minimum value), 25,  1*0, and 50 percent of radius.    Typical 
test results are shown in Figure 8, which presents hovering figure of merit ratio (normalized to the 
10 percent cutout value)  as a function of percent cutout.    The performance penalty at 30 percent cutout 
was about as predicted,  ranging from about four to six percent at typical thrust coefficients and tip 
speeds.    At lower cutout values an unexpected nonlinear variation was established, with significant per- 
formance losses which were not predicted by any of several theories used.     In order to eliminate the 
possibility that differences in construction accuracy between the four sets of blades was causing the 
effect shown, the tests were repeated with a single set of blades, with root cutout successively increased 
by removing the Inboard trailing edge, through the range  from 10 to 30 percent cutout.    Essentially 
Identical results were obtained.    It seems evident that the nonlinear behavior with cutout is associated 
with the changes in the downwash velocity distribution Induced by the cutout, and possibly due to formation 
of a finite strength root vortex as well as the usual tip vortex.    Flow visualization photographs, using 
smoke filaments ejected from the blades, show evidence of a finite strength root vortex for the 30 percent 
cutout case.    The downwash patterns are different for the 10 percent and 50 percent cutout cases, as 
shown in Figure 9.    These patterns, determined from the flow visualization studies, show that the  large 
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cutout producea ciGw111Uh f:'lov vhich 1a farther outboard than tor the conventiOII&l (llini- cutout) rotor. 
At hip tbruat, a.oke emtted rro. the 50 percent apanviae atati011 actll&l.l,y 110vea outl.oard aa it tlova 
dovD, in c011trut to cOIIftntional behavior. 

5 • VEI'l'I CAL DRAG AID 'l'HRUS'l' RECOVERY 

Aa the 1ar1e cutout rotor produce• leu lltt and therefore leu dovnvuh near the center or the 
diak than tbe conventioaal a.al.l cutout rotor, it vu reu011ed that it ahould abo produce leu download 
(ftrtical clrec) 011 that portioa ot tbe airtra.e inboard ot 50 percent racliua. To verity thia hJpotheaia, 
a aecond aeriea ot teat• vere conducted, under U. s. Anay apODaorahip, to determine the ditterencea in 
ftrtical drac and thruat recOftlT due to root cutout tor sf'veral airtr.- contiprationa (Reference 9). A 
tJpical airtra.e IIOclel, repreaentina a co.pound helicopter coatipratioa, vith tuaelace and a vin1 haviDI 
a apan or 6o percent or the rotor di .. ter, 1a ahovn in Fiaure 10. The airtra.e download vu •uured 
daultaneoual,y but independently or the rotor thruat and torque •a•ure•nta. The 11111aaured valuea ot 
ftrtical c1rec 011 thia airt'rule, and dllilar •uur ... nta tor the tuaelap without vin~, are ahovn in 
Fi,ure ll u function• ot the net thruat coetticient-ao!iditJ ratio, (CT - ?,D)/a. Aa can be aeen, the 
ftrtical drac 1a reduced throu,h uae ot the larp cutout rotor, particuJ:ari~ tor the vinpd conti,urationa. 

The ettecthe vertical c1rec 1a ·actll&l.l)' leu than the •uured download, in 110at cuea, becauae 
ot a favorable interference ettect ot the airt'rule on rotor pertol'llallce. Thia 11.1¥ be vieved u a partial 
11"0\IDd effect and 1a referred to here u thruat recoveey. 1'be thruat recoveey ill defined in Fi,ure 12 aa 
the increue in thrust at conatant paver that the rotor experience• in the preaence ct the airtraae, coa
pare4 to tile perto~ce ot the iaolated rotor. Thh thruat recoveey, expreaaed u a percentap or 
ftrtical drac, 1a ahown in Fi,ure 13 tor the cuea under c011dderat1011. For the tuaelap •odel, the 
thruat recoftey 1a aliptl,y better vith 50 percent cutout than vith the llini- cutout, vhereu vith the 
v1QI, which hu 110at or the additi011al area inboard or 50 percent racliua, the thruat recover)' 1a not u 

· 1004· The net vertical draco vhich 1a the ditte:reo1ce between the airtra.e download and the thruat re
coverr, 1a preaented in Fi,ure 14. The net aavina in vertical drac vith the 50 percent cutout 1a not u 
larp u the 11"088 vertical drac reduct1011 (Fiaure ll) but 1B atill appreciable. In tact, the hover 
pertol'llallce penalt:r tor the larp cutout, which 11110unta to tour to dx percent at t)'Pical thruat levela 
tor the iaolated rotor, 1a reduced to 011l,y tvo to three percent tor the vinpd c011ti,uration vhen the 
net vertical drac aavinp are c011ddered. 

Hover pertol'llallce and vertical drac are influenced bJ blade root cutout priaril,y becauae or the 
effect or cutout on blede apan load diatribut1011, which in turn attecta rotor icduced power and dovn-
v•h near the root. It ahould be expected that an:r other rotor aerocJ¥naic wdiD ftl'iable vhich CODtrola 
apan lead diatribution •ilht have ai•ilar ettecta. A aecoad e~le ot thia relatiOIIahip 1a provided bJ 
tbe uae ot blade tviat to incre•e hover etticienc;r. Moat helicopter rotora have a blade loadin1 diatri
bution vtlich 1a too lov at the inboard end to achiew the elude i~al or unitona diak loadiQI. IncreuiDI 
tviat vill uauall,y 1Aprove the loaclin1 diatributiOII and increue the hover ti,ure ot Mrit, at leut 
tor the bola ted rotor. The hilber dovnvuh produced at the inboard end, however, can be expected to 
r"ult in hiper net ftrtical draca. Thb vu illuatrated' b7 recent teata at SikoraJIT Aircraft, where 
hover fiilbt teata or a hilb-tviat experiMntal rotor cJe.onatrated an increue in uaetul littin~ capacit:r 
ot Ol1lJ tvo-thirda or the thruat increue cJe.onatrated on the rotor whirl tover. 

6. THRUST REOOVERY OF ASYMN!TIUCAL CO.nCJURATI<mS 

All or the vertical drac 110del teata conducted b7 Sikonq Aircraft tor dn~le rotor airtr
coati,uratiODa out ot 11"01.1114 ettect have ahow thruat recowey ettecta, t:rpicall,y in the ranp ot 20 to 
50 percent or the vertical clrec· Thf'ae dQile rotor airtra.e ~la pnerall,y exhibit a aubatantial de
ll'" or polar a:r-etrr, i.e. an:r area blockap under 011e porti011 or the rotor diak 11 110re or le .. bal
anced b:r a eillilar area di-tricall,y ~ita. Thua the tront or the tuaeliiP tend& to balance the rear 
ot tbe tuaelap, and a rilbt viDI panel tend& to balance the lett viDI panel about the center ot rotati011. 
Teate or u~trical COIIti,urationa, 011 the other hand, have not alVIIJB a!Jovn favorable thruat recoveey 
ettecta. One e:u~~ple or thia vu pro'rided b:r a aeriea or t .. ta or tilt-rotor IIOdela. The tilt-rotor ia 
a lateral tvin rotor conti,uration, and althoulh it 1B a:r-trical vith reapect to the tuaelap centerline, 
the area blockace 1B hilbl:r ..,_trical trca the point or new or each rotor. One or the teat IIOdela, 
which utilized an end plate u a reflection plane to ai.ulate the preaence or the aecond rotor, ia ~own 
in P'iaure 15. Meuured vertical drac characteriatica tor thia IIOdel out ot around ettect are ahovn in 
P'i,ure 16 tor tvo viDI tlap conditi011a. Althou,h the vertical drac torcea wre aubatantial, there vu no 
•uurable thruat recover:r at hip rotor thruat and actll&l.l:r a alilbt nepti ve thruat recoveey at low 
thruat. All or the tilt rotor c011t1,urat1011a inveatipted ahoved pnerall,y aillilar reaulta. Teate or the 
rotor v1 th a reflection plane 011l,y ahoved no Bi~Qiticant a4ftrae interference tor the rotor-to-rotor 
aeparat1011 diatance beiDI 81-.al.ated. Thua a011111 peculiarU;y or the tilt rotor airtr.. conti,uration 1a 
reapanalble tor the reault. 

For a while it vu bJPotheai:led tbat the lack ot polar B)'metr)' ot the blocked area in the dovn
vuh tlov or the rotor lllicbt be ~•J;:onaible tor the lack or thruat recoveey. Thia conJecture aeemed 
a~at reuonable conaideriDI that the rotor 1B articulated and therefore cannot aupport an unbalanced 
-nt about the center of rotation. An interference in the dovnvuh tlav field lllilht be suppoaed to 
cauae the rotor to t:l.ap in auch a Mnner u to cancel out ~ incr..ental litt. To check thia idea, 
calculation• were -de tor tvo B111ple caaea vi th Sikorsky'• Geceraliaed Rotor Pertol'II&Dce metho4, vbich 
accol.llltB tor tbe .. rocb-n•ica and d;rn•ica or a treel,y-t'lappina riaid blade. An untviated rotor at zero 
blade pitch vu uau.d, and the rotor infiov ratio,>., vu ua\:llllld eq•1al to zero at all points except. 
tor a thirt:r delfte aector ot the diak in 011e cue, and tor tvo diU~etricall,y-oppoaite thirtJ de~r&e 
aecton 1n tbe other cue. In theae areu an arbitraey intlov ratio ot .02 vu ua~~~~ed, to repreaent 
an upward interference ftlocit:r in the plsne or the disk cauaed by the airtrUie. It the h)'pothea!a vere 
correct, the .,_trical diaturbance abould produce a litt incre~~ent, vbereu the unbalanced diaturbance 
ahould produce none. Reaulta or theae calculation• are preaented in FilUM 17. Ti .. historiea or blade 
fi&ppiDI and thruat coefficient tor one blade are shOVD tor both the a:r-trical disturbance (double 
pulae, vith pulaea cftntered about 90 and 270 degree• aziiiUth) and u~tdcal diaturbance (sinale pulae 
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centen4 about 90 depoeee ulauth uc1e) • '!'be calcul&tiODe 41eprovecl the oriliDal bJpotheeb; the eiqle 
~e 41et\ll'buce ehon u intepoatecl lltt incre.ent ot euct]¥ ODe-halt that ot the clOIIble pulse 41etur
buce, rather thaD •ro. '!be blade• do tl.ap to el1111nate the Wlbal&Dcecl -nt, but they do it in euch a 
v~~r that there 1e a poeitin litt incre.ent 011 the halt ot the cllek oppoelte the clleturbuce u well u 
cllrect]¥ at the 41eturbuce. 

'!'be lack ot thruet recon1'7 ot the tilt rotor 110dele reaaloe UDexplainecl, but it ie nov believecl 
t~at a parUal reclrcul&tin1 dolmvaeh tlov develope when both the tlov block ... clue to the villi ucl the 
retlectioa plue are ~reeent. Tbla recircul&tioa, which voulcl not exbt when either the Vinl or the plue 
ot e~t1'7 were abeent, coulcl cauee e11 increue 1D the rotor inclucecl power that voulcl tencl to cancel the 
beneficial thruet recont1'7 ettect. '!'be teet reeulta are etill bellevecl to be correct and applicable to 
qpical lateral tvln rotor CODtll\ll"&tioae. 

Sllbeequent to the above test experience, Sikorsky hu obtalnecl teet clata oa another u:r-trical 
centl~~aratioa which cloee ehov the noraal thruet recovery ettect. Tbb vu a hover teet ot a tull she 
tail rotor - nrtical tin coabinatioa in which the rotor clovnvuh vu cllrectecl tovarcl the tin rather than 
&VII¥ troa it. All ot the area block ... vee on oce aide ot the rotor cllek, but thruet recovery uo11ntecl t~ 
approxiMteq 25 1)11rcent ot the lateral tin 4n1, lftatq decreuinl the urocllnllllic 1)11nalt:y ot the block
ap in the ellpetreu. This result providee a qualitative contlr.ation ot the theoretical calculations 
cleecrlbecl aboft. A pod tin thruet recovery ettect shoulcl be conllidered u the normal Ill tuation tor air
rr- caponente in the nov tlelcl ot a hoveriDI rotor whether the area blockap exbibite polar e:r-try 
or not. It ehoulcl be notecl that thb coaclueioa ill not in &poeeMnt with earlier NACA etu41ee, reported 
in Reterencee 10 and ll, where a\teapte to IIIIUure thruet recovery were pneralq UDeucceeetul. ObviO\IIIq 
the influence ot airrr- COIIJICIDente oa the rotor vlll decreue u the ell stance between the tvo increases. 
Thill 41111nution ot thruet reconry Vi th increasiDI separation between rotor .nil airtr&llll hu been ob
'lerntd eenral tiMe in varioue 110del tel!tll. 

7 • GROUifl EP'FEC'l' 

'!'be influence on honr 1)11rtoraaoce ot rotor proxiai t;y to the ,roUDd has lon1 been recocnhed, but 
the phenc.enon is not very well ~~nderetood. Several peculiaritiee have been noted which as :yet are not 
explained b7 theory. One ex-.ple ot thill is the apparent influence ot blade upect ratio on the --.ni tude 
ot thruet aupentation in goUDd ettect. In a etud;y conducted b:y Sikoreq Aircraft several :yeare .. o it 
vu notecl that lov aspect ratio blaclee eeea to have ei~niticantq hilber auc-entation ratios due to 
pooUDd ettect the~~ hilh aspect ratio blades. This relationship vae rep:)rted in Reference 12. Another 
~&explained phenoaenon 1e the influence ot blade tvlet on jp'OWld ettect. Fi~~ar~~ 18 presents hover 1)11r
toraaoce elate obtained in teste conducted at United Aircraft Reeearch Laboratories on tvo aoclel rotors 
which were identical except tor blade tvlet. SOllie or these clata were obtained in u. S. Ar~~r-eupported 
teet• which arw deacril:ed in Reference 3. For the out-ot-,roUDd-ettect concll tion, hilb ne1ative tviet 1e 
beneficial at the hilber thruet levels, as would be expected. With the rotor cloee to the lrDWld, hovever, 
the lover tvlet rotor hu eubetez~tialq better performance throUihout the ueual r&n~e or thruet loacllQIB. 
'l'bis ettect ill ehovn in a 41fterent aaoner in Fi,ure 19, which preeente thruet &U~~Rntetion ratio ( thruet 
in ,roUDd ettect 41vided b:y thrust out ot ,ro~~nd ettect) as a tllllctioa or heisht above sround. 

Ae the thruet recovery upect or vertical drag phencaena is preeuaed to be due to partial ,ro~~nd 
ettect, it eeeu reuoaable to ase\De that tactore which influence the -..aitllde or ,ro11nd ettect, in
clu41nl blade upect ratio e11d twist, would &leo influence the -.nitllde or thnet recovery. However, 
teet data to verity thie assuaption are not available. 

8. THE IXTERRELATIOISHIP OF VERTICAL DRAG AID GROUND EFFECT 

Becauee the dovnvuh pattern below a hoverin1 rotor is eubetutialq altered b:y proximity to the 
aro~~nd, it ie to be exp~cted that vertical ell"&~ or airframe component• will also be altered b:y ground 
effect. The chan1e in dovnvaeh pattern is shown b:y the photoaraphs in Fi1ure 20 which show patterns or 
smoke introduced into the flow field just above the rotor. In 1round ettect, a dcae-shaped re1ion of ~ov 
velocity air &:!)pears under the center or the 41sk, and the ~~&in dovnvuh tlov is pushed outboard. Static 
preesures in the flow field are also substantially altered, as described in Reference 13. Both the 
velocity and pressure tielcs vill influence vertical dr&l. The interrelationship or around effect and 
vertical dr .. is illustrated by teet results obtained on a eerie:. of simple modele below a rotor. The 
rotor is the same II$ that shown in Figure 20; it is tvo feet in diameter, with tvo untwisted blades or 
aspect ratio six. The vertical dr .. 1110dels included a cylindrical simuJ.ated tusel .. e with a diameter 
ot 0.25 Rand a len1th or 1.2 R (where R is rotor radius), a simulated vina with a chord ot 0.2 R and 
a span or 1.6 R, and tvo flat disks havina radii or 0.4 R and 0.6 R respectively. All,models were symme
trically mounted under the rotor and the three flat configurations were 0.33 R below the rotor. The 
siaulated tusel .. e vas closer to the rotor; the top or the cylinder vas .073 R below the rotor disk. 
Altho\llh these aodels do not represent any actual helicopter configuration, the trends of the data 
are aenerall:y representative or the aero~smic interrelationships to be expected. 

T.ypical results or the tests are presented in Fi11.1res 21-24. The collective pi~ch is constant 
(approxi~~ateq 10 dearees) tor all rssults ehovn. The measured rotor torque vas also essentially constut 
within the accuracy ot llll&eure•nt tor all conditions shown. The influence of heilht abovo, gro11nd and ver
tical dr .. configuration on rotor thrust at conetut power is shown in Figure 21. A substutial ground 
ettect exists tor the isolated rotor; the rotor thrust coefficient - solidity ratio increases by approxi
ll&tel:y 35 percent u heisht is decreased rroa the out-or-around-effect condition (assumed tor Z/R • 5) to 
the loveet value (Z/R • 0.45). The presence ot the vertical dr .. JDOdels increases the thrust (positive 
thruet reconry) at the out-ot-,ro~~nd-effect con41tion, but has very little effect on rotor thrust at the 
ainimua heilbt. It m~ be noted that in the vicinity ot Z/R • l eeveral ot the models actually caused a 
neptive thruet recovery, that is, the rotor thrust is leu with the airtrsme components present than tor 
the ieolated rotor. 

I 
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i!le thnwt reco-ntey, obtained tr011 the ditren•nces in the cu:rvea or Figure 21, 1a shown in Jl'igure 22 
tor the 'NZ'i CN& ftrtical dr .. 110dels. In each cue the thruat recoveey CIUI be aeen to drop substlllltially 
at rotor heilbt ratioa belov 2.0, bec011in1 neptive r ., •. three or the models at Z/R • 1.0 . At the loveat 
heilbt the .-pi tude ot thruat recoftey 1a very ••11 tor all models. 

Tbe •uured -ntrtical dr .. valuea tor the IIIOClela are preaented in Figure 23. These curves also 
eldlibi t a drop in ftl.ue vi th clecreuinl Z/R , bec011in1 nepti ve tor aeveral modele at the lowest rotor 
heilbt. The 6o percent diak hu a particula:rily la:rp negative vertical draa (positive litt force) at 
aillt..a rotor heipt. Preasure meaa~nte oa the diak shoved a aubatiUltial positive preseure on the 
lover aurtace IUld a au:rpriainaly la:rp neptift preaeure peak at the center or the upper surface. The 
neptiw p:re18ure peak euapate the fol'llllltion ot a vertical standing vortex of subetlllltial strength on 
the upper aurtace, u previoualy reported in Reference 14 . A aimila:r drop i n pressure vas noted on the 
p-ound direct~ under the center ot the rotor when the rotor -• mounted close to the ground but vi thout 
wrtical dr .. 110del8. 

i!le net wrtical dr .. , which 1a the •u•.&red vertical draa minua the rotor thrust recoveey, is 
preaented in Fiaure 24. It Cllll be aeen that the net or effective vertical draa aenerally drops in ground 
etrect, and can be aubatantially neptive veey close to the ground. The tvo disks, which ehov the 
la:rpat neptiw d:rap, alao eldlibit a alilbt dip in the cUI'ft at a heipt-radiua ratio, Z/R, of 2.0. 
Ot all the IIOdela, the wiDI extenda ta:rtheat. out f'rOII the center of rotation into the hiper velocity 
repoa ot the dolmvuh field. It exhibite lUI eaaentially constant. net vertical draa with reducins rotor 
heilbt dovD to oae rotor radiua, to11oved by a aha:rp drop to a near-zero net dr .. at the lowest heisht. 

The final exaaple ot the co.ple;dty ot Yertical draa is preaented in Figure 25 which shove add
itioaal tee~ data on the ettect ot wiDI wrtical location tor the out-ot-around-ettect condit.on. The 
apparent w:rtical dr .. (•uured dovnload dirlded b:y rotor thruat •uured concurrently) is hisher tor 
the hilb wina poaition than tor the lov wiDI poaition. Atter accountina tor thruat recoveey, however, the 
etre..:t iB rewned; the net wrtical drac ( dovnload ainua thruat increue, divided by isolated rotor 
thr\.18~ at the •- power) iB hilbel' tor the lov vina than tor the hip wina. This reault seeu quali ta
the~ reuoaaole in Yiev ot the elipstreu contraction which occurs below the rotor; the vine blocks a 
aaller percen·~ ot the elipatream vhen it ia ftl7 near the rotor dilk th1111 it does in a lov poei tion 
where the alip~c:treu ia tully contracted. 

9. CC.CWDIJG RDWIICS 

At the preaent tiM tbere is no theOl')' which ene011puaee all or enn moat ot the aero~11amic 
inte:rrelationahipa coaaide:red herein. Theae tacton c1111 be atudied with a.all modele at moderate cost, 
with ..sequate accur~ 1111d re-oeatability. The lov Re:ynolda nlabera ot some ot the tlove involved, hov
eftr, Mke direet applicatiOII ot the data to t'llll abe helicoptera aa.what queatioaable. There needa to be 
a aeriea ot BJB~tic ezperi•ntal reaea:rch procr- on both 1111&11 IUld la:rp acale modele to eet.abliah 
Re:ynol4a n-..er etrecta and to extend the t'llnd ot data available oa the overall howrins etticienc:r ot 
helicoptera. Further, it ia neceaaary to de'Nlop analytical IIOdela tha~ vi11 permit determination ot 
wrtical draco thrust reCOYeey, ground etrect, etc., to aive the daaiper the •an• ot optimi&inc hie 
airc:ratt without the neceaaity ot lone and coatly experimental optWzatioa pNII'UII. 

There is an additional tactor ~~at needa emphasis. Up to thia point the diacuaeion has been limited 
to pUl·e hover, in other verda ~horizontal velocity ca.ponent. due !o ei~•r tranalation or vind ia 
cocaiclered. Statiatically, thia is a rather rare eftnt - the real hover aituation inwlves advance 
ratioa which are aeldoa belov • .:~l &nd occuionally hilber than O.lO . There ia evidence, tor elUIIIIple as 
41acuaaed in Reterencea 1 and 15, that rotor hover ae:ro4iJnamica are altered eubatantially at very l01t 
aclYance :ratica. It ia quite poeaible that rotor-airtrame-around interference relationships in pneral 
alao are altered aubatanti&llJ at lov apeeda . There is very little u:~et'lll expe:riMntal data on theae rela
tionahipa, and no eatabliahed theoriea. It ahould be an object;ive to develop t eat data and theories tor a 
continUCNa apect:r-.. ot operation troll true howr up to hilh torvard speeds. 'l'he rotor-airtr&~~e interference • 
which ia p:riM.I"ily a performance conaideration in howr, become• priMrily a stability and control con
aide:ration in cruiae. A continuoua theor,r ia neceaaaey to define the relative aacnitude ot these ettecte 
tor any apecitied conditiOD· 

It ia tiM tc tocua additioaal attention on the aerocli)'naaica ot hoverinc rotor• in real environmente: 
alve.JB in cloae proxiaity to an airtr-. treq-...ntly in close proximity to the cround, 1111d usually in 
'NI'i&ble win~ which re1Uire continual corrective action• bJ the pilot.. 
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ROTOR AERODYNAMIC DESIGN 

BLADh STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS 

OPERATIONAL VARIABLES 

AIRFRAME AERODYNAMIC DESIGN- 
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THE ROTOR IN AXIAL FLOW 

by 

Herbert Zimmer 
DORNIER AG 

Aerodynamics Departement 
D-799 Friedrichahafen 

Postfach 317 
Germany 

SUMMARY 

The present study is concerned with the rotor in axial flow. It is possible to treat the whole 
practical region of advance ratios, beginning with large positive values (propellers) over small positive 
and negative values (helicopters) (part 1) up to large negative values (recovery rotor) (part 2). 

Firstly a brief outline of the calculation methods is given. In the first part a vortex method is 
used, but in the second part a momentum - blade element method was applied on account of widely separa- 
ted flow. Since these methods have to be used many times during a design cycle or during performance 
calculations it is important that they are as quick as possible to save computer calculation time. 

Finally, a comparison with experimental data is performed for some cases. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A Rotor disc area 

A A disc area element 

Activity factor   = MS j'^ (±)J d (i) 

b 

c 

CD 
Cl 
Cli 
cLi 

"WP 

AD 

F 

AF 

F.M. 

h 

AL 

Number of rotor blades 

Blade chord at radius r 

Local blade section drag coefficient 

Local blade section lift coefficient 

Blade section design lift coefficient 

Integrated design lift coefficient   « 

Power coefficient = 

0.5   '.-raö-) 
,_  ff RPMl^3    / 2R tftl \5 

el-TööT'    1—55 ' 

Thrust coefficient - 
0.1515    (j$J) 

Pressure coefficient in turbulent wake be- 
P-P, 

f  V3 hind fast descending rotor  = 

Drag of rotor blade element 

Rotor thrust 

Thrust of rotor blade element 
CT(i.5) 

Figure of merit   =0.798  -äJ- 

Maximum blade profile thickness 

Lift of rotor blade element 

M 

A M 
■ m 

P 

Pl 

R 

r 

r 

V 

VJ 

w. 
i 

x.y.z 

Z 
w 

a. 
a. 
n 
n. 

Rotor torque 

Torque of rotor blade element 

Mass flow through rotor disc area element 

static pressure 

static pressure on the upper side of rotor 
disc area element 

static pressure on the lower side of rotor 
disc arua element 

atmospheric pressure 

Total blade radius 

radius along blade 

Radius of rotor area acting like an imperme- 
able disc 

Blade root 

Radius of rotor tip vortex at azimuth angle Y 

Axial free stream velocity 

Axial velocity through rotor plane » w,-V 

Resulting velocity at rotor blade element 

Axial velocity at end of wake core 

Axial induced velocity at hovering for hypo- 
thetical rotor with uniform disc loading = 

Axial induced velocity in rotor plane 

Rectangular coordinate system 

Axial displacement of rotor tip vortex at 
azimuth angle Y 

Rotor blade section effective angle of attack 

Local induced angle of attack 

Blade angle at radius r 

Blade angle at blade root 
u 

=  arctan     —— 

taMUHte, 
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• arctan   ci /CQ 

1^ Inflow angle ■ arctan 

Xd aondimensional velocity through rotor 

plane »   Vj/v, 

Xz nondimenslonal rate of descent * V / v. 

3 
So 
6 

V 

ID 

density of air 

sea level standard density 

•   S^S. 

Azimuth angle 

Blade rotational speed » gj  

1. HOVERING AND ASCENDING ROTOR 
(Helicopter, propeller) 

This part, which is applicable to propellers and helicopter rotors, is vadd in the whole positive 
advance ratio range over hovering flight up to very small negative values. The me hod is a vortex-line- 
blade-element-theory with vortex wake sheets of every blade consisting of serveral discrete vortices formed 
by straight line segments. 

Especially for small advance ratios the blades of a rotor ?re operating in the vicinity of the wakes 
of the preceding blades, therefore a knowledge of the shape of this wakes is necessary to calculate the in- 
flow and forces of the rotor. This is possible by the free-wake-analysis. But In this case no use was mads 
of it, because the calculation time would be too high and because the aim of this study was the ability to take 
into account different conditions at the blade tips, as different blade tip shapes, radial blowing, tip jet drive. 

1.1 THE CALCULATION METHOD 

The basic shape of the blade wake vortex moael is seen in Fig. 1. In the weakly loaded case the 
shed vorticity dissipates early, therefore the relatively short blade wakes. In the heavily loaded case, a 
rolling up of the vortex sheets takes place in general. But this process and the behaviour of the tip vortex 
is mainly a function of rotor geometry. This is shown by investigations in Ref. 1 and in Fig, 2. 

Preliminary flow visualisations in the 
Dormer water channel (Ref. 7) also showed speci- 
fic modifications of the tip vortex of a half wing 
model when altering the geometric wing tip shape. 
The main trends are also shown in Fig, 2; stream- 
wise outer edges produce a high intensity tip vor- 
tex with small diameter. A drooped tip moves 
this vortex further outward than the not drooped 
case. Decreasing tip leading edge sweep-back 
below a certain limiting value («60°) causes a 
decrease in tip vortex intensity and an increase 
in diameter. A pointed blade tip with 30° sweep- 
back showed no tip vortex, (compare with Ref. 11 
for force measurements) 

INPUT; 

ROTOR OEOMETRV 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
GEOMETRY OF TIP VORTEX 
LENGTH OF BLADE WAKE 

UP TO ROLUNG UP 
PARAMETERS DEFINING 
BLADE PROFILE AERODYNAMICS 
FIRST DISTRIBUTION OF INDUCED 
ANGLE OF ATTACK (SUPPOSITION) 

Observations described in Ref. 4 and 
also those of Dornier tip jet driven test rotors 
indicate, that the tip vortex follows the tip jet but 
dissipates early due to strong jet turbulence 
(Fig. 2). 

On this basis a method was developed 
in which the geometric shape of the tip vortex and 
his length up to dissipation was prescribed accor- 
ding to the geometric properties of the rotor. Also 
the length of the several blade wakes up to rolling 
up is prescribed. The radial contraction of all 
elemental vortices in these wakes is assumed to 
be proportional to that of the tip vortex. 

The axial position of the wake vortices 
however and consecutively the inflow angle and 
downwash distribution is found iteratively as the 
result of the induction of all vortices. The flow 
diagram of the computer program is seen in Fig. a 
An average example co.isumes about IS sec CPU- 
time on an IBM/370-165 computer. 

FIG.  0 

FLOW DIAGRAM OF COMPUTER 
PROGRAM 

LIFT DISTRIBUTION 
AF.fbc V,* [eiCM(«i*tf |.e,iin(»|Wl] Ar 

BOUND CIRCULATION ' 
FREE CIRCULATION 
DOWNWASH CORRECTION 

X 
WAKE MODELL    (FIG. I. 2» 
TIP VORTEX AND RADIAL POSITION OF 
VORTICES IN BLADE WAKE ARE KNOWN 
AXIAL DISPLACEMENT OF BLADE WAKE 
ACCORDING TO INDUCED DOWNWASH 

ROTOR THRUST AND MOMENT 

V 

1 

f: « ..0-}.»cVAr 

KOTOR HAW r- u N>^o/ 
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1.2 CALCULATED EXAMPLES 

The first example is the initial XC-142A propeller as shown in Fig. 3. According to Ref. 2 an 
extensive propeller research program was conducted because of the obvious static performance thrust de- 
ficiency encountered during flight testa. This case seemed to be of interest to check the present method. 
Because of the uncertainty concerning the drag-rise Mach number of the blade tip profiles two limiting va- 
lues were taken. The measured values lie well between the calculated curves especially in the heavily loaded 
case. 

In Fig. 4 the calculated performance of the original C-160 Transall propeller is seen. Measure- 
ments were not available, therefore a comparison with the brochure (Ref. 9) is made. The take-off perfor- 
mance according to the present method also shows a disagreement with Ref. 9 in the low-velocity and static 
case. This may be due to the strong blade-vortex interaction and the partly separated flow which is indicated 
by the thrust capacity in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5 shows the results of an alternative wood propeller design with several blade tip modifica- 
tions which was chosen on account of structural reasons (Ref. 10). Measurements are not available because 
these results were used to modify the design. In the low speed range the propeller with swept tips shows the 
best performance. 

As a final example, a Dornier tip-jet driven test rotor was chosen. In Fig. 6 the calculated down- 
wash distribution in the rotorplane is compared with experiment. It can be concluded that the vortex model 
works also in this case. The measured rotor thrust in Fig. 7 however is higher than predicted.  Possibly 
this is the influence of the dam surrounding the test rig. (Ref. 3). Further studies of this effect are running 
now. 

2. DESCENDING ROTOR 
(Recovery Rotor) 

The second part deals with the powered descending rotor - not with the windmill - for the aim of 
the present study was the calculation of a recovery rotor. Considering the complicated flow field of a des- 
cending rotor with extensive regions of separated flow (Fig. 8) a vortex theory seemed not to be valid. 
Therefore a special blade-element-momentum theory was developed. 

2.1 THE IDEAL DESCENDING ROTOR 

Fig. 9 shows the ideal descending rotor according to momentum theory in terms of nondimensio- 
nal flow through the rotor plane again«t nondimensional sink rate. The theoretical flow fields are outlined 
together with a band of measurements. To describe these better, the following approach has been done; 

2.2 FAST POWERED DESCENT 

In this case the flow through the rotor plane is reverse,  high angles of attack occur   at the bla- 
des, and cause separated flow with constant pressure coefficient as depicted in Fig. 10. This flow is des- 
cribed by Eq. (5) which is also shown in Fig. 10. This equation leads to an ideal autorotation point at 71 z =2. 
The rotor thrust in this case equals  i/ZWR* v'with atmospheric pressure in the rotor wake according to 
Eq.(4). That means the rotor acts like an impermeable disc with the drag coefficient 1.0. In order to make 
a more realistic approach with the actual disc drag coefficient the modification according to Eq. (6) has been 
introduced (Fig. 10 and 11). This model represents a decreasing portion fo the impermeable rotor area, 
when the sink rate is increased. Beyond the sinkrate of 2. 3 the flow through the whole rotor plane is again 
fully reverse. 

Eq. (6) can not be solved for the result must be compatible with the blade-element representation 
according Eq. (7) in Fig. 11. The final solution of Eq. (8) is found iteratively. 

2.3 THE VORTEX RING STATE 

If the sink rate is decreased below the ideal autorotation value (^z=l. 768) the vortex ring state 
is entered. To calculate   this flow, the approach of Ref. 5 was modified (Fig. 12). The basic considera- 
tions are as follows: The wake of a descending rotor behaves like a free jet. The area HIJ in Fig.  12 re- 
presents the loss free jet core. In the outside of line IJ the mixing zone begins with a practically constant 
static pressure. On the line IK there exists no axial velocity. Because this line contains the stagnation 
point of the onset flow it can be concluded that the static pressure there equals the total head of the onset 
flow. Experiments confirm this. Therefore the energy theorem can be written in the form given in Fig. 12. 
Again momentum theory and blade-element theory must be in accordance and Eq. (11) is solved iteratively. 
But a solution over the whole rotor disc area is found only in the static case. With increasing sink rate 
there exists an increasing rotor disc area, where Eq. (11) has no solution and when the ideal autorotation 
is reached there is no solution at all. This undefined rotor area is again replaced by a corresponding im- 
permeable disc, so the flow field is similar to that depicted in Fig.  12. 
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2.4 CALCULATED EXAMPLES 

The calculated performance of a recovery rotor in the region of high sink rates ia given in Fig. 13. 
With the aid of results like this it is possible to establish a pitch schedule for a transition with constant 
power and RPM. A comparison with experiment throughout the whole transition range is shown in Fig. 14, 
which represents a quasi-stationary transition at a fixed plich. Measured and calculated thrust and power 
agree fairly well from the vortex ring state up to a certain sink rate well beyond the ideal autorotation. 
Above this sink rate, however, the measured thrust is higher and the measured power is lower than the 
calculated values. 

This behaviour cannot be explained by a lower than atmoshperic pressure in the rotor wake using 
Eq. (4) nor with the blade profile polar curves according to twodimensional measurement. 

But from preliminary flow visualications according Fig. 15 there Is some evidence for the exi- 
stence of free vortices along the blade upper surfaces, which can in fact alter the twodimensional profile 
characteristics in a favourable direction. Fig. IS gives also an impression of the selected layout of the 
recovery rotor. In the cruise condition the rotor is locked and operates as an empennage. For transition 
It is converted into a rotor with increased diameter due to the centrifugal force. 
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TIP PATH 

WEAKLY LOADED ROTOR 

M|.1 
(DRIEI MIBEl If BUDE HUE 

HEAVILY LOADED ROTOR 
TIP PATH 

200      2^0       280      320     360 Y[01 

K' 

RADIAL CONTRACTION 
(INDEPENDENT OF 
BLADE NUMBER) DROOPED TIP 

REF. (7) 

TIP JET DRIVE -NO CONTRACTION 
-EARLY DISSIPATION OF VORTEX 

HIGH INTENSITY 
VORTEX OF 
SMALL DIAMETER 

TAPERING PLANFORM       REF. (1) 
  55» SWEEPBACK AT TIP L.E. 

^yyy^:--y.   LOW INTENSITY THICK TIP VORTEX 
'    ■■■■■'•■      -EARLY DISSIPATION    REF (7) 

30* SWEEPBACK -NO TIP VORTEX 
- EARLY DISSIPATION OF VORTEX SHEET 

REF. (7 ) 

40        80        120       160      200       2A0       280      320 

El|.2   BEIHETRY IF IITORIIF VOITEI 

Yf] 
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2FE16A3-AA     4 BLADES 
86 ACTIVITY FACTOR 
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15.625 FEET DIAMETER 
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h \ N s. 
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^. h/c 
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■~-| 

0.1     0.2     0.3      0.4      0.5      0.6      0.7      0.8      0.9     1.0 
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c/2R 
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60°--0.08 

50' 
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30OJ 

20« 
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0.02 

i oo- ■ aoi 

h/c 

■0.8 

■0.7 

■0.6 

0.5 
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0.3 

0.2    h 

-0.1 

O-J- o       L o 

r N^ 

/ 
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_/ > 

\ 

\ >^1 \ 
- 

v      1 \ 

/" '^ 

V 
2FE16A3-^A    «BLADES 
86 ACTIVITY FACTOR 
0.475 INTEGRATED DESIGN CLJ 

15.625 FEET DIAMETER 

\ 

\ \ 
\ ^ K \ 

ß 
X 

h/c 
— 

"        ' 
^ 

0.1      0.2      0.3      0.4      0.5      0.6      0.7      0.8      0.9      1.0 
RADIUS   r/R 
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n[oi 
60 

40 

20 

THRUST 
(kpl 

6000 

5000 

4 000 

3 000 

THRUST 

•^J HSD 4/8000/6 PROPELLER 
DIAMETER 

^-^ .  4 BLADES 

^" 

0                 0 .5                 1.0 1.5 2.0 25     [ml 

THRUST CAPACITY 
976 RPM 

2000 4000 

15^ 
y       TAKE OFF POWER 

^UL 
6000 8000 [SHP]  10000 

vrkts] 
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PLANFORM 

HOFFMANN L-2583+117-9.1 - LP PROPELLER 
4 BLADES 
WITH SEVERAL BLADE TIP 

MODIFICATIONS   REF.(io) 

Iml 

THRUST 
[kpl 

7 000 

6000 

5 000 

4 000 

TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE 

METAL-PROPELLER 

•WITHOUT INSTALLATION LOSSES- 

V [ktsl 

Fil.S     C-1BI mmil RODI-PIIPEUEI 
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5      Cm] 
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PRORLE NACA 63« -021 
NO TWIST 
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S-10 

600 

Ikp] 

400 

ROTOR 
THRUST 

200 

30 

25 

[kpl 

20 

15 

10 

THRUST UFA 
TIP JET UNIT 

200 240 [RPM] 

M|.7     TIP JET IIKEI TEST IITII 
l| MIFimiCE 
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FAST DESCENT 

mu 
IDEAL AUTOROTATION 

VORTEX RING STATE 

HOVERING 

Fii.l IECIVEIY RITIR 

TYPER Rf F1RI RRRIRR IRIHSITIRN 

.-.-.:   -^^ 
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WINDMILLING 

^•-TW'T)'-1 
POWERED DESCENT 

+ 1 

Mil  IIEI1 IIICEIIIIt IIIII 

rrz: 
F^f itR2[v2{1-cwp)-Vd

2J 
U) 

Ad.^X2
2(1-cWp)-4' (5) 

Fll.ll 
iimilEICIIIIII IITII 
llFIIT PIIEIEI IEICEIT 

IDEAL 
AUTOROTATION 
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MOMENTUM THEORY 

Fa-|-Tc[V2(R2+0.28ra
2-1.28 r\7 )-Vd (R2-ra

2)] 

ra = R [(1.8797 -^ -1.8797) Az-3.3233 ^- + 4.3233] 

F= f (V,Vd.F) (6) 

BLADE ELEMENT 
THEORY 

AF B (AL sin e + AD cose)  sin(e+>>) 

AM ^p1-» (AL sin t+AD cose )  cos(t+^) 

R 

F = y b   |   c (r2 iu2 + Vj2) (c^ sin 6+ cw   cos e ) sin ( c + iJ1) dr 

F= g (Vd.ui.n.F) 

F  = f {V.Vd(F)  =   g (Vd.uu.n.F) 

V.uu.ß       ARE GIVEN 

(7) 

F =  f ( Vd . F )   =   g ( Vd , F ) (8) 

Fil.11    HElli DESCENDING DDTDD 

II EIST DESCENT NP TD IDEIl KDTDDDTtTIDN 
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MOMENTUM  THEORY 
AF =   m Vw 

rh = 3 V AA 

AA= 2 it r Ar 

(9) 

ENERGY THEOREM 
ABOVE ROTOR 

Po + 0   = Pi + -f" vd2 

BELOW ROTOR 

P2+7Vd2= Po+fv2 +^-vw
2 

Ap = P2- p-j  =   AF/ AA 

Ap = -f-V2
+| Vw

2 

syßA Vw=V^--v' 

AF = 2 S it r Vd   [Vd + V Vd2-V2' ]    Ar 

IBLADE ELEMENT THEORY 

do) 

AM/r 

ROTOR 
PLANE 

AF - (AL sin e + AD cos e) sin(e->>) 

AM = (AL sin 6 + AD cos 6) cos( e - i>) r 

AF« Vd(r) [Vd(r) + Vvd(r)2 + V2]   = 

s  b_c_v  {r)2(c   sin c + en cose) sin(e-^) 
4jfr   n l u (11) 

Fi|.l2 VORTEX Rllt SIIIE 

1.9 
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0.055 

0.050 

60X* 
BLADE PITCH AND 
REQUIRED POWER 

765 RPM 

BLADE PITCH 
AND 
ROTOR THRUST 

765 RPM 
TRANSITION 
FOR Cp = 0.2^ 

AUTOROTATION 

0.045 L 
fil.11   IECOIIEIY ROTOR    
l| I000OTRHR PONEO 000100 I0R0RITI0R 
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—— cWp ■ 0 

MEASUREMENT 

CALCULATION 
•<— cWp *-Q2 

900 RPM 

N|.ll 

RECIVEIY IITOR 
HTIIIIIIIB POWER 

ERR I EHER PITCR 
10       15      20       25       30 

V Im/s] 

SMOKE FILAMENTS 

TWO OIMENSIONAL 

THREE DIMENSIONAL 

EiR. IS 

RECRIERY  RRIRR 
C| E1RR VISRIIIISIIION 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN EFFICIENT HOVERING 

PROPELLER/ROTOR PERFORMANCE 

PREDICTION METHOD 

by 

D.O. Gllmore** and I.S. Gartshore*** 

SUMMARY 

This paper descrlb, s the development, of a method for predicting the 
performance of heavily loaded propellers and rotors In steady hovering flight. 
The method has two particularly useful characteristics:  1) certain simplifying 
assumptions which allow consistency in the analytical model to be achieved with 
only a few small scale Iterations and 2) a need for only a part of the wake to 
be specified. 

The analytical model, built up  from three basic elements,  Includes a 
single vortex filament shed from the tip of each blade,  a vortex sheet shed Inboard 
of the point of maximum bound circulation on each blade, and an outboard sheet rolling 
up to form the tip vortex at an arbitrary angle. 

Roll-up angle affects the circumferential variation of Induced velocity 
components but not their mean values. Application of the method to three propellers 
shows that accuracy of results Is dependent upon realism of the assumed wake 
geometry. 

The conceptual simplicity of the method and speed of computation make It 
a potentially useful tool. 

**    Mr. Gllmore Is a staff aerodynamlclst at Canadalr Ltd. 

***    Dr.  Gartshore Is associate professor of aerodynamics at the 
University of British Columbia 
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Notttlon 

SYMBOL 

A 

b 

B 

C 

VCPW 

F 

P.M. 

12 

R 

u 

V 

V 

v' 

x,r 

y 

z 

DESCRIPTION 

Conatant - 1// 2    -  .7071 

Ultimate Wake Axial Velocity Influence factor 

Blade Chord/Radius Ratio 

Number of Blades 

Tip Vortex Radial Contraction Dlatance/R-.. 

2 2 Local Drag Coefficient - D/ l/2pn bR-.. 

Local Lift Coefficient - L/ l/2pn2bRTIp2 

3 5 • Power Coefficient - Power/pn D 

2 4 
Thrust Coefficient - Thrust/pn D 

Circulation Strength Coefficient -     1   x bCju 
4nA     ~2~ 

Diameter of Propeller 

Core Radius of Rolled-Up Tip Vortex and Inboard 
Sheet/RjjpA 

Core Radius of Outboard Sheet Fllaments/R-^pA 

UNITS 

Azimuth Angle - 2w/B 

Figure of Merit - .798 C, 
3/2 

/CP 

Wake Pitch dZ/dij/.k,  Is used for n 6*6 p 

and k. for ijoF 

Distance Between Element of Vortlcity and Point 
of Interest in Flow Field 

Radius, Distance to Radial Station 

Total Velocity/ARjjp 

Induced velocity, also rotational velocity at R 

Non-dimensional Induced Velocity - V/AIL, 

Influence Coefficient In Blot-Savart Law 

Non-dimensional Radial Position - K^TP 
also Cartesian Coordinate 

Non-Dimensional Cartesian Coordinate 

Non-Dimenslonal Axial Coordinate Used in 
Cartesian and Polar Coordinate Systems 

Radian 

Radians 

Ft 

Ft 

Ft/sec. 

GREEK 

•75 Geometric Blade Angle at x »  .75 

2    2 
Circulation Strength - 4nA AR^jpC 

Radial Contraction Rate 

-1 2  2 2 1/2 
Induced Angle - tan      (Vz/r ß   + V    tan) '  ) 

azimuth Angle Measured From Lifting Line 

Rotational Speed 

Ft 

Rad 

2/860. 

-1 

Radians 

Red./sec 

I«»«---- 
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SUISCIIfTS 

••• 
'f' 

'•' 

'o' 

TIP•T 

1. Iatrocluc~ 

Outboard ShMt Pl~t 

Plt...Dt (aapacially 1D !aboard ahMt) 

led of P11-t I.a. when it 1ataraact: 
tip wrtax 

Tip Vortex; e utboard ahaet fllaaeat 

lacllal D1ract1oa 

Taaaaatlal D1ract1oa 

Tip of llada 

Coord1Data D1ract1oaa 

Work 1D the laat clacacla oa hal. coptar aad V/STOL aircraft baa ..,haalaacl 
tba aeacl for detailed iDforatioa oa propellara or rotora at aa early •taa• 1D 
da81p. Wblltt -chocla haw baaa available to treat hlp aclY.nca ratio fllpt 
coacl1t1oaa <- ref. 1 to 11), .. fouacl 1D "oavaatioaal propeller drivaa aircraft, 
tba atatic thruat caae aacl the lOif aclYaac:e ratio coaditioa (vith aither axial or 
oblicaue iDflOif) have very fw dealp Mthocla which al1011 predictioaa of clatallad 
loadiDI d1atr1but1ona to be •de, The von deacrlbad 1D thia paper 1a alaacl at 
the clawlopaeDt aad critical aaaea-t of Mthocla capable of pradlctlq the 
parfo~ca of l;leavily loaclad propallara aad rotora 1D ataacly howriDI fllpt. 

The need for accuracy 1D calculatlona of VTOL rotor parfo~ce can be 
..,.._1aacl by notiDI that a 1l c:haal• 1D the l1ft1D1 capability of a rotor, at a 
11vaa p011er iDput, -Y -• a 101 chaaae 1D payloacl for the aircraft, aad parhapa 
the difference betveaa profitable aacl unprofitable fllpt operation. A caaplete 
-lytical pracllctioa would alao al1011 for aa opt1a1aat1oa of th• blacla laoa&try 
aacl oparatiDI coaclitloaa for a 11vea a1aa1oa requlr..at, 

A reviw by the authora ah0118 that aaalytlcal -thocla caa be claaaacl 1D oae 
of three cate1or1aa: 1) alqle poiDt, 2) potaatial theory of t1.11d ahaeta, aad 
3) f1D1te eu-t vortex theoriea. All Mthocla -t haw aa tliair funclaaeatal 
ala the pncl1ct1oa of f1011 coadltioaa at the blacle aad e MaDe of ralat1D1 theae to 
tba loacl carried. Moreowr, all -t -iDteiD conaiataac:y , betveaa coadltioaa in the 
valle aad thoee oa the blacla - thia 1a the baeic conaiateac:y ralatioa. 

Sinlla polat •thocla (1 to 7) require that oae repreaaatatiw coaditioa 
oa the blacla be related to a corraapoadinl coad1t1oa in the valua (typically velocity 
at a particular racllua or -- velocity over the radlua (13) Dellectlq the aa1-
authal var1at1oa of velocity). A vide variation 1D pe=foraaca predicted froa 
thaae Ia poaaible aa ahOIID in Fi1ure 1, 

Der1vat1vaa of theor1aa (10, 11) 1D which the wake produced by a propeller 
1D forward fl1pt foru e r111c1 helical acrw aurface are claaaecl Ia the aecoad 
cate1ory. Thaae offer a eore raaUatic picture in that they account for a finite 
u.-.r of blaclaa aad •1Dta1D prec:laely the coaaiateac:y betveaa the aaa-d wake 
aad blacla loadiDI but place reatr1ct1oaa oa the velocity var1at1oaa. The aaaua
ptioa of a r111c1 acrev aurfaca wake foll0118 froa the leta aolutloa (lS) to the 
probl• of the wake produced by a propeller with a aiDt.a eoar11 loaa in forward 
fllpt (1.a. the optt.a propeller). Appl1cat1oa of the fon101D1 -chocla haa 
1Dcl1cated (17) that they are 1n 1eaeral 1Daccurate aacl 1acapabla of 11v1q cletalled 
loacliq 1Dforatioa at 1011 advaaca ratioa, a f1011 re11oa, a4aittadly, for which 
they vera not claalped. See, for e...,le, rt,ura 2. 

lecent afforce to develop theorlaa applicable to low aclvaaca ratio operat1oa 
of propellara aad rotora haw centred around increaa1D1 the accuracy 1D the aoclalliDI 
of propeller aad valle. Pl011 v1aual1aatioa by Gray (12) 1 Valeaa1 (11) aad lately by 
AcleM (19) aad T-r (20) haa revealed tvo baa1c faaturaa of the valle: a) the 
tip wrtex ahed froa the blacla naar the tip which rolla up quickly •d b) aa laboard 
aheat vith vorticity oppoalte 1D aeaae to that of tba tip wrtex aacl axhlbitiq no 
roll-... liethoele which 1Dclucla thaae f1011 faaturaa an 1roupecl into the third 
cate1ory-f1Dlte aleMDt vortex theoriaa. Hera a further claaa1f1cat1oa of -thocla 
can be Mcla accorclinl to the aeount of clecoupllq betvaaa blacla loeclin1 aacl valle 
atraqth. Decoupliq aaablaa the coaaiatanc:y ralatioa to be aat1af1ad ..,ideally 
aad 1a -d to reduce the •pltucla of the co.,utat1oaal effort. 
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the leut deooupliq 1a evidaced 1D •thou (21. 22 ad 23) 1D which &he 
· va~~e 1a all-d to alip itself ever,where With the local flCN". Th•e produce th• 
.a.t coaalateat aolutloaa ad are capable lf uaeful accuracy but at th~ expeaae ~f 
hlp c011putatloo tU... At . the other ext~ (24 0 25 0 32). •thode exist in vb:&.ch 
the wake 1a cO..,letely specified. These are uaeful 1f the wake ae~try of a 
Ullkn- dulp ea be predicted reuODably well in advace. In between. are •thode 
like (26) •d (21). The forMr 1a cODcerned with c011padq flCN' fielda of a rotor 
1D •d out of arOUDd effect while the latter can uaefully predict ODly the inboard 
flCN' cODdltloo (0. 30 < ll/1.,. < 0. 75). BdcltaOD (14. 28) tried with moderate success 
to uee a CODtlnuoue vortex sheet for the wake froa each blade which could distort 
itself lnto all~t with the local flCN' within a specified axial variation of 
lnduced velocity. Gray (12) •d later Gartshore (29) ad GU.,re (31) uslna 
ueu.ptiODa broadly bued OD fliN' vlauallxatlon have oeveloped a .. chod in which 
the wake la partly decoupled - part of the wake is specified ad the r ... lnder is 
calculated. 

A review. •~tension and evaluation of th~ pruent authors' partly decoupled 
•del 18 atvea in later eectiODa of tbla paper. In ueeeeiq the accuracy of the 
analytic 80dela and uau.ptiODa 0 it is necessary co have accurate •aeur ... nte of 
the ..an and 1Datantaneous velocities close to ODe or .ore propellers. These can 
be converted to local blade loadlnaa uslna vel1-kn- strip theory. althouah the use 
of strip theory with two-dt..aaioaal aerofoil data is itself •~hat uncertaln. 
ItA cvverall check on the accuracy CAD be .. de by .. uudq the total thrust and 
torque OD the propeller •d co.parina these with intearated values of blade loadi~ae 
calculated froa .... ured inflCN' velocitiu. 

Naaaur..ente of velocity near five propellers were used to evaluate the 
aalyt ic prediction .. thode. In the caae of the first three. deei1ft8ted u 1967 0 

1968 •d BSD-9 propellan. •an velocities (averaaed circ..terentially) were 
weaaured at specified pointe 1D the propeller fliN'field usina a tuft to indicate 
directiOD and • pitot tube to .. uure velocity ~~&pitude. Interpolation of ... aured 
val~~~~a than pve the velocity collpOIWlta 1D the propeller plae. Thie process is 
callad a "flCN' survey". In addic1oo0 the intl·oduction of a.oke lnto the flow used 
with etroboacopic Uptlna. provides vieualiaatiOD of the reaioa near the propeller. 
For the reuinlna two propellan. direct .... ur..enta of the lnatantaneoua velocity 
were MCie oear the propeller pl- us iDa a elnale hot wire an-ter (30). The 
uia¥th•l varlatiOD of each velocity CCIIIfGD&Dt vu obtained froa the .. uureaats. 
to provide a further coapadeOD with the results froa the vortex wake aodela. 

2.0 The Vortex Wake Model 

This section deecribu the vortex wake aodela developed by the present authors 
ad the calculation procedures which were used to predict perforunce of static thrust 
propellen. Three related aodela haft been tested. u illustrated in fiaur• 3: (a) 
the "at.ple" •del 1D which each blade (repnaented by a liftlna line) is a88UMd 
to abed a slnal• vortex fil..ant froa the tip; (b) the staple .odel to which has 
b- added an inboard vortex eheat abed froa each blade at radU lese tha that 
where the uxt.. bound circulation occure; and (c) a •del in which each blade 
<aaato repruented by a liftiq lioe) sheds a inboard vortex sheet and a outboard 
vortex aheat which rolla up rapidly to fora a tip vortex. The lut aodel allCN'S 
roll-up dietace to be specified ad the outboard eheat atrenath to be aade roaaie
tat with the uaociated bound vortex atrenath at the blade. 

Whila Gartshore (16) lnclucled an inboard abut repruatatioo f 'l his oriainal 
aodel. its effect upoo the lnduced field 1D relatiOD to the tip vortex only vas 
~. Calculatioaa carded out by Clark •d Leiper (22) OD hoverlnL helicopter 
roton had euguted that the effect of the iaboard sheet aipt be larr,e under 
certaln blade loadlq cODditiODa. In add1tiOD0 the nealect of the rol ~~ up pro
cue in aodalliq the tip vortex of (16) was believed partly r•po08ible for leas 
thaJl utiefactory aareeaat betvean .... ured and predicted perforaanca. 

The threa buic wake featurea of the preaeat authon • •del. Up vortex. 
inboard vortex aheat and outboard vortex sheet. are deacdbed belCN'. 

2.1 The Tip Vortex 

The tip vortex 1D the wake of a static thrust propeller ca2 often be observed. 
Froa vlaualiaatiOD uaina ••b and stroboscopic llptiq ita poaitioa .. y be approx
iutely deterained •d repruated by expr•aiODa of the fora: 

·, 
\ 

' 
' ' ' ' 

(1) 

(2) 

i 1.45 
\ 

\ 



vbera: • axi.uth .nale def1Ded aa in Flaure 9 with reapect to 
coord1natee fixed in apace but i~tantaneously coincident 
with the blade pl.ne such that "'• • 0 18 alona the quar
ter chord of one blade. 

RTIP • blade radius 

A,C ,). • const.nta 

k • axial d18placeMnt function 

i!0 • axial diatance dovnatraaa 

The tl~ vortex will have a conatant atranath if roll-up ia not repraaanted 
asplicitly; ita atranath will vary if roll-up of the outboard vortex ah .. t ia 
repraaentad. The value of It appears to be approxl-taly constant for "'- ~ "Ya• 
vbere 1 18 the ni!Uar of bll\clu. After atudy1Da the flow v18ual1aat1on picturea 
for one propeller, the followina fora for It waa aaau.ad: 

lc • k2 ( II'./ [2w/B] ) 2 for IJ• 4. 21f/8 

k• kz for '1'. > 2•/s 
(3) 

The reaaone for chooaina thia fora will be discussed later. 

The tip vortex core, .n often alusiv• quantity which ia necessary to diaauiae 
one ahortcoalna of pot~tial wake .adele ia diacuaaad in detail in (16). It is pos
sible that this vortex .cor~ doee not represent a raal reaion which aiaht be obaerve4 
but rather denotes a reaion in which the potential aodel ia aroaaly inaccurate. Aa 
aucb it abquld be considered aa an -..pirical quantity, to be aivan a v•lue which pro
vidaa ~~· liiOst raallatic raaulta. . Aa ·a aenaral rule it appears plausible that the 
tip vortex core be about equal to the chord of the blade creatina tbi tip vortex. 
Tbia ia not unreaaonsble since no liftina 11na theory repraaentina the blade itself 
ia likely to provide accurate info~tion abcut the velocities in the wake leas 
than one chord froa the lift1na line. 

The atranath of the tip vortex, once it ia coapletaly rollel up, baa been 
-• equal to the aaxiaua bOUild .circulati(lQ on the blades. This aaau.ption was 
auuaated by Gray (12) md 18 an extension of the !11111&1 11ftina line theory of 
wlnaa to the propeller case. No eaay way of cbecktna this aaau.ptioo can be found; 
it 1a convmient .nd pl.ausible however. 

g The Inboard Sb .. t 

The second -jor faatu~e of the wake of a propeller ia the inboard vortex 
aheat. Vorticity abed inboard of the point of aaxiaua bound circulation co-,osea 
the ah .. t which, by contraat to the tip vorticity, doaa not roll up and is aenerali y 
weaker in atrenath. The ah .. t 18 repraaentad in the aodal by a nl..tter of discrete 
vortex linea or filaaenta. Aaau.in• the effect of the sheet to be •-11 ita posi
tion in apace baa been fixed rather leas exactly than waa the case for tne tip 
vortex. The position of a Uu-t which wu abed at R • r. Ay1p 18: 

wbere 

(4) 

11f • axial position of the filaaent 

• RTIP ~: k(lll.)d'l'o 

~(~) • value of Ill which ultaa filaaenta at Zf 11e at the •
relative radial positions u those at which they were abed. 

: ~f = RTIP l<f ( tp) 

lcf • pitch of fil-ota • conetmt. Preauaably lcf varies 
for •-11 w.4 • 

Followina Gray'• aaau.ption (12) for the tip vortex, considered bare to be 
aoa.wbat too crude for the tip vortex but hopefully accurate enouah for the inboard 
filaaenta repraaent1na the inboard vortex sheet, ve aaauae: 

lc f • kt • c:on~t. for cpf ' 21<fe 

kf • 2 k 1 for ll'f > 2trf6 

1.46 
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Again,  a vortex core mast be assumed for the filaments representing the 
Inboard vortex sheet,  and a.jain a value roughly equal to the mean chord of the blade 
appears appropriate. 

2.3 Outboard Vortex Sheet 

The vortlclty which rolls up Into the tip vortex must clearly be shed as a 
sheet; however,  little is known about the roll-up process.    Flow visualization 
pictures suggest that roll-up occurs close to the blade. 

For computational simplicity the following assumptions were made; that the 
sh-et can be represented by discrete filaments, and that vortlclty shed from the 
blade outboard of the point of maximum bound circulation moves downstream with a 
characteristic radial contraction (outwards) until it meets the tip vortex. The 
characteristic contraction is equal tu that of the most Inboard filament, of the 
outboard sheet, which must intersect the tip vortex at a specified azimuth angle 
(the roll-up angle). Each filament upon meeting the tip vortex combines with It, 
changing the strength of the tip vortex. The position of an outboard sheet 
filament is: 

««   = kTIP (A + C e -Xe*. 
) (5) 

If the filament  intersects the tip vortex at    Re       tfr then 

(6) 

where: ^e  ■ roll-up rate  (characteristic contraction) of outboard sheet 
filament (rad~l) 

*iV " Roll-up angle - rad. 

rem = radius at which most Inboard filament Joins tip vortex 

T«   ■ radius at which most Inboard filament is shed from lifting 
line. 

As roll-up angle decreases,  the outboard filaments become more radially 
oriented and ultimately coincide with the bound vortex or lifting line when  ^IV ' 0. 
This causes the effect of the outboard sheet to decrease and the model to approach 
the simpler lifting line and tip vortex representation.    Various values of vortex 
core size for the filaments of the outboard vortex sheet have been tried but, 
af;sln,  a value of this quantity roughly equal to the blade chord Is appropriate. 
In the calculation of the outboard vortex sheet position and effect, the tangential 
Induced velocity V^ was neglected by comparison with the blade rotational velocity. 
This assumption could easily be improved,  if required. 

2.4 Basic Equations 

The flow field is assumed to be potential,  satisfying La Place's Equation 
in three dimensions so that the influence of vortex elements  in the field can be 
superposed.    Once the geometry and strength of the trailing vortex filaments are 
known,  the velocities at any point in the flow field can be calculated.    In 
representing the vortex sheets, the filament circulation strengths are made equal 
to the difference in bound circulation on the lifting line between the shedding 
radial station    and the next outboard station where the next  filament is shed. 
Using the assumption of two-dimensionality at each radial station,  the bound 
circulation from the  Kutta-Joukowski rule is: 

M^^je: 

r. = -A- bCi-a 
4jrA    ^2~ 

f^    ~  bound circulation at radius r 

D   » chord to radius ratio 

Ct - local lift coefficient 

(7) 

U   - local total velocity -   [ V^   +   (Ret * V^,)2 J'/ilRT,PA 

J.,^....^,-,..    ■..^i,.■■>.-.,.,.-/.^ .v,.^..^. 
■■---■'' ^J 
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(8) 

Considering a tip vortex element of circulation strength fo ,  a velocity Is 
Induced at a point r, (P , Z as given by the Integral form of the Blot-Savart law 
(see ref.  16) which reduces here to: 

v^ - r0 ^ vi/p,3 dn 
vE - r.^ VH/P,3«*^ 

Vg)  - -V/Sin Vc   + Vy' Cos «K. 

where 

l'/£ 

and: 

v;.-d,;(r-z.) + ^:(x-)..) 

From equations  (1),  (2)  and (3), 

so that: 

y-y« = 

z-z« - 

d*o 

d«|>0 

R Cos V - RTIP (A + C « >,,'•) Cos q», 

RSinip   -RTIP (A + Ce^MSm^ 

j .   ktRT,r  . ^.3      ^or    «C. < 2*/B 
F* 3 

z -   KJRT.P   fo ^   >Zir/ß 

-ARriP(^_5in^ + X(_^_^)Co5^) 

AMw^os^-X(^-<)5/n^ 

keRrip^Vp) ^r    q>o< 2«/ß 

k2RTlp V^Z^/B 

Similar equations apply for the filaments representing the vortex sheets, 
the changes occurlng only In the geometry of the filaments. 

Numerical techniques were applied In the solution of equations (8) and the 
simplifications which were used In their application are described In the next section. 

2.5 Approximations Used 

In spj'-.e of the close specification of the wake by equations (1) to (6) It 
Is not complete and several "free" constants remain to be fixed:  A, C, knk.jX 

Since the tip vortex Is assumed to leave the blade tip, 

A + C - 1 

and from simple momentum models for propellers, 

A - IZ/T 

These assumptions are made, leaving k., k, and X to be determined. 

(9) 

aMilkfcilla>      i  -  '   -i—a '- M*Mm 

148 
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If one considers only the ultimate wake*, far from the propeller, the tip 
vortex has e helical shape of constant pitch and radius. Since the tip vortex Is 
the dominant feature In the flow field, In the ultimate wake at least, we assume that 
It Is the only part of the wake affecting Its own position and motion. On this 
basis, the axial velocity of the helical vortex In the ultimate wake can be deter- 
mined and hence Its pitch can be found. The helix angle Is equal to ^, where: 

0, - Tan''(vIo /(Rofl* V,,.)) (10) 

Is evaluated for    V» "♦   ao      .    Here V^#    Is the velocity of the filament In the 
direction of Increasing  If)   ;    Vt« ,  the velocity of the filament In the axial direc- 
tion;    jCi      ,  the  rotational velocity of the propeller,  and AB-,.-,   the radius of 

the tip vortex centreline  In the ultimate wake.   Since     ^-z /A       ^ tan $.       ,  from 
the geometry of the tip vortex,  equation (10)  allows a value of k?  to be calculated 

from the velocities    Vc      and   V^    . 

In a similar fashion for the inboard sheet k. may be found by calculating 
the axial and tangential velocities in the ultimate wake at a radius occupied by 
one of the filaments. In this connection, since the tangential velocity term is 
always small compared withR Q ,  this part of the expression has been omitted,  leaving 

evaluated where 

& -  2k,R TIP Mf (ID 

To evaluate ( Vg )i.    ,  the velocities associated with or induced by the tip 
vortex and all filaments of the inboard vortex sheet at radii larger than that at 
which the one in question lies, are added. 

The omission of all velocities associated with filaments inboard of the one 
under consideration follows the observation that the velocities Induced by a helical 
vortex are usually much larger insiae the helix than outside. In the limit, as the 
helix angle decreases to zero, this solenoidal approximation becomes exact, since 
the velocity then Is zero outside the helix while it is non-zero and uniform inside. 

The one remaining constant in equations (1), (4) and (5), X . is found from 
the variation of radial position of the tip vortex with azimuth angle as determined 
from flow visualization pictures. 

Several simplifications of the numerical procedure were used to shorten 
computing time. The velocity at the propeller plane associated with the ultimate 
wake tip vortex can be found with fair accuracy once and for all, by the following 
method. Since the ultimate wake tip vortex is a regular helix of constant pitch 
and radius the velocity associated with it will be nearly proportional to the cir- 
culation strength per unit length of cylinder. This would be exactly true for an 
infinite length of closely packed vortex rings, that is. In the limit when the 
helix angle goes to zero.  Now the strength per unit length of ore helical tip 
vortex is 

A 
(12) 

where; 

10 ■ the tip vortex strength 

AR-jip" radius of tip vortex in the ultimate wake. 

If the velocities V are found for the tip vortex and divided by fo /k.9 
the resulting parameter 

AÄ - ^/(r./ka) (13) 

should be a constant for a fairly wide range of values of f» and k,, provided that fp 
and k. are consistent with each other. This assumption was checked for values of fö 
ranging over those expected in propeller calculations and was found to be reasonably 
correct(within a few percent in velocity V ).  Since the contribution to total V 

* Sea comments in section 3.0 and 3.4 on the measured extent of the organized wake 
downstream of two propellers. 

■liL» 1 aaUMMMW 1     ^u-- ■ —  ^-^  ....***..:**>. 
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at the propeller from the ultimate wake (say for      e  »   ^RTIP   ) Is usually about 
10Z of the total,   this error is small.    Use of this approximation shortens computing 
tine considerably.    Vip   cannot be found in this way with comparable accuracy but is 
small in any case, compared with ARw 

For calculating the contribution to the velocities at the propeller plane 
from the Inboard filaments in thp far wake an identical scheme could not be adopted, 
since the helix angles of the inboard filaments in the ultimate wake are greater 
than are those of the tip vortex.    In this case A     was not assumed constant but 
was allowed to vary with helix angle of the vo.tex filament.    It was assumed con- 
stant with radius,  however, an assumption which when checked was found reasonably 
valid inside the filament helix radius.    Again,  calculating the contribution of 
the vortex filaments in the ultimate wake to velocities at the propeller plane by 
this method reduces computing time considerably. 

The velocities in the ultimate wake associated with either the tip vortex or 
the inboard filaments may be calculated, once and for all, and a table constructed 
of values of A   and k. for this case,  to be used for all subsequent calculations. 
This was done, again shortening computer time. 

2.6.1 Results from Flow Visualization 

Since the tip vortex is considered to be the dominant part of the flow field, 
it is important to locate it with fair accuracy.    To do this,   flow visualization 
photographs showing the vortex position for various blade azimuth angles were used 
to plot the vortex position.    Three propellers were studied and are discussed below: 

1) The 1967 propeller (4 blades) at 12° and 14° blade angle was studied. 
The tip vortex location is plotted in figures  (4a) and (4b)  as   Ra/R-np 
and    Ze/RTlp     against   (|Ja . 

There is a sudden change in axial location of the vortex when it passes 
beneath the next blade  (   l|Ja   £=    90*).    There appear to be further sudden 
Jumps,  of lower magnitude, at larger angles (about 230° and 320°, on the 
^.7»   ■ 12° survey). 

The radial contraction, while not well defined by the points,  appears 
smooth.    The tip vortex appears to stay near the propeller plane for the 
first 90°,  then move away with nearly constant helix angle.    These 
observations are reasonably well fitted by the equations (1)  to (3) 
which are also represented on figures  (4a) and  (4b). 

It is worth noting that for the first 90° the tip vortex lies less than 
one-half chord length below the propeller plane.    This distance is certainly 
smaller than that for which lifting line theory is usually employed and 
provides cause for skepticism in the present calculation. 

2) Data from the second propeller studied,   the 1968 propeller,   is presented 
In Figures  (5)  to (8)  in the same form as that for the 1967 propeller. 

The original version of the 1968 propeller,  the  'A',  at the 12° blade 
angle is shown In Figure (5).    The circled points follow the normal radial 
contraction envelope shape within a 10% tolerance band, while the axial 
position increases gradually for iji  < 90° and then abruptly exhibits a 
Jump in slope for ip'-' 90° characteristic of four bladed propellers.    A 
larger amount of scatter about the usual straight line variation is 
evident for the axial position.    In addition,  the first indication of a 
secondary, weak tip vortex, is shown by the crosses.    Extrapolation of these 
points suggests that this weak vortex is shed from R/Rprp * 0.88, a radius 
close to where    a   rather large change in slope of the radial distribution 
of blade angle occurs.    The axial position of this secondary vortex at 
any azimuth always appears to be downstream of the strong tip vortex, and 
follows a similar variation. 

Data from the "B" version of the 1968 propeller is plotted for 14° and 17° 
blade angle in Figures 6 and 7.    The "B" blade geometry is noteworthy in 
that an even more abrupt slope change in blade angle distribution occurs 
for .88 < R/R-jp   < 0.90 than in the "A" version.    There Is presumably 

some correlation between the blade angle distribution and the double tip 
vortex feature,  in view of the large undulations of both tip vortices 
radially and axially in Figure 6.    These larger positional fluctuations 
imply more nearly equal strengths of the two vortices.    The effect of 
increasing blade angle  (or C.,) tends to reduce the undulation amplitude, 

while the position of cross-over of both radlcl and axial coordinates 
does not appear from the available data to aha» any consistent variation 
with blade angle.    Due to dispersal of the smoke in the flow visualization 
photos it is difficult  to obtain data on the secondary vortex for Iff > 90°. 

9-9 
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3) The third propeller to which the method was applied was the HSD-9 propel- 
ler at 12* blade angle.    The data from this propeller Is plotted In 
Figure 8.    Radial contraction and axial variation of the tip vortex 
position show no unusual properties. 

2.6.2 Evaluation of Free Constants 

From figures 4-8,  values of the free constant \ were chosen to represent the 
three propellers.    This data Is included in Table  (2-1).    A simple polynomial 
(cubic) has been chosen for the relation between    Z»    and  <fa  foriPa<F and a 
linear relation for larger      lp« as In equation (3).    The relation for  Z« (i<l.lc) 
corresponding to   ll>0   <   P"        determines how far the tip vortex will pass under the 
succeeding blade.    The actur.l vortex positon could be found by iterative pro- 
cedures, but such refinements are probably not worthwhile until other difficulties 
in applying the method are overcome. 

Table 2-1 

1 

Propeller X A C Zo                          1 
1967 f rs - 12' 0.40 .707 .293 /. Tip VorU*              .                  ! 

- 14° 0.40 .707 .293 </z. . . 1 

1968-A ^75 - 12° 0.48 .707 .283 
75/. k2              «UM 

2. Ink oarJ Vortices                        \ 
1968-B f« ■ 14° 0.51 .707 .273 

dZi    [kt/Z   *.' v.<f\ 
- 17° 0.53 .707 .293 

*** ' 1 k,          «J^F 
HSD-9 tao - 12° 0.50 .707 ,293 

Kg   chosen in program 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Simplest Model 

As already described, the simple model incorporates only a tip vortex, which 
leaves the blade at the tip and whose strength is r.qual (within 2%) to the maximum 
bound circulation on the blade. Conventional airfoil data was used in the strip 
theory necessary for converting velocities at the blade to forces and circulations 
on the blade. A constant drag coefficient of .01 was used, with one exception 
discussed separately. Before discussing the final results for forces. Induced 
angles etc. on the blade, two particular observations are relevant: 

1) flow visualization pictures do not show vortices downstream of about Z/R^- • .50, 
their absence being consistent in all pictures. 

ii) flow surveys show that a tangential velocity exists behind the propeller of 
significant magnitude (20% of the local rotational blade velocity for small 
radii) and In the direction of rotation. 

The first of these observations suggests a sudden rapid diffusion of tip 
vortices at some streamwlse location. This may be due to vortex bursting, as 
suggested by some authors (34) or to an instability of the helical tip vortices. 
The latter can be Investigated following the classical work of Levy and Forsdyke (35). 
They showed that a single helical vortex, of infinite extent In both directions and 
having a core radius 0.02 times the helix radius, was unstable to small disturbances 
for helix angles less than about tan'1 (0.3). This same critical helix angle also 
gave the condition for which the tangential velocity induced by the helix on itself 
was equal to zero, although Levy and Forsdyke point out that this fact may not be 
of general validity. 

If we assume however that the helix angle for which the Induced tangential 
velocity changes sign Is equal or near to that value for which neutral stability 
occurs; present numerical values of tangential velocity for four helices can be 
used to estimate the stability of a four bladed propeller wake. Numerical inte- 
gration shows that the tangential velocity of four helices on themselves is always 
positive, decreasing in magnitude as the helix angle decreases (as one would expect). 
This does not prove that the configuration is stable but suggests that It Is. 

The second observation clearly displays the deficiency of potential methods 
in defining the flow in the wakes of the blades, that is downstream of the pro- 
peller plane. The simple vortex wake model predicts tangential velocities which 
are positive for all radii when helix angles typical of those found In propeller 
wakes are used. In fact the blades have wakes (not vortex sheets only) which, 
through viscous action, drag fluid tangentially in the direction of notation, that 
is they produce negative tangential velocity in the present notation (see figure 9). 
Hence we cannot expect an accurate assessment cf the tangential velocities near the 
blades from the vortex wake consisting of a single filament shed at the tip. 

151 
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particularly at inboard radii where the blade sections are thick and the blade 
wakes large.    The resulting accuracy of the vortex wake method is,  therefore, question- 
able regardless of the refinement of the vortex sheet configurations.    This is an 
important observation,  suggesting that potential models of any complexity are of 
limited accuracy and hence that the simplest models may be the most sensible. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the power and thrust distribution on the blades of the 
1967 propeller as calculated by the simple model and compared with values  for a 
flow survey.    The chord has been assumed to be zero at the tip to force values of 
lift and drag (thrust and power)  to be zero there.    Integrated values of thrust 
and power coefficients and figure of merit, are given below: 

Table 3-1 

1967 Propeller 
CT CP 

FM 

e-u' B-12' %"• S12 
ll1*' 

Direct Measurement 

Flow Survey + Strip Analysis 

Vortex Wake Calc'n 

.1565 

.1954 

.1615 

.1815 

.2134 

.1880 

0.0600 

0.0660 

.0684 

.0755 

.0815 

.0840 

.823 

1.048 

.768 

.817 

.965 

.757 

Table 3-1 shows that although the vortex wake simple model does not produce 
good agreement with thrust and torque, the figure of merit is not as far from the 
measured value as is the flow survey value. 

It is of Interest to see how accurately the simple vortex wake method can 
predict the percentage increments in thrust and torque which occur over a 2° change 
in blade angle. This Is shown, again for Integrated values of thrust and power, 
in Table 3-II. 

Table 3-II 

1967 Propeller 
Change X Change 

S CP CT CP 

Direct Measurement 

Flow Survey + Strip Analysis 

Vortex Wake Calculation 

.0250 

.018 

.031 

.0155 

.0155 

.0176 

16.0 

10.0 

18.0 

25.9 

21.8 

24.8 

The simple vortex wake method predicts the percentage changes for the pro- 
peller with good accuracy. 

Values of the calculated Induced angle (p , which is used to determine the 
loading on the blades Is shown In Figure (12) for the 0 -75     - 12° case. The 
calculated results can be compared with those from flow surveys of the propeller. 
The general trends of the calculated and measured results correspond, although the 
values of <p  calculated Inboard are too high, suggesting values of axial velocity 
which are too large or values of relative tangential velocity which are too small. 
Addition of Inboard filaments, necessary for selfconslatency of the model, changes 
this picture, as described in the next section. 

To evaluate the validity of comparlsonjof theory with flow survey measurements 
the azlmuthal variation of axial velocity found from the simple vortex wake model 
was calculated. This variation for three radii, R/R-jp - .75, .85 and .95 is plotted 
in Figure 13 where the experimentally measured average value is also shown.  The 
calculated result shows that, in the tip region, the fluctuation of a tuft in a 
diametral plane (that is, neglecting tangential velocities) is about 9° at X/R,.- ■ 

75, 13° at R/R - .85 and 41° at R/Rjjp - -95. The experimentally determined average 
velocity near the tip is therefore very uncertain and comparison between the flow 
survey^ values and calculated values here is less valid than at the Inboard stations. 

Another comparison that may be made between the calculated and measured 
values is in the helix angle of the ultimate wake. This angle Is calculated in 
the computer program once the tip vortex strength has been found by interpolating 
data relating tip vortex strength to ultimate wake pitch. 

The wake pitch has also been measured from flow photography. The calculated 
location of the tip vortex Is plotted in Figures 4a and 4b as Z /RTTp versus (//« . 

If the radius of the helical wake were precisely specified the slope of the 2« 
versus Incurve would indicate the agreement in helix angle between observed and 
measured cases. The lines are reasonably close, lending credence to the analysis. 
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The effect of a change In drag coefficient from C. - .01 to .02 Is shown 
In Figure 10. Aa expected, the change raises the overall power distribution, 
particularly near the tip. No significant change In C was observed as a result 
of the change In C. again as expected. 

3.2 The Addition of the Inboard Sheet 

The Inboard vortex sheet Is represented by a finite number of discrete fila- 
ments. The strength of these filaments has been determined from the bound loading 
In one of two ways: 

I. using velocities at the blade associated with the tip vortex only, 
to calculate the bound loading (called the "Independent filaments" 
method). 

II. using velocities et the blade associated with the tip vortex and all 
vortex filaments o.c the Inboard vortex sheet originating outboard of 
the radius at which velocities are being calculated. This solenoldal 
type of approximation Is discussed in section 2.4 and Is called the 
"dependent filaments" method. 

Because the bound vortlclty Increases with radius for small radii, the Inboard 
vortex sheet consists of vortlclty which is opposite in sign to that of the tip 
vortex. It therefore reduces the velocities over the inboard sections of the blade, 
correspondingly reducing the Induced angles f     .    The results for both methods are 
plotted In Figure 12. 

It must be emphasized that the Inboard vortex sheet filaments are assumed to 
effect only radii Inboard of them as far as the velocity or loading Is concerned, 
so that the tip region, outboard of R/R-..- - 0.80 in this case. Is completely 

unaffected by the Inboard vortex sheet. 

As can be seen from Figure 12, the addition of the Inboard vortex sheet 
lowers the values of ^ considerably, so that they become too low by comparison 
with the measured values. 

Because the Inboard vortex filaments reduce Inboard values of 0 , they 
increase local angles of attack and therefore Increase the loading In the prope'.ler. 
For fl,jg • 12° on the 1967 propeller the values of integrated thrust and power rise 

to C- .198 and Cp - .073, giving a figure of merit of .914.  This is less satis- 

factory than the result obtained with no Inboard filaments and suggests that if 
the Inboard sheet is to be included, this strength must be more accurately found, 
perhaps by iteration. 

It Is perhaps encouraging that inclusion and omission of the inboard vortex 
sheet bracket the measured value of ^ for the one case considered, suggesting that 
further iteration might produce fair agreement. 

3.3 The Outboard Vortex Sheet 

Since it Is necessary, for self-consistency, to shed an Inboard vortex sheet, 
it is also necessary to have an outboard vortex sheet.  Hence for completeness an 
outboard sheet model was specified, as described in Section 2.3. 

The model was developed In two parts: 

I. An uncontracting sheet in which filaments shed at the blade moved back 
At  constant radius until each Intersected the tip vortex path and 

II. A model In which the sheet "roll-up" time could be arbitrarily specified, 
i.e. Intersection of the most Inboard filament of the sheet with the 
tip vortex could be specified. 

In the case of the first model (1) only one application was tried, the 1967 pro- 
peller (4 blades) at 12° blade angle.  The strengths of the outboard filaments 
representing the outboard sheet were specified by the bound vortlclty on the blade 
as calculated from the simple model (tip vortex only).  No attempt was made to make 
these filaments "inter-dependent" in the same way as was done with the Inboard 
filaments. This would be possible through Iteration, if convergence exists. 

It is worth noting, from Figure 4a for example, that since the Innermost fila- 
ment is shed from R/R TIP • 0.85, it joins the tip vortex in the present model at 
about p  • 100°, since it remains at constant radius. Thus It radically affects the 
blade following that from which it was shed. This length of roll-up, which is the 
physical phenomenon being represented, is thought to be unrealistic.  Roll-up probably 
occurs in less than 90°. The smoke photographs do not show roll-up specifically, 
however, and little Is known about this process. A more rapid roll-up, one that 
was completed in an azimuthal distance of less than?fr/B radians, would result in 
a much smaller difference between the simple model and that Including the outboard 
sheet. This may explain in large measure, the fair agreement obtained with the 
simple model. 

■--*"- ^^^^mtrntiM A^a. 
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Results for the 1967 propeller,  Including the outboard ai 1 Inboard vortex 
sheets, are plotted In Figure 14.    The Inboard vortex sheet was calculated assuming 
Interdep-i.^nt vortex filaments and assuming that tli? tip region could be represented 
adequately by the simple model.    The outboard vortex sheet assumed that each vortex 
filament affected all points in the tip region, so that no solenoidal approximation 
was used in thxs part of the calculation.    The final bound vortlclty distribution, 
after re-calculation using the outboard vortex sheet-,  is no longer consistent with 
the assumption that the maximum bound vortex value is equal to the final tip vortex 
strength.    Only one iteration of this outboard sheet model was completed. 
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The second outboard sheet model (ii) was applied to the 1967,  1968 and HSD-9 
propellers.    In this representation,  the filaments composing the outboard sheet are 
postulated to move outwards exponentially with azimuth angle.    Selection of the azi- 
muth angle at which the sheet is fully rolled up fixes the position at which the 
Innermost filament of the outboard sheet Joins the tip vortex. 

As applied to the 1967 propeller at 12° blade angle the outboard sheet 
(having a 15° roll-up angle)  Increased the induced angle distribution  (by^l") over 
the simple tip vortex plus Inboard sheet model  (See Figure 15).    This gave a 
closer correlation with the derived induced angle from the flow survey.    It must be 
emphasized however,  that the flow survey measurements near the tip region are pro- 
bably inaccurate, because of the large circumferentifl variations in velocity there. 
Assessment of axial and tangential velocities for ehe same propeller is shown in 
Figure 15.    Axial velocity is qualitatively correct and tangential velocity only 
marginally so.    This  Is partly due  to  the  inability of the vortex wake program 
to account for the presence of viscous blade wakes and partly to numerical errors 
(round-off and truncation).     However,  overestlmation of both axial  and total  tan- 
gential velocities at Inboard radii has been partly self-cancelling resulting in 
generally good agreement of inboard  ^>   values. 

Figure 15 Illustrates  the effect of a change in   -oll-up distance from 15° 
to 50°.    The largest effect occurs in axial velocity neai the tip  (a 25% change). 
Tangential velocity is affected by  less  than 1/2%.    Qualitative agreement between 
azimuthal average axial velocity derived from the flow survey and the average 
axial velocity given by the vortex wake method is Improved slightly at  the higher 
roll-up angle. 

Results of applying the complete vortex     ike method to the 1968-A propeller 
at 12° blade angle are shown In Figure 17 and the 1968-B at 14° blade angle in 
Figure 18.    The agreement in f   for all cases is not good.    The degree of agreement in 
CT,   C    and FM between rig measurements and  the theory is shown in Table 3-III. 

Table  3-1II 

Propeller ß.80 

Test Theory          j 

CT CP FM S CP FM 

1968 - A 12° .1770 .0715 .828 .1676 .0677 .806 

1968 - B 14° .1530 .0610 .786 .1822 .0809 .769 

If 17° .1790 .0740 .819 .2135 .0971 .812 

C    and C    were underpredicted  consistently for each propeller in Table  3-III, 

substantiating;   (a)  the inability of the model to cope with the presence of a double 
tip vortex and,   (b)  the sensitivity of predicted performance  to flow details   in the 
tip region. 

An attempt  to itarate bound loading and outboard sheet  filament strengths was 
made as follows: 

For  the ith filament 

Cr   =  crN. N N-t 'TM-Z (14) 

where      N   " 0,  1,  2 etc.   the number of successive approximations, N > 2 

Cf     " Non-dimensional bound circulation of i      radial station of outboard 
"       sheet   (nth approximation) 

Convergence was assumed  complete when     Cp was within 2Z of    ^-fu 

Figure  16 shows  the successive  loading  changes  in the tip  region of the HSD-9 pro: 
ler at  12° blade angle and 60°   roll-up.     The  loading     Cp       usually  converged  In 

pel- 

-i in  '■■■ 
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less than   5   Iterations.    This Is considered fortuitous and may.  In 
be due to the rather limited size of  the outboard sheet. 

large part. 
1 

While adding slightly to the complexity of the model,  this Iteration routine 
maintained self-consistency and resulted In Improved predictions of the Figure of 
Merit.    Table 3-IV compares the tn. f Sod with and without outboard sheet Iterations. 

Table  3-IV 

HSD - 9  Propeller 

Blade Angle - 12°                                                                 Roll-up angle - 60° 

cT S FM 

Measured 

Vortex wake  (No Iterations) 

Vortex wake (with Iterations) 

.2142 

.2178 

.2295 

.1020 

.1116 

.1112 

.776 

.727 

.789 

To summarize, the model Initially sheds a tip vortex, followed by the zerr>th 
approximation of the outboard sheet which io assumed in all calculations to extend 
to the tip of the blade  from the point of maximum bound circulation as found  for 
the tip vortex above.    Iterations are performed on the outboard sheet until strength 
convergence is achieved.    Following this the inboard sheet is shed using the 
'dependent filaments' scheme. 

3.4 The Calculated Circumferential Variation of Velocity 

Circumterentlal variations In velocity calculated from the present vortex 
wake model can provide some Insight Into: 

(a) probably accuracy of the flow survey  (pressure probe) 

(b) the eff> ct of roll up angle in the analytical model. 

In addition Co the usual flow survey velocity measurements,  an attempt was 
madi to measure the Instantaneous velocities near two propellers using hot wire 
anemometers.    The first piopeller was a 63 AF design and the second,  one of 120 AF. 
Both  had Integrated design lift  co-effi'ients  of 0.30, were  7 feet In diameter and 
were run in four bladed configurations. 

The hot wire measurements   (33)   showed  that a relatively small part of the 
wake contained clearly periodic velocities, as shown in figure 19.    The average 
azlmuthal variation of axial velocity In each wake was less than ilOZ, but because 
measurement accuracy was approximately ±8%,  definitive azlmuthal variations of the 
wake velocity components were not obtained.    Comparisons with the analytic model made 
In subsequent figures use mean values obtained from the flow surveys that is, from 
pressure probes. 

The azlmuthal variation of velocity at a particular R-Z position was cal- 
culated from the analytical model.    No contribution from the bound vortices was 
assumed to be present for points lying within a specified small distance from 
the lifting line.    All filaments shed into the wake were used to compute these 
velocities.    The azlmuthal mean values were computed from the following: 

(»5) 

where: U   « Mean Azlmuthal Velocity Component in any given 
coordinate direction - fps 

f'h 
U. ■ Velocity at 1      azimuth station - fps 

N   - Total number of azlmuthal stations used In obtaining the 
average 

The pressure probes used in the flow surveys had negligibly small corrections 
for angles of attack (yaw and pitch)  less than about 20°; their response characteris- 
tics at larger angles were not considered in comparing the calculated and measured 
mean values of the velocity. 

Figure 20 shows the predicted values of axial and tangential velocities with 
varylug azimuth angles for the HSD-9 propeller.    For comparison, two roll-up angles 
(30* and 60°) and the effect of the bound vortlclty distribution are Included as 
variables in the two sets of curves. 
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Roll-up angle,  determining the extent and position of the outboard sheet, 
influence« both the magnitude and phase of the axial velocity distribution 
especially near the Lip.    The bound loading contribution to axial velocity Is 
symmetric  about the R-Z plane lying mid-way between successive blades.    As seen 
for R/RTIP - 0.96 the effect of adding this component Is to Increase the period- 
icity (or ratio of amplitude to mean value of the velocity variation).    The 
comparison made In figure 20a between measu.-ed mean velocities and calculated mean 
values Indicates better agreement as radius decreases  (I.e. when periodicity Is 
low).    Near R/RTIP ■ 0.96 the agreement Is poorest,  suggesting greater sensitivity 
to the geometry of the trailing vortices,   the probe response characteristics or 
the calculation procedure here than anywhere else. 

The tangential induced velocity variation given In Figure 20b for three 
radial stations at the propeller plane Indicates a much gentler azlmuthal variation. 
The effect of roll-up distance is less than on the axial component,  and the bound 
loading contribution la zero at all azimuth positions. 

Comparison of calculated and measured mean values shows  that  the agreement 
worsens as the radius decreases.  In contrast to the trend In the axial velocity case. 
This Is  likely due to both a)  viscous effects which have not been Included  In the 
theory and b) use of the solenoldal approximation In the calculation procedure. 
The results above were obtained without Iterating the strength of the outboard 
sheet. 

3.5 Sensitivity to Core Size 

A peculiarity associated with the model which was discovered when the Inboard 
sheet was  first added concerned the sizes of cores of trailing filaments.    When the 
"dependent" filaments scheme was used the distribution of iji would experience wild 
oscillations with decreasing radius for what was considered to be realistic values 
of core size (   e «• -oi Hrip    ).    Only when core size was increased by at  least 
an order of magnitude would these disappear.    This although producing reasonable 
agreement  (see Figure 11,  for example) made the model physically less plausible due 
to the cores of adjacent vortices Intersecting one another. 

To try to reduce these large core sizes,  another approach was tried,  following 
Reference 22.    The 'core size'  term was removed from the Biot-Savart relations  (put- 
ting e-o  in equation 8) and a new procedure instituted in which all filament elements 
lying within a specified distance of the point under consideration were not included 
In the calculation.    Referred to as the "Sphere of reject Ion" criterion,  its effect 
was to make the $ distribution for the 1967 propeller in Figure 21 less smooth,  and 
for the smallest  'sphere' radius  (e -  .01R„p) to Increase the oscillatory variation 

of $ with  radius.    Since this method did not improve the problem of instabilities 
the original representation of core size was reconsidered.    In the original represen- 

3 
tatlon,  the Biot-Savart law is fundamentally violated since the 1/R    term has been 
replaced by      1 /(R? + €&)*&       where  'e' is the assumed vorte:: core radius. 
While preventing the appearance of singularities  this modifies the magnitude of 
the Induced velocity of a vortex from its centreline outwards for some distance, 
of the order of 10 core radii. 

In an attempt to achieve the first aim of reducing core size to an acceptable 
level and,  in addition to maintain plausibility,  a third representation was tried 
which has been used exclusively since.    Here the induced velocity is linearly 
scaled to zero with radius inside the core and retains the potential or 1/R3 form 
of the expression outside - the so-called   'solid body'  representation. 

In general, core sizes of the order of 0.10R_Tp were required for the "solid 
body" representation of core when running the model with simple tip vortex and 
Inboard sheet.    The addition of the outboard sheet however, caused additional 
difficulty in that a particular ratio (nearly 1:1) was required to be maintained 
between outboard sheet core sizes  (e,)  and inboard sheet core sizes (ej).     Results 

for the HSD-9 propeller are plotted as FM versus e,  and e, in Figure 22.    Figure of 

Merit appears to be sensitive to the value of e.,  but for the present comparisons 
the values of e. and e. have both been made equal to O.lOR.rp.    This, or a similar 

assumption,  is apparently necessary when using this vortex wake method. 

4.  Conclusions and recommendations 

Various vortex wake representations have been explored and compared to 
observed flow visualization patterns and quantitative velocity measurements obtained 
from model  propellers in the static  thrust  condition.  From these comparisons, 
we conclude thai; 

(a) Changes in performance can he predicted with reasonable accuracy for small 
changes in blade angle if the propellers considered (such as the 1967 
blades) have wakes which do not contain unusual features. 

(b) Propellers  (such as the 1968 blades)  can create double tip vortices 
whose presence significantly complicates the wake and makes accurate 
performance predictions very difficult. 
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(e) Increaalng complexity of the analytical model, Including boiih Inboard 
and outboard vortex sheets does give Improved prediction rf the Inflow 
angle (i0 at the propeller plane.  Further Iterations could create 
further Improvements here In some cases at least. 

(d) Major difficulties In comparing measured and computed values of velocity 
at the propeller plane are the Inability of a lifting line model to 
represent the flow near the real blade without ambiguity, and the 
presence In the real flow of wakes which cannot be represented by potential 
theory. These difficulties confuse comparisons of ^ and may ultimately 
limit the usefulness of wholly potential calculations to represent a 
propeller In static thrust. 

(e) The effect of tip vortex roll-up distance upon performance for roll-up 
angles less than 60° Is small In the analytical model but Is significant 
in determining the azimuthal variation of axial Induced velocity. If 
smoke or some other tracer could be Injected Into the wake from an actual 
propeller blade, the extent of the tip vortex (I.e. how far radially 
Inboard the shed vortlclty rolls up to form the tip vortex) and the rate 
of roll-up might be observed. The splitting Into tip vortex and Inboard 
sheet might be made more quantitative also. 

(f) Iterations performed upon the outboard sheet strength converged quickly 
for the case of tl. HSD-9 propeller at 12° blade angle and Improved the 
predicted figure oi merit. Convergence Is strongly dependent upon core 
size assumed. 

(g) Physically high values of core size must be maintained for the current 
representation. The large core size acts to dampen the strengths of 
adjacent filaments resulting In smoother distributions of Induced 
velocities. Alternative representations for the vortex core do not alter 
this conclusion significantly. 

(h) The calculated circumferential variation of velocity shows that the 
periodicity of the flow Increases toward the tip as shown by experiment. 

; 
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A SUWIARY OF CURRENT RESEARCH IN ROTOR UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS 

WITH EMPHASIS ON WORK AT LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 

John F. Ward 
Aero-Space Technologist 

and 

Warren H. Young, Jr. 
Aero-Space Technologist 

U. S. AAMRDL. Langley Directorate 

NASA Langley Res'earch Center 
Hampton, Virginia 23365 

SUMMARY 

The unsteady aerodynamics of rotary wings presents a fascinating, yet 
formidable, challenge to the fluid dynamics researcher.    The consequences 
of the unsteadiness in rotor aerodynamics are clearly evident in practically 
every aspect of rotorcraft technology.    Most of the limitations of rotary-wing 
aircraft stem from the fact that the lifting system is subjected to unsteady 
airloads.    These limitations include:    vibration boundaries imposed upon 
level flight and maneuver performance; increased detectability due to rotor 
Impulsive noise;  rotor and airframe fatigue; and costly maintenance,  repair, 
and replacement requirements.    Therefore, the understanding, control and 
accurate prediction of the more significant unsteady aerodynamic phenomena 
can ultimately yield substantial benefits in improved rotary-wing aircraft. 

This paper summarizes the basic unsteady aerodynamic environment of the 
rotor, discusses some of the observed trends in the state of the art,  and 
sets forth some of the research needs that will require attention in the future. 
In addition, the paper presents a review of a number of research investigations 
underway at the Langley Research Center as part of a joint NASA/Army rotorcraft 
research program.    The research investigations are directed toward achieving 
a better understanding of rotor unsteady airloads.    Specifically, these 
investigations include research in rotor maneuver loads,   level flight and 
maneuver wake prediction,  tip-vortex flow, blade-vortex interaction, dynamic 
stall, transient Mach number airloads, and variable-geometry rotor research. 

NOTATION 

A tip vortex mean-axial-velocity parameter (see Reference 16) 
C, C. blade chord, meters 

C_ rotor thrust coefficient 

C- rotor torque coefficient 

d tlp-vortex core diameter, meters 
g, G gravitational-acceleration constant, meters/second' 
r blade radial station, meters 

r tip-vortex radial coordinate 
R blade radius, meters 
R, radius of lower blade set, meters 

R,. radius of upper blade set, meters 

t time, seconds 
V, V free-stream velocity, meters/second 

V. tip-vortex tangential velocity, meters/second 

X distance aft from leading edge on airfoil, meters 

Z~ tip-vortex axial coordinate 

AR radius difference between upper and lower rotor, meters 

ÄR radius ratio,    AR/R 
AZ vertical spacing between upper- and lower-blade sets, meters 

27 vertical-spacing ratio,    AZ/R 
A6 collective-pitch angle increment between upper- and lower-blade sets, degrees 
Af azimuth Increment of upper-blade set relative to lower-blade set, degrees 
0 blade pitch angle, degrees 
y rotor-tip-speed ratio,    V/fiR 
a rotor solidity 
iji blade azimuth position,    if; ■ 0    is aft, degrees 
ijig wake azimuth angle relative to upper blade, degrees 
R rotor rotational speed, radians/second 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

By design, the helicopter rotor operates in its own turbulent wake.    This results in a broad spectrum 
of unsteady airloads which excite the numerous dynamic-response modes of the flexible rotor and airframe. 
Understanding the source of these unsteady airloads    and developing verified prediction methods, can have 
a very significant benefit on the ability to design improved rotorcraft.    The state of the art in rotor 
unsteady airloads appears to be in a phase of detailed measurement, exploration,  and attempts to devise 
workable mathematical models of some of the more significant unsteady aerodynamic phenomena observed in 
flight and wind-tunnel testing during the past decade. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the United States Army Air Mobility Research 
and Development Laboratory are jointly engaged in a rotor research program at the Langley Research 
Center.    This program includes in-house, grant, and contract Investigations in the areas of rotorcraft 
aerodynamics, dynamics, stability and control, structures, and materials. 

Following a brief assessment of the state of the art of rotor unsteady airload technology,  this 
paper presents a review of a number of the current unsteady aerodynamics research investigations at 
the Langley Research Center.    These investigations include maneuver loads, level flight and maneuver 
wake prediction,  tip-vortex flow, blade-vortex interaction, dynamic stall, transient Mach number 
airloads,  and variable-geometry rotor research. 

2. ROTOR AERODYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT 

2.1    The problem 

There are numerous unsteady aerodynamic events that may occur in a single revolution of a helicopter 
rotor system operating at moderate to high  forward speeds.    The unsteadiness exists,  to some degree, 
throughout the design operating envelope.    The severity of the dynamic airloads associated with the 
unsteady aerodynamics depends upon the specific operating condition.    Some of the more severe operating 
conditions are:    maximum forward speed in level flight, maneuvering flight,  rapid descents,  and flared 
landings in ground effect.    Rotor aerodynamics  technology has been built on a foundation of blade- 
element theory, uniform inflow, and two-dimensional aerodynamics as a natural outgrowth of fixed-wing 
technology.    However, the practical  limitations of rotor operation are much more analogous to turbine 
engine/inlet matching aerodynamics  (Reference 1) where the fundamental problem is one of dealing with 
extreme,  time varying, three-dimensional distortions of the rotor inflow distribution. 

Some of the more obvious unsteady,  or transient,  aerodynamic phenomena that contribute to rotor 
dynamic airloads are illustrated in Figure 1.    The general categories of the flow shown in Figure 1 
are:     (1) stalled flow,   (2) impulsive flow,   (3) yawed flow,  and (4) interference flow.    Stalled flow 
includes airfoil dynamic stall and tip-vortex induced dynamic stall.    A distinction is made here 
between airfoil and tip-vortex induced dynamic stall.    Airfoil dynamic stall is associated with what has 
been referred to as stall flutter and it is sensitive to airfoil configuration changes.    That is, 
airfoil modification has been shown to have a marked influence on the severity of stall  flutter and the 
resulting oscillatory control-system loadings   (Reference 2).    A peculiar feature of this stall mechanism 
is  the ability to distinguish between moment stall and lift stall during the initial stages of stall 
onset,  as the blade moves through the retreating side of the rotor disk  (References 3 and 4). 

Tip-vortex induced dynamic stall is  less sensitive to airfoil characteristics.    The best airfoil 
cannot cope with some of the local angle-of-attack excursions induced by the passage of a tip-vortex 
filament in close proximity to the blade surface.    Even in hovering flight the rotor performance is 
degraded by tip-vortex induced stall at the outboard blade sections  (Reference 5).     In forward flight 
maneuvers the blade-vortex interaction encountered in the aft portion of the rotor disk may cause 
high-frequency pitching-moment oscillations.    Reference 6 indicates this blade-vortex dynamic stall 
may be a significant source of rotor vibratory load buildup during maneuvers. 

Impulsive flow phenomena include blade-vortex interaction and transient Mach number effects.    The 
impulsive airloads caused by blade-vortex interaction on the advancing side of the rotor disk result 
in the distinctive "blade slap" acoustic signature of some rotorcraft.    In this  case,  the blade encounters 
a single vortex filament which causes extreme rates of change in airloading.    This impulsive airload, 
which can occur simultaneously over large segments of the advancing blade, results  in intense radiated 
noise in addition to the oscillatory structural  loadings.    The transient Mach number effects, which 
also occur on the advancing blade,  include transient  lift, drag, and pitching moments associated with 
the rapid movement of the shock wave over the upper surface of the blade.    The interaction of the shock 
wave and boundary layer can also induce transient shock stall. 

While there is still some question as to the significance of yawed flow in rotor aerodynamics, the 
extreme case of reversed flow is of concern when  large inboard portions of the retreating blade are 
moving rapidly through 180° angle-of-attack changes and the aerodynamic center of the blade section is 
abruptly changing from the normal quarter-chord position to the three-quarter-chord position.    This 
is of special concern for slowed,  lifting rotors that are designed to operate at tip-speed ratios of 
one or greater. 

Interference flow includes tail-rotor/main-rotor wake interaction, pylon-hub-engine exhaust inter- 
action with the main and tail  rotor,  and wing-body interference.    The significance of these aerodynamic 
interferences depends upon the specific rotorcraft configuration.    However,  in all cases these factors 
contribute to the difficulty of predicting the rotorcraft unsteady aerodynamic environment and the 
resulting dynamic airloads. 

2.2    State of the art 

The ultimate objective of rotor aerodynamic research should be to provide the rotorcraft designer 
with the analytical tools to develop and produce improved aircraft with a high  level of confidence. 

iü7 
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Figure 2,  fron Reference 7, Illustrates this point by indicating the required capability in design 
analyses compared with the present capability.    The figure includes both dynamics and aerodynamics 
because of the strong interaction between these two disciplines in rotorcraft design.    In general, the 
present capabilities, and even the current efforts to provide improved analytical methods, are far short 
of the require capability,    Foi the most part, verified design tools and meaningful design criteria do 
not exist in the area of rotor unsteady airloads.    This situation exists because of the extreme complexity 
of both the rotor unsteady aerodynamics and the rotor and airframe dynamics. 

Design of an entirely new rotor system cannot yet be classified as a science.    It still retains 
many aspects of an "art," and the state of that art is such that rotorcraft tend to be evolved by 
small extrapolations in size and installed power.    Manufacturers move in modest increments from one 
service-proven design to the next by exploring modifications of a basic rotor configuration.    Paradoxi- 
cally,  there are wide variations in the basic designs of different manufacturers, which suggests that 
the necessity for relying heavily on empiricism, and trial and error has led different design groups 
down different paths.    The present state of the art results in a hesitance on the part of the manu- 
facturers to propose advanced concepts in aircraft design competitions.    Likewise,  it contributes to 
the user's reluctance to invest in the production of advanced designs even after investing heavily in 
the research and development of the advanced systems. 

In the areas of rotorcraft aerodynamic and dynamic analyses the trend is toward the use of more 
complex computer programs to model the aeroelastic systems.    While this is a natural tendency with the 
availability of digital computers having ever increasing capacity and computation speed,  the point is 
being reached at which the analyst must observe the output of the computer much as a flight-test engineer 
observes the behavior of the actual aircraft.    Since the computer model is approaching the complexity 
of the actual aircraft, a clear understanding of the "cause and effect" behavior of the aeroelastic 
mechanisms is lost in the computer.    In any event, the burden is on the aerodynamicist to provide the 
proper input to the computer models.    For example, the dynamicist and the acoustician are eagerly 
awaiting accurate unsteady airload inputs for their respective computer programs:    the dynamicist - with 
the rotorcraft mass-elastic system well defined, and the acoustician - with the existing acoustic 
radiation theories ready to be applied. 

In order to advance the state of the art to the proper level the unsteady aerodynamics technology 
must progress through the following steps: 

Identification of the problem 
Detailed measurement 
Mathematical modeling 
Verification of the math models 
Parametric studies 
Establishment of design criteria 
Development of accurate design methods 

During the past decade rotor unsteady aerodynamics has moved from the first phase, problem identification, 
into a period of detailed measurement and mathematical modeling.    Investigators are beginning to document, 
in detail, the rotor unsteady wake and boundary-layer flow.    Mathematical models are also being developed 
in an attempt to duplicate the observed flow behavior     The principal areas of investigation include: 
hover,  level flight and maneuvering wake-geometry prediction; tip-vortex flow; dynamic stall; and 
unsteady transonic flow. 

There are a number of new trends in the manner in which investigators are dealing with rotor unsteady 
aerodynamics.    Four of the more fundamental trends are: 

1. There is tendency to deal more directly with transient and impulsive airloads rather than 
seeking methods to predict accurately individual harmonics of airloads from the steady to the 40th 
harmonic of rotor rotational speed. 

2. Periodic rotor airloads have been demonstrated to be very repeatable for a given flight 
condition.    While this is implicit in any attempt to correlate analytical and flight-test data, there 
had been frequent references in the past to the basic randomness of rotor airloads.    This randomness is 
more directly associated with the variability of the rotor operating conditions. 

3. There is increased concern over the validity of relating rotor-blade section aerodynamics 
to a local angle of attack which is poorly defined and frequently unknown in the unsteady wake 
environment. 

4. There appears to be a trend away from a desire to amass great quantities of sinusoidal 
oscillating airfoil data.    Research is now directed toward generalized theoretical and empirical methods 
that can be used to account for the effects of Inflow unsteadiness on basic airfoil characteristics. 

The above trends reflect the shift toward the detailed study of rotor unsteady flow.    An example of 
the concern for more detailed investigation was noted in a specialists' meeting on the subject of dynamic 
stall held at the Langley Research Center in July 1971.    This meeting brought together 50 investigaturs 
for 1 day to present and discuss their work and their ideas in the area of rotor dynamic stall.    Some 
of the observations and recommendations resulting from the meeting are listed below. 

1. Flo*    visualization documentation of rotor-blade dynamic stalling should be obtained to 
determine the role of vortex shedding in the actual dynamic stall of the retreating blade. 

2. NASA/Army should review available dynamic-stall analyses, document them and pose a standard 
case for analytical correlation.    Also, a standard dynamic-stall test case should be proposed so that a 
common test condition can be available for experimental and analytical correlation by all investigators. 

„MMMM JJA 
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3. Currently available dynamic stall Cn and Cm loops and free-wake analyses should be 
utilized to determine if the rotor tip-path plane position in space can be accurately predicted. If 
it cannot-- determine why.    Present testing indicates  lateral flapping cannot be predicted accurately. 

4. Two points of view can be taken with regard to dynamic-stall research: 

a. Research oriented.- Study extreme cases of dynamic stall, and, after determining the 
basic mechanisms, interpolate back to stall onset and establish stall boundaries and stall margins. 

b. Near-term design oriented.- Study the stall onset problem first, determine stall 
boundaries and means of delaying stall onset.    After this has been achieved, proceed to a reassessment 
of the need for ieep stall investigations. 

5. The whole area of airfoil plunging should be reassessed.    There are indications that this 
aspect of rotor dynamic stall may be as important as airfoil pitching motions. 

o.    Airfoil lift stall and moment stall should be considered as separate events - which may or 
may not happen simultaneously. 

7. Consideration of   C     vs    Cm    loop characteristics may be useful in analyzing dynamic stall. 
Eliminating dependence on angle of attack, which is usually in doubt, may be helpful in correlating stall 
data from various sources, 

8. A series of fundamental nonrotating blade tests should be conducted in order to build up 
to the complex rotating stall case in careful steps. 

9. An investigation should be conducted to determine why some rotor systems are reported to be 
free of stall-flutter c,id dynamic-stall problems,  and to detcrmi.-e whether it is a matter of definition 
or a fundamental rotor aeroelastic characteristic that is common to these rotor designs. 

10. The influence of size on rotor dynamic-stall characteristics should be investigated.    There 
appears to be some influence of size by way of stiffness, Reynolds    number, number of blades, etc. 

11. The role of the leading-edge shed vortex in the dynamic-stall mechanism should ue explored. 
Is it an important mechanism, or is it a convenient analytical tool which has its counterpart in some 
flow visualization studies at low Reynolds    number? 

12. More emphasis should be placed on the short separation, bubble at the leading edge of the 
airfoil.    This bubble and its accurate analyrical modeling are the key to the dynamic-stall process. 

Similar recommendations for more experimental and analytical research effort would undoubtedly result 
from consideration of other aspects of rotor unsteady aerodynamics, such as, wake geometry, tip-vortex 
flow,  and the development of suitable advanced airfoils. 

2.3    Future research 

In the future, emphasis should be placed on efforts to verify the mathematical models being developed. 
The many individual analytical tools will have tu be combined and compared with data obtained from 
complete rotor systems.    This verification process will require model-scale and full-scale rotor testing. 
At model scale it may be possible to avoid the usual difficulty of Reynolds    number matching by conducting 
airfoil testing at the rotor-model scale.    The analytical methods could then be verified by applying the 
model-scale airfoil data directly with the prediction of the model-rotor unsteady airloads and dynamic 
response.    Ultimately, the development and verification of the analytical methods will also require 
full-scale rotor testing.    Wind-tunnel testing of generalized rotor systems, which can be easily modified, 
will be essential.    This type of capability is presently being developed at the Ames Research Center with 
the design and fabrication of a generalized rotor research system for use in the 40- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel.     In addition, special flight research rotor test systems will also be required for the final 
verification of the analytical methods.    Preliminary studies of such a rotor systems research aircraft 
are currently underway in a joint NASA/Army effort at Langley Research Center. 

3.     ROTOR UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH AT LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 

3.1    Research approach 

The rotor unsteady aerodynamics research at the Langley Research Center is part of a cooperative- 
research program between the Langley Directorate of the United States Army Air Mobility Research and 
Development Laboratory and the Langley staff of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.    This 
joint program is,  in turn, a part of an overall agreement between NASA and the United States Army 
Materiel Command which includes cooperative research programs at the Ames Research Center    and the Lewis 
Research Center.    The joint research effort was initiated in 1970 and involves the utilization of existing 
NASA research facilities and joint Army/NASA resources, such as:    manpower, funding, research equipment, 
and flight-test aircraft.    The research effort includes aerodynamics, dynamics,  acoustics,  structures, 
nidLerials,  and stability and control.     In-house experimental and analytical investigations are complemented 
by supporting contract research %s required.    The following discussion presents a number of the research 
investigations  in rotor unsteady aerodynamics currently underway as part of the joint NASA/Army 
rotorcraft research program. 

3.?    Maneuver loads 

There are severe limitations imposed upon helicopter manouvering flight by unsteady aerodynamics. 
The limitations are reflected in a rapid increase in the magnitude of the rotor oscillatory control  loads 
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•nd overall alrfrsme vibration levels.    The source of the problem Is usually a buildup in the unsteady 
airloads induced by distorted wake flow, blade-vortex interaction, and dynamic stall.    An example of how 
these factors interact to impose a limit on maneuvering flight was presented in Reference 6.    This paper 
summarized a detailed review and analysis of H-34 helicopter rotor-blade differential pressure and 
structural  load data for five maneuver-flight conditions.    These maneuvers are indicated in Figure 3. 
For each case -  four steady maneuvers and a single transient pullup maneuver - the maneuver was terminated 
when aircraft vibration levels Increased to an unacceptable level.    It was concluded from the analysis 
of the flight data that the probable cause of the maneuver limitation was a wake-induced buildup in the 
blade torsional degree of freedom response.    The wake characteristic of primary importance was the 
helical pattern formed by the trailing vnrtices deposited into the fourth quadrant of the rotor disk 
during the maneuvers.    Figure 4 indicates a typical trailed vortex pattern for the maneuver conditions 
investigated.    The helical patterns formed by the trailed tip vortices are basically a function of rotor 
tip-speed ratio.    In level flight the helical wake moves down and away from the rotor disk.    However,  in 
maneuvers the tip vortices come into close proximity with the rotor blades in the aft quadrants of the 
disk due to the changes in wake geometry caused by the blade lift variations and the maneuvering flight- 
path curvature.    As a result,    strong blade-vortex interaction can occur as indicated in Figure 4.    The 
unsteady airloads induced by these blade-vortex interactions are shown in Figure S.    This figure presents 
time histories of the section aerodynamic pitching-moment coefficient at the 95\ blade radius for one 
revolution of the rotor for a level-flight condition and a l.Sg transient maneuver condition.     In contrast 
to the level  flight case, the section pitching moment for the maneuver case indicates that  local stalling 
is induced by the passage of the trniling tip vortices.    The azimuth positions of the trailed vortex 
crossings, shown in Figure 4, are also indicated in Figure 5. 

The important factors in the maneuvering flight unsteady airloads are wake geometry,  tip-vortex 
flow, blade-vortex interaction, and dynamic stall.    Each of these areas has been investigated in the 
Langley Research Center rotorcraft research program.    Some of the highlights of these research efforts 
will be included in the following discussion. 

3.3 Wake geometry 

There is an increasing demand for more realistic analytical models for simulating rotor wake flow. 
The application of improved wake flow calculation methods is an important step in determining the blade 
unsteady airloads and dynamic response.    References 8, 9,  and 10 present a description of a rotor wake 
computer program which is now under development.    Figure 6 illustrates the type of wake geometries that 
can be produced by the computer program.    Basically, the rotor wake is calculated by a process similar 
to the startup of a rotor in a free stream.    An array of discrete trailing and shed vortices is 
generated.    Vortex strengths corresponded to stepwise radial anc azimuthal blade circulations,  and 
this array is  limited to an arbitrary number of azimuthal steps behind each blade.    The remainder of 
the wake model  for each blade is an arbitrary number of trailed vortices.    Vortex element end points are 
allowed to be transported by the free stream and vortex-Induced velocities.    Wake geometries, wake flows, 
and wake induced velocity influence coefficients  for use in blade loads calculations are determineo. 
Wake geometries can be calculated for various rotor configurations,  Including rotor systems having 
shaftwlse separation, nonuniform azimuth spacing (as in Figure 6), counter-rotating blades, and rotors 
with blade length and other physical differences. 

The computer program presented in Reference 10 also includes a blade loads program which allows 
the computation of the response of flexible rotor blades to the applied airloads.    The wake geometry and 
blade response computer program was initially developed for level-flight conditions.    It has recently 
been extended to handle steady-state maneuvers.    In addition,  the level-flight wake program is now being 
coupled to the rotor-blade/control-system dynamic-response computer program reported in References 11 
and 12.    A separate, but related, analytical investigation of the influence of blade flexibility, 
unsteady aerodynamics,  and variable inflow on rotor stall performance characteristics is reported in 
References 13 and 14. 

3.4 Tip-vortex flow 

One of the primary ingredients of the rotor wake is the intense tip-vortex trailed from each rotor 
blade.    In order to gain more understanding of the tip-vortex flow, a number of in-house and contract 
studies were initiated.    The in-house effort was conducted using a small smoke tunnel to study the flow 
in the immediate vicinity of the tips of semispan wings.    Figure 7 illustrates the basic tip-vortex 
formation mechanism for a conventional rotor-blade square tip shape.    The formation can be considered 
in two phases.    The first phase is the formation ot a separation vortex along the streamwise edge of the 
tip.    This vortex is much like the delta-wing leading-edge vortex in that it is formed by the separation 
of a vortex sheet from beneath the blade tip and reattachment of the sheet on the upper surface.    The 
swirling flow formed by this process establishes the Intense core of the tip vortex, with a core 
diameter of less than 1/10 of the tip-chord length.    Downstream, behind the trailing edge, the vortex 
sheet shed from along the trailing edge is drawn around the separation vortex core to form the complete 
trailing-vortex system. 

Following some additional flow visualization studies,  reported in Reference IS, detailed tip-vortex- 
flow measurements were made using a three-axis hot-wire probe (Reference 16}.    This work was similar 
to the wind-tunnel investigation of Reference 17, and was done to determine scaling methods for simulating 
full-scale tip vortices.    Figure 8 presents some of the results of this investigation.    It was determined 
that all of the Mach number and Reynolds number data for vortex tangential velocities,  axial velocities 
and core size could be collapsed onto curves which are functions of vortex age.    If this correlating 
parameter can be shown to apply for vortex ages much larger than those of Reference 16, the results can 
also have significance with regard to the scaling of the fixed-wing trailing-vortex problem, which is 
now under intensive study by all segments of the civil aviation industry. 
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3.5 Bl«de-vortex Interactions 

The next phase of the Investigation of rotor unsteady airloads was concerned with how the trailing 
tip vortices interacted aerodynamically with an airfoil.    Experimental and analytical investigations 
were supported by grants to the Pennsylvania State University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
The results of portions of these studies are presented in References 18 through 23.    An example of the 
type of baiic data obtained in these investigations is shown in Figure 9, taken from Reference 18. 
Figure 9 shows the variation of the section lift coefficient measured as the single-blade model cuts 
through the vortex center.    Section lift coefficient peak-to-peak variations as high as 0.7 were 
measured in time intervals of 1 millisecond.    This  time interval corresponds to a blade translation 
distance of 1.15 chord lengths.    Generally, the blade must move 8 to 10 chord lengths from the vortex 
before the influence is negligible.    This «ill, of coarse, depend on the vortex dimensions and the 
orientation of the blade. 

At the time of the.original oral presentation of Reference 18, noise recordings and movies of the 
oscilloscope display of the pressure pulses caused by the blade-vortex interactions were presented.    The 
correlation between the pressure-pulse signature and the blade "slap" noise was quite apparent.    Since 
the original experimental work of References 18 and 19,  additional testing and analytical correlation 
work has been done by Penn State and M.I.T.  under various sponsors.    Some of the results of ^lis effotf •-• 
are presented in Reference 24 where very good analytical crf^fflat'töTl ts showrr fbr the Bl'äde-vortex 
interaction impulsive noise measured with the Reference 18 model. 

Besides the significance of the type of data shown in Figure 9 to the Investigation of helicopter 
noise,  these same data have important application to the unsteady airloads problem shown in Figure 5. 
In some situations the blade-vortex interaction will become severe enough to induce local-flow separation 
and result in dynamic stall.    This likelihood is noted in the discussion of maneuver loads in section 3.2 
of this paper.     In order to investigate the dynamic-stall mechanism associated with blade-vortex 
Interaction an analytical study was initiated.    While the work was originally aimed specifically toward 
vortex-induced dynamic stall,  it became apparent that the required analytical  formulation contained 
all the ingredients of a general dynamic-stall  analysis with vortex-induced dynamic stall  as a special 
case 

3.6 Dynamic stall 

The dynamic-stali analysis development is aimed at unsteady airloads research and design utilization, 
rather than helicopter performance prediction.    The ability to predict the lift and pitching moment of 
new airfoils throughout the stall regime is a primary aim of the investigation.    By including rotor 
dynamics,  prediction of stall-flutter characteristics can be made.    The dynamic stall induced by 
interaction with tip vortices of other blades can also be calculated by combining appropriate dynamic-stall 
subprograms with the rotor-free wake analyses. 

Reference 25 presents the initial results of a dynamic-stall analytical method currently under 
development.    This study has produced a theoretical model that predicts most of the features of dynamic 
stall qualitatively.    The components of this incompressible,  two-dimensional theory are shown in 
Figure 10.     Below stall,  the laminar separation point is  followed by a separation bubble.     After 
transition to turbulent flow, a reattachment region  leads to a turbulent boundary layer.    The viscous 
flow is solved by momentum integral techniques which require many empirical relations and outright 
assumptions.    After stall,  the separation region is assumed to be at constant pressure,  and it is 
modeled by putting sources and sinks in the potential  flow.    The potential flow is a linear theory for 
a flat plate, but with a correction term to account for leading-edge radius.    The vortices shed from 
the trailing edge are explicitly included, but the effect of the vortices shed from the leading edge is 
accounted for by the region of constant pressure. 

The important sources of uncertainty in the present model  are the expansion and contraction of the 
constant-pressure regions,  the point of transition in the separation bubble, stall criteria,  the pressure 
distribution near the leading edge, and the process of recovery from stall.    The greatest asset of the 
model is the inclusion of the effect of the viscous  regions on the potential flow.    This strong 
interaction of viscous and potential flow is achieved by matching pressures.    The results show that a 
weak interaction theory would be inadequate in the stall regions. 

This model has made several significant contributions towards a better description of dynamic stall. 
It bar been applied to the case of blade-vortex interaction discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.5.    The 
response to the spacing of these vortices had been qualitatively defined.    The analytical method is 
presently being applied to model the pitch-plunge stall flutter of an isolated airfoil.    Further improve- 
ments will be made to the analytical model, and it will be incorporated into a helicopter performance 
program.    Another achievement of this model is the integration of the essential components of dynamic 
stall.     Boundary-layer experts should no longer Ignore the strong interaction with potential  flow.    The 
ability of the potential-flow theory in representing an essential part of the problem is shown to be 
inadequate;  elegant piecemeal analyses have been superseded by a less sophisticated, but more complete, 
model.    The model also highlights several areas that are not well understood.    The role of the separation 
bubble in transition and stall, the entire turbulence model in separated flow, and the process by which 
the airfoil  uns tails are areas of ignorance. 

A new model of dynamic stall is being developed, under a research contract by R. E. Olson and 
S. J.  Shamroth of United Aircraft Research Laboratories.    It will be designed to help remedy the major 
deficiencies of the theory of Reference 25 up to ehe stall point.    It will later be extended to strong 
interaction so that the complete dynamic-stall  loop can be calculated.    The analysis will be valid for 
an    airfoil of arbitrary shape with a distorted wake, but it will be limited to two-dimensional, 
incompressible flow.    The components of the analysis are indicated in Figure 11.    The regions of separated 
and stagnation point flow will be found by solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes equation by the method of 
Reference 26.     In regions where it is obvious that  the boundary-layer assumptions are valid,  the Navier- 
Stokes equations will be simplified to parabolic form.    The viscosity in transitional or turbulent  flow 
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will be based on the turbulent kinetic energy ■« in Reference 27. Preliminary results show good 
agreement with experiment for transitional flow in a small separation bubble. The inviscid-flow 
solution of J.  P. Giesing (Reference 28) will be utilized. 

When the Navier-Stokes equations describe the flow near the body, there is no need to construct 
a preconceived model of the flow over the upper surface.    If vortlcity or stagnant flow passes over the 
upper surface,  the solution will describe it.    This advantoge is purchased by greatly increased 
computational complexity.    There is also a problem In setting the boundary between the viscous and inviscid 
flow.    This will involve the stability and accuracy of the Navier-Stokes solution over large separated 
regions.    A model  for the relationship between the thick wake,  the inviscid model of the wake,  and 
airfoil circulation must be constructed.   Another problem will be the calculation of the turbulent shear 
stresses in the separated regime. 

3.7 Transient Mach number 

H-34 helicopter rotor-blade pressure data (Reference 29) were reviewed in detail to determine the 
influence of transient Mach number on unsteady airloads.    The data were obtained for selected,  single 
rotor revolutions at a fixed tip-speed ratio - but with various advancing tip Mach numbers  (that is, 
rotor operational advancing tip Mach number at    r/R '1.0    and    i/i ■ 90°).    Typical time histories for 
the chordwise pressure transducers at the 95% radius station are shown in Figure 12.    Both sets of data 
are at a tip-speed ratio,    u,    of 0.28 and the same gross weight.    The time histories on the left are for 
a rotor advancing tip Mach number of 0.74 and on the right for 0.82.    The pressure pulse, which appears 
in the right hand traces for   X/C   values of 0.233 and 0.335, are the result of the transient shock 
front moving back and forth over the upper-surface pressure-transducer orifices.    These pressure-pulse 
signatures, which are essentially superimposed on the basic pressure time histories at the left of 
Figure 12, changed in a logical fashion as the rotor advancing tip Mach number operating condition 
was varied while holding a constant tip-speed ratio. 

The movement of the shock front at the 95% radius station is shown in the lov.er portion of Figure 13. 
The shock moves onto the blade at approximately 20° azimuth and appears to reach its most aft position 
at 100° azimuth.    It then moves forward and off the blade leading edge at about 190° azimuth.    While 
the precise start and stop of the shock movement is difficult to establish, the shock movement over the 
midchord region was clearly evident.    The upper sketch In Figure 13 Indicates the maximum    aft 
excursion of the shock front over the outer blade surface determined from pressure-time histories at 
the 95%, 90%,  85%, and 75% radial stations.    The maximum aft movement of the shock in this case occurred 
when the blade was at 100° azimuth position.    The impulsive loading associated with the local transient 
Mach number variation causes a noseup blade torsional-moment response and a normal-force Impulse of 
approximately 900 N (approximately 200 Ibf)  for a duration of less than 50 milliseconds.    This Introduces 
nonlinear)ties in blade pitch-control requirements and slight changes in rotor-trim requirements to 
accommodate the Mach number effects. 

Additional transient Mach number data from flight tests of the CH-53 and NH-3 helicopters are 
currently being analyzed.    This type of data has a number of important applications.    Reference 30 
presents transient Mach number effects as the source of rotor-blade self-excited oscillations at high 
subsonic Mach numbers.    In addition, the H-34 airloads data indicate that any analytical treatment of 
rotor sound radiation must Include the normal-force impulse in addition to the usual drag-rise 
considerations and the fact that the airfoil is accelerating at a speed near to, but less than, the 
speed of sound  (Reference 31). 

3.8 Tip shape 

Various means of alleviating blade-vortex-interaction unsteady airloads are under study in the 
industry.    These include reducing the intensity of the vortex during the formation stage by suitable 
tip-shape modifications,  and inducing turbulent mixing and flow instabilities in the vortex flow so that 
rapid decay of the trailing-vortex system will take place.    The latter approach is being investigated 
under Army, Navy and NASA sponsorship of research with the mass-injection blade-tip concept reported in 
Reference 32.    Initial full-scale rotor testing of this active dissipation concept will be conducted on 
the whirl tower at Langley Research Center in the fall of 1972. 

An alternate, passive approach fc- tip-vortex diffusion is to modify the formation mechanism in 
some manner by use of a special tip shape.    A number of Investigations of tip shapes have been underway 
throughout the industry.    One of the shapes being investigated at the Langley Research Center is the 
ogee tip shape.    A sketch of the tip-shape planform and the tangential velocity data from Reference 16 
are presented in Figure 14.    The tip thickness distribution is identical to the chord distribution, 
resulting in a fixed airfoil section over all but the extreme tip, where the airfoil section transitions 
to an elliptical shape.    The square-tip data are repeated from Figure 8 for comparison purposes.    The 
semispan wing tests were conducted using the same planform area for the square-tip wing and the ogee-tip 
wing.    The maximum tangential velocities in the vortex core are reduced below those for a square tip by 
a factor of 4.    The data also show that significantly more time Is required for the vortex formed by the 
ogee tip to roll up completely and develop its maximum tangential velocity.    The core diameter of the 
vortex from the ogee tip was substantially larger than that from the square tip and it was not well 
defined.    In addition, the diffuse tip vortex of the ogee tip did not show any significant axial velocity 
trends.    The formation process of the ogee-tip vortex is more analogous to the rollup of a trailing vortex 
sheet than to the formation of a conventional tip vortex.    This suggests that the elimination of the 
separation vortex mechanism (Figure 7), which was the goal of the ogee-tip design, was substantially 
achieved.    The concentration mechanism associated with the interaction of the intense core of the 
separation vortex and the vortex sheet shed from the trailing edge is no longer present.    This allows 
a more gradual and diffuse rollup of the tip-vortex system.    After correcting the lift-to-drag-ratio 
data for differences in aspect ratio, the ogee-tip wing had & slight (approximately 5%) improvement in 
efficiency over the square-tip wing. 
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A number of exploratory flow irlsuillzatlon studies have been conducted using the ogee tip shape on 
snail-scale rotor models.    Figure 15 shows some typical  results of schlieren photography studies of a 
two-bladed, 0.4 m (1.3 ft) diameter, rotor model operating in a hover mode at a tip Mach number of 0.69. 
The intense tip vortex core helix can be seen for the square-tip model.    The intensity of the tip vortex 
is considerably reduced for the ogee-tip model so that it  is no longer visible in the schlieren photograph 
on the right of Figure IS. 

A full-scale UH-1H helicopter two-bladed rotor system is presently being modified m the Langley 
Research Center to install  the ogee tip shape.    An exploratory flight test will be conducted to determine 
whether the reduction in tip-vortex Intensity demonstrated in the wind-tunnel tip-shape tests and the 
model rotor schlieren studies, will actually result in a reduction in blade-vortex interaction unsteady 
airloads and blade-slap noise. 

3.9 Variable-geometry rotor 

A rotor concept that evolved from research into the problem of blade-vortex interaction is shown 
in Figure 16.    The basic objective of the variable-geometry rotor is to gain some control over the way 
tip vortices and following blades interact aerodynamically and dynamically.    The configuration is 
essentially composed of two co-rotating conventional rotor systems - one upper and one lower, with three 
or more blades each - that can be phased in azimuth position relative to one another.    This phasing would 
ultimately be controlled in flight in order to achieve optimum phasing of blade forces at the hub,  and 
to minimize the blade-vortex interactions for a given flight condition.    The research investigation will 
include documentation of the influence of differential blade radius, differential collective and cyclic 
pitch, and vertical spacing in addition to the aerodynamic, dynamic and acoustic effects of azlmuthal 
phasing between rotors.    The analytical study of these rotor configurations utilizes the wake program 
discussed in section 3.3. 

Some of the initial model test results are shown in Figure 17.    Hovering performance and flow 
visualization tests were conducted using a 1.2 m (4 ft)  diameter slx-bladed rotor system.    These tests 
were conducted at United Aircraft Research Laboratories with equipment similar to that used in tha 
investigation of Reference 5.    The results of the performance tests indicate that by changing from a 
conventional six-bladed configuration, with all blades in the same disk plane, to an arrangement where 
every other blade is raised vertically a distance of two chord lengths, the thrust is increased by 
approximately 7% at high-thrust conditions (or the torque Is reduced by 11% for a flxed-thiv   ' condition). 
Most of the performance increase resulting from vertical  spacing was achieved with only one v.°.ord length 
vertical spacing.     Increasing vertical spacing from one to two chord lengths and changes in azimuth 
spacing has secondary effects on the hover performance gains. 

The aerodynamic mechanism involved in the performance increase is the manner in which the trailing 
tip vortices interact with each other and with the following blades.    Figure 18 shows sample tip-vortex 
coordinntes for the configuration that showed performance improvement in Figure 17.    (Note that the 
blade vertical spacing depicted in Figure 18 is not to scale.)    In a conventional six-blbded rotor, 
with all blades in the same disk plane, the tip vortex tends to trail back in the disk plane (see 
Reference 5) to the following blade and induce tip stalling at Mgh thrust conditions.    With vertical 
spacing between alternate blades,  and a rotor phasing of 30*, the upper-blade tip vortex passes over the 
following blade and then is drawn down beneath the next blade pair as a result of interacting with the 
lower-blade tip vortex.    The net result is a delay in the onset of tip stalling Induced by blade - vortex 
interaction.    Model tests are continuing with wind-tunnel  tests,  and plans call for conducting whirl- 
tower tests of a full-scale rotor to verify the model hover performance results. 

The rotor systems currently under investigation are exploratory research rotors and, in some cases, 
may pose special hardware design difficulties in practical application.    However, some of the more 
promising configurations will be selected for full-scale flight testing with the NASA/Amy Rotor Systems 
Research Aircraft currently under development at the Langley Research Center.  Preliminary design studies 
indicate that two, three-bladed, co-rotating rotors with vertical separation of one to two chord lengths 
and with in-flight control of azimuth phasing between rotors can be fabricated without difficulty. 

3.10 Additional research 

With the increased emphasis on civil and military helicopter utilization, Langley Research Center 
in-houss rotorcraft research effort is expanding.    While a major portion of the research summarized 
above has been accomplished with contract support, an increasing amount of in-house research is being 
initiated.    Flight tests, whirl-tower tests, instrumentation development, airfoil development, 
wind-tunnel tests of rotor models and development of special research equipment are now being initiated 
with the availability of more NASA and Army manpower and funding. 

Development of special rotor instrumentation has progressed to the flight demonstration phase.    This 
system allows in-flight data acquisition of digitized, high frequency, rotor-blade pressure data whi'ch 
can be transmitted by a telemetry data link directly from the rotor hub to a ground station.    Special 
schlieren, laser Doppler veloclmeter, and hot-wire anemometry systems are being developed for 
application to wind tunnel and whirl tower rotor wake flow data acquisition.    Research models under 
development include:     (1) a general rotor-research model  for use in the Langley V/ST0L tunnel,  (2)  a 
general rotor stall-flutter model for use in the transonic dynamics tunnel,   (3) a special model to study 
the isolated effects of yawing oscillation on airfoil unsteady aerodynamics,  (4) an oscillatory wing model 
to study the dynamics of unsteady tip-vortex flow, and (5)  a large scale airfoil pitching tacility to 
simulate rotor airfoil angle-of-attack ti -e histories and to investigate airfoil stall flutter.    Wind- 
tunnel tests are continuing to study and document the tail-rotor aerodynamics  (Reference 33).    Research 
is also continuing in the area of airfoil noise generation for unsteady (Reference 34) and steady flow 
conditions. 
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Analytical studies planned will proceed to more sophisticated unsteady boundary-layer analyses for 
utilization in the dynamic-stall computer programs.    In the area of fundamental  fluid mechanics, a research 
grant has been initiated with Michigan State University to explore the application of Dr. Krzywoblocki's 
wave mechanics theory o( turbulence (Reference 35) to the fundamental flow mechanisms encountered in 
rotor unsteady aerodynamics.    If this work is successful, the wave mechanics theory of turbulence could 
have important and far reaching application to the general field of unsteady aerodynamics and turbulent 
flow. 

4.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The state of the art of rotor unstendy airloads appears to have moved beyond the stage of problem 
identification and into a period of theoiotical development, careful experimental documentation, and 
semi-empirical analytical modeling.    The attention being given rotor unsteady aerodynamics by Government 
and industry researchers  is increasing along with the general trend toward increased civil and military 
utilization of rotary-wing aircraft.    However, there is a great  deal to be accomplished before the 
required design analyses capabilities, such as generalized design methods and meaningful design criteria, 
are available to me industry as a whole.    The next essential step in the development of these capabilities 
appears to be the careful experimental verification of the numerous, and increasingly complex, analytical 
tools that are being developed,  and sometimes hastily Implemented, as digital computers with ever 
increasing capacity and speed become available. 

The joint NASA/Army rotorcraft unsteady airloads research program at Langley Research Center has 
been concentrated in the area of wake-geometry prediction, tip-vortex flow, blade-vortex interaction, 
dynamic stn.ll, and transient Mach number investigations.    Some methods for the alleviation of rotor 
unsteady airloads problems are being Investigated, Including tip-shape studies and variable-geometry rotor 
research.    Additional efforts in instrumentation development,  rotor model wind-tunnel tests, and 
exploratory flight testing are underway.    Future plans call for development of special reserach rotor-} 
for investigating unsteady aerodynamics and verifying analytical methods in flight by utilizing the 
NASA/Army Rotor Systems  Research Aircraft. 
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Prepared Comments on Paper 10 
by 

Wayne Johnson 
US Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory 

Moffett Field, California 

This article is a review of the theme paper on rotor unsteady aerodynamics, by John F.Ward and Warren H. 
Young, Jr.   A specific point is to be made in the course of the review, a point about the direction rotary wing 
unsteady aerodynamic research is taking, and the direction it is suggested it should go. 

The introduction gives the theme:   "Understanding the source of unsteady airloads and developing verified 
prediction methods." The paper proceeds to discuss the problem in general, the status and direction of the state of 
the art, and then some examples of the work being done in this field, for example in dynamic stall, wake geometry, 
and blade/vortex interaction. 

Consider Figure 2 in the paper, which is referred to in Section 2.2 on the state of the art.  There is a feature 
of the figure which makes it very representative of the direction aerodynamic research is takinp; the figure indicates 
the direction from present capability to current effort to needed effort is always toward more and more complex 
models.   Perhaps it is only meant that more complex problems are to be considered, but what follows in the paper 
indicates otherwise.   In the same section the paper points out a trend to more complex computer programs for 
aeroelastic problems, the trend being attributed to the availability of larger computers.   No criticism of this trend 
is made really, although there is a tone of regret in the statement, rather it just points out that the theory output 
is becoming much like experimental data in terms of the1 reduction and interpretation required.   There is another 
facet to this trend however:   an inclination to always be putting the latest theory available from the state of the art 
into a computer program of ever increasing complexity, and giving no consideration to the other work required to 
extend the state of the art.   What is missing is a consideration of extending the basic aerodynamic theory, the 
research base for the theory which must go into these programs.   Much of the work building complex programs is 
being done in industry, where it is necessary and appropriate, and the resources for basic research limited: but the 
influence of this trend away from basic research also appears throughout the work on unsteady aerodynamics 
reported in the paper. 

The important implication of this for unsteady aerodynamics is that it is the wrong kind of modelling to 
obtain the stated goals of increased understanding and verified prediction methods.   The kind of modelling suggested 
takes whatever is available in the state of the art, in the basic disciplines of aerodynamics, dynamics, and structures, 
and builds a very complex and interactive structure, the attempt being to solve the complete problem of helicopter 
behaviour at once.  This is an appropriate direction for industry, where what is desired is a design and development 
tool, and in fact currently most such programs arc found in industry.   However such a procedure cannot rise above 
its foundations in the basic theory; it is always limited by the development of the state of the art used as the base. 
This kind of modelling has had a great influence on the current approach to rotor aerodynamic problems.   Much of 
the work concentrates on putting together the elements in the- current state of the art in an attempt to solve these 
aerodynamic problems.  Such a procedure is quite appropriate in putting together a model of the vehicle, for use in 
current design, aiming at a model that is the best possible within current levels of the state of the art.   It must 
however fail in an attempt to model new aerodynamic problems, because the reason they are new is that the 
current state of art is not sufficient, and to handle them it is first necessary to build a new base in fundamentals 
for the mathematical model.  That is what is not being done. 

There is yet another implication in this trend.   This kind of modelling is orientated toward putting together 
many pieces, then predicting the general influences on helicopter behaviour: as the paper puts it, there is then an 
increasing separation of cause and effect, by filtering through a big computer program.   Again, the authors do not 
appear happy with this situation, but there is no real criticism of it.  There is a criticism to make though:   for work 
on the fundamental problems in rotor unsteady aerodynamics, this influence leads to some confusion of the aero- 
dynamic phenomenon and its effects on the rotor.   It leads to a tendency to consider prediction of the effects as 
verification of the model, and this again possibly precipitates a premature effort to put together a complex model 
before truly adequate and verified elements are available.   The predictions of the effects on the helicopter are of 
course the goal, but it should be the last step, not the first.   The first step must be attention to the aerodynamic 
phenomenon itself, to isolate it, model it, study it. measure it; and for most of the problems confronting unsteady 
helicopter aerodynamfes, this requires extensive basic rejcarch.   It is not meant to imply that the study of possible 
effects using the current state of the art is not necessary, in fad it is extremely useful: but that is not to be viewed 
as basic research into the aerodynamic problems, that is required for true understanding and prediction capability, 
for it can never rise above the base on which it was built. 

In the steps ascribed to the stale of the art progression, it is mathematical modelling at which the .rend 
reported in the theme paper and the direction advocated here diverge.   The claim is made that in the last decade 
the problems in rotor unsteady aerodynamics have hern identified   it is unliKh that all have indeed been found, 
that would imply a level of undcrsiindinp fjr jbnvr cunrnt capahthls. hul certainly some ne» and very inleresling 
ones luve appeared, and vome detailed iDrasurrtncnls jrr no« betn$ nude  'f Ihev *.-r.>d\iumiv phenomena    The 
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paper then states that "mathematical models are also bein^ developed in an attempt to duplicate the observed flow 
behavior", but these attempts in many cases will not be successful in achieving ths goals of understanding and pre- 
dicting the phenomena, because of the lack of attention to the basic research which is required for a foundation for 
such theories. 

Here then is the point this review is to make:   influenced by the practice in the helicopter industry of construc- 
ting out of the state of the art more than more complex programs to predict helicopter behavior, theoretical work 
on the problems of rotor unsteady aerodynamics tends in many cases to follow a similar line, not giving attention 
to the basic research which is required before a new phenomenon may be adequately treated.   The bulk of the 
theme paper is devoted to examples of current research in rotor unsteady aerodynamics, and these examples serve 
quite well also to illustrate the above statement. 

First consider the results of the meeting on dynamic stall.  There is a shift toward a more detailed study of 
the problem, as the paper recognizes.   However, most of the suggestions are orientated toward the approach of trying 
to fit the experimental data with the pieces of the current state of the art; the implications of several of the points 
(1, 3, 6, 9, II, 12) are of most interest when consideration is given to their sources.  Points 9 and 10 are really the 
influences of rotor dynamics in the stall problem, not questions of the basic nature of dynamic stall as an aero- 
dynamic phenomenon; this distinction is not made, and it reflects the confusion of the aerodynamic problem and 
its effects, a confusion which must be eliminated before progress can be made with either. 

Section 2.3 on future research states that "emphasis should be placed on efforts to verify the mathematical 
models being developed.   Many individual tools will have to be combined and compared with data obtained from 
complete rotor systems". The implication is that the state of the art of basic research is at a sufficient level to 
allow the construction of a mathematical model of the aerodynamic problems integrated into the complete system, 
and that the understanding of the problem has developed far enough that it is possible to check out the models of 
these aerodynamic phenomena through their effects on the entire rotor, i.e. filtered through all the other dynamic 
and aerodynamic characteristics of the rotor.   The true level is far from that, for these are new problems which 
require additional basic research, which with the current directions will not be soon available.  The problems in 
rotor unsteady aerodynamics discussed in the paper - notably wake geometry, vortex behavior, vortex/blade inter- 
action, and dynamic stall - are new enough and complex enough that they will require considerable investigation as 
isolated phenomena first, before solutions are available for integration inf" general programs.   In fact, even the basic 
elements of these problems may require additional study.   A good example is dynamic stall; before even model 
problems, such as a two-dimensional oscillating airfoil, may be successfully attacked theoretically, study of even 
more basic areas such as leading edge separation bubbles and treatment of turbulence may be required.   The 
emphasis on verifying the mathematical models with complete rotor systems shows the influence of the trend 
toward more complex prediction programs in the industry, and also the trend to look at the effects rather far re- 
moved from the causes.  This influence is also shown in the view the paper takes of the rotor test system being 
built for the Ames Research Center 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel.  According to the paper "development and verifica- 
tion of analytical methods will also require full scale rotor testing", and this rotor is to have that purpose. 
Certainly the rotor test system will be used for that when such methods become available; but as a researcher 
associated with the 40- by 80-foot tunnel, it is this author's observation that the real value of the rotor test system 
will be its flexibility as an experimental tool, for with the direction much current research on rotor aerodynamics 
is taking the analytical methods the paper envisions will not be iround for a long time.   It is doubtful if anything 
else may be expected of the flight rotor test system. 

Consider Section 3.3 on wake geometry; the paper says "there is an increasing demand for more realistic 
analytical models for simulating rotor wake flow".   However the work reported in the paper does not seem to 
really seek that.   The efforts of Landgrebe and Scully have taken the basic idea - of calculating the self-induced 
distortion of the wake using potential flow induced velocity - quite far, but it is proving to be not sufficient by 
itself to improve airloads calculations.  There is much more to be done now in terms of basic research, but there 
are few efforts to treat the more complex problems of wake geometr. calculation.  The purpose of the programs 
reported in the paper is not entirely clear, although they are evidently finding some good use in studying some 
unconventional vortex wake patterns (Section 3.9).  What is clear is that this program in no way extends the basic 
theory - which is based mostly on just the Biot-Savart law, one of the oldest elements of aerodynamic theory. 
Fundamental investigations of particular value to helicopter problems would be work on the distortion of a vortex 
by a very close rotor blade or another vortex (so that viscous Pow influences are important), and the prediction 
of the vortex geometry from the blade trailing edge to the encounter with the following blade (where a very high 
accuracy is required for good airloads predictions).   Also important are questions of stability and steadiness of the 
vortex wake, especially in the rotary wing environment (the helical geometry and the many other vortices may be 
expected to have some influence).  Such extension of the basic theory is what is necessary before returning to wake 
geometry calculations to try again for better results. 

The vortex studies (Section 3.4) also illustrate the influence of the points of this review.  Some excellent work 
on the fundamentals of vortex behavior is being done in helicopter engineering, especially detailed measurements 
of vortex characteristics.  Interestingly, the impetus for the basic research going on now on vortex behavior and 
character in most cases comes not from helicopter engineering but rather from fixed wing engineering, particularly 
the wake turbulence problem.  The result is that most attention is given to the fixed wing questions.   For example, 
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theoretical work on the stability of tip vortex systems usually concentrates on the fixed wing configuration (two 
vortices behind a wing moving at a uniform velocity).  The fixed wing case is the appropriatt initial model to be 
studied even for rotary wings, but without a definite call from the helicopter industry for basic research the 
next step, to rotary wing studies, will not be taken with speed and resolution.  In the example of tip vortex stability, 
the influence of the high curvature and all the other spirals needs to be investigated, especially for the forward flight 
case.  Also, it will eventually be necessary to perform the measurements of the vortex characteristics behind the 
rotating wing; while that seems a very obvious next step, the considerations of a well defined program of basic- 
research might lead to a different conclusion.   For example, measurements of vortex characteristics behind a fixed 
wing with a bound circulation distribution more like that of a helicopter blade might be more appropriate first. 
The work being done now will be of considerable use to helicopter engineering, but unless some work specifically 
orientated to helicopter problems is done engineers will be faced with the usual uncertainties of transposing the 
fixed wing results to the rotary wing environment. 

An interesting facet of the section on blade/vortex interaction (Section 3.5) is that some of this author's own 
work is being quoted.   It is interesting because of what the paper does and does not say about the work and 
because the work had a definite influence on the ideas expressed here.  This work (References 22 and 23 in the 
papery chose a mode! for the problem (vortex/blade interaction), solved the model problem, verified it with some 
available experimental data, and then, only then applied it to the calculation of helicopter airloads.   What the 
paper leaves unsaid is that the result of Tie last step was not at all satisfactory, although it at least gave one of the 
building blocks which will be required in the future to construct a theory that will give accurate airloads.  Two 
impressions remain from the conduct and results of this work:   developing a basic theory first can result in a tool 
that significantly affects the results of the mathematical model; and much more, very much more of this basic 
research is needed, in this one area alone.  The basic research required is very much involved with problems of 
vortex character and behavior; for the vortex-induced airloads problem is just the other side of the problem of the 
distortion of a vortex by a nearby blade.  A problem of immediate interest is the case of very simll separation, 
when the viscous flow effects of both the vortex and wing, and the detailed geometry of the wing surface and 
vortex are possibly important. This problem has many complex ramifications, including vortex-induced stall, but 
by studying it in steps some useful progress should be possible.   Also of interest is the problem of vortex-induced 
loads near the blade tip.  Problems such as vortex distortion and vortex induced loads are in many aspects loc:<l 
aerodynamic phenomena, and as such are particularly adaptable to separate study (at least at first) using mockl 
problems. 

Consider now Section 3.6 on dynamic stall.   The work quoted (Reference 25) is one of the best examples in 
recent helicopter work of the inevitable fate of trying to solve these unsteady aerodynamic problems without an 
adequate theoretical base to build on.  The description the paper gives of the work serves well to make this point. 
On the method of the dynamic stall theory it says "the viscous flow is solved by momentum integral techniques 
which require many empirical relations and outright assumptions", etc.; "the important sources of uncertainty in 
the present model are the expansion and contraction of the constant-pressure regions, the point of transition in the 
separation bubble, stall criteria, the pressure distribution near the leading edge, and the process of recovery from 
stall"; and "the role of the separation bubble in transition and stall, the entire turbulence model in separated flow, 
and the process by which the airfoil unstalls are areas of ignorance".  The one thing the theory is quoted as showing 
if the importance of viscous/potential flow interaction in the airfoil aerodynamic behavior, especially at high angle 
of attack, but airfoil designers already knew that.   There can be very little value in putting together a mathematical 
model with such shortcomings, shortcomings which must have been quite evident before the effort even started. 
Disregarding all these limitations, "further improvements will be made in the analytical model, and it will be 
incorporated into a helicopter performance program".   So even now the thought is not to go back for the basic 
elements, rather to push on to integrate this program into still larger programs.  Putting some semi-empirical 
theories of dynamic stall into rotor performance programs has been a significant achievement of the industry in the 
last years; but that did not solve the problem of understanding and predicting dynamic stall, and putting an entirely 
theoretical model into a performance program seems quite premature.   But it was premature to even construct such 
a theory, for the required theoretical base for dynamic stall is far from available.  The basic research that needs to 
be done in the field of dynamic stall may be seen in the limitations of the stall theories discussed in the paper; the 
research includes work on separation bubble character and behavior, stall criteria for airfoils (i.e. treatment of the 
breakdown of the boundary layer approximation), treatment of turbulence, and recovery from stall.   Even static 
stall prediction is a difficult problem, so there is much to be done for dynamic stall.   Of immediate interest for 
dynamic stall might be experimental and theoretical work on the separation bubble, particularly the transition point 
and turbulent recovery characteristics.  So ;he amount of required basic research is quite tremendous, and the heli- 
copter engineer will not be able to wait for other fields to provide it because much of the problem is unique to 
helicopters.   The other dynamic stall efforts discussed in the paper appear to be much the same sort of thing, only 
more expensive.   Again there is not the required basic research into the new problems of aerodynamics involved, 
but rather attempts to jump right into the the complete solution.   That solution often seems to involve now solving 
the complete unsteady Navier-Stokes equations, but even if that were done for the entire flow field it would not be 
an exact solution, of course, because of the problem of handling turbulence.  Surely there is some modelling still 
possible, and at least some attempts should be made to find it. the reward in understanding and capability being 
so much greater than anything that can come out of such solutions as discussed in the paper. 
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The conclusion states that "the state of the art of rotor unsteady airloads appears to have moved beyond the 
stage of problem identification, and into a period of theoretical development, careful experimental documentation, 
and semi-empirical analytical modelling".  Indeed several new and quite important problems have been singled out 
as most important for the current effort; and the experimental work seems to be doing well toward solving the 
problems in the ways it can,  Much of the theoretical work however suffers from a lack of attention to the required 
basic refearch, and unless some changes occur another decade will see not new problems but these same old ones. 

Much of the work described in the paper attempts to construct models of these new problems from the old 
state of the art, and this must inevitably fail.  First it is necessary to build the new bases in aerodynamic theory 
required by these new problems, then it will be possible to build models that may be expected to more accurately 
handle the prediction of rotor behavior.  What is needed is a new direction, a new orientation of helicopter research 
in these problems of unsteady aerodynamics.  What has happened to require this change is that helicopter engineer- 
ing has outrun the theoretical basis available to it from fixed wing work.  An '-ra has been reached where the aero- 
dynamic basis available for the rotary wing is no longer adequate because helicopter engineering is now concerned 
with problems that are in many cases unique to the helicopter aerodynamic environment.  The need now is for 
basic research into these problems, and it will not be possible to rely on fixed wing engineering to provide it.  Then 
attention may return to integrating these problems into the model of the entire helicopter system.   The real problem 
with the wrong direction is that it diverts very limited resources for research into areas which in some cases are 
simply dead ends, or at least much less useful than the basic research would be.  The helicopter industry perhaps 
can not support all the basic research it needs, even just in the area of unsteady aerodynamics, for there arc many 
complex and difficult problems involved.  There is however always something that can profitably be done, and with 
limited resources it becomes even more important that the available effort is allocated in the most advantageous 
direction.   It is desired to Impress a new way of thinking about these problems, a new framework within which to 
formulate research programs, so that the best directions available may be found. 
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CALCUL ET HESTOE DBS FORCES ARR0DYNAHIQUE3 SOR UN PROF"!  OSCILIANT 

KVKC ET SANS DECROCHAGE 

AKRODYNAM1C FORCES COMPUTATION AND MEASUREMENT ON AN OSCILLATING AEROFOIL 

PROFILE WITH AND WITHOUT STALL 

par   J.J. PHILIPPE - In^nlour d« Raoharoh« h V O.N.E.R.A. 
M. SAGNER     - Ingtfnltur h la 3ooiiti BERTIN k CU 

SÜHMAIRE 

Afln d* mieux connaltro at prdvolr 1«.;  phÄnomfenea   InntatlonnalroB Bur 1«8 pales d'hllluoptfcraa, daa 
rocharch«« d« baa« aur la oaloul at la maaura daa force» a^rodynamlquaa aur prof 11a oaoillanta ont iti 
antrapriaaa dapuia qualquaa anntfaa an Franca. Laa m^thodas auaei bian azp^rlowntalaa qua thloziqufea Bxaaa 
au point b ea aujat font I'objat d'una Präsentation critique. Laa problkmaa poa^a pur la d^orochaija inata- 
tlonnalra aont plua particullkraaant d^valopp^a. Laa rtaultata obtanua Juaqu'k present ooncamant la pro- 
fil NACA 0012 |  ila aont analyafo an fonction da 1*incidence moyenne, da l'aaplituda daa oaclllatlona, da 
la frequence r^duita at du noabra da Nach. Laa d<valoppamanta future prtaia pour am^liorar laa aaauraa at 
laa caloula, confronttfa «Tec las rtaultata azp^rlnantauz, aont ^galanant axpoa^a. 

SUMURT 

In order to know batter and predict more accurately unsteady phenomena on haliooptar bladaa,  basic 
raaaaroh work on ooaputing and aaaaurlng aerodynamic forces on oscillating aerofoil profiles was atartad 
some yaara ago In Franca. The azparioantal aa «all aa theoretical methods that have been developed are 
critically raviewad |  the problems brought up by unsteady atall are more particularly diecuaaad  i  tha 
results obtained todata concern a NACA 0012 profile  ;  they art analysed aa a function of mean angle of 
attack, oaclllatlona amplitude, reduced frequency and Mach number. Future developments antlcipatad to 
iaprova maaaurements and computing methods compared «1th experimental results are also reviewed. 

NOTATIONS 
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Cx 

Cm 

Cal 

Cxi 

Cml 

ICall . 

IC-11 

Wc.il 1 

l*Cmll 1 

AKp 

incidence Inatantan^a 

Incidence moyenne daa oscillations 

demi amplitude daa oscillatlona 

frequence daa oaeillationa 

oorda du profil 

abaciasa currlllgne 

vlteea« da 1'^coulaaant & I'lnflnl amont 

Trxfxl/V0» friquence rtduita 

noabre da Mach 

vitesse locale aur la profil 

coefficient da portanc« \ 

eoafficlant da trainee \aiee liös au vent 

coefficient da moment da tangag« j 

ooafflciant da force normale        \ 

eoafficlant da force axiale )axaa 114a k la maquatte 

coafflciant da moment de tangaga j 

amplitude du 1er harmonique du coefficient da force normale 

amplitude du lar harmonique du coefficient da moment da tangaga 

phaa« du lar harmonique du coefficient da force normale par rapport au mouvement d'lncidence 

phase du lar harmonique du coafflciant da moment da tangaga par rapport au mouvement d'incidence 

coafflciant da praasion dlff^rentialle 
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1, INTRODUCTIO» 

L'^volutlon dea hiUlcopt^raa vara daa puram^trea d'avancament 41av<a n^ceaaito una connalasanca at 
una pnivlalon da plua an plua pHclaaa daa chargaa local«« InnUitlon.iairos aur laa palaa« Dan« uno premiere 
approch«, la lol d« variation d'lncldenca d'une aacvlon d« pal« p«ut Itre simili» par 1« mouv«iMnt d'un 
profll «n oaclllationa harDorjquaa da tangngt, Alnai apparalt natur«ll«B«nt 1'Inttfrtt d« neaurar «' d« 
caloular I'ensemble dea forcaa inatatlonnalr«« dan« co ca« «lopl«. C«p«ndant 1« problfcmo «a compliqu« rapi- 
dement loraqu'll a'aglt d« rapHaanter fid^lemant la« oonditione d« vol d«« h^licoptkrea« En effot l«a 
vnrlatlona d'incidence aont  loportuntea at a'affactuant autour d'lnoid«nc«a moyanna« dl^v^en d« sort« quo, 
«ur la pal« reculant«, l«s Incidancaa local«« p«uv«nt itr» Men «up^riauraa auz Inoldonca« d« d^crochaga 
atatlonnalre dea profila« 

L«a travaux moniSu dana 1« cadr« d«a reoherchea d* bnoe «ur profll« oaoillantu dan« ceo condition« fait 
I'objot do la pr.'nonto communication« Au point da vue ezptfrimantal, l'affort n'eat ürl«talli«4 autour d« 
la misa au poin^   I'uno otfthode ilyruimomiHriquo,  pormettnnt d'acc^dar au torseur conplat daa force« a^ndy- 
namiquea at notamment auz trainee« inotatlonnniroa. C« travail «ntraprl« par I'O.H.E.R.A., «'«at pounuivl 
avec l'aid« du S.T.A^  (Service Technique Aeronautique)  «n collaboration iHroile aveo la S.N.I.A.S.  MARIGHANE 
(Division Hdlicoptfcroo) et  1« C.K.A.T.  d« TOULOUSE oil «•  font lea easais.  L'rftud« thdorique,  a 6t6 confine 
par la D.R.H.E.  (Direction daa Recherchen «t Hoyena d,Es«ais) h la Sooi^tä BERTIN, qul a commence par lea 
calculä «ur profils an mouvament periodiqu« quelconqu« «n ab««nc« d« ddcollemont «n a'appuyant aur les 
trovauz da QIESINC. Loraqua lea incldenc«« devisnnent important««,  1« ca« baaucoup plu« difficile h traitar, 
daa configurations oil apparaiaeent lea d^crochagva inatationnalrea a Std abordä en tenant compt« doe travaux 
de SARPKAYA «t de HAH. Les result/its dn calculi seront compares auz valeura «zp^rimental«« obtenua h TOULOUSE. 

2. MESURt'S DES FORCES AERODYNAMIQUES 3UR PItOPILS OSCILUNTS 

2.1. Mi'thode  oipörimentale 

La figure 1  foumlt un schema d« la maquette utilise« pour las esaaio de maquette de courant plan en 
oscillation« harmonique« de tangage autour du quart de corde avant. Un dynamom&tre troia compoaantea (a) 
mesuro oimultandment les forces normalea. lea forces tangentlelles et le moments de tankage a'ezer^antsur 

e tranche pes^e central«,  Isolde mdcaniquement du rests de la maquette. Les force« d'inerti« doivent ttre 
döduito« de cos mesurea afin d'obtenlr las donndoa adrodynamiques seules. Plusieurs solutions sent possibles. 
On peut soustraire les mesures d'easais en oscillations sans vent (oü seules les forces d'inerti« intervien- 
nent) de celles obtenues lors d'essais en oscillations avec vent. Cette methode aimplifiee n'est pas absolu- 
mant correcte car eile suppose l'identit«? des mouvements de la tranche pesee en absence et en presence d'^cou- 
lement dans la souff'ierie. O'est pourquoi un second dynamomötre trois composantes (T)  , inclus dans la maquet- 
te, avait 4tS prdvu pour agir -n accÄldromStre et mesurer des forces d'inertie proportionnelles h celles 
subie par la tranche pes^e. I >■ forces d'inertie levaient 8tre soustraltes automatiquoment de celles foumies 
par le dynamombtre principal, p. r I'iiitenaediaire d'un calculateur analogique. Hais cette solution s'est 
heurtee auz difficultos ezpdrimentales suivantes < 

- le dynamomfetpe correcteur d'inertie se trouve parfois eicitd k ses frequences propres et les parasites 
ainsi CT66B sont si importants qu'il faut röduire notablement les gains d'ampllfication, ce qui enlfeve 
toute precision auz mesures ( 

- I'emplol di flltres de haute precision sur I'ensemble des voles de mesure permet cependant son utilisation 
mais 11 apparatt alors d'autres facteur« parasites, en effet les mouvements de pilonnement de fälble 
amplitude  lus auz forces normales aerodynamiques instationnairea, entratnent de nouvclles forces d'inertie 
pour la tranche penee, ndgligeablea auz faibles frequences d'oscillatlons mais notables auz frequences 
elevdes. 

C'est pourquoi, le Service Recherches de la S.N.I.A.S. MARIGNANE a propose d'ameliorer prochainement 
la methode actuelle par I'emplol de correcteurs d'inertie h. 6 coirposantes, permettant theoriquement de 
corriger toutes les forces d'inertie. 

Ce projet permettra d'affiner les mesures actuelles foumies par la methods simplifies qui,  cependant, 
donnent satisfaction jusqu'aux frequences de l'ordre de 12 Hz. 

2.2. Acquisition et traitement des informations 

La figure 2 on montre le schema. Les mesures sont enregistrees sur bands magnetlque analogique,  puis 
numerisdes toutes les milliemes de seconds. Une analyse harmonique  sur ordinateur permet de les moyenner 
sur un nombre de periode-   variable,   llmlte h 3 actuellement. De ce« informations, on ddduit les coefficients 
sans dimension des forces aerodynamiques dans un triedre lie a la maquette (forces normales, forces tangen- 
tlelles et moments de tangage), puis par changement d'axes,  les coefficients des forces aerodynamiques dans 
un triedre lie au vent (portances et trainees). 

Les prochaines campafjnes d'essais seront amelioroes en effectuant sur ordinateur des mcyennes  numeri- 
ques sur un plus grand n nbre de peri odes, ce   ml est necessaiits dans certaines configurations de döerochage 
particuli&rement instables,  oil predoraine le caract&re aieatoire des phenombnes & etudier. 

2.3. Resultats obtenua sur le profil KACA 0012 

Les rcsultits presentes ici proviennent des conditions d'essais suivantes : 

- Profils NACA 0012 de corde    1 = 0,4 m 

- Nombre de Mach i    H = 0,2  ; H = 0,5 

- Frequence des oscillations  :    f = 4 , 8 ,  12 Hz 

- Amplitude des oscillations  :   ff = + 3°  5 + b"    pour f = 4 et 8 fis 

5 >= + 3° ! + 5°    pour f = 12 H« 
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- IncidoncBB moyannn* I   «    oofflprli tntr* 0° at 18s 

D 
- Ut frtfquanoca r^dultaa maxlmalaa aont dono  i 

k - 0,23) h Mach 0,2 
k - 0,15 k Mach 0,3 

I« granda majority daa aaaala a forti aur daa oonflgurationa oil I'^longatlon d'inoidanca aat Impoa^a 
de part at d'autra daa incidencaa da (Ucrjchaga statlomialra du prof 11. 

2.7.1. Influence da   I'liic'donc« ffloyanna at du nombre da Mach 

L'azaman daa flgurea 3 at 4, oil aont pr^aent^a laa cyclaa obtenua h unc mime fr^qusnce,  pa mat da 
no tar qua i 

- laa portancaa Inatatlonnalraa aaxlmalaa aont blen auptfrlauraa aux valaura atatlonnairea. Cat accrola- 
aamant da portanca diminua avac la nombre da Mach at paaaa par un mazlfflum loraque I'lncldenca moyanna 
crolt  | 

- laa momenta da tangag« d^crivent daa cyclaa, dont I'lnatablllt^ varie progreaalvement avec I'incidenoa 
moyanna. Laa cyclaa radevlennant atablea auz Incidencaa moyannea plua illev^ea ; 

- I'amplltuda daa momenta piquoura marina augmente avec 1'incidence moyenne ; 

- 1'inatabilit^ en tangage debute & une incidence moyenne d'autant plua faible que le nombre de Nach nug- 
mente. 

Cea divoraaa conclusiona confirment lea r^aultsta dö, ?» mla en Evidence par lea travsuz exp^rimentaux 
da DA/ENPORT, LIIVA, CARTA at WINDSOR {Bit. 1  & 3) qui ont fait I'objat da malntes analyaaa dötnilldea 
{Kit. 4 & 6). 

L'intörÄt principal de la n^thoda dynamom^trique eat da foumir avec une precision aatiafaiaante lea 
grandeura a^rodynamiquaa dans des axes lila au vent, notamment lea tralnöea instationnairea pour leaquel- 
lea on ne diapoaait Juaqu'& prlaent que de renoeignemonts axpärimentauz  limites (Mf. 3 et 7). On peut 
ainsi montrer 1'influence notable du nombre de Mach aur lea cyclea de trainee. Alora qu'ä Nach 0,2 las 
trainees peuvent 8tre,  aux incidencea eloveca,   infericures aux   trainees  stationnairea  (recul de la divei^ 
gence de trainee),  il a'est plus de mfime k Nach 0,3, oü I'ensbmble du cycle se trouve au dessus de la 
polaire atationnaire. L'effet de la compreBslbilitl se fait oentir des ce nombre de Mach, d^s qua lea 
Incidencea sont elev^os. 

On note en effet que, pour M ■ 0,3, I'scoulement attaint M = 1  pros du bord d'attaque pour une 
incidence atationnaire de  11 degr&s. 

2.3.2. Influence de la frequence  reduite et de  1'araplitude 

La figure 5 prcsente 1'influence de ces param&trea. Bile confirme les loia simples di5jh connues  t 

- les portances instationnairea maximales augmentent avec la frequence reduite et avec 1'amplitude  ; 

- lea inatabilites sont plus importantes h amplitudes faibles qu'ä amplitudes (51eveea mals ellea diminuent 
lorsque la frequence  reduite augmente. 

Dans le caa de cycles stables, on remarquera figure 6 1'augmentation de la largeur dea cycles de 
trainee avec la frequence  reduite. Lorsque celle cl est suffisament grande, des trainees inatationnaires 
blen inferieures aux trainees atatlonnairea sont obtenuea quand I'lncldenca dlcrolt. Four une m8me inci- 
dence moyenne, lea incidencea atteintes aont d'autant plus 41ev6ea que 1'amplitude des oscillations est 
grande. L'influence da I'amplltuda est done importante comma le montre la figure 7. On notera egalement 
l'analogie de formes entra les cycles de trainees et de moments de tangage qui traduit essentiellement le 
fait que lorsqu'apparalt un decrochage, on a aimultanement accroissement das moments piqueurs et augmen- 
tations de la tratnöec 

2.3.3» Probleme de la detection de 1'incidence locale 

Dans ces essais,  1'Incidence   impoaee   k l'ensemble de la maquette est meaurde avec pnJciaion. La fonc- 
tion de transfert maquotto-tranche pesee en absence d'ocoulement est connua par une comblnaleon calculs- 
explrlences. Cependant las moments de tincage adrodynamiques altferent quelque peu le mouvement sinusoidal 
pur foumi par le mecunisme d'oscillations. L'incidence gdome'trique reelle de la tranche pesde rests it 
determiner d'une maniöre precise. II est prlvu,  pour la suite des essais da calculer cette correction 
d'incidence k partir du moment de torsion reelle s'exer;snt h chaque Instant sur la tranche paaäe. 

2.4. Critiques et perspectives 

En dehors des diffjcultöo exp^rimentales signaläes ci-dassus et des ameliorations prlvues, on dolt 
signaler le caract^re tridimensionnel des Icoulements dan£ les configurations da dlcrochaga, confirm^ par 
1'examen dea films de visualisation pris Ids das essaia h TOULOUSE. La figure 6 en uontre un example. I« 
methode dynamometrique actuelle sera done ameliorle prochainement par un i?quipoment de Jaugas cobldes 
directement en forces et non en moments suppossnt l'hypothese da symetrie da I'ecouloment aur la tranche 
pesle. 

Les rlsultatfi d'esaals du profil NACA 0012 donnant I'evolution das grandeurs aerodynamiquea an fonc- 
tion du nombre de Mach, de 1'Incidence, da I'amplltuda at da la frequence  reduite das oscillations. On 
s'efforce actuallement da lea cxprimar sous une forme analytique,  panattant d'introduire caa donnees ex- 
perimentaleo dans las programaea de  performances da rotors.  Cat objactif a dlja fait I'objet da quclquea 
travaux aux Etatr-Unis  {R6T, 6 a 10) qui an oontrent tout I'intertft. 

188 
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3.  CALCUL DBS FORCES AERODYNA>IIQUES SUR UN PROFIL EN ECOÜLEHENT BIDIHENSIONNEL,   IHCOMPRESSIBIJ3, 
INSTATldNNAISE 

L'lnt^rlt d« completer I'exp^rlanc« par la caleul aat Evident al 1'on conoidfero i 

- 1« -.ombre dea param^traa Intarvanont dans la problbaa ; 

- la difficult^ da rapr^aantar an aoufflarla la mouvement coaplaza da Viliment da pale du rotor j 

- la njeaaaltä d'utlliaar daa techniquaa azp^rloantalaa d^llcatea at relntlvamant complexes. 

la n^thoda da caleul utlllsoe aat valable pour un mouvement de forme quelconque, cepecdant 1'applica- 
tion a 6t6 llmitto au profll oacillant autour du quart avant, 

3«1> Caleul sans d^crochaga 

C'est un caleul numjriqua da flulda parfait incoDpraasibla non Iia6arla4« Dana la cadre da I'^tuda 
pr^aent^e 11 eonatltua simplament una ^tape nocaaaaire an rue du caleul du d^crochage, 11 proaente cspen- 
dant un certain int^rÄt an sol pour I'^tuda dea pales d'Wlicoptires par las avantages qu'il a sur las 
m^thodea lin^aris^ea (THEODORSEN ...)  t 

- introduction dea affeta d'tfpalasaur qui parmet da comparer diffbrents profile au point de vua da la 
repartition daa viteaaaa at da calcular dea couches limitea ; 

- caleul da la trainee da preaaion. L'exp^rlence montre que sea varlatlona sent importantaa ; 

- determination daa hamoniquaa aup^rieura it 1 at daa affeta non lin^airea daa superpositions de mouvementa. 

La oodfele de caleul trfea volsin de eelui de GIESING (Mf. 11) comporte dea aingularit^s li^aa : segments 
de aources disposes h la parol at tourblllona sur la corde, at dea singular!t^s llbres : tourbillona ^mis 
pros du bord de fuite dont on suit le mouvement pas k pas. On raspeete k chaque Inatant la condition da 
tangence au profll, la conservation da la circulation globale at la condition de non-contoumemant expri- 
nle sous la forma de l'^galitd de viteases extradoa-intradoa pr&s du bord de fuite. 

Le proceasua da caleul eat le suivant  : 

- le profll oat donnä par ses cotes au besoln Hashes num^riquement  ; 

- le mouvement aat donn^ dans le repere galilean en principa 11 eat pariodique naais de forme qualeonque ; 

■» lea conditions initiales sent cellos da I'Scoulement peroanint pour 1* incidence da depart at le caleul 
eat pourauivi jusqu'b I'obtention d'un cycle complet corraspondant h. la condition da periodicity (an 
giniral, un cycle et demi suffit). 

Lea rösultats i'ournis sont : la repartition des vitesses et des pression3,le toraeur dea forces de 
preaaiona obtenu par integration. 

Un certain nombre d'ameliorations apporteaa au princlpe de baae ont permis de redulre le temps de 
caleul & 2* d'UNIVAC 1108 pour un profll donne en 48 points et un pas de caleul de l/20 de periode. 

3.2« Caleul avec decrochage 

3.2.1. Principe 

Le module avec decrochage eat derive du module precedent an introduisant uns deuxi&me familla de 
tourbillona librea emia au volslnage du bord d'attaque at achenatisant un decollemant selon un precede 
volsin de celul de HAM (Ref. 4) 

En affet da nombreux travaux experimentaux (de 12 k 16) auasi bien sur profll oscillant que sur le 
mouvement iapulslf de cylindres ou de plaques ont mis en evidence I'exlatence,  tout au molna pour le pro- 
fll dans le cas du decrochage de bord d'attaque, d'un groa tourblllon prenant nalasance prfes d'un point 
de deeollement, qui grosslt en sa depla?ant le long de la parol at flnlt par se detacher. Lea proprietea 
particuli^res du decrochage dynamlque peuvent 6tra attribueaa en grande partie k ce phenom&ne. Dea etudes 
plus fines ont montre que ce deeollement est constltue par une nappe tourbillonnaire emise & partir du 
point de deeollement et s'enroulant sur elle-mdme. Un tel eooulement peut 6tre schematise dans un modfele 
da fluide parfait par une nappe da tourbillona llbres alnsi que 1'ont montre SARFRAYA (Ref. 1?) pour le 
cylindre en mouvement iapulslf et HAH (Ref. 4) pour le decrochage dynamlque de la plaque plane. Lea affeta 
de viacosite ae manlfeatent au niveau da 1'emission da rotationnel au aeln du fluide mala peuvent Itre 
negligee au cours de Involution ulterleure. 

3.2.2. Description du module de caleul 

Lea elements principaux en aont lea aulvants I 

- un caleul de couche limits laminaire & partir de la repartition do vitesses instantanee par une methods 
simple (Ref. 18) de regime permanent. Cette derni&re hypoth&se est justifies dana le domains des pales 
d'heilcoptfere. La caleul donne la position du deeollement et les caracteristiques de la couche limite en 
ce point, par centre on ne peut pas I'utlliaar comma crit&r« de deeollement vrai. ear le phenomöne reel 
est plus complexe (bulbe court)| 

- un modfele d'emission de tourbillona au volalnage du deeollement base sur les hypotheses suivantes ; 
(inspirees en partie de la Ref. 17) 

. vitesse nulle au point de deeollement 

. debit de tourbillona egal au debit de rotationnel de la couche limite 

. distance du tourblllon nalssant k la parol egal k l'epalsseur de deplacement de la couche limite 

. trajectoire initiale dea tourbillona faisant avec la parol I1ancle theorique de la llgne de separation 

: 

»Mtilririif tM'jirtimHi^Ej.-i.U.i. ..M.H4J ni—iiMa a 
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lamlnaire au point de ddcollement lamlnaire  (R<5f.  19) 

On notara que ce modele definit la paa de calcul. 

- la calcul de Involution des deux nappaa de bord d'attaque et de bord de fuite. En pratique pour rendre 
le temps de calcul acceptable on utiliae deui paa de teopa. L'tm tr6e court pour auivre 1'Emission et 
1'Evolution de   tourbillons au voisinage du ddoollement dans le rep&re curviligne. L'autre plus long pour 
sulvra l'enaemble du problerae. Le calcul utilise egalement un procöd^ de coalescence des tourbillons. 

3.I.3. Difficult^ rencontröes 

Crit^rc da d^collement l il est n^cessalre d'introduire dans le calcul 1'instant oü commence I1Emission des 
tourbillons llbres car on a vu que le calcul de couohe limite lamlnaire est inutilisable ; de la mfirae fa(on 
la fin du d^crochage devra Ätre traduite par l'arrÄt de l'^mission. 

En ^coulament peraanent on ne dispose pas actuellement de nuHhode simple pour prddlre 1'incidence de 
decrochagv dana le cae de döcrochage de bord d'attaque par eciatement de bulbe court. 

En instationnaire il apparalt en outre un retard au d^crochage du k divers effets  ; 

- Influence du mouvenent sur la repartition de vitesae instantan^e. En principe le calcul pourrait en rendre 
coopte si on dlsposait d'un crit&re, en pratique dans le domaine des mouvements de pales d'h^licopt^res 
cet effet reste faible ; 

- effet de retard h l'apparition du d^collement, Le problfeme commence k 8tre abord^ th^oriquement pour le 
d^collement lamlnaire, dans le cas du "bulbe court" il ne parait paa accessible pour I'instant. Pour 
situer un ordre de gravdeur on peut utiliser des rfaultats sur le mouvement impulsif de plaque ellipti- 
que :  nous avons coijatut^ (Mf. 15) un retard de la forme  At =   k -^- avec k de 1'ordre de 0,2 pour la 
mouvement transversal d'une ellipse da 20 ^ d'epaisseur ; 

- d^lai de ddveloppement du sillage. En principe le modfeie de calcul doit traduire le ph^nomene aans qu'il 
soit n^cessaire d'introduire des donn^es empiriquea,  on peut cependant agir sur certains paramfetres du 
mod&le d'emission pour ajuater le resultat. 

Actuellement le problfeme du critfera da d^but et de fin du döorochage n'a paa 6t6 rdsolu, nous avona 
pr^vu d'introduire dans le calcul aoit l'incidenoe de d^crochage en permanent aoit I'instant deduit da 
l'ezp^rience oü apparaissent lea perturbations des preasions et des forces, cette determination restant 
imprecise. Certains experimentateurs ont consttt^ l'apparition du decollement au voisinage de 1'incidence 
maximale, des mesures plus fines seraient necedsaires. De plus 1'exploitation du calcul permettra d'^valuer 
l'importance des diff^rents termes et d'ajuster des critferes plus dlabor^s. 

Modele d'Emission de la nappe tourbillonnaire : le processus de creation de rotationnel au sein du fluida 
parfait rests ind^niablement trbs schematique. En out^ 1'utilisation de deux pas de temps diff^rents pour 
d^crire les ph^nonienes locauz et l'^coulenent d'ensemblo et le schema de coalescence dep tourbillons parala- 
sent avoir une cortaine influence. Differentes tentatives ont et6 necessaires pour obtehir une configuration 
de nappe  realiste. 

Evolution de la nappe  ; des difficultes numöriquep sont apparues lorsque un tourbillon est trfes proche de 
la paroi. Elles sont ll^es h la discretisation temporelle et k la discretisation apatiale des sources sur 
le proflli Elle conduisent k adopter un pas de temps relativement faiblu d'oü un temps de calcul assez 
lont> 

Condition k la pointe arrifere ; l'aipression du non contoumemcnt en regime instationnaire et avec possibi- 
lite de recirculation k l'extrados presente des difficultes d'ordre theorique. Tour I'instant le precede 
utilise dans le modele de calcul eat tres sommaire. II se peut que des adaptations se wfvfelent necessaires. 

3.3» Resultats du calcul 

L'exploitation a ete limitee k un NACA 0012 oacillant autour du quart avant. 

3.3.1. Calcul sans decrochage 

Forme du aillage  (figure 9).    Dana le domaine des frequences reduitea de palea d'heiicoptires la nappe de 
bord de fuite presente une oscillation d'acplltude relative trbs faible mala pouvant depasser une corde en 
valeur abaolue loin du profil. Cet effet peut jouer un rfile dans les problemea d'interaction pale-sillage. 

Aux frequences reduites trbs elevees la configuration devient complexe et le aillage eat trke epais. 

Cycle Cx  (*)   (figure 10).    On remarquera la forme du cycle de trainee & Incidence moyenne trhe proche de 
l'experience bien que le calcul ne tienne paa compte du frottement. Ce dernier eat probablement faible par 
rapport a la trainee de preaaion. Le cycle prdsente dea zonea de Cx falblement negatif et des valeurs 
maximales trbs importantes. 

Premier harmonioue de Cz et Cm (planche 11). Lea resultato du calcul non linearise ne aamblent pas apporter 
d'amelioration par rapport k la theorie lineaire. En fait la comparaiaon est rendue difficile du fait des 
ecarts existant en stationnaire t 

Position 

calcul non lineaire 

calcul lineaire ... 

experiences  

^Czl/a« 

6,92 

6,28 

5,9 

du  foyer 

26,4 ^ 

25 ^ 

26 % 
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On a tenu compte de cet öcart pour le Cz en repröeentant (Iczll/of)/ ( iCzl/b« )        pour les 3 
Evaluations mals pcur le Cm on n'a paa pu upporter de correction aimple auz r^aultata Cruta. 

On notera par centre la röpnrtitior de pression (planche 12) beaucoup plus proche de l'ezpörier.ce que 
la th^orie lindairc. II reate un dcart ayatdmatique Inexpliqu«5 aur le d^phaaago. 

3.3.2. Caa du d^crochage 

Noua preaentona ffigure 13) quelques röaultats montrant l'influence du mouvement aur la repartition 
des viteaaea inatantarJea. On volt qu'll eziate bien un effet dana le aens d'un retard au d^collement et 
au recollemont, maia cet ecart eat trbs faible dans le domalne dea frdquencea r^duitea uauelles de rotors. 
En l'abaence de critöre de decrochage valable m6me en permanent 11 n'a paa 6i6 possible de traduire cette 
influence an terme de retard. Noua indiquona egaleaient Involution du point da ddcollement laminaire ionni 
par la möthode de THWAITES, on voit que pour  o( >  8° celui-ci ne varie pratiquement pas. On attend das 
nouvelles techniques de mesurea par film chaud,  en coura de developpement a I'O.H.E.R.A. k la suite des 
travaux de MC. CROSKEY (Räf. 20 et 21), dea renselgnementa valablea aur la localisation et l'instant de 
formation et de   disparltlon  du decollement. En effet (figure 14) on distingue nettement sur I'oscillos- 
cope lea ccoulements laminaire,  turbulent et d^oollE. 

ot 
Uno premifere tentative de calcul limitee ä la phase initiale du ddcrochage, a 6t6 falte pour 

12° + 6° et k = 0,15 en introduisant artificiellement le d^but du d^orochage a 15,5°. 

Les configurations successives obtenues pour la naipe tourbillonnalre (figure 13) sont assez realistes 
bien que la hauteur de l'onroulement tourbillonnalre serable trfco importante. On observe 1*apparition d'ins- 
tabilitöa qui vont en s' amplifiant•   Elles proviennent probablement d'un phdnomfene de couplage. La vitesso 
de propagation de l'enroulenent eat relativement faible. Les repartitions de presoions (figure 16) netlent 
Egalement en Evidence la propagation de perturbations constitutes d'une zone de surpressions suivie d'une 
zone de depressions que I'on retrouve qualitativeuent dans I'eiperience, pratiquement seules les pressions 
extrados sont affectees ainsi que 1'lndiquent lea resultats eiperimentaui (REf. 3)« 

Les premiers rdsultats obtenus sur la courbe de Cz semblent montrer une chute de portance dl-s 1'Emis- 
sion de tourbillons, une partie de cet effet eat cependant d'origine numerique, enauite la portance se 
rEtablit avec dea oscillations h une valeur voislne de sa valeur sans decollement,  le dEcrochage en portance 
ne se produiralt que lorsque le bord de fuite est Interactlonne. II aemblerait done que le terme preponderant 
du "retard au dEcrochage" en Cz soit HE au delai de dEveloppement du sillage. 

3.4. Critiques et perspectives 

Les resultats presentEs, qui ne constituent que las premiers tests de la methode, montrent la possibi- 
litE de dEcrirs de fagon rEaliste 1'Etabli'dsement du regime de dEcrochage de bord a'attaque. IndEpendanent 
de la raise au point nEcesaairc et de diffr'.cultes ultErleures qui pourront apparaltre on peut citer les points 
qui seront a amEliorer : 

Crit^re de dEcrochage. On peut tenter d'appliquer auz rEpartitions de vitesses les methodes de prEvision das 
dEcrochages de bord d'attaque  (Ref. 22). On espero obtenir des nouvelles techniques per film chaud ou par 
visualisation des renselgnements permettant d'Elaborer des critoros de decollement instationnaire. 

Modele d'Emission. Le modfele utilisE comports des hypotheses relativement arbitraires.  11 parait possible 
de 1'amEliorer pour obtenir de meilleurs rEsultats sans nEcessairement introduire des prametres empiriques. 
En partlculier, des termes d'amortlssement visqueuz ont dEjk EtE essayea. 

Condition de bord de fuite. Une schEmatisation simpliste du non-contoumement au bord de fuite accep- 
table en stationraire ou sans decollement peut s'avErer inauffisante. Une expression plus physique da cette 
condition devrait 8tre recherchEe. 

En plus de modifications visant h amEliorer la validitE du calcul, on peut envisager une extension de 
son domalne d'application dans les directions suivantes I 

- extension au dEcrochage bord de fuite. Le caa aemble ae prEsenter dana plusicurs essaia. Une adaptation 
de la mEthode peut 8tre tentEe. Elle nEcesslteralt de disposer d'un critfere de dEcollement turbulent 
valable. 

- eztension au compressible. Elle est difficile au stade actuel, cependant eile serait d'une grande utilitE. 
Elle ne pourralt qu'ttre HmltEe k des nombres de Mach modErEs. 

- eztension au tridimensionnel. II est vraisemblable que le dEcollement rEel sur les pales a un caractore 
trldimensionnel. On peut consldErer le bldlmensionnel comae une Etape nEcessalre dans la vole de cette 
eztension. A priori ells ne parait pas inaccessible compte ttnu das rEsultats Aejk obtenus sur le sillage 
de bord de fuite mals des ordinateurs de trbs grands capacitE seront certainement necessaires. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Les rEsultats obtenus sur le plan ezpErlmental et thEorique sont «mcourageants. La poursuite du travail 
demands, «n partlculier, une amElioration de la mEthode dynamomEtrlque en corrigeant de fa^on plus precise 
les forces d'inertia, et, dans les calculs, une Introduction des crlt&res de dEcollement instationnaire qui 
pourraient Stre dEfinis k partir d'Etudes thEoriques et ezpErlmentalas sur les couches llmites instationnaires. 

En eftet, l'Etude des grandeurs aErodynamlquss sur les profils en oscillations harmoniques de tangige 
parait une Etape indispensable pour aborder de fagon rEaliste les problcmes plus difflciles des Ecoulements 
instationnaires sur pales d'hElicoptferes» 

L'Etroite collaboration Etablie entre les organismes de recherches, les constructeurs, et les services 
officiels doit permettre de mener cette Etude dans les meillcures conditions. 

■   ---' -  " ..-ifr..^-»..,....- ^n^igf/^ 
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Fig 7. INFLUENCE   DE L'AMPLITUDE    DES   OSCILLATIONS 
SUR    LES   TRAINEES     INSTATIONNAIRES 
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EFFORTSAERODYNAMIQUBSSUR UN PROFIL D'AILE ANIME 

D'UN MOUVEMENT HARMONIQUE PARALLELE A L'ECOULEMENT 

" MOUVEMENT DE TAMIS " 

J. Valens!  et  J.  Rebont 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Au cours du vol en translation, le vent relatif autour des pales du rotor subit 
des variations pgriodiques en grandeur et direction. De la sorte les forces a6rodynami- 
ques qui s'exercent sur les difffirents £l€ments de chaque pale, varient avec I'azimut. 
Or le calcul des forces qui s'exercent sur les pales au cours de leur rotation, est g6n£- 
ralement effectu6 en adoptant pour caract£ristiques a6rodynamiques (c'est-i-dire pour 
les coefficients de portance, de moment et de trainee), ceux correspondant ä un rfigime 
stationnaire, tout en tenant compte bien entendu des variations cycliques du vent rela- 
tif. 

Dans le but de determiner 1' importance des corrections qu'il conviendrait d'ap- 
pliquer pour faire un calcul plus precis, on peut imaginer de faire des essais en souf- 
flerie, en simulant tout ou partie des variations du vecteur vitesse relative. C'est 
ainsi que nous avons 6t6  amends ä entreprendre des essais en soufflerie sur un profil 
d'aile animd d'un mouvement de tamis par rapport au vent, constant en grandeur et direc- 
tion, de la soufflerie. Dans une premidre phase, I'^tude a port§ sur la mesure de la 
trainee, de la portance et du moment de tangäge d'une aile rectangulaire de profil sym€- 
trique ä diff^rentes incidences et pour diff6rentes valeurs du paramdtre d'avancement. 

Ces essais ont £t€ effectu^s dans le cadre d'un programme d'Studes relatif i 
l'a^rodynamique des rotors d'h£licoptdre, financ6 par le Service Technique de 1'Aero- 
naut ique, Direction Technique des Constructions Adrospatiales. 

2. DESCRIPTION DES DISPOSITIFS DE MESURE 

2.1. Dispositif de mesure de la trainee 

On pourrait d'abord penser, pour mesurer cette trainee, ä rendre la maquette 
solidaire d'un cadre animS d'un mouvement harmonique forc6, par I'lnterm^diaire d'une 
suspension dynamomätrique appropriöe. Cette suspension devrait alors autoriser de petits 
döplacements paralleles h  la direction de la trainee ; on dStecterait done en merae temps 
la force d'inertie agissant sur le module, ce qui rendrait impossible la mesure de la 
trainee avec une precision acceptable. 

En effet, si 1'on renarque que d'une part les conditions d'essais conduisent ä 
des accelerations de 10 g et plus, et que d'autre part la masse totale en mouvement, 
(profil ♦ partie mobile du dynamomdtre), ne peut pas Stre pratiquement inferieure ä 
500 gr, on voit que les forces d'inertie seraient de l'ordre de SO N soit SO fois supe- 
rieures environ ä la trainee moyenne de la maquette. 

C'est pour cette raison que le montage suivant a ete adopte. 

Le cadre oscillant place au-dessous de la paroi inferieure de la soufflerie 
porte un torsiomötre dont 1'equipage comprend deux tubes cylindriques verticaux qui tra- 
versent librement la paroi inferieure de la soufflerie. 

La maquette, constituee par une aile rectangulaire de profil symetrique, est 
^ixee rigidement sur ces tubes de fa;on que son plan de symetrie coincide avec le plan 
des axes des tubes. Le plan de symetrie de 1'aile est done vertical ; l'axe du torsio- 
mötre est par ;uite perpendiculaire ä la vitesse du courant de la soufflerie et au bord 
d'attaque du profil. 

Pour que le mouvement d'oscillation de 1'aile ne soit pas gene par les parois 
de la soufflerie, son envergure a ete limitee i  495 mm, lalssant un jeu de 2,5 mm entbre 
le modöle et les parois suplrieure et inferieure de la soufflerie. On niniaise les 
echanges possibles ä travers l'ouverture de la paroi inferieure, en rendant la precsion 
dans la veine aussi voisine que possible de la press ion ambiante. 

Un calcul eiementaire montre que pour assurer l'equilibrage dynamique de la 
maquette autour de l'axe du torsiomdtre, il suffit ä 1'aide d'un contrepoids approprie, 
comme le montre le schema de la figure 1, de placer le centre de gravite de 1'ensemble 

moddle-suspension sur l'axe de symetrie du torsiomfetre (fig. 1-2"L3). 

II faut, bien entendu, que la frequence propre des petits mouvements autour de 
l'axe de torsion de 1'ensemble moddle-suspension par rapport au cadre, soit aussi eievee 
que possible. La frequence propre du montage realise, egale 9 20 HZ, est obtenue en 

ii ii  —  '— • ■■■■-■ ■■ mm -—-^  '■'-— - 
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choisissant une raldeur en torsion compatible avec la sensibility souhait^e pour la me- 
sure de la trainee et une masse de 1'ensemble module-suspension aussi  faible que possi- 
ble.   La naquette a fit6 r6alis6e en mousse de polyur£thane,   les deux tubes supports, en 
acier  inoxydable,  de diamdtre 16 mm et d'Cpalsseur 0,6 mm,   le bfiti, en dural. La masse 
de 1'ensemble s'filöve i S00 grs. 

Le torsiomötre est  fix6 sur un chariot qui coulisse  sur deux  tubes solidaires 
d'un bflti  (fig.4).  Le chariot est placö entre quatre ressorts de compression E,  calcu- 
lus pour que la frequence propre du chariot soit voisine de  5 HZ. Un dispositif ä mane- 
ton F,   se d£pla;ant dans une lumi&re G, entralne le chariot dans un mouvement harmonique 
forc6  ä la frtfauence choisie.  Pour faciliter le d&narrage du dispositif,  le maneton est 
montg  sur un verin hydraulique H, qui permet de faire varier  1'amplitude du mouvement. 
Un disque I,  solidaire de 1'arbre,  occulte les rayons  lumineux 6mis par une lampe  ; ce 
disque est percfi d'un trou qui fournit un signal lumineux de  synchronisation repris par 
une cellule photo6lectrique J. 

Les tensions des capteurs sont amplifi6es et filtr£es ä travers un filtre passe 
bas, du type Butteworth, qui präsente les caractgristiques suivantes : frequence de cou- 
pure  5,5 HZ,  attenuation,  80 db par octave. 

Elles sont analys£es dans un moyenneur ä 100 voies,  synchronise avec le mouve- 
ment d'oscillation.  Les 100 valeurs moyenn6es pendant un temps de 120 sec.  sont resti- 
tu6es  sur un enregistreur X.Y, qui trace la couibe de la trainee en fonction de la phase 
du mouvement. 

Pour les mesures en regime stationnaire ainsi que pour I'fitalonnage, le top de 
synchronisation du mouvement d'oscillation est reraplacfi par un top de synchronisation 
de meme frequence,  £mis par un oscillateur filectronique. 

2.2.  Dispositif de mesure de  la portance et du moment de tangage 

Le principe de la mesure et du montage sont semblables ä ceux dficrits au §  2.1. 
mais,  d'une part,  le torsiomötre qui mesure le moment de la portance a son axe G X pa- 
ralldle i la vitesse V    de la soufflerie  (fig.   2)  et d'autre part,  le torsiomfetre qui 
mesure le moment de tangage a son axe G Y paralllle au bord d'attaque   (fig.      3). 

3.  CARACTERISTIQUF VV LA MAQUETTE 

Profil  Iw-A.  0012 Corde - 0,30 m Hauteur - 0,495 m 

4. PROGRAMME D'ESSAIS 

Les essais ont 6t6  effectufis ä des incidences comprises entre 0° et 6° pour des 
vitesses du vent dans la soufflerie comprises entre 10 m/s et 30 m/s et pour deux valeurs 
de la pulsation du mouvement d'oscillation  ■ 16,5 rad/s,  11,2 rad/s. L'amplitude du 
mouvement a 6t6  prise £gale a 0,15 m. 

5. RESULTATS 

S.l.   TralnSe 

Les rfisultats sont donn6s dans les figures 5 ä 12, oO 1'on a port€ d'une part, 
la trainee enregistrfie T rapportfie ä la train6e en regime stationnaire, ä la iritesse du 
courant do la  soufflerie,  et d'autre part,  la trainee rfiduite quasi-stationnaire 
m- , calculfie ä partir du coefficient de tralnße en r6gime stationnaire et de la vitesse 
rllative instantanße de l'air par rapport au modöle.  Les valeurs du C    en rfigirae sta- 
tionnaire en fonction de 1'incidence et pour 3 valeurs difffirentes du nombre de Reynolds 
rapportg ä la corde sont portfies dans la figure 21. 

On peut faire les  remarques  suivantes   : 
1. la courbe de la trainee pfiriodique mesurfie n'est pas sinusoldale. 
2. Cettc courbe est  toujours plus applatie que la courbe calculfie.   La difference 

entre  les deux courbes est plus accentu6e pour  les valeurs 6lev6es du paramStre d'avan- 
cement. 

3. Le maximum de  l'amplitude de la tralnf; rfiduite est en retard sur  le mouvement 
d'entratnement   ;  le retard est fonction croissante de A   . 

4. La trainee moyenne mesurfie semble 8tre toujours plus  faible que la  trainee moyenne 
calculfie. 

La figure 22 oü l'on a port6 en traits  interrompus  les courbes quasi-linfiaires 
des amplitudes maximales et minimales de la trainee röduite calcuiee en fonction de X 
et les points correspondants  aux amplitudes maximales et minimales de la trainee mesurße 
reduite  fonction de X  et de  1'incidence,   illustre bien la remarque 2 ci-dessus. Les ef- 
fets  instationnaires,  toujours presents,  s'accentuent lorsque  le paramdtre d'avancement 
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5.2. Portance 

Les r£sultats des mesures sont donnas dans les figures 13 9 16 oO 1'on a port£, 
d une part, la portance enregistr6e P rapportße ä la portance en regime stationnaire ä 
la vitesse du courant de la soufflerie, et d'autre part, la portance rlduite quasi - 

stationnaire rr-  > calculfie ä partir du coefficient de portance en regime stationnaire et 

de la vitesse relative instantan6e de I1air par rapport au modöle. 

1. La courbe de la portance rßduite mesur^e n est pas sinusoldale. 
2. La portance r^duite nesur6e est en g6n6ral supgrieure ä la portance r6duite calcu- 

16e ; I'ficart semble etie fonction dlcroissante de 1'incidence. 
3. Le maximum de 1'amplitude de la portance rgduite est en retard sur le mouvement 

d'entralnement. Le retard est fonction croissante de x. 

La figure 23 oü l'on a port€ en traits interrompus les courbes quasi-lin£aires 
des amplitudes maximales et minimales de la portance rlduite calculße en function de X, 
ainsi que les points correspondants aux amplitudes maximales et minimales de la portance 
mesurge rgduite en fonction de A et de 1*incidence, illustre bien la remarque 2 ci - 
dessus. 

Les effets instationnaires toujours presents s'accentuent, comme il fallait s'y 
attendre, lorsque \  crott. 

5.3. Tangage : Mesure du moment 

L'axe de mesure du moment de tangage est placl ä la distance 0,343 C du bord 
d'attaque: 

Les r6sultats des mesures sont donn6s dans les figures 17 ä  20 oü l'on a port6, 
d'une part, le moment enregistrß M,rapport^ au moment en rigime stationnaire ä la vites- 

se du courant de la soufflerie, et d'autre part, le moment r£duit quasi-stationnaire n-, 

calcul£ ä partir du coefficient de moment en regime stationnaire et de la vitesse rela- 
tive instantan6e de l'air par rapport au meddle. 

On fait les remarques suivantes : 

1. La courbe du moment r6duit mesurg n'est pas sinusoldale. 
2. Le moment r£duit mesur£ est en moyenne pour -X > 0,10 Interieur au moment r£duit 

moyen calculi. 
3. Le maximum de 1'amplitude du moment r£duit est en retard sur le mouvement d'entral- 

nement . 

On a port£ dans la figure 24 en traits interrompus les courbes quasi-lin£aires 
des amplitudes maximales et minimales du moment calculi r£duit en fonction de x ainsi 
que les points correspondants aux amplitudes maximales et minimales de la portance mesu- 
r£e, cn fonction de > et de 1'incidence. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Des mesures de trainee, de portance et de moment de tangage relatives d une aile 
reetangulaire de profil sym£trique,ont 6ti  effectufies en soufflerie. La soufflerie est i 
veine ferm6e de section reetangulaire, l'aile supportle verticalement entre parois est 
entrain6e ä l'aide d'une suspension dynamom6trique dans un mouvement de translation p6- 
riodique de va et vient, parallele ä l'axe horizontal de la soufflerie (mouvement dit de 
tamis). 

Les essais ont 6t6 effectu^s dans les conditions suivantes, en vue de determi- 
ner les caract£ristiques aSrodynamiques de l'aile en mouvement instationnaire :  , 
incidence de l'aile variant de 0 I 6° ; vitesse de la soufflerie 10 ms'1 et 20 ms" ; 
paramdtre d'avancement »- variant entre 0 et 0,30. 

vs 
Le montage r6alis€ permet des mesures  trös prßcises. 

La comparaison des caract6ristiques a^rodynamiques mesur^es de l'aile,avec cel- 
les que l'on peut calculer en adoptant pour les coefficients C   ,  C   ,  C , ceux mesurßs en 
regime stationnaire,  et pour la vitesse de l'air, celle instantanSe rexatlve ä l'aile, 
(caractßristiques aerodynamiques quasi-stationnaires), met en Evidence des effets ins- 
tationnaires sensibles,  sur les extremumsd'amplitude et sur le retard par rapport ä la 
sollicitation, en partlculier.   Ils croissent avec le paramfetre d'avancement,  mais demeu- 
rent faibles jusqu'ä X • 0,3.  Pour X voisin de 0,3,  la finesse de l'aile en mouvement de 
tamis se'.ble etre Iggferement supßrieure ä celle mesurße en regime stationnaire i la mime 
incidence. 

De nouvelles mesures  sont envisag^es pour X croissant jusqu'ä 0,5,  qui seront 
possibles avec une maquette de dimensions plus faibles. 
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Le Departement Recherches de la division Mllcoptftre*, de la SNIAS de Marignane 
a effectuC une analyse harmonique des r€sultats exposes ci-dessus ; les observations 
faites sur le premier harmonique ainsi que la comparaison des rCsultats obtenus avec 
ceux des calculs basts sur la thiorie de Theodorsen sont donnfies en Annexe. 
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Annexe 

ANALYSE DES PREMIERS RESULTATS 

D'ESSAIS INSTATIONNAIRES EN "TAMIS" EFFECTUES A L'IMFM 

J. Renaud et G. Vingut 

1. ANALYSE DES FORCES DE PORTANCE : COMPARAISONS THEORIES LINEARISEES ET ESSAIS 

1.1. Une analyse harmonique des efforts a6rodynamiques dans les axes vent a 6t6  ef- 
fectu6e pour les diff6rent£ cas d'essais : 

- Incidence ; 0°, 3°, 6° 
- frequence : 11,2 rd/s, 16,5 rd/s 
- vitesse soufflerie : 10 m/s, 20 m/s, 30 m/s 

Le premier harmonique de la porta.ice explrimentale a 6t6  compar6 aux rfisultats 
de deux theories Iin6aris6es : 

1°) Thfiorie pseudo-stationnaire 
2°) Theorie instationnaire de Theodorsen. 

Lt mouvement du profil ä  une incidence i0 affich£e, est represents comme la 
superposition de deux mouvements : 

- Un mouvement de tamis pur suivant la corde de portance nulle 
- Un mouvement de pompage suivant une direction perpendiculaire au pr6c£dent. 

Le profil 6tant sym^trique, seul le second mouvement donne naissance ä des for- 
ces de portances instationnaires. 

1.2. La comparaison entre les deux theories (pseudo-stationnaire et Theodorsen), est 
pr£sent£e figure 27 oü ont 6t6  port£es en ordonn6e les portances donn£es par les deux 
theories pr£c£dentes, ces portances instantan6es 6tant r€duites par la portance station- 
naire (correspondant 21 1'incidence affich^e i et ä la vitesse soufflerie). 

Compte tenu des frequences rSduites assez faibles Qy"  0,126 pour la figure 
27) on vfirifie que la th^orie pseudo-stationnaire reprßsente correctement le phfinomdne. 

1.3. La comparaison des r^sultats de ces deux theories avec les valeurs exp6rimenta- 
les, est pr6sent6e figure 28. 

- On note que les deux theories sont bien representatives des valeurs exp6rimentales 
du premier harmonique des efforts de portance. 

- Les d6phasages notds sur les planches pr£c£dentes entre la valeur totale instanta- 
n£e de la portance exp6rimentale et la valeur donn£e par la thSorie pseudo-stationnaire, 
sont essentiellement dOs ä la participation des harmoniques sup6rieurs. 

2. INFLUENCE DES PARAMETRES D'ESSAIS SUR LES EFFORTS INSTATIONNAIRES 

2.1. Les rlsultats d'essais ont 6t6  analyses essentiellement sous deux aspects : 
influence de la frequence rgduite, influence de 1'incidence affich€e. 

Seul, le premier harmonique des efforts a€rodynamiques instationnaires a 6t6 
retenu dans cette comparaison, les harmoniques supgrieurs €tant trop faibles pour etre 
pris en consideration, compte tenu de la precision explrimentale. 

C'est ainsi que pour les efforts de trainee, la participation du premier harmo- 
nique varie de 10 d 40 t des efforts statiques, alors que celle du deuxidme harmonique 
reste toujours infSrieure ä 4 I, 

2.2. De fa;(>n gfin^rale, les amplitudes des efforts aßrodynamiques (trainee, portance, 
moment) peuvent 8tre correctement repr^sent^es en fonction des deux seuls paramdtres : 
incidence et frequence r^duite. 

2.2.1. L'amplitude de la trainee instationnaire est repr^sentee figure 29. On note que: 

- cette amplitude augmente avec la frequence r6duite, 
- le gradient d'augmentation est d'autant plus fort que I'incidence est grande, 
- la participation du premier harmonique est trds importante dans la trainee globale. 

2.2.2. Les variations de l'amplitude de la portance en fonction de la frequence rSdui- 
te et de I'incidence affichle, sont pr£sent£es figure 30. Ces amplitudes ont 6t6 r6duites 
par les valeurs respectives des portances stationnaires aux incidences a^rodynamiques 
indiquSes. On note : 

- une augmentation pratiquement lin6aire de la portance instationnaire, en fonction 
de la frequence rlduite, 

- un gradient d'autant plus fort que I'incidence a6rodynamique est plus 61ev6e. 
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2.2.3.   Les amplitudes des moments instationnaires ont ttt  r^duites par les valeurs 
des moments statlonnalres correspondant aux Incidences afirodynamlques d'essai. Compte 
tenu de cette reduction, 11 s'avere (volr figure 31) qu'une courbe unique permet de re- 
prtsenter 1'Evolution de 1*amplitude du moment en fonction de la frequence rtdulte, 
quelle que solt 1'Incidence (3* et 6*). 

2.3.    Les 6tudes de stablllt6 des pales d'hillcoptire montrent qu'en gfiniral le flot- 
tement est conditionn6 par le mouvement en trainee des pales. 

II en r(sulte que I'amortlssement aCrodynamlque 116 au mouvement de tratn6e est 
d'une Importance capltale dans ces problÄmes de stablllt6. 

Les dlff6rents cas d'essai de tamls ont 6t^ analys6s sous cet aspect et La fi- 
gure 32 donne involution de I'amortlssement r6dult en fonction de la fr6quence rSduite, 
pour les 3 Incidences afflch6os. L'amortlssement r6duit est lei d6flnl comme le rapport 
entre le travail effectu6 par les forces a6rodynamlques au cours d'un cycle et un tra- 
vail de r6f6rence : it A T . 

On constate que I'amortlssement r6duit : 

- a une valeur Importante (de 100 i 200 \) 
- croft lägdrement avec la fr6quence r6duite 
- reste constamment positlf dans le domaine d'essais et contribue par consequent ä 

une amelioration de la stabillt6 
- depend relativement peu de 1'Incidence. 
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A COMPRESSIBLE UNSTEADY AEROKMAMIC THEORY FOR HELICOPTER ROTORS» 

by 

Charles E. Hammond** 
Langley Directorate 

U.S. Army Air Mobility RW) Laboratory 
NASA Langley Research Center 

Hampton, Virginia 

and 

0. Alvln Plercef 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Atlanta, Georgia 

SUMMARY 

An aerodynamic theory Is presented which allows the determination of the 
unsteady aerodynamic loading on a reference section of a helicopter rotor 
blade in axial or hovering flight under compressible flow conditions.    The 
aerodynamics of the two-dimensional flow model are formulated using a. kernel 
function approach.    By introducing the acceleration potential the governing 
integral equation for the flow and its attendant downwash boundary condition 
are developed and solveü numerically using a pressure mode asnumptlon and a 
collocation technique.    The compressible aerodynamic theory thus developed 
is compared analytically with two other existing theories, one Incompressible 
and one compressible, and is shown to agree with these theories provided that 
the appropriate limit is taken so that the flow models agree.    The ratio of 
blade oscillatory frequency to rotor rotational frequency Is shown to be the 
correlation parameter between the two flow models.    Differences in the flow 
models used are shown numerically to cause significant differences in the 
aerodynamic coefficients for small values of this frequency ratio, but for 
values of this parameter near unity the aerodynamic coefficients from the 
three theories are in good agreement.    For the case of zero phasing of all 
rotor blades, two degree of freedom flutter speeds obtained using the two 
compressible aerodynamic theories exhibit the same order of differences as 
the aerodynamic coefficients.    Incompressible flutter speeds show good 
agreement. 

NOTATION 

Al 

"n. Dnq 

H(2)    H(2) 
H0    ' Hl 

h 

h' 

hab 

hcA 
i 

Im 

K 

k 

L 

h'    a 

pressure series coefficients 

free stream speed of sound 

nondlmensional location of the reference airfoil elastic axis relative to midchord, 
measured positive aft 

semichord length of reference airfoil c-ectlon 

distances by which wake airfoils lead the reference airfoil, defined by Equations (53) 

Honkel functions of second kind and zeroth and first order, respectively 

Inflow ratio, nondlmensional,    h = h'/b 

vertical spacing between adjacent wake layers,   h'  ■ 2nu/Qn 

plunging displacement of elastic axis, positive down 

plunge of reference airfoil measured at quarter chord, positive down 

1/2 unit of imaginärles,    1 ■ (-1) 

imaginary part of a complex quantity 

kernel function of the downwash Integral equation, Equation (IT) 

reduced frequency,    k = btu/u 

aerodynamic lift, positive down 

aerodynamic lift coefficients due to plunge and pitch, respectively. Equations (52) 

» This work was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office-Durham under Contract No. DAHCO^-68-C-OOOl*. 
** Aaro-Space Technologist- 
t Associate Professor. 
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1.  HfTHODUCriON 

Aeroelutlc analyse« are esaentlal when designing a vehicle as dynamic as the helicopter. These 
analyses depend heavily on knowledge of the time-varying forces and moments acting on the aerodynamic 
surfaces. As fixed wing vehicles have progressed from low subsunlc speeds through high subsonic speeds 
to supersonic speeds and even to hypersonic speeds In the case of missiles and research vehicles, appro- 
priate unsteady aerodynamic theories have been developed to assist in predicting aeroelastlc instabilities 
which might occur. Unfortunately, the state of the art in unsteady helicopter aerodynamics has not 
progressed as rapidly as that for unsteady fixed wing aerodynamics, nils is due in part to the fact that 
the rotary wing, especially In the forward flight mode, is not as amenable to analysis as its fixed wing 
counterpart. In dealing with the unsteady flow fields associated with helicopter rotors, the analyses 
developed for fixed wings must be drastically modified or abandoned altogether as a result of the rotor 
blade being forced to pass in proximity to its wake on each revolution. 

Many of the first attempts to analyze the unsteady rotor blade aerodynamic problem were based on the 
supposition that the rotor blade could be replaced by an equivalent fixed wing with an appropriate free 
stream v  ioclty. The potentially Important fact that the helicopter blade Is forced to pass over its wake 
WHS neglected. It might be noted here that this same procedure is currently employed by some in attempting 
to ascertain the effect of compressibility on the aeroelastlc instabilities of rotor blades. 

The first significant unsteady approaches to the rotor blade aerodynamic problem which considered the 
rotor blade to be a separate entity from the fixed wing were made by Loewy,^- Jones ,2 and Tlmman and 
van de Vooren.' These investigators in similar but independent studies considered the flow to be Incom- 
pressible and the rotor was assumed to be operating in axial flight or in a hovering condition. Further, 
it was assumed that the rotor Inflow velocity was low compared to the rotational velocity. With these 
assumptions it was possible to reduce the complicated three-dimensional rotor flow field to a more 
manageable two-dimensional flow field. The resulting two-dimensional mathematical model Included a 
reference airfoil together with a complete system of wakes shed by other blades in the rotor as well as 
the wake shed by the reference blade on previous revolutions. This system of wakes is the one thing which 
makes the helicopter aerodynamic analysis so much more complicated than the fixed wing aerodynamic problem. 
Whereas for the fixed wing the wake is assumed to lie in the same plane as the wing, the helicopter rotor 
wake is blown below the plane of the rotor by the Inflow velocity. Determination of the blade loading 
depends on knowing the location of the wake. Using the two-dimensional approximation to the rotor flow 
field described above, Loewy1 was able to show that the two-dimensional loading on the reference airfoil 
could be written in the same form as the loading on a two-dimensional tixe-i wing airfoil with the stipula- 
tion that Theodorsen's lift deficiency function be replaced by a modifle lift deficiency function 
applicable to rotor acrodynamicf». 

In order to determine the importance of the rotor wake a comparison was made. Reference 5, between the 
flutter speed obtained for a two degree of freedom system using Loewy's1 aerodynamics and the flutter speed 
for the same system using Theodoi en's* fixed wing aerodynamics. The results of this study Indicated that 
given the same structural dynamic conditions the flutter speed obtained using Loewy's aerodynamics was 
generally lower than the flutter speed obtained using Theodorsen's aerodynamics. The Implications of this 
result are that the rotor wake which lies below the reference airfoil exerts a destabilizing Influence on 
the two degree of freedom flutter condition and hence that the use of unsteady fixed wing aerodynamics in 
rotor blade flutter calculations will lead to unconservatlve results. 

numerous papers. References 6-8 are examples, have been published which deal with the problem of 
three-dimensional rotary wing aerodynamics. In all these papers the problem of specifying the location 
of the wake is stressed and the papers have at least one common feature - that of incompressible flow. 
However, as indicated by Paul? some present-day helicopters operate with tip speeds in the high subsonic 
speed range, nils suggests that compressibility effects should be included in any realistic analysis of 
helicopter rotor blade loads. Unlike the steady flow case, the transition from in^-jpresslble to compres- 
sible unsteady flow results cannot be accomplished by simple transformations such as the Frandtl-Glauert 
transfonation. This difficulty follows from the result that in an incompressible fluid a disturbance is 
propagated at an infinite velocity and thus no time lag occurs between the initiation of a disturbance and 
Its effect at some other point in the flow. However, in a compressible medium a definite time is required 
for a signal to reach a distant field point so that both a time lag and a change in magnitude result. 

In this paper an unsteady aerodynamic theory for helicopter rotors which allows for the compressibility 
of the fluid medium is presented. Bie assumptions made by Loewy1 are employed to reduce the aerodynamic 
problem to two dimensions, nie approach used to obtain the oscillatory loading on a reference airfoil 
section of the rotor is essentially the same as that used in many fixed wing analyses. The acceleration 
potential is used in developing an Integral relation between the downwash and pressure distribution on the 
reference airfoil. The integral equation thus obtained, which is the same as Posslo's10 fixed wing integral 
equation with the addition of a correction term to account for the helicopter wake, is finally solved by 
collocation for the unknown pressure distribution. 

Jones and Rao11 have recently published a similar theory for the unsteady compressible aerodynamic 
loading on rotor blades. Their theory differs from that developed in the present paper in that a velocity 
potential approach was used in conjunction with the identical flow model used by Loewy.1 One of the major 
conclusions reached in Reference 11 was that the helicopter wake had exactly the same effect on the 
unsteady aerodynamic blade loading in both compressible and incompressible flows. As will be shown later, 
this conclusion was a direct consequence of the flow model employed. The flow model used in the present 
study is a modified version of the two-dimensional model used by Loewy, and Jones and Baoj the modifications 
being necessary to accoamodate the acceleration potential approach. 
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2.  FLOW MODEL. 

Loevy" has given a rather complete dlscusalon of the unsteady flow field aseoclated vlth a helicopter 
rotor In hovering or axial flight. The basic flow picture consists of a reference blade and a wake which 
has been blown below the rotor disk by the Inflow velocity through the disk. The customary assumption Is 
that the wake forms a helical surface of vortlclty which extends to Infinity below the rotor. 

By making certain aESumptlons Loevy was able to argue that the three-dimensional flow field could be 
reduced to a two-dimensional one. The basic assumption which led to this reduction Is that under axial 
flight and low Inflow conditions, only that vortlclty which lies In a small azimuth angle on either side 
of the reference blade significantly affects the loading on that blade. The further assumption of the 
In^ependen-» of each radial station allows the further reduction to two-dimensional flow. 

The flov picture thus arrived at by Loewy Is shown In Figure 1. Note that the flow consists of a 
reference airfoil section and Its Immediate trailing wake (both In the same horizontal plane) together 
with a system of horizontal wake layers lying at regularly spaced Intervals below the reference section. 
These wake layers below the reference airfoil account for the wake which was shed by other blades In the 
rotor as well as that shed by the reference blade on previous revolutions. The spacing between the layers 
Is determined by the Inflow and rotational velocities. The flow model shown In Figure 1 is also the model 
used by Jones and Rao11 in their compressible flow analysis. 

In analyzing the flow model shown in Figure 1 both Loewy and Jones and Rao used a velocity potential 
approach. In the present paper, on the other hand, the acceleration potential approach which has proved 
fruitful in fixed wing compressible flow analyses is adopted as the basic method of attacking the problem. 
The use of the acceleration potential leads to difficulties, however, when one attempts to apply the method 
to the flow model shown in Figure 1. 

In the velocity potential approach the elemental flow solutions from which the overall flow is to be 
developed tust be distributed in 'he wake as well as on the airfoil Itself in order to account for the 
velocity discontinuity which exist'? across the wake and across the airfoil. In contrast, the acceleration 
potential is associated with a pressure discontinuity and thus the elemental flows may be distributed on 
the airfoil only since no pressure discontinuity is allowed to exist in the wake. With the acceleration 
potential approach, therefore. It is necessary to introduce a device by which the layers of wake lying 
below the reference airfoil can be taken Into account. 

live mathematical model used in this paper Is evolved using the following reasoning. Consider first a 
single blarled rotor and a reference blade section lying a radial distance r from the axis of rotation. 
As the blade traverses the azimuth It trails a wake which is blown below the blade by the Inflow velocity. 
When the reference section has made one complete revolution it has traveled a distance of 2itr. As the 
blade makes its second revolution it sees a wake which was shed on the first revolution and which has been 
displaced downward by the inflow velocity. Thle wake layer can be thought of as being shed by an airfoil 
identical to the reference airfoil and which Is flying under the reference airfoil and leading it by a 
distance of 2icr. On the third revolution the reference airfoil sees two layers of wake} the lowermost 
layer being shed on the first revolution and the upper layer shed on the second revolution. The reference 
airfoil has now traveled a distance of W since the wake was shed on the first revolution and a distance 
of 2vr   since the wake was shed on the second revolution. To account for these wake layers, two airfoils 
art placed below the reference airfoil; the lowermost one leading the reference airfoil by a distance of 
Uitr and the upper one leading the reference airfoil by a distance of 2itr. The vertical spacing of the 
individual layers is governed by the Inflow and rotational velocities and is the same as fr Loewy's model 
In Figure 1. By continuing the above process the entire wake can be represented by a semi-^. inite cascade 
of airfoils regularly spaced below the reference airfoil and leading it by Integer multiples of 2nr. 

The argument for a multlbladed rotor is precisely the same as for a single bladed rotor. The passage 
of blades other than the reference blade is accounted for by airfoils below the reference airfoil and 
Interspersed between the "wake airfoils" representing previous passages of the reference airfoil. The 
resulting two-dimensional flow model which is used in the mathemRtical development is shown in Figure 2. 

3. MATHHMATICAL FORMULATION 

With the mathematical flow model thut established the problem remains to determine the nonstationary 
lift and moment on the reference airfoil when it is permitted to oscillate with simple harmonic motion as 
it moves through a compressible medium. In the following development classical small disturbance assump- 
tions are made so that the governing differential equation for the flow may be taken as the linearized 
acceleration potential equation 

dx2  äz' 
afi    1 

at2 *>tk* äx2 
(1) 

The acceleration potential ♦ ir related to the disturbance velocity potential <p by 

'■S-g (2) 

and to the pressure at any point in the flow through the equation 

P - P» - fJ (3) 
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Ttm preisure on the reference airfoil 1« obtained In a Manner typical of aoet linearised acrodynaalc 
analyaee. An elementary flow solution la first found for the governing differential Equation (l). Ibe 
total flow solution Is then found by super loosing the elemental flow solutions and satisfying the two 
boundary conditions for potential flows t (l) All disturbances oust vanish at field points far reaoved 
from the body, and (2) the flow at the body aust follow the body surface. 

Since the flow aodel shown In Figure 2 Is sloply a semi-infinite cascade of fixed wing airfoils an 
Integral aquation will first be develcpad which relates the downwub at any point (x,t) In the flow to 
the pressure difference across a single airfoil. The rotary wing effects «re then included by deteminlng 
the downwash at the reference airfoil due to all the "wake airfoils" of Figure 2. In this developwnt the 
elemental flow solution to Equation (l) is taken as the pulsating line doublet. It is shown in Reference 12 
that the acceleration potential for such a line doublet which is pulsating harmonically with a frequency <■) 
and a strength UUp i> given by 

ä*s 
♦D-%5r 

where 

♦e-Sß^*"0^2^')«1"* 

,     kM M'^M1 1/2 

CO 

(5) 

(6) 

Kote that the elemental solution satisfies the first boundary condition that all disturbances vanish at 
points far removed from the body. Therefore, any superposition of these elemental solutions will also 
satisfy this boundary condition. 

These pulsating doublets are next distributed over the chord of an airfoil which is displaced a dis- 
tance £ in the c-direction from the origin of the coordinate system and whose chord extends from 
x • -b to x • +b. The acceleration potential for this dietribution of doublets becomes 

/.; %<» k ♦.« (7) 

It can be shown, using Equation (3), that the doublet strength is related to the pressure difference across 
the airfoil by 

^aW " -p«l*1D(x) 

where 

.iflrt 
Äp^x) - % " PL " -Ö^W« 

The acceleration potential thus becomes 

'•  "' -b 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Row in order to be able to satisfy the second boundary condition on the flow the downwash w at the 
airfoil oust be known. Since the doublets vere assumed to be pulsating haiBonically with time, the aceel- 
eratton potential and hence the velocity potential will vary hamonically with time. Ttaus 

MtsMwm* 

♦ - ♦ e Hat 

Hot (p - ip e 

Introducing this harmonic variation into Equation (2) 

f . Ifuf + U 

This last equation can be integrated to give 

$(x,.)-i r ♦(i'..).-w,<«-t,)A'«. 5 J. 

(ii) 

(12) 
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The dovmmah la nprMiad In taiaa of the Telocity potent 1*1 by 

-a 
■o that In texoi of the acceleration potential 

v(x,tit) .^ J2l.i{i,tt)e-**U-v)/v iV 

Introducing Bpiatlon (10) Into Equation (15) 

(13) 

laK»t     rx -M*-t')/v 
/>a(t) 

«here 
1/2 

dle (1»») 

¥"   - 
KM (M^M" 

The order of Integration In Equation (lU) can be reversed to give the more familiar form of the equation, 
namely 

,(„.*) . .g^ ^^(«e-^-^  />(«M)/*. 

oz 
(15) 

Manipulation of the Interior Integral of Equation (13) leads to the kernel for tvo-dlmenslonal compressible 
unsteady flow.   The resulting dovmrash equation Is 

v(x..tt) - - ^r e*" /_* ^m\*, ^r^. ^V^j« 

where the kernel of the equation Is given by 

K[M, *i-lil, iil^  . ^_(xfi)H(2)(w.)elkM2(x-»/02b - ^ HJ2)(w.)e1^^-"/,5^,, 

(16) 

.x-t i •/A 

where 
1/2 

(17) 

• ••  U< fe)2 * ^M" 
For complete details of the reduction of the Inner Integral of Equation (13) to the kernel of Equation (16), 
aee Reference 02. 

If t, ' 0   is substituted Into Equation (l6) and the limit Is taken am z   approaches r.ero, then the 
equation becomes Posslo'sl0 equation for a fixed wing airfoil oscillating In a compressible stream. The 
kernel In this ease becomes 

k(x-l)/p2b 
♦ rfe-itU-i)/*p*-*'"     Hj2)(Mlul)elu du 

•) 
(18) 

An excellent discussion of the development of this equation has also been given by Watklne, et al 13 

Equation (16) may now be used to determine the downwash at the reference airfoil in terms of the pres- 
sure distribution on the reference airfoil.    This Is accoavllshed by recognising that Equation (16) Is 
applicable for each airfoil in Figure 2 If a Bimyle transformation of coordinates 1* made In the case of 
the "wake airfoils."   nie limit   s -»0   Is then taken to obtain the downwash at the reference airfoil.    If 
It Is assumed that the pressure distribution on the q&L blade has the same magnitude as that on the refer- 
ence blade but leads It In time by a phase angle  ♦_, the downwash on the reference airfoil may be written as 
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n-0 q-l      -b      L -> 

(19) 

The tint  Integral In Sguatlon (19) Is the Integral derived by Posslo  for the tvo-dlmenolonal fixed 
wing. The double SUB represents the downuh at the reference airfoil can« id by previous passages of blade» 
in the rotor other than the reference blade. Finally, the single SUB represents the downwash at the refer- 
ence airfoil due to previous passages of the reference airfoil. 

If all blades are assumed to oscillate ln-phase, as Is the case for "collective" type disturbances, 
then *q - 0 and Equation (19) reduces to 

'.w - - ^{JC*.'1"1!«' "V-11. °}' 

n-l 
f ajtm*, aw | + ^\m to, nkh dtj (20) 

It «ay be noted that this last equation Is exactly the sane as the downwash expression one would obtain for 
a single bladed rotor with a frequency ratio m/Q and an Inflow ratio h. Thus, with the assuaptlon that 
all the blades are oscillating ln-phase the aerodynanic development for a nultlbladed rotor can be reduced 
to the consideration of an equivalent single bladed rotor with 

"eq - M/Q 

heq-h 

(21) 

Since this reduction to an equivalent single bladed rotor is possible, all numerical results presented below 
are for a single bladed rotor. 

The downwash at the reference airfoil is specified by the motion of the airfoil.    If the displacement 
of the airfoil is given by   za   then the downwash is given by 

dsa 3z, 
wa<x>t) "ST+ U a      for   -f**-* (22) ax 

Assuming elmpls harmonic motion for the airfoil 

the downwash becomes 
a£a wa(x) - l«aa + U g^j- 

t the quarter-chord po 
as 

«a(x}t) - .hcA - (x + go 

(25) 

(210 

For an airfoil which is free to pitch about the quarter-chord point and plunge as shown in Figure 3 the 
displacement of the airfoil may be written as 

(25) 

And for simple harmonic motion 

»eA" h e m 
m a - a e 

where   h   and   ä   are complex quantities.    The downwash thus becomes 

v.(x) 
-Ik 1 + Uc (b + t/ r (26) 

In attaapting to solve Squation (20) one notices immediately that the unknown in the equation £$  (x) 
is contained within the Integral and the known quantity wa(x) is on the left-hand side. Since no inver- 
sion fonula is known for this equation a collocation technique is used. It is first assumed that the 
pressure distribution may be written in the well-known form 
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(27) 

coi e 

The for« of this ierlee la dictated by two considerations: (1) The linearizing aasumptlons In subsonic 
■■all disturbance theory are known to lead to a square root singularity In the pressure distribution at 
the leading edge, and (2) the Kutta condition mat be satisfied at the trailing edge. 

With this pressure node assuoptlon the integral Equation (20) nay be solved subject to the boundary 
condition Equation (26) to yield the unknown coefficients in the pressure series.    This Is accomplished by 
truncating the series In Equation (27) after a finite number of terms, substituting the finite series In 
Equation (20), and performing the necessary Intagrations.    By choosing an equal number of points at which 
the downwash boundary condition Is to be satisfied, a system of algebraic equations Is generated which can 
be solved for the unknown coefficients. 

Once the pressure distribution is determined the unsteady lift and moment may be calculated, 
(positive down) is given by 

.b 

L -  j      (^j " Vrf** 

The lift 

(28) 

and the pitching moment about the quarter-chord point (positive nose up) by 

-b 
McA" L^'^i**?)8* (29) 

Since the pressure is assumed to be harmonic in time the lift and moment must also vary hamonlcally as 

L-fe1^ 

so that 

%/k " McA 
.tot 

rb 

(30) 

Rote here that L and M /^   are complex quiuitltles. Substituting Equations (27) into Equations (30) gives 
the lift and moment in terns of the pressure series coefficients 

«b (^K) 
(5.1) 

*e/k m t ^ (A1 _ ^ 

Although the lift and moment depend only on the first three coefficients of the pressure series, this does 
not mean that only the first three terms of the pressure series need be considered. The values of the 
first three coefficients of the series will change as more and more collocation points and terms in the 
series sire used and the boundary condition is satisfied more exactly. 

Tor us« in a flutter analysis these quanties are written In the usual form employing aerodynamic coef- 
ficients, namely 

- «^[^(DcA + laa] 
(32) 

where the aerodynamic coefflclnnts    I],,    la,   1%, and   %   are complex quantities that account for the phase 
lag between the forces and notions. 

If.      AHALTTICAL CCWARIBOHS 

Before presenting results of the numerical calculations It is of Interest to cosvare the downvash 
equation developed In the previous section with the downwash equation obtained by Loewy1 and Jones and Rao11. 
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nils eooparlaon lo facilitated by noting that the dletancet by which the vnke airfoils lead the reference 
airfoil can be written ai 

Dnq " 2«r 

D. • 2rmr n 

M (33) 

where Dnq correeponda to wake airfolla representing previous passages of blades other than the reference 
blade and On corresponds to airfoils representing previous passages of the reference blade. Observe from 
Figure 2 that if all the wake airfoils are forced to lead the reference airfoil by an infinite distance 
then the flow model of Figure 2 would be exactly the flow model used by Loewy and Jones and Rao as shown In 
Figure X.    The  analytical comparison of the three theories is accomplished by Introducing Equations (33) 
into the second and third terms of Equation (19) by replacing the appropriate terms in the respective 
kernels. For the limits Dnq ->*> and DQ -*» the two flow models agree. It is shown in Reference 12 
that this limiting procedure does in fact reduce Equation (19) to the downwauh equations obtained by Loewy 
and Jones and Rao. Thus if the Indicated limit of the flow model used in the present paper Is taken, then 
the present aerodynamic theory reduces exactly to the earlier theories of Loewy and Jones and Rao. 

nils limit taking process in e.'fect causes the wake airfoils to lead the reference airfoil by an 
Infinite distance and presents no real problen in the case of incompressible flow. However, when the flow 
is considered to be compressible an interesting result occurs. Whereas a disturbance is propagated 
Instantaneously but is attenuated by distance in an Incompressible fluid, the speed of propagation is 
finite in a compressible medium so that both a time lag and a decay in the magnitude of the disturbance 
result as the disturbance is transmitted through the fluid. When the wake airfoils are at infinity this 
means that the perturbations in the flow caused by each wake airfoil must travel an Infinite distance before 
reaching the reference airfoil, nils in effect means that as far as the reference airfoil is concerned the 
wakes which are trailed by the wake airfoils are the same as the ones which would occur if the flow were 
incompressible. 

This conclusion of an incompressible wake Is one of the major results of Reference 11. That is, Jones 
and Rao found that the infinite number of wake layers below the reference airfoil as shown in Figure 1 heul 
the same influence on the downwt'sh at the reference airfoil in compressible flow as In incompressible flow. 

An incompressible wake is not possible when the flow model of Figure 3 is used, 
wake termc on Mach number Is shown explicitly by Equations (17) and (19). 

The dependence of the 

DISCUSSIOH OF RESUI/TS 

It was established In the previous section that in the limit as the wake airfoils of Figure 2 lead the 
reference airfoil by an infinite distance the downwash equation of this paper agrees with those of Loewy^ 
and Jones and Rao.1! This limiting process causes the flow model of Figure 2 to agree with that of 
Figure 1. For realistic values of the aerodynamic parameters, however, the two flow models cannot be 
expected to be identical. For this reason a numerical comparison of the three theories is presented in 
this section. 

For the equivalent single bladed rotor the nSJi wake airfoil of Figure 2 leads the reference airfoil by 
a distance given by the second of Equations (33)- Introducing the reduced frequency and frequency ratio 
parameters this equation may be written as 

«   «  mb 
Dn - 211« Y (3U) 

From Equation (31*) it can be seen that if the frequency ratio m is increased while all the other aero- 
dynamic parameters are held constant, the effect of increasing the distance by which the wake airfoils lead 
the reference airfoil can be determined. This in turn allows one to determine quantitatively the effect of 
the two flow models on the aerodynamic coefficients. 

nils variation of the frequency ratio was made and the results are presented in Figures U(a) - (d) ■ 
It should be noted that for ease of comparison the aerodynamic coefficients are plotted In the notation of 
Reference 11. These coefficients are related to those of Equations (52) by 

z -Re(ih) 

I- = 
z - i *»( V 

I     a a -ReO«) 

I.   . a -ir^la) 

5z - Rejm^ 

m. = J Im^) 

mi - i Im(^) 

(35) 

In performing the numerical calculations it was found that approximately ho terms of the wake series 
were necessary in most cases to achieve satisfactory convergence of the aeries.    Hie number of collocation 
points used were varied from 3 to 10 and it was found that in all cases 3 collocation points were sufficient. 
It should be noted that the number of collocation points used is Independent of the number of terms taken 
In the wake series. 

As can be seen from Figures l»(a)  - (d) the agreement between the aerodynamic theories does Indeed 
improve as the frequency ratio   m   lo Increased.    It is of interest to point out that the aerodynamic 
theories of Loewy1 and Jones and Rao11 are cyclic In frequency ratio whereas the theory rresented in this 
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paper la not. That la, for 1 1 m < 2 the Loewy and Jonee and Bao curvea would remain exactly aa shown 
In Figures l»(a) - (d) but the curvea from the theory presented In this paper would change and should be In 
better agreement with the other two theories. The significant point about Figures U(a) - (d) Is that they 
show the results of the two possible mathematical representation« of the two-dimensional flow over hell- 
copter blades. As shown in the figures, the differences can be conalderable at low values of frequency 
ratio, but tend to diminish aa frequency ratio is Increased. 

In order to more fully evaluate the differences in the aerodynamic coefficlenta am shown In Fig- 
ure« U(a) - (d), a two degree of freedom flutter analysis was conducted. Die flutter model la shown In 
Figure 3. nie equations of motion for thla system are well known and will not be presented here (aee 
Reference lU for a derivation), nie nondlmenalonal structural parameters which enter the flutter problem 
are given below along with the values chosen aa typical of current helicopter blade designs: 

ii m mass ratio a 80.0 

ra =. radius of gyration = 0.3 

ui/<ü > bendlng-torslon frequency ratio - 0.5 

a a pitch axis location =-0.1» 

XQ, a e.g. location a 0.10 

The flutter speeds obtained from the model shown In Figure 5 using the three aerodynamic theories 
dlacuseed earlier are plotted In Figure 6 aa a function of frequency ratio for an inflow ratio, h a 2.0, 
and Mach numbers of 0.0, 0.6, and 0.6. Note that the flutter trend with Mach number is generally the same 
aa in the fixed wing case. I.e., aa Mach number is increased the flutter speed Index Is decreased. Also 
apparent la a considerable difference in the flutter reaults obtained with the two compressible aerodynamic 
theories discussed, i.e., Jones and Rao11 and the present theory, for frequency ratios less than approxi- 
mately 0.5* These differences might have been expected from the differences reen In the aerodynamic coef- 
ficlenta. The   M a 0.0, or IncompreeBible results, on ehe other hand, are In better agreement. Ulla 
reault indicates that the finite proximity of the wake airfoils in the present theory does not significantly 
alter the incompressible results but is important In lepresenting the compressible features of the wake. 

Aa a fliial result, White1^ has recently applied the three aerodynamic theories dlacuased here in a 
atrip theory faahlon to a hovering rotor. Figure 7 taken from Pierce and White'a1" paper presents one 
flutter point thus obtained compared to an experimental point obtained by Brooks and Baker.^ The 
unorthodox behavior of the V-g plot Is discussed In detail in References 15 and 16 and will not be discussed 
further here. Of Interest, however. Is the close agreement of the flutter point obtained with the aerody- 
namic theory presented here and the one obtained using Jones and Rao's theory. Note also the close agree- 
ment with the experimental point. Another point worth noting with regard to Figure 7 is that the frequency 
ratio m at flutter was approximately 2.5. At a frequency ratio this high the aerodynamic coefficients of 
the present study ahould correspond closely to those calculated by the theory of Reference 11 and thus one 
would expect the flutter points calculated using the two aerodynamic theories to be in good agreement. 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 

An aerodynamic theory has been presented which allows the determlnat'on of the unsteady aerodynamic 
loading on a reference section of a helicopter rotor blade in axial or hovering flight in subsonic compres- 
sible flow. Ulis theory has been compared with similar theories 'presented by Loewy^- and Jonee and Rao^1 

and the following conclusions obtained: 

1. In the limit aa the flow model used In the present paper approaches the flow model used in 
References 1 and 11, the aerodynamic theory preaented here coincides exactly with those theories. 

S.    The wake obtained in the present theory accounts for compressibility. The Incompreaaible flow 
wake obtained in Reference 11 was shown to be a direct consequence of the flow model employed. 

3* The differences in the flow model used in the present theory and that used In References 1 and 11 
causes significant differences In the aerodynamic coefficients calculated for small values of the ratio of 
blade oscillation frequency to rotational frequency. 

h.    From the results of an example flutter analysis wherein the same phasing of all rotor bladea waa 
assumed, it waa concluded that these differences in the aerodynamic coefficients are more Important under 
compreaslble flow conditions. For zero Mach number the flutter results compared favorably, whereas for 
higher subsonic Mach numbers the flutter speeds were significantly different when using the present aero- 
dynamic theory as compared to that of Reference 11. 

5. The one flutter example cited from Reference 16 indicates that both the theory presented here and 
that presented in Reference 11 produce flutter results which compare favorably with experimental results 
when used in a strip theory fashion. The parameters in the case cited were In the range where the two 
aerodynamic theories are in close agreement. 

Freu the results of this paper one Is led to conclude that there are a variety of ways of approximating 
the flow over rotor blades in hover or axial flight. This paper has sought to point out some of the dif- 
ferences in representations and the consequences of these differences. These different mathematical 
representations of the helicopter flow field serve aa additional evidence of the marked difference between 
the fluid flow over helicopter bladea and that over conventional fixed wings. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF  ROTOR-AIRFOIL SHAPES 

by 

G.  Reichert and Dr.  S.N. Wagner 

Meeaerachmltt-Bölkow-Blohm GmbH, 

Ottobrunn,  Germany 

SUMMARY 

Analytical studies have shown that performance, atablllty and control of helicop- 
ters can be improved if some characteristics of rotor airfoils could be changed. 

Starting from given airfoil shapes the characteristics of these airfoils are idea- 
lised by changing lift curve slope, maximum lift boundary and begin of drag divergence. 
The influences of these changes on the power required, the stability and control of hinge- 
less rotor helicopters are studied. Furthermore, the desirable characteristics of an air- 
foil or several airfoils of a rotor are defined using these Idealized characteristics and 
analysing coimnon missions of a given helicopter. Similar studies of a larger field of 
missions and helicopters could lead to new areas of research and development to design 
advanced profile shapes of helicopters of the future. Several analytical tools for the 
design of airfoils are discussed. 

Hind tunnel measurements up to transonic speeds of several airfoil shapes espe- 
cially with modified leading and trailing edges show that certain improvements of airfoil 
characteristics are possible. Test results of rotors having usual and advanced airfoil 
shapes are included to Indicate the progress in the behaviour of rotors with better air- 
foils. 

NOTATIONS 

a 

c 
CD 
cL'cr 

M 

MD 
Mxs 

n 

P 

P. 

t 

0 

0, Vj, 

V, V 

local speed of sound 

chord length 

drag coefficient 

lift coefficient 

pitching moment coefficient 

pressure coefficient, 

Ap/q, - (pi - pu)/q, 

critical pressure coefficient 
stagnation pressure of free 
stream 
diffusive damping coefficient 

or reduced frequency, trfc/v 

Mach number 

drag divergence Mach number 

rolling moment around e.g. 

of helicopter 

pitching moment around e.g. 

of helicopter 

load factor 

static pressure 

static pressure of free stream 

dynamic pressure of free stream 

profile thickness 

time to double amplitude 

rotational blade tip speed 

horizontal component of velocity 

vertical component of velocity 

r 

A 

P 

angle of attack, degrees 

mean angle of attack, degrees 

amplitude of pitching motion, 

degrees 

circulation of flow 

parameter determining thickness 

ratio 

sweep angle 

flow direction at the sonic point 

of the characteristic 

advance ratio or parameter deter- 

mining profile slope in stagnation 

point on the nose 

density of air 

disturbance velocity potential 

azimuth angle of the rotor 

Prandtl-Meyer angle corresponding 

to local Mach number 

X 
N. 

The studies have been sponsored in part by the Ministry of Defence of the 
Federal Republic of Germany 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the continuing challenge in Performance of modern helicopters, the require- 
ments of their aerodynamic characteristics have increased. As long as pure performance 
is considered, the main onset of improvement is reduction of parasite drag of a helicop- 
ter as a whole. However, the aerodynamic design of the rotor is equally important. The 
rotor with its aerodynamic behaviour is not only influencing performance, it is, in addi- 
tion, imposing real aerodynamic limitations to the flight envelope. These limitations are 
due to Mach number effects at the advancing blade and stall effects at the retreating 
side, where the main difficulties stem from aeroelastic phenomena. 

In the past, the prime design rule was "keep away of these limitations 1". Thua, 
the design boundaries of a rotor blade were relatively conservative: the main goal was 
to use profiles with nearly zero pitching moments and to bring the important axes of the 
blade (i.e. control axis, e.g. axis and axis of aerodynamic centre) as close as possible 
together. Beside a high rtall angle and a high critical Mach number, the aerodynamic cha- 
racteristics of rotor airfoil sections should give low drag throughout the range of low 
and moderate lifts and moderate drag at high lifts. Most of the conventional airfoils 
have been developed for use on fixed wing aircraft and are not acceptable for helicop- 
ters. The most important exception is the NACA 0012 section, which has already been cho- 
sen in the early beginning of the development of helicopters and it has served well so 
far. If there are no possibilities to improve the situation one has to live with the 
limitations. 

Attempts to improve rotorblade profiles are aggravated by "an aerodynamic situa- 
tion of exquisite intractability" as Loewy (1) described the situation most strikingly. 
The flow is extremely complex, the blade is exposed to rapidly changing angles of attack 
and yaw in combination with rapidly changing velocities. There are regions of high Mach 
numbers, of stall and of reverse flow. In addition, there are crossflow and unsteady 
boundary-layer effects. The situation as a whole has been marked by the lack of systema- 
tic work, which could be useful in the design work. However, the activities in recent 
research are most promising. 

The importance of helicopter aerodynamics has been well recognized, and the pre- 
sent-day situation including the areas where aerodynamic improvements are most necessary 
and promising are described in many distinguished papers, see for instance P.P. Yaggy and 
I.e. Statler (2), J.P. Jones (3), F.X. Wortmann and J.M. Drees (4). 

2. INFLUENCE OF AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS ON ROTOR BEHAVIOUR 

Before an  airfoil can be designed one has to know what requirements the new air- 
foil should meet, and what features are the most desired. The design requirements are 
primarily fixed by the characteristics of the rotor at high speed conditions including 
maneuvers. The difficulty is that the design of a rotor is not a classical optimization 
process but more to find an engineering compromise by trial and error. 

Figure 1 illustrates a typical distribution of the section lift coefficient CL as 
a function of Mach number. The "section trace curves" are the locli of conditions that 
would be traced out in each revolution by the blade element section at radius x. These 
curves describe the operating regime of the different blade elements. The dashed lines 
combine points with the same rotor azimuth angles. As is well-known, the advancing rotor- 
blade is operating at low lift up to high subsonic Mach numbers, whereas the retreating 
blade is working at medium subsonic Mach numbers and high lift values. 

In addition. Figure 1 shows two limiting lines, which allow conclusions about the 
qualification of an airfoil for the investigated mission. The Cj^x-curve describes the 
maximum CL-values, which can be reached by the special profile as a function of Mach num- 
ber including dynamic effects due to oscillating pitch. The closer the section trace curve 
is approaching the limiting line, the better is the profile utilized in its full C^-poten- 
tlal at the corresponding section x. The second limiting line (CL(MD))  of Figure 1 corre- 
sponds to the lift coefficient of the drag divergence Mach number. Operation beyond this 
line causes high drag coefficients and therefore a remarkable Increase in power re- 
quired. 

For comparison. Figure 1 also shows the section trace curves for hover condition. 
There is nearly no change of the operating condition of the profile during one revolution. 
As far as lift coefficients are concerned, there are no problems as one usually expects, 
but for highly loaded rotors the blade tip may be operating beyond drag divergence as 
shown in the figure. 

When selecting airfoils for rotorblades, so far simple qualitative comparisons 
between section shapes were normally made. The profile with the best Cj^v-value at mode- 
rate Mach numbers (M = 0,4 * 0,5) and with the highest drag divergence Mach number at 
Cj, * 0 was preferred. There was no real procedure for weighting the different and oppo- 
site characteristics. In order to find a procedure for weighting the different properties 
of a profile or to find at least more detailed requirements for selection or Improvement 
of blade sections some studies were performed using idealizeö profile characteristics. 
Figure 2 shows some typical results of such investigations. As a basis, the section data 
of the NACA 23012 profile were used with linearly extended lift curves without CLm.x boun- 
daries. The section trace curves in the two diagrams show the conditions for a high speed 
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level flight  (left)   and for a maneuver case  (right).  The CL-values at the tip of the re- 
treating blade are beyond the boundaries of the actual NACA 23012 profile.  Thu» the  Ide- 
alized profile show« requirements that are expected from an advanced airfoil.  For the 
■elected mission and the assumed rotor and blade geometry the blade sections inside of 
x - 0,8 are operating below CijRax-boundarles.  However,   the maneuver flight shows that 
nearly all blade sections are approaching Cunax'  80m« of them are even operating beyond 
the boundaries. 

Figure 2 shows also that Important parts of the blade are exposed to high drag 
coefficients.   In Figure  3 the situation Is more clearly explained by the section trace 
curves of the drag coefficient at the blade tip. The highest CD-coefflclents occur at the 
retreating blade, where, however,  the dynamic pressure Is lower than at the advancing side. 
The right figure where the Cp-values are weighted by the dynamic pressure shows the fact 
that In most cases the main contribution to the power required comes from the advancing 
blade tip. 

By studying the flight envelope of a helicopter one can summarize the resulting 
requirements In one diagram as shown in Figure 4.   In the studied case,  it turned out 
that the portion of the blade outside x =» 0,7 Is the Important one. The profiles should 
have high Ci_j.x-values at Mach numbers between 0,4 and 0,6 as well as a drag divergence 
boundary shitted to higher Mach numbers.  From the left diagram of Figure 4 one can de- 
velop    the desired curves of CL and CQ versus a for the different Mach numbers as shown 
In the diagrams to the  right, of course,  the diagrams shown so far are just some Ideas 
for the solution of the whole problem, which needs more systematic research.  For Instance, 
the problems are only touched fragmentarlly for the mission of one helicopter.  Different 
missions will lead to different requlremants, e.g.  there are remarkable differences bet- 
ween a high speed and a crane helicopter or a main rotor and a tail rotor.  In addition, 
only the Influences of Cj, and CD have been discussed.   It is impossible to design a blade 
profile without talcing care of the section moment behaviour.  Furthermore, not only some 
features of the rotor like lift capability or performance characteristics should be  in- 
vestigated but the behaviour of the helicopter as a whole.  Figure 5 shows as an example 
the Influence of CLmax and lift curve slope on the control power and stability characte- 
ristics of a helicopter with hlngeless rotor system.  The left diagram shows that the  in- 
fluence of lift curve slope on the control moments Is relatively small compared to the 
influence of CL^J,.  The right diagram shows similar Influences on the high speed insta- 
bility of a hlngeless  rotor helicopter. A decrease in the lift curve slope and Increase 
in C^igay will improve this instability.  For more detailed information about design prob- 
lems ox hlngeless rotor systems see (S). 

The informations discussed in this chapter are based on unpublished investigations 
of references   (6)  and   (7). 

3.  DESIGN METHODS  FOR HELICOPTER AIRFOIL SHAPES 

As soon as the desired behaviour of an airfoil Is known,  i.e. if the desired pres- 
sure distribution is given,  the contour of the profile has to be determined.  This can be 
done analytically and/or empirically. A well-known analytical procedure to design airfoil 
shapes is the one by Theodorsen and Garrick  (8)   that has been used successfully for the 
development of the newer NACA wing sections,  see reference  (9).  This procedure Is oased 
on the theory of conformal mapping, other procedures use the singularity method,  e.g.   (10) 
and  (11).  The  left-hand part of Figure 6 shows schematicly the concept of the singularity 
methods: For a given pressure or velocity distribution,  the mean line and basic thickness 
form in calculated by solving numerically some integrals.  An Improved procedure was de- 
veloped by R.  Eppler  (12)  and  (13), see right-hand part of Figure 6. Using methods of con- 
formal mapping, this procedure allows the calculation of a profile contour when constant 
pressure distributions over several ranges of the chord length are given. This constant 
pressure distributions can be related to different angles of attack. The compatibility of 
the different pressure distributions is obtained by demanding that for any region of the 
profile contour,  the pressure distribution of only one angle of attack is taken to define 
the profile. The conditions to close the prof 11 are given in analytical form.  In addition, 
the increase of pressure at the upper side of the profile follows a suggestion of F.X. 
Hortmann  (14)   to prevent separation of the boundary layer. All these procedures are re- 
stricted to incompressible flow.  The design of a profile when the pressure distribution 
in compressible is given causes difficulties,  since - even in subcritlcal flow - the con- 
tour is influencing the development of compressible flow around an airfoil. One possibili- 
ty to solve this problem is to use a design procedure for incompressible flow.  After de- 
sign, the pressure distribution is recalculated from the resulting profile using methods 
that include comp- <«sibllity effects, o.g.   (15)  to  (19).  The final contour is defined du- 
ring an iterative pr«    *.  Figur« 7 shows a comparison between experiments and calculated 
pressure distributions ti.  '   include a simple compressibility rule.  This rule was derived 
from the compressible and law;     -«SPlble spiral flow  (i.e.  a sink-vortex combination): 

(?. 
compr. '*.' 

>•.(T)  +  (1-k)  g  (T) 

incompr. <l )2, k - a + b 
max 

It is true,  that this compressibility rule is not as accurate as any other rule,  that in- 
cludes the Influence of the contour. The advantage is that It can be used in the first 
design step where the contour is unknown.  In addition,  the results are satisfactory as 
shown in Figure 7. 
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Modern helicopter blades or at least parts of them are usually operating In the 
transonic flow regime.  The. problems associated with transonic flow over airfoils have 
been the subject of an unormous effort of research work over twenty years, see for in- 
stance references   (20)  to   (23). The goal of this effort has been the design of airfoils 
with shockless transonic flow.   Although viscous effects play a dominant role in the super- 
critical flow of interest, one is still forced to decouple the boundary layer and Jnvis- 
cid flows and then seek means to overcome the strong coupling,  since the treatment of real 
flows is further aggravated by the absence of an adequate procedure to treat turbulent 
boundary layers which encounter severe adverse streamwise pressure gradients such as cau- 
sed by a shock. 

The treatment of the inviscid problem in the physical plane is still difficult 
enough. The severest problem is the essential nonlinear!ty of the flow differential equa- 
tions. Another is the mixed elliptic-hyperbolic character of the equations, where the 
nonlinearity of the problem precludes   an a priori knowledge of the sonic line.  Finally, 
the third difficulty stems  from the appearance of embedded shock discontinuities at lo- 
cations unknown beforehand. 

All three difficulties may be circumvented by a transformation of the problem Into 
the hodograph plane.  The  flow is assumed to be    isentropic and the resulting equations 
become linear, though the flow must be considered in a    less  familiar u, v space.  The se- 
cond difficulty is  largely eliminated since the sonic line Is now known and is simply a 
circle in the hodograph plane.  The third difficulty is eliminated by treating only shock- 
less flows.  Recent contributions to this method are those of Nieuwland and Boerstoel,   (24) 
to  (26), and Garabadian and Korn,   (27) and   (28), after Lighthill   (29)  and Cherry  (30)  had 
already made notable contributions to this problem using the Molenbroek transformation. 
Figure 8 shows a scheme of Nieuwland* s and Korn's theory of the flow around quasi-ellip- 
tical aerofoil sections.  This theory is a method for the transformation of the incompres- 
sible potential flow around a lifting ellipse into a compressible potential flow around 
a lifting quasi-elliptical profile.  Though the general approach used by Garabedlan and 
Korn  (27)  and   (28)   is similar to that used by Nieuwland and Boerstoel   (24)  and  (25)   In 
that the nature of the free stream singularity is obtained from the incompressible case, 
and that the problem of the multivaluedness of the hodograph is resolved in a similar 
manner, the details beyond this differ significantly in the two methods. Four parameters 
appear in the basic theory, namely the incidence a of the ellipse in incompressible flow, 
a term e0 for the thickness ratio of the ellipse, the circulation T of the flow and the 
free-stream Mach number M^.  These four parameters define the symmetric flow,  i.e.  r « o. 
If  P 4 Or  these four parameter profiles are not closed.  Nieuwland developed a special 
correction function to make the profiles closed. This function depends also on four para- 
meters, the free-stream Mach number M,,, the local Mach number MQ and the local flow angle 
9c at the tail of the closed profile   (which appears to be cusped)  and a parameter v deter- 
mining the profile  slope at the nose stagnation point.  Thus,   seven parameters define the 
flow around quasi-elliptical airfoils. More details are given in the original papers or 
in reference   (23).   A typical result of Nleuwland's method Is shown In Figure 9 compared 
with measurements.   The agreement between theory and experiment is remarkably good.  A 
slight waviness In the measured pressures   appears   in  the supersonic region   culminating 
apparently in a weak shock.  This waviness is caused by flow perturbations due to model 
imperfection In the nose region which propagate along Mach waves reflecting back and forth 
between the sonic line and the airfoil surface.  Figure 9 shows also the computed pressure 
distribution of the  finite difference calculation from Magnus and Yoshihara  (31)  that will 
be discussed later.   Figure  10 shows a typical result of Korn's method compared with the 
theory of Murman and Cole   (33),  that will also be discussed  later. 

The hodograph methods require the assumption of an Isentropic flow, but flows with 
shocks can,  in principle,  be treated provided the shocks are of the transonic variety, 
not being excessively strong.  The principal difficulty of treating shock waves in the ho- 
dograph plane is that as one follows the solution along a streamline, one has to jump 
from one point in the hodograph to another point connected via a local shock polar as one 
passes through a shock.  These difficulties associated with the occurrence of such gaps in 
the hodograph plane and the resultant matching required across the gftp would discourage 
the use of the hodograph method despite the  linearity of the  flow equations. Therefore, 
these methods are only applicable for shockless flow and lead only to the pressure distri- 
bution at the design point,  given by the transformation of the incompressible  flow around 
an ellipse.  Thus,  they cannot be used to calculate    steady flows over quasi-elliptical 
airfoils outside the design point or over prescribed airfoils at prescribed conditions 
which in general will not be shockless. 

For these cases,  the  flow must directly be considered in the physical plane where 
the  leading equations are nonlinear.  They can be solved by numerical methods such as the 
finite difference method by Magnus and Yoshihara  (31)   and   (32).  Here the difficulty of 
the mixed character of the  steady flow equations was circumvented by treating the flow as 
unsteady. The desired steady flow solution is obtained as the asymptotic flow at large 
times by imposing proper boundary conditions.  In the unsteady form the equations become 
fully hyperbolic,   so that an initial valde problem has to be solved which can be done by 
a finite difference analogue,  as shown in Figure 11.   Starting from the unsteady continui- 
ty equation and the unsteady Euler equations,  the flow is assumed to be isentropic.  This 
assumption is based on the  fact that for most cases of interest the local entropy addi- 
tions due to shocks are small.  Since the general solutions contain discontinuities in the 
form of shocks, the usual concept of a solution must be abandoned.  In these cases the 
partial differential equations in Figure 11 become meaningless at the discontinuity since 
derivatives can no longer be defined.  Lax  (34)  generalized the concept of a solution ha- 
ving given Initial values as one which satisfies the requirement that the integral over 
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all apac« and tlna of th« differential expression formed from the flrat equation In Fi- 
gure 11, multiplied by an arbitrary weighting function, vanlahes. This weighting func- 
tion that la called diffusive damping function and supplementary conditions on the entro- 
py that guarantee the uniqueness of the solution lead to results where the shock waves 
appear at the proper location when a suitably refined mesh is used through the shock. 

The system of partial differential equations is replaced by a aystem of difference 
equations by first replacing the continuous x, y, t apace by a rectangular lattice of 
points with the spacing Ax, Ay, At, see Figure 11. Then the partial derivatives are sub- 
stituted by partial differences expressed in terms of the values of the dependent variab- 
les at the lattice points. For the partial derivatives a modification of the explicit 
Lax-Wendroff second order differencing scheme la adopted. Aa an example, a solution of 
the simple equation 3u/3t - 3u/3x is shown as second equation In Figure 11. Special care 
muat be taken for the region In the vicinity of and on the profile where on the underly- 
ing basic rectangular network of points, a sequence of rotated nine point lattice ele- 
ments has to be imposed. Figure 11 also shows the calculated pattern of expansion and 
compreaaion waves and the presaure distribution of an airfoil using Yoshihara's method. 

In contrast to the unsteady approach Murman and Cole (33) apply the finite diffe- 
rence scheme directly to the steady transonic small perturbation equation. The steady 
boundary value problem la solved numerically by a finite difference method, where Murman 
and Cole use a different scheme to represent the derivatives in the subsonic and in the 
supersonic regions. As in the unsteady procedure, shock waves appear automatically as 
local steep gradients through the dissipation introduced by the truncation errors. Figu- 
re 10 shows the pressure distribution over a quasi-elliptical airfoil as computed by 
Murman and Krupp (35). Also results for lifting cases have been obtained, see reference 
(36). 

Steger and Lomax (37) have utilized existing experience to develop a procedure 
that taket advantage of the beat of the reported procedures, both in terms of accuracy 
and computer time. The exact equation of the perturbation potential la used where the 
independent variables s and n are defined by the orthogonal curvilinear system shown in 
Figure 12. The s und u coordinates represent, respectively, distances along and normal 
to the blunt control surface. The boundary value problem is solved by the line relaxa- 
tion procedure of Murman and Cole using different schemes for the subsonic and superso- 
nic case. The over-relaxation technique is utilized to hasten the convergence guided by 
the use of interactive graphics. Figure 12 shows an example of a computed pressure distri- 
bution compared with experiments and the theory of Magnus and Yoshihara. 

There are, of course, several other analytical procedures to calculate the pressu- 
re around airfoils in transonic flow (e.g. references (38) to (40)), that cannot be dis- 
cussed in detail. 

The conclusion of this discussion seems to be that one has to combine a good de- 
sign procedure (e.g. (12)) for incompressible flow, that is improved by adding a simple 
compressibility rule(e.g. (6) and (7)) with one of the procedures to calculate transonic 
flow (e.g. (31) to (37)) to an Iterative process for the design of airfoils in supercriti- 
cal flow. In addition, more experiments are necessary to learn more about the physics of 
transonic flow. 

After having discussed the theoretical methods some comments about empirical 
methods are added. In the design process of rotor airfoil shapes one would like to put 
the peak of the CLmax curve versus Mach number at a certain Mach number. Wortmann and 
Drees (4) have shown that there la a correlation between the pressure at the crest and 
the Mach number of the peak of CLmax, see Figure 13. When the absolute value of Cpcre8t 
Increases at a constant CL, the maximum in the CLmax <M«> curve also shifts to the left 
in the same way. This result may prove to be a new design concept for section shapes of 
helicopter blades, if the profiles have a peaky suction loop. 

Pearcey (41) developed an empirical method to design supercritical airfoil sha- 
pes, after Slnnott and Stuart (42) had shown that the details of the characteristics 
pattern in the supersonic region of a transonic flow can be determined once the position 
of the sonic point and the distribution of surface pressures are known. A given section 
shape can be improved by this method, once the airfoil has been tested and one wants to 
introduce an extra expansion at the correct upstream point to reduce the shock strength 
at aome given point. A simple property of the characteristics is used to find pairs of 
connected or "conjugate" points A, B from the observed pressure distribution and surface 
slope, see diagram in the left-hand top corner of Figure 14. On sny given characteristic 
e^-u| - Sc or 62*u2  " eS according to which of the two families it belongs. 6 denotes 
the flow direction, 9c the flow direction at the sonic point of the characteristic and u 
the Prandtl-Meyer angle corresponding to the local Mach number. For a pair of characteri- 
stics with the same sonic points e1-ta)1 - 92+1112• Thus, for any two points A and B on the 
surface, that correapond to the sane acnlc point, an infinitesimal disturbance intro- 
duced at A will reach the surface at B with change of sign. The angle u* can be found at 
all points on the surface from the observed local Mach number (43), and, since 6 is also 
known at the surface, one can plot curves of 6+u and 9-ui along the surface as shown in 
Figure 14 (left-hand corner) and select pairs of conjugate points by drawing horizontal 
intercepts. Thus, one knows immediately where to modify the surface to reduce the shock 
strength in the desired downstream position. The danger of a repeated reflection can also 
be spotted. For more details of the method see (41). On the right-hand side of Figure 14 
the shockless pressure distribution of a supercritical airfoil section is shown, that was 
developed by this procedure. 
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4. NONSTEADY AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS 

As advance ratio of helicopters Increases, such factors as compressibility, rever- 
sed flow, three-dimensional flow, and blade stall Increase both rotor torque and blade 
flapping motion. To provide a suitable aerodynamic theory one must Include the effects of 
unsteady aerodynamics, three-dimensional flow and blade aeroelastlclty. On the other hand, 
when a section shape Is designed for a helicopter blade, steady, two-dimensional flow has 
to be assumed prlmarly. But, In a second step, one should also think about ehe changes of 
the blade behaviour that are caused by nonsteady, three-dimensional Influences. 

Figure 15 shows as an example comparisons of dynamic and steady lift curves as 
measured by J. Lllva et al (44) and predicted by (7). These phenomena have been Investi- 
gated by many scientists and engineers (e.g. (44) to (SO)) and are well-known. The data 
were obtained for airfoils executing pure sinusoidal pitch motion. Since rotor blades do 
not normally execute pure sinusoidal motion as they penetrate Into the stall regime the 
question Is whether these data can be used for rotor analyses to obtain meaningful re- 
sults. In a recent paper Carta et al. (49) showed that the blade root torslonal moment 
could be predicted quite accurately as compared to measurements If the available sinusoi- 
dal results are converted to a more general nonslnusoldal form In which local section 
forces and moments are expressed In terms of Instantaneous Mach number, angle of attack, 
an angular velocity and an angular acceleration parameter. In addition, variable Inflow 
distribution over the rotor disc had to be Included In the theory to get a good correla- 
tion between prediction and experiment. 

One of the Influences of three-dimensional flow Is the effect of yawed flow. 
Harris (51) developed an empirical approximation for the effects of yawed flow (I.e. ra- 
dial flow) on the lift coefficient, see Figure 16. The equation used to define the three- 
dimensional CL IS given as CL(2D)/C09A» where A Is the yaw angle. The equation has the 
restriction that dCii(3o)/da may not exceed the maximum value of dC^OD)/^

01* This means 
that the effect of yawed flow delays stall to Increasingly larger values of CL with In- 
creasingly larger angles of yaw. Figure 16 shows also a comparison of the empirical me- 
thod with test data (52). While Harrla (51) treated the crossflow problem at a more prac- 
tical level many authors (e.g. (53) to (63) performed basic research work to study the 
effects of crossflow and unsteady boundary layer on rotating blades In detail. These In- 
fluences as far as they are Important In this context can be summarized as follows. The 
chordwlse velocity profiles of the boundary layer are very similar In appearance to those 
that would be expected from ordinary two-dimensional laminar or turbulent boundary layer. 
The effect of rotation Is to delay separation, as shown In Figure 17. The separation line 
begins to deviate substantially from Its two-dimensional value and moves aft at a distan- 
ce of about six chord lengths from the hub, and near the hub no separation will occur at 
all. Figure 17 shows also that the crossflow-induced pressure gradients are more effec- 
tive In delaying separation at small spanwise stations than at large ones. The line la- 
beled 'Locus of 3p/3x - o" separates the regions of favorable pressure gradients from 
those of unfavorable gradients. For large z, the pressure gradient is favorable near the 
leading edge of the rotor and then becomes unfavorable past the point of maximum thick- 
ness as In two-dimensional flow. Close to the hub, the pressure gradient is favorable 
over the entire blade. The favorable pressure gradient is a direct result of the cross- 
flow-induced pressure gradient as shown by Dwyer and Mc Croskey (62). However, the non- 
steady terns which arise as a result of forward flight seem to have an even larger effect 
than the crossflow derivatives. Also Important are Corlolls forces and pressure gradients 
Induced by the potential flow. A large deviation from twodimenslonal flow also occurs 
where the flow approaches separation such as in a laminar separation bubble or in trai- 
ling-edge seperated flow, or where large external crossflow exist such as in the blade 
tip region. Within a separation bubble, the centrifugal forces move the fluid outward 
significantly. 

Further remarkable insights Into the rotor boundary-layer problem can be obtained from 
Figure 18. It shows the positions of laminar separation at a distance from hub z/c «2,4 
and the locations of transition to turbulence. Dwyer and Mc Croskey (62) found that the 
latter is essentially Independent of three-dimensional effects and Reynolds number for 
Re > 5x10' and a > 0°, indicating that the chordwlse pressure gradients dominate the tran- 
sition process for these conditions. Another Important result is that the chordwlse pres- 
sure gradients are so strong at large angles of attack that the effects of crossflow and 
rotation upon the laminar flow are insignificant at this value of z/c since the analyti- 
cal and experimental results for separation agree well with the two-dimensional calcula- 
tion for large a. The laminar flow appears to be Independent of Reynolds number, see (62) 
and (64). Finally, Figure 18 shows that the transition process for a > 6° apparently oc- 
curs In the free shear layer that develop after laminar separation, and this Is followed 
by turbulent reattachment shortly downstream. At lower angles of attack, transition to 
turbulence precedes, ahd therefore precludes laminar separation. The same Is true on the 
lower surface of the airfoil, see reference (62). 

Before concluding this chapter a remark should recall a familiar problem to our memory 
concerning wind tunneldata. Every test engineer knows how difficult it Is to measure exact- 
ly the things he wants to know and to eliminate all ihLeractlons of other effects. For in- 
stants, Ericsson and Reding (65) were confronted with such a problem when comparing their 
theoretical results with measurements. In some cases they found a good agreement between 
theoretical and experimental results in some cases they did not. Comparing the lift stall 
characteristics measured by various investigators using two-dimensional wings they found 
the results of Figure 19. The test geometries obviously Influenced the desired two-dimen- 
sional character of flow in a more or less strong manner. It seems that one investigator 
obtalnes lift curves typical for trailing-edge stall, with lift stall preceding moment 
stall, whereas other measured curves of the leading-edge typ stall. 
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5. FEASIBLE MODIFICATIONS OF AIRFOIL SECTION SHAPES 

Although research work to develop advanced airfoils for fixed wing aircraft and 
for rotor blades Is In full activity some progress has already been made. Thin-tip blades 
and blade tip sweep have Improved performance and rotor noise remarkably as shown for In- 
stance by Splvey (66) and (67), mainly because the formation of shock waves on the advan- 
cing blade tip Is delayed. The main modifications that were carried out on two-dimensio- 
nal airfoil shapes are leading-edge design and camber line shape. For helicopter applica- 
tions It Is possible to rule out all camber lines that give large moments Clna>Cs. There- 
fore, only symmetrical airfoils or sections using leading edge (nose droop) camber are 
acceptable. Figure 20 shows the effect of leading-edge camber or. the characteristics of 
the symmetric Alouette II airfoil as obtained by Polsson-Qulnton and de Slevers (68). 
There Is an Increase In maximum lift/drag ratio of 27% and an Increase In C^.x of 20%. 
This gain In lift/drag ratio Is particularly Interesting to Improve rotor performance 
at a fixed point (hover), since the blade sections then work In the proximity of the maxi- 
mum lift/drag ratio (e.g. CL » 0,7, M * 0,65). 

The airfoil tested had also a chord extension of 11,1%. Encouraged by this compa- 
rison of cambered and symmetric airfoils a second lesser cambered extension of 5,3% was 
Investigated that had the same radius of the leading edge and the same fairings to the 
upper surface. The reason for the reduction of extension was to avoid too great a super- 
velocity on the lower surface of the droop when the section is in the proximity of zero 
lift (advancing blade tip at high Mach numbers) because of the danger of shock induced 
separation. These supervelocltles of the lower surface, 5 mm behind the leading edge, are 
plotted In Figure 21. The least extended camber causes lower supervelocltles on the low- 
er surface and about the same supervelocltles on the upper surface as the 11,1% extended 
airfoil. Therefore, it is probable that the extension of 5,3% would be less critical than 
that of 11,1% for the advancing blade around zero lift. Figure 21 t ->ws that the super- 
velocities on the upper and lower surface in the region of the nose <_. the cambered (5,3% 
extension) airfoil are equal and of about the same value as those calculated at zero lift 
on & symmetric section. Cue to the Improved CLmav of the «-ambered airfoil on the retrea- 
ting blade it is possible to Increase the general lift level on the whole rotor, that is 
to make the advancing blade operate at positive CL Instead of zero. 

The qualitative requirement of getting high Ci41,ax values at moderate Mach numbers 
and high drag divergence Mach numbers at low and moderate C^ values can be expressed in 
a quantitative manner. Figure 22 shows a comparative'summary of a number of airfoil fami- 
lies on the basis of cimgLv  and MD characteristics. The NACA laminar flow profiles repre- 
sented by the 63A OXX family have a poor stall performance that Indicates no promise for 
main rotor applications. The symmetrical 4-dlglt airfoils that have generally been used 
come third. The NACA 5-dlglt family leads to quite an Improvement compared to the 4-dlglt 
family. The best profiles in this diagram are the profiles developed by the Boeing Vertol 
Company (69). These airfoil sections were developed on the basis of the NACA 5-dlglt se- 
ries by changing the leading edge radius. Applying nose droop camber effectively Improves 
the CLmax behaviour of symmetric airfoils but can degrade the drag rise behaviour as al- 
ready mentioned previously. To find a compromise the values of leading-edge radius and 
leading-edge camber were optimized. This procedure ended up with the improved Boelng-Ver- 
tol profiles with the designation for Instance V 23010-1,58. The meaning of the first 
five digits is about the same as of the NACA 5-dlglt series. However, the camber line of 
the Vertol profiles can slightly differ from the corresponding NACA mean line. The number 
after the hyphen Is the leading edge radius in percent of chord. 

Figure 22 contains also the Boeing Vertol profiles VR-7 and VR-8 that were most 
recently developed (70). It should be mentioned that these profiles have a peak in the 
CLmax versus M curve at M - 0,5 and M « 0,6 respectively, as shown in Figure 23. 

The left diagram of Figure 23 shows the lift capabilities of the airfoils VR-7 and 
VR-8, the diagrams to the right demonstrate the drag and moment characteristics compared 
with some other section shapes. These new airfoils produce excellent lift capabilities 
at high Mach numbers (M > 0,4). At high Mach numbers and low CL'S the V 13006 - 0,7 has 
the highest MQ and also the lowest CD0, as shown in (70). Airfoils suitable for appli- 
cation on the helicopter rotor are generally leading-edge stall type airfoils that have 
zero lift pitching moments no greater than -0,04. This pitching moment level is reduced 
to near zero at the Boeing Vertol sections by deflecting a trailing edge extension with 
only a small reduction in CLmax* 

Some evidence of the Improved hover characteristics of the VR-7 airfoil is shewn 
in Figure 24. These data were obtained on a full scale tall rotor of the BO 105 helicop- 
ter and compared with a tail rotor having a NACA 0012 section shape. The improvement in 
Figure of Merit over the symmetric NACA 0012 section is evident. The Cp/0 range for nearly 
maximum Figure of Merit is considerably larger for the VR-7 section. Such a behaviour is 
highly desirable in that the VR-7 section does not incur large penalties in performance 
when operating at off-design thrust coefficients typical for the demands on a tall rotor 
during hovering maneuvers. Also clearly demonstrated are the favourable delays in lift 
and moment stall for the VR-7 airfoil section. Stall conditions are reached by NACA 0012 
section at a C^/o «0,12 which degrades performance. The characteristics of the VR-7 
allow reduction of blade area (thereby reducing weight) or, alternatively, of tip speeds 
(thereby reducing noise). 

A similar large Increase In tall rotor thrust was obtained by the Hughes Tool Com- 
pany (71). A tall rotor blade was developed for the Hughes 500 and OH-6 series helicopters 
which incorporates the NACA 63-415 airfoil. This fully cambered airfoil exhibits very good 
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■tall charactcrlatlci et Mach number i normally astoolatad with tall rotors,  ••• Flgura 25. 
The cambered blade produced an average of 43% more thrust at stall than the sysstetrlc 
MACA 0012 blade. According to  (71)  the tail rotor with the NACA 63-41S airfoil produced 
35% more thrust at stall than the one with a NACA 0012 airfoil after the data had been 
corrected to take into account the wider chord of the cambered blade. 

Figures 26 and 27 show the characteristics of the original NACA 23012 profile and 
of two profiles with trailing-edge modifications that were tested up to transonic speeds. 
The differences between the section with the short tab (5% of chord length)  and the one 
with the long tab  (10%) were less important.  However, the changes caused by adding a tab 
to the original profile were beneficial concerning the longitudinal dynamic stability of 
the BO 105 helicopter, see for instance   (72).  The modified profiles have - compared with 
the original NACA 23012 section shape - a slightly larger lift curve slope at moderate 
Mach number and about the same dC^/da at high Mach numbers and a negative dCg/dCx, curve 
in both the moderate and high Mach number regime whereas the original profile has a posi- 
tive dCm/dCL at moderate Mach numbers. 

One can see that some of the advanced profiles that were discussed in this chapter 
can already fill up the gap between the actual and desired characteristics of section 
shapes,  as shown in Figure 4. 

6.   FUTUPB   PROSPECTS 

Further Improvements of the characteristics of rotary wing aircraft needs a better 
understanding and a substantial improvement primarily of the aerodynamics.  The large im- 
provements in helicopter techniques up to now did less depend on the progress in aerody- 
namics but more on a systematic exploitation of other design possibilities.  But as the 
aerodynamic boundaries have been reached the importance of the aerodynamics has been re- 
cognized and a directly related effort in research and development has begun.  Some advan- 
ced airfoils for helicopter rotors are already available, but their full influence on the 
rotor behaviour has not yet been tested completely. Additional work is needed to further 
develop the analytical design methods for section shapes, especially in the transonic 
flight regime, and to understand more exactly the Influences of nonsteady,  threedimensio- 
nal viscous flow effects.  Finally, more systematic work is needed to develop suitable eva- 
luation criteria for rotor airfoils starting from the basic helicopter design and its mis- 
sion requirements. 

The basic research work should lead to a better understanding of the physics of 
flow, and, once this has been accomplished,  suitable engineering approximations should 
be developed to help that the aerodynamics can be regarded as part of the daily work of 
the design engineer. 
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Prepared Comment on Paper 14 
by 

F.X.Wortmann 
Institut für Aerodynamik und Gasdynamik 

der Universität Stuttgart 

The paper of Dr Wagner provides a comprehensive survey of the present knowledge of different aspects 
related to rotor airfoils. 

Asked for some comments upon this paper I feel it might be appropriate to make some remarks about my own 
experience which concentrates more on the design problem.  Obviously "the aerodynamic situation of exquisite 
intractability" needs some simplification to become tractable.   In the case of the conventional helicopter rotor the 
three dimensionality and the unsteadiness of the flow over the blade airfoil are characteristics both important and 
helpful in understanding the behaviour of the rotor disc.  However, with respect to the design problem, fortunately 
both seem to be of secondary importance.  It has long been known and it is also clearly stated in this paper that the 
most stringent conditions prevail on the advancing blade at high and on the retreating blade at medium subsonic 
Mach numbers.   In both cases the flow on the blades is mostly two dimensional*.   It is also unsteady, although 
improving an airfoil in steady conditions seems to do the same for the unsteady case, at least I do not know of 
any experience to the contrary.  Therefore it is surely justified to consider the design task in the traditional way as 
a steady and two dimensional problem. 

The term "airfoil design" has basically to do with some form of boundary layer control.  When the freestream 
Mach numbert approaches higher values the prominent feature of the airfoil flow is the development of local 
supersonic fields.  The best boundary layer control now is to avoid the formation of shocks and to design airfoils 
for a shockless flow.  As mentioned in Dr Wagner's paper there exist several different methods to design shockless 
airfoils for given boundary conditions, such as prescribed Mach number, airfoil thickness and lift values. These 
methods are powerful tools in designing an airfoil for one single purpose, for instance for the cruising flight 
conditions of a fixed wing transport.   However, in case of the helicopter airfoil, the design procedure has to be 
different since the favoured shockless flow should not only be realized in one but in two quite different situations. 
The airfoil therefore has to be adapted to the double purpose of producing on one hand a shockless flow at low 
angles of attack and Mach numbers of about 0.8S and on the other hand at high angles of attack and a Mach 
number of O.S.  At the beginning we are not sure if this challenging task can be done at all. 

In this context it might be useful to outline some considerations which narrow the infinity of choices in the 
direction of a solution for the airfoil of the outer blade of a helicopter rotor. 

1. The relative thickness of the airfoil will be in the range of 8-10 per cent. A thicker airfoil will spoil 
the drag divergence Mach number of the advancing side, whereas a thinner airfoil becomes too sensitive to 
cover the range of angles of attack (roughly between zero and ten degrees) with reasonable pressure 
distributions. 

2. Along the chord the thickness will be more evenly distributed than usual and hence the rear part of 
the airfoil becomes relatively thick.  This helps to reduce the super velocities for a given maximum thickness 
and therefore shifts the onset of supersonic flow at low angles of attack to higher free stream Mach numbers. 

3. In order to reduce the super velocities at high angles of attack for a given Mach number, the nose region 
must be cambered and the nose radius should be nearly I per cent of the chord.   However, this nose droop 
has to be carefully compromised and should not spoil the high speed characteristics in the very first few per 
cents of the lower side.  The necessity for very low pitching moments eliminates any aftloading.  The camber- 
line therefore is practically flat in this part of the airfoil. 

4. In two previous papers (1], [2] I have shown that a velocity peak or higher surface curvature on the 
upper side at roughly 10 per cent of the chord tus a beneficial influence on the cLmax at medium Mach 
numbers.  This is mostly due to a reduced shock strength. 

On the other side, the relatively high curvature in this region can also be used at low angles of attack to 
release a dense fan of expansion waves, which in turn is one of the first requirements to establish a shockless 
supersonic field downstream of this point.  Therefore the curvature on the upper side in the 10 per cent region 
will be in some sense the key to improving both the maximum lift and the high speed qualities of a helicopter 
airfoil.  In Fig. 1 I have summarized these typical features of an advanced helicopter airfoil. 

I may conclude my comment by noting that some of these ideas may be improved by replacing the real airfoil 
by the "fluid" airfoil and that in some cases the unavoidable compromise between partly conflicting requirements 
may lead to slightly different solutions, but in general the flow environment of a conventional helicopter rotor is so 
stringent that the future will carve out only one airfoil form which matches the double purpose conditions best. 

* At least is long as the stilled condition and the tip vortex interference are excluded, 
t Or the anglet of «tuck. 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ROTO» BUDE STAU 

by 

W.  J. McCroskcy 
U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory 

Ames Directorate 
Moffett Field, California   USA   94035 

SUMIART 

Conaldatable progrea* haa been made In recent years In analyzing rotor boundary layers.   The basic 
effect« of rotation and crossflow due to forward flight have been Identified and found to be Inslgnlflcnnt 
for aoat caaaa of practical Interest In helicopter aerodynanlca.   Within the framework of classical 
thin boundary theory, unsteady viscous effects are also quite small.    However, unsteady viscoiis-lnvlscld 
Interaction appears to play an Important role In retreating blade stall.    At high f^ward speeds, stall 
on the retreating blade closely resenbles dynamic stall on an unsteady two-dimensional airfoil, and the 
shedding of a vortex-like disturbance from the leading edge of the blade can produce very large transients 
in the blade element force and moment coefficients. 

NOTATION 

b 

c 

P 

iCNm. 

Cj/o 

vt 

Vi 

number of bladea 

chord 

akin friction coefficient, Tx/>ipV^ 

preaaure coefficient,  (p-p«,)/"äpV^ 

blade element pitching moment 
coefficient baaed on Vg, 

blade element normal force 
coefficient baaed on V{, 

increase In Cu        above the max 
atatic value 

rotor thrust coefficient, 
T/pbct^R3 

k reduced frequency, (W2V0 

M Mach nusber based on V^ 

P pressure 

R blade radius 

«*o Reynolds number, V0x/v 

**t Reynolds number, V.c/v 

t time 

u cbordwlse velocity in the 
boundary layer 

cbordwlse velocity at the outer 
edge of the boundary layer 

vertical velocity in the 
boundary layer 

induced velocity 

average cbordwlse velocity in the 
flow approaching the blade or airfoil 

local blade element velocity, 
flr + Vi sin ♦ 

translatlonal velocity perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation 

"ss- 

aaLS 

ao 

«1 

a 

ß 

x» 

blade element angle of attack in the 
cbordwlse plane 

öL      static and dynamic stall angles, 
respectively 

Increase in a above the static value 
for laminar separation at x/c - 0.1 

mean angle of attack 

amplitude of sinusoidal oscillation 

time rate of change of a 

skew angle of the flow at the wall 
relative to the flew direction at 
the outer edge of  the boundary layer 

undisturbed flow angle relative to 
-1,     Vi    COSl|)        x 

the x-axis, tan    (^ | ^ ^ 

angle between the x-axis and the 
plane of rotation 

blade collective pitch 

boundary layer thickness 

advance ratio, Vi/RR 

kinematic viscosity 

density 

■ chordwise and tpanwise components of 
shear stress 

rotor blade azimuth 

angular velocity 
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V2 translatlonal velocity along the exit of rotation 

Vr radial velocity, w + u(x/z) 

w apanwlae velocity In the boundary layer 

We spanwlse velocity at  the outer edge of the boundary layer 

x curvilinear chordwlse coordinate 

y curvilinear coordinate normal to the airfoil surface 

z spanwlse coordinate 

1.     INTRODUCriON 

Helicopters have advanced over the years from aeronautical curiosities to useful and productive 
aircraft, but retreating blade stall remains a major obstacle to further improving their efficiency 
and speed In forward flight.    Blade stall occurs on the "retreating" side of the rotor disc, where 
the local uerodynaoic angles of attack are forced to large values to compensate for the low blade element 
velocities,  as  Illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.    This stall phenomenon limits the performance of the rotor 
due to a loss In lift and a rise in drag, and in addition, most helicopters suffer severe vibration and 
oscillatory loads in the control system due to the large pitching momenta that develop in the blades 
when they stall. 

Since stall is a viscous phenomenon,  it is  logical to inquire how boundary layer flows on rotor 
blades differ from those on fixed wings.    Although numerous investigators have pondered this question 
over the years, we still do not have a satisfactory theoretical understanding of retreating blade stall. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe what has been learned about viscous flows on rotor blades, to 
show why present boundary layer theory fails  to predict when stall will occur,  and to indicate the 
directions in which further research should proceed. 

Before trying to analyse the boundary layer flow,  let us consider briefly the rotor blade element 
environment.    In the hover or axial flow case,  the radial and azlmuthal variations in the blade element 
velocities and angles of attack are generally negligible over distances of the order of the blade chord, 
with the exception of the tip region.    However, high speed forward flight can be another story.    For 
example.  Fig.  2 shows the operating conditions for a full-scale wind tunnel test  [1] simulating a moderately- 
loaded high speed flight condition of a Sikorsky CH-34 helicopter.    For these conditions,  the blades 
operated over a Mach number range from incompressible to transonic flow.    The local dynamic pressure, 
1/2 pVj   ,  varied by more than an order of magnitude,  and consequently    a    and    C^    varied over a very 
wide range.    In this particular test, no evidence of stall was observed, even though    CJJ    and    a    appeared 
to exceed by significant margins the static stall values obtained in two-dimensional tests   [2]. 

As rotors are pushed to greater thrust levels,  the retreating blade angles of attack Increase 
until stall is inevitable.    Fig.  3 shows conditions at the 75% radius location for two of the test points 
reported in References 3 and 4.*   The most distinguishing features of the heavily stalled case are the 
enormous values of    C^    and    CM    and the fact  that "moment jtall" precedes "lift stall" by some 25° in 
azimuth.    Furthermore,  the retreating blade pressure distributions. Fig.  4, were unlike anything ever 
observed in static airfoil or hover tests.    Rather,  they seemed to indicate the formation and shedding 
of a vortex-like disturbance from the leading edge region,  as suggested by Ham and Garelick,   [5]  followed 
by large transients in the pressure distribution as this disturbance drifted rearward over the upper 
surface.    As Indicated in Fig. 5,  the model rotor successively experienced dynamic overshoot of the static 
stall angle before stall began, followed by vortex shedding and, finally, stall flutter.    More detailed 
descriptions of this phenomenon have been given In References 3-6; the point here Is that none of the 
classical notions about stall on fixed-wing aircraft seem applicable to the helicopter rotor in forward 
flight. 

Since the high speed helicopter rotor blade operates in such a Mghly unsteady,  three-dimensional, 
and rotating environment, it is not surprising that its aerodynamic characteristics differ considerably 
from those of fixed wing aircraft.    The major questions  facing us,  then, are (1) how does the structure 
of the viscous  flow on rotating blades differ from that on classical airfoils,  and (2) how can the ebsential 
features of retreating blade stall be modeled without recourse to an actual helicopter rotor? 

2.     ROTOR BLASE BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY 

In many applications of fluid mechanics,  classical thin boundary layer theory provides valuable 
Information concerning skin friction distributions, heat transfer rates,  and separation characteristics. 
However,  the general problem of stall on lifting surfaces remains unsolved, even In the relatively simple 
case of a steady two-dimensional airfoil.    Therefore, we should not expect  to be able to analyze helicopter 
retreating blade stall completely within the framework of boundary layer theory.    What we can hope for 
Is twofold:  first,  to derive the predominant parameters and assign relative orders of Importance to the 
various physical effects, and second, to infer something useful about helicopter stall characteristics 
from the akin friction bdiavior on rotating blades.    From this sort of theoretical understanding, coupled 
with experimental data, we should be able in the future to empirically model the phenomenon well enough 
to predict when retreating blade stall will occur, what its consequences will be,  and what improvements 
can be designed into rotor systems. 

*   A brief description of the model rotor is given in the Appendix. 
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The boundary layer aquation« In tha coordlnata system daplctad In Fig.  1 are the following  [7-8): 

(1) 3x      3y      3i      u 

(2) 

(3) 

where 
i l£ . iu* + u lüa + w ilk _ 2nw  cos v + n2x p 3x      3t 63«   + we3z        z"we c08 Y + " « (4) 

Following Ref.  8,  It la Illuminating to write Eqna.  1 and 2 with the dominant or primary terms on the 
left hand side and the secondary terms on the right hand side.    Then with the aid of Eqn.  4, 

3u 3u 3T, 

ay eax ■4(Ue-u) wu.auo 

unsteady Corlolis crossflow momentum flux 

(6) 

It should be noted that the centrifugal force term does not appear explicitly In Eqn.  6, by virtue of 
Eqn.  4.    Also, the Invlscld Corlolis and crossflow momentum flux terms have been combined with the secondary 
viscous terns.    These invlscld terms Impress an Important effective pressure gradient, 

!&,. _ 2 Q W 3x e + W 3U9 

3z (7) 

on the chordwlse momentum equation   (see References 7-9). 

To a first approximation,  the terms on the right side of Eqn. 6 can be considered In effect to 
play the role of additional chordwlse pressure gradients.    Thus departures from classical two-dimensional 
steady boundary layer behavior will be due to unsteady,  Corlolis, and spanwise gradient effects. 
Furthermore, when the sign of these terms is positive,  the primary flow will be accelerated,   the skin 
friction will increase, and separation should be delayed.    When they are negative,  the chordwlse flow 
will be decelerated and separation should occur earlier.    Examples of these effects  that could delay 
separation on a helicopter rotor in forward flight are following; 

(1)    Increasing angle of attack, e.g. 
Increase at a positive rate. 

the second and third quadrants.    This causes   (Ue-u)    to 

(2) Increasing local blade element velocity,  e.g.,   the first and fourth quadrants.    This also 
produces a positive rate of change in   (Ue-ü) . 

(3) Crossflow radially inward,  e.g.,  the second and third quadrants.    This produces a positive 
net Corlolis acceleration.    Also,  the crossflow derivative in the continuity equation couples 
favorably with the primary flow (see Ref.  8). 

(4) Crossflow radially outward, e.g.,  the first and fourth quadrants.    This produces a positive 
net spanwise momentum flux. 

From these examples, it is clear that a complex competition exists between the several secondary 
terms, depending upon the azlmuthal position of the blade and the detailed    u    and   w    velocity profiles. 
Extrapolating from flat plate studies, McCroskey,  et al [7,8] concluded that maximum separation delay would 
occur in the third quadrant, while Williams and Young [9]  found maximum delay at i|i   - 0 on a Joukowski airfoil. 
We shall see in Section 3 that both miss the essence of retreating blade stall. 

2.1    The Question of Radial Flow 

The magnitude and importance of radial flow,  or crossflow, has preoccupied rotor aerodynamicists 
for years.    Fogarty's  [10] and many subsequent aralyses of the laminar hover case have indicated that the 
centrifugal pumping on a high aspect ratio blade is much less  than on the classical von Karman rotating 
disc, but the notion persists that radial flow is an Important factor in rotor blade stall. 

2.1.1    Hover or Axial Flow — Several measurements  [11-17] of radial flow are summarized in Table 1. 
In these cases, the translatlonal velocity is either zero (rotor) or purely axial (propeller),  and    ß 
denotes the surface streamline direction relative to circular arcs.    The reported results seem to fall 
into two categories.    Except for localized regions of separated flow, high aspect ratio blades exhibit 
small skew angles and approximately two-dimensional characteristics, whereas  large skew angles and anomoloua 
behavior have been observed on blades of marine propeller proportions. 

Fig.  6 shows  the surface streamline directions that have been predicted by various investigators 
[8,9,18,19].    The remarkable difference between laminar and turbulent skew angles is due to the fact that 
near the wall,  the much smaller chordwlse momentum defect and larger shear stress gradients of turbulent 
boundary layers make the centrifugal pumping effect much smaller in the turbulent case. 
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Iha «ff«et of radial flow on tha loci of   t, - 0, which for rotor appllcatlona cloaaly approxlaataa 
tha Halting atraaallna bahavlor of thraa-dlaanalonal aaparatlon, la llluatratad In Fig. 7 for aavaral 
type« of chordwlao pruaura dlatrlbutlona [8,9,20],    lhaaa laminar raaulta llluatrata two Important aapacta 
of rotating bladaa.    Flrat, tha affacta of rotation bacoaa aora pronounced naar tha axla of rotation, 
while tha two-dlaanaloD«l raaulta ara approached aa    a    Incraaaaa.    Second, rotational affacta on the 
position of lanlnar aaparatlon ara etrnngly auppraaaad by Incraaalng chordwlae preaaura gradlanta, and 
they ara of no coneequence outboard of    z/c ^ 2    for a rotating blade at large Incidence.    Thla haa been 
conflmed In the axparlaants of Eef.  15 and con be Inferred from the data of References 14 and 16. 

2.1.2    Forward Plight — The forward flight  case haa received less attention than hover, because 
of the additional compllcatlona of unsteady effecta.    Aa a result, fewer quantitative estimates of the 
magnitude and Inportanca of radial flow in forward flight are available. 

However, one important facet of radial flow has been established [7-9,20].    In general,  croasflow 
due to the spanwlse component of the forward flight velocity, V^  cos I|I, totally predominates over centrifugal 
pumping.    This Is apparent In the radial velocity profiles shown In Fig.  8 for a flat plate blade, and 
In the maaauramenta  [17,22] that have shown the flow directions to be approximately those of the-undisturbed 
streamline,  6„. o 

Fig.  9 shows the laminar results of William and Young [9] for the variation In the position of 
TX - 0, Including both unsteady and radial flow effects.    Although Williams and Young chose atypical 
variations of   a   va    iji, the main conclu ion that can be drawn from the figure Is that,  like the hover 
results In Fig. 7,  the position of laminar separation depends much more strongly upon the local Instantaneous 
value of    a,  and hence upon the local chordwlae pressure gradients, than upon radial flow.    It la clear 
that  the features of retreating blade stall cannot be explained from these results. 

Hicks and Nash [21] neglected unsteady effects and calculated the three-dimensional turbulent 
boundary layer flow for the rotor conditions shown In Fig.  2.    Their quasi-steady results were highly 
pessimistic on the retreating blade, predicting separation over the whole airfoil when In fact the boundary 
layer remained attached. 

Despite these difficulties, Hicks and Nash were able to demonstrate the effecta of radial flow 
at blade azimuths where a was small, and Fig. 10 shows a typical case. These resuli demonstrate the 
competing secondary factors described in the beginning of this section.    Near the leading edge,  the 

invlscid crossflow momentum flux, W 
3z in Eqn.  6,  Is the largest secondary term and consequently   x 

Is Increased over the two-dimensional value.    Near the trailing edge, the Corlolls term becomes relatively 
more Important, and    TX    IS lees than the two-dimensional value.    However,  the magnitude of the crossflow 
effects does not seem to be anywhere near the magnitude of stall effects that are suggested by Figures 
3-4. 

2.2    Unsteady Boundary Layer Effecta 

From many two-dimensional flat plate studies. It Is well known that the magnitude of   T      and 
its phase relative  to   Ue    are strongly affected by unsteady effects.    For example. Fig.  11 shows laminar 
and turbulent results calculated by H, A, Dwyer* for high speed rotor conditions and a very wide chord 
blade.    As In the case of the hover skew angles shown In Fig,  6,  the turbulent boundary layer Is  less 
sensitive to the secondary effect of unsteady   Ue    than Is the laminar case. 

The logical extension from flat plate results Is  to unsteady airfoils with pressure gradients. 
In the rotor cape, both the blade element velocities and angles of attack vary,  as shown In Fig,  3, 
Accordingly.  Uiese two effects are treated separately In Figures 12 and 13,    For the sake of studying 
Boonaary layer effects alone, the potential flow Is  taken to be quasi-steady In these two figures.    We 
see that the unsteady viscous effects do affect the position of    Tx • 0, but only at angles of attack 
well below the stall angle.    Therefore, we still do not have an explanation of why retreating blade stall 
is so different from static stall. 

On the other hand, Carta [24]  recently proposed thst the unsteady potential flow on an oscillating 
airfoil might contribute to a delay In dynamic stall,  due to the attenuation and phase lag of the 
unsteady chordwlae pressure gradients.    Accordingly, Fig,  14 shows the change In the position of 
TX " 0 when this effect Is taken into account, using    the recent unsteady invlscid analysis of Ref. 25. 
Indeed, much larger unsteady effects arc  apparent.  In comparison with Fig,   13,  and the results seem to 
indicate that an Important feature of tho problem has been Illuminated, 

Fig,   15 shows the relative Importance of unsteady Invlscid and viscous effects on laminar separation 
on an oscillating airfoil, as a function of the frequency of the oscillation.    The unsteady invlscid 
effect is clearly the predominant one, and the good agreement with measurements** of the position of 
a laminar separation bubble is encouraging.    However, we shall see In Section 3 that dynamic stall is 
more complicated and cannot be predicted on the same basis. 

*   Private comunlcatlon.    The turbulent results were obtained using an eddy viscosity model with 
the steady empirical constants of Cebecl and Smith [23]. 

** The oscillating airfoil model Is described in the Appendix. 
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The detail« of the sever«! analyiaa of radial flow art intereatlng In a baalc sense, aa they glva 
the skew angles and changes In akin friction distribution« that occur on rotating blades. However, for 
caaaa with realistic chordwlae pressure distributions, radial flow doe« not seem to produce anywhere 
near the magnitude of effect« that are suggested by Figure« 3 and 4. Llkawlae, laminar unsteady viscous 
effect« are very «mall at anglea of attack approaching the etall angle. Thn flat plate result« shown 
In Fig. 11 suggest that turbulent flow« will exhibit even smaller unsteady «ffecta, although thl« remain« 
to be demonetrated for flcwa with adverse preasure gradient«. However, large effects have been found 
when the unsteady nature of the potential flow is properly treated. This suggests further conelderetlon 
should be given to unsteady aerodynamics, and that perhapa there are iBvortant interaction« between viecou« 

and inviscid effect«. 

3. DYNAMIC STALL 

Several investigators  [3,26-29] have indicated that significant improvements in helicopter rotor 
airload« calculation« can be obtained by utilizing two-dimensional unsteady airfoil data.    An important 
link between rotor and unsteady airfoil behavior was provided recently by HcCroskey and Fisher  [3,4]  and 
is shown In Fig.  16.    The figure shows Ham and Garelick's unsteady two-dimensional data [5] superimposed 
on graphs of model rotor data for nearly Identical dlmenslonless parameters.    Open «ynbols denote unstalled 
data and the solid synfcols stalled conditions.    Each symbol on the right hand graph has a corresponding 
angle of attack symbol on the left hand graph.    On both models,   the suction near the leading edge began 
to collapse at    a ^ 19.5°. 

A plot of    % v8    CJJ    is a sensitive indicator of departures from classical steady airfoil behavior. 
With this in mind,  the striking agreement in Fig.  16 between the model rotor and unsteady airfoil data 
is remarkable, especially up to the point of complete stall.    Beyond this point, the flexible model rotor 
blade began to flutter, and in the azimuth range    270° < i^ < 360°   , stronger three-dimensional effects 
and plunging motion of the rotor blade probably produced a significantly different blade-element 
environment.    Nevertheless, the essential features of retreating blade stall seem to be well duplicated 
by the two-dimensional unsteady airfoil.    This is the eseential point here, because it indicates that 
future research efforts can rely more heavily on unsteady airfoil studies.    This is obviously a major 
sliH)llflcatlon,  and the remainder of this paper deals primarily with oscillating airfoils. 

3.1 The Onset of Dynamic Stall 

The good agreement between theory and experiment shown in Fig.  15 suggests attempting the same 
sort of correlation for the onset of dynamic stall,  and this is shown in Fig.  17.    The stall data [29-32] 
correspond to "moment stall" angles of attack where nose-down pitching moments increase abruptly;  the 
maximum lift and pitching moment usually occur slightly later [33]. 

The moment stall delay rises rapidly with increasing frequency to the point where stall occurs 
at the maximum angle in the cycle, i.e.,    anS    - a0 + c^.    Also shown in the figure are the angles predicted 
by the recent analysis of Crimi and Reeves  [34].    The two theoretical predictions fall far short of 
the data, indicating that some sort of unsteady viscous effects that were not present in the laminar 
separation results.  Fig.  15, must be influencing the dynamic stall delay. 

The hot wire measurements shown in Fig.  17 indicate that in the present experiment,  the inviscid 
flow began to break down somewhat in advance of moment stall.    Fig.  18 shows the signals from the hot 
wires, pressure transducer,  and skin friction gage as  the airfoil oscillated in and out of stall.    The 
hot wire at x/c - 0.75 indicated some amount of trailing edge separation before stall, but it is  interesting 
to note that all transducers Indicate a major change at approximately the same Instant. 

One of the most interesting aspects of Fig.  18 is that the suction at x/c - 0.1 continues to rise, 
whereas the velocity decreases rapidly after the onset of stall.    This means that a viscous-invlscid 
interaction has begun durli.g which pressure and velocity are not at all related by the usual Bernoulli 
relation. 

The model rotor preasure measurements. Fig.  4, seemed to indicate that during the onset of dynamic 
stall, a vortex-like disturbance was shed from the leading edge region and grossly distorted the flow 
field ss it passed over the airfoil, a« discussed by Ham and Garellck [5] and Philippe [6].    Unfortunately, 
the oscillating airfoil model had only one pressure transducer,  and so this phenomenon could not be 
observed.    The hot wires and skin friction gage indicated fully separated flow, so in this regard. Fig. 
18 really raise« more question« than it answers. 

3.2 Maximum Force« and Moments During Dynamic Stall 

The helicopter engineer wants to know how to predict blade airloads during dynamic stall.    Several 
methods are available [27,35,36], but to review them is beyond the present scope or intent.    However, 
it is Interesting to inquire what upper limits of force and moment coefficients exist,  ss these affect 
performance, blade motion,  and vibratory loads. 

Fig.   19 show« coefficients from a number of sources  [3,4.5,29,30,36,37,38], including rotors 
and two-dimensional airfoils.    The figure Is not meant to be all-Inclusive; the main point 1« to indicate 
the wide range of magnitudes that have been obtained.    The oscillating airfoil data are arbitrarily limited 
tc    o   ^ Ooc  , to M 1 0.3, and to sets of data that Include some  test points where the airfoil stalled 
before reaching the maximum angle of attack (solid symbol«).    Otherwise,  the full potential of unsteady 
aerodynamic« was probably not realized. 

With the exception of Ham and Garelick's result«,  the abscissa in Fig.  19 is the nondimensional 
pitch rate evaluated at the static stall angle.    We ahould not expect this to be a unique correlating 
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paruatar, howavtr, bacawe It doea not Include «ny dapandanca upon the total aaplltuda of the unsteady 
notion.    For exenple,  an oscillating airfoil will stall stopg - a0 + ai    If the aaplltuda    ai    la •■all, 
while It will a tall at apg < a0   + aj    (although at a greater    c^g   than bafora) If   oj    la large.    On the 
other hand, Hsm and Garallck's öc/v   evaluated at    opg    la Inadäquate for oaclllatlng airfoils, since 
they may stall at the top of the cycle, where    a - 0. 

Finally, wa should note the enonaoua values of    C^    and    CM   that sonetlnss occur.    These «re 
not predicted by the enplrlcal models of References 27,  35, and 36, especially the pitching monent 
coefficient!) In excess of 0.4. 

4.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Considerable progress has been made In recent years In analyzing and understanding rotor blade 
boundary layers, but so far the mere addition of unsteady,  three-dimensional,  and rotational terms to 
classical thin boundary layer theory   las failed to explain the primary characteristics of retreating 
blade stall. 

However,  the combined Information from analyses and experiments indicates that confined viscous 
and Invlsdd unsteady effects are Important, and much more so than rotational and yawed flow effects. 
Therefore, It seems that a great deal of valuable Information can be obtained from unsteady two-dimensional 
studies, both theoretical and experimental.    Flow visualization and detailed boundary layer measurements 
during the series of events that comprise dynamic stall are badly needed to guide theoretical unsteady 
viscous-lnvlscld Interaction studies.    In addition,  the existing force and moment data,  and perhaps new 
data, need to be analyzed further to establish the parameters that determine the maxlnum values of 
Cj, and    -CJJ.    New tests should concentrate more on the larger amplitudes and lower frequencies that seem 
to be characteristic of the once-per-rev a ($)    at extreme operating conditions. 

Most of the available rotor data were obtained on conventional fully articulated blades.    Therefore, 
there appears to be a need for some further rotor tests,  to see whether the basic fluid dynamic 
characteristics of retreating blade stall are the same for other rotor types, even though the physical 
manifestations of stall and practical limitations  that arise from stall may be different. 

Finally,  radically new Ideas are needed on the subject of airfoil design for dynamic environments. 
Host major helicopter manufacturers have now come to accept the concepts of leading edge camber and 
thin tips to improve static airfoil characteristics,  and this generally Improves retreating blade stall 
boundaries as well.    But so far, no one has met the challenge of avoiding or softenlnR dynamic stall 
to any significant degree.    Surely there are ways to solve this problem without abandoning the rotor 
altogether. 
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APPENDIX 

The model rotor utilized in the KcCroskey and Fisher experiment  [3] was dynamically representative 
of one of the main rotors of a Boeing CH 47C helicopter, with blades of 1.18 m span, 0.085 m chord, -9* 
linear twist, and a modified NACA 23010 airfoil.    They were constructed of balsa wood and fiberglass and 
were instrumentated at the 75 percent radius station with absolute pressure transducers and directionally- 
sensitlve heated-film skin friction gages  [39]. 

The pressure measurements utilized 3 mm diam Kullte ultraminiature semiconductor pressure 
transducers, mounted at 11 chordwiae locations on the top of the blade 

and 8 locations on the bottom.    In addition, a differential pressure transducer was  located between 
orifices at   x/c - 0   and   x/c - 0.025 on the lower surface; data from this transducer were used in 
estimating the local blade-element angles of attack.    The pressure transducers wer inbedded In silastic 
ruober beneath 0.1 mm       dia. holes, and the akin friction gages were bonded flush on the surface of 
the blade.    More complete discussions of the instrumentation,  tent procedures, and other data are 
available in References 3 and A, 

The oscillating airfoil data shown in Figures 15 and 17 were obtained* on a NACA 0012 model of 
15.2 cm chord and 30.5 cm span, pitching about    x/c - 0.25    and tested at    Reg • 3.5 X 105    and 
5 X 10s.    The Instrumentation consisted of a heated-film skin friction gage  [39] and a Kullte pressure 
transducer at X - 0.1, and hot wire anemometers at X - 0.1, 0.25, and 0,75. 

The hot wires were normally mounted Just outside the boundary layer and used to detect large 
scale disturbances  in the inviscld flow that might be symptomatic of stall.    The skin friction gage 
provided boundary layer transition and separation information.    Oil flow visualization at    k » 0 
confirmed the skin friction gage and hot wire Indications  that transition to turbulence was  triggered 
by a short laminar separation bubble that moved forward over the airfoil as    a    increased.    Therefore, 
the experiment produced a distinct boundary layer separation evint that did not interact significantly 
with the inviscld flew, in addition to producing the more complicated conditions of stall. 

TABLE 1.    SUMKARY OF RADIAL FLOW EXPERIMENTS 

1    Reference Geometry Boundary Layer State Skew Angles, 8, 
Upstream of Separation 

Remarks 

Himmelskamp [11] propeller 
C/R -v 0.5 

not specified 5° - 15° lift and drag 
higher than 2-0 
data 

Gutsche [12] propellers 
0.1 < C/R < 0.4 

lam. and turb. 0 - 20° complex separation 
patterns 

Berry [13] propeller 
C/R ^ 0.5 

lam. and turb. 0 - 30° 0 large for laminar 
small for turbulent 

Tanner & Yaggy [U] 
McCroskey [15] 

rotors 
0.1 < C/R < 0.2 

lam. and turb. ß 'v 0 transition un- 
affected by rotation! 

Velkoff et al [16] rotors 
0.1 < C/R < 0.2 

laminar B ^ 0 flow visualization; 
large B within 
separation bubble 

Blaser & Velkoff [17] rotor 
C/R ^ 0.2     | 

laminar 5« . is' hot wire data 

1 

*    The assistance of T. M. Wynn in planning and conducting the experiment is gratefully acknowledged. 
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PROPELLER 

V?. 

BOUNDARY LAYER COORDINATES 

az ♦ V| sin i|r 

Fig. 1   Coordinate In the rotating syatm, with   V\    In the plane of the disc and   V2   normal to the dlac. 

270* 

270* 

f »0 
M or Re x IO-7 

*=0 

1/2 (N} 

270' 

Fig. 2   le^raaentatlve rotor conditions for high speed flight below stall, baaed on the measurements of Ref.  Is 
11 "• 0.45,    Cj/o - 0.05.    Static C(i       ^ 1.3. 
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0 90     ISO    270    560 0       90     ISO   270    360 

Fig, 3    The blnde-element environment and 
measured airfoil characteristics 
for the model rotor of Ref. 3; 
V - 0.35, Cj/a - 0.074 and 0.132, 
i/R • 0.75.    Static C^     -v, l.l. 

0 FORWMD f LIGHT DATA 
A HOVER OR NON-ROTATING DATA 

e 

6 *-V             t ♦ •210' 

Q • 14' t a'i7» 

c*  * CN . 10 \^ CN>2.l 

2 

0 

ll^.      cM.-oio A,~N CM'-0.I4 

w,                   w*~— 
2 -L—L -J 

Fig.  4   Measured pressure distributions on 
the model rotor [3] at C7/0 - 0.132 
Solid syabolc stalled, open symbox» 
unstalled. 

,0ATA FOR /i-0 38. 
/ CT/Ir •0.132 

a-iS'-is'siMt-iS') 

Fig. 5   The variation in angle of attack 
on the model rotor, showing the 
sequence of events during 
retreating blade stall. 

LAMINAR  AIRFflL 

W/fiK 

LAMINAR FLAT 
PLATE 

.11/ ,MceROSKEV el Ol 
BANKS AND GADO 

TURBULENT      //'CLARK AND ARNOLDI 
FLAT  PL-'.TE /// 

v,/nx 

Fig. 6 Surface streamline directions 
relative circular arcs for 
rotating blades in hover or axial 
flow. 

LIMITING 
CUBIC       STREAMLINE 

CYLINDER ' NACA 0012.0 

CIRCULAR CYÜi 

JOUKOWSNI. a 

lOUKOWSKI, a > 5.2 

4 
z/c 

♦ •o* ♦ US' ♦■so- 

_1_J   i   •   I 

♦ ■270« 

^•ISS« 

Li 1 1 
-.S 0 .3 -.3        0 .3 -.3        0 .3 -.3        0 .3 

vr«llol/01 

Fig. 7    The effect of rotation on the 
chordwise position of zero laminar 
•hear stress for rotating blades 
In hover or axial flow [8,9,20]. 

Flg. 8   Radial velocity profiles on a flat 
plate blade in forward flight; 
x/s - 0.1 , Vi/at - 0.3. 
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Fig, 9    The variation In the chordwlae 
position of laminar separation 
on a Joukowakl airfoil In 
forward flight  [9]. 
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Fig.  10    Quaal-steady result*  [21] for 
turbulent shear stress and 
surface streamline dir ctlon at 
c/R - 0.75 for the forward 
flight conditions of Fig.  2; 
Bo - 31°. 

ut/vs> i + o.57 sin at 
OX/V 0.29 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
P£RTURB»TI0N ANALYSIS 
QUASI-STEADY SOLUTION 

Fig. 11 The effect of an oscillating free 
stream on flat plate shear stress 
at Re, 4 X 10 (Note the 
enlarged scale for the laminar 
case). 

u, ■ I 4 0.97 sin (It 

nc/v0 • o.i 

Fig.  12   The effect of oscillating free 
stream velocity on the position 
of zero laminar shear stress on 
an HACA 0012 airfoil. 

o ■ 6«-6' sin flt 
nc/zv, * o.s 

QUASI-STEADY 
INVISCID FLOW, 

N\ ^UNSTEADY   B L 

Fig. 13 The effect of oscillating angle 
of attack on the position of 
zero laminar shear stress on an 
NACA 0012 airfoil. 

a-o'-s* sin nt 
ßc/2V0 «0.3 

Flg.  14    The effect of oscillating angle 
of attack on the position of 
zero laminar shear stress on an 
NACA 0012 airfoil. 
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MODE;, ROTOR DATA 

UNSTEADY AIRFOIt 

SOLID SYMBOLS STALLED 

0   10 20 
WMENSONLESS TIME, 

Vol/C OR Ort/C 

Fig. 15    Comparison of Che theoretical and 
experimental dynamic delay In 
laminar separation at x/c - 0.1 
on an NACA 0012 airfoil. 

Fig.  16    Correlation of the model rotor 
data of Ref. 3 with the two- 
dimensional unsteady airfoil 
measurements of Ref. 5.    Solid 
symbols stalled, open symbols 
unstalled. 
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Flg.  17   Theoretical and experimental 
stall delay on oscillating 
airfoils.    Open symbols denote 
moment stall data, + denotes 
Initial breakdown of the 
potential flow. 
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Fig. 18 Pressure transducer, hot wire, 
and skin friction gage signals 
obtained on an oscillating NACA 
0012 airfoil. 
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Fig. 19 Maximum normal force and pitching 
moment coefficient! on 
oscillating airfoils and 
helicopter rotors. 
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THE DERIVATION AMD VERIFICATION OF A HEW ROTOR PROFILE ON THE BASIS 
OF FLOW PHENOMENA; AEROFOIL RESEARCH AND FLIGHT TESTS 

H. H. P«arc«y.    P. G. Wilby,    K.J. RiUy.    P. Brotherhood 
Aerodynamica Department 

Royal Aircraft Eatabliihoent, Farnborough,  Hants.,  England 

SUMMARY 

An account ii glvan of aome of tha conalderationt that governed the derivation of new profiles to be 
Incorporated in the design of the rotor blades for the Lynx helicopter at its inception.    The changes 
relative to the NACA 0012 profile were conservative but were chosen to give consistent and significant 
all-round improvements to the shock-induced limits on the advancing blade,  to the retreating-blade thrust 
limits and to the loading that could be sustained without shock-wave drag in hover. 

-—•-« ' Wtr-eentervatiem applieif-eatxei-aHy to-the <tri-l-k>ych«r«cteri»t-i-ee «Mrh-pi-ay aueh-a-doni-nairt part- 
in limiting rotor performance but which are so difficult to predict for the rotor environment. 

The profiles were derived on the basis of steady flow aerofoil tests, but qualitatively similar 
improvements have been verified in oscillatory aerofoil tests and in flight.    A novel  technique, used in 
the latter tests, is described for measuring pressure distributions along the blade chord and across the 
blade wake in the region of the rotor tip in flight. 

The paper includes a discussion of the flow phenomena observed on the profiles for a wide range of 
conditions,  including flight.    This draws attention especially to the crucial part played by local regions 
of supersonic flow and their consequences for all the limits to rotor performance considered.    It suggests 
that the growth, breakdown and re-establishment of the limiting flows will depend strongly on the combined 
effects of the simultaneous variations in Mach number and incidence. 

SYMBOLS 

C 
E 
H0 
M 

«L 

P 
r 
R 

aerofoil chord 
drag coefficient 

lift coefficient 

pressure coefficient 

thrust coefficient 

net compressive turning angle 
net expansive turning angle 
free stream stagnation pressure 

Mach number 
local Mach number 

static pressure 
distance along blade from hub centre 
rotor radius 

NE 

speed 
never exceed speed 

distance along aerofoil chord 
value of    x    at shock position 

a incidence 
e surface slope 
♦ flow deflection 
* angle of azimuth 
V advance ratio 
0 rotor solidity 
u Prandtl-Meyer angle 
(1 angular velocity 

I INTRODUCTION 

1 
It is, we believe,  fairly well-known    that Westland Helicopters Limited are using for the blades of 

the Lynx rotor new cambered profiles  that were derived as part of our continuing programme of aerofoil 
research (at that time being done at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington).    We now have an 
opportunity to record not omy some of the factors that figured in the derivation of these profiles but 
also some of the results that have established confidence that they produce the improvements expected of 
them when exposed to the exacting and complex three-dimensional and periodic environment of the rotor 
itself. 

These latter results include some obtained recently in flight research on a Wessex helicopter at 
Bedford, as well as some from tests made by Lambourne and his colleagues on oscillating aerofoils.    But, 
by now, of course, we draw most of our confidence from the highly successful way in which the Lynx is 
proving itself in flight and which is reflected in world speed records that it has already captured.    The 
rotor,  including its cambered blades,  it evidently performing in the manner that its designers intended. 

Quite obviously the research that we shall be describing owes a very great deal by way of stimulus 
and objectivity to its association with this direct application to the Lynx and to the influence of the 
Westland design and research teams under Mr. Speechley and Dr. Jones.    The fact that the profiles were to 
be incorporated directly into a new rotor design (with its novel hingeless system and its advanced form of 
blade construction) was, as we shall see, an overriding consideration in their derivation. 

The shapes emerged from an iterative interchange between the aerofoil research at Teddington and the 
rotor deaign at Yeovil.    For our part, we set out to bring accumulated knowledge of aerofoil design to bear 
on the aerodynamic problems that were likely to limit rotor performance.    Our direct experience had up to 
then been for fixec1 wings, and much of it had centred around how to design profiles for which the adverse 
consequences of separated flow and  the shock waves could be delayed in order to allow the processes of 
generating lift to continue further and further into the domain of increasing incidence and stream Mach 
number.    The fundamental principles had been quite simple - namely, how to develop the lift with the 
minimum level of velocity on the upper surface of the profile and,  then, when these velocities did become 
high and often locally supersonic, how to decelerate them aa smoothly as possible with the minimum 
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disturbance from shock wavei and boundary-layer separations, 
to the rotor problem too. 

Obviously these same principles were bssic 

We felt convinced that, even though the rotor flows were highly three-dimensional and were periodic 
with azimuthal position, the manner in which many of them developed to the limiting stages of stalling, 
drag rise and shock-induced separation would be strongly influenced by profile shape. 

We were not then by any means so clear about the nature of the profile dependence, nor for that 
matter of the three-dimensionality or unsteadiness. Nevertheless, we were encouraged by the succecs that 
Boeing-Vertol had had with their drooped aerofoil on the Chinook2 and by the rotor-flow observations of 
Tanner3 and others; they had demonstrated that a knowledge of the steady flow on two-dimensional aerofoils 
was a viable starting point in the design of aerofoils for rotor blades. 

Much has transpired in the meantime to confirm this, and many rotors are now being designed with 
'advanced' profiles. True, as the characteristics of the three-dimensional flows and unsteady phenomena 
are progressively exposed by concurrent research they are turning out to be even more complex than expected 
in certain respects, and more subtle in others. For example, our own flight research Illustrates how 
angles^of ^wcidene^^hit^jtM,l>jL£b_pnoiigh to prnunkp afiy.ec6.>>tiockgindur«d, aaparationa ■are «ifn-jmdnod-in—— 
highly localised vortex interactions and, furthermore, reveals that even in 'hover' such phenomena can 
become strongly periodic - only very slight relative cross winds are required to skew the vortex wake 
sufficiently to produce this periodicity. Nevertheless, the manner in which the flow reacts to these 
localised, time-dependent high incidences appears to remain profile-dependent and qualitatively similar to 
that observed in aerofoil tests. 

2 THE BASIS FOR THE DERIVATION OF THE NEW PROFILES 

The new profiles represent a reasonably conservative evolutionary change from the standard NACA 0012 
profile that has been so widely studied, extensively used, and hence well proven in the rotor environment. 
This was a prudent and entirely appropriate requirement for profiles that were to be incorporated directly 
and on the basis of theory into a new rotor design. Since reliance on theory alone would be most at risk 
for conditions involving blade stall, and since the stalling characteristics so often dictate the limits to 
performance for one reason or another (e.g. control loads, instabilities, etc.), it seemed especially 
important to concentrate on the nature of the stall for both steady and oscillatory conditions and for 
different parts of the Mach number range, and to ensure as far as possible that the basic characteristics 
exhibited by the NACA 0012 profile were retained for the new profiles. 

The present account is based almost exclusively on separated flow phenomena and on how they develop 
on the old and the new profiles - in steady and in oscillatory aerofoil tests and in flight. We confine 
ourselves to selected examples appropriate to the advancing blade, retreating-blade stall and hover. 

3 AERODYNAMIC LIMITS TO ROTOR PERFORMANCE 

From the aerofoil tests, we can define a boundary on the    (M,a)    plane  (Fig.2a) beyond which 
significant effects of separation,  or stall, would be encountered.    Byham ,  following J.P. Jones5, has 
shown chat a satisfactory correlation can be obtained between aerofoil results analysed in this way and 
the aerodynamic limits to rotor performance encountered in flight, Fig.2b.    The overall limit to rotor 
thrust for a given rotor,  typically curve DE of Fig.2b, is associated with retreating blade stall and 
with the profile-related phenomena that determine the corresponding portion DE of the aerofoil separation 
boundary.    The overall limit to forward speed  (curve BC of Fig.2b)  is associated with the effects of 
shock-induced sepaiation on the advancing blade and with the profile-related phenomena that determine the 
corresponding portion BC of  the  aerofoil  boundary. 

The limits Co ehe degree Co which Che blade tips can be loaded in hover are associated with 
conditions near point A of Che separaCed-flow boundary (Fig,2a). 

(The pare AB of Che separaced-flow boundary corresponds Co a hypothetical limit to rotor ChrusC - 
Fig.2b - ChaC should be achievable  if  Che retreating-blade limic could be removed  in order Co enable Che 
full pocencial of Che dynamic head to be exploited - as for the ABC concept.) 

4 THE NEW PROFILES >♦ ., 
.% ,.\ 

It follows from ehe cautious approach described in seccion 2 ChaC we shall noC be revealing 
speccacular differences beCween the characteristics of the new profiles and those of the old. This was 
not what we were expecting or seeking. Rather, we strove for consistent but significant all-round 
improvements. We sec ouc Co delay Che onsec of adverse flow phenomena for Che whole range of Mach number 
swepc Chrough by elements of Che roCor blades. 

Fig.3a, for example, illustrates, Che consistent improvement in the boundary for separated flow. 
Fig.3b in turn indicates how such improvements react on the aerodynamic limits to the performance of the 
Lyrx rotor. The new profiles give a 25 knot increase in the advancing-blade forward-speed limit over 
what would have been achievable with the NACA 0012 profile on blades and rotor thai »ere Identical in 
every other respect. The simultaneous increase in Che reCreadng-blade chrust limit is I0Z for speeds 
ne<r the maximum. 

These improvements stemmed from a combination of leading-edge camber, profile changes ac Che 
leading edge, and reduccion in chickness. All Che changes from NACA 0012 were relatively small and all 
were contrived Co reconcile improvements in one part of the Mach number range with those in others. For 
conditions associated wich ehe aerodynamic limits of Che rotor, local supersonic flow and boundary-layer 
separation were always involved in some combination or another and in some form or another, but the 
combination and paCCern was differenc in differenc pares of Che Mach number range. A profile shape chat 
would have given large improvements in any one part of the range would have involved penalties in some 
other. The new profiles represent a balance in this respect. 
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16.3 

THE  IMPORTANCE OF THE RELATIVE BEHAVIOUR OF THE PROFILES AS DISTINCT FROM ABSOLUTE DATA 

One of the mnin functions intended for  the so-called limits estimated from profile data in the 
manner described by Byham4  is to provide a framework for comparison.    It would ba rash to suggest 
absolute precision, but this in no way detracts from the validity or from the value of the assessment 
that they give of the relative properties of the new and old profiles (Fig.3b). 

Somehwat similar considerations apply in other ways to many other aspects.    Throughout this paper 
we shall be emphasising the properties of  the new profiles relative to those of NACA 0012 rather than 
any absolute properties. 

The aerofoil data can themselves be strongly influenced by several factors,   including the effects 
of Reynolds number,  of the position of boundary-layer transition, of wind-tunnel interference and so on. 
The mere interpretation of what constitutes drag divergence, significant effects of boundary-layer 
separation,  or    C even, can introduce significant differences between one set of data and another. L. max 

Thus we have throughout used a model of NACA 0012 as a reference datum,  in turn in our steady 
aerofoil  tests,  in our oscillatory aerofoil  tests and in our f^ght tests  (Fig.22).    The test conditions 
for'the datum profile were the same as for the new profile in each class of test, but not, unfortunately, 
the same from one class to the other.    In particular,  carborundum bands were used to locate transition at 
the leading-edge for the steady aerofoil  tests but not for most of the flight tests.    Similarly,  the 
configuration of tunnel walls used for the unsteady tests was different from that used for the steady 
tests.    There were particular reasons for  these differences at the time that the tests were made, but now 
they militate against direct comparisons for any one profile through the steady, unsteady,  flight sequence. 
On the other banH,  and as a result of these differences, we have observed the relative behaviour of the 
new profiles with respect to the old under a variety of conditions.    The fact that this relative behaviour 
remains consistent adds to the confidence in the new profiles.    Thl-< is especially important for the 
effects of roughness bands, and of the position of boundary-layer transition, because  real uncertainty 
exists as to what particular conditions are the most appropriate for full scale.    Indeed,  it seems 
possible that a range of conditions, and hence a range of stall severity, might be encountered on any 
given full-scale rotor, depending for example on altitude or on whether there has been a significant 
degree of erosion at the leading edge. 

For present purposes,  then, we shall be emphasising the properties of the new profiles relative to 
NACA 0012,  and we shall be using our own data for the latter - we have noted from time to time that sets 
of data from different sources for this one aerofoil can exhibit differences of about the same order as 
those due to the profile changes that we are here concerned with.    Two new profiles are referred to in 
this paper,  namely RAE(NPL) 9617 and RAE(NPU 9615, but these differ only in minor respects. 

6 ADVANCING BLADE LIMITS 

The curves of Fig.3b indicate that  the Lynx should have a 25 knot advantage in forward speed 
attributable to the new profiles.    Confidence in this respect runs high as a result of class world speed 
records already beaten by substantial margins. 

The increase in forward speed stems from a delay in the onset of shock-induced boundary-layer 
separations of the classical type for the  low angles of incidence and high values of Mach number 
appropriate to the tip of the advancing blade. 

The type of difference is illustrated by the schlieren photographs reproduced in Fig.4.    They were 
obtained at M - 0.85,    a • 0 ,    typical of conditions at about 0.95 radius,  90    azimuth angle for the 
Lynx in forward flight at a speed just a little in excess of that already sustained in its record-breaking 
runs.    For the RAE(NPl) 9617 profile  (Fig.4a)  the flow has just separated at the feet of the shocks, and is 
in a state that would probably be just about tolerable in the pertinent transient conditions.    However, for 
the NACA 0012 profile (Fig.4b) the separation is quite severe and would almost certainly cause intolerable 
consequences - pitching-moment instabilities,   for example,  for small changes of incidence. 

These improvements were associated with a reduction in the level of local supersonic velocities 
upstream of the shocks which in turn was associated with a reduction in thickness. 

This is indicated straightforwardly by the pressure distributions for the upper surfaces of the old 
and the new profiles  (Fig.5a).    The supersonic flow accelerates monotonically and in a very similar way 
for both profiles. 

The fact that the local supersonic velocities are everywhere lower for the new profile is a measure 
of the success with which the droop has been incorporated.    The prime purpose of the droop is to delay the 
retreating-blade stell (see below) by reducing the levels of velocity near the upper-surface leading edge 
at high incidence.    In doing this,   though,   it would have been all too easy to have introduced high local 
curvatures and hence more rapid supersonic accelerations aft of the leading edge at low incidence;  this 
pitfall has been avoided. 

A second important feature of  the shape of the leading-edge droop is illustrated by the changes near 
the  leading edge on  the lower surface for  the RAE(NPL)96I7   (NACA 0012 is  symmetrical,  of course)   (Fig.5b). 
The new leading edge successfully generates a 'peaky'  type of compression from the high level of velocity 
that inevitably grows on its underside during the excursions to zero and small negative incidences by the 
tip sections of the advancing blade. 

7 THE  STRUCTURE OF LOCAL REGIONS OF SUPERSONIC FLOW 

The contrast in Fig.5 between the concurrent monotonic supersonic expansion on the upper surface and 
peaky expansion/compression/expansion on the lower is but one example of the very wide range of local 
supersonic flows that a given element of the rotor blade can generate during its normal operating conditions. 
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Tha quMtion of »upercrltic«! flow» thu« hu to be examined In • light that ia vary diffacant fron 
that approprlata to tha deiign of profila ahapaa for fixed wlngt.    For the latter.  It la poaaibla to think 
in tarma of ona particular 'design condition",  to apaclfy marglni of uiabla Mach number and incldance 
beyond It, and than to optimise ihock-fraa, peaky or 'suparcrltlcal' profllaa to ault.    Although thaaa 
apaclal aerofoils call lor a dagraa of sophistication In daslgn, tha problem of daaling with tha local 
auparaonlc flow Is particularised to a narrow range of conditions.    In that aense It la simpler than tha 
corresponding problem for the profiles of helicopter rotors where the excursions Into local supersonic 
flow give rise to such a variety of local velocity distributions. 

A further Important difference for the rotor is that It becomes essential to conalder the cyclic 
changes In tha local supersonic flow In terms of the combined and simultaneous effects of charging Mach 
number and Incldance. 

Pearcey and Oaborne   Introduced a qualitative description of a generalised embedded region of 
supersonic flow which is useful in the present context in ao far aa it provides a unifying concept for the 
wide range of conditions that has to be covered. 

Conalder the supersonic flow In term» of the flow deflection along streamlines   (of which the surface 
la one) and of tha two families of characteriatlcs.    The characteristics carry wave-like, Infinlteslmally 
small dlsturbancea  (Fig.6a).    The disturbances on the outgoing characteristics are normally expansive 
(accelerations) and associated with a convex deflection (Fig.6b).    Those on the Incoming family are always 
conpreaalva (decelerations), but alao give a convex deflection. 

The total convex deflection,    ♦(x),    between the aonlc point and a given downstream point,    x,    on 
the same streamlines (the surface aay) Is then: 

♦ (x)    -   E(x) * C(x)    , (0 

where E(x) and C(x) are respectively the expansive and compressive dlsturbancea, e, c, integrated 
to the point x. 

The angular measure, u(x), given by; 

u(x) - E(x) - C(x) , (2) 

represents the net acceleration from the aonlc point, 
uniquely to the local Mach number and pressure ratio: 

This is the Prandtl-Meyer angle and is related 

u(x)    -    fOt,,) (3) 

Tha local supersonic flows that are implicit in the aurface pressure shown in Fig.5 are reproduced 
in Fig.7 aa the graphical reprcaentativca of equation (2).    Table 1  includes an analysis of the manner in 
which the turning angle tram the forward aonlc point to the shock is divided between the cumulative 
expansive and compressive diaturbaacea.    Alao shown are the residual values of the net accelerations, 
u(x_)t    and the values of local Nach niaber»,    M,,    that theae accelerations represent at the position of 
tha ahock. 

Table I 

Amalyaia of local supersonic flows for M - 0 
(see Figs.5 end 7) 

.85. 

♦(V E(xT) C(xT) E/C uOtj) «L 

MACA 0012 (upper aurface) 
■AEQVL) 9617 (upper aurface) 
lAE(aPL) 9617 (lower aurface) 

18.7° 
16.1° 
28.0° 

12.8° 
10.4° 
16.7° 

5-9o 
4.7° 

11.3° 

2.2 
2.2 
1.5 

6-9o 

5.4° 

1.33 1 
1.28 
1.27 

This analysis confirms that the regiona of local super  jnic flow were similar in structure on the two 
upper aurfaces.    In particular,  the ratio of expansive disturbances to compressive,    E/C,    remained the 
seme.    The email but crucial reduction in the value of local Mach number at the shock for the new profile 
can thus be attributed directly to the more rearward location of the forward sonic point in this instance. 

For the lower aurface,  though,  the increased compressive effect that Is characteristic of peaky flows 
ia clearly indicated.    The velocities became auparaonlc on the under side of the droop and so a larger 
auperaonic turning angle bed to be echieved.    The extra compressive effect enabled  this to be done without 
increaae in shock strength.    (It is of Interest to note in passing that the ratio of cumulative expansion 
to compression,    E/C,    had been reduced from 2.2 to  1.5.    The value of this ratio is  1.0 for the ideal, 
shock-free case.    For the chordwiae point    P,    the ratio is as low as 1.2, indicating that the peaky flow 
would have had ita greatest influence at somewhat lower stream Mach numbers when the shock was located 
in the region of    P.) 

JSGG 
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8 UETUATING-BLADE LIMITS 

Th« ■o-callcd natural aerodynamic limit» for the Lynx rotor plotted in Fig.3b indicate that the 
rotor thrust available at forward speeds near the maximum includes an increment of about IOZ attributable 
to tha naw profilea. The thrust limit is associated with a stall near the tips of the retreating blade. 

The corraaponding limit for the Weasex III helicopter is shown in Fig.8. The line has been 
estimated from aerofoil tests on the NACA 0012 profile (used for this rotor) on the basis of the criteria 
for the onset of severe effects of separation indicated in Fig.2a. The filled symbols are values of V 
establiahed in clearance tests and based on the oscillatory build up in pitch-link loads. 

During the derivation of the new profiles, we studied these Wessex retreating-blade limits in order 
to trace the basic origins of the flow breakdown that is involved and the nature of its profile dependence. 

We considered the conditions indicated by the symbol A, which would correspond to an increment in 
speed of 12 knots over and above VNc at a given all-up weight. Westlands calculated for us the values 
of 04,0) that would have been attained at local elements of the blade had it been possible to fly at such 
a condition and assuming for the purpose of the calculations that the flow remained unstalled on the blade. 
The locus of  (M,a) values that would have been traced out in each revolution by the blade element at 
0,93 radius is shown in the centre diagram of Fig.9 as the heavy, figure-of-eight line. All the other 
results reproduced in Fig.9 were obtained on the NACA 0012 profile but in steady-flow aerofoil tests. They 
therefore represent only simulated flow conditions for the real rotor, but nevertheless present a valid 
qualitative picture of how the limiting conditions develop on each cycle (and, incidentally, several other 
features pertinent to the profile-dependence, as we shall discuss later). 

The aerofoil results include, on the centre diagram and superimposed on the (M,a) locus for the 
rotor, the successive boundaries beyond which:  (a) the flow is supercritical, (b) the rapid shock-wave 
drag rise is encountered and, finally, (c) the effects of separated flow become severe  (C    ), 

u max 

The numbers on the locus for the rotor indicate specific «zimuthal positions; the appropriate steady- 
flow surface pressures are shown in the peripheral diagrams. It is immediately clear that the element at 
0.93 radius would be encountering stalling conditions for azimuth angles between about 240 and 340  (the 
precise range will depend on dynamic effects, for example). The inference is then also fairly clear that 
this was the basic source of the thrust limit on the Wessex rotor. 

Two further important points relevant to this limit stand out from Fig.9. These are:  (a) that the 
flow is locally supersonic over a greater or lesser portion of the upper surface for the whole cycle, and 
(b) that the development of the stall and the subsequent reattachment are both shock-wave dependent and 
cannot be properly understood without considering the combined effects of incidence and Mach number as 
they vary simultaneously around the azimuth. 

In approaching the critical point 6 (i(i - 237 , M - 0.4, a •  10.6 ), the effects of increasing 
incidence outweigh those of decreasing Mach number; the magnitude of the local supersonic Mach numbers at 
the leading edge continue to build up to values in excess of 1.4, although the upstream Mach number normal 
to the blade has fallen to 0.4. It is the shock-induced separation associated with these high local Mach 
numbers that triggers the stall and the subsequent collapse in the peak suction indicated at point 7 
(♦ • 303°, M - 0.4, a - 12.6°). 

The reattachment process is influenced and delayed by the adverse effect of increasing Mach number, 
and a substantial reduction in incidence is necessary - to a value of 8.2° at M - 0.55 (point 9) - before 
an attached flow is again possible, with now a more extensive region of local supersonic flow. We will 
return in a moment to a fuller interpretation of the basic phenomenon, its profile dependence and other 
features. 

In the meantime, it is helpful to refer to Fig. 10 which corresponds exactly to Fig.9 except that the 
•xperimental results are now for the new RAE(NPL) 9615 profile. This profile would just have approached 
the stalling phenomenon just described at the most severe conditions on the loop represented by point 7. 
The surface pressures of Fig.10 indicate that the leading-edge supersonic flow would not have collapsed 
and the schlieren photographs of Fig.11 demonstrate the absence of the gross separation exhibited by the 
NACA 0012 profile for conditions corresponding to point 7. 

This comparison highlights the fact that the trigger for the stall with the NACA 0012 profile was a 
local shock-induced separation in the first few per cent of the chord. This feature is seen in perspective 
against the results for the new profile for which the local supersonic flow is clearly present, with the 
maximum local Mach number just touching the critical levels above 1.4. True, the embedded supersonic 
region and the associated shock are tiny by companion with those in the more classical transonic flows, 
but nevertheless the local shock-induced separation remains the trigger for the stall. Furthermore, the 
key to delaying the stall lies in reducing the rate at which the local supersonic velocities develop at 
the leading edge of the profile (see below). 

A detailed interpretation of this type of stall was presented in Ref .7, This emphasised how, for 
such conditions on this type of aerofoil, the stalling process involves an interaction between:  (') a 
shock-induced separation which is provoked at the leading edge as the local supersonic velocities develop 
with incidence and/or Mach number, and (ii) a subsonic-type, rear separation which had already been growing 
from the trailing edge (Fig.12). The shock-induced separation, by thickening the upstream bounds.y layer, 
accelerates the growth of the rear separation, and, at a critical point of 'bubble burst', triggers a 
sudden forward jump of the rear separation; the two separated regions link in this process. As the 
stalling continues, the local supersonic flow at the leading edge collapses. 

The results for point 7 in Figs.9, 10 and II thus show one example in which the stall has occurred 
(the old profile) and one (the new profile) in which the level of local supersonic velocity, and hence 
shock strength, are only just touching the levels that will trigger the stall. The improvement was achieved 
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16.6 

bJ tbe ludi...-.... dnop tlbich euiubly deleyld the devllo..-nt of the loeel .,upereOGic flow for thil 
coadidoa. The type of lUll juet deecribld il thue cto.iGatld by the interplay betven the ehock-inducld 
,..._ et the ludiq ld&e ad the eubeonic, rear eeperadon. Thil holdl for a .raqe of Mach niiMere 
iDcludiq tboH eppropdete to hover (eee below). 

Oae of the priGCipal at.. in deriviq the QIV profllee, beariQ& in aind that they vere to be ueld 
directly on the LJQX, VII to retain the .... balaGCe between the local leadiQ&-eda• aDd trailiaa-edae flOVI 
11 pertalu for the IIACA 0012 profile. We felt thlt thil VII the beet vey of euuriQI that the ltell in 
the thr..-4'-euiOGal, t'-e-depeGdent envir~t of the rotor would GOt develop vice• which vere different 
in aature froa thoH of the .uch-ueed MACA 0012 profile aDd which aiaht •• a reeult nullify the aaine 
lbown by tile new profile in two-d'-enliOGal etaady flov. Thil qain il a point to which ve ehall return. 

The etalliaa pheno.enon for point 7 of Pia.9 vae in the preeent context th• ~•t critical of the 
varioue and varied repercueeiona of the eupereonic flow that arove aDd decaye durin& each revolution of 
the rotor blade for conditione repreeented by Fiae.9 aDd 10. 

The proce1111 of arowth and decay can perhape be better eeen in their broed perepective in Fiae.l3 
and 14 in vbich the phe~Ga are repreeented vith aai.uth anal• 11 a continuoue variable on the abecieea. 
It ie, however, i.,ortant to retain clearly in aind in what follOVI that thie preeentation of a eequence of 
eteady flow reeulte ie only a qualitative eiaulation of the continuoue cyclic chana•• ~n a real rotor. 

The ordiaate in the aain diaaraa ie the eurface elope, and reductione froa 90° (up the paae) repre
eent eurface flow deflectiona froa the leadina edae; tbeee diaaraaa ehov the dear•• of convex turnina, 
I + C (eH equation (1)), froa the forward Ionic point (lower line) to the rear one or, aore ueually, to 
the terainatina ebock vave (upper line). The ordinate in the upper diaar ... ie the re•idual Prendtl-Keyer 
&Qill (E - C) at the end of the euperlonic reaicn and therefore a meaeure of the ebock etrenatb (eee 
equation• (2) and (3)). An indication of where the ebocke cauee, firet, eianificent vave draa and, then, 
llperation, il ah·en by the hatchiQI below the abecieeae of the upper diaar-. The reeultl are •-riled 
in Table 2 which include• aleo the analyeie of hov auch of convex turnina in the local eupereonic flov ie 
achieved by expeneive dieturbancee aDd bow .uch by c~reeeive onee. 

It i1 inetructive to coneider firet the reeultl for the nev profile (Fia.l3) becauee theee are 
uneffected by etall; the arovtb and decay of the local eupereonic f. l0\1 reflect the ~re etraiahtforward 
coneequencee of the coabined and eiaultaneoue variation• of incidence and Mach nuaber, vith the flow 
r ... iniQ& attached throuabout the cycle, 

It ie f!r•t of all noteworthy that there are nov, in contraet to the MACA 0012 profile, tvo parte of 
the cycle (30 to 65° and 165° to 210°) for which the flow ie entirely eubeonic. The aaiauthal reaion1 of 
eupereonic flov thue appear ae finite loope. 

The eaaller loop (65° to 165°). for the advancina blade end embracina pointe 3 and 4 of Fia.IO, 
repreeente the claeeical local eupereonic reaione that occur avay froa the leading edae, froa about S% of 
the chord oovarde eay. and that vere illuetrated in Fia.S. For that caee 1 the ebock that developed bad 
eevere coneequencee. For the preeent caee the ebock vavee are relatively innocuoua. 

The laraer loop (210° to 35°), and embracina pointe 6, 71 81 9 and I of Fig.l0 1 repreaente euper
eonic flove that arov from pointe very cloee to the leadina edae and include• thoee that are critical for 
the retreatina blade. 

In particular. by poin~ 71 '• 303°, the forward eonic point hal aoved to a poeition that ie 
within i0° in anaular coordinate of the leadina •da• (the etaanation point ie of couree on the lover 
eurface and lipificaGtly further in anat·. lar coordinate froa the eonic point). For thil caee (eee Table 2) 
the lo~al 1upereonic flaw turne throuah a convex anal• of 39° at the eurface, 24.8° of thie beina achieved 
on expaneive dieturbancee and 14.2° on c~reeeive 0011. For the reeidual Prandtl-Keyer anale of 10.6° 1 

repreeentiQI a local Mach nuaber of 1.461 the eeperation at the ehock juet, but only juet1 touched the 
critical value that would tri11er etall. 

Proa point 7 oovarde 1 throuah 8 and 9, the forward eonic point ~vee avay froa the i ... diate 
leadina .... •• the iGCidence i1 reduced. The ehock aovee rearward thouah. •• a reeult of the increaei~a 
Mach nu.ber 1 and the eupereonic turniQ& anaJee are even hilber than before. reachina sao and 54°, 
reepectively. In epite of theee lara• turnina IQ&l••• the reeidual Prandtl-Keyer enalee r ... in at 90 and 
ao, reepectiveiy, and are thue eianificantly further froa the value• that would provoke critical •hock
induced eeparatione. The fact that the reeidual anal•• are euch a ... 11 proportion of the total turnina 
anal•• reflect• the fact that the latter are nov aore evenly divided between expaGeive and c~reeeive 
effecte. Thie in turn reflect• the dearee to vbich the devel~nt of the local euperaonic flow hal been 
kept under control by the judicioua balaGcina of local expeneive and c~reeeive dieturbancee. 

The difference• between thie profile and the MACA 0012 can nov be etudied by reference to Fia.l4 
and Table 2. 

The band of eupereonic flov i• continuoue vith aaiauth anale for MACA 0012; end the eleaent of the 
rotor that ie under etudy 1 neaely 0,93 radiue 1 i1 in draa riee for nearly all of the cycle and in •hock
induced etall for a vital part. 

Ve are now in a poeition to appreciate aore clearly hov thie etall develope and hov reattacbaent 
occure. 

The conditione critical fo~ ehock-induced etall are juet reached at poAnt 6 (' • 237°). when the 
eupereonic turnina anal• ie l7.S • The reeidual Prandtl-Keyer ,ate ia 11.1 (local Mach nu.ber 1,47) 1 the 
expanaive turnina beina 24 .3 and the co.preeeive turnina 13.2° 

* IGCidntally, the chordviee ecale at the left of the upper diaaraa indicate• that all thele davelopaentl 
occur within the firet 1% of the chord. 
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Tbe feet that the ea5ent of local auperaonic flow ia leaa than for the nev profile for a ranae of 
aai8utb anal• of about 110 fr• thia point on Mrely reflect• the fact that the flow ia nov atallad, with 
a aavere loea of ~irculation and a decree of 'collapae' of the local auperaonic flaw. Thia, too, ia the 
only aianificance of the fact that the reaidual Prandtl-Meyer analea are ... ller and the ahock vavea 
weaker. To the extent that typaa of aeparation can be neatly claaaified, thia one ha& deaenerated into 
._ hybrid fon which ia not a clear ahock-induced one, nor a clear eubaonic one. It occure near the 
leadina ada• but ia there aa a raault of the rear aeparation havina ~ved forward rather than of ao.e 
lpecific adverae pra11ure aradient at tha lead in& adae, The tdger for the deaeneration VII h-.ver the 
critical abock-induced phe~ preaent at point 6. 

The chana• that occura between pointe 8 and 9, i.e. between • • 340° and 355°, ia of conaiderable 
intereet becauae it includaa a rea~th of the fully developed auperaonic flov at the leadina edae and 
therefore repreaenta a-. fon of reattachMnt; it .arkl the end of the fully atalled reaion, 

At point 9, the flov ia atill aeparatad locally at the ehock, but the aeverity of thia aeparation ia 
only juat touchina the liait beyond which the overall circulation vould be affected aianificantly. In 
other vorda, an overall flow ia nov juat poaaible in which the local auperaonic flov ie fully attached at 
the leadina ada• and in which circulation ia increaaed aaain to the prc-atall value appropriate to thia 
atre .. Mach nu.ber. 

Aaain, aa in the develo,..nt of the atall, it ia the ai.ultaneoua variation of incidence and Mach 
nu.ber and their c~ined effect• that doainete the 'reattachaent' proceaa. In particular, becauae the 
effect• of increaaina ~ch nu.ber are atronaly adverae, attached flow ia not poaaible until the incidence 
haa been reduced to 8.2 (Fia.9). 

Thie ia an i.,ortant point at which to atreaa aaain, and atronaly, that the reaulta that ve have been 
conaiderina vere obtained under ateady ~onditiona. The repreaentation aaainat azi.uth anale can only be a 
qualitative ai.ulation of the cyclic chana•• that vill occur on the rotor blade. The real flova will 
probably differ fr• theae in the preciae ataae for which tha aeparation occura, and in how the etall 
develope. The) will al~at c.rtainly differ in the .. nnar in which the reattacb.ent occura. lut, never
theleaa, it ia ineacapable that the .. nnar of atallina and reattachMnt vill be doainated by the 
ai.ultaneoua variation• of incidence and Mach nu.ber, and al~et certain that they will in a-. vay be 
triaaered by develo~nta which occur in the local reaiona of auparaonic flow and which are qualitatively 
aiailar to thoae indicated in Fiaa.l2 and 13- by the ~veaent of the aonic point and by chanae• in the 
dearee of auparaonic turnina, for inatance. It ia in theae reapecta that the dependence on profile aluapc 
ia ~•t likely to retain ita aianificance in the real rotor envir~nt. 

The .Oat relevant advantaae of the nev profilea for thia e~le can nov be aeen to be the delay in 
the arovth of the leadina-edae auparsonic flow in the third and fourth quadranta. Aa a conaequence of thia 
delay, atall ia avoided on the nev profile and the .-bedded auperaonic flov continue• to develop naturally 
and then to decay aaain naturally. Furthe~re, the develo,..nt r ... ina fairly well controlled in 10 far 
aa an effective balance ia retained between expanaive and c~reaaive diaturbancea. 

9 OSCILLATORY .ADOFOIL TESTS 

. 8 
Moore, La.bourne and Woodaate have checked the propertiea of the RAE(NPL) 9615 profile relative to 

that of the MACA 0012 with reapect to auaceptibility to atall flutter. 

Their experi .. nt defined reaiona of the ~.~> plane in which the aerodynamic d..,ina ia neaative 
for pitchina oacillationa. Repreaentative ex..,lea of their reaulta are reproduced in Fiaa.l5 and 16 to 
illuat~ate their principal concluaion. Thia vaa that the relative propertiea of the tvo profilea were the 
aame in oacillatory flov 11 in ateady flow, and therefore that the iaprov ... nta that the new profile offerl 
in terms of delayed atall (e.a. CL max> ca~ be uaed on the rotor without an increaaed propenaity to ltMll 
flutter. Thua, in Fia.l5, the reaiona of neaative aerodynamic d&Dpina are diaplaced up the paae for the 
new profilr by approximately the aame amount •• are the curve• which aive the incidence for CL max in 
lteady flc;v*. 

The aame relative ahifta were obaerved in the preaence of leadina-edae carborundu. banda (Fia.l6). 
It ia noteworthy that, in this caae, the area• of neaative d..,ina are extended very eianificantly. The 
carborundum banda were aimilar to thoae uaed for th~ steady teata and are not unrepreaentative of leadina
edae rouahneaa ao..timea encountered in fliaht, Aaain, therefore, confidence ia increaaed that the 
relative propertiea .of the two profiles will reaain aiailar for a wide ranae of conditione pertinent to the 
full-scale rotor in operation, includina conditione that can be hiahly unfavourable to the performance of 
the blades. 

Thia would aeem to support the araument, uaed earlier, that if the baaic nature of the stall on the 
new profilea waa the aame in steady flow aa for the well-uaed MACA 0012, then the new profile vould not 
be more auaceptible to vice1 in the real environ.ent than ia MACA 0012. 

We are fortunate to be able to uae aome more recent reaulta of Laabourne and hie colleaauea - and are 
indebted to the• - to illuatrat• hov certain iaportcnt aapecta of the aeneral vay in which the aerofoila 
stall in lteady flow carr:; over to unateady nov. 

Thus Fiaa.l7 and 18 ahow meaaur ... nta of aurface preaaure obtained at 0.95 chord on the upper aurface 
of the MACA 0012 aerofoil for • atre .. Mach nu.ber of 0,4, 

* Individual curves for the ateady aerofoil teata cannot be compared with thoae aiven in the other aectiona 
of this paper becauae the tunnel-wall confiaurationa (e.a. number of alota) were different. We rely on 
directly obtained coaparieone between ateady flow and unateady flov, and between one profile and the 
other for both steady and unateady flov. 
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of tbe eubeoaic. nar eeparati:n to vbich refer•Dc:e vu •cle •erlier. The ebn:pt ctiveraeace for 12° 
«*Mrcll r.aflectl the euclcliD j_, forvercl thlt i.e tdgerecl by the clevelo..-t of the ehock-illducecl 
pMDDP .. I It the l...aiq Hll • 

!he bori80atal arrove A aacl I below the curve illdicate the eiauaoiclal excureiODI iD iDcicleace for 
"'icb uaateacly _.ur_tl are ehcND iD Pia.lla aact k• rupectively. ID the firet eat of thue (Pia.lla) 
the oecillatory ucurliou took the iDcicleDCe to 12.4 • In ateacfJ flaw thia voulcl hive baeD jut OD the 
poiat of abrupt ctiveraeaca. or etall. ID oecillatory flov. the preeauree vary periodically ia e re,uler 
..aaer which eugeete thlt the flov r ... iDe iD the eeaeDtially UD8tallecl real.~. vitb the rear eeperatiOD 
fluctuatiq reaularly but relatively wildly iD aeverity. 

Por the cue ahova iD Pia.llb. the oecillatory excurliou took the iDciclence to 13.1°. DOW ebout 1° 
beyolld -the poiDt of abrupt ctiveraeace for ateaclJ flaw. The periodic vadatiou DO¥ abo ebov aD ebrupt 
break fraa the a.ooth variatiOD; the fluctuatiou beyoDcl thia poiDt iDclicate the .. rltact ctearee of 
irre,uladty expectecl of atallecl flov. 

two iDfereDCel Hllk theae reeulta both with the •aeur .. Dta iD ateacly flov aacl with the flipt 
... u ... Dtl to be cteacribecl later. Firatly. the coDce't of traili~ectae ctiveraeDce caD be carried over 
to oacillatory flov aact. for the type of atall under couicleration at leaat, it will !Delicate clearly the 
critical •tea• iD the clevel~Dt of the atall. SecoDclly. OD the profile• with Which ve are clealiq, the 
.... buic uture of the atall ia retaiDecl iD ateacly aDd oacillatory aerofoil teat• aacl in flipt; the 
auclctea, laecliq-ecf&e triaaenct, 'blow-up' of aD already clevelopiq Dear aeperatioD ia preaeDt iD all three 
caau. 

10 JUDI TIPS AT IIOVEI. 

The DIV profile• delay the ouet of ahock-vave draa riae for Mach nuabera appropriate to atatiou 
Deer tbe ~ip iD hover. Pia.l9 aivea j;- typical reaulu froa the atucly aerofoil taata. The iqlrov-t 
of about 0.1 iD CL for a aiveD level of ctraa correapoDcla toea increaae of about 12 to 15% iD the clear•• 
to which the blacl11 CID be loaclecl for I aiveD paver. 'ftlia i.e pr,-'·apl DOt lpectacular, aDd DOt II larae U 
could be achieved by a peaky aection ctuiaDecl apecifically for th11 purpoae at the coat of peD&ltiaa at 
other cODclitiou; but it ia iD lteepiq with the other reaulta illuatratecl ao fer aDd with tbe objective of 
achieviq couiateDt aacl aiaDificaat all-roUDcl ~rov..a~tta. 

The aurface pruaure ctiatributiODI plottecl iD Pia.20a &Del b illutrate tbet the local auperaODic 
flov DOW ctevelopa over the firat I~ to 201 of the upper aurface. The ctevelopaen5• oD the u.w profile 
(Pia.20a) are a-illilar to thoae oD MACA 0012 (Fia.20b) but are cldayecl by about I iD iDCicleDce aacl are le .. 
aeve!'e at correapolllliq iDCicleacu. TJ>.',.a ia reflected iD the achlieren photoarapha reproduced iD Pia.21. 

The aurface preaaurea illuatrate alao hov the aeparatecl flova develop at the hiaher iDcicleDcea aDd 
hint at the Datura of the atall. In the liaht of vbat bee aince beaD revealecl by fliaht teate (aee below) 
we rearet that the aerofoil teat• vera DOt taken further into the atall. 

Conaicter firat the reaulta for the MACA 0012 profile. The bulae B iD the preaeure ctietribution for 
7° iDcidence indicate• the characteriatic bubble arovth for a localiaecl ahoclt-iDclucecl aeparation. The 
.. nner iD Which thia exacerbate• the rear aeparadon i.e iDclicatecl by the iDcrealiq -t by vbich the 
preaaurea near the trailina ectae depart froa the lov iDcidence valuea, i.e. by the diveraeDce of traili~ 
preaaure. Thil ia jut about detectable at l for 7° and quite prODOUDCecl by 8°. ly thil latter ltlllo 
too, the 'etallina' proceaa hu beaun in vbich the local auperaonic flov collapaea uDder the iDflueDCe of 
the iDteractiq ahoclt-iDclucecl aDd rear aeparatiou. 

For the IAI(IPL) 9615 profile, the bubble, I, ia not evident until the incidence reachea 8°, the 
lt.it of theae teata. The effect on tbe traili~t~-actae preaaurea aDd the aubaequent clevelo.,._ta caD 
therefore only be inferred. 

II FLIGHT TESTS 

Theae vera aacle on a Weaaex helicopter with a pair of ita oppoaina bladea carryiDI fairinaa, or 
alovea, over the outer 121 of their lenath• (Fia.22). loth alovea were built up froa the buic blade with 
balaa voocl aad alaae fibre, ooe to repreaent the new, I.AI(KPL) 9615 profile, aDd the other to reproduce 
the baaic MACA 0012 profile at the iDcreaaed chord. loth alovea incorporated pruaure tubea for the 
... aur ... nt of tU.e-averaae preaaurea aDd both carried rake• for ti .. -averaae wake aur9aya. Thia technique 
vaa choaen to eDible the relative propertiea of the two aectiona to be aaaeaaect al.ultauouely for the a.-a 
teat coftditiona and the ~ ... three-di81uioul, ti81-ctepencleDt envirooaent. It vee felt that the ti81-
averaaiftl would be adequate for thia purpoae for hoveriftl fliaht, aacl iDcleecl the a.-ple reaulta ahOVD iD 
Fia.23 reveal the expected delay in the acceleration to local auperaonic velocitiea o~ the DIV profile 
(Fia.23a); for .are aevere conditione (Fia.23b), the expected reductiOD iD the level of local auperaonic 
flov ia cla.onatrated with the uaociated recluctioD iD ahock-vave draa - •• indicated by the reclucecl epreacl 
of pitot-preaaure loa• iD the wake. 

Duriftl the devel~nt of the alovea and their iutru.antatiOD, tbe opportunity aroae to iDcorporate, 
in the &love with the IAI(IPL) 9615 profile, four .i.Diature preaaure trauclucere to .anitor iut&Dtaaeoue 
preaaurea or preaaure ctiffereDCea at aelectecl cborctviae poaitiODI. The pri• iDtentiODI were to evaluate 
theae trauclucera for the .ore exteuive .. uur..a~ttl of iut&DtaDeoua pruaure curreDtly beiftl preparecl 
for fliaht teat• oD the , ... blaclea aad to iDveatilltl poaaible •IDI of iftdicatiq local aerocl,....lc 
iDcidence aDd flov aeparatioD. ID the eveDt, the iutaDtaDIOUI preaauree have helped cODiiclerably iD 
aeveral vaya. With the aiel of a theoretical conceptual .octal of the blacle-tip/vortea interaectioD they 
expoae the uture of the enviro-nt to vbich the profilu vera beiq expoaect; there vera in fact lerae 
periodic fluctuatiODI in local incicleDce <••• Fia.29). With the aiel of the CODCeptual .oclel of flov . 
aeparatioo clerivecl fro. the aerofoil teat• they iadicate the ..... r iD vbic~ the aev profile reacted to 
thia euvir~t; the ODiet of etall u ctiaanoaect by trailiq-ectae preaaure ctiveraeace correlatecl vall 
vith the level of auperaoDic velocity Dear the leactioa ecta• (Pia.26). 
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A full report of these techniques and tests is in preparation but it is opportune to include here 
a brief, preliminary explanation of the three-dimenüional, periodic environment created by the rotor and 
t offer some tentative descriptions of the resulting flow phenomena. 

The high loadings near the tip are associated with the incidences induced by the vortices of 
preceding blades, and our measurements, from 0.90 to 0.96r/R, were made near the crest of a strong radial 
peak (Fig.27). This is the clue to understanding not only the highly three-dimensional character of the 
environment to which the profiles were being exposed (there were strong radial gradients in loading as 
well as in Mach number*, even within the span of the pressure measuring stations) but also the larg! 
periodic fluctuations (the magnitude of the instantaneous loading at any given radial station was sensitive 
to small displacements of the vortex wake). 

Simple considerations indicate that the vortex wake can be significantly skewed by quite small 
translational velocities of the vehicle relative to the wind, which are inevitable even for carefully 
controlled 'hover' conditions. This means that there is a periodic lateral displacement of the measuring 
station on a given blade with respect to the vortex from the preceding blade, or, alternatively, that the 
vortex is displaced periodically with respect to the measuring station. Fig.28 indicates the pattern of 
the variations in incidence that would be expected from a highly simplified model of this situation. The 
readings of the instantaneous pressures near the leading edge reflect these variations (Figs.24a and 25a) 
and indicate that they are indeed quite large. 

The absolute scale of incidence should be treated with some caution; it has been derived from a 
linear calibration obtained in steady aerofoil tests which applies only up to the stall and may not hold 
for a blade/vortex interaction. Nevertheless, it is adequate as a guide to the range of incidence in a 
typical cyclic variation. Reference to Fig.20a shows that this range (approximately 5° to 10 ) is highly 
significant in relation to that in which the local supersonic flow develops. Depending on the level of 
the mean values, the periodic variations are likely to take the local flow into and out of regions of 
supersonic velocity and drag rise, and even into and out of shock-induced stall. 

This is confirmed by the appearance of the tell-tale sudden fall in trailing-edge pressure (trailing- 
edge pressure divergence9), as indicated by the 'bl'ps' at P and Q, for example, in Fig.25b; this is a 
trace of the pressure difference between the two surfaces at 0.94 chord. This divergence is also clenrly 
indicated at B in Fig.24c and marginally at A. Analysis of several traces (Fig.26) shows that the 
trailing-edge pressure divergence appears for conditions in which the peak incidence (or leading-edge 
pressure difference) exceeds a certain critical value. As might be expected, this critical value is 
higher for the transition free results than for the transition fixed ones**. Beyond the onset of this 
divergence, for each of the two boundary-layer conditions, the magnitude ot the maximum excursion in 
trailing-edge pressure correlates reasonably well with the maximum value of the peak in leading-edge 
pressure difference.  It should be remembered that, in the stall, the leading-edge suction collapses - and 
so the maximum value of leading-edge pressure difference is not necessarily a measure of the maximum 
incidence reached in the excursion. Indeed, for the peak Q of Fig.25a there is » clear suggestion that 
the pressure difference begins to fall while incidence is still rising; the pea'< Q in trailing-edge 
pressure difference indicates that the stall increases in severity well beyond the stage at which the 
maximum is reached in leading-edge presjure difference (see below). 

The correlation with stall onset in the steady aerofoil tests is within 1 of incidence. This is 
surprisingly good in view of the three-dimensionality and time dependence of the flight environment, and 
in view of the various possibilities for other experimental errors or differences. The difference is of 
the same order, (02 example, as that between transition-free and transition-fixed conditions in flight. 

Figs.24c and 25c represent an attempt to analyse the dynamic 'stall' development for the results of 
Fig8.24aJ b and 25a, b respectively. The magnitudes of the trailing-edge pressure excursions are plotted 
as direct functions of the leading-edge pressure difference which will of necessity be treated as an 
'independent' variable in following through the loops that are generated in this analysis.  It is 
important to bear in mind, however, that the variations in this quantity are related to the changes in 
incidence at the station in question and, in turn, that these hanges result from spatial (lateral) 
displacements of the vortex velocity field with respect to the measuring station. This latter point is 
unlikely to affect the interpretation of the flow phenomena in the early stages of what follows, but we 
shall return to it towards the end where it clearly could. 

Take the transition-free case first. The analysis starts at point 0 where the incidence is low 
and the leading-edge flow is subsonic and clearly unstalled. The flow remains unstalled as the leading- 
edge difference passes through and well beyond the value (about 0.4) corresponding to sonic velocity at 
the pressure hole in question on the upper surface (0.01 chord). There is  a small excursion, A, in 
trailing-edge pressure at the first peak in incidence (leading-edge pressure difference ■ 0.6), but some 
ambiguity exists as to whether or not this indicates an incipient stall at tliis station. The excursion, 
B,  at the second peak, leaves no ambiguity; but the flow recovers smoothly from the incipient stall, 
without 'ivnificant hysteresis. 

A tiailar analysis for the transition-fixed results (Fig.25c) indicates the pi >sence of stalled flow 
for both the fi'.r and second incidence crests, P and Q (Fig.25a). Certain features of th<  tailing 
anH flow re-establithaent processes can be inferred froa this liaitrd Hits and certain questions posed. 
The main interest in th* present context it the bearing that these inferences and question* have on the 
interpretation of the aeac pressures and on the assessaent of how the two profiler behave relative to one 

.::-.fi in the rotor CTrrirunmit. 

•  Typically. 0.SS to 0.6O. 

** It skMiIJ W stated tkat aost of ike fligkt test« were- aade witkovt rcacter** >>aa4s. Tot t*»**,  tW 
y>r«s««c« of *is»if\caax  re^iaas rf '.auxar flew «as rnvaltd Vr tmattmt  «it1« a MMT fila <frai 
at ■ I^JMTII p»i:«t*c*, ttjmitmt 1* t%»   ■ .—. .   t-r-   -«4.:-n».  Soar tMU wrr« «MAT »it» I—<M^ mifß 
: tthm mtm  *«*£* tt«a!«r ;: •■i»n i-w-: ta ik» »»-:-:.  •«•-. 
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The successive excursions in trailing-edge pressure aiffer mainly in degree. Both start with a 
divergence from the base line as the value of leading-edge pressure difference exceeds the value, about 
0.45, that is critical for the transition-fixed conditions (see Fig.26). It can reasonably be inferred 
that the severity of the separation is increasing progressively as the trailing-edge pressure continues to 
fall. Also, it is cletr that attached flow has been re-established at both leading-edge and trailing-edge 
of the particular pressure plotting station in question by the stage at which the line falls sharply from 
the apex of the loop to the base line. 

On following the stall loops in more detail we see that the leading-edge pressure difference at 
first continues to increase; this implies that the incidence was at first continuing to increase.  It is 
also reasonable to assume that incidence was still increasing around, and to some point beyond, the 
stationary valu« in leading-edga pressi"*«! difference; this is because we know from aerofoil tests that 
the leading-ed^e supersonic velocities begin to collapse as incidence increases into stall for these Mach 
numbers (see, for example, Fig.9). 

We can deduce, however, that incidence almost certainly began to decrease at some point on the loop 
before the apex was reached; this is bucause the value of leading-edge pressure difference at which 
attached flow is re-established corresponds to a significantly lower incidence than is implied by the 
maximum value of this difference (at least I) lower for loop Q). What we cannot deduce is just where 
incidence began to fall. 

The appearance of significant hysteresis in the loop Q is the stage at which to remind ourselves 
that the vortex velocity field is being displaced laterally along the blade. As well as, or instead of, 
stalling hysteresis of the classical type, the loops probably reflect some essentially different aspects 
implicit in the lateral displacement of the vortex induced flow phenomena. Some of the apparent hysteresis 
could, for example, be associated with a time lapse for the separated flow to pass clear of the trailing 
edge of the pressure-measuring station in question. 

Finally, it is of some interest to note that the velocity at the upper-surface leading-edge hole that 
was being used for this exploration remained supersonic for the whole of the first loop P but, for the 
second loop Q, had fallen to a value just below aonic before 'flow attachment' occurred. 

We can now return to the main point of the present exercise, namely the comparison of the two 
profiles on the basis of time average surface and wake pressures. 

It is quite obvious that these pressures will be strongly influenced by the extensive excursions uf 
the type just discussed and especially by the stalling and flow attachment processes. The interpretation 
of their absolute significance is therefore difficult for the extreme cases. The relative manner in which 
the two profiles respond to this environment should nevertheless still be reflected in the mean pressures 
because these were samples simultaneously for the two profiles while each was being subjected to the same 
cyclic variations. Moreover, the same instrumentation was used. 

This deduction is confiriued by the results reproduced in Fig.29 which compare the mean pressures for 
the two profiles when subjected to the unsteady conditions Indicated in the upper diagrams. The main 
conclusion is that the same relative levels of pressure obtained in steady two-dimensional tests are 
retained even in the unsteady conditions met in flight. This applies especially and pertinently to the 
lower level of local supersonic velocity on the neu profile and to the correspondingly weaker shock. Our 
conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the same relative levels were maintained for different forms of 
cyclic variations of incidence, two of which are shown in Fig.29. These arose from changes in translational 
velocity alone. 

One analysis of the difference between the two profiles is presented in Fig.30, in which the profile 
Jrags deduced from mean wake pressures are plotted against lifts integrated from mean surface pressures. 
These 'polars' bear certain similarities to those shown in Fig.19 for the steady flow aerofoil tests but 
also certain differences. 

I 

The closest similarity occurs for the transition-fixed results (the aerofoil tests were made with 
transition fixed); th« new profile gives the same improvement of about 0.1 in lift coefficient for a given 
level of 'Jtiig. A smaller improvement was obtained with transition free. 

The main difference lies in the steepness of the drag increase in flight. It is here that the time- 
averaging technique is likely to have had its strongest influence, because both drag and lift will have 
varied non-linearly in the extremes of the cyclic Incidence variations. The drag will have risen much more 
steeply and, beyond the stall, the instantaneous lift variations will even change sign. The two non-linear 
effects will combine to steepen the tine-average curves. 

A broader perspective of the difference between the two profiles in the rotor environment is provided 
by the mean surface pressures reproduced in Figs.31 and 32. Each figure shows the pressures at four 
spanwise stations on each of the two gloves, the upper set in each case being for the new profile and the 
lower for NACA 0012. The results in Fig.31 «ere obtained r.t low altitude and Fig.32 at high altitude with 
the rotor consequently aore heavily loaded and the local tip »actions Bore deeply penetrating the develop- 
■ents of local supersonic flow at the laading edge. 

The relative difference» between the two /rofilcs are consistent and clear. For corresponding 
cooditioaa. th« develop—rm of the local swpersoaic flow com»  later om  the new profile and less severely. 

There is a ^witc »trikiaf siailariry 
the preeaens is t%» twm  pcvfilee 
*■.:■■■   —■—  a» aaa 

a. -- f*U 

eaa»aa creared hv Fig.20 (which cocparet 
I (t**t* flow) amt chat created hy rags.31 aad 12 

ilea trt the cipe ef Che Baassi race:.- in flight). 

•Ma* ad «he 
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The •imllarity it all the more striking when one recapitulate! what has just been discussed about 
the environrent in which the profiles were being compared in the flight tests. There were significant 
radial variationr. in both Mach number and incidence and strong cyclic variations in incidence which in 
the extreme casei involved dynamic excursions into and out of stall. The profiles evidently responded to 
these complex changes in qualitatively the same relative way as they did in the steady aerofoil tests. 

12 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

'he new profiles were derived to give consistent and significant all-round improvements to rotor 
performance - to the shock-induced limits on the advancing blade,   to the retreating blade thrust limits 
and to the loading that could be sustained without shock-wave drag in hover.    The changes were conservative, 
especially with respect to the stalling characteristics;  these are the most significant aerodynamic sources 
of limits to rotor performance, but at the same time,  they are the  least predictable theoretically - and 
even conceptually vhen it comes to the rotor environment.    The caution was necessary because the profiles 
were to be incorporated directly into the Lynx rotor. 

The derivation of the profiles was made on the basis of steady flow aerofoil tests, but qualitatively 
similar improvements have been verified in oscillatory aerofoil tests and in flight.    This applies 
especially to the all important delay in the development of local  regions of supersonic flow and in the 
development of the various stalling phenomena in which shock waves are implicated. 

Certain threads run through the discussions of these profile-related stalling phenomena and of the 
associated reattachment  (or flow re-establishment) processes. 

The broad fundamental manner in which the stall commences seems to be similar in the steady and 
oscillatory aerofoil tests and in flight.    In particular there is a characteristic divergence of trailing- 
edge pressure in all cases. 

On the other hand,  from the very nature of the cyclic variations of  incidence and Mach number that 
are involved,  it seems that the way in which attached flow is re-established after stall must differ even 
in character as between steady and oscillatory aerofoils,  as between oscillatory aerofoils and rotors, and 
as between one type of stall on the rotor (e.g. retreating blade)  and another  (e.g. vortex-induced tip 
stall at hover). 

One feature that is comnon to the rotor nituations that have been considered is the highly signif- 
icant implication of the local supersonic flow in both the stalling and the flow re-establishment processes. 
It must also be highly significant that on the rotor in forward flight there will be simultaneous 
variations in both Mach number and incidence;  the growth, decay and re-establishment of local supersonic 
flow will almost certainly depend strongly on the combined effects of these simultaneous variations.    Herein 
surely lie the seeds of much fruitful study.    The present work suggests that this could be facilitated by 
rotor tests in which profile shape is a variable;  the profile dependence of the phenomena, under study would 
add an extra parameter to help in their resolution. 
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Table 2 

ANALYSIS OF THE LOCAL SUPERSONIC FLOWS FOR RESULTS SHOWN  IN FIGS.9 AND  10 

Point        * 

I 10 

2 

3 

A 

5 

6 

7 

8 

42 

112 

155 

199 

237 

303 

340 

355 

M 

0.6 

0.7 

0.75 

0.55 

0.5 

0.4 

0.4 

0.5 

0.» 

5.8 

1.1 

1.55 

3.45 

6.7 

10.6 

12.6 

10.1 

8.2 

KxT)0 

21.8 
(47.4) 

(9.5) 

15.3 
(26.3) 

11.8 
(22.2) 

(40.5) 

16.0 
(37.5) 

39.1 
(20.8)* 

58.1 
(43.4)« 

54.« 
(59.8) 

E(XT)0 

12.85 
(28.65) 

(5.15) 

9.15 
(16.4) 

5.9 
(12.7) 

(22.5) 

10.85 
(24.3) 

24.85 
(10.7)* 

33.6 
(24.65)« 

31.05 

C(xT)0 

8.95 
(18.75) 

(4.35) 

6.15 
(9.9) 

5.9 
(9.5) 

(17.95) 

S.IS 
(13.2) 

14.25 
(10.I)* 

24.5 
(I0.7S)* 

21.» 
'23.«i 

E/C 

1.44 
(1.53) 

(1.19) 

1.49 
(1.65) 

1.00 
(1.34) 

(1.26) 

2.10 
(1.85) 

1.74 

1.38 

1.33 
O.W) 

3.9 
(9.9) 

(0.8) 

3.0 
(6.5) 

0 
3.2 

(4.6) 

5.7 
(M.I) 

10.6 
(0.6)* 

*.l 
(5.»)« 

7.7 
ll.l 

1.21 
(1.43) 

(1.07) 

1.17 
(1.31) 

1.0 
(1.19) 

(1.24) 

1.28 
(1.47) 

1.46 
(1.06)* 

1.40 
(I.»)« 

I.U 
(I.JIi 

falaas ia kracteta refer t* tke 

* ThM* walaa» arc stn^ly atff« 
•12 ymfiU <rt«.9): 

*T ecali. 
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THE EFFECT OF PUNFORM SHAPE ON THE TRANSONIC FLOW PAST ROTOR TIPS 

by 

W.  F.  Ballhaus and 
F. X. Caradonna 

U.  S. Amy Air Mobility R&D Laboratory 
Amea Directorate 

Moffett Field.  California   USA   94035 

SUMKARY 

A numerical relaxation algorirhm capable of calculating the ti'snoonlc Invlscld flow about arbitrary 
planform rotors has been developed.    The essential feature of this method Is a transformation In which 
arbitrary planforms are converted to rectangles and all boundary condition problems are transferred to the 
equation of motion.    Preliminary numerical  calculations are presented for blades of various sweeps 
and profiles.    It Is seen that three-dimensional effects remove sweep effects and can cause shocks which 
are locally more severe than would occur In less swept or even unswept planforms.    The method presents 
Itself as a soon-to-be practical means of checking various rotor configurations before any tests be made. 

NOTATION 

/R 

c 

c 

CP 

Pi 

X 

AP 

n 

♦ 

Subscripts 

2-D 

0 

pressure difference across a 
shock 

transformed spanwlse coordinate 

transformed chordwlse coordinate 

small disturbance velocity 
potential 

two-dimensional 

leading edge 

aspect ratio , R/c 

ratio of local chord to c 

a representative chord value 

pressure coefficient 

tip Mach number 

pressure ahead of shock 

x/S, non-dinenslonalized 
chordwlse coordinate 

y y/R, non-dlmenslonallzed 
spanwlse coordinate 

- 1/3 z ZT      /£, scaled coordinate 
normal to blade 

x,y,z physical coordinates 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

The performance of conventional high speed helicopter rotors is severely affected by the large 
difference in dynamic pressure encountered by the blades on the advancing and retreating sides of the 
rotor disk.    For a given 'otor RPM the forward flight velocity is limited by the onset of dynamic stall 
on the retreating side and adverse transonic effects on the advancing side.    Dynamic stall Is characterized 
by severe vibration.    It can be alleviated by Increasing rotor RPM.    The result, however,  is  to cospound 
the transonic effects on the advancing side where  the rotor tip may encounter drag divergence and shock 
Induced separation.    Hence,  from a purely aerodynamic and performance standpoint.  It would be desirable to 
increase the maximum allowable rotor R?M by minimizing transonic tip effects.    One approach to the problem 
is  to vary the rotor tip geometry.    Only very approximate methods have been used In such design.    The problem 
is  that transonic flow has yielded little to analysis.    In addition,  there exists,  to our knowledge, no 
reliable pressure data for flow about rotor tips  in the transonic regime.    However,  rotors with various 
tip planforms have been flown, and improvements  In performance and noise have been noted.    What Is now 
needed is a reliable means to Judge the relative merits of various configurations and improve their design. 
The numerical simulation of such flows is becoming more attractive due to the increasing speed and capacity 
of modern computers and the rapidly advancing state of the art in computational fluid mechanics. 

Recent renewed interest in transonic aerodynamics has given rise to the development of numerical 
methods for predicting invlscld transonic flows which include the presence of enfcedded shock waves.    The 
most efficient techniques at present use relaxation methoda to solve finite difference approximations to 
the governing non-linear small disturbance equation.    In the paper of Murman and Cole  (Ref 1)  It was shown 
that the use of mixed backward and central differences renders the old relaxation methods quite adequate 
for calculating two-dimensional transonic flows.     By central and backward differencing in the subsonic and 
supersonic regions respectively, one correctly simulates  the physics,  i.e., upstream signal propagation in 
the hyperbolic region is prevented.    When this is done, shocks appear quite naturally; no special Jump 
conditions need be specified.    Subsequent works have improved on the basic mixed differences method of 
Murman and Cole  (Ref 2,3,4,5).    Results have been published which show excellent agreement with experimen- 
tal data (when corrected for wind tunnel wall and viscous effects)  for lifting airfoils with both blunt 
and sharp leading edges.    Work in three dimension« has been limited both by the increased complication ot 
the additional space dimension, and by the increased cost Involved.    For this reason,  three-dimensional 

I 
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work has  been confined to the solution of the Invlscld trarsonlc small disturbance equation with linearized 
boundary conditions.    In the work of Ballhaus and Bailey  (Rof 7 & 8) solutions were obtained for flows 
about thin, blunt nose, lifting wings with sweep and taper and about nonllfting wing-cylinder conblnations 
with and without area-rullr.g.    Caradonna and Isom (Ref 6)  derived and solved the transonic small distur- 
bance equation for the flow about a thin sharp nose rotor in the hover condition by an extension of the 
mixed difference relaxation techniques to three dimensions.    Calculations for other than rectangular plan- 
forms were not attempted,since It is awkward to constantly alter the mesh to fit the planform being tested. 
A more practical approach was undertaken by Ballhaus and Bailey (Ref 7) who treat swept and tapered fixed 
wings by transforming the planform shape into a rectangle.    Such a procedure is particularly useful in the 
consideration of blunt nose airfoil sections for which a high density of grid points is required near the 
leading edge to account for the large gradients  there. 

The present work is a combination of the algorithms developed in Reference 6 and 7.    We consider the 
simplest problem that maintains the salient features of high speed tip flow.    The transonic small distur- 
bance equation for the hover condition is solved for a nonllfting rotor tip of arbitrary planform.    The 
most significant simplification here is the neglecting of viscous effects and unsteadiness In incident 
Mach number.    Calculations Include the effects of rotation, nonlinear mixed flow,   the spanwlse freestream 
Mach number gradient, and the flow relief as affected by tip geometry. 

2.     EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The transonic small disturbance equation for the hover condition derived in Reference 6 can be 
expressed in the form; 

h^k - <1^) 4 ^x]  ♦xx + ♦„ + ^273 *yy + ^573  K + ^ + 2xy*xy]  ' 0 (1) 

The pressure coefficient is given by 

C   - - r 4»     • (2) r       y   * 
The flow  tangency condition on the rotor surface Is  linearized and applied on the wing mean surface 

♦Zu>1 (*.y.o±) -yfe^u.!^1 

for OSyil.z-O, x(leading edge)  i. x S x( trailing edge). 

(3) 

Elsewhere on the plane z • 0, the symmetry condition, $z - 0, Is enforced.    The perturbation potential is 
set equal to zero on the far field boundaries and two-dimensionality is imposed on the Inboard boundary 
(see Figure 1). 

Rotation has two effects, a freestream Mach number gradient and a curvature of the free streamlines. 
In equation (1)  the former effect is accounted for by the first grouy of terms.    The free streamline 
curvature,  represented by the last group of terms in equation (l), has been found to have little effect 
for moderately high aspect ratios.    Therefore,  in all that follows these terms are deleted. 

In using equation (1) to treat realistic rotors  (those with blunt nose leading edges) with non- 
rectangular planform shapes, difficulties are encountered In establishing a computational grid network. 
Basically,  there are three considerations in constructing the computational grid:  (1)  economy, i.e. use 
the minimum amount of mesh points necessary to properly resolve the flow;  (2) concentration of grid lines 
in regions of large velocity gradients, e.g. near stagnation points and in the vicinity of the tip; 
(3) uniform location of boundaries  (leading and trailing edges and tip) between mesh points.    Experience 
has shown that for thin profiles with sharp leading edges,   concentrating grid lines near the leading and 
trailing edges is desirable but not essential.    In fact,  for rotors with such profiles, satisfactory results 
can be obtained by superimposing the nonrectangular planform more or less arbitrarily on a predetermined 
grid system.    (The resulting isobar configuration for a flowfield calculated in this manner is shown in 
Figure 7.     Some waviness in the isobars near the leading edge is apparent due to failure to uniformly 
locate the leading edge boundary between mesh points, but  the results are acceptable.)    For blunt nose 
profiles however, grid lines must be concentrated near the leading edge,  and boundaries should be uniformly 
located between mesh points.    This can be easily implemented for rectangular planform rotors.    However, 
in solving equation (1)  for nonrectangular planforms,  these considerations can only be met by:    (1)  the 
addition of a prohibitive number of grid lines,  or    '7'    hj use of a non-orthogonal grid system coupled 
with an Interpolation scheme.    We have chosen rathei -. the following coordinate transformation, which 
transfers  the effects of nonrectangular planform geoL. ...,   trom the boundary conditions  to the equatldns 
of motion  (see Figure 2): 

e(x,y) - Ä2^Zl (4) 

The governing small disturbance equation in terns of the new independent variables C, n,  z Is 

(5) r% "   Tcn(n()+') \\ fe+ ♦« + ^773 [♦nn + «y ♦?, + $ ♦« + «yy ♦ J " 0 • 
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The pressure coefficient becomes 

p nc(n) 
(6) 

The boundary  condition on the rotor surface Is now 

'•'zu.l di.n.O1) - n ^- [fu>1(5,n)] 

and Is applied at 0 £ ( _ 1 , 0 1,2-0. 

Now the    C-and    n-meshes are Independent of each other.    We are free to concentrate    (-points near a 
blunt nose and    n-polnts near regions of radical geometry variation. 

3.    NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 

Finite differences are used to approximate th". i.ilvatives  of the velocity perturbation potential In 
equation (5).    The derivatives ot $   with respect to n    and z are approximated by centered differences. 
For the (-derivatives, central or beckward differences are used depending on whether the sign of the first 
term In brackets In equation (5)  is positive or negative  (to maintain stability it was found necessary to 

Mr - delav backward differencing the term —TSTI C ^n- until the sum of the coefficients of i(ir{. in equation 5 
ft,  Ti'J      "      (s " 

became negative) .    The resulting nonlinear system of difference equations Is solved iteratively by the 
method of successive over relaxation.    Two aspects of three-dimen». lonal transonic flow computations require 
further comment - the treatment of shock waves and the treatment of rotor planforms with kinks. 

Special care nust be taken for rotor planforms with kinked leading and trailing edges because of 
discontinuities  in derivative« with respect to    n.    Straightforward central differencing to approximate 
n-derivatlves is not permitted across kinks.    This problem can be overcome either by using one-sided 

differences and applying Jump conditions or by Interpolating across the kink.    The latter approach has 
been found to be more effective 

An essential feature in the construction of relaxation methods for transonic flows is the manner In 
which local differencing schemes are formulated in the vicinity of shock waves.    The important considera- 
tion is to avoid,  Insofar as possible,  differencing across embedded shocks.    In two-dimensional transonic 
flows over airfoils,  embedded shock waves are nearly normal and hence closely aligned with the Cartesian 
coordinate system.    Thus,  central differencing of derivatives in the direction normal to the freestream 
Is naturally restricted to small angles across the shock.    The use of central and backward differences 
for sibsonic and supersonic flow regions respectively for the streamwise derivatives also restricts 
differencing across  shocks.    Experience has  demonstrated  that for two-dimensional transonic  flows  treated 
in t.iis manner embedded shock waves are resolved with very  little smearing.    The major problem encountered 
in an extension of two-dimensional relaxation techniques to three-dimensional transonic flows is  the 
possible presence of shock surfaces that are normal and oblique to the freestream in different regions. 
Unless by accident  the shock surface should coincide with  the coordinate system,  the principle of no 
differencing across shock surfaces is extremely difficult  to Implement while maintaining a stable relaxa- 
tion algorithm.     The differencing scheme used to solve  the transformed equation is naturally biased to 
best capture shock waves  that are parallel to the leading edge (for untapered planforms).    On the other 
hand,   the differencing scheme of Reference 6 is best suited to capture shock waves  that are normal to the 
freestream direction.    Significant smearing Is  to be expected for shock waves  that are s-sverely misaligned 
with these preferred directions.    A technique designed  to  overcome this  difficulty, which has been applied 
successfully  to some simple cases  (see Ref 8),  Is  currently under development.    A skewed computational 
molecule is used to avoid differencing across shock surfaces  at  large angles.     Such an additional compli- 
cation would not be worthwhile for most of the simple swept tips  treated in this report, because a straight- 
forward application of the algorithm without skewing resulted in generally satisfactory shock resolution. 
This point will be mentioned further in conjunction with  the discussion of computational results. 

4.    RESULTS 

A series of flows for various swept planforms has been computed.    Figures 3 through 5 show the 
Isobar and Cp  cross sectioi: plots  for  12% circular arc profiles  at MT -  .88 with sweeps  of 0°,   15°,  and 
30° respectively.    The 30° sweep case has been computed using both the transformed and untransformed 
methods,  and the results compare well with the exception that the transformed results show some shock 
smearing near the tip.    This Is not unexpected since the chock is nearly normal here, which places  it at 
about a 30°  angle with  the transformed coordinate system,     lae result  of Increasing sweep is  as  one 
would expect.    That is,  a progressive weakening of the shock *lth increasing sweep angle.    This  is seen in 
Figure 6 which summarizes the various  flow configurations  for -he circular arc profiles by plotting shock 
strength as a function of distance from the tip in chords.    These shock strengths are calculated using the 
normal shock relations.    Incldently,  in all rotor cases we have computed, the shock has been very nearly 
normal to the freestream.    This is due to the fact  that,  for the planforms considered, no portion of the 
transonic flow field is outside of the region of influence of the tip and of a planform kink.    On the 
basis of a comparison of the flows shown in figures 7 and 8,  calculated using the untransformed equation, 
it is seen that,  in spite of the shock normality, sweep effects are still quite Important.    Figure 9 shows 
a comparison of shock strengths for the flows in figures  7 and 8.    Considering the auch mnre drastic leading 
edge anglea in the "paddle" shaped tip,  it is surprising that it has stronger shocks than the simply swept 
tip.    An inspection of figures 7 and 8, however, shovs that in fact the isobars for the simply swept tip 
have more sweep in the supersonic expansion regien than those of the more complicated shape.    The fact 
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that the Isobars,  In this latter case are unswept for such an extensive area (essentially the entire 
supersonic region)  Is due to the flow relief necessitated by the planfonn kink.    Apparently, while flow 
relief can be beneficial in reducing shocks it can also be harmful if it has the effect of eliminating 
sweep.     It is, however,  too early to make any general statement on the basis of this evidence as we have 
not yet obtained solutions for 0012 sections for the paddle type planforms,  and this  type of variation 
in profile can make a considerable difference In the sort of results obtained. 

Transformation solutiuas were obtained for the NACA 0012 section with various simply swept planforms 
(Figures 10 to 12).    Here the trend of the flows is quite different from that noted for the circular arc 
sections.    Figure 13 shows that while increasing sweep does improve the situation over much of the rotor, 
it seems  to actually make things worse very near the tip.    The shock strengths at the tip for the 30° 
sweep case should be treated with a little caution as  there is some smearing of the shock (we are actually 
differencing across  the shock here at an angle of 30s),  and the point at which the shock begins is not 
obvious.    We have used  the minimum C    to compute  the shock strength,  and it is quite possible  that some 
of the recompresslon occurring here Is Isentroplc.    it does not seem likely however that there is so much 
isentropic recompresslon as to radically alter Figure  13.    Undoubtedly,   this difference in behavior 
between the NACA 0012 and the circular arc profiles is  related to the fact that the former profile hes a 
severe nose expansion pud a shock which always occurs much closer to the leading edge than for the latter 
profile.    Naturally, both C   profiles are shifted upstream at  the tip of the swept section.    However,  the 
0012,  for lack of space, does so in a much more drastic manner.    In fact,  an inspection of the isobar 
sweep in the supersonic tip regions in fijures  12 and 5 shows  the 0012 flow to be. almost completely 
unswept here while the circular arc flow lii not.    The large tip shock strength for this case could be 
explained by the fact that the maximum incident Mach number occurs in the tip region.    The loss of sweep 
effect at the tips of swept wings is well known.    Apparently,  this Is a more serious matter for a rocor, 
due to the Mach number gradient.    The traditional "fix" for a flow such as this would be to fair the tip. 

Another Interesting effect we have noticed concerns  the flow dependence on tip Mach nuiAer for 
identical blades.    It was pointed out In Reference 6 that for rectangular blades there was a curious simi- 
larity in shock strength variation for different Mach numbers.    We have noticed that the same effect holds 
for non-rectangular planforms.    Figures 14 and 15 show the shock strength variation for two non-rectangular 
planforms with circular arc profiles at various  tip Mach numbers.    Unfortunately, we have as yet only 
obtained such comparisons for circular arc profiles,  and we cannot say If th'.s Is just a quirk of a 
particular profile or  indicative of some as yet  undiscovered similarity in the equations. 

All the above calculations were performed on an IBM 360/67 computer, and on such a machine they are 
rather expensive.    For a calculation such as shown In Figure 7,  in which tne untransformed equation was 
solved,  a large mesh  (80 x 30 x '0) was necessary.    Convergence required about 250 iterations or about 
two hours of machine time.    In the calculations for the NACA 0012, a smaller mesh (64 x 30 x 32) was used. 
However,  the machine time required was similar to the previously mentioned gase.    That machine time was 
not reduced In the case with fewer grid points Is due primarily to the slower convergence rate resulting 
from concentrating grid points near the nose of blunt nosed profiles.    Another contributing factor Is  the 
increased amount  of work required to solve  the additional terms  in the transformed equation. 

5.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Preliminary numerical calculations using relaxation techniques have been presented for invlscid 
transonic flows about  thin rotor blades with various planform shapes.    Computed solutions indicate the 
not unexpected result that similar planforms with different profiles can produce radically different flow 
fields,    A rather surprising observation is that highly swept planforms can result in stronger embedded 
shock waves than less swept or even unswept ones.    We expect  to be able to make more definite statements 
concerning the effects  of planform on transonic flowflelds after a wider variety of cases has been 
analyzed.    To this end, we look forward to the parallel processing capability of the new Illlac IV 
computer which will soon be operational.    Our relaxation method is Ideally suited to the Illlac,  and the 
decrease in cost and running tima should be considerable.    We are currently working to Improve our shock 
capturing technique and  to develop the capability of treating rotors with lift. 

While only a few cases have been treated thus  far, we believe that the solutions obtained Indicate 
that the numerical generation of transonic flowfleld data will be a useful tool for improving high speed 
rotor design, 
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A SUHMABY OF WIIID-TUHHEL 
RESEARCH ON TILT-ROTORS 

FROM HOVER TO CRUISE FLIGHT 

""■ 

18-1 

by 

Ph.  POISSON-QUINTON, ONERA" 
and W.L. COOK, NASA4" 

SUMMARY 

Within tbe framework of a cooperative agreement between NASA and ONERA, an experimental reeeareb 
program baa been conducted on a aeriea of tilt roton designed for a range of blades twist in the various 
wind tunnel facilities of the NASA, ONERA and the USAAMRDL. The facilities include tbe NASA/Ames 
1»0 x 80-foot Wind Tunnel, ONERA/Modane 6 meter sonic wind tunnel and the USAAMRDL/Ames 7- by 10-foot Wind 
Tunnel as well as the Air Force static test facility at Wright-Patterson. 

The main objective of the experimental program was to obtain precise results about tbe in- 
fluence of blades twist and aeroelasticity on tilt rotor performance, from hover to high speed cruise 
Mach number of about 0.7. 

Five aluminium "rigid" rotors with various blade twists , and one fiberglass composite "dyna- 
micaly scaled" rotor were tested (scaled 13/55th and 5/55th from a typical 55ft tilt rotor aircraft 
design)  ; global forces on the rotor, local loads and blade toraional deflection measurements were com- 
pared with theoretical predictions inside a large Reynolds-Mach envelope. This paper describes some new 
testing techniques developed for this joint program and gives a brief summary of the main results obtained 
in the U.S. and French facilities. 

NOTATION 

Cd 

Cl 

T 

CP 

c 

D 

FM 

J 

J' 

M 

R 

R 

«e 

Vt 

Section drag coefficient 

section lift coefficient 

thrust coefficient, Tij/pii2D 

power coefficient, P/pn^D? 

blade chord 

rotor diameter,feet 

cT* 
spinner drag 

figure of merit, 0.798 
^p 

advance ratio, Vo/nD, vitU   n ■ 'T?" 

V0eose( 
—gjj— , with K   : rotor tilt angle 

Mach number 

spinner base pret-sure 

free stream pressure 

rotor radius 

r/R, local blade station radius ratio 

Reynolds number 

spinner base area 

gross thrust 

net thrust, TQ + Ds 

free stream velocity 

velocity at blade tip 
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t blade section thlckneas 

rotor tilt angle 

rotor blade pitch angle 

blade twist angle, incremental or total 

rotor solidity 

density 

blade efficiency at forward speed. 

IHTRODUCTIOiJ 

The tilt-rotor concept is one of the most promising candidates for future VTOL Aircraft be- 
cause it provides a good compromise in design requirements for both hover and high speed cruise flight ; 
but two main problems must be carefully studied ; 

- compromise of geometryfbr aerodynamic optimization of hover and cruise efficiencies, 

- aeroelastic behaviour of the rotor itself, and elastic coupling between rotors and a'.rt.-ame [nit,   ij 

To answer a part of these problems, the Research Program summarized in this paper was ini- 
tiated by NASA (AMES Research Center, Advanced Aircraft Programs Office)  and US Army Aeronautical Research 
Laboratory with a contract to the Boeing Company, Vertol Division ; the contract objective was to experi- 
mentally verify   predicted levels of hovering and cruise performance [ 2] •  this program was conducted as 
a joint UASA/ONERA effort under an International Cooperative Agreement established in  1968 ; the agreement 
provided for the use of French and U.S.   facilities and for an exchange of the resulting data. 

The need for a compromise in the design requirements between hover and cruise flight of a 
tilt-rotor Aircraft is illustrated in figure 1   : 

in hover flight (H), the requirement for efficient performance are high thrust coefficient, high rota- 
tional speed (RPM) and small values of blade twist, whereas the requirements for efficient cruise per- 
formance (C) are low thrust coefficients, relatively lower RPM, and larger values of blade twist. Typical 
rotor radial variations of loads and local Mach number for hover (H) and cruise (C) are also given in fi- 
gure 1. which illustrates the great difference in local lift coefficient and local Mach number for the 
two conditions of flight. 

DESCRIPTION OF TILT ROTORS 

The k meter (13 foot)  diameter rotor models are scaled from a 55-foot diameter design by 
Boeing-Vertol (low disc loading Tilt Rotor Aircraft, see figure 1). 

The U a diameter was chosen in order to permit extensive tests in various facilities, in- 
cluding the UO x 80 ft Ames Tunnel, the AFAPL-USAF test stand, and the ONERA - S1 Modane sonic 8-meter - 
diameter tunnel. Figures 2 and 3 give the general characteristics of the rotors. 

The rotors have a 6-percent thickness at    the rotor tip,varying to 10-percent at about 
30-percent of the rotor radius. Inboard of 30-percent, due to structual requirements of the smaller 
k m   rotor, it was necessary to increase the thickness rapidly to a value of 33-percent thickness at 
15-percent radius. This increase in thickness had a negative effect on high speed cruise performance ; 
however, survey rakes measurements were included in the tests to determine the performance loss due to the 
increased thickness which resulted in a 2 to 3-percent reduction in efficiency at the Mach number range 
from 0.5 to 0.66. Five semi-rigid rotor designs,each having a different total value of blade twi8t:26.60, 
29°, 36°, 1*0.9° and kk" were teste*. The detailed variation of thickness at several radial stations for 
the rotors and the variation of blade twist for blades D, E and F/ Uk, 36 and 26,6 degrees of twist res- 
pectively) are shown in figure 3. 

HOVER PERFORMANCE 

The calculated variation of local lift coefficient along the blade radius (figure ja) shows 
that, with the kU° twisted blades, a large inner part of the rotor penetrates the predicted stall bour-da- 
ries, whereas the lowest 26.6° twisted blades is far from the separation regime ; this explains the large 
computed difference in hover efficiency (figure of merit) atthe design conditions  (V^j- ■ 230 a/see, 
6000 ft altitude) shown on figure l*b l '       "   *     ' ''  ~      '       experimental results obtained on these two 13 ft rotoi» are in good 
agreement with the predicted (F.M., Oj) trend : the loss in rotor hover performance is about 7-percent at 
kh" twist compared to 26.6° twist. 

The variation of the hover figure of merit measured for the five rotors as a function of their 
twist ttom the two test facilities (Ames Uo x 80 ft wind tunnel and U.S. Air Force static test rig) is gi- 
ven on figure 5a   for the optimum thrust coefficient CT ■ 0,075 : experimental values cure in close agree- 
ment   with the predicted F.M, and decrease when the blade twist increases. 
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Th»   variation of figure of merit with rotor blade tip Kach number (figure 5b) and thrust 

coefficient (fimim Sri indicate a rapid reduction in figure of merit at tip Mach above about 0.8, and 
a severe reduction in figure of merit occurs at thrust coefficients above about .09.  for a given tip Mach 
number. The data and calculated values indicated that, at design conditions( tip Mach number of 0.6? and 
thrust coefficient of 0.075) the figure of merit values range from a maximum of about 0.79 for the lover 
values of twist below 30° to less than 0.72 for values of blade twist greater than hk degrees. 

To illustrate the scale effect, figure 6 presents the variation of figure of merit as a func- 
tion of thrust coefficient for the  13-foot rotor and for the 5-foot rotor tested by the U.S. Arnv 
(AARL Static rig), with the same 36° twist law. 

A 5-percent loss in figure of merit with the smaller scale 5-foot diameter rotor at the 
design C^ can be explained by a Reynolds number effect already evidenced on higher disc loading propellers 
(see figure 6. profile drag versus He, and Kef.   1). 

The  13-foot rotor falls on the flat part of the curve (F.M., Re)  above critical Reynolds 
number, whereas the S-diuneter rotor (mean Reynolds number of 0.7 million) is on the steep part of the 
curve.  From these curves it would be expected that a 55-diameter rotor would have about 2 percent higher 
figure of merit than the 13-foot diameter rotor and also that the low disc loading proprotor having 
about  10 to 12 pounds per square foot disc loading would have from 1.5 to 2-percent lower figure of merit 
than the maximum performance envelope values for higher disc loading propellers. 

About hover performance measurements on scaled rotor model?,a new method has been recently 
developed   in the OilERA S^ Modsne wind-tunnel, baaed on on extrapolation to zero speed of the results ob- 
tained at very low speed inside the closed test section (figure 7). 

For the first time, it was possible to check the validity of this method by comparison with 
"true" static tests obtained with the same  13 ft rotor on the U^S.A.F./Wright-Field rig :  it ear. be seen 
in figure 7    that the extrapolated results on power and thrust coefficients obtained at very low values 
of the advance ratio J in S^ Modone are in close agreement with those measured on the_jp»€*sr AF/APL 
static facility ; also shown, on the (Oj, J)  graph, is the theoretical ti«ßdT--a3¥un5ngthat Cp and F.M. 
at low J values    are the same as those obtained on a static rig at ^«TTffrora the   relationsnip    ; 

'■»•■§ (fWllnTi)- 
To use such low test speed it is necessary : 

- to stop the wind-tunnel fans, 

- to fit a low permeability screen to the rear of the first diffusor (to reduce the mass flow induced by 
the rotor inside the return circuit), 

- to measure this very low speed with special instrumentation (double-venturi tube). 

finally, the speed was reduced to 2-1* m/sec with the lowest screen porosity, but attained 
10-15 m/sec without any screen at the first diffusor exit. 

FORWARD SPiLED TESTS.   RIGID BLADES 

Shown in figure 8 is a shematic of the OilERA/Modane 8-meter test facility and the two lest 
rigs used for these investigations wherein one rig is utilized for low speed tests for a large range of 
tilt angles, 0 to 10-degrees, with a minimum sized after body (this later rig was also used for the pre- 
vious "quasi-static"tests). 

This large tunnel [Ref. 3] has a continuous operating mode with three interchangeable test 
sections, one of them being mainly used for rotor and propeller, driven by a group of gas turbines (1000 HP); 
the tunnel is powered by two counter-rotating fans driven by hydraulic turbines  (2 x 55000 HP)   ; the sta- 
gnation pressure is atmospheric   vni ■ 0,9 bar, at the local 3300 ft altitude)   ; the circuit cooling is 
obtained by air exchange ; the test speed   can reach Mach 1, but for the purpose of these rotor tests the 
Mach number was limited to about 0.7. 

TILT B0T0R TBAMSITIOM REGIME 

One of the goals of the cooperative HASA/0NERA program was to compare the results obtained on 
the some rotor (So " 12, 5 m2) inside two very different test section sizes, at Ames  (9? ■ 265 m2) and at 
Modane (S^ " 50 m"), during the transition regime öf flight. The effect of tunnel vail on tilt rotor test 
data,particularly at low speed and high tilt angles,has been the subject of considerable controversy and 
discussion. The 13-foot diameter rotor was tested in the Ames ko- by 80-foot wind tunnel through a range 
of tilt angles fron 0 to 76° and a range of speeds. The tunnel wall effects of the 13-rotor in the ho- by 
80 foot wind tunnel are presumably very small at disc loading of 10 pounds per square foot and at this very 
low area ratio SR/SX " 'if. The some rotor 13-foot diameter was tested under the same tilt angle and velo- 
city conditions in the 26-foot or 8-meter wind tunnel wherein the area ratio SR/ST is very large  : 23% ; 
sane investigators have claimed that this ratio would be too great to even consider testing. Nevertheless, 
the results of these tests in the two wind-tunnels are shown in figure 9: Ihe thrust coefficient as func- 
tion of the effective advance ratio J' which is J cos «C (ot, angle of tilt) indicates that there is good 
correlation between the results of the tests in the two wind-tunnels and thus the tunnel wall effects of 
the 13-foot rotor tested in the ONERA 8-metcr wind tunnel are of little significance for research studies 
of this type of VST0L propulsion system, at low disc loading. Figure 9 shows that the previous hover tests 
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in the kO' x 80' Ames tur.nel (made with open overhead wind-tunnel doors to minimize from reeircu"  tion) 
give a good extrapolation at J' • 0. 

CRUISE TESTS 

The cruise mode (axial flow)  investigation was conducted at the S^ Modane tunnel on a special 
axial support system (Db " 0,6 m) equiped with an internal 6 component   balance  ; because the axial forces 
measured on the dynamometer included the drag of the spinner, it was necessary to tare this drag to obtained 
the "net" thrust in view of comparisons with rotor performance predictions  ; Figure 10 explains the two suc- 
cessives methods used for measuring the spinner tare drag  : 

The first one is based on a spinner base pressure technique : the spinner form drag cc efficient 
was determined from "blades-off" total balance force and base pressure measurements  ; during the : rtor 
tests themselves, the total spinner drag Dg was obtained by adding this form drag to the base pressure 
drag (measured under rotor operating conditions),and then the net thrust was given by Tj) ■ TQ + Ds, 
TQ being the measured gross thrust. 

A more satisfactory method was later used where a special balance inside the spinner gives 
directly its drag with the blades -on and rotating  ; a comparison between these two methods seems to indi- 
cate that this later method, taking account of the presence of the blades inflow, gives a little larger 
spinner drag, i.e. a higher cruise efficiency (between 1% and 2%). 

This spinner tare drag was found to be a very significant part of the thrust measurements as 
shown in figure 11   : the gross thrust TQ measured had negative values at Mach numbers above 0.6, where 
the spinner drag Dg became greater than the blade thrust Tu. All the thrust data shown here have the total 
spinner drag removed and hence the performance characteristics are for the blades alone and do not include 
the spinner skin friction or profile dreg   which would exist on the rotor in flight, whereas the base drag 
would be part of the total aircraft drag. Also shown in figure 11 are typical advance ratio, J, and thrust 
coefficient values for a tilt rotor aircraft for a range of Mach numbers from 0.3 to about v.6j which are 
used in the following analysis  (Vtip ■  180 mi sec, Z = 10.000 ft). For all these results from Si Modane 
tunnel, the conventional dauert wall corrections have been applied (ratio Sp/S^ ■ 0,25), but low levels 
of thrust loading result in small magnitude of these corrections. 

At a cruise Mach number of O.U55, about 290 knots, the radial section lift coefficients and 
cruise efficiency for blades D and F,  UU.O and 26.6° of twist are shown in figure  12  : although blade F 
at 26.6° is the best at hover, its section loading is poor and shows approximately one half of the blade 
(inboard of about 55-percent radial station) with a negative lift which results in a 15-percent lower va- 
lue of cruise efficiency than for blade D at Uk0 where positive section lift coefficients exist except 
over the outboard 10-percent of the radius. 

The data in figure 13 axe the thrust coefficient and efficiency (•)  for a range of advance ra- 
tios at two blade angles at each of three Mach number, M = 0.1*55, 0.5U and 0.68.  The design thrust coef- 
ficient variation with J and the resulting efficiency at each Mach number is also indicated. Because of 
the low disc loading of the rotor the thrust at maximum efficiency of the rotor is not useable and of no 
value for the normal cruise operation of tilt rotor aircraft having reasonable levels of drag. As shown 
in the figure the maximum values of efficiency occur at thrust coefficients and hence power coefficients 
that are 2 to U times higher than required for the   aircraft with the higher values occurring at the 
lower Mach number of 0.1*55.    Utilization of the maximum values of efficiency can only be obtained economi- 
cally by   utilizing »tors or propellers having significantly higher values of disc loading of the order of 
250 to 350 daN/m2 (50 to 70 pounds per square foot)  instead of about 50 daH/n2  (10  Ib/sq.ft)   chosen here. 

The data shown in figure 1 jt sunmarize the measured cruise efficiency for blades D, E, and F 
over the Mach nuaber range tested 0.3 to 0.72 and the variation of cruise efficiency with the five dif- 
ferently twisted blades for 0.1*55 and O.606 Mach number  : 

- High Mach number tests  (0.5<M<0.72),  i.e. rioove the rotor design calculation  (M - 0.1*55, see Ref. 2), 
were run to investigate compressibility effects on cruise mode tilt-rotor performance ; figure  ll*a shows 
a large decrease of the cruise efficiency abore Mr 0.6 due partly to the large profile thickness  {33%) at 
the blade root (required for structural conditions on these scaled models). 

- The blade twist effect (figure l!*b)  is very important, the best efficiency being obtained with the lar- 
gest blade twist tested (i.e. an opposite trend than shown in hover)   ; the calculated values given here 
for M 4 0.1*55 [Ref. 2] takes into account the measured velocity profile at the disc plane (a small flow ac- 
celeration was detected around the "minimum body" in Si Modane tunnel)   ; the predicted values are higher 
than those measured, mainly at the lowest blade twist  ; for the "E" blade (36° Twist) the experimental 
cruise efficiency is 0.71 against 0.71*5 predicted. 

To conclude about the need for a comprmise between the performances obtained in hover and in 
cruise modes, figure 15 gives the measured and predicted values of hover figure of merit as a function of 
the design cruise efficiency at M « 0.1*55   : it appears that a blade twist of about 36°  ("E" rotor) 
seems the best compromise for this typical project (F.M. ■ 0.775,  1 cr " O-Tl). 

(•)    The symbols on these graphs are directly reproduced from the automatic plotting of a computer 
program, which takes account of all the corrections and tares. 
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FORWARD SPEED TESTS ON A£ROELASTICALy SCALED ROVOR 

To study the effect of aeroelaaticity on rotor performance, a special  13 foot diameter fiber- 
glass model .iad been designed and built  [Hef,  2j with the optimum twist shown previously (type "£'", 36° 
twist)  ;  the main purpose of the tests in the cruise mode was to study the effect of Mach number and loa- 
ding on "live"    twist deformation, and the effect of aeroelaaticity on rotor/blade stability.  Shown in 
figure  16 is a   «ketch of the aeroelastics blades and the photographic torsional blade deformation tech- 
nique utilized to measure the variation of "live twist" during tests of the rotor.  In this method, an 
ultra high speed photographic flash unit was used to obtain stop action photographs of the back face of one 
of the rotating blades wnich vas painted with triangular targets at regular spanwise intervals. The angu- 
lar difference between a pair targets and the blade root reference targets is related to the blade radial 
twist distribution, A comparison of this measured distribution under forward speed conditions is made 
with that of the static twiii't .distribution with the blades nonrotating which gives the instantaneous ae- 
roelastic torsional deflectioi*. for various radial stations. A comparison for a typical test point is 
also shown in figure 16 which indicates about a 2 degree torsional deflection near the rotor tip. An 
interesting aspect of the measurements was that the so called "rigid blades" (built of aluminium)had no- 
ticable blade deformation as shown in figure 17 and that there was a consistent one degree greater twist 
deformation with the aeroclastic blades than with the  "rigid blades" over the entire Mach number and ad- 
vance ratio, J, range tested as shown in the figure. 

The variation of thrust coefficient and efficiency for Mach numbers of O.^SS, O.?1* and O.606 
for a range of advance ratios for the aeroelostio blades is compared in figure  18 to the rigid blade data 
shown previously. Although there is a significant increase in the sharpness of the slope of thrust coef- 
ficient variation with advance ratio, the actual cruise efficiency for the cruise Mach numbers is nearly 
equal to the cruise efficiency with the rigid blades, again indicating a very small twist deformation 
equivalent to the 1 degree measure. The steepness of the thrust coefficient curve with velocity for the 
aeroelastic rotor relative to the rigid rotor may be of great concern at the higher Mach numbers due to 
the potential high sensitivity of thrust    to    speed and blade angle. This sensitivity made it difficult to 
control thrust during the wind tunnel tests particularly near values of low or negative thrust where ins- 
tabilities did occur with the aeroelastic rotor, and prevented testing above a Mach number of O.606 (the 
"rigid" rotor was tested to a Mach number of 0.72 with no indication of instability). 

A summary curve is shown in figure  19 which compares the measured cruise efficiency for the 
36 degree twisted blade rotor lor the various rigid and aeroelastic blade rotors tested since 1968 with 
the calculated cruise efficiency for the same rotor. As can be seen above a Mach number of about 0.1*5 the 
test data shows a significant lower cruise efficiency than calculated. At 0.72 Mach number the measured 
values are of the order of O.lt? whereas    calculated is near 0.65. The correlation of the various test data 
is good in as much as the accuracy of the test data is * 0.01 in efficiency. 

In figure 20 is shown a t;-ace of a specific divergence of rotor loads at a Mach number of 0.63 
with the aeroelastic blades that prevented any lorther tests above a Mach number of O.606. Aa can be seen, 
a rapid and divergent increase in thrust  (on the main balance) and in local blade-element torsion and chord- 
wise stress  (measured at 231? and 25? R, see figure 21) were measured ; a blade flutter occurred prior to 
the quick stop initiated as these measurements were being monitored.  Further analyses on stress data mea- 
sured on this elastic rotor, taken at  10 degree angle of attack at low Mach number (figure 21), in an ef- 
fort to better understand the stability problem that was encountered during the tests.  But it must be re- 
membered that the Mach number of 0.C3 where the instability or flutter occurred is significantly above the 
anticipated design cruise Mach number of about O.hC for potential tilt rotor type aircraft being consi- 
dered. 
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RECEMT DEVELOPMENTS IN 
CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTOR TECHNOLOGY 

by 

Robert WilllamB 
Rotary WJ.ng Division 

Aviation and Surface Effects Department 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center* 

Bethesda, Maryland   20031* 

NUMMARY 

The results of recent research on the historical concept of circulation control applied to rotor blades 
is presented.    A high speed helicopter application Is used to illustrate the potential of this rotor for a 
major breakthrough in the areas of rotor efficiency, parasite drag and weights leading to a large improvement 
in aircraft productivity.    Details of the hover, transition and high speed cruise performance are presented. 
Some problems of autorotatlon, vibrations and blade dynamics are also discussed. 

LIST OP SYMBOLS 

b. Amplitude of second harmonic blade pressure 
control 

LR 

D 

f 

L 
L/De 

^r ip 

Coefficient of radial skin friction 

Rotor lift c.efficient (L/pSV|    ) 

Rotor lift coefficient based on freestraam 
dynamic pressure igcLR) 

Parasite drag, lbs. 

Flat plate drag area (D/q),  ft3 

Rotor lift, lbs. 

Equivalent lift drag ratio 

Advancing tip Mach number 

Maximum compressor output pressure, lb/fta 

Compressor inlet total pressure, lb/ft3 

8 Rotor disc area, fts 

T Rotor thrust, lb. 

V Velocity, knots 

V 
TIP 

Rotational tip speed, ft/sec 

W Weight, lb. 

w/c Slot height to chord ratio 

»A Rotor shaft angle, deg. 

*c. Collective pitch, deg. 

Ü Advance ratio 

p Density, slugs/ft3 

a Rotor solidity ratio 

<% Natural frequency, radians/sec 

1.0    INTRODUCTION 

Under the impetus of U. S. Navy need for improved helicopter capability, the Circulation Control Rotor 
(OCR) is currently undergoing what may be considered as roughly the fourth evolutionary phase of its 
development.    Its history has in truth been one of international contributions from some of the world's 
leading aerodynamlclsts.    In its present form (Figure 1) the CCR has retained many of the attributes of the 
French Blown Flap Rotor [1-31. the u« K' Circulation Control Rotor ['t-S], and the U.  S. Pure Jet Flap Rotor 
[6-7").    m addition the CCR has utilized many of the Important developments of Jet flaps, boundary layer 
control systeais and eoanda flows to evolve airfoils suitable for helicopter rotors [8-13].    The major 
concentration of the present CCR effort at NSRDC has been to develop airfoils which have good overall 
efficiency over a wide range of lift coefficient and Mach number, where the lift is developed primarily by 
boundary layer control at small incidence.**   The efficient design of ihe eoanda Jet region at the trailing 
edge permits the airfoil to develop high lift coefficients wlfa only ten to twenty percent of the compressor 
power normally required for a blown flap or Jet flap system.    Other features Include:    relatively high thrust 
recovery, high critical Mach number, maximum lift coefficients near the theoretical limit for attached flow, 
and the unique property of developing lift independently of both Incidence and velocity (with certain 
constraints),    Somrs possible adverse features include relatively high pitching moments with a variable 
aerodynamic center, sensitivity to angle of attack, and possible deleterious Jet compressibility effects. 
The airfoils are gnnerally designed for operation near zero angle of attack so that the airfoil shape may be 
prescribed to achieve good efficiency over the required lift coefficient and Mach number range, subject only 
to the geometric constraints of the trailing edge design.    In general the rotor section requirements are for 
high lift coefficients rod relatively low Mach numbers on the inboard sections and lower lift coefficients 
and high Mach numbers on the outboard sactionp.    The efficiency considerations then lead to a tapered blade 
varying from twenty to fifty percent thickness at the root section and ten to fifteen percent at the tip and 
with the trailing edge design varying from near circular at the root to near elliptical at the tip.    The 
particular geometry selection depends primarily on the maximum speed requirement of the helicopter. 

A typical rotor geometry Is illustrated in Figure 1 for a single slotted "low speed" concept (less than 
200 knots).    The thickness and trailing edge curvature are prescribed to give high thrust recovery near the 
tip region, maximum lift augsüentation on inboard sections and good efficiency all along the blade span.    For 
higher speeds than about 200 knots a second slot and air chamber is added on the leading edge as shown in 
Figure 2.    This slot Is blown only in the reversed flow region of the retreating side.    In this manner the 

*   Formerly the Davli Taylor Model Basin 
** A recent sumary of CC airfoil development and the basic rotor principles has been described at the 1972 

American Helicopter Society Meeting and the reader Is referred to reference Ik for this background 
Infonnatlon. 
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historical rroblems of retreating blade stall and negative lift are sensibly eliminated  If the rotational 
speed (RPM) is kept low by use of the high section lift capability, the rotor is aerodynamic ally capable of 
achieving speeds in excess of 1+00 knots with very high efficiencies. Figure 3 Illustrates an application of 
the latter concept to an advanced high speed helicopter having auxiliary propulsion. This high speed rotor 
represents the fullest exploitation of the aerodynamic potential of the CCR and will be used as an example 
in tils paper. However, it should be noted that several other variants of CCR design are possible which 
emphasize capabilities other than speed. For example, the control system can be entirely made of simple, 
non-dynamic con^onents as shown in figure k,  therefore reducing the associated maintenance. Higher harmonic 
azimuthal variations of blowing can be introduced to reduce helicopter vibrations and alternating blade 
stresses. The noise levels of rotors can also be significantly reduced by lowering tip speeds and using 
the greater available lift coefficients. Excellent hover performance may be obtained by distributing slot 
height to optimize span load distribution. Helicopter load capacity and maneuverability may be enhanced by 
the greatly increased thrust capability and control power. Blade chord and twist may also be reduced, possibly 
reducing weight and vibratory stresses. Many of these claims are historical in nature and have been the 
subject of technical speculation for years. Clearly, some of them are in opposition with each other so that 
often one is obtained at the expense of another. However, the increased design flexibility can no longer 
be disputed. Recent model test results at the Aviation and Surface Effects Departmant of NSRDC (figures 
5a, b) and previous tests at the National Gas Turbine Establishment (NOTE) have firmly established their 
validity. In point of fact the low speed characteristics of the CCR are now sufficiently well in hand that 
the U, S. Navy has initiated a low speed flight demonstrator program. The major objective of this program 
is to simplify the rotor hub and controls and improve helicopter readiness, as well as to provide a research 
vehicle to exploit some of the other features mentioned above. Figure It illustrates one of the hub control 
systems being considered for this demonstrator which has been successfully tested on a seven foot model CCR 
at NSRDC.*** The system consists of a non-rotating circular cam mounted slightly eccentric to the center 
of the rotor hub with on air gap between the cam and the blade nozzles. As the blades rotate about the 
(fixed) circular cam the gap width varies and the air flow is modulated. For a given flight condition the 
amplitude Is determined by raising or lowering the cam while the phasing is obtained by a rotation. At 
present it appears that the rotor wi.1! also require R collective pitch or incidence setting in order to 
penrlt autorotation and to give minimum hover power (although on certain designs it may be possible to 
ellainate this control entirely). It is envisioned that this control would be a simple propeller pitch 
type of control programmed to vary as a function of flight speed and would not be a primary flight control. 

The demonstrator program represents the first of a new generation of helicopters which may Include all 
types from heavy lift to the very high speed version shown in Figure 3. The high speed design will be 
discussed in detail in this paper because it operates in all the possible flight regimes and as such serves 
as a good example. Additionally the rotor performance is based on calculations which have been at least 
partially validated by the test results of the reverse blowing rotor model of Figure 5. Clearly, however, 
the performance predicted for the high speed design should not be applied arbitrarily to other types which 
have different design requirements. 

The paper is divided into three major sections. The first addresses the general area of high speed 
helicopter limitations and design and attempts to show the potential of the CCR for achieving a balanced 
design concept. The second section discusses in some detail the calculated aerodynamic performance of the 
CCR in hover, cruise and transitional flight. The third section addresses some long standing questions of 
autorotation, blade dynamics and vibrations at high speeds. 

2.0 MAJOR LIMITATIONS OF HIGH SPEED HELICOPTERS 

The aerodynamic feasibility of extending rotor borne speeds to 300-1+00 knots has been essentially 
demonstrated with experiment and theory by three rotor concepts. These are: the coaxial rotor, characterized 
by the Advancing Blade Concept [15, 16, 17]; the pitch control rotor characterized by the Reverse Velocity 
Rotor (RVR) [13, 19]; and the reverse blowing rotor or high speed variant of the Circulation Control Rotor 
[ll+; 20, 21]. All three rotor systems operate at high advance ratios (^ « 1.0) in a thrust compounded, semi- 
autorotative condition. All three use (or contemplate using) double ended airfoils with maximum thickness 
near mid chord in order to efficiently utilize the reversed flow region. In order to reach the high advance 
ratio condition representative of cruise at 300-1*00 knots all of the rotors must fly through the difficult 
Ij, = 0.7 transition regime where the retreating blade develops little lift due to the low dynamic pressure. 
The coaxial accomplishes this by contra - rotating the two rotors and essentially neglecting the retreating 
blade stall; the pitch control rotor by using a second harmonic of pitch control to carry more lift on the 
front and aft portion of the disc; the CCR by using a second harmonic of cyclic blowing control, high lift 
airfoils and by the use of simultaneous leading and trailing edge blowing on the retreating side which 
permits lift to be developed independently of the relative wind direction. Each system Incurs performance 
penalties for the ability to transition and cruise at high speeds. These penalties are primarily In the 
areas of (1) rotor lifting efficiency, (2) parasite drag and (3) rotor and hub system weights. Significant 
advances must be made in all three areas before the high speed helicopter can attain productivity levels 
competitive with other- proposed forms of TOOL. The following section illustrates how the CCR may effect 
improvements in these key areas. 

2.1 Rotor Efficiency 

Rotor efficiency is customarily measured by hover Figure of Merit (or power loading) and rotor 
equivalent lift to drag ratio. The latter is given by the generalized equation: 

WROTOR = WW (SHP + J£pc) + h + V 
where L is the total lift developed by the rotor at speed V with rotor shaft power SHP, compressor power 
HP , rotor drag D, and nramentuiii drag D .    The compressor power and intake momentum "ram" drag account for 
the additional energy penalties of a bxowr rotor neh as the CCR. 

Mr. 
The development and testinc of the model rotor and oontrols has been conducted under the leadership of 

J. B. Wilkerson of the Rotary Wing Division, NSRDC, and wi^J be reported subsequently. 
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In general, all three of the high speed rotors discussed above cruise near zero shaft power (SHP) in a 
semi-autorotativi» condition.    The critical factor in determining (L/I,

e)D0TÜR 
iB therefore the rotor drag for 

conventional types and the rotor drag, momentum drag and compressor power for the CCR.    The problem of 
defining the rotor drag is difficult, both experimentally and theoretically.    Frora an experimental standpoint 
the rotor hub tares are usually of the same order as the rotor drag itself.    Furthermore the superposition 
method of removing tares is itself very questionable becauwe  a rather strong, favorable interference effect 
may occur.    From a theoretical standpoint it is necessary to recognize that the; radial component of flow is 
significant at high advance ratios and the neglect of this term may lead to large errom, particularly in 
the rotor drag.    The  impact of this effect on rotor design is to require the minimum solidity ratio possible 
in order to minimize rotor drag.    For the CCR and pitch control rotor the critiial solidity design 
requirement occurs at ehe transition advance ratio of u =0.7 where rotor lift capability is a minimum.    For 
the coaxial the sol-Jity is determined by quite different requirements for vibrations,   structure and stiffness. 
Typically the CCR requires only about sixty percent of the solidity ratio of the "conventional" rotor systems 
and largely for this reason tends to have significantly higher rotor L/D .    In fact its efficiency can 
actually surpass that of a fixed wing VTOL as shown in Figure 6,    It should be noted that the CCR curve 
shown represents an envelope of rotor designs  for different speeds and as such represents no single 
configuration. 

The second efficiency consideration for a high speed helicopter is the hover Figure of Merit.    It is 
well known that any rotor design represents a compromise between the hover efficiency requirement for high 
blade twist and low solidity and the opposite cruise requirement.    This situation may be aggravated with very 
high speed (300-U00 knot) helicopters by the desirability to operate with low hover tip speeds so that at 
cruise speed the required rotor RPM reduction for compressibility effects may be minimized (dynamic/structural 
constraint).    This requirement in turn leads to hover operation at high thrust coefficients and,  if the 
solidity ratio is low, at high C ./ Q.    The conventional high speed rotor system encounters serious difficulty 
under such conditions because the double ended airfoils have relatively low efficiency.    Even if higher 
solidity ratios are used (with the associated cruise efficluncy losses) the basic high speed requirement for 
zero twist  (dynamic/structural constraint) gives rise to large induced power losses.    Contrasting with this 
situation the CCR develops effective aerodynamic twist by varying the slot height and chordwise position 
along the span.    The fundamental efficiency characteristica of the airfoils then lead to excellent hover 
Figure of Merit over a wide range as shown in Figure 7. 

2.2    Effect of Parasite Drag on Overall Efficiency 

Figure 8 presents historical data showing the variation of vehicle parasite drag with gross weight. 
Generally the data can be grouped into aerodynamically "unrefined" helicopters,  "clean" helicopters, and 
fixedjWing aircraft (minus wing profile dra^r).    Also it may be noted tha| the "unrefined" types follow a 
f ^ W? law (due to the dominance of separation drag) rather th ^ a f oc W5 law which the fixed wing aircraft 
follow.    The "clean" types represent either experimental helicopters or recent production types which are 
at least partially designed for low drag.    The  "goal" curve represents the drag levels estimated for 
helicopters equipped with the CCR and designed from the outset for low drag.    These latter vehicles would in 
all probability differ greatly with current rotary wing and even fixed wing design practice.    The need for 
such a ratHcal approac"   is shown in Figure 9 where the total aircraft equivalent lift drag ratio (range is 
proportional to this puiameter) is plotted against the rotor lifting efficiency for various drag "families" 
and gross weights.    It is immediately clear from these trends that for "clean" types little benefit in 
aircraft efficiency can be achieved by increasing the rotor lifting efficiency beyond about 10.0.    Further 
improvements can only be accomplished by reducing the parasitic drag, even at a cost in rotor efficiency. 
Figure 10 presents similar trends but showing the effect of speed and altitude for the "goal" drag of the 
CCR.    In this case the higher lifting system efficiencies still have significant payoff. 

The next question is of course how to reduce drag.    Some insight may be obtained by studying the origin 
of helicopter drag.    The table below gives a drag breakdown of the CH-53A. 

COMPONENT PERCENTAGE 

Basic Fuselage 16 

Protuberances, Antennae 6 

Main Rotor Pylon & Hub ho 
Sponsons/Landing gear li 

Engine/Leakage/Momentum 14 

Tail Rotor/Surfaces 13 
100 

Surprisingly the basic fuselage contributes only 16 percent of the total drag while the hub and pylon 
area account for ho percent!    This result is typical of present helicoptei  designs in the higher weight 
ranges.    It indicates that the major source of drag is basically separated flow in areas of high i;iterferei?ce 
velocities.    Figure 11 presents a typical cross sectional area distribution of the CH-53A showi.jg that in 
the hub-pylon region the area is maximum.    Furthermore, because of the separated wake from these components, 
an effective area magnification factor occurs due to the wake blockage.    The result is of course very high 
interference velocities followed by steep adverse pressure gradients which in turn may lead to further 
separation.    The rather disappointing results with contoured fairings in this region can be explained 
basically by these 'wo effects.    The interacting flow fields of the pylon ramp, pylon,  shaft, hub and blade 
shanks produce a strong diffuser effect which lea-ic to gross separation.    This phenomena is illustrated in 
Figure 12.    In order to achieve significant drf^ reduction in this region boundary layer control may be 
incorporated as a "fix" [22].    More fundhment.t.lly however, what is needed is  (1) to eliminate the peak 
interference velocities by gross redistribution of cross sectional area and (2) to contour the localized 
interference regions around the pylon to avol i the sudden deceleration of flow in the boundary layer.   The 
high speed  CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTOR offers c »veral interesting possibilities in this regard.    First, by 
using very rigid blades, it promises to grea-t ly reduce the "hump back" requirement of flapping rotors. 
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The fuselage contour can be quite streamlined with the rotor mounted In close proximity. Second, virtually 

all the control system may be submerged in tha fuselage proper, essentially eliminating a "hub" as such and 
the associated blockage. Finally, under cruise condition the compressor power requirement becomes relatively 
small leaving a useful air supply available for suppressing possible localized separation areas (as on the 
rotor shaft for example). 

The other areas of high parasite drag can be approached using the same principle of minimizing 
interference. Because of the relatively small contribution of the fuselage it appears profitable to make 
as many components as possible confomal with the basic shape. Stores, landing gear, spensons and extra 
fuel tanks fall in this category. Careful integration of the auxiliary propulsion fan, possibly within the 
basic fuselage, will further reduce interference. Certainly the use of a fan-in-tail or similar low drag 
device is mandatory in my high speed design. 

The helicopter is a unique device from the standpoint of drag. Unlike a fixed wing aircraft it does 
not require a high fineness ratio fuselage for stability reasons (the optimum fineness ratio without 
inter.  -nee ie only 3.7); rather, it can obtain its basic stability from the main rotor and tail fan. In 
effect It has an active control system. Furthermore it has only one major interference surface (the pylon) 
as opposed to two for the fixed wing aircraft.  It is interesting indeed to speculate whether a helicopter 
designed using a "subsonic area rule" criteria could in fact have lower drag than a fixed wing aircraft. 
Figure 13 shows an analytical approach to this problem presently underway at NSRDC. The fuselcge is 
mathematically modeled by singularity distributions and the complete inviscid flow field calculated [22, 23]. 
Streamline paths and pressure distributions are computed and approximate turbulent boundary layer criteria 
are used to estimate where separation may occur. Problem areas are then redesigned to preclude separation. 

2.3 Weight Associated with the Lifting System 

As the design speed of VTOL aircraft Increases there is a corresponding increase in the empty 
weight to gross weight ratio. For high speed, SOO-^OO knot helicopters, the major component weight growth 
occurs in two areas. The first is the rotor blade/hub/retention and control system weights required to 
transition through the ^ = 0.7 regime and to withstand the stress levels associated with cruise speeds. 
For the coaxial type system these weights are essentially the second contra-rotating rotor and the very 
stiff blades needed to avoid excessive rotor spacing and dynamlc/aeroelastic instabilities. For the pitch 
control type the penalty occurs in the greater iolidity and two per rev pitch controls needed to maintain 
rotor lift during transition and also either stiff root retention or tip weights to prevent excessive blade 
flapping and coning. 

In contrast the CCR blade structure lends itself naturollv to high speed design by virtue of reduced 
solidity, a simplified control system nnd structurally efficient blades. Figure Ik  illustrates a high 
speed, double slotted blade design and also shows a comparison of the inboard section stiffness with a 
reference 0012 for the same blade weight and chord. Two possible spar designs are also shown schematically 
which efficiently close the torsion box while allowing the slot air to flow with minimum duct losses. 

The second area of large weight growth is the auxiliary propulsion system ^nd is directly related to 
the speed and parasitic drag. Here the hub/pylon drag is the crucial distinction bstween the high speed 
rotor types. Estimates of the percentage of total drag associated with the hub, pylor, and controls of 
conventional types range from 35 to 50 percent for the pitch control and coaxial types as compared with only 
11 percent for the CCR. 

The preceding discussions are summarized in Figure 15 where the empty weight breakdowns for four hijji 
speed candidates are summarized. The computations have assumed equal gross weight and limit load factors 
for a 300 knot aircraft designed for the late 1970's. For the helicopter types the basic parasite drags 
minus the hub/pylon drags were very close as Indicated by the figure. The weights w' >h are attributed to 
the different lifting systems are indicated separately. The CCR blade weights are bat». » on the coaxial blades 
(which have similar thickness ratios) and adjusted for the difference in solidity ratio.  It was also 
assumed that the compressor and ducting weight was offset by the transmission weight savings associated with 
the reduced shaft torque requirement. 

Figure 16 summarizes some general trends in empty weight fractions of VTOL aircraft with speed (for 
equal load factors).  It may be seen that the CCR affords the potential for a dramatic change in VTOL weight 
trends. 

2.k    Impact of Limitations on Mission Performance 

The preceding sections have addressed the three major performance limitations of high speed 
helicopters. The significance of these limitations in terms of performance may be conveniently estimated as 
follows: the payload fraction, PL/GW, is described in terms of the fuel fraction, FW/r.W, and empty weight 
fraction, EW/GW, by 

S-l 
GW 

PL 
GW « 1.0 

"   lGW HOVER "    GW CRUISE " GW 

SFC ■     t  •  ,/r/S         SFC 
3Ö0-FM                           325  (VVT0TAL 

EW 
" GW 

where t represents the "equivalent" hover time at sea level standard (loiter time may b» expressed in terms 
of hover time), R is the total range in nautical miles, and FM is the "total" Figure of Merit of the vehicle 
Including download, tail rotor and othT power loss. T/S is the disc loading and SFC represents the mean 
specific fuel conaumption. 

Figure 17 presents a typical tradeoff study for a long range ASW type mission. It may be aoen that the 
payload fraction is extremely sensitive to very small changes in empty weight, followed by para xte drag, 
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and rotor efficiency.    These results Indicate that the CCR potential for weight reduction should be fully 
exploited even at the cost of reduced rotor efficiency.    For exeunple, a stiff flapwlse rotor Is preferred 
to a freely flapping rotor because the potential hub/pylon drag reduction (propulsion and fuel system 
weight savings) more than offsets the reduction of lifting system efficiency associated with the higher 
blade thickness ratios (needed for obtaining the stiffness). 

3.0   HIGH SPEED CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTOR PERFORMANCE 

The basic operation of the CCR has been described In the literature [lU] and therefore will not be 
repeated herein.    Rather, some important performance details will be presented of the Isolated rotor 
characteristics In hover, transition, and cruise.    The results shown are based on a standard type computer 
strip theoiy analysis which Includes airfoil section data for each span location as a function of blowing 
coefficient, angle of attack, freestream Mach number and Jet Mach number.    The analysis has been modified 
to Include additional calculations of radial skin friction drag, compressor and coriolls horsepower, 
momentum "ram'' drag,  and the radial variation of ducting losses in the rotor blade.    The latter computation 
accounts for the various effects of duct area, friction, internal obstructions, heat transfer and temperature 
variations, centrifugal compression and distributed mass efflux.    Generally it is felt that the analysis Is 
conservative for the forward flight calculations and slightly optimistic in hover.    The rotor configuration 
used for these cnmputations is similar to that of Figure Ik with four untwisted blades, aspect ratio Ik,3, 
constant chord and constant slot height.    The airfoil shape,  slot chordwlse position and trailing edge contour 
vary along the span.    It is not, however, considered to be optimum in design, particularly for the low speed 
regime. 

3.1 Modes of Operation of High Speed CCR 

The example rotor of this paper is designed to achieve speeds approaching 'tOO knots.    Consequently 
the maximum rotational tip speeds cannot exceed approximately 350 fejt per second in the cruise condition 
without encountering deleterious compressibility effects.    Two avenues are then open to the designer: 
(l) for best overall aerodynajnie efficiency the hover tip speed is maintained around 500-700 feet per second, 
and then reduced in forward flight, or {2) for minimum dynamic and aeroelastic problems the tip speed is 
maintained constant around 350 feet per second.    This latter approach implies greater solidity (probably 
5 blades). Increased blade weight and reduced rotor cruise efficiency.   However, as discussed in section 2.0 
the designer may be able to sacrifice some rotor efficiency without seriously affecting the overall vehicle 
efficiency. 

Considering the case with RPM reduction for the present, Figure 18 shows the various modes of operation 
of a high speed CCR.    Hover and low speed flight are Identical with a conventional helicopter or compound. 
Propulsion is provided by the rotor or by auxiliary means such as a propeller or fan.    As the advance ratio 
reaches u  = 0.4 the reverse blowing and second harmonic blowing controls are turned on to provide maximum 
lift capability through transition.    The aircraft continues to accelerate up to 250 knots in a level attitude 
where it initiates a fifty percent rotor RM reduction.    The second harmonic control is then turned off and 
the rotor is flown up to cruise speed.    The collective pitch variation Is automatically varied with rotor 
RFW and pitot pressure and becomes zero after the transition maneuifBr.    Figure 18 also shows the variation 
of rotor and aircraft efficiency over the speed and advance ratio range.   An  efficiency of eighty percent 
is assumed for the auxiliary propulsion device and eighty five percent for the compressor.    The total and 
compressor power requirements peak at p, = 0.7 and drop rapidly during RPM reduction to less than half of 
this value.    At the 'tOO knot cruise speed the ram head total pressure rise is more than sufficient to 
provide the blowing required. 

3.2 Hover Performance 

a^ 

The capability of the CCR to achieve high hover efficiency has been noted previously.    Figure 19 
shows the span load distributions which can be achieved with the untwisted rotor of this study (Figure 1^). 
The "ideal" loading for minimum induced power as derived from the Lock-Goldstein theoiy is also shown for 
comparison.    Figure 20 compares the computed downwash distributions and indicates that very close to a constant 
downwash distribution can be obtained.    An empirical  correction has been added to the analysis to account 
for the tip vortex impingement.   Figure 21 presents a typical variation of power components in the hover 
mode and confirms that the induced power is very close to the ideal actuator disc value.    The tradeoff in 
profile, compressor and coriolls power is also shown indicating that the mlnlmam occurs with very low 
blowing rates and significant angle of attack lift.    Figure 22 summarizes the isolated rotor hover performance 
for the high speed rotor. 

3.3    Forward Flight 

The variation of rotor lifting system efficiency as a function of speed and advance ratio is 
presented in Figure 23.    The performance shown is   nonoptimum but the general trend with advance ratio and 
disc loading is typical.    The trend of increasing efficiency with advance ratio is gradually offset at very 
high speeds by advancing blade compressibility losses.    No three dimensional tip relief has been assumed in 
this example although this could amount to approximately 0.10 Mach number for the fifteen percent elliptical 
tip section.    The discontinuity in the curves at the transition speed corresponds to the rapid reduction In 
power required as the rotor RPM is reduced.    Figure 2k illustrates the benefit of reducing tip speed further 
at hOO knots, hence increasing advance ratio and decreasing compressibility losses.    A limiting case at 
H = 200 is also shown to indicate the upper bound on efficiency.    It is evident that stopping the rotor would 
not result in a substantial improvement in the lift system efficiency.   Figure 25 illustrates the potential 
benefit due to operation at altitude where the radial flow skin friction drag is reduced.    In actual 
applications these higher altitudes would be used to miniinlze the parosite drag penalty of the fuselage, 
similar to a fixed wing aircraft. 
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3.k   Effect of Radial Flow 

As prevloußly noted the effect of radial flow on the rotor drag can become very Important at high 
advance ratios. Its effect on torque is usually much less significant because the rotor operates In a 
seml-autorotative mode. The difference between the classical and radial flow computation is strongly 
emphasized in Figure 36 where the radial skin friction coefficient is assumed to be Cj. = 0.0 (classical) 
and Cf =0.001+'> (radial flow). In practice it may be possible to achieve Cj. « 0.002 due to unsteady effects 
and low Reynolds numbers. For all of the rotor performance examples in this paper a value of Cf = O.OOUj 
has been assumed. The Impact of the radial flow results on rotor design is to require the minimum solidity 
ratio possible consistent with the maximum thrust transition requirements discussed next. 

1 

3.5 Transitional Flight 

As the rotor accelerates to higher speeds the very high parasite drag forces the rotor to resort 
to aaxlliary thrust and to operate near zero shaft angle. At u = 0,7 the retreating blade encounters the 
lowest average dynamic pressure in the flight regime with reverse flow over the inboard 70 percent and 
forward flow over the outboard 30 percent. This condition represents the critical design point for the OCR 
which determines the minimum solidity ratio. 

Three unique mechanisms are employed on the CCR to permit transition with relatively low solidity. The 
first is simply the large lift capability of the airfoils but this advantage is somewhat offset by the special 
contouring of the trailing edge to give low drag at high Mach numbers. The second mechanism is the use of 
second harmonic cylic air modulation to heavily load the fore and aft quadrants of the disc while unloading 
the lateral quadrants. In effect the roll trim problem is reduced while the maximum thrust capability is 
greatly enhanced. In addition the compressor power consumption is also alleviated by this means. The third 
mechanism is the unique phenomena of "dual slot blowing" whereby both the leading and trailing edge slots 
p-re blown sliu''4 Jieously (in the mixed flow region of the disc) and lift may be developed with the relative 
wind coming from either direction. Some Interference does occur due to the flow at the leading edge slot, 
however, airfoil tests to date indicate the phenomena Is essentially as described. 

Figure 27  shows the maximum lifting capability of the CCR with advance ratio and indicating the 
advantageous effect of reverse blowing, second harmonic control and a larger slot height to chord ratio 
(w/c = 0.003, also with second harmonic control and reverse blowing). The curve clearly shows that the 
critical lift condition occurs at n = 0.7. Translating these results into an actual rotor design at a speed 
of ;'50 knots yields a minimum solidity ratio of a = (T/S)/ 157 for the lower slot height design (w/c = 0.002). 
For a design disc loading of T/S = 10 lb/ft3 and with a l.Ug maneuver margin the required solidity ratio is 
only o = 0.0891. 

Figure 28 shows the effect of solidity ratio on the maximum lifting efficiency at 1*00 knots. Also shown 
are design lines for the \i =  0.7 transition condition. Tills figure depicts the principle design trade off 
for the i'.igh speei CCR. Tie Influence of the larger slot height to chord ratio, cruise altitude, design 
cruise speed and advancing tip Mach number would also be considered in a final design study. In addition 
a linearly increasing slot height distribution, blade planform taper and more efficient blowing schedule 
also appear advantageous so that a significant improvement in maximum rotor efficiency should bie possible 
over the relatively high values of the present example. However, before refining the aerodynamic design 
much further it is necessary to consider some possible nonaerodynamic constraints which may impact strongly 
on the design. 

h.O    OTHER ASPECTS 

In this section some other features of the CCR are described and some potential problems requiring further 
study are discussed. 

k.l   Autorotation 

The steady state autorotative performance of the CCR has been analyzed in the low npeed mode. The 
results are presented in Figure 29 for one disc loading. Acceptable rates of descent appear possible down 
to low ground speeds where the landing transition maneuver would begin. Interestingly a relatively high 
disc loading of 8.0 psf has a lower rate of descent for the condition studied. The success of CCR 
autorotatlon will probably depend heavily on the ability of the compressor to match the rotor requirement 
through autorotatlon. At present It is envisioned that this compressor would be installed on the engine 
shaft ahead uT (01  Integral with) the engine compressor so that it could be driven by the rotor in 
autorotatlon and also would reduce the transmission weights by removing power from the turbine shaft. Some 
means of obtaining variable pressure ratio and mass flow would then have to be Incorporated as Indicated by 
the compressor requirements of Figure 29. 

U.2 Matural Frequencies and Blade Dynamics 

The possibility of torsional instability or divergence caused by relatively high mid chord pitching 
moments requires the CCR to be very stiff In the torsion mode. In addition the possibility of flapping 
instability at high advance ratios and the quite separate requiremen+ of a low rotor-fuselage clearance for 
minimum parasite drag tend to require a stiff rotor in the flapping direction. These constraints are 
compatible with the natural tendency of the CCR blades to be quite stiff in torsion and bending. For RPM 
reduction the slope of the bending mode curve can be altered by using coning if resonance is a problem. 

The selection of the inplane stiffness is somewhat open to question. It depends on both the bending 
stiffness (Inplane coriolis forces due to flapping) and on the range of RPM reduction. A distinct 

-sibllity of Inplane resonance exists if the first inplane blade mode crosses the two per rev excitation 
line (due to the relatively high two per rev aerodynamic forces). To avoid this possibility the blade may 
have to be quite stiff in this mode also. Figure 30 illustrates a possible choice of frequency placement 
for the example rotor with a 50 percent RPM reduction. The first inplane mode has been placed abova the 
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two per rev line In oi-der to avoid high stresses during the transition maneuver. Referring to the 
basic equation for a nonrotating beam with linearly varying properties It can be noted that the 
inplano natural frequency is given by; 

,0.5 = (HEt/c) 

where H is a geometric shape factor, E is the elastic modulus, t/c is the root seci;oii thickness to chord 
ratio, <j is the rotor solidity ratio and H is the number of blades.    For the high speed CCR of Figure Ik 
the first term represents a factor of about 2,2 tines a conventional rotor while the second term is about 
l.k times so that for the four bladed rotor example of this paper the inplane frequency can be placed 
sufficiently high without adding unnecessary solidity (as with some hingeless rotors). 

k.3   Vibrations 

During transition the CCR is heavily loaded on the fore and aft quadrants and essentially unloaded 
.n the lateral quadrants.    At high cruise advance ratios the blade encounters a region of essentially zero 
tangential velocity twice per revolution.    These extreme conditions impose high blade loads and bending 
moments which tend to pass unattenuated to the rotor hub.    Figure 31 shows the azimuthal variation of 
blade loading and hub loads for the four bladed rotor at the two worst vibration conditions.    Although these 
results are only tentative, they do indicate that four blades appear to give acceptable vibration levels. 
With five blades the oscillating vertical shears are significantly lower. 

'+.'+    Research Recommendations 

The CCR appears to hold the potential for a balanced VTOL design which can radically extend the 
scope and application of the helicopter.    Several areas require further definition, however.    These Include 
handling qualities, particularly in the areas of gust sensitivity,  gyroscopic coupling, phase lags and 
automatic feedback control systems.    The lift independence characteristic of CC airfoils should be studied 
in the context of reduced vibrations.    Higher harmonic azimuthal blowing controls for improved performance 
and vibration reduction should also be scudied.    The entire area o? blade dynamic and structural design 
requires detailed study with special attention to the problem of ballistic damage.    The unique power 
requirements of the CCR should be addressed, possibly with advanced fr.n/shaft engines using supercharged bypass 
air to supply the blowing requirements; 
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Figure 1 - Basic Concept 
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Figure 2 - High Advance Ratio Dual Blowing Concept 
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Figure 3 - High Speed Design Concept for ASW Mission 
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Figure 4 - Example of Hub-Valve Control System 

Figure 6a - Low Speed Circulation Control Rotor with 
Second Harmonic Blowing Control 

Figure 5b - High Speed Jet Flap Rotor with Dual 
Plenum Blowing 

Figure 5 — Seven Foot Diameter Blown Model Rotor'. Tested in 
NSRDC 8 x 10 Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel 
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SOME OBJECTIVES  ZN APPLYING HINGEUSS8 ROTORS 

TO HELICOPTERS AND V/8TOL-AIRCRAPTS 

by 

H.D.  Hubar 

Me«««r«chmltt-Bölkow-Bloh» OobH 

Ottobrunn, Germany 

SUHMARY 

Sons of the aerodynamic, dynamic and aeroelaatlc problems In rotor design for 
helicopters and V/STOL-alrcrafts will be discussed In this paper. After a short descrip- 
tion of the main fe'itures of the hlngeless rotor concept the most Important research and 
design areas of the system are Indicated. 

Particular attention must be given to the flapping and inplane stiffness of the 
blade root section, the aerodynamic and dynamic blade design, the rotor hub geometry and 
the control system flexibility. The paper will give some Insight into the aeroelaatlc 
characteristics and will show some Important parameter sensitivities. 

The analytical and experimental studies Include control and flight dynamic charac- 
teristics, structural loads, damping behaviour and aeroelaatlc stability. Analytical re- 
sults are compared with test data. Based on these results some design criteria are provi- 
ded and recommendations are made for a successful application of hlngeless rotor systems 
on helicopters and tilting prop/rotor aircrafts. 

NOTATIONS 

aa      equivalent hinge offset 

a0, a1   flapping coefficients 

cfl      equivalent flapping hinge restraint 

equivalent lagging hinge restraint 

blade torsional stiffness 

control system flexibility 

blade lag damping 

lag mode damping 

chordwise center of gravity position 

blade root flapwise bending moment 

blade root inplane bending moment 

control pitching moment 

rotor radius 

time 

time to double or to half amplitude 

period 

air speed 

flapping angle 

feathering axis preeone angle 

C       lead-lag angle 

CK      blade sweep angle 

9E      torsional deflection of control system 

eo      collectiv pitch 

0e      cyclic pitch 

ä1      pitch-lag coupling 

<3      pitch-flap coupling 

fl       rotor frequency 

Ug      flapping natural frequency 

«.      inplane natural frequency 

The studies have been sponsored in part by the Ministry of Defence of the 
Federal Republic of Germany 
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1. lft~IO. 

0..1' tbe ..-t ,ean of Vel'tical~akeoff- and Ludia9 Ail'cl'afta tbe low cliac loa-
4189 rotor ettaiaed broed ecoeptaaoe. Witb iaanue of pllyaical Dclentand1at and illpl'o
,_t of tecrbaical fec1lit1ea aew typea of I'Otol'a an cleftlopecl aad at tbia the hiav•
leu I'Otol' caloept tau ..._ fa~ecl 1a noeat ,ear•. 

t'beontical and e..,.rs-tal 1aft8Utat1ona haft ahowa tbat the aonarticnalatecl 
type of I'Otol' offen lldftat.vea ud a1p1f1cant illpl'o• t• 1a a nUibel' of anu. !'he 
Mia ..._t ... of tb18 apt• caa be atated to be tbe laJ'9e -t capU.1Uty which can 
be tl'andened to tbe aii'CII'aft. !'h• hip ooati'Ol powel' •d d...,int 18 pi'OY1ded l'eaul
t189 1a fOOd baacl11at qulitiea "adel' all fUpt cal41t1ona. A MCond naND fOI' aelec
tlaf bi .... leu I'Oton 18 the aillpUcity of tbia ayatell achieftcl by eliaination of hinvea, 
dlllpen aacl all aol'ta of blade ·~· fol' eaa~~ple. 

a. 1a41cated by -.lytical atadiea aad teat e..,.riuoe, the MI'OIIyn..t.c beha•1ou 
1a bal'dly 1afl-oecl by tbe type of blade atta:'we.nt aacl cal,..tioaal •alyda caa be 
at111Mcl for I'OtOI' -~c tna~t. rna tbe ataaclpoiat of clya..t.c and •nalutica, 
.._.ftl', the hb9eleu I'OtOI' npl'e._ta a fail'ly aw caloept, aad thenfOI'e a detailed 
ataty of the probl- 1a aeoe••ai'J' f• a aacceadal IIPP11oat1on to helioopte>n aad Y'I'OL
aii'CI'afta. 

2. .OUtc. APrLICAnc. ~ uwc;a at 101011 

liaoe the M91aa1at of the heliooptel' act1•1t1ea at tbe .. GCIIIpafty a •u1ety of 
I'Otai'J' wiq ..-ojecta ... atal'ted. !be .,.t f_,.. one, beiat aow in pi'Oduction atave, 1a 
the L1tllt-ut1lity-.. Uooptel' .0 105 witb a biapleu type of I'Otol'. !'hia aw beliooptal' 
ap~ wu cleacl'ibed in .. ftl'al papua (1, 2) aad 18 well bowa today. fte Mia objectift 
1a I'Otol' cleaiva wu to vet a I'Otor witb illlpz'oftd fly1at qulitiea, low Miat.anoe aad 
h19h blade life. fte fact tbat the l'otol' ayatea 1taelf dicln • t aeed any chanve aiaoe the 
cleaip pll ... ..-ow• tbat tbia "l'k wu cloae aucoeaafully (r19'1ft 1) • 

.. tually, tbe ayatea wu deft loped futber 1ft detail aad aw effecta wen 1a
•••t1pted OD it OWl' tbe ,.ua. !ben wu a t•int of tbe bladea witb napect to the 
Mia fncr-ciea, a ncluction of tbe hab a1H by uint t1t•1• •d a ..S1f1cat1on of 
the blade• airfoil •ctioa. 11w effecta an atalliecl witb abanoecl pi'Ofile ahapea at the 
Up aection aa4 with bladea witb 1Dt:e9rated •nalaatic feedback pi'Opel'tiea. 

Ia ordel' to p&'O.ide ac.a phyaical _..ntancliat, a ahcu-t cleacl'1pt1oa of tbe IIOlkow 
Rotol' lyat• will ba t1ftn. !be Mia CCIIIpOilanta of tbia I'OtOI' (Fipn 1) an a fti'J atiff 
hab and fibeqlau I'Otol' bladea, which an 1'1t1dly attached to ahol't hab ua without 
flappiat aad la99in9 hlate• · !ben 1a oaly a fHtbel'in9 hiap fi.ecl to tbe 1'1t1d hab anD. 
fte blade .oti ona an p!tchiat .otion at tbe l'oot, elutic a.-dint 1a flapw1H and cho~
wiae tinction aad tol'aional deflectiODa. 

Such typea of biateleu I'Oton an ac.aU-• nval'ded aa •ritid • rotor•, which 
~ld actually bahaft like a 1'1t1d ati'Uctun. Ia tb1• napect it ... t ba ncopiaed tbat 
1a cunnt deaipa hitb fleaibility 1a u...S, eapecially 1a the blade I'Oot Hctioaa, 'lbeH 
fl .. 1b111t1•• ~tete~• tbe fundeeental difference• to oo.pletely r1t1d roton u well u 
to fully articulated rotol'a. 

Flappiat aad iaplane flexibility ue beat character1Hd by the I'Otatint aatural 
fnqaenciea of tbe blade• fint a.-dint .odea. In tbe Mlkow 81apl••• IDtor lyat• a 
fnquency ratio nlatift to I'Otor fnquancy of about 1.10 to 1.12 1a uaecl 1a flappint 
d1nct1on aad a ratio of about 0.1 to o. 7 1a iapl_. d1nct1on. !'he oo.parU.le •aluu 
of a typical articnalated rotor an about 1 • 02 ( flappiat) aad batw!ean o. 2 to o. 3 (in plane) • 
It will ba ahowa 1a tbia paper tbat tbeH two •aluea an illpol'taftt chuacteriaUca of a 
I'OtOr ayatea with l'eapect to the fl19ht dyn..t.ca, the Mnalutic atu.Uity beha.tour 
and tbe atl'uctual loecla. 

Aa -uoaed bafon, the biavel••• I'Otor ayatea,aa it 1a ut111aed aowadap 18 de
tenl1aecl by tbe ue of flexibility 1ft the bladea. !'hu it 1a far froa a COD,..Uonal 
hiapd blade ayatea aad of 00\II'M far froa a •ritid• blade ayatea. 

3. 1 'fecbaical reMuch anu 

t'be .,_.poae of F19'1ft 2 ia to Ulutrate the .oat illpol'taftt •naeareh ar .. a• on a 
aon-al'ticulated I'Otol' calcept; aad to a-.r1H ac.a of the pl'ob~ .ad effecta uaocia
ted witb the Mia blade ::::;;apertiea. a. 1t caa ba .... , the .oat 1atenat11UJ blade Hctioa 
1a tbe ~ • of ro~dnab -.d blade I'Oot. 'lbeM areaa nqain particular atteaUoa dul'int 
the layoa _ aac1 deaiva pllaM. 

AI !t ... diacuuecl 1a Mftl'al papel'a (1, 2, 3), the dyaaaic chuecter1at1ca of a 
h189ele I'OtOr beliooptel' an p&'Uuily defiaed by the flap baad1ft9 aUffaeaa of the hab 
aacl bla<:· root Hction. !be a1H of the htlb aacJ tbe a,_1H blade atiffaeaa •d ~ 
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41atrlbaUoa an the dete~n1D9 pu-tera ln thla napect. !'he Mpltada of the -t• 
tr•aaitted to the rotor abaft profta to be the .oat illportut ad•antave of the hinveleaa 
II'OtOr qatea, proYidl89 an acellent aontrol and daalpin9 napoaH and an extena1ve 11ft 
offMt rante. 

A HCIOild 111P0rtut layout pu .. ter 1a the 1nplue bend1n9 aUffneaa ol the blade• 
(Pi,_. 2). It.._ to be a quuUoa of clea1p ph1loaophy, whether a ,.ey aUff aubcr1-
t1cal qatea C•c • 0), or a aapercr1t1cal aoft 1nplane ayat .. C•c < 0) 1e uHd. In Mlec
tiat tb1a f=cy careful attention aut be 91,_ to the atnctual loada and to all 
.acta of .. -.lc and ..ahan1c 189 lnatab111t1ea,. auch .. flap-lat couplin9 or ,round 
aDd air naoe•ce ... lat1n9 to theM probl- the knowladp of the etrenvth behaviour and 
the d...,1D9 chuacteriatica of the Mterial 1a of Mla ii!pOrtuce (5). 

A third ph ... of rotor layout 1• the blade clea1p .... idea the direct aerodynDic 
aona1clerat1ona, which an treated uually with napect to perfo~ce and 111aa1on requ1n
-ta, apec1f1C queationa ... t be A9arcJed1 Wh1ch affect the dyaDic bel\aYiOIII' in veneral. 
~ blade ax1a poa1t1oaa and the tora1oaal at1ffn .. a of the blade an acti,. .-r-t•r• 
1D th1a napect (4). In thia way flll'ther va1na in fUCJht character1atica cu be Mde by 
elaat1c ooapl1D9 effect• ind1catin9 that cleaip work on blade aect1on will be worthwhile, 
.. pec1ally for hinvel••• roton (4). 

!be dea1p of bub ud blade root attact.ent and the atiffne.. of the control ay
atea an two .on probl- _. .. on the rotor,which ... t be nvarded in the rotor layout. 
It will be abowa in th1a paper that diffennt hub veo-atr1ea will nault 1n different 
ooupl1D9 effecta wbea aontrol flexibility 1a pnMDt. !'he effect• My be extuai,., 1n
clu41nt fly1D9 qual1t1ea and e..wa air naonuoa atab111ty, for eaa.ple. 

l. 2 llatbeMtical aodel 

In order to cleterlline analytically the atab1lity and fl19ht character1at1oa of a 
bi8981••• rotor, a nlathely aillple blede and rotor .odel can be ued. It 1a aaaUMCI 
that the articulated blade 1a replaced by an equi.Yalut offHt hint• blade, which 1a 
aona1clend u a r1t1d body with apdr-9 natra1Dt and dulpen, aa ahown 1D Pitue l. !'hie 
eqa!YaleDt blade ayatea ia an uteaaioa of a n_...l flapp1nt ayatea CU, u it 1a uully 
UM4 for pue flappin9 napoa• atudiea. !'hie .oclel h .. aclditional ctevnea of fraedoa in 
chordw1H an4 tora1onal d1nctiona, it include• 

- blade flapwiH bendin9 Cf1rat aode) 

- blade 1nplane bendln9 Cf1rat aode) 

- blade twiat1nt Cf1rat .ode) 

- control ayatea flexibility. 

Plappint of the bladea 1a the deteraia1D9 de9fte of fnedoa and affecta the Min 
bebaY1our of the rotor. IDplane bend1D9 1a atroDtlY coupled to the flappint .oUon by 
COr1olia-forcea aDd 1a of 9nat influence oa the .. rcelaat1c atab111ty. toraional elaat1c 
.ouona auat be included becauH they act .. control tnputa, finally control fluib111ty 
ia a puaMter, which affecta the coupl1n9 of all other blade .ot1ona. 

Analytical naulta obtained with thia coaplex .. roel .. uc aodel ehow that hinve-
1••• rotor• cu be ataulated well uouvl\ for fl19bt dyaDic• and ayat.. atab111ty prob-
1- .. well .. for el .. t1c coupliD9 effecta. 

4. IIIPLU.-c2 or n.APPIIIG PUQUDICY 

Aa -tioned befon, the Min pu .. ter for oontrollab111ty and atab1lity of a 
helicopter 1a the freqaency of f.ad r •tal flap t.adtnv .ode. !be hinpleaa blade concept 
1a calculated aain9 con..at1onal b1nved-rotor analya1a with equ1Yaleat offHt bl... aad 
apdn9 natra1nt. !'he 1nfluenci .. of theM two .-r-ten an ahown 1n r1.-. 4. Plapp1D9 
frequency owr anlt can be obtained by --• of hinve offHt or atructual or art1f1c1al 
blade root natra1nt. '!be cantilewnd elaatic blade of the 110 105 for ex-.le reaulta in 
an eqa!Yalelat Mnve offHt of about 1St a an4 Hro or al1CJhtly nevatiw h1np reatra1Dt. 

A third way to influence the flapp1D9 napoaH 1a the u .. of p1tch-flap-coupl1nt 
Cl:s). Ita pbyaical attribute 1a u ... rodyuaic epdnt• which influence• the aapl1f1ca
tion between an9le of attack •ar1aUoaa and flapp189 napoaH. aut ia ... t be reootn1H4 
that the cbanve of flappin9 frequeacy with ~f-•91•• 1a not entirely ooaparable to real 
atiffneea freqaency incn ... , becau.. then • no ctoaave of the apec1f1c -ta per de
vr- of flap antle. Due t.o lack of r .. l h1Dt•• ku.-Uc l:s-coupUnt can nor.lly DOt be 
applied to r1t1d rotor ayat-. a..._, qa~ with the f .. ther1nt bearlat 1nboard of 
the flap aDd let flaan are auject to faYOVable p1tch-flap-ooupl1D9 effecu, which 
an eqa1Yaleat to kia..Ue ooapllap. ~nfore, •Y hub ..-u, ud blade puaMter, 
which nealta in th1a type of ooapl1a9 will 1Dfl-ce the dynall1ca of b1nvele•• roton. 

4.1 Maaent C!p!b111ty, tria aad control 

oa bel1oopten and new type• of Ult189 prop/rotoc eucrafta the rotor 1a UHd f• 
tru.ia9 and ooatroll1nt t:be a1E"creft du1Dt tr•a1Uon or .,.n 1D all fl1pt oon41t1oaa. 

aao 
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Ia tbia napect the priacipal iaacwatioa of biD~Jele•• rotor aya~ ia the c..,_Uity to 
tr•..tt 1aqe -u to tbe rotor aaft. Pipn 5 illaatrataa tbe alutic bebaYioar 
_.tha-t capacity of a biatel•• ntor o.er a wide ruve of blade flapp1D9 f~
~. 1DcltltiD9 ao~l articalat:ed nton ud ftrJ .tiff pl'Op8llara. It abould be DOted 
tbat the flapp1D9 napanH t a cyclic coatnl - on tha left part - of a_ tn»ical binvalaaa 
rotor ia aboat the .... aa tha n8pclllM of a fully articalattcl ntor (•t • 1 .0) • but ia 
decnui"9 with bi!ber f~ciaa. 'rfpical tiltiD9 nton (•I • 1.2 t .4) ud ftrJ 
atiff pnpellera ( 1 • 1. 7) an npn••t:ed ia tbia caM witb no~l •1rtul -ttiava• off
Hta aD4 nlatiftly atron9 root apriap. 1ft coatrut to tha flappin9 811Plitadea tha •v
aitade of the naaltiD9 -u at the ntor bub ahowa a arked iacnaH with flapp1D9 
atiffaaaa. It ia iatenatiav to note that tha .. in inc~t of ooatrol-.a.ant ia alrea
dy cbta1Ded at nlatiftly low •al•• of •1• 

ADothu affect of cyclic pitch ia th• aide foroa naultin9 frca tha tilt of tha 
ntor diac (I) aD4 frca Mrodya.aic dra9 cbanv••. It ia abowa in thia picture that a 
... ~aide foroa oa nton ia cbtaiaed with flapp1D9 frequncy ratioa of aboUt 1.2. 
ftia ia illportut for boftr y• coaaideratioaa of tUt1D9 prop/ntor aircrafta. wbare 
a y .. 1D9 .a.aat ia pn•ided by 41ffareat1al cyclic pitcb. 

Ia -..ty-atate flifbt coaditioaa (Pipn I) the fluctuatioaa in tha Mroclyaaaic 
blade force• darin9 blade n.olatioa ara ba~ly influeaced by tba flappin9 f~cy of 
tlla ntor. 'lbe oornap0Ddift9 ooatnl uvlaa of the two ntora an fixed by tha diffannt 
flow OOD41Uoaa daria9 tha n.olatioa of tha ntor bladaa and by tbe nqai~u of 
tru.ia9 tha •EOCira..tc ad oaater of vra•ity -u of tha aircraft. Ia veaaral. with 
b1fttel .. • ntora it ia aaceaaary to reduce tha fint bananic flapp1D9 .otioa to liait 
the -u ectiav oa the beUoopter. 

Ia order to illuatrate tha acope of cyclic requi~t• for tri..-4 fli9ht COD41-
Uoaa • the loavitucliaal pitch an9lea an abowla ftraua ainpud 1D PiCJQn 7. A belioopter 
aa4 a tilt w1D9 aircraft with cyclic pitch propeller• an Mlected to allow the extr ... 
~i~u ia thia rupect. Por the beUoopter tbe tria uvlaa an withia a reave of 
1° with a poeitift atatic atability o..r the whole ruve of ao~l fli9bt apeeda. At tbe 
exu... bifb apeed COD41Uoa (170 kaou) lae9itadiaal cyclic eavle• an required ap to 
t 0 • wbich ia about to• of the ooatnl Mrtin of thia heUoopter. Ia tha ritbt part of 
the pictan the ooatnl charecteriatica of a tJPical tUt-w1D9 aircraft of abolat 10.000 
pou4a vroe• weifbt 1!:. ·~ for boftr IID4 tr•aitioa. !be nftnal 1D loavitudiul atick 
poeitioa ia claa to the tilt of the w1a9 aa4 ia iabenat 1D the aatan of auch typea of 
aircraft.. aut it ia of atUl .on 1Dtenat tbet a cyclic pitch of laaa thea 2° ia aaffi
cieat to tria tha four propeller aircraft daria9 treaaition - .... with the .oat aafa
YOG~abla c.9. poeltioa. ror additional MDftftH (nlatiD9 to IIIL aa4 AGA.--...uir-ta) 
a ... ~ cyclic of oaly so will ba required (5). 

4.2 ltab111tx cbaractaria~lca 

liailar to the control -u the atabUity cbarectariaUca of belioopteu a:acl 
tilt-rotor-ai~afta an affacted by the flapp1D9 atiffaaaa of the bladaa. It caa aaaily 
ba abowla by •alf81• tbat the dca1DatiD9 atability par ... tan an pnaaat:ed by the p1t
cb1D9 -t - anvla of attack atability ea4 by tha rotor 4Mipia9 n8pclll ... Variatioaa 
ia tha f1app1D9 fnqaaacy will iaflaaace the• two dariYatifta ia particular (2). 

PiCJQn I abowa tbe atability cbaractadatica of the Mavaleaa rotor belioopter 
ao 105 o..r flitbt apaed. Illuatrated an tbe puiocl aa4 tha tiae to double uplituda 
of the critical aataral beUooptar .ode with fiucl ooatnla. Due to bitb 4Mipia9 affi
cieD~ of tba rotor the aircraft ia nlatiftly atabla in boYar and at low fli9ht apaeda. 
beo0aia9 .on ea4 .on UD8tabla at hitbar apaeda. 

Ia thia napact it ia of iatenat tbat the atabUity cbaractariatica ia the hlfb 
apee4 r-.a caa aivaificeatly 18pi'Oft with diffanat blade 8041f1cat1oaa. ~ baaic ata
bility carft ralatea to .,_ leal bladea with 0012 s-'Ofila aactioa. 'fila HCODd car.a 
ia obtaiaed with c.-band airfoil bladea aad with a ... 11 c.9.-ahift at tbe tiD •ctioa. 
t'M tbi~ atability carft nlataa to tha .... type of airfoil but with a s• ~ CJIIW
balaaoa Oftl' the wbola blade. In the apaad reave of 100 knota. for aa.ple. the tiae to 
dcMibla 811Pli twla ia iacnuacl frca 4 aac to aboat 20 Mc by uaiD9 blade 2 aD4 tbia 
acbia.-t ia farther lacrauacl by uin9 fully MroaluUc feedback bladea. In thia way 
the •apeiA of aqai•alaat atability•ia iacnuacl by abolat 100 kDota 1D tha hi9b apeed 
raava with proper blade deaip. It 1a indicated by tbua renlta. tbat aarodynaaic and 
dfllaalc blalla deaip work 1a worthwbila. aapacially for hin9alaaa ntora. 

5. ar.am DUIGII 

ADotber iaportut ana of ntor layout ia tha blade deaitn with napact to the 
Mroclya.aic ea4 tonioaal dyaaaic qaaUUaa. t'ba .. ia PK"oblaM of ntora at bifb foNard 
apee4a or bitber cUac loadiap an kDowa u cluaical blade flutter • di.uveace or dflla
aic blade atall flatter. naultin9 frca noaataady Mrodfll.aic affecta. t'ba• prcbl ... 
an treated by HYHal papara and nporta ia the lut yaara and aowadaya. 

I . adclitioa to the• atabUity prcbl ... then an other aeroclyaaaic aD4 toraional 
clyDaaic affacta. wicb an of vnat 1Dflaaaoa oa tha parforaaaoe ea4 fly1D9 qaalitiaa. 
'lbeoretical 1Dftat1tat1oaa and flifbt teat naulta witb the ao 105 belioopter with 8041-
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fied rotor bledea (4) have ahown that conaiderable iapro,...ta in perforunce and fli9ht 
dyfta.ica can be achie.-4 with proper Mrodyftaaic characteriatica and poaitive elaatic 
effect• of the toraionally flexible bladea. 

Fiqure 9 ahowa a co.pariaon of the .aneuver-characteriatica with tvo different 
blade airfoil aectiona. On the rotor with a,_..tric 0012-profile aection a turn of atick 
travel over g ia reached at the .aneuver range of about 1 • 5 g and the NXiiNII load factor 
in tr~ flight ia li.tted to 1.9 g. By uain9 una,...tric profile .. ction the atick in
atability ia poatpoaed and ateady load factor• up to 2.3 g are obtained. Accordin9 to the 
.ore fawourable atall behaviour of the .. blade• the pitch link load• are reduced conaider
ably over the entire apeed range and .ore eo in .-newer flighta. 'l'he reaulta of further 
inveati9at!ona ahow that even the flight characteriatica are influenced by the aerodyna-
81c propertiea of the profile. In thia reapect a rearward a . c.-poaition reaulta in an in
crea .. of rotor da.pin9 and iaprovecl atability characteriatica. 'l'he .. effect• are inve
ati9ated in .ore detail in reference ( 4) • 

An analyaia of the toraional equation of .otion indicate• (4) that the toraion of 
rotor bladea ia further influenced by the relative poaitiona of the blade axea of a. c., 
c.9., p.a., e.a •• stzong effecta are provided eapecially by the chordwi .... aa-diatribu
tion (c.9.) and it can be ahown that a couplin9 of flar- · \ ae bending and toraion of the 
blade exiata, when the blade ia unbalanced in chordwiae direction. 

To illuatrate the phyaical principle of thia toraional elaatic coupling,the dyna-
81c bl..S. reapoa.. in flapping and toraional direction to a diacrete guat ia ahown t.n 
Fiqure 10. The rotor ia tr~ in thia c ... at a 100 knota flight apeed and entera a 
35 fpa aine-aquared vertical guat. The principal feature of the 20t e.g. blade are the 
toraional .otiona induced by the flapping .otion, actin9 u atabiliain9 aontrol inputa. 
llorul toraional flexibility of the .0 105 bladea ia conaidered in thia ca••· The flapp
ing reaponM out of tri• condition ia reduced by about 40t with a blade of 5t e.g. off
.. t. In fact, thia ia a very efficient blade inte9rated feedback ayat••· 

Jegardin9 the .. atabiliain9 effect• of fawourable c.9. position, an eaaential t.
pro.-nt of the atability characteriaUca can be e cted too. Sa.. effacta have been 
indicated in the foregoin9 chapter. A broed vari•t:ion of the e.g. poaition of the bladea 
ia ahown in Figure H. The atability 1ncreaMa eaaentially with forward ahift of the c.9. 
and atable condition will be obtained for thia fli9ht condition at about 20t poaition. 
Thia calculation ia for norul ~aional flexibility a9ain and therefore the i.prove.anta 
.... to be re.arllable. 'ftlere ia good correlation of the analyaia with flight teat data. 
The.. data were achie,.. ~ eldin9 a ooaoentrated 7-pound weight on the bladea leadin9 
ecl9e at a o. 7 It •I*NiM 1•1tion (Fipre 12). With thia additional w.ight an equivalent 
atnctural c.,. ahift oa the total bl• of about 2.5\ waa ai.ulated. Theae experi.enta 
are r .. arded aa a preatep for a teat prorgr .. on the 80 105 with blade• of atnctural 
poaitiona up to Zot. 

6. IDLI- n.Q&)acY a..I .. IlATIC.S 

Aa iadicated u ri.-. z, .-other Uportant layout par-ter ia the chordwiae ben
dia9 atiffae .. of the ~ bletea. Due to the different influence of the centrifu9al 
foroea ia cc.periaoa to the fl11ppin9 .otion, the poaaible range of inplane frequenciea 
ia ..ch .ore uteBoled. aile typical articulated rotora with hin9•• in flapping and in
pl•• directioa lie ia a f~ r• .. of ;c • 0.2 + 0.3, hingel••• rotor concept• can 
bo Mndled fn. o. 3 up to 1 • 5, depeadin9 on tile flexibility of the root and the blade 
.. ction. 

In .... ral, there are ~ principal probl .. area• which require careful inveatiga
tion duia9 rotor l.,out phaM. The one ia the probl .. of atructural loada and atre .. 
levela, the other ia the dan98r of inatability of inplane ~· oacillationa or their coup
liD9 with other .tiona auch u body pitch and roll oacillationa, called the •claaaical• 
groaad reiiOD•ce and the air reaoaance (6). 

6.1 structural loada 

I t ia indicated by analyaia and by flight teata that the build-up of cyclic chord
vi .. blade bending ...,.ta occur• .Ualy in the rotorhub and the blade root with their 
.. ga~tude dependin9 on the chordwiae flexibility in the .. a~aa. A variation in oacilla
tory -t• with inplane frequency ia ahown in Fipre 13. Different rotor confiqurationa 
are calculated with frequency ratioa froa 0.20 up to 1.30. The lower frequenciea are 
achi.,.. in thia caae by very ... u hin98 offMta (U R), the higher frequ.nciea by an 
offMt of about 15t It and inereu1ft9 inplane apringa. In tha left part of the picture 
tt.a hiatoriea of the chordwiM ...,.ta are preaented for a cyclic atep input in hover. 
ThrM typical •aoft inpl•• • frequenciea are ahown and 1 t ia indicated that there ia a 
atron9 iacre ... in chordwi .. cyclic loada with increuing inplane atiffneaa. A au..ary 
of the reaulta in the right part abowa that the only way to reduce the high cyclic chord
viM .a.eata on hin .. leaa rotor• ia tha u .. of inplane flexibility. So called •aoft in
plane• rotor• with leg frequ.nciea between 0.6 to o. 75 .... to be a good ao\ution in thia 
reapect. 

Dw:in9 developeent and teat of the 80 105 hingeleaa rotor the atructural loada t.n
veati9ation waa alwaya one of the .. in objective• and the layout procadure wu influen~ 

. 3~2 
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by the .. results. The veriation in oscillatory flapwiae and inplane .a.enta of the todaya 
80 105 rotor with flight speed is shown in Pi9Ve u. There is only a alifJht increase in 
the noraal speed range and even at the high speed condition of 170 knots the loads naain 
below 40' design fatigue liait. The effects of increasing load factors - l.n the r19ht 
part - are of noraal .. gnitade too. The agre-nt between analysis and teat results is 
fairly good, indicating that the equivalent off .. t .. thod is adequate .e..n for load stu
dies. 

6. C Rotor dupinq 

With inplane frequency considerations another problea auat be attentioned, the dan
ger of lead-lag instabilities. Rotors with first inplane frequency below the operating 
rotor speed an subject to instabilities on ground and in the air, called the ground and 
air resonance phena.ena (fi) • The .. inatabilitiea can occur when a body frequency in roll or 
pitch is close to the bladea'inplane natural frequency in the nonrotating ayat .. (~- ~~). 

Qnedeterainatiw par ... ter for the stability of the coupled .,tiona is the total 
dU!ping in.olwd in the ayatea. In general, there an four sources of daapinga The blade 
daaping which can be of artificial or structural .ode, the aerodynaaic duiping, the daap
ing involved in the airfr ... and the daaping (or exciting) effects provided by elastic 
coupling of bl~a aotiona. 

Since hingel~•• rotors have noraally no possibility of artificial blade daaping -
and e..n don't want to have dU!pera becau .. of aiaplicity - the question of ~terial• 
daaping in the blade atructuro is essential. Therefore in the deeign of soft inplane 
(~~ < Q) hir!geleaa rotors then are two decisive questions, n ... ly how •ch daapint is 
required ud ~ow auch daaping is pra .. nt. In order to gat answers to the daaping raquire
.. nt problea,auch theoretical work is necessary" involving different ground ud air nao
~ance flight conditions. 

Figure 15 shows aa.e typical results of a ground resonance study. The ualytical ao
dal (7) used 1n this cue considers the coupling of the individual blade .,tiona and of the 
rotor pylon aotiona. Together with the flapping and inplane .,tiona of the four blades 
and three tranalato~· and rotational degrees of fnado. of the hub, the ayat .. consists 
of 14 nonlinear differential equations. As the airloada an considered individually for 
each blade, .. rodynaaic daaping is auto.atically inciuded in calculation. The figure 
shows the aodal daaping of the inplane .,tion as a function of inplana frequency with in
herent blade dunping •• a par ... ter. The •aluea w.n obtained by solving the differential 
equations of .,tion. As the critical frequency ~ - ~~ of articulated rotors is •ch higher 
than for typical hingeleaa rotors, .,n driving anergy is pre .. nt for exciting oscilla
tions. Therefore, on articulated rotors .,n inherent ayatea daapin'J is neaceaaary to 
avoid unstable ground and air resonance condi tiona. As is indicated by Pi9V• 15, the bl..S. 
d.aping requin .. nta of the two rotors differ by a factor s. Siallar results are shown in(l). 

Up to now the structural load• and stability considerations have resulted in two 
ea .. ntial conclusions& The one, in order to get low structural inplane loadings, chord
viae flexibility should be used on the bl..S.a. The .. c:ond, in order to avoid aechanical 
instabilities without artificial daapera, a certain lower liait of inplane stiffness 
auat not be exceeded. It is indicated by these results that the .. lection and layout of 
the chordviae stiffness of a hingeleaa rotor is an optiaiaation process which auat be 
treated in a very thoroughly way. One pncondition for doing this successfully is the 
knowledge of the aaterial'• qualities with respect to strength behaYiour and da.ping 
characteristics. TO obtain the anavera to the .. probl ... ,intenaive teat progr ... w.re 
conducted during the developaent of the hingeleaa rotor at the MIB co.pany. It vu ex
perienced, for exaaple, that the blades' structural daaping depends on a lot of par ... -
tera, the aoat iaportant ones being the way of bl~e attacb.ent, the centrifugal force 
and the aoaent aaplitude. 

In addition, .. aaure .. nta van .. de on the helicopter in flight. The objective of 
these special flight testa vu to prove the ab .. nce of any lead-lag instability and to 
aeaaure the daaping directly under flight conditions. In the ca .. shown in Pigure 16 a 
continuous roll excitation is aade by the pilot by .,,ing the stick periodically lateral 
with the airreaonance frequency of Q - ~~· These •pilot-excited air resonance coaditiona• 
w.n .. intained up to 20 sec. In this picture rolling rates of 200/aec are obtained and 
the inplane .,tion is running exactly in ita natural frequency. Pro. the reoordinga after 
the atop of excitation decay-rates van deterained, which •lloved concluaiona to the blade 
daaping. During the.. flight testa, which w.re carried out OYer the whole speed rant• 
with different gross weights and in high altitudaa,it vas never possible to get into un
stable oscillations. The conclusions can be U.S., that on the 80 105 hinge leas rotor bla
des with a O.fi5 inpl&l'e frequency ratio the inherent daaping in the structure and the 
blade attach.ent is sufficient, to avoid any ground and air resonance probl .... 

7. MECHANICAL HUB VAitiA'l'IOIIS AND COII'l'ROL S'l'IPPIIZSS 

As .. ntionad before, the feathering axis on hinge leas rotl)ra is noraally fixed in 
the hub and the blades are deflected out of this axis. With the •hinge Hquence• of f .. -
thar-flap-lag coupling effects are cau .. d when control flexibility is pra .. nt. The physi
cal principle is illustrated in Pigure 17, shoving that the control ayatea dynaaic is in
fluenced by the flapping (8) and inplane (~) .,tion of the blade (4). 
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7.1 gla«tlc pltch-flap-coupllng 

Th« moat cornnon paramater«, which can remit In thla typ« of coupling, «re pracon« 
of th« feathering axis, blade «weep,  flapping and inplan« atlffneaa, blad« daaping and 
control «yetem flexibility.  It i« indicated even by simple trim condition» that th« ela- 
stic couplings are comparable to pitch-flap-coupling effects.  Figur« 18 shows some re- 
sults of a study,  Illustrating th« effective <3-angl«s obtained at a hover cyclic control 
condition. The elastic coupling angle is shown as a function of th« blad« sweep angle. 
Forward sweep of th« blad«« results in negative 63-anglas, rearward sw««p in positiv« «3- 
angles  (negative pitch-flap-coupling). Th« Influence of th« control system stiffness pro- 
ves to be almost linear.  Similarly th« elastic «3-behavlour of hingeless rotors is in- 
fluenced by precone of th« feathering axis and by th« chordwise flexibility of th« bla- 
de», both changing th« blad« position relative to th« pitch axis (4). 

The main effects of a pitch-flap-coupling is a reduction of flapping amplitudes, 
resulting in improvemsnts of stability and gust behaviour. Two typical results are illu- 
strated in Figure 19,  showing th« angle of attack stability and the pitch damping moment 
of an isolated rotor in forward flight. The large destabilizing moments of hingeless ro- 
tors, which are increasing with speed    can be reduced by rearward blad« sweep and it 
should be noted that both stability and damping show a trend to th« articulated rotor 
when blade rearward sweep is applied to hingeless rotors. 

7.2 Elastic pitch-laq-coupling 

In addition to these coupling effects specific interactions between the inplan« 
and pitching motions can b« observed at hingeless rotor blades. In order to illustrate 
these types of coupling, typical variations of elastic blade pitch angle with lag angle 
are shown in Figure 20. Thar« is Indeed an elastic pitch-lag-coupling, as shown by th« 
slop« of the curves. In th« cas« of forward sweep blades the coupling becomes negative, 
aft sweep blades result in a positive coupling. The curves shown in this picture are for 
a special case of rotor thrust, different curves would be obtained for other flight con- 
ditions. 

Th« phenomenon of pitch-lag coupling can be favourable or unfavourable for rotors, 
depending on the amount and sign of the coupling. A theoretical treatment shows that a 
coupling in the sense of pitch up with blade lag motion forward has a destabilizing in- 
fluence on the flap-lag oscillation. In opposite a decrees« of pitch as th« blade lags 
forward is stabilizing. 

Investiga' ions were done to get more insight into these elastic pitch-lag coup- 
ling effects on hingeless rotors. In Figure 21 some results are collected showing the 
effective pitch-lag coupling factor as a function of collective pitch for rotors with 
different precone angles. As collective changes, the aerodynamic coning changes and thus 
the coupling of the pitch-lag motion is affected. Increase of collective pitch results in 
negative factors (positive pitch-lag-coupling), providing a stabilizing effect on the 
system stability. Further it can be seen that th« precone of the feathering axis will 
definitely affect the magnitude of this type of coupling. Too high a precone angle will 
act strongly destabilizing. 

Figure 22 shows the lag modal damping over collective pitch, as it was obtained 
with the analytical model described in the foregoing chapter. The hub freedoms are fixed 
in this case. Over the total range of collective pitch a minimum of damping is obtained 
in the low thrust region at about 4° collective. Higher collective pitch setting results 
in an increase of damping up to a second region of instability with a very rapid damping 
decay. Investigations of this region show that this form of instability consists of a 
flap-lag-coupling in the flapping natural frequency. Its physical reason seems to be the 
increment of aerodynamic drag of the profile at very high thrust conditions. 

Another important effect shown in Figure 22 is the influence of precone angle on 
the lag modal damping. The detoriation of lag damping with high precone angles is evi- 
dent, showing that a 5° precone hub is acting against the structural damping of the bla- 
des. One more conclusion from these results is that rising gross weight of a helicopter 
with this hingeless system will increase the air resonance stability, because it brings 
the aerodynamic coning angle above the pitch axis. In contrast, unloading of the rotor 
will tend to reduce the stability of the system. 

Similar effects are provided by other hub parameters, such as blade sweep and con- 
trol stiffness. A typical result is shown in Figure 23. A completely rigid control stiff- 
ness results in a very flat damping curve over collective. As ther* are no elastic pitch- 
flap-lag couplings in this case, this curve Indicates the effective aerodynamic damping 
as the difference to the 5% structural damping. In contrast, soft control system results 
in a very steep damping gradient and will reduce the stability in the lower thrust region. 

The results of these investigations are in full agreement with model testing car- 
ried out with a BO 105 soft inplane hingeless rotor model (28" rotor diameter) by the 
Boeing Vertol Company (9). The sensitivity trends are further confirmed by the findings 
in (10), although the important torsional degree of freedom is not included there. 

It seems to be an essential conclusion of these few examples that the hub geometry 
of hingeless rotors is an active parameter for the aeroelastic behaviour and must be trea- 
ted very thoroughly in the design phase. This is of main importance not only for helicop- 
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ter rotors but also for tilting prop/rotors bccaua« they are operated over a large pitch 
range and under different thrust conditions between hover and cruise flight. 

8.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Analytical Investigations and test experience with hingeless rotors Indicate that 
there are potential advantages in applying this principle to helicopters and V/STOL-air- 
crafts. 

The main feature implying the benefits of this system is the fundamental blade 
flapwise bending mode, which is determined by the type of hub and blade attachment.  The 
flight dynamic improvements   issociated with this concept are due to the large moment ca- 
pacity resulting in outstanding control and stability characteristics. 

In addition, the flight dynamics of hingeless rotors are strongly influenced by 
torsional elastic coupling effects.   Improvements of the aerodynamic characteristics and 
a proper blade design with respect to the chordwlse mass distribution will give benefits 
In the dynamic behaviour of the rotor. 

Another design area requiring particular attention is the blade inplane stiffness. 
It is an active parameter for the structural loading and the stability behaviour of the 
blades. Stress problems can be resolved by introducing inplane flexibility, but damping 
and air resonance problems get more Important in this case.  Thus the selection and lay- 
out of the first inplane frequency must be treated very thoroughly. 

Finally,  the design of the hub geometry must not only consider requirements of 
steady moments, but must regard dynamic effects too. The placement and precone of the 
feathering axis, the inplane sweep of the blades and the flexibility of the control sy- 
stem are parameters, which are of main influence on the flight dynamics and the stability 
characteristics of the blade and the system. 

In general,  the hingeless rotor concept offers the chance of favourable aeroela- 
stic benefits, which are not present in other rotor systems in this high degree. But - 
more physical understanding and continuing research seems to be necessary in order to 
treat this system in the right way. 
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Fig. 1  Rotorhub and Blade Attachment of the 
Bölkow Rigid Rotor System 
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AERoommcs OF HELICOPTER COMPONENT? OTHER THAN ROTORS 

ty Dott. Ing, Angalo fioaoo 
3IAI «archetti Spl, Sezione Volo Vertical« 

21016 Seeto Calend« (Vareae),  Italy 

SUNNiRY 

Any aircraft design should be based on a selected, but limited, range of mi8niona.    A successful air- 
craft represents compromise between configuration features and between applicable specialties.    Rotary- 
wing aircraft designgroupa have been slow to adapt these lessons which have been so well explored and 
daoonstrated in tne field of fixed-wing aircraft.   The SIAI Marohetti SV-20A Winged Helicopter is intended 
for oommeroial/utility applications in the second half of the igTO's.    Some considerations invoiced in 
defining this configuration are presented.    For these missions, the productivity, cruise efficiency, sta- 
bility, and controllability of a helicopter are all affected by the aerodynamics of the nonrotating com- 
ponents.   As a result, the well-developed techniques of fixed-ving subsonic aerodynamics are belüg applied 
to the SV-20A design.    A break-down wind-tunnel-model is being used to isolate aerodynamic interferences 
and to confirm aerodynamic analyses.    These results are contributing to the SV-20A configuration optimiza- 
tion.    They are also being used, together with results from rotor performance analyses, to synthesize the 
classical "performance, stability, and control" of the complete aircraft.    Optimizations such as illustrated, 
if performed before the aircraft configuration is frozen, should contribute toward a superior product and 
minimize the time and cost required for the flight test program leading to type certification. 

1     INTRODUCTION 

Porty-two years have elapsed since the coaxial helicopter built in Italy by Prof. D'Ascanio flew 3000 
feet in five minutes, achieved an altitude of 54 feet, and remained aloft for almost nine minutes (Ref.  1). 

In the late 40*8 the first helicopter was certified by the Federal Aviation Agency of the United States. 
The Bell 47, destined to become one of the most popular in the world, is a good example of the helicopter 
construction up to this period.    The Engineering effort put forth to turn a "brain child" into a reliable 
and useful vehicle, deserves the highest comnendation.    Concentration during this time was justifiably on 
the mechanics of flight and development of the rotating and control components.    Little or nothing was 
accomplished toward the aerodynamic sophistication of the nonrotating components. 

In the Silvercraft SH4 (Fig.  1-G), built about twenty years after the Bell 47, a certain effort had 
been made in order to reduce the drag.    However in a helicopter of this type, intended mainly for agricul- 
tural purpose, the aerodynamic efficiency of the nonrotating components is of secondary importance. 

In the helicopter of the 10'Bf the effort made by the designers to improve aerodynamic efficiency is 
noticeable.   A good example in a pure helicopter is the Agusta 109 Hirundo (Fig. 1-b) with its retractable 
landing gear, its streamlined fuselage, and its small pylon fairing; all evidence of the effort made to 
lessen the parasitic drag. 

For the helicopters of today and the future, it is shown to be benefioial to promote aerodynamic clean- 
liness.    Proof of this is evident by the prevalence of the very streamlined bodies now being produced for 
helicopters which utilize high cruising speeds or which require high speeds  (Figs.  1-c and 1-d), 

Transport helicopters, both in the winged and compound versions with their top speeds between 150 and 
220 lets, are in the speed class of the executive turboprop.    Now, as has been done and is being done for 
the executive turboprop,  it  is becoming more critical to consider aerodynamic effects relative to the heli- 
copter.    However, as the drag factor is much higher for a helicopter than for its fixed-wing equivalent, 
a greater amount of sustained effort will have to be exerted.    As the SIAI Marchetti SV-20A winged heli- 
copter (Fig.  1-e) is included in the executive turboprop class, the possible solutions to some of the 
inherent aerodynamic problems will be treated somewhat subjectively herein.    And, because most of the 
material published to date (Fig.  2)  is and has been concerned with the aerodynamic of rotors, this Paper 
will discuss some of the necessary contributions of the nonrotating elements to be considered relative to 
compromise and aerodynamic cleanliness. 

Today helicopter design is oriented mainly toward production in the following classifications: 

Agricultural, Survey, Training 
Heavy Lift 
Observation 
Transport,  both Civil and Military 
Attack. 

In the overall picture, speed is the most important  factor in the last two classes.    In the case of the 
transport helicopters: for the civil helicopter, block speed is of interest; whereas, for the military use, 
speed may be of interest for possible evasive action or passive defense.    For attack helicopters, the speed 
factor is easily understood. 
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The need to decrease drag and advance etabiUtyt  ooutrollability! and maneuverability, oonourrently 
with speed, is obvious. 

From what has been stated above it appears very clear that,  for at  least some types of helicopter, 
the speed factor is becoming paramount.    To increase this speed factor,  two of the possibilities are to 
install more power or to upgrade the aerodynamic efficiency.    The ultimate would be to act on both of these 
elements simultaneously.    In the second possibility, the upgrading of aerodynamic efficiency,  there are 
again two main choices; the aerodynamic improvement of the rotating parts or of the nonrotating parts. 
Improvement of the aerodynamic efficiency of the nonrotating parts means,  basically, decreasing the ad- 
vancing drag.    It is intended to show, briefly, herein how some of the problem is being attacked by studies, 
tests, and analysis of some of the speed/drag factors with tppropriate regard for the stability,  control- 
lability, maneuverability factors. 

In general, a helicopter with little advancing drag is the result of careful aerodynamic consideration 
of the single parts and of the harmonic fusion of and with the particular structure of the helicopter. 
This, of course,  is necessarily followed by careful checking, testing, and analyzing in order to avoid 
subsequent dirtying of the aerodynamics during the development of the helicopter -tself.    Reducing the drag 
means a reduction of the propulsive force required from the main rotor.    In turn, main rotor stall and 
compressibility effects are delayed with sibsequent less aerodynamic load asymmetry on the rotor.    Less 
aerodynamic asymmetry and less load on the main rotor has meant a diminishing of the oscillatory loads 
on the rotor blades and controls, and lesser apparent vibration in the cockpit/cabin and on the frame 
(Refs.  2,  3, and 4).    Figures  3 and 4 show that both oscillatory loads and vibration are appreciably reduced 
in the Bell HPH compound helicopter.    This reduction was accomplished mostly by the lessening of the re- 
quired rotor propulsive force, with respect to the basic HPH,  by means of the installation of two auxiliary 
propulsive Jet  engines.    Now that we have defined that better aerodynamic efficiency is indicative of a 
heliooptir which is lighter in weight, simpler, less expensive, more comfortable, and more easily certi- 
fiable (Ref, 5)i  Ist us examine some of the nonrotating components from the aerodynamic point of view. 

2 JUSELAOE 

The helicopters of the SO-öO's were designed for a speed of about 100 kts. The fuselage wa.a con- 
sidered mostly as a people container - roughly ovoidal in shape - with an attached tail boom to support the 

tail rotor. Designers, to reduce the center of gravity (CG) shift, preferred to place the passengers, in 
a medium size helicopter, in seats up to five abreast. Obviously, the greater number of passengers placed 
abreast necessitated a greater increase in the frontal area. As the frontal area is one of the main causes 

of parasitic drag, most any increase of this area will cause a decrease in aerodynamic efficiency. It 
should then follow that a seating anangement with as few abreast as possible would be the best solution. 
This is not necessarily true, because, if carried to an extreme, we may then create the more cumbersome 
problem of trimming or balancing for CO. Thus we must arrive at one of the many compromises required 

of a helicopter design engineer; frontal area versus shift in CG. This factor was taken into consideration 
during the initial design of the SV-20A: by the location of the engines; by reducing the CG shift in that 
the cabin area is arranged so that the payload can be distributed as equally as possible fore and aft of 
the main rotor mast; and with forethought as to the aerodynamic optimum of the frontal area for the com- 
promise between aerodynamic efficiency and a profit making payload. 

Because forward flight, in most of today's existing helicopters, is at a nose down attitude, there is 
another advantage in limiting the width of the fuselage. The higher fineness ratio of narrowing (up to 
the aerodynamic optimum) the width of the fuselage mostly results in a lesser slope when the drag coeffi- 
cient is plotted against angle of attack. This can also mean a lesser download on the fuselage, when the 
helicopter is flying nose down, thus adding to aerodynamic efficiency. 

i 
1 

3 PAIRING OP ROTATING CONTROLS - TRANSMISSION 

While in a low speed helicopter it is convenient to omit the fairing from the rotating control system, 
both to save the fairing weight and for better accessibility,  in a fast helicopter (150 kts and over)  it 
may pay to enclose this system in a streamlined fairing.    It is a fact that a two KU'de teetering rotor 
has a hub drag substantially less than that of a helicopter with a fully articulated four or more blade 
rotor.    Reference 12 states that from 20 to 50^ of the total parasitic drag is created by the main rotor 

(hub.    Since either of these percentage figures loom as large drag increments in the design of a helicopter, 
much effort is and should be expended in this investigation.    The design compromise this time must be 
made between speed and fairing weight plus accessibility. 

4 ENGINE NACELLES 

In a helicopter, without propulsive assistance for forward flight, an increase in drag will demand a 
higher propulsive force from the main rotor. As stated before, an increase in propulsive force required 
from the main rotor has been synonymous with increased oscillating loads and increased vibrations. As 
engine nacelles contribute to the drag factor it is necessary that strict attention be given to the aero- 
dynamic design of these engine nacelles and a thorough study must be made of the construction and instal- 
lation details. This study Involves close cooperation with the engine manufacturer to determine the best 
aerodynamically efficient  external and Internal design for the nacelle/engine ensemble. 
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In the case of a winged helicopter,  with the engine nacelles mounted on the wing away from the fuse- 
lage and cabin area, a greater drag incremerL may be expected«    This increased drag, however, may be offset 
by the advantages of: the minimizing rt engint-generated noise and vibration in the cabin area by physical 
separation! possible relief from snow blockage or Ingestion; better pressure recovery as the engine air 
intake is improved in the absence of the fuselage boundary layer; engine exhaust will not  impinge on the 
vertical tail and tail rotor; engines are physically separated so that damage from a failed engine is very 
unlikely to affect  the remaining engine;  improved access for engine installation, maintenance, and overhaul; 
etc.    Enhancement of the growth potential is also a factor to be considered where engines are mounted in 
nacelles on the wing.    This enhancement  is especially feasible when basic deuign consideration provides 
for possible or probable changes in configuration.    Such changes in configuration may be the relatively 
simple one of a different  engine or the more complex one of converting to a compound helicopter by the 
addition of a propeller.    Again compromise, between speed and other consideratiois,  is clearly demonstrated 
as a necessity in    he basic design and plan for the helicopter. 

5        UKDINO GEAR 

In helicopters of smaller dimension; experience has shown that skid type landing gear is highly rec- 
omraendablej not only because it is simpler and lighter in weight but also because it is less expensive as 
it does not need to be retractable. Streamlining of skid type landing gear usually reduces the drag 
sufficiently to offset the increased weight (induced drag contribution) necessary for the retractable type 

landing gear. For example, as recorded for the S.A. 341 Gazelle (Ref, 11): by fairing the skid type land- 
ing gear a drag reduction of 2.04 square feet was obtained, whereas with a retractable type landing gear, 

in the retracted position, a drag reduction of 2.60 square feet only was obtained. This small difference 
in drag reduction is far outweighed by the facts that skid type landing gear is more reliable and permits 

safer landings in unprepared areas. As the use of skid type landing gear is one of the outstanding features 

specific to a smaller helicopter, the compromise is obvious. Tests then only need to be performed to 
provide data as to the accuracy of the streamlining neoeuoary to obtain the least possible drag for the 

particular skid landing gear involved. 

6 PAIRINGS, SPOILERS, AIR INLETS, PYLON TOP SHIELD, STRAKES, ANTENNAS, DRIP GUARD, RIVETS, ARMAMENT, ETC. 

Too much space would be used in this Paper if all of the mentioned components were to be discussed. 
Moreover, the aerodynamic cleanness of such parts is not the only criterion to be followed in their design, 

as it is necessaiy to take into consideration other fa ors which are sometimes diametrically opposed to 
such cleanness. 

While following the basic concept, of designing external surfaces in such a manner that the airflow 
around these surfaces be as undisturbed as possible, there are times when it is necessary to renounce a 
part of the aerodynamic cleanliness to alleviate instability phenomena or to prevent vibration, shaking, 
wake interference, etc. Especially this is true when considering more stringent requirements for or against 
the truncation of the main rotor pylon fairing, for or against the addition of spoilers, etc. In the case 
of the main rotor pylon it is apparent that the fairing of the trailing edge is an aerodynamically more 
clean structure. However, the wake from this fairing was thought to be, in one case, the source of inter- 
ference problems and ty tests, with a truncated pylon fairing, it was shown that this interference could 
be alleviated. Internal installations or structural consideration may also impose aerodynamic compromises. 
Again, although there are many others, the truncation of the main rotor pylon will be used as an example 
as it adds strength to the argument for truncation. For a particular vehicle, a truncated pylon fairing 
could substantially relieve some of the problems involved in an internal installation of a group of 
accessory components. Once more it is illustrated that there is much need for forethought, test, and 
compromise relative to design and aerodynamic cleanliness of nonrotating components. 

7 WING 

Intentionally, because their aerodynamic problems are similar, the wing and the horizontal and vertical 
tail planes are the last to be discussed.    Their aerodynamic problems have more influence on the stability, 
controllability, and maneuverability of the helicopter than all of the other nonrotating components. 

In the preceding discussion we have seen that,  in forward flight, a rotor less heavily loaded may 
have some advantage due to a decrease in aerodynamic asymmetry.    This decrease in aerodynamic asymmetry 
is beneficial because of the consequent reduction in oscillating loads, vibration,  stall and compressibility 
effects, etc. 

A method to partially unload the rotor during forward flight is to provide the helicopter with a 
lifting device; namely the wing.    The presence of this wing creates design and aerodynamic problems at the 
same time that it provides the advantages of extra lift and possible better high speed maneuvering capa- 
bility.    Stated below are Just a few of the many arguments against the wing and all must be taken into 
consideration when designing a winged helicopter.    In forward flight for the same total lift, the combination 
of rotor plus wing may have a higher parasitic drag and may have a higher induced drag than the rotor alone 
configuration.    In hovering, the wing negatively affects performance both because of its own weight and 
because of download effects on the wing generated by downwash from the main rotor.    During forward auto- 
rotation, if the main rotor has been excessively unloaded by the wing, the RPN will be lowered. 
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With thia lowered or too low RPM, control power is reduced or is Inaufflolent for flight. This loss of 
control power becomes critical in the presence of gust disturbances, at the point where asymmetrical wing 
stall may occur, etc. Spoilers may be placed on the wing, to reduce excessive unloading of the main rotor. 
However, pitch moment problems may result when these spoilers are activated unless their configuration is 

very carefully designed to reduce or minimize adverse pitch change characteristics. 

In spite of these drawbacks, it appears to be advantageous for a fast helicopter to be winged, 
almost all large producers have been and/or are investigating this possibility. 

Today 

One of the many items of design criterion Includes the fact that the wing design is quite dependent 
on the type of rotor.    In general, rigid rotors can be unloaded more than semi rigid or articulated rotors. 
As this unloading can bd from 30 to 90% of the gross weight of the helicopter, a wide band is created with 
many possibilities for compromise. 

Wing flaps are another nonrotating feature to be considered.    Because the s<>lft in CO position changes 
the attitude of the helicopter fuselage in flight,  it is necessary that a device be provided to compensate 
for such shifting.    This device may be in the form of a tilting or    ivoting wing but the addition of wing 
flaps to a fixed wing will make it possible to control the wing lift contribution Independently of the 
fuselage attitude. 

The addition of a wing, to unload the rotor in forward flight, may decrease control capability.    This 
is espeoiallv true in the case of high speed helicopters.    To restore the desired control, it appears 
advisable to add another nonrotating aerodynamic control; the aileron. 

Flaps and ailerons thus add two more components to the compromise probabilities and again increase 
the need for thorough testing and analysis. 

8 VERTICAL TAIL 

Determination of the position and area of the vertical tail requires consideration of static stability 
and intrinsic directional stability in case of tail rotor failure.    In determining the position of the 
vertical tail, compi-omises must be made to allow for the influence of the main rotor wake, the main pylon 
wake, engine exhaust  interference,  etc.    Almost all of the various problems of the main-rotor/wing are 
inherent but in a lateral direction.    Unloading a tail rotor, by the employment of a cambered vertical 
tail, reduces the flapping angle and improves fatigue life by the consequent decrease in vibration. 

9 HORIZONTAL TAIL PLANE 

With the increase in speed of the helicopter, the study of a horizontal tall plane has become more 
and more a sensitive and important problem.    When speed is increased, aerodynamic forces and possible 
destabilizing moments of the fuselage become quite relevant.    Consequent thereto is the increase in 
importance of the contribution of nonrotating components to longitudinal stabilization and control power 
margin.    As much work is being done on stability augmentation systems  (SAS),  it will only be mentioned that 
such a system should definitely be considered wherever, as in the case of the tall plane, the control power 
margin may be affected. 

In the newer helicopter% the necessity of installing a horizontal tail is apparent.    It Is also 
apparent that, on a helicopter with a horizontal tall plane, the farther this tail plane is placed aft 
from the CG the more effective it becomes. 

Size and positioning of this horizontal tail are dictated lay considerations of stability and of inter- 
ferences by the main rotor wake.    The area of this tail plane is critical.    If too small, adequate stabil- 
ity will not be guaranteed.    If too large, size alone will create unnecessary parasitic drag and may pro- 
duce high nose down pitching moments  in the case of vertical autorotation.    Relative to positioning,  it  is 
sometimes advisable to have this horizontal tail always in the main rotor wake.    Longitudinal instability 
could be caused during transition from hover to forward flight  if the main rotor wake impinges on the 
horizontal tail for only a part of the time. 

It appears desirable to consider a trimmable horizontal tail plane and/or also provision for this 
tail plane to be connected to  the pitch component of the cyclic control.    In forward flight, a trimmable 
horizontal tail provides a means to control the fuselage attitude Independent of the CO position in relation 
to the rotor and further to control wing/rotor lift sharing.    Peripheral advantages may be the reduction 
in fuselago drag, etc. 

Dependent on the compromises, all of these factors may have a beneficial  Influence on vibrations, 
oscillatory loads, and helicopter performance.    Figures 5 and 6 from Reference 4 show, for a particular 
case, the influence of the horizontal tail plane incidence on the main rotor loads and on flapping.    With 
the possibility of controlling the fuselage attitude, the control power margin for maneuvering may also 
be increased. 
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REKAÜKS 

The rats of increase of compromise possibilities and probabilities becomes almost  infinite when consiler- 
ation Is given to each new feature that may be added, each feature that may be improved by the development 
of a new or better itam, and then by Imposing thereon the whims and fantasies of designer, manufacturer! 
buyert and ultimate user.    Only a small portion of the picture has been herein portrayed.    This portion 
uhows, briefly, that low drag in a helicopter does not come fortuitously from a combination of favorable 
circumstances, but is the result of careful selection of components to be encompassed in the complete heli- 
copter   design. 

11 WINB TUNNEL TEST AND ANALYSIS OP THE SV-20A 

The first part of this Paper describes, generally, the aerodynamic characteristics of a few nonrotating 
helicopter components and their influence on helicopter performance. 

Now are presented some aerodynamic data obtained from wind tunnel tests performed on the model of the 
SV-20A.    These data can be interesting because the SV-20A configuration includes almost all of the aero- 
dynamic features of which we have previously spoken. 

12 MODELS 

An initial 1/8 scale model was constructed which, with the appropriate modifications as th^ SV-20A 
design progressed, has been tested repeatedly in the subsonic wind tunnels at University di Pisa and Pcli- 
tecnico di Torino. 

As a result of the experience with this 1/8 scale model, a new 3/20 scale breakdown model (Fig. 7) for 
wind tunnel testing was designed and constructed.    Figure 8 shows some of the many components of this model. 
Specifically it has been designed to facilitate the wind tunnel testing of various combinations of its 
components. 

i: WIND TUNNEL TESTS AND ANALYSIS 

The very simple wind tunnel testing technique of talc-kerosene boundary-layer airflow visualization 
photographs has yielded a surprising amount of information.    Figures 9 and 10 show two results of this 
technique.    Figure 9 shows an early main rotor pylon configuration with the maximum thickness relatively 
for forward.    Even at a fuselage pitch attitude or angle of attacK of 0°  (wing angle of attack nf 8°), aero- 
dynamic interference apparently caused by the nearly coincident maximum thicknesses of the fuselage, wing, 
and main rotor pylon produced a very early inboard wing trailing edge airflow separation.    Figure 10 shows 
a revised configuration.    The main rotor pylon shape has been based on the NACA 65-0XX airfoil and the 
engine nacelle shape has been altered.    As shown at two degrees fuselage pitch attitude, the inboard wing 
airflow separation has been somewhat improved, but still needs further work.    It is to be noted that, on 
both of these airflow visualization photographs, the right side fuselage/wing—trailing-edge junction   has 
only a minimum fillet, whereas the same junction on the left side has an extended fillet built from modeling 
clay (and not entirely smooth). 

The information resulting from simple airflow visualization techniques, as outlined above, is helpful 
but it does not provide any numbers for lift, drag, pitch moment, etc. for use in further analysis.    There- 
fore, both the 1/8 scale and the 3/20 scale models have been and are being tested to measure these forces 
and moments. 

14     DRAG 

The next plots show some of the results of the tests which were made in the wind tunnel at Politeonico 
di Torino.    Figure 12 shows the parasitic drag point for the SV-20A configuration as obtained from wind 
tunnel tests.    This value has been obtained from the plot of Cj versus C.   , as shown in Figure 11, and the 
extrapolation of the C^ curve to zero.    Owing to the particular study of the aerodynamics of the nonrotating 
components, the equivalent fiat plate drag area is somewhat lower than for similar helicopters. 

Figure 11 shows another interesting result} the occurrence of complete wing stall at a squared lift 
coefficient of about 0.9! which means at the fuselage pitch attitude of approximately 7.5°.    (The small 
numbers in the vicinity of the data points on Figure 11 are the nominal fuselage pitch attitude angles in 
degrees). 

The wing trailing edge stall is due to aerodynamic interference, as shown in the visualization photo- 
graph (Pig.  10), and it is probably the cause of the discontinuity of th«- curve at the fuselage attitude 
of about 4.7°. 

The slope of the straight element of the curve is 0.0645»    Using this value in calculations for both 
the aspect and taper ratios, results in a value of e = 0.68.    Noting.the large fuselage, the large nacelles, 
and the relatively small wing area, this value can be considered a good one because for most airplanes the 
range io from 0.7 to 0.85. 
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15        HORIZONTAL TAIL PLANE      (3V-20A) 

Previously we have spoken about the influence of the horizontal tail plane both on the helicopter 
inatrinaio flight performances (stability! controllabilityi maneuverability| lift, drag, etc.) and on dynamic 
loads.    It is, therefore, necessary that a precise investigation be made to determine the relative position, 
area, and setting of the horizontal tail.    Figure  13 shows the test results of a particular confiffuraUon 
of the 3V-20A with the inverted, highly cambered, horizontal tail plane (NACA 6712).    The uign convention 
is positive for the "nose up" position of this horizontal tail. 

Starting with these data and the volume coefficient  (Ref. 8),  It is possible to calculate the exper- 
imental slope of the lift curve,    _ L    , of the horizontal tail.    The results of this calculation were 
compared with the analytical results, which were derived from the data obtained from the two- 
dimensional airfoil using the Betz correction for the aspect ratio.    Figure  14 is a plot of the ratio of 
these values and indicates the horizontal tail plane's efficiency.    Using this tail plane efficiency cor- 
rection,  it is possible to make good estimates of the effect resulting from changing the geometric character- 
istics of the horizontal tail plane. 

16 DIRECTIONAL SlAüILITY 

Because the wake of the pylon exerts considerable influence on the vertical tail plane efficiency, 
particular care has been used in the investigation of the directional stability characteristics.    In 
Figures  15 and 16 are plotted some interesting data obtained by testing one of the configurations of the 
SV-20A helicopter model. 

Figure 15 points out the fuselage pitch attitude influence.    This configuration, at a pitch attitude 
equal to 0°, appears directionally unstable over a yaw angle range of about +4°; on the contrary, for a 
pitch attitude of -4°, the stability is about neutral.    This is apparently caused by the emergence of at 
least a part of the vertical tail from the wake of the main rotor pylon.    It  is found that the horizontal 
tail, situated relatively far forward from the vertical tail, because of main rotor wake considerations, 
exerts significant influence on the vertical tail efficiency. 

Apparently the downwash effects from the horizontal tail deflect the wake from the main rotor pylon. 
When this horizontal tail is at -5°  (nose down), the main pylon wake is deflected upward to cover a signi- 
ficant portion of the vertical tail thereby reducing the vertical tail plane's c   itribution to directional 
stability as shown in Figure 16,    When this horizontal tail is at  f50  (nose up), the main pylon wake is 
not deflected as far (permitting at least a part of the vertical tail to be in undisturbed airflow) and the 
result  is a more satisfactory directional stability. 

17 CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented only some of the more interesting and easy to visualize samples of the wind 
tunnel data that have been accumulated up to this time.    It is realized that the data presented does not 
represent a completely satisfactory aerodynamic configuration.    Studies, therefore, are progressing along 
these lines and it is expected that  further, relati ely minor, changes will produce a configuration with 
optimum aerodynamic cleanliness. 
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PIG.     2 EMPHASIS ON AERODYNAMIC  SPECIALTIES IN ROTARY WING TECHNICAL LITERATURE 
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FIGURE      15 YAW    MOMENT    COEFFICIENT     VS.    YAW   ANGLE    FOR 

DIFFERENT    FUSELAGE    ANGLES    OF    ATTACK 

FIGURE     16 YAW    MOMENT  COEFFICIENT     VS.   YAW    ANGLE    FOR   DIFFERENT 

ELEVATOR    ANGLES 
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FUNDAMENTAL  CONSIDERATIONS   OF  NOISE   RADIATION   BY 

ROTARY   WINGS* 
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The earliest demonstration of sound from a rotating source appears to have been 
performed by Mach1.  The apparatus is described by Rayleigh2, with his customary lucidity, 
as follows:  "It consists of a tube six feet (183cm) in length, capable of turning about 
an axis at its centre.  At one end is placed a small whistle or reed which is blown by 
wind forced along the axis of the tube.  An observer situated in the plane of rotation 
hears a note of fluctuating pitch, but if he places himself in the prolongation of the 
axis of rotation the sound becomes steady".  The effect is due to the modulated Doppler 
shift in observed frequency at off-axis positions.  Frequency modulation of a rotating 
source is a fundamental property, and has many significant implications for rotor noise 
as will be shown. 

ng sources was solely a laboratory curiosity for many 
Her powered aircraft.  It then became apparent that a 
of significant noise radiation.  This had immediate 
e possibility of acoustic detection and location of air- 
experimental station was set up at Butley, Suffolk, for 
ing apparatus available in 1917 was crude.  The most 
de via measurements of groove depth on a phonograph 
alysis was in principle possible, but little spectral data 
hortcomings necessitated more active reliance on 
on and reported results of tests3 correctly define features 
troversy fifty years later.  Perhaps there is an important 

Two of these features were the minimum of propeller noise observed on axis, and the 
major difference between ground and flight tests at nominally equivalent conditions. 
This latter point is often overlooked even today.  Much reported data on propeller noise 
taken on ground rigs is Irrelevant to noise in flight.  For helicopter rotors the problem 
is less acute, and ground data is probably more representative, but considerable care In 
extrapolation will always be necessary. 

Theoretical work on the propeller noise problem was also undertaken.  Lynam and Webb1* 
considered the propeller as a ring of sources and sinks, and properly evaluated the 
retarded time integral to give a solution in terms of Bessel functions.  However their 
basic model of the propeller was equivalent to an axial dlpole and necessarily led to the 
prediction of zero sound in the rotor disc plane, completely contrary to experimental 
findings.  They therefore removed the sinks to Infinity, and the rotating source results, 
although physically rather meaningless, at least resembled experimental trends.  Bryan's' 
approach was more fundamental,  and he did indicate the solutions for dipoles oriented in 
each of the three major directions, but he avoided explicitly modelling the propeller. 

In the inter-war years interest In propeller noise reduced.  The official attitude 
itppears to have been that, quoting from Reference 3, "The problem of silencing an aircraft 
in flight was one of such difficulty that substantial progress wns unlik?ly".  The author 
went on to mak* a plea for imoroved instrumentation, and indeed it appears that only now 
uo we at last have sufficiently good instruments and analysis methods to permit a full 
understanding of rotor noise sources. 

This work was partially supported by joint contracts from the National Gas Turbine 
Establishment and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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British work concentrated on internal noise problems in aircraft, for, to quote from 
Davis7 in 1932, "It is common knowledge that until comparatively recently the noise in 
the cabins of aircraft was so extreme that for many persons it constituted the chief 
datarrent to air travel.  Conversation was wholly impossible, and often wads of cotton 
wool were issued to passengers to enable them to obtain some slight - but welcome - relief 
from the pandemonium of sounds, and to protect them in some measure from the period of 
perceptible deafness which followed an excursion by air".  Possibly the same remarks apply 
to certain rotor powered craft today, but, in general, the achievement of acoustic science 
so far has b<;en to remove the noise problem from the interior of aircraft and to impose it 
instead on the community at large. 
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The second major component of noise from a rotor is broad band in nature.  The first 
experiments relevant to this source were performed by Stowell and Deming12 who measured 
the noise from rotating cylindrical rods.  Cylinders in a uniform flow radiate Aeolian 
tone noise due to the action of their Karman vortex street, anc' Stowell und Deming found 
that the noise radiation from the rotating cylinders was within a frequency range compat- 
ible with the expected variation of Strouhal frequency over the road.  Fuller experiments 
were reported by Yudin13.  He analysed the noise from several rotating shapes, and also 
presented a theoretical analysis.  This followed Gutin in modelling the fluctuating forces 
ön the rods as dipolcs.  Yudin found that the sound power was given by i.n equation of the 
form 

3 T (1) 

where W is acoustic power 
p is denjity 
SQ is  speed   of   sound 
S is  profile   area 
V_ is   tip   velocity 

and       K is  an  empirical   constant 

Yudin   found   that   a wide   variety  of  profiles,   including  both   aerofoils   and   circular 
cylinders,   obeyed   this   general   law,   differing  only   in   their   value  of   the  empirical   constant 
K.     Essentially   equivalent   formulae   are   in  use   today   for  prediction,   as  will  be   discussed 
later.     Further  experiments   along  similar  lines  were   later   reported by  Von  Wittern11. 
These  arc   of   interest  because   they  are   the   first   to  demonstrate   the  Doppler  broadening  of 
the  broadband  noise   spectrum  at   the  higher  rotational   speeds   on   a  rotor.     This   is   as 
expected  after   the   first  experiments   of  Mach1. 

Thus,   at   the   end  of   the   second war work,   principally   in   Russia  and 
a  foundation   for   the   understanding  of   the  noise   from  rotating   sources, 
substantial  amount   of   information was  available   from  abortive   German wor 
location  of   aircraft15.     But   comparatively   little   experimental   work  had 
noise   from  full   scale   propellers.     This   deficiency  was   soon   remedied   in 
series   of  systematic   acoustic   experiments  on   far   field  sound   radiation  c 
Langley.     This   data  provided   the  basis  of  our  knowledge   of   rotor  noise   t 
of  reports  were  produced,   for  example  References   16-21.     Much   of   the  pre 
from  one  obvious   drawback.     They  were   taken  on   a   stationary   propeller, 
propellers  were   mounted   in   a   clear  area  and   acoustic  data were   only   take 
conditions.     Wind  can  have   a  major  effect.     Hicks   and  Hubbard16   record   t 
taken  on  a  day  when   gusts  were   approximately   20  m.p.h.   showed   sound  pres 
of  approximately   IS   decibels".     Other  experimenters  have  not  been  so  car 
their   choice   of   rig   location,   or  of   test  conditions. 
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h  high  blade  numbers.      This  discrepancy  was   explained 
ing  disturbances   in  the   flow  around   the   propeller 
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The original experiments involved rotacin 
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radiated by a flat plate actually reduces comp 
place ia at 10° incidence. In the latter case 
own wake. The importance of this was demonstr 
C.I. Taylor22 baaed on observations on a toast 
far more noise when moved rapidly through he 
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react independently. This clearly shows the i 
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g  cylinders   in   their  own  wake,   forcing  a 
thy   that  Yudin's   results   show  how  the  noise 
ared   to   the   zero   incidence   case  when   the 
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angles   to   the  motion.     In   the  first   case 
,   while   in   the   latter  case   each  prcng   can 
elative   significance   of   self-induced   and 

The  first  paper  specifically   oriented   towards   helicopter   rotor  noise  was   also   the 
result   of work  of   the  NACA  Langley   group.     Hubbard   and  Maglieri's   paper21   contains   much 
significant   information,   and   their  principal  results   are   shown   here   as   Figure   1.     This 
shows   several   important   features   of  rotor  noise.     Firstly,   the   noise   increases  rapidly 
with   tip   speed.     Secondly,   it   can   increase  markedly   as   the   blade   approaches   stall,   (solid 
symbols   on  Figure   1).     Thirdly,   the   noise   levels   can   also   increase   at   low   rotor  incidences. 
Thus   a minimum  in   rotor  noise   occurs   in  the   intermediate   operating   range   of   th»   rotor. 
This   is   of  obvious   interest   to   the   designer.     Hubbard   and   Maglieri   found   the   sound   at   high 
apeeds   for  low  rotor   incidences   to  be   particularly   intense.     Today   this   would be  known   as 
blade   slap.     It   is   obviously   directly   related   to   the  wake   interaction  effects   demonstrated 
by   the  experiments   of  Yudin   and   Taylor. 
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Figure   l!       Rotor  noise   levels   after   Hubbard   and   Maglieri21 
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ng   theory  with   the   helicopter   noise  data  gives  mixed 
1   levels   near   the   plane   of   the   rotor  disc   the  Gutin 
upported  by  a  vortex  noise   formula  at   the   lower  rotat- 
le.     Unfortunately,   more   detailed  predictions  are 
ncluding   definition   of   the   frequency   spectrum.     In   the 
ers   spectral  measurements  were   tedious,   and  only   limited 
e   usually   presented.      These   showed   Chat   the   Cutin 
ted   the  noise   level   at  the  higher   frequencies,  especially 
propellers.     One   further   discrepancy  was   also  clear, 
crete   frequency  noise   on   the   rotor  axis.     However, 
els   are   inevitably  measured   on   the   axis. 

All   these  problems   became   especially  acute   for helicopter  noise.     The   fundamental 
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uency   for  a helicopter   rotor   is   normally  below   the   range   of  hearing  so  that   it   is   only 
higher  harmonics  which   are   important.     The   rotors   normally   operate   at  moderate   tip 
ds,   and  near   axis   locations   have   far   more   practical   significance.      Vortex noise   concepts 
ot  explain  all   thene   problems,   and   it  became   clear   that,   in   some   important   respect   the 
ry  was   incomplete.     A  significant   improvement was  necessary   to   allow  understanding   of 
copter  noise   predictions.     A   vital   clue   could  have   been   found   from  the  work  of  Kemp" 
932.     He   found   that  sound  just   behind   the  propeller  disc   (where   the  Cutin noise   is   at 
maximum)   was   comparatively   steady   in   level.     But  he   also   found   substantial   fluctuations 
evel  near   the   axis   and   for   the   higher  harmonics;     that   is,   for   just   those   conditions 
e   the  Gutin  theory   is   inadequnte.     Gutin  considered   the  noise   resulting  from steady 
s   only.     This   suggests   that   the   key   to   all   the  problems   is   the   action  of   the   fluctuating 
s. 

2. THE   BASIS  OF  PRESENT   UNDERSTANDING 

2.1     Effects   of  non-uniformity 

The  possible   significance   of   unsteady   load   components  was   recognised by  many  workers 
and  was,   indeed,   the   motivation   behind   the   original   vortex noise   concepts.     But   their 
explicit   inclusion   in   a  rotating   source   theory  has  only  occurred   recently23"25.     The   first 
work   applying  these   ideas   to   rotor  noise  was   that  of   Schlegel,   King   and   Hull23  who 
numerically  evaluated   the   retarded   time   integrals   of   the   unsteady   source   functions. 
Computer   time   and   accuracy  were   their  main  problems.     Shortly   thereafter  Lowson  and Oller- 
head21*   and  Wright25   gave   analytic   solutions   for   the  noise   as   the   summation  of  an   infinite 
series   of Bessel   functions.     The   actual   result   is   as   follows,   based   on   equation   11   of 
Reference   26. 

inn     r.    ..n- 
271^ l(-l) 

xT (n-X) 

n-X 
(nMy) 

rl 

th 

(2) 

harmonic where     c        is   the   magnitude   of   the   sound   in   the   n 
f!       is   the   rotational   speed   in  radians/second 
a0     is   the   speed   of   sound 
rj      is   the   distance   from  rotor  hub   to   observer 
I,,D.   are   the   harmonic   components   of   axial   and   circumferential 

force   on   the   rotor. 
This   result   allowed  much   further   insight   into   the   underlying   acoustic   source  mechanisms 
and   justifies   further  discussion. 

The  non-uniform  inflow   into   the   disc   is   Fourier   analysed   into   a   series   of  "modes". 
Each   mode   is   a  steady   sinusoidal   distortion  pattern   around   the   disc,   which  causes   a  sinu- 
soidal   force   fluctuation   at   the   rotor.     Thus  (.ach  mode   caupes   a   fluctuating  force   of 
different   frequency  on   the   rotor   disc.     On   the   axis   of   the   rotor  each   frequency   is  heard 
directly,  but  off   the   axis   the   modulated   Doppler  frequency  shift   reported  by Mach   causes 
a   large   number  of   acoustic   frequencies   to   result   from  each  single   mode   input.     Thus   it   is 
found   that  away   from  this   axis   each  mode   is   an  effective   sound   generator   over  a  range   of 
harmonic  frequencies.      Inverting   this   argument   it   is   seen   that  each   sound harmonic  results 
from   contributions   from   a   limited   number   of  modes.      Figure   2   taken   from   Ref.   24   shows   the 
effect   for  a  particular   sound  harmonic  mB-16  where  m  is   the   harmonic   order  and  B   is   the 
blade   number.     It  will   be   observed   that  the   contribution   to   this  harmonic  drops   away  very 
rapidly  outside   a   central   range   over  which   the   efficiency   is   essentially   constant.     The 
range   of  distortion  modes  which   are   important   for  each   sound  harmonic   is   shown   in  Figure   3, 
also   from   Ref.   24. 
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Figure   2; Contribution   of   higher 
harmonics   to   rotor  noise21* 

Figure   3;        Range   of   effective 
contribution   of   loading 
harmonics   to   sound   radiation2** 

On   the   rotor   axis,   where   there   is  no  Doppler  shift,   there   is   a  one   to  one   relation 
between   input  modes   and   output  harmonics.     Equation   (2)   takes   a  particularly  simple   form 
for   this   case   reducing   to 
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In  addition,   sound  harmonics   which   are  not  integral  multiples   of   the   blade   passing 
frequency   cancel  out   identically,   so   that   only  every  B       mode   (for   a  B  bladed  rotor) 
contributes   to   the  on-axis   noise. 

Equation (3) has important 
sound radiation will be directly 
levels of these forces can be in 
measurements can be used to some 
dynamics. Once the fluctuating 
calculated by equation (2), an s 
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The   increase   of noise   level   by   15dB  d 
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arguments. 

The   theory  successfully  explains   the   source  of  rotor  noise  observed   at  both  high 
frequencies   and   low  tip   speeds.      Furthermore,   the   unsteady   sources   can  be   seen  to  radiate 
on   the   rotor  axis.     Thus,   virtually   all   the  disagreements  between   Gutin's   steady  force 
theory  and  experiment   are   resolved   simultaneously.     In  addition,   theory  demonstrates 
unequivocally   that   the   rotor  noise   subjective   levels   can  be   controlled   directly  by 
minimisation  of   all   unsteady  inflow   into   the   rotor. 

Unfortunately,   the   theory   does   not   allow   immediate   prediction   of   the   rotor  noise. 
The   input   loading data  for   the   Gutin   theory was  simply   thrust   and   torque,   which will  be 
known   for  any   rotor.     But   predictions   using  the   unsteady   theory  require   a  knowledge  of 
the   miniscule   levels   of  loadings   in   all   the  higher  modes.     On-axis   acoustic  measurements 
are   a  direct  source   of   this   information.     However,   this  knowledge   is   unlikely   to be  avail- 
able   at   the  design  stage   except   in   special   cases.     Alternative  methods   for   predicting  these 
higher   order  modal   levels   must   therefore   be   sought. 
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and Ollerhead2'*   used  extrapolated  empirical   fits   based  on  data   for  the  aero- 
dings   on  a  helicopter   rotor.      It   is   an  open  question how   representative   these 
be,   and   they   are  obviously   inappropriate   in  many   cases.     Nevertheless,   they   du 

sis   for  a  prediction   method   and   some   comparisons  between   Lowson   and  Ollerhead's 
and  measured   acoustical   data   are  shown   in  Figure   A, 
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An  explicit   assumption   in  this   prediction  was   thst   of   random  phase   for   the   input  modes, 
This   assumption   appears   to  be   in   fair   agreement  wich  experiment,   and   allows   the   theory   to 
adopt   a  simpler,   phase   independent   form,   giving  an  axisymmetrie   sound   field   around   the 
rotor.     The   noise   output  of   systematic   azimuthal  events   such   as  vortex  intersection would 
not  be   satisfactorily  predicted  by   this   form of  the   theory,  but   for  most   cases   the  random 
phase   assumption  gives   a  significant   improvement   in  computational   time   and   ease  of  inter- 
pretation.      In  general   terms,  basic   understanding of   the   discrete   frequency   radiation  from 
a   rotor   is   now   fairly   complete. 
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Figure   5!        Narrowband  analysis   of  helicopter  noise  -  Hovering  Wessex  -   from  Leverton29 

rotor  under   conditions   of   calm,   and  slight  wind.     It  can be   seen   that   for   calm  conditions 
no  harmonics  are  observable,  whereas   a  slight wind  immediately   results   in   the  presence  of 
discrete   frequencies.      Furthermore,   the   underlying broad  band   level   in   the   slight  wind 
case   is   unchanged.     These  experiments   therefore   demonstrate   the   existence   of   a  genuine 
broad  band  background  noise   radiation   from  a  rotor.     However,   the   fundamental   question  is 
the   source   of  the  random  fluctuations.     As  has  been  discussed,   early   work  was   oriented 
towards   a   trailing edge   vortex mechanism  as   a  fundamental   source.     The   first   paper  to 
explicitly   contradict   this   concept  was   produced  by  Kramer30   in   1953.      He   applied  both 
trailing  edge   suction  and  blowing   to   a  propeller,   and was   unable   to  detect   any  change   in 
level.     This   is   a powerful   argument   against   any  possible   trailing edge  effects.     Kramer 
proposed   that   inflow  turbulence   to   a   rotor was   the  dominant   source. 

Several  source  mechanisms   are  possible.     Calculations   of  the  noise   of   various 
possible   broad band  acoustic  sources   are   reasonably  straightforward,   and  were   presented 
by  Sharland31.     In  Table   1   a  slightly   modified  set  of   results   is   given  based   on   the  work 
of   Ref.   32.     The  eij .ations   given   refer   to   three   sources.     Firstly,   inflow  turbulence,   as 
has   been   discussed;     secondly,   sound   due   to  direct  radiation  by   the  random  fluctuating 
pressures   acting  on  the  blade   due   to   its   turbulent  boundary   layer;     and   thirdly,   sound  due 
to   action  of   a  tip  vortex over   the   extreme   outer  part  of   the   blade. 

Source 

1.      Turbulent   Input 

Typical Level 

p2   »  2.5   x   IO-3 p2aj; 6 fjrms] vs 
M—J   r2 

2.     Attached  Boundary Layer   p2   =   1.5   x   ID"9  P^aJjMl - 
0    0 

3.     Tip   Radiation )2   =   4   x   IO"8   p2aiMS - O'O"! 

Typical Frequency 

as   turbulence 

t   =   20VT/c 

f   =   6VT/c 

Table   1: Parameters   of   Broad  Band  Noise   Sources 
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First  of   all   die  effect   of  external   turbulence will  be  examined.     The   key  experiment 
in   this   area  was  performed  by   Sharland   (Ref   31)   who  measured   the   noise   radiated   by  a   small 
plate   in   the   tuiSulent  air  s'ieam  of   a   jet.     The   results   are   shown   in   Figure   6.      Sharland 
also  estimated   the  noise   uiing  a  formula   almost   identical   to equation   1   in   Table   1,   and 
obtained  good   agreement,   as   .hown   in   Figure  6.      Sharland  used  established   measurements  of 
the   turbulent   flow  parameters   in   a  jet,   which   should  be   acceptably   accurate   for   thia   cat«. 
He  also  measured  the  noise   radiited  by   a  plate   in  the   laminar  flow portion   of  the  jet. 
The   results   show  almost   20dB   lest,   sound   radiation,   thus   confirming   the   significance   of 
external   compared   to  self-generated   turbulence. 

300 £00 600 
Velocity at Plate Centre - ft/sec 

800    100U 

Figure   6!       Noise   radiation  from a plate   in  an  airstream -  after  Sharland31 

However,   detailed  interpretation   of   these   "laminar"   results   is   far  more   difficult. 
Sharland   did  estimate   the  effect   of   the   shear   layer   turbulence  over   the   part   of   the  plate 
projecting  outside   the   laminar  core,   as   shown  in  Figure  6.     However  tie   did  not  consider 
the   poasibility   of   fluctuations  within   the   core   itself.     Even   if   the  jet  exit   flow  was 
entirely   turbulence-free,   recent   research   has   shown  how  a  distinct   fluctuating  field  exists 
in   the   core  even  quite  close   to   the  exit.      Data   taken by  Tu35   and  others  has   shown   that   the 
cross-stream  component  of   turbulence   will   be   of   order 0.1U  at   the   down   stream   location  used 
by   Sharland,  but   as  high  as  0.012U  at   the   core   location.     These  latter   levels   are   quite 
sufficient   to explain  Sharland's   acoustic   radiation  in  the  "laminar"   case   ss   shown   in   Figure 
6.      Thus   it  seems   probable   that   Sharland's   "laminar   flow"   data  is   also  effective   for  an 
external   turbulence   case. 

In   addition   to  externally   induced  sources   on   the  blade,   typically   inflow   turbulence, 
there   is   the  possibility  of  self-induced  sources,   for  instance   the   trailing   edge  effects 
discussed   above.     Kramer's  experiments   are   a  powerful  experimental   argument   against   the 
reality   of   trailing edge  vortex noise   mechanisms.      The   results   of   two   further   relevant 
studies,   unfortunately  as  yet  unpublished,   have  been  kindly  communicated   to   the  author  by 
Davis,   and  by   Foley.     Both   these   workers   attempted   to  repeat   Sharland's   experiments,  with  a 
plate   in   a   two-dimensional   channel,   but  with   the   precaution  of   removing   the   turbulent   shear 
layer which  passes  over  the  parts  of   the  plate  nearest   the wall.     Davis   removed  the  boundary 
layers  by   suction,   and  Foley  mounted  his   plate   just   after  a  substantial   contraction,   so   that 
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the boundary layer was very thin.  Both workers were unable to detect any effect of the 
presence or absence of the plate on the broad band noise radiation, and inferred that actual 
levels of noise radiated by a plate in an undisturbed flow must be an order of magnitude 
below those found by Sharland for the laminar case.  Thus it must be concluded "-.hat the 
trailing edge vortex mechanism is not of practical significance. 
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shows   how   the   typical   frequencies  will  be   extremely 
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discussed in Pef. 32, the effect of non-uniformity, 
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It   is   clearly   of   interest   to 
components   of   the   rotor   noise.      As 
difficult,   and   discrete   frequency- 
clear   that   the   discrete   frequency 
rotor   and   this   in   turn  appears   to 
where   turbulence   is   the   cause,   is 
examined   by   an  empirical   correlati 
by  Widnall35.     Her   correlation   inc 
the   data   frequently   included   the   f 
component   alone.      The   correlation 
some   attempt   co   remove   the   discret 
give   broad  band   rotor  noise   only. 
Most   of   the   data  points   shown   are 
above   150Hz.      This   was   helicopter 
the   work   of  Brown   and  Ollerhead36 

found   by   subtracting   all   observed 
and   Maglieri's  work   is   shown,   this 
with   comments   received personally 
the   noise   above   160Hz   is   shown   for 

be   able   to   predict  both   the   discrete   and   the   broad  band 
shown   by   Figure   5,   the   distinction   between   the   two   is 

components,   at   least,   are   affected   by   the   wind.      It   is 
nnise   does   result   from  the   non-uniform   inflow   to   the 
be   a   function   of   detail   rotor   geometry.      Broad   band  noise, 
possibly   a   little   less   affected  by   details.     It   has  been 
on   of   data   along   lines   very   similar   to   those   suggested 
luded   results   from a wide   range   of  helicopter   tests,  but 
ull  noise   radiation  and  not   simply   the   broad  band  noise 
shown   here   in   Figure   7   features   data   which   includes 
e   frequency   contribution.      It   is   therefore   intended  to 
It   also  has   the   advantage   of  being   non-dimensional, 

from   Schlegel's   work23,   which   only   included  contributions 
test   tower  data.     Also   shown   are   some   recent  data   from 
on  noise   from  a  propeller   at   a   stand.      Their   levels  were 
frequency  peaks   from  the   signal.     One   point   from  Hubbard 
is   based   on   the   spectrum  given   in   their   paper   together 

from  H.H.   Hubbard.     Only   the   integrated   contribution   of 
this. 
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Also ahovn are prediction foraulae due to Hubbard, and to Schlaael. Not aurprisinaly, 
Schleaal'a aapirical foraula aatchaa hia own data well. But it ia alao in acceptable aarea
aent with the other data plotted. Thua it appeara that thia formula doea aive a reaaonable 
prediction of broad band lavela. Further work alona equivalent linea baa been reported by 
Davidaon and Baraeat37, Thair prediction curve ia baaed on aound analyaia of noiae from 
a helicopter in free fliaht, but the number of data pointa apparently uaed ia rather amall. 
It ia auppo;tad by teat raaulta on a rotor tower which was almoat certainly atypical, with 
lara• lavale of recirculation. Dsvid,on and Haraaat'a formula containa a lara• directional 
tara, and their nuaarical valuea muat be reduced by lOdB to allow direct compariaon with 
Schleaal. A further 3d8 reduction ia allowed to account for their "mean peak" level pre
diction. Even ao their prediction curve is 4.Sdl up on Schleael'a, aa shown in Figure 7. 
The Davidaon and Haraaat prediction for broad band noise alone is aometimes higher than 
aaaaureaanta for the full helicopter. Thua it ia thouaht to be aomewhat overconservative. 
On the other hand, it ahould be noted that the data on Figura 7 comea entirely from ria 
teata and could therefore be suapact. Further aystematic teata on full acale helicoptera, 
allowina ayatem~tic analyaia of broad band noise, are c:early hiahly deairable. 

Alao ahown o~o Fiaura 7 are theoretical predictions baaed on the formulae of Table 1. 
It ia noteworthy that a turbulence level of aa little aa 0.1% ia aufficient to ~roduce 
b~oad band noiae level• of the order of thoae meaaured. Fiaure 7 alao ahowa how predicted 
levela due to direct blade boundary layer radiation are inadequate to explain obaerved noiae 
levela, but the tlp noiae radiation formula aiven doea indicate levela of the aame order aa 
thoae obaerved in practice. Thia empirical evidence is, at leaat, not in disaareamant with 
th~ idea that inflow turbulence and tip radiation are the principal aourcea of broad band 
noiae radiation by rotora. 

2.3 Other aource mechaniama 

To thia point the paper baa concentrated on aound radiation by fluctuatina force 
(dipole) aechaniama on the bladea. Aa early aa 1938 Deming38 ahowad the poaaible affecta 
of blade thickneaa in producing noiae. Although the exiatence of thickneaa noiae aourcaa 
ia now univeraally recoanised, in moat work on rotor noiae they are conveniently neglected. 
Little baaia baa been aiven for thia, but, in fact, the coaparative laval of the thickneaa 
noiaa aource can be calculated directly. Aa firat atated explicitly by Li&hthill39, for 
"compact" aourcea when the aco~stic wavelenath ia areater than the blade chord, the thick
neal noiaa aource reduces to an equivalent dipole of atrength pV~ where V ia the blade 
voluae and ~ the local acceleration " Thia ia very aimilar to the mo~el propoaed by Lynam 
and Webb in 1919. 

Now the force terms have dipole strengths equal to the magnitude of the forces actina. 
In the rotor case acceler.ation ia u2/R and the force in the chord direction is the draa 
6PU 2SCo, ao that the ratio of thicknesa to torque noise is 2t/RCo where t is the mean blade 
thickneaa and c0 includes any backward orientation of the thrust. The ratio will normally 
be very amall. Thua, theory auageata that thicknesa noise can b~ neglected at moderate 
rotor speeds and radiation frequenciea. For nigh frequenciaa or at speeds approaching sonic 
the compactneaa condition breaka down so that poasible noiae effects of thickness must again 
be taken into consideration. Lyon~O baa recently conaidered this. 

A further aouice of posaible radiation from the blade is the stresa system around it. 
Liahthill's general theory of aerodynamic noiae~l demonstrated the possible sianificance of 
fluctuating atreaaes aa quadrupole sourcea of aound in 1952, but it was not until 1969 that 
Ffowca Williama and Hawkinas~2 pointed out that the fluctuatina stresa system on a rotatina 
blade muat alao radiate. The ~ey featurea of aound radiation from any rotatin& source are 
aoverned by Mach'a modulated Doppler f~equency shift, and Figure 3 will therefore apply to 
all aourcea equally. Thua di~tinction between the varioua forma of aource is not easy. 
Any aimple theoretical modal auaaeata that a feature of atresa (quadrupole) radiation 
would be a uB dependence. There ia aome evidence of thia (aee Ref. 32) but not enouah to 
be convincina. Direct aatimation of quadrupole source strength ia difficult. Moat aimple 
aodela tried by the writer aeem to reault in lo.arithmically aingular intearala, and further 
theoretical jtudy ia required. On the other hand, the fluctuating force (dipole) aource 
•~••natha can be calculated atraiahtforwardly, and predicted reaulta aaree with virtually 
all the experiaental inforaation available. Thua, at the present tiae, any real aian
ificanca of fluctuatina atreaa aourcea ia not daaonatrated, but the difficulty of early 
workers in properly aodellina the blade boundary condition• ia far froa beina fully 
clarified. 

Ffovca Williaaa and Hall~ 3 and othera have extended the baaic quadrupole aource 
concept to include the poaaible effects of blade trailina adaea. They find that diff
raction around the trailina edae can a ive larae inereaenta in acouatic efficiency ao that 
the u' lav aoea ower to a uS law. Seweral objection& can be aada to their theoretical 
aodal - aotably, ao accouat of boaadary layer walocity aradient at the trailina adaa aad 
aoa-incluaioa of the Kutta coaditioa. Equally, ao experi .. atal awidanca aupportia& the 
tllaory eaiata. •e•ertlleleas t be poaailtle aiaaificaace of trailiaa edae actioaa oa ltlade 
aoiae radiatioa reaaiaa a q .. ati oa of eoasio~rable theoretical aad eaperi .. atal iatereat. 
The effects of •a.-. eotioa ~ r• also a posai~!e sou~ee of aoise, bet the effecta caa ate 
aa .. a t~ •• ~ ~•~atiwely ... 11. A aeaera l t ll•ory for poiat force• ia •otioaSI allows 
hat ~he 4.-ia .. t ~•r .. t tvra oa l rol i ate• •• ~ r•so l t of the acceleratio2 of the roto~. 

•· aa ... eot i «f f • cts wi ll therefor~ oa~y •e s i aaif icaat owerall if 
~t i .. i s arc-r t ~ ='•· i s eatre .. ly oali~ely for a lleli-

fcrc. t ceat • • i at«4 wit• DT •:a4e .. tie e that 
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ly,   it   must   be  emphasised   that   any   unsteady  source  on   the   rotor   is   only  important 
h   numbers   are   low   (roughly   <   0-T).      For  high   tip  Mach   numbers   the   direct   radi- 
hc   steady   rotating  sources   becomes   very  efficient,  as   shown  by  Figure   2.     In 
xt   steady  sources  would   include   steady   thickness  or  stress   contributions   in 
o   the   steady   force   (Gutin)   terms  previously  discussed.     However,  when  rotor 
problem,   low   tip  Mach  numbers   must   be   chosen,   so  that   the   unsteady   sources 

ly  dominate  practical   rotor  noise   control   considerstions. 

2.A     Some   recent   experiments 
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key   to   the   theoretical   studies   has   been   the   concept   that   the   unsteady   aerodynamic 
the   rotor   causes   its   acoustic   output.      Thus   a   low  speed   rotor  may   be   regarded 

a  machine   for   converting  inflow  variations   into  noise.      From  this   viewpoint  each 
1   have   a  unique   aero-acoustic   transfer   function  which   defines   its   effectiveness 
e   generator.      Recent  experiments32   at   Loughborough  University  of  Technology  have 

to  measure   this.     Experimental   definition  of   the   aero-acoustic   transfer   function 
simultaneous   measurement   of   source   strengths   and noise.     As  has  been   discussed, 
iate   source   of  noise   is   the   fluctuating   force   system on   the   rotor.      Measurement 
s   difficult,   and was  not   attempted   in   the   tests,   although   some   success   has  been 
in   recent  work  by  Heller   and  Widnall',',.     The   fluctuating  forces   are,   in   turn, 

the   unsteady  inflow.     This   can  be  measured  straightforwardly  and   this   approach 
n   in   the   present   tests.     The   disadvantage   of   the   technique   is   that   the   fluctuating 

the   blades  must  be  evaluated   theoretically  but   this  is   outweighed  by   the 
s   of   experimental   convenience.      Furthermore   the   results   may  be   of  direct   practical 
noise   prediction  since  estimates   of   unsteady   inflow  levels   to   a   rotor  may  he 
at   the   design   stage. 

The   experiments  were   performed   on   a  small   (0'66m  dia.)   open   fan,   leading   details   of 
which   are   given   in Table   2.     The   inflow  variation  was   measured  using  a  rotating  hot  wire, 
mounted   on   the   hub   of   the   rotor.     Circumferential   variations  of   the   inflow  were   thus 
recorded   as   time   variations   at   the   rotating  hot   wire,   and   spectral   analysis   of   the   signal 
gave   the   levels   of   the   aerodynamic   input  modes   directly.     Acoustic  output  was   measured  on 
axis  where   th«   one   to  one   relation  of   output   to   input   applies   (equation   3).      Subtraction 
of   the   relevant   aerodynamic  input   levels   from   the   acoustic  output   levels   thus   gave   a direct 
estimate   of   the   aero-acoustic   transfer   function.      This   is   shown  in  Figure   8. 

Number of blades              ■ 2, 7 or 14 
Hub diameter                  • 0'24m 
Rotor disc diameter 0»66m 
Blade chord at tip 0.064m 
Blade chord at root            - 0'085m 
Maximum blade thickness at tip ■ 0«003m 
Blade tip angles              • 5°. 10°. 15°. 20° 

25*. 30d, 35,J, 40° Blade root angles 
Speed range between 0 and 3000rpm approximately 
D.C. motor of 7-SkW 
i  B4K microphone position - variable on 2-Urn radius 

from fan centre 
j  Hot wire location - 0«26m from axis,  0«02m from blade 1 

1                            lead ing edge             | 

Table   2;     Rig  Parameters 
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Two   different   inflow   conditions   are   shown.      The   fan  was   mounted   in  an   ancchoic   chamber, 
and  normally  operated  in   a   recirculating  condition,   giving  one  set   of  data   points.     However, 
the   recirculation   took  some   tine   (3-5   sees)   to  build  up   to   its  full  value.     Thus   at   the 
start  of  each  run   different   flow conditions   prevailed,   and  data  for   this   initial   case   are 
also   shown.     Both   the   acoustics   and   aerodynamics   of   these   two   cases   are   very  different. 
But   if   the   basic   concept   is   correct,   the   aeroacoustic   transfer   function  should  be   the   same. 
This   is   verified   by   Figure   8  within  experimental   accuracy,   at   least   for  the   low  harmonics 
of   the   noise.     A  theoretical   curve   is   also   shown.      This   is  based  on  equation   3,   with   the 
relation  of  unsteady   aerodynamics   to   the   unsteady   forces  being estimated  from  the   theory 
of   Sears1*5.     Agreement  between  theory   and  experiment   is   also  good,   both   for   trends   and   for 
absolute   levels. 

At   the   highest   harmonics   some   discrepancies   appear   for   the   recirculating   case.      This 
is   thought   to  be   the   result   of   increased   levels   of   turbulent   inflow  and   is   currently   the 
subject   of   further   study.      A  comparison  of  broad  band   noise  with   turbulent   inflow  was   also 
made   for   the   1200r.p.m.   case  with  clipped  blades   (see   also below).     Both  aerodynamic   and 
acoustic  broad  band   levels  were  estimated  from  integrations   of   the  measured   spectra with 
discrete   frequency   peaks   removed.     The   root  mean   square   turbulent  input   level   measured  by 
the   rotating hot   wire  was   0'556m/sec.      The   broad  band   acoustic   level   may  then  be   predicted 
to  be   70dB   via  equation   1   of   Table   1.     The   measured   level   for   this  one   case   so   far   studied 
was   also   70dB.      Thus   theory   gives  very   acceptable   predictions   of   level   for  both   the   discrete 
frequency   and  broad  band  parts  of   the   rotor  noise   radiation,   showing   a  dominant   effect   of 
rotor  inflow  on   noise. 

Further  experiments   showed  chat   the  high   frequency   component of  the  noise  was   strongly 
affected  by   tip   condition.      The  measured  effect   of   tip   shape   is   shown  on  Figure   9.      It   can 
be   seen   that   clipping   the   trailing  edge   of   the   blade   reduced  noise   ut   the  higher   frequencies 
by   over   lOdB.     The   reduction   observed   is   consistent  with   the   idea  advanced  earlier   that 
separated   vortex   flow  over   the   tips   is   a  significant   source   of  noise. 

Thus   from   these  experiments   it  may be   concluded   that   there  were   three   principal 
sources   of  noise   from  the   rotor  tested 

1. Discrete   frequency  noise,   governed  by   inflow  distortion 
2. Low  frequency  broad  band noise  governed  by   inflow  turbulence 
3. High  frequency  broad  band noise  governed  by   the   blade   tips. 
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Figure 9:   Effect of tip shape on fan noise spectra 32 

3. APPLICATIONS   TO   NOISE   CONTROL 

J.I     Kffect   of  des-Kn   paraacters 

In   attcatptiog   to   ■taiais«   noise   from   a   rotor,   or   indeed,   fro»  any   acoustic   source, 
the   comparative   ioscn*itivity   of   the   ear   to   changes   in   a   level   necessitates   fundaacatal 
rccoos■dtration   of   tbc   optiwaa   approach 
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Factor change  in intensity    dB value 

Table   3: 

2 
4 

16 

3 
6 

12 

Subjective effect 

Barely   distinguishable 
Noticeable 
Pronounced 

Effect uf changes in acoustic inteniity 

desired noise reduction goals.  Indeed once design layout is complete the acoustic output 
is largely determined, and noise reductions after that point in time will not generally 
be possible unless there was a fundamental acoustic problem in the original design.  An 
alternative way of looking at the problem is to consider that a typical helicopter uses 
around \   MW of power, and only emits around IkW as sound.  Thus it is already 99*9X 
efficient at being quiet and will be difficult to improve to the 99-99JC quietness necessary 
to make a useful noise reduction.  In fact helicopter rotors are unusually noise sensitive 
to detail modifications.  Nevertheless, the general ideas above still have considerable 
force, and it is important to consider overall acoustic goals from the outset. 

Some general laws for rotors can be specified.  Equation 2 shows that the discrete 
frequency radiation is governed by disc loading, while equation 1 and Table 1 suggest 
that the broad band noise is governed by blade loading.  Thus at the low blade loadings 
characteristic of a helicopter rotor broad band noise would be more important.  This con- 
cept is Jiscussed in more detail in Reference 46.  For design purposes, an idea of trends 
of noise with the principal design parameters is of interest, and some general arguments 
may be put forward for this. 

It is the subjective response to rotor noise which is nearly always of concern, and 
this response depends not only on the level of the sound but also its frequency.  The 
typical response curves for the humanear are shown in Figure 10.  These correspond to the 
A and D frequency weighting scales which are based on extensive laboratory testing.  The 
'A' scale is perhaps the more widely used while the 'D' scale represents current estimates 
of response more closely.  Each scale very roughly follows a frequency squared law at low 
frequencies, as shown in Figure 10.  For the present purposes the detail differences 
between the scales are not of importance, and attention will be focused on the effect of 
the frequency squared variation, which should be appropriate to the noise from helicopter 
rotors. 
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Figure   10;     Frequency  weighting  curves   for   subjective   response 

Now,   as   shown  by   Schlegel   et   al23,   for  a  helicopter   rotor,   the   physical   levels   of   sound 
intensity  vary   roughly   as 

p2 - U2T2/S - T3/S2 

and   the   tyoical   frequency   squared   varies   as 

f2  -  U2/t2  -  T/t2S 

where   t   is   a   typical, length   (tay   equal   to   S0-5). 

la  each   case   the   velocity  ba*   been   ^iiaiaated  by   using   the   relation  T   -   U2S.     Thus   the 
perceived  aoisc   levels   ■casurcd   in   any  unit  will   typically   vary  as 

4,   fV   ?   £   »• 
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Thu«   tha   perceived   sound   levels   are   a strong  function   of  disc   loading.     Although   denon- 
stratad  hare   for   the   broad  band  case,   the   general   features   of  the   results   apply  equally 
to   the   diacrete   frequency   components       The   arguments   have   interesting  consequences. 
Firstly,   it  will  be   seen   that   rotors  of  any  scale   are   predicted   to  sound  as   leud   as   each 
other  provided   disc   loading   (or   velocity)   is   the   same.      It   therefore   eppears   that   s^me 
empirical   design  predictions   of  noise   from  large   thrust   rotors  may  have  been  o/er- 
conservative,   and  also   that   a  scale  model   rotor will   sound   as   loud  as   the   real   thirfc. 
Secondly,   it  will  be   seen   that   increase  of  scale   at   constant   thrust  has  a major  ben   fit 
on  noise.     This   is   equivalent   to   a   reduction   in  velocity.      For  either  parameter   the 
variation   is  as   the   (i)   eighth  power. 

These   arguments   are  based  on  very  rough  power   law   approximations  both   to  the   sound 
intensity   laws   and   to   the   subjective   response.     More   detailed  examination  has   therefore 
been carried  out  on   a   general   rotor  noise  prediction  programme   at   Loughborough   University 
of  Technology.     The   programme   includes  both   a  full   discrete   frequency  calculation  based 
on equation  2   and  a broad band  noise  calculation  based  on   the  empirical  results   of  Figure 
7,   and  includes   many   additional   detail   features  which  will   not  be   discussed  here.     This 
programme  will  be   described  in   a   later document.      Results   shown  here   are   given   in   PNdB1*7, 
which   is   a more   elaborate   subjective   response   scale   essentially  equivalent   to   the   frequency 
weighting  curves   of   Figure   10. 

Two   results   are   shown  here.      Figure   11   gives   the   effect   of   variation  of  scale   for   a 
two-bladed   rotor   at   a   constant  disc   loading  of  Alb/ft2   (191N/m2).     Non  uniformities   in 
the  curve   are   caused  by  non-linearities   in   the   PNdB   function,   especially   the   low   frequency 
cut-off.     Nevertheless,   over   a   scale   range   of   20:1   PNdB   levels   vary  by  less   than   +3dB   from 
the  mean   value.     Note   that   thrust  would  vary  by  400:1   ovei   this   range. 
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3.2  Dttail improvements 

For helicopter rotors there appears to be some genuine hope that detail variations 
can have useful effects on noise.  As has been discussed, there appear to be three main 
sources of noise from a rotor:  inflow distortion, inflow turbulence and tip effects. 
On a rotor each of these is fundamentally controlled by the rotor vortex system.  This 
may well be sensitive to detail modifications. 

Jones'*8 and others have demonstrated how the tip vortex from a helicopter rotor can 
actually move upwards as it moves away from the blade, and frequently passes above the 
following blade.  Direct interaction of a blade with a vortex is a known cause of blade 
slap as f'  -ussed by Leverton1*3 and, more recently, by Widnall50.  Blade slap will not be 
considereo m nnv detail here since it is an excessive noise, unlikely to be tolerated 
when noise is a problem.  Also it appears that it can be substantially controlled by 
operating proce ■'ires.  However, there can be little doubt that more moderate blade vortex 
interactions are a prime cause of noise problems, so that the rotor noise problem can 
perhaps be regarded as a problem in mild blade slap. 
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When considering vortex wakes it is important also to consider non-ideal conditions 
such as that of wind and unfavourable manoeuvres.  The increase in noise level due to wind 
is well documented, but comparatively little substantive data is available.  Host useful 
existing rotor nois- data have been arefully taken under calm conditions.  However, it is 
clear that reduction of rotor noise under ideal conditions may result in comparatively 
little benefit for practical rutorcraft operating in a real atmosphere.  Reduction of the 
wind induced rotor noise level is a major problem facing the designer, and fuller data on 
this is certainly desirable. 

Much of the existing work on rotor noise control has concentrated on tip modifications 
23,51,53| an(j benefits of over 6dB are often reported.  Jn the other hand, these benefits 
are not always found in flight, or in repeat tests ac other centres.  Leverton51* for 
instance found an increase in noise for most tip modifications tested.  It has been argued 
here, via Figure 9, that the tip effects are  specific to the high frequencies.  Strouhal 
scaling thesi results up to a helicopter suggests that the effect will be centred around 
2000Hr. 

From tower tests on a rotor, Leverton55 has defined a second broad band hump in this 
region.  In the author's opinion this hump is due to tip effects, and represents the 
modulated swishing sound observed on helicopters.  In this context it is noteworthy that 
experiments by Schlegel23 on trapezoidal tips reduced the depth of modulation of the broad 
bund noise as well as the absolute levels.  Maximum modulation might be expected from tip 
sources when Doppler changes in frequency, and in near field amplitude, would be at a 
maximum.  Further experiments on a wide range of tips have recently been reported by 
Leverton56.  Variations of level of up to 15dB due to tip modifications are found, but 
the optimum tip is a function of rotor r.p.m., and a strong function of blade pitch. 
Noise benefit was also found to be a strong function of pitch in the recent tests at 
Loughborough 32. 

Leverton's recent results show little benefit of a clipped trailing edge, in contra- 
distinction to that shown in Figure 9.  This may be due to the relatively thick (12Ü) 
sections used in his tests compared to the thinner (5Z) sections of Figure 9- 

The one clear conclusion from all these studies is that tip shape does have a major 
effect on rotor noise.  The reasons for the effect must lie in the varying structures of 
the shed vortex from each tip.  Systematic understanding of this does not exist, and 
respresents an obvious area of profitable research.  Meanwhile it is clear that rotor noise 
control programmes must include empirical evaluation of various tip shapes, preferably at 
full scale. 

A major source of subjective annoyance from helicopters is the tail rotot.  The 
general considerations for rotor noise radiation apply equally to tail rotor noise.  The 
tail rotor typically operates in inflow which is badly distorted by the proximity of the 
tail boom and by the action of the main rotor.  This must result in severe increases of 
noise level, and the design modifications necessary to improve the situation are apparent. 
A longer tail boom should add little to helicopter weight, and give a useful noise benefit. 
From the noise point of view alone a canted front anti-torque rotor would be preferable, 
but presumably this would not be acceptable on operational grounds.  Note that the 
•symmetry caused by forward flight of the rotor would not directly generate significant 
noise leads.  This is because the asyt-i-etry causes a first order input mode at the rotor 
which is of extreme inefficiency, as shown by Figure 2. 
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A. CONCLUSIONS 

From the   historical   survey   two  morals   can  perhaps  be   drawn.      Firstly,   that   the   intell- 
igent   human  observer  can  produce   information  of  considerable   value  without  complicated 
instruments.     Secondly,   that   ground   rig   tests   are   a  poor  substitute   for   full   scale  data. 
The   principal   theoretical   difficulty   in   the  early  work  was   the   correct   choice   of  boundary 
conditions   to   represent   the   acoustic   source  on   the  blade.     This   difficulty  persists   to   the 
present  day,   now  in   the  guise   of   the   dipole/quadrupole   source   model   for   the noise. 

However,   as   a   result   of   experimental,   theoretical,   and   empirical   work   the   fundamental 
causes   of   rotor   radiation   are   reasonably   clear.     They   are 

1. Discrete   frequency  noise,   due   to  distorted   inflow 
2. Low  frequency  broad   band  noise,   due   to   turbulent   inflow 
3. High   frequency  broad  band  noise   due   to  the   tips. 

Except  for  high  speed   rotors   {tij   >   0.7)   the  Gutin  noise   radiated  by   the  steady  forces 
on   the   rotors   is   not   of  subjective   importance.     Also   it  appears   that   any   trailing edge 
vortex  noise  generation  mechanisms   are   of  minor  significance. 

Thus   rotor  noise   control   is   simply   a  matter  of  minimising   distorted   and  turbulent 
inflow,   and empirically  finding   an  optimum  tip.     Similarly  noise   prediction  requires 
specification  of  the   distorted   and   turbulent  inflow  to   the   rotor.     The  problem  therefore 
passes   from the   acoustician   to   the   aerodynamicist.     Unfortunately   the   steady  aerodynamics 
problems   involved  are   extremely   complex.     However,   they   centre   around   the   shed   vortex 
structure,   and   there   is   some   prospect   that  improved   understanding  of   this   is  possible. 
In  general  terms,   subjective   levels   of   rotor noise  are   shown   to  depend  on  blade   loading   to 
the   fourth power  or  velocity   to   the   eighth.     This   shows   that   rotors   of  equal  blade   loading 
will  have   roughly  equal   subjective  noise   levels   at   any  scale,   and   that   there   is   substantial 
benefit   to be   gained   from  a   low   tip   speed   large   scale   rotor. 

The  kfry  to  future   rotor  noise   control  appears   to  lie   in   the   understanding gained  by 
careful  experiments.     There   are   several   areas  of  uncertainty   at  present  which justify 
study.      Detailed  correlation  of  ground   and   flight   tests   does   not   yet   seem  to  have  been 
performed.     The   noise   effects   of   characteristic  manoeuvres   and   of   typical  wind   levels   are 
not   fully known,   and   may   limit   the   possibilities   for  rotor  noise   reduction  on  real   aircraft. 
The  benefit  of  increased  blade   chord  predicted  theoretically   also   justifies  some   experi- 
mental   study.     Possibilities   for  noise   control  seem  to   centre   around   a  full   understanding 
of   the   shed vortex wake.     Both   experimental   and   theoretical   approaches   to   this  problem 
would  be   valuable.     The   most   obvious   area   for  study   is   the  effect   of   tip   shape,   and blade 
loading   distribution,   on   the   wakes   and   noise  of   a  rotor. 
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SUMMARY 

To gain insight Into the process by which dlpole noise Is generated by the turbulent wake behind an 
aerof 11,  the characteristics of the wake are investigated and compared to the drag and lift coefficients 
as well as to the noise radiated.    It is concluded from the results that both the drag coefficient and the 
generated noise   ire closely related to the turbulent shear in ;He separated flow region.    The maximum 
velocity defect  (U - i%iin)/U is shown to be an important parameter which affects both thr perforaancp and 
the noise intensity.    The investigation was concerned only with the two-dimensional flow field. 

SOMMAIRE 

Pour mieux comprendre le processus par lequel le bruit bipolaire est produit par le sillage turbulent 
derriere une alle, les caracteristiques du sillage sont examinees et comparees aux coefficients de 
trainance et de levSe et au bruit produit.    D'apres les resultats on a conclut que le coefficient de 
trainance et le bruit produit sont en relation etrolte avec le clsalllement turbulent dans le champ de 
l'ecoulement separe.    La viteste deficltaire maximum (U - umin)/ü est montree d'etre un parametre Important 
affectant a la fois le performance et I'intensite du bruit.    La recherche etalt llmltee seulement a un 
champ d'ecoulement bi-dimensionnel. 

U mean velocity in the wake 
u temporal mean velocity at a point 
x^ coordinates (i s 1, 2,  3) 
Y non-dimensional transverse distance 
y transverse distance 
Z span length 
a angle of incidence 
a0 flow deflection angle for o = 0° 
6 half wake thickness 
•p function of 
£ maximum velocity defect 
X wavelength 
p fluid density 
a a constant in the velocity profile. 

NOTATION 

a Sonic velocity 
b distance tc half value of maximum velocity 

defect 
CQ drag coefficient 
CL lift coefficient 
C(R) correlation function 
Kl 2 3 constant» 
L length of separated flow 
n frequency 
F sound pressure level 
p fluctuating pressure amplitude 
q non-dimensional velocity 
r distance of observer from source 
S surface over which sources are correlated 
t time 
U mainstream flow velocity 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of broad band - or vortex - noise has long been recognized as an Important factor in the 
design of rotary wings.    The advances in manufacturing methods will make possible the use of large propellers 
of low rotational speeds with low rotational sound intensity, but of high tip velocities with relatively 
high vortex noise intensity.    In such a case,  the dominant source will probably be vortex noise. 

It  is now well established that for subsonic speeds  the quadrupole field due  to  turbulence in the 
wake of en object is a much weaker source compared with the dlpole field stenmlng from the fluctuating 
forces caused by vortex shedding at the trailing edge.    The knowledge that vortex noise Is caused by 
fluctuating forces may provide an adequate explans     ,u   'or the dipolar nature of the noise, but does not 
provide for a Insight Into the basic cause of the i -l '.e. how the fluctuating forces are set-up in the 
first place. 

This Investigation is, therefore, mainly concerned with the mechanism of vortex noise generation, 
and its relation to the performance characteristics of a two-dimensional aerofoil.     In particular the 
generated noise is related to the velocity profiles in the wake and the drag and lift coefficients.    A 
maximum velocity defect parameter (U - umin)/^ has been defined and It is shown that the drag coefficient 
as well as  the generated noise are functions of this parameter.    In view of the wide application of 
variable pitch propellers and also because of the importance of stall, variations  in the wake properties 
with angle of incidence were studied. 

! 

2. PROCEDURE 

The aerofoil used in this investigation was an asymmetric high-lift section of 100 mm chord length 
and of 10% thickness, designated NGTE 10C4  3OC50.    During the experiments the range of incidence angles 
was -10° - +350,  and the range of Reynolds numbers based on chord length was A x 104 - 2 x 105.    The 
sequence of the work followed was: 

Member of the Faculty of Engineering. 
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•)    Visual observation of the wake geometry In a water channel.    The separated flow region and the 
turbulent wake were made visible by the hydrogen bubble technique and sequential photographs of 
the wake were obtained1, 

b) Velocity profiles In the wake of the aerofoil In a wind tunnel.    The transverse distribution of 
the temporal men velocity    in the wake was measured, using a pltot-static tuue with a total 
pressure hole of 0.75 mm diameter. 

c) Lift and drag coefficient determination.    The aerofoil blade was attached to the arm of a balance 
which could measure the horizontal and vertical components of the force acting on the blade, 
corresponding to the drag and lift forces. 

d) Fluctuating pressure In the wake.    Both transverse and longitudinal distributions of the 
fluctuating pressure were obtained, using a miniature pressure transducer of maximum thickness 
0.90 ran ^ 

e) Sound pressure level measurements.    Four blades were attached to the periphery of a 1.20 m 
diameter disc In such a way that their spans were parallel to the axis of rotation of the disc. 
The radiated noise was measured by means of a microphone placed along the axis, equidistant from 
all blades. 

3. VELOCITY PROFILES IN THE WAKE 

It can be shown from the equation of motion that the velocity distribution in the wake of an aerofoil, 
aas.iming a constant eddy viscosity and neglecting the fluctuating components of velocity in the x and y 
directions,  is represented opproxlmately by1*. 

U 

D " "min 
exp {-a(y/b)2} (1) 

where il is the. mainstream velocity, u is the velocity at y (y = 0 at the centre of the wake), and b is the 
position of half the maximum velocity defect,  (U - um:|.n)/2, measured from the centre. 

Eq    (1)  can also be written as; 

u ' u    = C exp{-o(y/b)i} 
U 

(2) 

where 

? - " - "min 
U 

Both a and C have to be determined experimentally, and correspond to the empirical constants in the profiles 
given by Betz, Relchardt and Schlichting5.    The flow downstream of the aerofoil is deflected by an angle 
OQ due to the camber of the aerofoil.    The refenee co-ordinate axes are therefore rotated by OQ SO that the 
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Flg.l    Non-dluensional velocity profile in the wake of an aerofoil. 
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x-«xls approxljaately coincide« with th« centre of the wake.    This modification simplifies the mathematical 
representation of the velocity and pressure distributions.    Eq (1) and the results of experlncnrs have been 
plotted non-dlmenslonslly In Flg.l.    The value of o Is found to be very nearly 0.7.    Although ^ Is a constant, 
£ In Eq (2)  Is not, and In general Is a function of the Reynolds number and the angle of Incidence.    The 
variation In $ Is given In Fig.2 together with 6, the half wake width, which Is the distance from the 
centre of the wake to the point whei« u ■ 0.99 U.    The half wake width Is also approximately equal   .0 3b. 

/ 

—  Eq(3) ^ 

/ 

J 
/ ,-"' 

'•'• , r"^ 
— 

15 

10   d.mm 
5 

0 5        10       15 
Q(, degrees 

Fig.2 Variation of half wake width 6, and maximum velocity defect £ with angle of incidence. 

The Bsslmum velocity defect can be expressed by the fitted equation 

a - a. 
? = (KRe)[exp {-0.2(  £ )2} + 0.02(a - a0)

2 ] 
2 

(3) 

wh^re a Is the angle of Incidence in degrees,  and    a0 = 4°. 

The validity of the expressions for the velocity profile and the maxlauj velocity defect were tested 
by comparing the measured drag coefficient of the aerofoil for various angles of incidence with that 
calculated from the above expressions 

cD=-L/0{-ü-- (-a-)J}dy 
tu u 

w 

where t is the blade thickness, and 

-ü. s 1 - £ exp[-ö(y/b)2J 
U 

(5) 

Both the computed and experimental values of the drag coefficient are shown in Fig. 3 together with the 
lift coefficient for the same aerofoil. 

The close agreement between the two sets of results confirms the validity of the velocity profile 
and maximum velocity defect expressions.    Also seen is the drop in the lift coefficient with an Increase 
in the maximum velocity defect, or, the drag coefficient.    It is therefore clear that th« maximum 
velocity defect Is indicative of the performance of the aerofoil section.    The physical explanation 
is that the sudden increase in the maximum velocity defect Indicates the moving of the posiMon of 
separation to a point near the leading edge of the blade,  causing a depreciation in the circulation 
around the aerofoil resulting in a drop In the lift coefficient. 

_^ 
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Fig.3    Lift and drag coefficients as functions of the angle of incidence. 

PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS  IN THE WAKE 

The wake downstream of the aerofoil is substantially composed of vortices mixing violently while 
being swept with the Influence of the main flow.    Some of the energy contained in the vortices is 
dissipated as haat, while the rest is radiated as sound. 

It has been shown by Townsend6 that there is a strong correlation between the rate of shear and the 
fluctuating velocity and pressure in the wake.    The gradient of the mean velocity In the wake as found 
fron Eq (2) is 

or,  in non-dimensional form. 

— = 2öUe(y/b2) exp{-a(y/b)2} 
3y 

-iS- = 2aCV exp(-oY2) 
3Y 

(6) 

(7) 

where q and Y are non-dimensional velocity u/U and non-dimensional transverse distance y/b, respectively. 
Since the mean amplitude of the fluctuating pressure p is proportional to 3q/9Y, then. 

p a K^ exp(-aY2) 

or, In non-dimensional form: 

where K^ and K2 are constants. 

3q/3Y 
Oq/3Y), 

■ K2eY exp(-0Y2) 

(8) 

(9) 

Eq (9) is given in Fig.4 together with the measured values of the fluctuating pressure, as obtained 
by the miniature transducer.    The position of pg^x corresponds fairly well to the position of maxlmun 
shear rate, as expected.    The measured values of p are greater than those predicted by theory.    This Is 
hardly surprising since the transducer measures the local fluctuating pressure, plus that radiated from 
nearby sources, as it is practically Impossible to Isolate one psrt of the wake fron another.    One 
correction that can be made to the theory is to include the contribution by the pressure radiation field 
of pmax, knowing that in the near field the praasure amplitude varies with the inverse square of the 
distance.    This Is also given in Fig.4 shown with dashed lines. 
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Fig.4   Truavarae variation of fluctuating pressure In the wake of an aerofoil. 

The above result Indicates that the ahear rate and the fluctuating pressure are correlated.    In 
order to verify this, the maximum fluctuating pressure amplitude waa meaaured for various valuea of the 
Incidence angle, similar to the maximum velocity defect determination.    The pressure transducer was moved 
across the wake until the maximum value was obtained for a given angle of incidence.    The process was 
repeated for the whole range of the incidence uigle, while the upstream velocity was held constant throughout 
the experiment.    Fig.5 ahows the variation of the non-dimensional fluctuating pressure pDax/(l/2 pU ) with 
angle of incidence, meaaured at several Reynolds numbers, together with 

•    ÖS* . (KRe)Y exp(-aY2)[exp{-0.05(a - a0)2}+   0.02(a - a0)2] 
(l/2)pü2 

where ^(Re) is a function describing the variation with Reynolds Number. 

(10) 
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Fig.5    Fluctuating pressure p and sound pressure level P ss functions of the angle of incidence. 
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5. NOISE FROM A SET OF AUOFOILS 

Th« sound proatur« P at • distance r from • dlpola source, as found tt<m tha wave aquation is 

P ■ .1 
%r 8 i*s 

(U) 

where F^ Is tha dlpola strength density and 8 la ths surface over which tha sourcaa are Integrated.   äFj/axj 
must be evaluated at the retarded time t - r/a since tha sound wave takes a tins r/a to reach an observer 
distant r from tha source.    For tha aerofoil section used, the area S la the area on the blade surface over 
which th'- flow Is separated.    Therefore,  the Integral becomes 

P   B   - 
1 / / —=   dZ dL 

00   3x4 

(12) 

where Z Is the span width and L la the distance from 
Since the flow la assumed to be two-dimensional 

the trailing edge to the position of separation. 

P = - 
4irr 3*1 

(13) 

-5-   /    c(R)^dL 
%r 0 ix± 

(14) 

where c(R) Is a correlation factor which Is assumed to be a function of the angle of Incidence and the 
Reynolds Number. 

The vortices produced at the separated flow region and responsible for the dlpole noise are not cast 
off legularly like, say, the Karman vortex street, but are highly Irregular.    Experiments with this aerofoil 
have shewn that the non-dimensional vortex shedding frequency (Strouhal number) n(2fi)/U varies between 
0.19 and 0.20, where n is the fundamental vortex shedding frequency and (26)  is the wake width behind the 

Assuming that the vortices move with the mean velocity In the wake, the wavelength of the pressure is 
6 

X » ^L   / u dv 
u nS    o 
U or (15) 

and substituting the value for the frequency n 

also 

where U is the mean velocity. 

X i -12   / u dy 

X i 10(Ü/U) 

(16) 

The ratio U/U changes between 0.82 and 0.75 for angle of incidence varying betwesp. f   and 20 . 
Therefore, the wavelength corresponding to the fundamental requency is approximately 200 ran over the ran.ne 
of a considered.    On the other hand, the lengh L of the separated zone is smaller than 100 mm, the chord 
length. 

It can be said, then,  that since the wavelength of the pressure is greater than twice the distance 
over which It is acting, there is no change in the correlation of the dlpole sources at the surface of 
the aerofoil while the angle of incidence is varied.    Consequently,  the sound pressure level of the 
fundsmental frequency at the point r changes proportionally to the strength density p of the dlpole source. 

The sound pressure level P waa measured by the microphone placed at the axial position of tha 
rotating disc set-up mentioned earlier.    The reaults are givcu non-dlmensionally as P/(l/2 pi)2) against 
the angle of incidence in Fig.5.    It can be seen that the amplitude of the radiated noise changes in a 
way similar to that of the maximum velocity deft>rt   «aai-. indicating t'n« Influence of the shsar rate. 

Aa further evidence for the cause of the noise, spectrographs of the fluctuating pressure and the 
generated noise were compared.    It waa found that the spectrographs are highly similar for the same values 
of the Reynolds number and the incidence angle.   A typical spectrograph of the pressure is given in Fig.6. 
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Fig.6    Spectrograph of the pressure In the wake. 

6.        CONCLUSIONS 

It can be concluded from this Investigation that 

CD = *x(e) 
p ■ Me) 
p «(»3(5) 

These reeults have Interesting Implications.    For example,  the angle of incidence for minimum drag 
coefficient coincides with that for minimum noise generation.    On the other hand,  the steep increase in 
Che noise level and the drag coefficient ie followed by stall and the associated drop in the lift 

-co«£f lcjl»0l.^.. ItUL.I>£actic*JLMBftfit£jof the r«ftults_are even more interesting in that both the noise and 
the drag coefficient are dependent on the maximum velo'clty'defect, "wKTcK may ISBd-to-considereb-le.     .  
reductions in experimentation with aerofoils. 
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-MESURES    DE     BRUIT    D'HELICOPTERES    EN    VOL 
par 

Fernand   d'AMBRA   et   Jean-Pierre   DEDIEU 
Ingenieurs tk 1'AEROSPATIALE 

Division   HELICOPTERES 
13221   MARSEILLE     CEDEX 1     FRANCE 

et 

Alain   JULIENNE 
Ing^ffieur i I'OFFICE NATIONAL d'ETUDES et de RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES 

92   CHATILLON     FRANCE 

RESUME 

Une Campagne de mesures de bruit a 4t4 faite en septembre 1971 sur plusieura h^licoptferes. 
Les essais,  pr^par^s en ^troite collaboration avec 1'ONERA, avaient pour but d'^tudier le bruit de plu- 
sieura h£Ucopt%res dans diff^rents cas de vols. 

Pour satisfaire les objectifs de cette Campagne,  des techniques originales ont 4t6 utilisles et notam- 
ment un relev£ de trajectoire par un systfeme de trajectographiek Ihorloge. Les d^pouillements des survols 
sont du type "Certification acoustique des avions".   Les r^sultats sont ramenls  \des conditions standard 
de trajectoire et d'atmosphfere dans diff^rentes unites.   Une £tude de dispersion a 6t6 faite sur les niveaux 
maximaux et les r^sultats sont donnas avec un Intervalle de confiance statistique.   Le systfeme de trajecto- 
graphie a permis £galement de dater les spectres acoustiques et d'obtenir les directivitls en vol des appa- 
reils complets et de quelques sources particuliferes. 

SUMMARY 

Noise measurements have been performed on several helicopters in Septer.\ber 1971.  These tests, 
prepared in close connection with ONERA,  were aimed toward a complete survey of helicopters internal 
and external noise levels in several flight conditions. 

In order to satisfy the objectives of these tests,  original techniques were used,  in particular through 
precise time measuring trajectography equipment. 

Data analysis of flyover tests follows  conventional aircrafts acoustical certification procedure. 
Test results are corrected to duplicate nominal flight path and standard atmosphere conditions in several 

,_nqi8e_units^_ 
A statistical änälysis"of'maximum'notffe levols has-been performed and results are presented with 

their confidence level. *""   — 
The use of the trajectography equipment grants in addition the exact timing of acoustical spectra from 

which directivity patterns of noise radiated from the complete aircraft in flight and from particular noise 
sources can be obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Le brui   .'es avions pr^occupe depuis de nombreuses ann£es les Services Officiels et les Construc- 
teurs,  par suite de l'accroissement du trafic a^rien et de la taille des appareils.  En cherchant a s'intro- 
duire sur le marche civil, les h&icoptferes posent a leur tour un problfeme de nuisance, I'int^rSt de telles 
machines ^tant de pouvoir evoluer au sein mSme des agglomerations. Aprfes avoir <labor£ des normes 
acoustiques pour les avions futurs, les organismes de Certification s'lnt^ressent maintenant aux appareita 
du type STOL,  VTOL. 

Aidle par les min: stores des Transports et des Armies, la Soci^t^ Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale 
a entrepris un programme g^n^ral d'^tudes dans le but de r^duire le bruit de ses hllicoptires.  Cherchant 
dans un premier stade k mieux connattre les problfemes de mesure et d'analyse,  ainsi que les mecanismes 
de generation de ces bruits, eile a realise,  en collaboration avec I'OFFICE NATIONAL d'ETUDES et de 
RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES, une importante Campagne de mesures en septembre 1971 sur le terrain 
de La Fare-les-Oliviers, prfes de MARIGNANE. 

Les essais ont permis d'etudier le bruit exterieur et Interieur de quatre heiicoptferes dans different« 
cas de vols : survols, atterrissages, decollages,  stationnaires.  L'utilisation de chathes de mesures teie- 
commandees synchronisees avec un syjtfeme de trajectographie, a permis d'obtenir les diagrammes de 
rayonnement instantanes au sol. 

Arrfes une description du materiel et des methodes de depouillement employees,  les premiers resul- 
tats,  relatifs aux survols du SA 340 sont donnes dans ce papier. 

2. ORGANISATION GENERALE DES ESSAIS 

Les essais ont porte essentiellement sur deux appareils, un SA 330 et un SA 340,  de masses maxi- 
males respectives 6 400 kg et 1 700 kg.  Quelques mesures seulement ont ete faites pour deux autres 
appareils du type SA 316 et SA 319. 

Les survols etaient effectuea a SO,   ICO et ISO m d'altitude pour deux vitesses differentes : vitesse 
de croisifere economique et vitesse k puissance minimale.  Chaque cas de vol etait triple pour pouvoir 
donner une plus grande confiance aux resultats de mesures. 

../... 
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Pour les atterrissages - d^collages, deux pentes ^taient retenues : une pente classique d'env'.ron 
10* bt une pente faible du type atterriasage I. L, S.   Les stationnaires Itaient effectu^s i 10 m,  30 m, 
100 m et 150 m, dans deux directions opposies. 

La figure n° 1 donne un schema de 1'implantation ä douze points de mesures,  qui ^tait retenue pour 
les mesures de bruit des survuls et d'atterrissages - d^collages.   Chacun de ces points ^tait jquip^ 
d'une station autonome de mesure (voir chapitre 3). i  ' 

Pour les vols stationnaires, la plupart de ces stations ^taient conserves, mais 1'implantation jtait 
compKtle par onze points de mesures, disposes sur un cercle de 50 m de rayon et relics a un enregis- 
treur multipiste.  (Figure n° 2) 

Les hllicoptferes jtaient ^galement ^quip^s de microphones k 1'Interieur de la cabine et i. l'ext^rieur 
prfes des sources pr^pond^rantes de bruit : entree d'air et Ejection des moteurs, m£canique et rotors. 
Les enregistrem*nts £taient faits sur magnetophone multipiste embarqu^,   synchronise avec le magne- 
tophone multipiste au sol. 

Cette disposition de microphones sert ä. identifier les diff^rentes sources de bruit en vol et d'en 
connattre la part relative dans le bruit global dans diff^rents azimuts autour de l'appareil en stationnaire. 

Enfin,  un relev^ continu de temperature,  pression, degre hygrometrique et de vitesse du vent,  etait 
fait sur le terrain, dans le but de corrections ulterieures des resultats obtenus. 

3.  MATERIEL DE MESURE DE BRUIT 

Au   cours d'une Campagne   .e mesures de ce type, de nombreuses evolutions sont effectuees, amenant 
un volume considerable de donnees a tiaiter.  II est done indispensable, pour une exploitation rapide des 
mesures,  de rendre aulomatiques a la fois les prises de son et les analyses et depouillements. 

Le materiel utilise pendant ces essais a 6t6 developpe par l'Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches 
Aerospatiales et par la Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation.  II a dejk fait 
l'objet d'une communication au dixifeme Congrfes International Aeronautique organise par l'A. F.I, T. Ae 
(Ref.   1). 

Son but est de faciliter les enregistrements sonores en des points multiples lors des essais de survol 
ou de point fixe et de prÄparer les bandes magnetiques analogiques en vue de leur depouillement ulterieur 
par analyse en temps reel et traitement numerique du signal. 

Nous n'en rappellerons que le prinripe general de fonctionnement.  La figure n" 3 represente le schema 
d'utilisation de cet appareillage. 

Un emetteur d'ordres,  constitue d'une horloge a diapason donne des ordres de mise en marche et 
d'arrtt pour les enregistreurs et des ordres sequentiels pour la synchronisation.  Ces ordres,  sous forme 
de tops ou trains d'ondes composes de deux signaux sinusoi'daux, modulent en frequence un emetteur CSF, 

Une sortie logique des signaux de synchronisation autorise un recalage dans le temps, avec le sys- 
tfeme de trajectographie. 

COte reception, la botte logique re^oit d'un recepteur CSF les signaux basse frequence qui, aprfes 
decodage et temporisation vont donner naissance aux tops definitifs, normalises pour le depouillement 
automatique et qui sont inseres sur la bände magnetique dans le signal microphonique. 

Cette bolte re;oit egalement, venant d'un adaptateur pour microphone k capacite (BRUEL et KJAER 
1/2 pouce), les signaux microphoniques dont le niveau convenable peut 8tre regie par bonds de 10 deciBels. 

Les enregistreurs utilises sont des magnetophones monopiste du type NAGRA. 
La figure n° 4 donne une vue d'une station de mesure. 

4.   RELEVE DES TRAJECTOIRES 

Les trajectoires des heiicoptferes ont 4t6 releveesk l'aide d'un Systeme prototype de trajectographie 
ä l'horloge developpe par l'ONERA (Ref. 2). Le principe est base sur la mesure des distances du mobile 
kun certain nombre de stations au sol, par comparaison d'un signal 6mis sous le contrOle d'une horloge 
embarquee h. un signal homologue produit au sol sous le contrOle d'une horloge locale. 

Les horloges equipant le mobile et les differents postes sont constituees par des oscillateurs trfes 
stables associes ä des generateurs d'echelles de temps. Les echelles de temps utilisees sont constituees 
par des impulsions brfeves kune recurrence donnee (10 Hz par exemple). 

Dans le mobile, une commande d'&ietteur fournit, k partir de recheile de temps notee Hj^, des 
impulsions codecsk un emetteur.  Les signaux modulent une frequence porteuse et les impulsions emises 
sont refues au sol dans les differentes stations (3 au minimum). 

Chaque station est equipee d'un recepteur et d'un decodeur qui restituent l'echelle dc temps trans- 
mise H M- 

Les echelles de temps restituees H'M sont transmises par cables vers un poste central qui comporte 
une horloge fournissant une echelle de temps HB.  Un dispositif de Chronometrie determine la position 
de chaque echelle de temps transmise H'^f par rapport k rech?Ue de temps iocale HB, 

Ces mesures permettent d'acceder aux temps de propagation de l'echelle de temps Hj^j entre le 
mobile et les differentes stations.  On obtient ainsi les distances radiales 4 partir desquelles il est possi- 
ble de calculer un point de trajectoire en coordonnees appropriees.   La figure n* 5 präsente le schema 
de fonctionnement de ce Systeme.  La figure n° 6 tnontre le materiel embarque dans I'heiicoptire. 

.../.,, 
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Dans le diapoaitif utilise, lea distances entre lea bases sont voiaines du kilometre, ce qui permet 
de relever lea trajectoires des hllicoptferes aur plusieurs kilomfetrea. 

Lea r^aultata sont donnas, aoit en temps r£el aous forme de distancea radiales, act en diü4s6, 
aprfcs traitement aur ordinateur, sous forme de coordonn^ea X, Y, Z, dana le eyat^me d'axea de la 
figure n* 1,  choiai pour 1'ensemble des es.sais. 

Une tneaure brute permet de localiaer un point de la trajectoire dana un cube d'environ 4 m d'artte. 
Par ailleurs. la presence d'horloges dans le mobile et les bases permet de dater des enregistrements 
autrea que ceux de la trajectographie, par exemple les enregistrements de bruit. 

Les figures n° 7 et n" 6 montrent le principe de'la synchronisation utilis^e pendant lea eaaaia de 
La Fare-lea-Oliviers.  Pour les survols,  lea tops de rep£rage des enregistrements de bruit sont dat^s 
par l'horloge de la station de trajectographie.  Pour les vols stationnaires,  les horloges sol et appareil 
pilotaient des codeura de temps charges d'inscrire I'heure sur lea enregistreurs multipistes. 

5. DEPOUILLEMENTS 

Nombreuses sont les analyses que 1'on peut effectuer sur lea enregistrements d'une teile Campagne : 
bruit global, analyse 1/3 d'octave ou  analyse ä bände ^troite. 

Nous ne parlerona ici que dea d^pouillements 1/3 d'octave qui ont £t£ faits dans le cas des survols. 
La procedure d'analyse retenue a it6 celle de la certification acoustique des avions,  conform&nent aux 
normea exiatantea.  Un apectie 1/3 d'octave eat donn£ chaque 500 ms sur lesquelles 495 ma sont consa- 
crles k l'analyae et 5 ms au calcul.   Ces analyses ont 6t6 faites ä l'ONERA sur un analyseur  General 
Radio 1921  coupU ä un calculateur CII   10020 (R^f.   1). 

Ces spectres 1/3 d'octave sont corrig^a d'aprfes la courbe de r^ponse de la chafne d'enregistrement 
et sont tranamis k la SNIAS aous la forme de bandea magn^tiquea num£riques.  La,  un programme de 
calcul permet d'obtenir, pour un point donn6, le niveau sonore global chaque O, 5 a,  exprim^ dans diff£- 
rentea unites : dBlin, dBA,  dBD, PNdB,  TPNdB.  Pour un survol complet on peut ^galement donner le 
niveau en E PNdB. 

Ces r^sultats sont relatifs aux mesures r^ellement faites sur le terrain. En tenant compte des mesures 
de trajectographie, il est   possible de ramener les r^sultats relatifs ä un vol r^el h. ceux d'un vol fictif 
parfaitement rectiligne k 1'altitude demand^e.  Pour celk,  il faut calculer la position retard^e de 1'h^li- 
coptbre,  e'est-k-dire la position qu'il occupait au moment oü il a £mis le son sur lequel on cherche ä 
appliquer une correction de niveau.  La position d'&nission €tant connue, le spectre est corrigl en func- 
tion de l'abaorption atmoaph^rique correspondant ^ 1'^cart entre la position reelle et la position th^orique. 
Les mSmes calculs de niveaux globaux que pour les mesures directes sont effectuls k partir des apectres 
ainai corrig^s. 

Pour op^rer les corrections atmosph^riques, il est n^cessaire de faire intervenir les caract^ristiques 
atmoaph^riquea, temperature et degr£ hygrom^trique, observ^es pendant la mesure.  II est possible de 
ramener toutea lea mesures ä une atmosphfer« moyenne du jour de mesure. 

Compte tenu de ces diverses corrections de trajectoire et d'atmosphfere,  il a 4tS possible d'am^liorer 
I'^cart type aur dea lots de mesures de m6me nature (d'environ O, 2 k O, 3 dB). 

La figure n° 9 donne l'organigramme g&i^ral du traitement num^rique qui a ^t^ fait k partir des 
enregistrements magn^tiques, 

6. PREMIERS RESULTATS RELATIFS AUX SURVOLS DU SA 340 

Toua lea niveaux aonorea qui sont donnas dans les paragraphes suivants sont corrig^s : 

- de la courbe de r^ponse de la chathe de mesure 
- des imperfections de trajectoire 
- des fluctuations des conditions atmosph^riques d'un essai k un autre, les conditions moyennes retenut 

<tant T = 25°C. H = 34 % 
Faute d'unit^ bien d^finie pour le bruit des hllicoptferes, tous les r^sultats sont exprim^s dans les 

diff^rentea unites usuelles. 

6. 1.  Evolution du niveau global pendant le paaaage de l'appareil 

Sur lea planches 10,  11,  12 et 13, ont 6t6 trachea lea Evolutions du niveau global (en dBlin, dBA et 
PNdB) en fonction du tempa, pour deux caa de vol k SO m d'altitude. 

Que ce aoit aoua trace ou lat^ralement k ICO m,  il eat interessant de comparer lea Evolutions dans 
lea diffErentes unites et pour lea deux caa de vitease d'avancement.  Lea variations relatives entre les 
difflrentea unit£a rendent en effet bien compte de revolution du spectre de bruit. 

En approche, k 250 km/h, il y a un bruit important du rotor principal qui ae traduit par un fort 
niveau en dBlin.  Ce n'eat que 2 ou 3 aecondea avant le paaaage k la verticale que le niveau en PNdB devient 
plus important par auite de la participation dea autrea aourcea de bruit tellea que le rotor arrifere ou le 
moteur.   La courbe d'Evolution en dBA a la mfime allure avec une difference generate d'environ 13 dB. 

Dana toua lea cas, aprfea le paaaage k la verticale, la decroissance est du mftme type dana toutea 
lea unitla, preuve qu'k l'arrifere de 1'apparcil le bruit du rotor principal n'eat plua trfea important par 
rapport aux autrea aourcea. Nous retrouverons cea rEaultats sur lea diagrammea de directivite. 

6. 2. Niveaux maximaux 

La diapoaition dea microphonea permet d'avoir 7 pointa rEpartis aur 800 m le long d'une ligne per- 
pendiculaire k la trace au aol du survol (400 m de part et d'autre). 

.../... 
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Les points de mesure disposes sur une mCme parallele au survol doivent donner lea mCinea niveaux 
d<cal<a dans le temps.  Comme de plus les vols sont triples, on obtient jusqu'k 12 mesures du mtme 
niveau de bruit sous trace et 9 mesures pour le bruit lateral k lOO m. 

Les niveaux maximaux ont 6t6 relev^s pour tous les vols et tous les points de mesure. Une ^tude 
de normality et d'^limination de points aberrants a ^t^ faite pour chaque lot de mesures.  On arrive ainsi 
k des hearts type de l dB environ et des intervalles de confiance & 90 % pour la valeur moyenne de O, 6 dB 
environ. 

Seul le phlnomine de "blade slap" vient parfois perturber cea mesures en augmentant leur dispersion. 
Les niveaux maximaux moyens sont port^s sur les figures 14 et 15. 

6. 3.  Champs sonores au sol 

Dans les cas de vols cm la dispersion sur les niveaux maximaux (sous trace par exemple) est faible, 
on peut faire l'hypothise que I'h&icoptfere entraine avec lui un champ sonore constant. 

II est alors possible d'utiliser conjointement les r^sultats d'acoustique et de trajectographie pour 
restituer avec un assez grand nombre de points le champ sonore au sol (voir figures 16 et 17). 

On peut ^galement obtenir les diagrammes de directivity de l'hllicoptfere en vol. Ces diagranunes 
ont 6t6 traces pour une distance constante k l'appareil de 250 m (voir figures n° 18 et 19). Ces mfimes 
diagrammes de directivity peuvent 6tre faits dans les mfimes conditions pour des bandes de frequences 
particuli^res : on obtient alors les directivit^s des diff^rentes sources (figure 20). 

II faut noter que ces diagrammes sont ceux des bandes 1/3 d'octave contenant les frequences carac- 
täristiques des sources considlräes.  Dans ce cas, les sources sont le rotor principal, le rotor arrikre 
car&Wl et le compresseur du moteur dont   les frequences fondamentales sont respectivement 18 Hz,  1250 Hz 
et 8000 Hz. 

Pour le rotor principal, les trois premiers harmoniques ont 6t6 pris en compte. 
Ces diagrammes appellent quelques conunentaires : 

- quelles que soient les unites employees et quel que soit 1'azimut choisi, les niveaux sonores sont plus 
eieves k grande vitesse d'avancement. 

- il y a d'importantes variations de directivity en dBlin (done essentiellement rotor principal) entre les 
vols k 250 km/h et 125 km/h- 

- les directivites sont assez differentes   egalement suivant les unites choisies.  En dBlin on a une forte 
directivite vers 1'avant.  Les dBA et PNdB donnent, k un ecart general prfes, la m8me directivite avec 
des niveaux maximaux lateralement. 

Ceci s'explique aisement k l'aide de la figure 20, montrant les directivites par source. 

7.  CONCLUSION 

Une etude detailiee des problfemes de bruit d'heiicoptferes doit passer, dans un premier temps, par 
le stade des mesures.  La Campagne de La Fare-les-Oliviers aura permis,  grace k l'utilisation de mate- 
riel specialement etudie pour les mesures de bruits aeronautiques, d'amener un grand nombre d'infor- 
mations interessantes. 

Outre la connaissance des niveaux sonores des appareils, une Campagne de ce type permet d'obtenir, 
moyennant un important traitement numerique : 
- des elements precieux pour effectuer des recoupements avec les differentes theories existantes 
- une meilleure connaissance des phenom^nes acoustiques particuliers aux heiicopt^res 

I 
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ha 50,100,150 m 

Fig 1    ImplanfaMon   des   microphones 

pour  les mesures de bruif  de survol 
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I Mqaqioo^m 

Fig 2     Implanfafion   des   microphones   pour 
les mesures de bruif  en staHonnaire. 
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Figure 4 :   VUE D'UNE STATION DE MESURE 
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Figure 5      Schema de Foncfionnemenl' du Systeme 

de tnajectographie ä l'horloge 

Figure 6 :   VUE DE L'EQUIPEMENT DE TRAJECTOGRAPHIE 
A BORD DE L'HELICOPTERE 
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Figure 7    : SynchronisaHon des mesures acous- 

•fiques et des mesures de trajectographie 
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Fig 9   ■■ Organigramme des depouillements 
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Rg10: ^u. vol (50m.125 km/h)- Mesure sous »race 

Fig 11: Survol {50m, 250 lun/h) - Meturs tout trace 
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Fig 14 : Nimm  ma. en turvol (5001,125km/h) 
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Fig 15 ;   NIVMUI IMI. en nrvoj (50m, 250lun/h) 
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Fi9 16 : Bfuit «u 10I en dB lin (survol  50m, 125 km/h) 

Fi9l7; B""t «u »ol (survol 50m, 250km/h) en dB Ik 
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SP^idBlin 

Fig 18 :Diagramme de directiyite  a  250m (survols a 50m) 

PNdB 

Fig 19 : Diagpgmme de directivife ä 250m (survols ä 50m) 
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TU NOISB CBASACTBtISTICS <M A LAB» "ULIAIT ROTOR 

John ■. LaTwrton 
Hand of Appliod Aeouttioa 

lutlaod Hollooptan Limit* 
Xeoril, Soaarttt, 

KngUnfl 

?mrt-Tim» LMturar 
Institut« of Sound «ad Vibration RMMroh 

UniT^raity of Southaapton 
Southampton, 

England 

A 2 bladad 56 ft. diameter rotor «aa tun on a tower in an Inverted noda ao that the problea of 
reoiroulation and the diffioultiaa of nanaurlng noise direotirity eharmotariatios could bo oreroona.   This 
paper outllnas the analysis procedure used and presents the detailed reaulta obtained.    Fron a praotioal 
point of Tie« rotor noiaa can be considered to consist of rotational or discrete frequency noise, low 
fraquenoy broadband noise and high frequency broadband noise.   The speotmn oharaotariatloa and the 
directivity patterns of each of theae aouroaa haw« been «nnined aa a function of the bind« tip «peed, the 
total rotor thrust and the neaauraaant angle relatiwe to the rotor diao plane.   The trenda aaaooiatad with 
the orerell noiaa, which ia dependant on the relatlwe magnitude of the IndiTidual aouroaa, have also been 
studied.    These results hare been compared, whar« poaaibla, with the trends giwstt by theoretical and 
■eni-empirioal prediction methods.    Tims history traoea are also included; these ahow that even under ideal 
oondltiona rotor noiaa is impulsive in nature. 

On a fait tournar un^rotor bipala da 17 m da dlaa^tre au teno dana un mode inverse d« fajon a 
pouvoir aumonter la problana da reoiroulatioa at l«a dlfficultca relatives a la nesura das caract/ristiques 
da directivite du bruit.   La präsente etude deorlt dans ses grandea llgnes 1'anaJyae qui a iti nenaa at an 
fournlt lea rfaultata dÄailles.   Du point da vue pratiqu«, on peut estimer que le bruit du rotor s« 
decompose an bruit rotationnel cu a fnquano« dlscrSt«, «n bruit a bass« frequence & larg« band« at en . 
bruit k haut« frequence a larg« band«.   Lea oaraetiriatiqttes speetrales at las diagrammea da directivite 
de ehaouna da cas sources cat etc* examines en fonotion de la vitesse en bout de pale, d« la poussse totale du 
rotor et da l'angle de aesure ralatlf au plan du diaque rotor.   Los indications provenant du bruit global, 
lequal «at fonotion d« I'inportanoe relative das aouroaa individuallea, ont egalement et^ ttaiiitt.   On a, 
dans la ■•aur« du possible, compare let resultats obtenus, «vac lea indications fouraiaa par lea aethodes 
de prevision thioriqaes et sami-empiriques.    On a egalement tew campte des indications aoounulMS dans le 
temps, «t,ll ressort de ces dernltres que mSme dans daa conditions idealea, la bruit du rotor prÄente 
oaraotAr« trie irregulier. 
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1. IMIRODUCTIOH 

Tb« undtrtteallag of rotor nolM »nd the darclopaant of nliabl* prodlotlon method« hay* bean 
roatrlotad tQT the laok of Mourtt« end detailed axperiaental teat data.   In the paat full aoale teatlng 
haa e«n«rallor been carried out ualng either horerlng hellooptera, where the *noiaa* ia a combination of 
■aia rotor, tail rotor and engine noise, or 1c« whirl towera whioh are aubjaot to ground effect» and 
oonaiderable flow reoiroulation.   Oooaaionalljr high whirl towera taaTa been uaed but due to the probleo of 
aounting aiorophonea eto^aaauraaenta appear to have been Halted to on* or two laolatad poaitiona.   The 
aajoritjr of theee teat* hare been oonduoted on an 'ad hoc* baala with the reault tMt the range of teat 
oonditiona on one partioular configuration baa uauall^ b**a »eiy Halted and, beoauae of the teat layout, 
direotirlty ■eaauremant* hare not been poaaible.    It alao appaara frea a atudy of prerioua luTaatigationa, 
that **T*ra llaitatlona hare been iapoeed on the analjrala beoaua* 'off-the-ahalf* noiae inatniaentation 
«a« aiapljr oouplad together without detailed thought being giren to the praotleal probleaa inTolved. 

To oreroaac theae roatriotiona, and in partioular the reoiroulation effect*, a rotor aaa run on a 
tower in an "up-alda-domi" node ao that the flow frea the rotor waa directed upwarda.   To allow the 
direotlTity oharaoteriatloa of the noiae to be aaaeeaed a balloon aupported aiorophon* waa uaed, together 
with a ground microphone arayr, ao that aeaauraaenta oould be obtained on an aro at a diatanoe cf 
approslmateV 5 rotor diaa*t*r*.    Other aiorophonea were po*itlon*d so that the near field noiae 
oharaoteriatloa and Halted information on the attenuation of noiae with diatanoe oould be aaaeaaed.   A 
apeolal aet at reooriing inatrumentation waa deaigaed and an analyaing *y«t*m saa derelqped ao that 
detailed narrowband analyala oould be perforaed.   The aain aarlea of teata were oonduoted uaing a 2 bladed 
rotor and aeaauranant* were, in general, onljr made when the wind apaed waa 2 knot* or leaa.   Thua the rotor 
aaa ran in aa near aa poaaible ideal "clean" oonditiona.   Flow Tiaualiaation t*ata (uaing amok«) were 
oonduoted to atudy the aarotynaaio enTironaent and theae oonriraed that the flow through the rotor waa for 
ail praotioal purpoaea atead/ and, «xoapt for the "oeiiing affect" eauaed oy the ground, the wake ahapea 
war* aa expected for a hovering rotor.   SlalXar rxow vlauaiiaation atudiaa ware carried out uaing a aingie 
oiadad rotor and, largeJjr aa a reault of the ataole nature of the wake, it haa been poaaible to aeaaura 
the atructura of the tip Tortex uaing a 'hot wire' anancaeter (1). 

The aaia «aphaaia of thia 'clean* rotor atudy waa placed on deteniinlng the noiae obataoterlatica of 
a 2 oiadad 56 ft. diaaetar 855 helicopter rotor.   Thia paper outline* the specirlo rotor noiae aouroea of 
intoraat on thia rotor and preaenta the reauita of the initial analjraia prograama. 

i". ROTCR KOIöB S0URCB8 

The nol** produced by a rotor ia a coaoination of the aounda generated by a number of 
IndiTidual aouroe aechaniaaa.   from a practical Tieapoint rotor noiae can be considered to oonalat of 
rotational or dlaorete frequency noiae and broadband noiae.   Bcperiaentally it la usual to define all the 
aoouatio energjr wnloh doea not show up aa "paaka* on a rery narrowband apeotrua anaiyaia (where the riiter 
bandwidth la auch leaa than the rotational frequency) aa broadband noiae.   Although it waa known that 
broadband noise extended over a veiy wide frequency region, it aaa thought that ita apeotrua waa dominated 
by a 'peak' of  energy in the 25O-5O0H« range at a frequency dependent on a Strcuhal relationship.   This 
study has ahown that thia ia not the oaae and that in the region traditionaliy associated with broadband 
or "Tortex" noiae, the noiae ia oonprlaed of both rotational noise ooaponents and broadband noiae 
ocaponanta.   Tae laproved neaaureoent   and anaiyaia technique* used for thia InTeatigation haa also ahown 
that around WcH« there la a pre»icua3y undetected narrowoaad "buap" of randoa noiae.   Since the reauita 
for theae two oain broadband noiae regions exhibit dietinotive and well defined oharaoteriatloa, th*y have 
been texaad for oonreniaiwe aa low frequency orcadoaad nol** and high frequency broadband noise. 

3.        TEST PEOCRAMCB/INSIWIIIEMTATION 

A diagraaaatic repreaentation of the teat layout and inatraaentation la ahown in figure 1. 
The whirl tower, which la capable of being run in either direction, waa fitted with a modified tab ao that 
the blades oould be run inverted.   The rotor disc plane-to-ground clearance was 19 ft (5.8 a) and the ground 
in the vicinity of the tower waa essentially flat. 

The Hl-Paaa filter was incorporated in the aysta* to improve the effective aignal-to-noiae 
ratio when atudying broadband noiae and the Data Signal Monitoring Unit waa designed to prevent 
overloading or underloading of the recorded algnal.   The VM tape recorder (AMPEX PR1300) waa uaed to 
oolleot general data fron all the aiorophonea, while at the poaitiona at which high signal-to-noise ratio* 
war* required recordinga were alao aade on Nagra Direct All Tape Recorder*.   Vor the rotational noiae 
atudiaa low frequency MT aiorophonea were uaed.   full details of this recording systam, including the 
epeolal instruaentation developed for this investigation are described in reference 2.    Precise checks of 
"internal equipment noiae" and detailed calibrations were made: these showed that with the system 
illuatrated in figure 1 high quality recordings with *lgn*l-to-nol*e ratio* far in exoeaa of thoae normally 
aaaooiated with recorded aignala were obtained (2). 

for anaiyaia « laollür based on a Speotml I^rnanlc* SD 101 analogue analyaar waa developed (2). 
Thia allowa amlyaia with filter baadwidtla of 1.5H«, 2Hs, 5Ha. 10Hs, 201* and lOQRi to be obtained and 
plotted on long trace* - for eaae cf reading - to a linear or logarittaalo frequency baae.   With thia 
facility "filtered (2Hi)-aignal-to-noia«-ratioa" of 80dfl were obtainable. 

for the testa deacribad la thia paper a 2 bladed S55 rotor aaa uaed.   The paroaetera of thia 
rotor are m—rrlnl in Table 1 and the range of teat oonditiona detailed in Table 2.   Aa indicated, 
aeaauraaanta wore aade over a tip apeed rang« cf A08 ft/aeo (12it..5m/**c) to 758 ft/*ec (231 a/aec)   and 
the total thruat aaa varied between sero and 5000 Iba. (2265Kg). 
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4.       AIUUSIS PBOCRAMIK 

Analyse« of MlMtad aoadltlana hav« been carried out for all the rMordiag poaltlons OB the 
250 ft. radius llluetreted in rigure 1.   Ssoapt In the oaae of tae dlreotlTity atudiea «here infoiaation 
fron all aiorophonM la of iutereet, the iidtial ala ma to atu^r the oharaotariatioa direotJjr oaio» the 
rotor (B5) and In the rotor diao plans (79).   The results obtalud at position B5 were, hossvsr, affected 
In uuj osass by oanosllation sffoots and the oharaotsr of the «peotrua obtained fro» rsoordinss asds st 
F9 appeared to have been influenced by ground reflections.   Thu» the results given in this paper «re based, 
In generbl, on ■eaeureaent« taken at B4 (75° below the rotor dlso) and F7 (11.5° below the rotor disc) 
which ara both free fron ground effects.   In determining the directivity patterns very detailed analyses 
of the reoordlngs nsdo at B5 and 1$ have been made and, «here neoessaiy, allowsnoss and oorrootions applied 
to the results.    The values givsn in the paper ara, therefore, ss near a« poasibls representative of 
results «bleb would be obtained under 'free field' oondltions. 

The three asin souroes - rotational noise, la« frequency broadband noise and high frequency 
broadband noise - all bave distinctive and ««11 defined oharaoteristios.   Thsse have been examined as a 
fUnation of the blade tip spsed, the total rotor thrust and the measurement angle relative to the rotor 
dlso plane.   The trends associated «ith the overall noia«, which Is dependent on the relative magnitude of 
the individual aouroes, have also been studied. 

5. ROTOR NOISX - CWBUL CHARACTSRISTIC3 

l^ploal narrowband analysis results are shown in figure 2.   Indicated on thaae traces are the 
three souroes of interest together «ith their appropriate frequency ranges.   Below 20OHs the spectrua is 
denioated ty rotational noise which shows up as a series of "peaks* which are harmonically related to the 
blade passii« fraquenoy.   Above I.SkHs the spectiua is random in nature and, as can be seen from the 
figure, a "huap" of broadband energy occurs In the 4kHi region.   This is most significant at the low 
lift/low tip spaad conditions «hen it is subjectively vszy notioable.   In the region 150H« to 1.5kHi both 
rotational noise and broadband nolss ara present.   At the low lift/low speed oondltions the broadband 
noise controls the spectrua, while at high lift/bigh speed both sources are equally important.    Increases 
in tip speed (at fixed thrust) produce   considerable increases in the level of the higher harmonic 
rotational noia«, while increases in thntst (at constant tip speed) only nominally raise the rotational 
noise content.   This supports the general observations that rotor noise is more sensitive to variations 
in tip speed than changes in thrust. 

6.        LOI IRBJUXNCT UROABBAJTO NUISB 

6.1. Analysis proosdur« 

As explained previously ths broadband region is often a ocnblnation of broadband noise and 
disorat« frequency noise ss illustratsd in figure 2.   It is nsoessaiy, therefore, to study this region 
in detail before the level of the broadband noise can be determined.   The approach ussd by the author 
involves analysing this region of the spectrum «ith several different bandwidth filters.   When a veiy 
narrosband filter, ssy 2Hi, is ussd ths spectrum is dominated by the discrete frequency "peaks11 and the 
broadband noiss forms the "troughs" or general base level.   As the filter bandwidth is increased the 
broadband nolss increases in aaplltude while ths "peaks" remain i.t essentially the same level.    If this 
process la continued a stage is reached at which the spectrum level is solely a function of the broadband 
energjr.   When this is the ease the spectrum details are unfortunately lost since the filter bandwidth is 
veiy wide.    It is nsoessaiy, therefore, to select a filter bandwidth which gives a fairly accurate measure 
of the broadband energjr, while at the same time, allowing the speotnia chsractsriitics to be obtained. 
For this particular investigation it «as found that a 20Hs bandwidth filter «as suitable. 

lypioal 20Bs bandwidth results are shown in figure 3.   A study of thsse results suggests 
that, although tbara is sons indication of a 'huap' or peak, the well defined peak referred to by other 
investigators seams to bs largely a result of the analysis methods used.   Since there were no well defined 
chsmetsristios, it was nsoessaiy to ostablisn an "analysis model* before meaningful results could bs 
btainsd.   A review of the results indicated that the method shown in figure 4 «ss appropriate.    This is 

uased on a log frequency seals and the SFL variation baa a 'flat* portion and a constant dB/ootave 
•fsll-off' portion with the latter extending over a rang« of two octaves.   There is seas indloation of a 
fall-off in level at low frsqueneies, but it is not possible to define the nature of this sine« the noise 
appears to fluctuate oonsidsrably with time and to be a combination of siplitude varying discrete 
fMquengy noiss and broadband noiss.   It is lapossibls to determine ths centre frequency of the broadband 
noiss "flat" and thus ths "brsakpoint* shown in figure 4 is of interest since it allows ths frequency 
dependency of this noiss to bs studied. 

A comparison of the analysis model, with the results reproduced in figure 3 shows that this 
model is a fair repreeentation of ths spectrua over the complete frequency rang« of intersst. 

6.2. Yarlation «ith tlwist 

lypioal results for the lo« frequency broadband noise are shown in figure 5.   The 'flat' sound 
pressure level (set* figure 4) is plotted as a fünotion of total blade thrust for ths high and low tip 
spesd conditions.   Results presented are for miorophonei F7 and B4 which are 11.5° snd 75° below the rotor 
disc plans respectively,   it will be noted that "thrust" is presented on a log bass and that the sero 
thrust results have been added for ocmpletensss.   Thess results show that ths noiss «xhlbits two trends, 
one which decreases slightly with thrust and ths other whiob increases at a rate of approximately T .   It 
will bo observed that the "change-over point" is dependent on blade tip spsed and ths angle relative to 
the rotor dlso plans.   Ths T2 law is ths one which is usually associated with broadband nolss (3,4), but 
tOjilats thsrs doss not appear to be any theoretical explanation for the decrease in SFL whiob follows a 
T'*  law aa thrust is initially increased from sero. 
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It «u thought that tha InorMw« In larala «t high thtvat aaj hay* baan Influanoad tgr 
rotational noiaa ocaponanta, but datallad narrowband ana3^ala oonflimad that tha levtla naaaurad ara thoaa 
aaaoolatad with broadband nola«.   If a aingla Una had to ha dram through tha axparinantal polnta than 
aagr la« froa 1° to Tz oould hava baan obtalnad.   This la tha uaual approach and oould axplaln aona of tha 
dlaorapanolaa which axlat batwaan tha raaulta of diffarant Invaatlgatlona.   It la alao of Interaat to nota 
that thaaa raaulta ahow wry alallar tran&a to tha ganarallaad raaulta ceapllad by lldnall (5), but In thla 

ourra «aa uaad initaad of tha 'two law* approach shown In flgura 5. 

6.5.   Variation with yaloolty 

Tha variation of tha 'flat* SPL with Telocity, at oonatant thruat, la ahown In flgura 6.   It 
will ba obaanrad that tha tranda ara laaa praoiaa than thoaa aaaoolatad with tha thruat Tarlatlona.   Near 
tha rotor plana (alorophona tu) tha noiaa follow« a V6 law at low thivat.   At high thruat tha increase in 
l«Tal la laaa, azoapt at high tip apaada whan It again appears to follow a V6 law.   Balow tha rotor diso 
tha Tarlatlou of SPL with tip spaad la nearer to a V   law.   Thaaa valuaa ara oontraiy to the raaulta of 
other Invaatigaton who hare suggested that whan thrust la held oonatant broadband noiaa varies aa 
V2(5.4) orV2.7(6). 

6A.   frwaianoy oharaoteriatlc« 

Aa explained praricualy It la not possible to detect a "peak* or locate a centre frequency of 
tha "flat" SPL.    In an atteopt to orercome thla llaltation tha "break point frequency" (figA) has bean 
plotted aa a funotion of rotor speed aa indicated on fig. 7.   Near tha rotor plana the frequency of tha 
'break point* la for all practical purpoaaa indeperdant of rotor speed and thruat.   Below tha rotor 
there appear«, hoaeTer.to be sou difference between tha high thzMst and low thruat conditions.   Aa shown 
on tha flgura tha variation of "break point" frequanoy la more pronounoed with rotor apead at high thruat 
than at low thruat.   It la uaual to assume that tha broadband noiaa centra frequency la given by a Strouhal 
Nuabar relationship which is directly proportional to tha blade tip speed.   Although this relationship 
aaeaa to glva tha appraciaata frequency at which tha naxlasia broadband energy occurs, the variations in 
"break point" frequency are independent of tip spaad, except under tha rotor at high thrust.    Thla aspect 
obviously needs further ezaainatlon ainoa filkea (7) alao found that the broadband noiaa "peak" was 
insanaltiva to tip apeed. 

6.5.   Plraotlvlty 

Tha diraotlvity ohamotariatloa of tha low frequenqy broadband noiaa for tha conditions at tha 
upper and lower Halts of the thruat and tip apeed rangea ara ahown in figure 8.   In addition to tha 'flat' 
HFL derived froa the 20Hs analysis, tha figure alao ahowa 'peak' $ octave band, dBA and QASFL (dB.LIN) 
values.   Tha 'peak' j octave band la typically tha 315Hi band and la essentially a neaaure of low 
frequency broadband noise oonbinad with rotational noise. 

Tha raaulta show tha general dlpole (flgura of eight) shape with tha ainloua noiaa on the roter 
diso plana.   A "dip" la tha SPL ooours di-'ectly balow tha rotor at high blade loadii«.   Thla "dip" of about 
5dB la for all practical purpoaaa independent of tha blade tip apeed.   The possibility that thla "dip" 
la a reault of oanoallation effect», directly above the rotor has been inveatigatad and datallad analysis 
suggaata that thla la not tha cause. 

The directivity pattern and the absolute lavala agree fairly well with thoaa propoaed by 
Davldaon A Hargaat (4) at high thmst/high tip speed oonditlona except in the rotor diao plana where tha 
predicted value la saro, and under the rotor where a "dip" occurs in the aeasured lavala.   The shapes 
developed froa theoretical oonslderationa by Morfty A Tanna (6) alto agree well with thoaa ahown in 
figure 8. 

7.        Hl&H f&SjUBTCY BEQADBAND NOISK 

7.1. Analvala nrooadure 

For tha atudy of the high frequenoy broadband noiaa, 2CHs bandwidth analysis (flgura 2) and 
lOOHs bandwidth analysis (flgura 3) ware uaad. Ssoapt for increased spectral datalla obtalnad with a 20Hi 
bandwidth filter there appeared to be little advantage In uali« this filter, ao in order to reduce the 
analyaia tlaa tha aaln wphaala waa placed on lOOHs bandwidth analyala. In thla context it ahould be noted 
that whan analyali« high frequencies, a lOOHs filter la asaentially a narrowband filter. Pron traces of 
tha type illuatratad In figure 3, tha 'huap* SPL and 'hump' frequency were datantlnad. 

7.2. Variation with thruat 

Tha variation of tha high frequency broadband noise 'huap' SPL with thruat *■* two tip apeeda 
at two alorophona locations is shown in figure 9«   The thrust Is plottsd on a log-so«^    ^nd, aa in the 
oaaa of tha low frequency broadband noiaa, the sero thruat value is alao shown.    It wxll be obaarved that 
over tha ooaiplata teat range the SU decreases with increasing thruat and followa a similar alope to the 
"initial portion* of the low frequency broadband noiaa raaulta illuatratad in figure 5.   There la at tha 
preaent tine no explanation for this obaracteristio, which corresponds approximately to a T~'a   variation. 

7.3. Variation with velocitr 

Tha velocity dependency of the high frequency broadband 'bump* la shown in flgura 10 for a 
range of throat oonditlona at two alorophona looatlona.    Bxoept for the litCRFU oaaa recorded at microphone 
Bif, tha SPL valuea at both microphone position* follow vaiy closely a V*1, law. 
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7.4. fr>auenar ohaimctTlttioi 

The frequanolei of the high frequency broadband nolaa 'hump' have been plotted againat rotor 
•peed as ahown In figure 11.   At B4 (75° below the rotor diso) the frequency fV. li Independent of 
thruat and directly related to the tip speed, VT, by the relationship fH ■ 6.5vT Hs.    This "line" has 
been superinpoaad on the results for J7 (11.5° below rotor diso) and as oan be seen the aoatter la 
greater than at 84 and the 'sero thrust results* are all to one aide of the mean.   These results show 
that the 'faunp'  fre^enoy is directly related to the tip »peed and thus it oan be considered to be 
dependent on a Strouhal type relationship on similar lines to that often quoted for low frequency 
broadband noise.    In tbia ease, however, the "peak frequency" is approximately 10 tines higher than that 
assoolated with the low frequency broadband noiae. 

7.5. DireotiTllar 

The dirootivity oharaoteristios for the high frequency broadband 'hump' are ahown in figure 12 
for four test oondltions.   This noise source takes on a cooipletely different form to that of the low 
frequency broadband noiae shown in figure 8.    It appears that in this oase the direotivltgr pattern is 
comprised of two lobes which are centred on the rotor diso plane and rotor axis respeotiTely.    AM 
indicated on figure 12 the 'minimum lerel" occurs at an angle of about 30° fro« the rotor disc and 
although the levels vary with conditions the general abape remains constant. 

8. ROTATIOKAL NOISE 

6.1.   Analysis prooadure 

Rotational noise Is analysed using either 1.5Hst 2Hs or IjK bandwidth analysers and a typioal 
series of results obtained using a 2Hi bandwidth filter Is shown in figure 2.   These results mm 
obtained using a Spectral fynamics Analogue Analyser and although in the example shown the filter 
bandwidth la changed at 200HS, the normal procedure is to analyse using the 2Hs filter up to SOOHs when 
studying rotational noise.   The results shown in figure 2 were deriTsd from Nagra tap« recordings whioh 
effectively have a lower frequency 'cut-off' at 20H8.    Thus study of the fundamental and low frequency 
haruonioa is precluded.    Use of the FM tape recorders anl low frequency microphones F12 and F13 (figure 1) 
mean that recordings are avallaole with low f. squency limits of 2H* but to date the main emphasis has been 
placed on the Nagra tape recordings. 

The rotational noise study is at present in its preliminazy stages and since the results are 
based on only a limited rumber of analyses they must be taken as tentative.   The initial nature of this 
rotational noise study has precluded aiy investigation of the variation of the harmonic noise levels with 
thrust or velooity. 

8.2.    Harmonic content 

The traces in figure 2 obtained froo microphone F7 (11.5° below the rotor disc) show a 
rotational noiae harmonic content whioh is representative of all positions between F7 and B3 (11.5° to 
60°).   In the rotor diao plane (F9) and at angles greater than 75° to rotor disc, the harmonics are 
less well defined even at high thrust/high tip speed conditions.   As can be seen from figure 2 the 
rotational noiae spectrum shows considerable variation with operating conditions and the soatter of 
individual harmonics about a "mean" is relatively large.   The general "fall-off" is, however, small and 
on average the "swan" decay rate is between 0.5dB and IdB per harmonic for the first 10 or so harmonics. 
An exception to this la at microphone F9 (In the rotor diso plan») where there is typically a 15dB 
difference in level between the 3rd and 9th harmonic.    Above the 10th hamonio, however, they tend to 
"flatten out" and the spectrum takes on a form similar to those at other locations.    It mas originally 
thought that rotational noise decayed rapidly in amplitude above the 15th to 20th harconio and that 
for all practical purposes higher frequrnpy hannonics were non-existent.   Narrowband analysis haa ahown, 
however, that over 50 blade passing hannonics oan often be detected.   The second and bottom traces on 
figure 2 represent suoh oondltions and although this presentation is not suited to a study of rotational 
noise, harmonics in the region of 4000Hs oan be seen.    It is olaar therefore, even from this Initial 
analysis that the rapid "fill-off" in the level of harmonics with increasing frequency suggested by 
some investigators is inoorrect. 

8.3.    Directivity 

As mentioned previously there Is a large soatter about a mean and thus directivity plots of 
individual harmonics fail to reveal aay clear trend.    To overcome this diffioulty the measurements have 
been averaged over successive bands of hannonics to give the results shown in figure 13.    At the 
miorophonasnear the rotor diso plane, ground reflection effects combined with the random nature of the 
rotational noise 'peaks' has prsvented any meaningful results being obtained at low lift/low tip speed 
conditions. 

At angles of 30° and greater, the directivity oharaoteristios are very similar to thoM of the 
low frequency broalbaml noise given in figure 8.    Again there is a "dip" under the rotor at high thrust; 
this is iidependant of tip speed and disappears at low thruat.    In the rotor disc plane the lower 
frequency harmonics exhibit maximum levels, while the high harmonies take on a distribution very similar 
to the broadband noise. 

These results have been compared to the Lowson A Ollerbeed method (9) and a semi-empirical 
approach developed by the author.   The former method predicts quite well the directivity pattern, but 
vastly underestimates the Important higher harmonics.    The semi-empirical solution, whioh is not Intended 
to take into account aqjr angular variations, predicts fairly accurately the high order harmonics, while 
at the same time over estimating slightly the lower frequency harmonics. 
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9. OVERALL NOISE 

9.1. Aaalfti» prooedur» 

The overall oharaote riet Ice hare been studied in terme of OASPL (dB. LIN) and dBA meeeureoents. 
The mejorlty of the analyaie to date baa been made fro« 'DIRBCT-AM*  (Nagra) tape recordings so the 
«ffeotlTe frequency range la 20Hi to ITkHs.   Thus the fundamental note and the first few blade paeslng 
hanaonlos, which recur at frequencies below 20Hi, ha»e bean excluded.   A ocaparlsou of a selection of 
these results with those obtained from the fk tape recordings - frequency range 2Hs to 20kH« - has shown, 
however, that th<i error on ÜASPL Is for all practical purposes sero. 

The overall noise level is dependent on the relative magnitude of the three Individual sources 
and thus the most dominant source controls the overall characteristics.   Although It Is expected that the 
trends associated with the Individual sources are similar on all rotors, it Is thought that the relative 
amplitude of each souroe la a function of the particular blade configuration under investigation.    Thus the 
overall nolee charaoteristios are moat likely only applicable to the rotor under consideration. 

9.2. Variation with thrust 

The overall noise SPL follows the same general pattern as that shown for the low frequency 
broadband noise In figure 5, with the SPL being on average 15dB higher than those for the 'flat* SPL. 
Thus as in the caee of the low frequency broadband noise there is initially a decrease In level as the 
thrust is Increased fron sero.   Eventually a "changeover condition" la reached, which is a function of tip 
spaed and angle to the rotor disc plane, when the OASPL increases with increasing thrust.    The thrust la« 
of this latter portion varies between the T2 associated with the low freejienoy broadband noise (figure 5) 
and T3 depending on the test condition and measuring location.   It is thought that this more rapid T3 
variation of SH. with thrust is due to the influence of rotational noise, particularly since it occur« at 
high thrust/high tip speed, but this aspect has not been investigated in detail.   These results do, however. 
Indicate that the general overall prediction formulae which are based on ? or Tz can lead to significant 
errors (9,4). 

9.3. Variation with velocity 

Again the charaoteristios are very similar to those of the low frequency broadband noise shown 
in figure 6 with the generalised laws for the OASFL being in order of V° at B4 (75° below the rotor diao) 
and V° at F? (11.3° below the rotor disc).   These results differ from the normally accepted forsulae for 
estimating overall rotor noise levels, which have velocity dependencies varying fron V2 to V6. 

9.1f.    Directivity 

The OASPL and dBA directivity characteristics are shown on figure 8.    It will be observed that 
In general the pattern follows closely that of the low frequency broadband noise also shown on figure 8. 
At low speed/zero lift condition there is an increase in noise at an angle of 27   fron the rotor disc which 
Is due to the rise in the rotational noise hamonlos which occur In the low frequency broadband noise 
region.   At high llft(3050 lbs)/low speed the overall noise exhibits a maxlBumat about 60° to the rotor 
disc; it Is not clear wty this occurs but It appears to be associated with high level low order rotational 
noise.    It will be noted that although the 'flat SPL' Is unaffected by this noise, the 'peak' $ octave 
band and the OASPL exhibit a aimllar trend.   The dBA value, which is relatively insensitive to low 
frequency noise, smooths out this effect and follows more closely the 'flat' SPL. 

Near the rotor disc plans there is a departure of the OASPL, and to some extent the dBA values, 
from the low frequency broadband characteristics.    This is due to the influence of the low frequency 
rotational noise which is relatively high in magnitude, particularly at high tip speeds, as indicated in 
figure 13«    It will also be observed that the "dip" under the r tor is present at high thrust and that UM 
high frequency broadband noise directivity characteristic    (figure 12) has no effect on that of the OASPL. 

10.      THE IMRJLSIVE NATURE OF ROTOR NOISE 

The sound of a main rotor Is impulsive even when blade slap Is non-existent, but the extent 
of this has rarely been established.   The harmonic content of a narrowband analysis is indicative of the 
Impulsiveness of the time hiatory of the algnal, since the more harmonica the "sharper" the impulse.    It 
is, however, extremely difficult from a narrowband analysis presentation to Judge the true impulsive nature 
of the signal.    One method of rating the impulsive content is the difference between the "peak" pressure 
level In dB and the RUS overall sound pressure level. 

Seme representative time histories, recorded at microphone F7 (11.3° below the.rotor disc) are 
shown in figure 14.    For the four conditions shown the 'peak'-to-RMS values are, fron top to bottom traces, 
13dB, 22dB,  20dfi and 22dB respectively.    These results support the observation made previously that changes 
In tip speed    have a greater influence on the noise than changes In thrust.   These results are also of 
Interest since they are higher than similar results obtained from recordings made at the same position for 
a rotor operating in the conventional manner and subjected to flow reelrculatlou effects (10).    This aspect 
has not been studied in detail, but it would appear that the broadband noise which has a major influence on 
the OASPL Is significantly lower on the "clean" rotor, while the 'peak' levels are only a few dB lower. 

The subjective Impression of impulsive noise  is dependent on the 'sharpness' or rate of 
pressure rise, as well as the 'peak'-to-RNS value.    Thus although time histories of the type shown In 
figure 14 can be used to give an indication of the subjective impression, the available methods for rating 
the noise are not really adequate since they do not give a measure of loudness or annoyance. 
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11.     CONCLUniNC HDUUUCS 

Th» rMults prtamtad In this paper ware derived from the «nalyala of aeveral different aerlea 
of taata «111011 «ere oarried out orer a period of 18 month».   Each partloular teat aerlea Ma fonnilaed so 
that one apeolfio aapeot, for inatanoe the »ariatior. of noiae levels with thruat, oould be studied in 
laolatlon.   To allow a ooaparlaon to be made between the varioua aerlea of teata a number of identical 
condition» were Included in each of the individual teat prograomea.   The magnitude of the aoatter between 
results obtained from noalnalty the sane condition» haa not been fully eatablished, but it would appear 
to be in the order of j 2dB,    Thus the values given on the various figures for the same teat condition 
can differ by a few dB. 

The prellmlnaiy InveatlgatioEareported in thla paper have shown that rotor noise contains, 
from an axperioental point of view,three distinct and well defined souroea.   These are rotational or 
discrete frequenqr noise, low frequency broadband noiae and high frequency broadband noiae.   The maulte 
also illuatrate that the overall noise oharaoteriatioa are dependent on the relative magnitude of theae 
three noiae sources.    It is also clear from thla study that oaqy of the aooepted theoretioal and aemi- 
eaplrloal aodela as well a» the prediction methods relating to broadband and overall rotor noise are 
suspect.   It is hoped that the next stage of the analysis will clarify thla situation and allow, at least, 
accurate empirical formulae for eaoh source to be derived.    In addition to the velocity, thrust and blade 
dependencies the aim la to establish the directivity factors for eaoh aouroe. 
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TABLE  1 - »OTOR BUJg PARAMBTBtfl 

MIIHHJIIIUII;II»»'',IWW,IW'||| i .iiiiuinmurw 

Ho. of (N) 
iUdiu« Ui) 
Chord (o) 
ATM (NoR) 
Stetion 
Tgjjt 

TABU 2 - TK3T HKBRAMg 

T4BLK 2.1 - TBST CONDITIONS 

BPM 
r                            • •6IA1, MBUST - Ihm                                                                            1 

0 700 875 1125 1450 1850 2375 3050 3900 5000 

IW 0 o.oU 0.075 0.096 0.123 
Ito 0 0.036 O.OI1.5 0.057 0.074 O.0J4 0.121 0.155 0.20* 
'.00 0 0.028 0.047 0.077 0.095 0.126 
205 0 0.022 0.027 0.035 0.045 0.057 0.074 0.094 0.121 0.154 
230 0 0.017 0.028 0.046 0.075 0.096 0.123 
260 0 0.014 0.017 0.022 0.028 0.036 0.046 0.059 0.075 0.096 

VALUBS 

(+ TRURST AVAILABLE LIUTSD TO 3650/3700 Iba) 

Cfcf - CT = _T    whtrt: C    . thrift ooefflelant, S - rotor ■olidlty = HcR ^   T . Total Thxuat 
7     4VT>Noa T W*.' 

'        p m dtMitgr of air, VT = tip epoed, N = No. of Blades, o ■ Blade onord, R ■ Blade Radiua 

Note: Mean Lift CoefflolantTL > 3 C^ 

TABU 2.2 - STII1ATM) THRUST COMPCWMTS AT '  i^RO' THEUST 

ROTC« SPKiiD - EiH 
140 16Ö ISO    205 2J0 2to 

+?>? .i «re 
UK COMPONHJTS 

Iba. 
55 71 90     117 147 188 

TABLS 2.3 - ROTOR SPKSDS 

ROTOHRPN  TlF SPEKD MACH NO. ft/aeo. «/aao. 

140 406 124.5 0.37 
160 466 142 0.42 
180 525 160 0.47 
205 598 182 0.54 
230 670 204 0.60 
260 758 231 0.68 

TABLK 2.U. - THRUST SgPTIHBS 

-DISTLS 
ib/ftiJ lba/ft2 K^ft2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
700 315 2.86 14.0 9.2 45.0 
875 39^ 3.57 17.45 11.5 56.15 

1125 506 4.6 22.5 14.75 72.1 
1450 653 5.93 29.0 19.0 92.95 
1850 833 7.56 37.0 24.25 118.5 
2375 1068 9.7 47.4 31.1 152.0 
3050 1375 12.45 60.8 40.0 195.5 
3900 1755 15.92 76.9 51.1 250.0 
5000 2250 20.4 99.9 65.55 320.5 
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APPENDIX    A 

DISCUSSIONS 

■ i — Mkmiag pumntäüa?. «f^moLaf the . 
Meeting reported in these Conference Proceedings. 

This report has been transcribed from forms completed by the questioners and authors during discussion. Although 
almost complete, it has not been possible to include quite all the discussion. We apologise to speakers whose 
contribution is not recorded. 
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Discussion of Paper 1 
"Rotor wakes - Key to Performance Prediction" 

presented by M.C.Cheney 

Dr Stepniewski:  What is the influence of compressibility (tip Mach number) on the structure of the wake 
performance of the rotor? 

Mr Cheney:  For model scale tests at M = 0.6 (and lower) no important influence of Mach number on wake 
structure was observed.  Effect of tip speed on performance for values tested are generally of secondary importance 
although specific data can be obtained from USAAMRDL Tech.Rep 71-24. 

Mr Drees:   This was a very good survey of state of the art experience. I have three comments 

1. By including wake instabilities of hovering wake and assuming vortex decay, the induced velocity is calculated 
low, thus making correlation with flight tests worse than with use of momentum theory. 

2. At high tip Mach numbers schlieren tests indicate that tip vortex is eliminated altogether. 

3. We agree that vortex interference with 2 bladed rotors is minimal, and momentum theory holds quite well. 

Mr Cheney:   Replies to your comments are as follows 

1. Our initial results indicate vortex decay and instabilities occur sufficiently below the rotors as not to seriously 
effect the aerodynamics at the blades. 

2. We have not tested at Mach numbers above about 0.6 and therefore cannot verify or dispute this comment. 

3. Vortex interference may not be minimal if blade chords of two-bladed rotors become very high (so as to give 
total blade areas equivalent to those of 6 bladed rotors). 

Mr Kretz: 

1. The tests have been done on small models and full-size rotors: what scale effect exists between these results? 
What is the Reynolds - Number influence and more generally, what are the similarity conditions? 

2. The transients such as flares, constitute important load conditions.  Do you intend to study and analyse them? 

Mr Cheney: 

1. Controlled flow visualization tests have not been conducted full scale at UAC.  Wake geometry results obtained 
from models (at full scale tip speeds but at much reduced Reynolds numbers) and used to predict full scale 
performance give good results.  Reynolds number effects at low values are not significant however; details can 
be obtained from USAAMRDL Tech.Rep. 71-24. 

2. Such studies are planned and initial work is underway to determine the effect of ambient winds on wake/rotor 
interaction. 

Discussion of Paper 2 
"An Actuator Disc Theory for Rotor Wake Induced Velocities" 

presented by R.A.Ormiston 

a^ 

Mr Fradenburgh: The paper presents examples for constant radial circulation strength. The usual case for a heli- 
copter is non-constant radial circulation. Would author comment on difficulty of incorporating this in theory for 
reasonably accurate determination of induced velocities? 

A second comment is that, for a rotor that is laterally balanced (zero rolling moment), the angular momentum 
of the downwash about the longitudinal axis must also be zero.  Does the method described give this result automatic- 
ally for zero rolling moment cases? 

Mr Ormiston:   The method described is intended to treat the general case of both radial and azimuthal variations of 
the bound circulation, although numerical examples are given only for the uniform circulation distribution.  In the 
general case, the circulation would be expressed as a double Fourier series in two variables, radius and azimuth, where 
the radial harmonics of loading would be analogous to the spanwise loading harmonics of classical fixed-wing 
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lifting-line theory. The harmonic balance solution would proceed as outlined, although additional loading coefficients 
due to the radial harmonics of circulation would be obtained. With an appropriate choice of radial loading functions, 
(satisfying the zero loading boundary condition at the rotor center and perimeter) as few as two radial harmonics 
should be adequate.  Although this would double the number of unknown circulation coefficients, this is acceptable 
because the computations involve only simultaneous algebraic equations. 

If the wake vorticity is complete and consistent with the bound circulation distribution, then the rolling moment 
of the rotor must be equal to the rate of increase of angular momentum (about an axis in the direction of flight) in 
the wake.  For the example of uniform circulation distribution shown, a rolling moment exists which is consistent 
with the induced velocity obtained from superposition of the vorticity components 7/ and yT .  For a zero rolling 
moment circulation distribution the angular momentum would be zero. 

Mr Et tore:   According to the Biot - Savart law, when the distance from the vortex approaches zero, the induced 
velocity tends to infinity.  How did you account for that? Did you limit the (maximum allowable) induced velocity? 
If yes, what is that limit value? 

Mr Ormiston:  One of the reasons for using the actuator disc formulation is that the circulation loading distribution, 
and the trailing and shed wake vorticity are all continuous functions. Thus the difficulties associated with singularities 
of finite strength vortices are avoided. Other methods using finite vortex element wake representations often do 
require arbitrary limitations on maximum induced velocity near vortex elements.  (The root vortex and infinite 
perimeter velocities in the numerical example are only due to the uniform bound circulation distribution, which 
cannot exist physically since the loading must vanish at the rotor center and perimeter.  Practical results mvA be 
based on valid loading distributions). 

Dr Jones:  I should like to ask in which way the method you describe is different to that of Mangier?  1 understand 
that you have extended the analysis to include blade motion etc. but the idea of using an actuator disk with 
prescribed loading distributions is the same. 

Mr Ormiston:   The idea of obtaining rotor downwash distributions (called downwash influence functions in the paper) 
corresponding to specified loading distributions for an actuator disc is not different from Mangler's theory. The 
present paper, however, addresses the general problem which requires a consistent solution for rotor circulation, blade 
motion, and rotor downwash by simultaneously solving the equations representing each of these physical variables. 
In this context, Mangler's theory represents a part (admittedly the most difficult) of the total problem. 

A more fundamental difference exists however, and that is the method of obtaining the downwash for a 
prescribed loading. Mangler's method is based on obtaining solutions for a potential function satisfying Laplace's 
equation where the specified pressure loading (not the circulation loading) is equal to the discontinuity in potential 
across the disc.  The induced velocities are then obtained by integrating the gradient of this potential function.  It 
may be noted that induced velocities associated with the rotor torque are not included. 

In the present method the wake vorticity is determined directly from the various bound circulation functions 
according to the Helmholtz theorem and integrated with the Biot-Savart law for the downwash.  The induced 
velocity associated with the rotor torque is not excluded since all wake vorticity elements are retained. 

Mr Williams:  Can this method eventually be employed as a set of influence functions for various circulation distribu- 
tions so that it reduces to a simple set of algebraic equations? How much additional effort will be required, (if so). 

Mr Ormiston: Yes, this is the intent of the present method. Before useful rotor calculations can be performed, 
however, further downwash influence functions must be obtained for a series of bound circulation distributions, 
although this is relatively straightforward as shown in the paper. 

Mr Kretz: 

(a) What is the domain of applicability of the method proposed? As far as M . M, etc. are concerned. 

(b) What is the computer time for one rotor configuration analysis? 

(c) Are experimental verifications feasible to verify the 4 components mentioned in the paper. 

Mr Ormiston:   For the flat planar wake, the permissible advance ratio range would extend down to about O.IS. For 
lower advance ratios or very high thrust, a skewed cylindrical wake would be required although correspondingly more 
influence functions would be required.  At very low speeds even the skewed cylindrical wake would be invalid. The 
theory is entirely incompressible but for typical helicopters and even high speed compound helicopters this should 
not be a serious restriction. 

Li 
Computer time requirements will be very low, since only simultaneous linear algebraic equations need be solved. 

This would be practical even on small computers. 
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Experimental verification of each of the four downwash components would probably not be possible because 
they would be superimposed together in an actual experiment. In principle it might be possible to identify the 
components which have a different functional dependence on advance ratio but this would probably not be very 
practical.  Experimental verification of the theory, by direct downwash measurement would be very useful however. 
The best way would be to compute the total downwash from all loading distributions and compare directly with 
time averaged measurements obtained in the rotor disc plane. This is a very difficult experimental problem, but it 
may become feasible with laser techniques. 

Mr Drees:  Could free wake effects be included? 

Mr Ormlston: The present theory is inherently based on a prescribed wake geometry which is valid for certain 
operating conditions. It is probably not practical to incorporate free wake effects without losing the advantages of 
superposition of the downwash influence functions or requiring iterative calculations which are characteristic of all 
existing finite vortex element free wake methods. However, a free wake theory for an actuator disc with continuous 
wake could be envisioned where the spatial position of the wake would be described analytically by a suitable infinite 
series. Then it might be possible to include the wake position in a ron-lterative simultaneous solution of all the 
relevant equations, i.e. circulation, blade motion, downwash, and wake position. 

Dr Küchemann:  Since the wake is assumed to be planar and since the treatment is quasi-steady, why should it not 
be possible to consider blade elements as wings which change their angle of sweep during rotation? In that case, 
existing theories could be used to calculate the loadings along the blade as well as along the chord.  What is the point 
in developing a new theory? 

Mr Ormlston:  In essence there is nothing really new in this theory because it is simply an extension of classical 
lifting line theory to rotary wings. The main departure from previous work is to extend the elementary actuator 
disc concept to a general solution which satisfies all the rotor variables consistently and simultaneously. However, 
the initial assumptions must be made carefully in order that the theoretical development can then proceed in a fully 
rigorous manner without additional ad hoc approximations. The most fundamental assumption is that the infinite 
bladed actuator disc is required when lifting line theory is used. Otherwise the unsteady shed wake deposited by 
each blade in a finite bladed rotor will induce downwash which is singular at each lifting line and which requires an 
arbitrary truncation of the sheet near the blade.  A rigorous solution for a time dependent shed wake can only be 
obtained with an unsteady lifting surface theory. With an infinite number of blades this difficulty does not arise 
because the shed wake is continuous both in front of and behind the blade. 

However, the actuator disc also implies that the unsteady influences of the near shed wake are lost because as 
the number of blades becomes infinite, the blade chord vanishes in the limit and the reduced frequency k also 
vanishes.  Thus the complex Theodorsen lift deficiency function C(k) reduces to 1.0. Again this is consistent with 
simple lifting-line theory. 

It should be noted that the term quasi-steady takes on a slightly different meaning for the actuator disc than 
for fixed wings. In the latter, quasi-steady implies the shed wake is entirely neglected, but for the rotor this is not 
true. Only the unsteady influence of the near shed wake is lost, but the important downwash distribution at the 
disc due to the shed wake is retained. For the purposes of low frequency rotor response this contribution will be 
most significant. 

These comments should help to explain why the use of existing fixed wing theory at various sweep angles would 
at best yield only an approximate solution. (However, this may be suitable for some purposes and has been treated 
by Willmer and Woodley). For instance the spiral wake trajectory would not be present nor would the isolated 
swept wings experience mutual self induction unless this was included.  Also, since the loading would be time varying, 
unsteady wing theory would be required. 

Discussion of Paper 3 
"The Structure of the Rotor Blade Tip Vortex" 

presented by C.V.Cook 

Mr Cheney:   The film showned the tip vorte   traveling above the rotor before being washed down stream.  This is 
somewhat misleading and I believe is caused by operating the rotor in the inverted position. In so doing an inverse 
ground effect is produced which creates a steady velocity parallel to the ground moving inwards towards the huh. 
This combined with the blade coning, produces the unconventional vortex geometry shown in the film. 
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Mr Cook:   Inverting the rotor on a whirl tower and nuking it thrust downward does change the relative position of 
the tip vortex to the following blade compared with the conventional rotor thrusting upward. However, this 
arrangement was deliberate as it positioned the vortex below the rotor, making the volocity profile far easier to 
measure.  It also produced a flow that was far steadier than operation in the conventional mode.  The success of the 
experiment relied on a consistent passage of the tip vortex across the disc, operation in the normal mode would 
produce an unacceptable amount of unsteadiness. 

Mr Fradeuburgh: The paper seems to equate vortex "age" with azimuth angle of the rotor blade.  Research 
conducted by Sikorsky Aircraft, under NASA Langley sponso'ship, indicated that the absolute time in seconds, 
rather than the number of chord lengths down stream, determines vortex tangential velocity and core size (Paper 
presented by Messrs. Roske, Maffitt, and Ward at AHS Annual National Forum, May 1972). Did the author run 
different rotor RPM values to distinguish between absolute time and blade azimuth angle? 

Mr Cook:  I agree that it is the absolute time that determines the decay of the tangential velocity and core size, 
rather than the azimuth angle. 

The changing vortex characteristics were presented in terms of azimuth angle primarily to indicate the structure 
of the vortex that the following blade might experience. 

The only tip speed condition examined was the 600 ft/sec case, although it is hoped to extend the study in the 
future. 

Mr Lambourne:  Since it seems likely that the tip vortex is originally generated by the separation of flow going 
from lower to upper surface at the tip of the blade, it might be expected that the character and size of the viscous 
core would be dependent on the details of the tip geometry. Had this possibility been examined by experiments? 

Mr Cook:  The blade tip used in the experiment was the standard SSS type. 1 would agree that the character and 
size of the vortex core would be affected by the tip geometry, but this was not the primary aim of the study. 

An investigation of the effects of tip shape on the tip vortex structure has recently been attempted at 
Southampton University using a small model rotor. 

Mr Drees:   Tip shape, according to Bell helicopter tests, has a large effect on viscous core strength: 

(a) Elliptical shape - strong core 

(b) Tapered shape - weak core 

Also: 

(a) High bladeloads - core disappears soon in comparison with light blade loading. 

(b) High RPM reduces core life also. 

Mr Cook:  I agree that a large number of factors can affect the structure of the tip vortex; this experiment was not 
intended to study variations, but rather devised as an exploratory exercise to indicate the feasibility of measuring 
the tip vortex issuing from a full scale rotor using a hot wire anemometer. 

Discussion of Paper 7 
"Aerodynamic Factors Influencing Overall Hover Performance" 

presented by E.A.Fradenburgh 

Mr Kretz:   What theory has been used in the figure giving comparison for cut-off conditions between tests and 
analysis? 

Mr Fradenburgh:  There were three theories used in the con.    ison shown in Figure 8 of the paper. These 
calculations, described in Reference 8 of the paper, were as fo..ows: 

(a) a prescribed wake calculation, using wake geometry parameters previously established from flow photography 
of conventional rotors, 

(b) s prescribed wake calculation using wake geometry paramet«"- -aiaolished from flow photographs of the large 
.dt-out rotor (this improved correlation only slightly) and 
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(c)   a simp!«: blade element - momentum hover performance calculation. 

Mr Tilenius: Did you look into the effect of the cut-outs on autorotation degradation of the rotor? 

Mr Fradenburgh:  This was not a part of the investigation described; h /wever more recent tests of another model 
have indicated that there is no appreciable degradation of autorotative characteristics due to large cut-out. 

Mr Drees: Does non linear tip twist have adverse effects at high speed? How much twist was used? 

Mr Fradenburgh:  Any blade twist, including tip twist, tends to cause blade vibratory stresses at high speed. 
However the effects of the tip twist have not caused any problems to da'e. We use a twist increment near the tips 
of the order of two degrees.  It is necessary only to use enough twist to reduce the angle of attack of the critical 
region below the stall angle. We dc not attempt to achieve the theoretical optimum load distribution near the tips 
in all cases; eliminating the stalled region is the most important thing. 

Mr Riley: Mr Fradenburgh has explained how a change in blade twist can be applied near the tip to alleviate the 
effects of blade stall in the hover. He has emphasised how near-hover conditions are most important from a per- 
formance point of view. Sinqe the high loading peak oscillates radially along the blade in these conditions, would 
a more gradual variation of incidence not be better suited to the real conditions? 

Mr Fradenburgh:  We have not investigated variations in the rate at which the twist change is built into the blade - 
this might very well be something that should be tried. However, measurements of pressure on the surface of the 
blade near the leading edge, used as a measure of local angle of attack, indicate that the angles of attack in the 
critical region are reduced in a beneficial manner under conditions of wind as well as under conditions of no wind, 
for the geometry we are using at the present time. 

Paper No. 8 
"The Rotor in Axial Flow" 
presented by H.F.Zimmer 

A discussion comment by Professor A.Naumann 

A short historical remark may be added to the interesting paper of Mr Zimmer. About 30 years ago in the 
Aerodynamisches Institut der Techn. Hochschule Aachen, I measured thrust and torque coefficients (k$, kj resp) 
of model airscrews in a wide range of advance ratios1,2. These measurements covered the so called vortex ring state 
and the turbulence state too, the flow pattern of which are schematically sketched in Figure I. 

The vortex ring state usually occurs at small negative advance ratios XR; if this state coincides with the flow 
separation (e.g. at small negative blade angles), the superposition of these two critical states leads to very strong 
vibrations of the airscrew blades; partially they caused the fracture of the blades. 

Starting from the vortex ring state at a certain increase of the flight speed, the turbulence state occurs; the 
oncoming air is laterally forced away by the opposite flow produced by the airscrew itself; the flow pattern becomes 
similar to that past a solid disc, where an (unstable) vortex ring street is shedded. 

At very small incidence angles of the blades against the rotor plane the vortex ring state is restricted to a narrow 
XR -region; at higher negative angles it occurs at small positive XR -values, at which a small negative thrust can 
coincide with a high positive torque. 

The results are dependent on the form of the blades; they could be gained with several propellers of different 
blade forms and blade numbers. One example is shown in Figure 2 and 3; the thrust coefficients k, and torque 
coefficients kj  are plotted against the advance ratio XR  for a two bladed airscrew. 

REFERENCES 

1. A.Naumann, 

2. A.Naumann, 

Luftschraubenmessungen im Wirbelring- und Turbulenzgebiet. Technische Berichte 
Vol.9 (1942) S. 27-35. 

Luftschrauben im Bremsbereich Jahrb. 1940 Deutsche Luftfahrtforschung 1 S. 745 ff. 
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vortex ring state 

turbulence state 
Figure 1 
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Discussion of Paper 9 
"The Development of an Efficient Hovering Propeller/Rotor 

Performance Prediction Method 
presented by D.C.Gilmore 

Mr Kretz;  Is your analytical model sensitive to this planform, more particularly to the tip shape? 

Mr Gibnore:  Not normally since we use planform in the calculation of local lift und drag once the velocity field is 
known.  Performance predicted would only be sensitive if the tip shape extended inboard of the tip by a large amount. 

Mr Ormiston:  Referring to Figure 22 in the written version of the paper, could you comment on the reasons for the 
large variation in figure of merit due to core size? 

Mr Gilmore:  The necessity for large core size in the inboard and outboard sheets arises for two reasons. 

1. The location of control points on the lifting line (which are situated at the shedding location of the trailing 
vortices). 

2. The use of the solenodial assumption during calculation of the inboard sheet strength is prone to instability 
which is effectively damped out with a large (or 1/10 blade radius) core size. We recognise that use of such 
core sizes is not physically real but it serves to allow the method to give useful results until appropriate 
modifications can be made. 

Discussion of "aper 10 
"A Summary of Current Research in Rotor Unsteady Aerodynamics 

with Emphasis on work at Langley Research Center" 
presented by J.F.WSrd and W.H.Young Jr 

Dr Jones:  I sympathise with Dr Johnson's request for a better basic research programme but it is most important 
to have in mind the likely value of the results to helicopter designers. 

For instance the concept of an improved model for the dynamic stall must depend upon a better knowledge of 
mechanisms of separation - a subject which has occupied aerodynamists for a century.  It is to be expected 
that further progress in this area will be shown. 

In the paper, and on occasions in the meeting, there have been several examples of Schlieren pictures of rotor 
flows.  Is there any example which shows shock waves extending beyond the blade tip? Some 35 years ago 
Dr W.F.Hilton showed shadowgraphs with Shockwaves extending well beyond the blade tip at M = 0.85 or so. 

Mr Ward: I do not remember seeing any Schlieren photos showing shock waves extending beyond tlv blade tip. 
However, in most of the photos I recall the Schlieren orientation was not suited to the detection of this type of 
shock. 

Prof.Ham:  Much dynamic stall research is devoted to the accumulation of empirical data rather than the achievement 
of basic understanding. 

Mr Caradonna:  Concerning Dr Jones question:  on the basis of numerical calculations, shocks definitely do seem to 
extend out beyond the blade tip. 

Piof.KUchemann:  It seems that it is proposed to deal with the problems of dynamic stall first for the case of two- 
dimensional aerofoils, assuming the types of bubble separation to be the same as in steady flows.  I should like to 
ask whether you have any reason to suppose that such flow models will apply in the real case of time-dependent 
separated three-dimensional flows over rotating blades. 

Prof.Ham: Concerning Dr KUchemann's comment, the three-dimensional rotor dynamic stall data of McCroskey 
agrees closely with the two dimensional unsteady airfoil data of Ham. This suggests the applicability of two- 
dimensional data to the three-dimensional case. 

Mr Young:  Our investigations are not limited to separation bubble type separation. They include the trailing edge 
separation in the analysis.  For the present, models of two-dimension.-1 dynamic stall seem sufficiently complex. 
Eventually the inclusion of three-dimensional and compressible effects must be considered. 
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Mr Lamboume: Although Mr Ward had stressed that "lift ttall" and "moment stall" were to be reported as separate 
events, would he agree that they were relaMI events resulting from the same cause - separation? 

Was it likely that compressibility would have to be included in the modelling of dynamic stall in order to get 
agreement with reality and whether shock wave effects were also present even at the lower Mach numbers of the 
retreating blade? 

Mr Ward: It is agreed that, while "lift stall" and "moment stall" are seen by the blade as separate events, both 
events are the result of a single flow separation event. In addition it appears that compressibility will have to be 
included in the dynamic stall modelling even for tt.  tower Mach number range on the retreating blade. The high 
angles of attack and inflow velocities induced by t)>e unsteady wake, including blade/vortex interaction, suggest that 
unsteady compressibility effects must be studied. 

Prof.Young;  I was interested in the diagram (Fig.14) showing the effect of change in tip shape on the strength of the 
tip vortex. This rather re-inforces a general impression that I have, which as a layman in helicopter aerodynamics I 
have hesitated to put forward before, that in the various theories that have been developed for providing rotor 
characteristics there has been too great a concentration on the tip vortex, dramatic as it is, to the relative neglect of 
the rest of the trailing-vortex system in the blade wake.  It seems that small changes in the blade planform shape 
can, by modifying the loading distribution near the tip, result in significant changes in the tip vortex strength near 
the rotor disc.  If this is so it might be of importance in rotor design, and I would welcome the comments of the 
authors on this point. 

Mr Ward: Alleviation of the intensity of the tip vortex will indeed have an effect on rotor design. Some of the 
more serious rotor problems, such as trailing vortex induced tip stall in hover, rotor blade "slop" noise and rotor 
blade impulsive loading can be alleviated. Once some of these problems are under control the rotor can then be 
improved from a performance standpoint by utilizing optimum planform, twist and airfoil distributions. 

Mr Johnson: The attention to the tip vortex influences seems to be justified now as the greatest source of loads, 
vibration, noise, and other problems. If the efforts to dissipate or decrease the vortex strength are successful, there 
will probably then be a swing of attention to the other elements of the vortex wake. 

Mr Williams: With limited resources there should be a balance of effort into 

(1) prediction and understanding of phenomena 

(2) alleviating or avoiding the phenomena altogether. 

In particular I would offer a caution that we do not overemphasize the predictive capability at the expense of 
research into methods of avoiding the phenomena. For example the use of rotor tip air injection to alleviate or 
completely disperse the vortex may nullify the tip roll-up phenomena; also high lift may alleviate dynamic stall or 
advancing tip Mach number. 

Mr Kretz:  There has been an impressive effort to gain an understanding of the unsteady aerodynamic phenomena. 
The question is what means, positive and active are envisaged to control these effects. The variable geometry rotor 
is one 01 them and mass injection has been mentioned.  Are other means under investigation? More particularly 
are feed back inputs, as active means, being studied? 

Mr Ward: Active feed back control of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena are under study. Fluidic control systems 
are being applied to control local blade section lift through sensing upper surface pressure in the airfoil midchord 
region and controlling jet flap deflection angle. Other methods of blade modal control are under study including 
servo-tabs, electro-magnetic shakers installed in the rotor blade, and direct control by servo-actuators installed in the 
blade pitch control linkage. 

Mr Young: 
solutions. 

I would like to thank Dr Ham, as a potential flow expert, for his endorsement of the Navier-Stokes 
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Discuuion of Piper 11 
"Calcul et Mesure des Forces Aerodynamiques sur un 

Profil Osculant, avec et sans Dicrochage 
presented by J.J.Philippe and M.Sagner 

Mr Lamboume:  M.Philippe had referred to work at the RAE on dynamic stall.  In this work oscillatory measurements 
had been made on an aerofoil for Mach numbers between 0.35 and 0.5, which to some extent complemented the 
range covered by M.Philippe.  Briefly, the general conclusions were that for these higher Mach Numbers the 
hysteresis loops for lift and moment became thinner as Mach number increased.  The lift "dynamic overshoot" 
decreased and certainly by M = 0.5 the overshoot had practically disappeared.  These changes were, perhaps not 
surprisingly, accompanied by a reduction in the region of negative pitching damping at higher Mach number. The 
measurements at the RAE had also included instantaneous pressure distributions across the chord of the aerofoil. 
The time histories following the onset of separation exhibited a randomness which meant that the behaviour after 
separation occurred was not the same for each cycle.  I am very impressed by the calculated results shown in Figure 
16 because these show remarkable similarity to some of my measurements.  I have a question regarding the method 
of calculation.  Is there an element of randomness in the calculation process or does the method produce a unique 
pressure time-history which is identical for each every cycle? 

M.Souquet:  le Calcul, dont les rtSsultats font l'objet de la Figure 16, ne repr£sente qu'une portion de cycle (environ 
1/6) apr£s la premidre apparition d'un decollement.  Si on recommence un calcul avec les memes donn^es initiales, 
on retrouve les memes r&ultats aux erreurs pris, liees aux problimes d'arrondi et de troncature inhdrents aux 
calculations digitaux. Touteiois il est impossible d'affirmer que, lorsqu'on effectuera des calculs sur plusieurs cycles 
successifs, on ne verra pas se manifester une instability qui crdera des differences altatoires ou piriodiques entre 
cycles. 

Les seuls termes aläatoires introduits dans le calcul sont les erreurs d'arrondi et de troncature du calculateur. 
Si deux calculs cons&utifs sont effectuds avec les memes conditions initiales et le meme processus de traitement on 
retrouve le mime resultat ä quelques differences mineures prds. 

M.Philippe:  De nombreuses experiences ont di}ä mis en Evidence le fait que, cycles apres cycles, l'incidence de debut 
de decollement ou celle du recollement n'est pas exactement identique (je pense notamment aux travaux de Liiva et 
DAVENPORT) Ceci conduit d'ailleurs a moyenner les r&ultats ou un certain nombre de cycles pour fournir des 
valeurs disponibles des composants aldatoires dues i certains phdnomdnes lids au decrochage instationnaire. 

M.Lecarme: 

(a) La trainde instationnaire peut avoir une grande importance sur la sdcuritd des rotors; en effet quand on fait 
decrocher un rotor les vibrations de trainee des pales augmentent gdndralement peu, mais si Ton persiste (en 
augmentant le pas gdndral) il arrive souvent que Ton observe une divergence brutale de ces vibrations de 
trainee, la trainde instationnaire peut jouer un role dans ce phdnomdne. 

(b) Au-delä des paramdtres d'avancement de l'ordre de 0,3 a 0,4 I'attaque oblique jour un trds grand röle notarr.mcnt 
dans le ddpassement du coefficient de parlance maximum (dans les zones non contamindes par le cercle 
d'inversion). 

M.Philippe:   I agree. 

Mr Kretz: Quelle est la signification des traeds dans la figure 15? 

M.Sagner:  Etant donnd que la nappe tourbillonnaire, lide au ddcollement de bord d'attaque est reprdsentde par une 
dmission de tourbillons discrets, dmission qui ddbute au moment ou les conditions d'dclatement du bulbe sont crdes, 
Iss traces montrdes sur la Figure 1S reprdsentant ä l'instant correspondani i l'incidence portde sur la figure, le lieu 
gdometrique de tous les tourbillons dmis par ce processus entre l'instant de ddbut d'emission (temps correspondant 
i 1S05) et les instants correspondant aux diffdrentes incidences mentionndet'. 
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Discussion of Paper 13 
"A Compressible Unsteady Aerodynamic llieory 

for Helicopter Rotors" 
presented by C.E.Hammond 

Prof.Ham: What is the effect of compressibility on "wake-excited" flutter? 

Mr Hammond: The purpose of the numerical study was to determine the effect of the various parameters, including 
Mach number, on the flutter speed.  No effort was made to isolate the "wake-excited" flutter condition and study 
it individually.  In all the cases examined, however, the effect of compressibility was to lower the flutter speed. 

Mr Zwaan:  The success of your method and those of Loewy, Jones and Rao depends heavily on the supposition 
that only the parts of the wakes very near to the reference aerofoil contribute to the aerodynamic forces.  If I make 
in this respect a distinction between near-field and far-field disturbances, the differences between your results and 
those of Loewy, Jones and Rao seem to stem from different treatments of the far-field disturbances.  Have you 
made an attempt to assess the relative importance ot the near-field and far-Held disturbances, e.g. numerically, in 
order to get an impression to which extent the outer field may be modified, thus simplifying the problems? 

Mr Hammond: The only effort which has been made in this respect is the variation of the frequency ratio parameter 
which is presented in the paper and which was covered in the presentation.  This variation shows essentially the effect 
of increasing the upstream length of the wake layers and it was found that this did have a marked effect up to a 
certain point.  Beyond a frequency ratio of 0.5 it was found that the results of this paper and those of Loewy, Jones 
and Rao were in very close agreement.  Thus there is a point beyond which the wake can be represented as layers of 
vorticity having infinite length. This representation simplifies the analysis and reduces the computation time. 

M.Coates:  A I'ONERA j'emploie la mime theorie compressible lindarisee avec un sillage en nappe helicoidale pour le 
calcul des efforts -erodynamiques sur un rotor d'helicoptere.  Les effets tridimentionnels sent done inclus.  Dans les 
cas de vols que nous avons itudii (rapport d'avancement  = 0,3), l'influence des zones du sillage proches de la pale 
int^ressee, e'est i dire celles que vous considerez dans votre article, est d'environ les 80% de l'influence totale. 

J'ai maintenant une question ä poser.  Vous utilisez cette methode tridimentionnelle compressible pour retrouver 
les risultats d'une experience de flottement.   Avez-vous envisage une comparaison entre la thöorie et I'experience pour 
les portances aerodynamiques sur les pales d'un rotor d'helicoptere? 

Votre travail a aussi le grand merite de montrer tout 1'interet que Ton peut avoir ä utiliser une methode qui 
tient compte de manure rigoureuse des effets de compressibilite; meme si cette methode est plus difficile i mettre 
en oeuvre que celle qui consiste a faire un calcul incompressible, puis a appliquer . .ie correction comme celle de 
Prandtl. 

Mr Hammond:  I am familiar with Mr Costes' work at ONERA.  The aerodynamic theory which he employs is quite 
elegant and gives good correlation with experimentally measured results. 

In response to your question, we have not made any comparisons of our computed aerodynamic forces and 
moments with experimental values.  This could be done easily, of course, since the chordwise pressure distribution 
and section lift and moment are results of the computations. The original impetus for developing the aerodynamic 
theory was, however, to determine the effect of compressibility on the flutter speed uf rotary wings and at present 
this is the only use which has been made of the theory. 

Discussion of Paper 14 
"Some Aspects of the Design of Rotor Airfoil Shapes" 

presented by S.Wagner 

Mr Wagner:  First of all I would like to thank Professor Wortmann for his prepared comment.  I agree that the most 
important part of the profile that influences the flow significantly is the region around the leading edge.   In addition, 
it should be possible to choose a curvature on the upper side of the profile close to the leading-edge radius that 
meets the requirements of transonic flow (advancing blade) and high lift conditions (retreating blade). 
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Mr Sloof:  In your presentation you quite correctly mentioned the hodograph method as a potential tool to be used 
in the design of rotor airfoils. I think I should mention that, as part of a NASA contract, we are presently studying 
the possibility of using Nieuwlands hodograph method to generate airfoils that are suitable for application in the 
outboard section of a helicopter rotor. We found, that by adding two extra series to the solutions of the hodograph 
equations that lead to the so called quasi-elliptical airfoils, we were able to generate shock-free sections for the high 
Mach number low CL  condition, that at the same time exhibit the kind of leading edge droop that is required for 
a high CL  max at moderate Mach numbers.  From these analytical studies it appeared to us that a key feature to 
the compatibility of the multiple design requirements for helicopter airfoils is indeed the curvature distribution on 
the front part of the upper surface. Thus, in this respect, as well as in others, the airfoils that the hodograph method 
is providing us with closely follow the general description of the "optimized rotor airfoil" just given by Dr Wortman. 

Mr Wagner: Thank you for this interesting comment. 

Mr Wilby:  First 1 would like to stress the importance of pitching moment in the design of a rotor blade section, 
particularly the requirement for zero pitching moment at zero lift and high subsonic Mach number.  If this requirement 
is to be met, then viscous effects must be accounted for in any computations of the theoretical pressure distributions. 
Existing methods can deal with this situation for subcritical conditions and at the RAE we have been able to design 
aerofoils with reflex camber to compensate for the nose-down pitching moment produced by nose droop. 

I was interested to see the results presented by Dr Wagner for aerofoils modified at the trailing-edge to represent 
the tab formed by full scale manufacturing techniques. We have carried out similar tests at the RAE and found 
much the same results, a considerable change in pitching moment characteristics being observed.  If two-dimensional 
aerofoils are being tested to obtain data to feed into a rotor performance computer program in order to assess the 
performance of a particular project, then it is important to test the shape of blade section that actually appears on 
the final real rotor blade. 

My last comments concern the contribution from Prof. Wortmann.  He suggests that one can reconcile the 
design features for high CL   max: at low speed with those for high drag-rise Mach number at low CL   in a design 
that incorporates a region of high curvature on the upper surface of the profile at about 10 to 15% chord.  I feel 
that there must always be a penalty to pay at some conditions for a region of high curvature, and in this case it 
could well be at conditions appropriate to the blade tip in hover, where the shock would form just to the rear of 
the high curvature region.  In these circumstances the high curvature would produce local expansions that would 
result in a stronger shock. 

Mr Wagner:   It is good to hear that you got similar results of experiments with modified trailing edges. 

Mr Eppler:  The method given by the authors would very easily allow us to compute airfoils from given pressure 
distribution in the incompressible case, if these pressure distributions are given at different stations at different 
angles of blade.  If the pressure distribution is not only given at different stations at different lift coefficients, but 
also at different Mach numbers, different compressibility reductions are obtained.  Therefore a method for airfoil 
computation was developed, in which the shape can be given in one part, and pressure distribution in the other,   i 
hope that this method together with new compressibility reductions will help to get the optimum shape for 
helicopters. 

Mr Drees:  In addition to high CL   max and high MDD   the optimisation of L/D for hover conditions should be 
added as one of the most important requirements. 

Mr Wagner:   I agree.  Figure 20 of this paper shows that a droop of leading edge improves not only CL   max but 
also L/D. 

Discussion of Paper 16 
"The Derivation and Verification of a New Rotor Profile on the Basis of 

Flow Phenomena Aerofoil Research and Flight Tests" 
presented by P.G.Wilby 

Mr Williams: Please comment on the use of a drag rake for flow measurements (accuracy, unsteady effects etc.) 

Mr Wilby:  The wake measurements may be interpreted in a two-dimensional sense to give a direct comparison of 
the two profiles, when the well established corrections for static pressure may be applied to give accurate drag values. 
In a wider sense, the validity of a strictly two-dimensional interpretation of the wakes must be questioned, and the 
rake measurements themselves have now helped in building up the detailed picture of the blade tip environment 
provided by these pressure measurements. 
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Discussion of Paper 17 
"The Effect of Planfo.-m Shape on the Transonic Row past Rotor Tips" 

presented by F.X.Caradonna 

Mr Drees: This was a very nice paper.  In practice gains of 15% power reduction are shown.  The critical azimuth 
position is not 90 degrees but about 130. The tip vortex has to be included. 

Mr Curadonna: The large power reduction you mention is gratifying. As we have seen, our calculations show the 
possibility of considerable shock strength reductions with geometry variation.  However, we have also seen that 
planform and profile variations can have some rather unexpected effects and I wouldn't be surprised if you have 
seen some surprisingly small power reductions for some of the planforms you have tried. 

You are quite correct concerning the probable location of the worst transonic effects.  A swept back tip is 
effectively less swept in this region. Furthermore, the incident Mach number is still considerable at this point. And, 
as we have seen, a blunt nosed airfoil can be strongly affected by moderate sweep changes. 

Concerning the treatment of tip vortices, for the low lift, advancing side, I anticipate that vortex roll up is no 
problem, as this will probably occur sufficiently far downstream as to have little effect. A greater concern is the 
tip vortex and vortex sheet from the previous blade and we hope that the wake analysis people can provide us with 
good information. When a previous tip vortex comes too close to the blade, the small disturbance approximation 
will surely have to be abandoned.   For calculation of highly lifting flows the tip roll up can occur immediately and 
the treatment of this situation is by no means clear. 

Discussion of Paper 18 
"Wind Tunnel Tests of a Tilt Rotor from Hovering to Fast Cruise" 

presented by W.L.Cook 

Mr Williams:  This is only a comment.  In our werk at NSRDC about 1968 we obtained very similar results at the 
optimum blade twist for hover-cruise compromise; I believe for your disc loading range it was about 37°. 

We then studied higher disc loading, for Navy missions (higher speed, smaller blade stowage area. We found 
that BLC on the inboard leading edge was effective in allowing maximum twist for cruise and also good Figure of 
Merit. 

Discussion of Paper 19 
"Recent Developments in Circulation Control Rotor Technology" 

presented by R.M.Williams 

Mr Lecarme:  En cas de panne de compresseur l'autorotation du rotor est-elle possible et peut-elle assurer la 
s^curitö de l'appareil. 

Mr Williams:  Loss of all compressors may be catastrophic although there is some indication from theory that the 
centrifugal compression may be of help.  Normally the compressor is connected by the transmission to the rotor. 

Mr Kretz:   May I congratulate the author for this excellent presentation of the impressive effort done by the Navy 
on CC rotor. Working on similar lines we have found most of the results cited. 

There is a question 1 wish to ask:   what is the blade loading envisaged for the CC rotor? 

Moreover, may I add that centrifugal effects add to maintain circulation control in autorotative flight. 

Mr Williams: Thank you for your comment. The blade loading is high, of the order of I SO lb/ft 2. The pressure 
ratio required during autorotation is about 1.1. to 1.2 so that your results on blown rotors may well ipply to our 
case. 
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Mr Reichert: You need a different control syste i for hovering and for cruise.  Does this impose mechanical 
complexity and additional weight? 

Mr Williams:  The same system is used. The cams are merely lowered to remove the cyclic variation. 

Discussion of Paper 20 
'Some Objectives in Applying Hingeless Rotors to Helicopters 

and V/STOL Aircraft" 
presented by H.Huber 

Mr Cheney:  This paper described excellent work.   I have these questions to ask. 

1. What is percent normal RPM when ( n ) 'n plane  = 1.0? 

2. What is percent normal RPM when RPM is coincident with aircraft roll frequency and describe what occurs 
during run-up at this frequency? 

3. How far does RPM drop at power failure? 

4. Does BO 105 have skid landing gear? 

Mr Huber: 

1. The section point of inplane frequency with   IJ2 , when reducing the rotor RPM is at about 58% normal RPM. 

2. The aircraft roll natural frequency is about 30% of normal RPM.  Flight tests were done with periodic stick 
excitation by pilot by moving the stick laterally at just this frequency. There was of course an increase of lag 
oscillations (at the air resonance frequency), but the oscillations were highly damped, i.e. the whole system is 
stable. 

3. At power failure the rotor RPM drops to a minimal 75-80% at the moment of ground contact at collective 
flare during autorotation landing and then reduces further. There are no stress problems at the 58% condition. 

4. Yes, the BO 105 has skid landing gear. 

Mr Ormiston: 

1. It is very evident in the results of this paper that aerodynamic phenomena are of particular importance for 
hingeless rotors, both in regard to rotor blade dynamics and stability and in regard to fuselage motion dynamics 
and flying qualities. These aerodynamic effects are in many respects of greater relative importance for hingeless 
rotors than for articulated rotors which may not be as yet fully appreciated by rotory wing aerodynamicists. 

2. Are the effects of airfoil variations in Figure 8 due primarily to aerodynamic effects or rather to the influence 
of blade center of gravity variations? 

Mr Huber: 

1.    I am in full agreement with your comment about the increasing importance of aerodynamic and aerolastic 
effects on hingeless types of rotors. The reason is that all effects which influence the rotor blade dynamics will 
be increased in their effect because of the large moment arms of the system.  Hingeless rotors show very sharp 
reactions to all aerodynamic inputs and neglect of this or wrong aerodynamic treatment will result in incorrect 
calculations.  In this respect the hingeless rotor can be said to be a "non-forgiving" rotor. 

2     The effects of airfoil modifications (fig.8) are partly due to aerodynamic effects and partly due to e.g. 
variation. Curve (3) can be said to be mainly influenced by the large e.g. shifts. 

Mr Zwaan: 

1. What type of structural damping did you apply in your calculation model (hysteresis or velocity-dependent); I 
can imagine that the type differs for the blade structure and the control mechanism. 

2. Furthermore, did you perform ground resonance tests in order to check your calculation model before flight 
testing? 
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Mr Hub«: 

1. In our calculation model there is now included a velocity-dependent structural damping.  But as soon as we 
know more about the structural damping behaviour (from running damping tests), we will include the effects. 

2. Yes, we did very extensive ground and air resonance tests with the new type of soft inplane rotor. The 
correlation with calculation results was very good. 

Mr Kreta: 

1. What is the value of the damping in the in-plane direction? 

2. b it purely structural, without any artificial device? 

MrHuber: 

1. Structural in-plane damping depends on some parameters, such as inplane moments, blade lift and centrifugal 
force. On average the damping can said to be about 2-4% critical. 

2. On the Bo 105 rotor there is no artificial damping device.  Damping is entirely by structural damping and 
damping effects in the blade attachment device. 

Discussion of Paper 22 
"Fundamental Considerations of Noise Radiation by Rotary Wings" 

presented by M.V.Lowson 

MrKrvtz: 

1. Do you envisage use of the effects of boundary layer and circulation control and air injection at the tip, to 
reduce the noise signature. 

2. Do you intend to employ means other than I have just mentioned, to reduce or modify the noise spectrum? 

Dr Lowson:  I have not looked specifically at possible effects of boundary layer control. The acoustic effects due 
to any change of force resulting from this could, of course, be calculated by the theories presented.  I am personally 
rather doubtful if any noise benefit would result. There are certainly additional noise sources due to the intense 
shear layers resulting from boundary layer control jets, and due to the rotating mass output. Mass infection at the 
tips has been proposed as a noise reduction method, and is supposed to act via reduction or elimination of the tip 
vortex. I have not «een able to read the original paper on this proposal, but at present am unconvinced of its 
effectiveness. The most promising noise control approach to date appears to be via tip modifications, and under- 
standing of the reasons for their effects seems likely to pay valuable dividends. 

Mr Schmitz:  It has been shown that higher order loading harmonics can be efficient radiators of sound. However, 
measured higher order loading harmonics is lacking along with definite proof that this higher harmonic data is in 
fact random. Thus how do we conclusively prove that rotational noise is entirely governed by "miniscule variations" 
in blade loading? What we have shown is that it may be an important source of noise. Further experimental 
measurements of actual detailed pressure variations along the blade appear necessary. 

Dr Lowson: The tests reported here go as far as a harmonic order of 70. I feel the present results do verify the 
theory at moderate harmonic orders, and inference of accuracy at higher orders seems acceptable, particularly since 
there is no counter-evidence. In my view the theory is now sufficiently well verified that acoustic measurements 
may be used to predict pressure fluctuation levels with reasonable confidence.  It is clearly going to be impossible 
to prove this or any theory conclusively for all harmonics, as this would require a complete carpeting of the rotor 
blade with transducers. Thus the principal value of detail pressure measurement« seems to be in understanding local 
aerodynamic effects, for instance at the tips or during vortex intersection. 

Melk Merk: Nous ötudions en laboratoire la rencontre d'une onde de choc et d'un tourbillon et l'onde sonore qui 
en rtfsulte.  Le Conferencier a-t-il itudii ce problöme? 

Dr Lowson: We have not studied shock/vortex interaction. Although this is a problem of considerable general 
interest I am somewhat doubtful about its relevance to the helicopter noise problem. 
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DiictMidon of Paper 23 
"Wike Chuicterittic* of a Two-Dimensional Asymmetric Aerofoil" 

presented by I.Kavrak 

Mr McCroskey:  Would you characterize the boundary layer and wake as "turbulent"? b the velocity defect low 
(Eqn. 1), for laminar or turbulent flow? The spectrograph of fluctuating pressure level shows very discrete 
frequencies. 

I think you have studied an interesting but complex regime in Reynolds number which is neither completely 
laminar nor fully-developed turbulent. It would be interesting to determine to what extent the results extend to 
lower and higher Reynolds numbers. 

Mr Kavrak:  For this particular aerofoil, flow separation takes place very close to the leading edge.  Both the 
boundary layer and the wake contain turbulence of a special character, which is certainly not fully-developed. As 
is evident from the spectrograph of the fluctuating pressure, it does show periodicity with a large harmonic content. 
The wavelength of the fundamental is given by Equation IS. The velocity defect law (Eqn. I) is for such turbulent 
wakes; in fact, in most any turbulent wake some scale effect exists. 

The range of Reynolds numbers covered was between 4 x 104 and 2 x 105. The spectrograph of Figure 6 is 
typical of this range, that is, the characteristics of the spectra in that range were nearly identical with each other. 
A mathematical model of the waveform for the fluctuating pressure has been given in Reference 7, where it was 
shown that the model was applicable over a range of Reynolds numbers.  I agree, however, that it would be 
interesting to determine the applicability of both the velocity defect law and the waveform model at higher 
Reynolds numbers. 

Discussion of Paper 25 
"The Noise Characteristics of a Large 'Clean' Rotor" 

by J.W.Leverton, presented by C.V.Cook 

Dr M.V Lowson replied to discussion in Mr Leverton's absence 

Dr Lowson:  I guess I am standing here in my role as consultant to Westland Aircraft, although I should make it 
clear that the preceding paper is entirely the work of John Leverton. Before answering any points I would like to 
make three comments. 

1. It was very interesting to find that Leverton has classified Rotor Noise into the same three categories as myself, 
that is discrete frequency, low frequency broad band, and high frequency broad band. The general agreement 
arrived at quite independently in entirely different tests seems to be a powerful argument in favour of this 
three component model. Many of the general trends of Leverton's results are also rather similar to those 
obtained at Loughborough. One significant difference is the effect of thrust on the high frequency noise. The 
tests at Loughborough University showed this source to be strongly affected by tip incidence or in other words, 
by thrust. 

(Written comment by Mr Leverton:  "The three-source approach was originally adopted by myself following 
model tests at ISVR in 1967/68 and confirmed in full scale tests at WHL when I joined them in 1969/70. 
Even so it should be stated that, except for Dr Lowson's recent work at Loughborough, this approach does 
not appear to have been used by any other investigators") 

2. The Direct application of the empirical loading models developed by John Ollenhead and myself in our earlier 
papers does not give results in agreement with the discrete frequency levels measured by Leverton.  It seems 
that each family of rotors requires different empirical loading information to establish the discrete frequency 
levels theoretically. 

3. It does appear that blade loadings used by Leverton were rather lower than would normally be used on a 
helicopter. This can be seen by reference to the CLT  values given in his Table 1. At the higher levels of 
blade loading his results do appear to follow the accepted T2   law, and it would appear that his data follows 
the general trends suggested by Widnall as also presented in my own puper at this conference. 
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Mr Schmitz:   Please comment on the possibility of vortex intt 
from a rotor hovering out of ground effect are expected? 

Al 7 

~tions in the experiment. What acoustic differences 

Dr Lowson:  The Loughborough experiments were carried out on a Mven-bladed fan. Immediate vortex intersections 
seem unlikely, and are not suggested by either the acoustic or aerodynamic measurements. The tests were on a flow 
with gross recirculation not typical of a hovering rotor.  However, the noise generation mechanisms would be 
expected to be very similar, particularly when considered via an aero-acoustic transfer function approach. 

Mr Cook: The vortex paths of this 2 bladed rotor operating in the inverted position were studied in a similar manner 
to that described in Paper No. 3 (The Structure of the Rotor Blade-Tip Vortex) of these proceedings.  Flow 
visualisation using smoke showed that the tip vortex moved above the plane of the disc until the following blade 
passed, then it was swept into the wake in a manner similar to that observed on the single bladed case.  The blade 
does not, therefore, intersect a tip vortex. 

The details of the steady loading on the blade are however slightly different from those of an isolated rotor in 
the immediate vicinity of the tip vortex from the preceeding blade. The effect of the ground is to move the vortex 
above the disc whereas it is possible that, in the absence of any obstruction, the vortex from the preceeding blade 
would lie in or below the tip path plane. However, this change in position does not have the dramatic effect on 
the blade loading that might at first be expected. The fact that the vortex is above the blade does not change the 
sense (or sign) of the downwash, only the radial component of the induced velocity changes in sign.  The blade 
loading in the vicinity of the vortex would not therefore change materially due to the vortex being above the blade, 
only the relative distance of the vortex from the blade would effect the loading in the immediate vicinity to any 
extent. y 

4 
Additional Comments 

by 
Mr J.W.Leverton 

The sound generated by a rotor is a function of the blade loading and obviously changes in the spanwise 
distribution and the position of the tip vortex will have an affect on the noise. Taking into account the comment 
given above, however, it is thought that these effects would be small and have more influence on the absolute 
amplitude rather than on the trends/characteristics discussed in this paper. The results presented have been compared 
to those obtained from the same two bladed rotor operating on the same whirl tower in the conventional manner 
and with model rotor results. All these rotors exhibit similar trends but the scatter of results is, in general, larger 
when the rotors are run the "correct way up". This is considered to be due to the effects of recirculation. 
Comparison of the two sets of full scale rotor results shows that, although the level of the "broadband noise" is 
lower on the "clean rotor", the level of the first 15/20 rotational noise harmonics appear to be about the same 
order. Except for these differences the two rotors show the same type of dependancy with changing thrust, tip 
speed etc. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, in the context of this paper that the influence of the "ceiling 
effect" is small. 

With regards the point on a "hovering out of ground effect rotor", intuitively the levels would be expected to 
be nominally lower, but again based on the evidence the parameters appropriate to the various noise sources would 
be expected to be the same. 
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TRANSCRIPT OF THE TAPE OF THE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION 
HELD AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF PAPERS 

Mr Yaggy:   We began the Meeting by talking about rotor wakes, and then we had a session which looked at the 
rotor in hover and high advance ratio, unsteady air loads, and then the rotor airfoil design.  All of these were 
purposefully integrated to show the complex picture, in the fluid dynamics sense, that occurs in the rotorcraft. 
One of the problems which arises of course is that of coupling all of these various investigations in various areas 
into a meaningful analysis which will improve both the design characteristics in terms of productivity and 
efficiency, and the various factors which were covered in the session on rotor configurations, and also to solve 
many of the problems that arise in the rotorcraft from the dynamic experience. 

It is quite obvious when one investigates the characteristics of the rotorcraft, and projects its use in the 
future, that if it is to accomplish a greater capability than it has to date, it will be necessary that it provide 
several factors.  For the civil situation it must obviously be more efficient, it must be able to operate out to 
reasonable ranges of say 100 to 200 miles or perhaps 250 - 300 kilometers.  It must be necessary that it operate 
to a reasonable time factor, that it provide good ride quality, and that it be able to do all this in a cost-effective 
manner, which means, of course, that it must be a durable machine with considerable reliability and reduced 
maintenance cost.   In the military application these factors pertain, as do others, particularly the  reduction in 
detection, the subject we have just discussed on noise, and again the ability to live in a hostile environment. 

These improvements will not be achieved unless we are able to put together all the various factors in the 
fundamental areas of discipline which we have been discussing. 

One does not have to look very far to realize that rotoraaft have developed somewhat empirically.  In most 
situations a trial and error method, rather than a scientific approach in an orderly fashion was used.  Also, one 
would not have to look very far to realize that the barrel from which we have extracted this empiricism is empty, 
there is no more.   So, if we are to realise the purposes of this discussion, in which we have reviewed the 
potential and future of rotorcraft, we must allot priorities to the various factors which have arisen, so that we 
can apply our resources to those of high priority with prospect of good payoff, and then move on in an orderly 
fashion to the next series of events.  It would occur to us, if we look at the findings that we have to date, that 
in many instances we cannot quantify them adequately, even to know what their potential is.  In many instances 
where we have applied classical methods and have arrived at what we consider to be ideal values, there are things 
which are arising at this time which would make us question whether they really are the ideal value.   Conse- 
quently, it would be our hope that from this group of specialists and these presentations which we have had, 
there would be some direction for future research effort, and there would be some thought as to what our 
priorities might be.   So, perhaps in this roundtable discussion, some opinions and expressions regarding this 
can be had.   We may leave then, with some indication as to what we collectively feel is the proper approach 
to the future research effort. 

Professor Ham:  Since my overall impression of the meeting will be expressed more formally in the evaluation, 
I would like to restrict my comments to something quite specific, namely, the question of blade-vortex interaction 
As we have seen in these three days, this is a most important subject, not only in calculating those unsteady air 
loads which determine the fatigue life of the structure, the vibration level of the aircraft, bi't also having a pro- 
found influence on the noise generated by rotary wing devices.  Since, if you show a Professor a blackboard, he 
must use it, I will move over here.  What I am proposing to do is to discuss some research that has been going 
on at MIT, very briefly. 

This research started about 3 years ago, initially sponsored by Langley Research Center of NASA and more 
currently, by the Army Research Office in Durham.  To go through this rather quickly, what we have is a model 
with a single rotating blade (there is a counter-weight, but I will not draw that), then we generate upstream in 
the wind tunnel a vortex from a wing, mounted vertically in the tunnel.   We let this blade see the vortex by 
sweeping around over it.   Then we have eight pressure transducers at the 3/4 radius station measuring differential 
pressure. At the same time, we have looked theoretically at the distribution of airloading on the blade considered 
as a lifting surface.   Drawing the other view, there is the blade in edge view and there is the vortex, down below. 
Just to idealize the loading generated in this situation, it looks something like that. The first thing I would like 
to mention that comes about in such a situation is that, in the near vicinity of the blade vortex pair, the center 
of pressure can shift substantially from the 1/4 chord point.  Now that we are worrying so much about highly 
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loaded rotor« in hover with the vortices moving in in the tip region and staying close to the rotor blades for a good 
period of time, it is possible that there are some twisting effects generated, especially in the vicinity of the tip. 
The next thing of interest is that if you look at this vortex-induced loading, there will be counter vortices 
generated as a result of the loading induced by the vortex on the blade. These would appear in the simple 
picture as counter vortices opposing the rotation of the primary vortex. In our rather long-term investigation 
of calculation of the unsteady airloads on rotors, we have found that after a vortex has seen a blade it seems 
to get weak and tired, so that if another blade sees this same vortex, the vortex strength has apparently 
weakened. Possibly the reason for that is a rolling up of these three vortices in this idealized picture to form one 
weaker vortex. The fins! thing I wanted to mention on this subject was what appears to be a dynamic stall 
induced during close blade vortex interaction. If you take the peak differential pressure Ap non-dimensionalized 
by dynamic pressure at the station where the pressure transducers signal and take the peak value, call it the peak 
positive and this the peak negative, plot that experimentally against vortex spacing in numbers of chord length. This 
is the distance h. Then that experimental pressure expressed in this manner will look like that, and when compared with 
our full lifting surface theory, when the vortex gets closer than about 112 chord to the blade, we no longer correlate 
with the theory. The other aspect is that this is of the order of about O.S which is not a high non-dimensional 
pressure at all.  It corresponds to an angle of attack like I or 2°, so you would not expect separation problems. 
In the last month we succeeded in visualizing separations during this process by mounting a camera which looked 
at the blade as it rotated, putting smoke out of a T-shaped probe in this vicinity. We have seen evidence visually 
of both leading edge and trailing edge separation of the How over the blade surface. There is a lot more to this 
airloads problem than we have yet put into our theoretical work. 
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Mr Reichert:  I would like to make a more general comment.  In my opinion, the large improvement in 
helicopter techniques up to now has depended less on progress in aerodynamics, and more on the systematic 
exploitation of other design possibilities and a better understanding of some dynamic and structural conditions. 
But, as the real aerodynamic boundaries have been reached, aerodynamics became more important and a directly 
related effort in research is a consequence. For the helicopter engineer the question arises "can this new research, 
in the sense of basic research, be helpful for design work within the near future?".  It is my feeling that for the 
next design the engineer will have to live with the tools of today.  Therefore, we should divide the problem into 
short term and long-term programs.  For the next designs we can only get some improvement by improved 
semi-empirical methods.  As a long-term program, we should do basic research, but we should keep in mind that 
new theories will be of technical value only when engineering applications, which are not too sophisticated and 
complex can be found afterwards. In my opinion, the main areas for research should be rotor unsteady airloads, 
including stall, and rotor airfoils. The situation as it exists at the moment forces the helicopter engineer to be 
conservative and progress is in small steps.  He will keep as close as possible to the region of his experience, and 
he will use theoretical tools more or less as means for interpolation and extrapolation. We should do more, if we 
want further progress in helicopter technique with improvement at high speed, but we also need better understanding 
for necessary improvements within the limitations of today - in areas, for instance, like noise or aerodynamically 
induced vibrations, mainly in the transition region. 

Dr Jones:  I have one comment to make first of all about the conference itself.  I have a feeling that helicopter 
aerodynamics has come of age, even if only because it is now recognize J by a fluid motion panel as being a 
subject worthy of study.  To have noise accepted also as an aerodynamic problem, instead of an engineering problem, 
is a big step forward. There are many things one could say about the conference, but we all want to arrive at 
some kind of conclusion, and I would like to make a point about the blade-vortex interaction. This has been the 
subject of study for a long time, and intensively so, to my knowledge, for ovei 12 years. It is now a standard 
design tool; by no means precise, but it is a standard design tool.   We have taken the greatest advantage in the 
hover as we discussed earlier this week, and there are reasons for thinking that in forward fligh', it is not really 
very important at all.  Indeed, on a vibration problem which we had to deal with just recently at high speed, 
it was the uniform inflow and not the variations in the inflow which mattered.  One can go on tl.inking of 
examples of this kind for some time.  Therefore, my recommendation really would be that we should pay much 
less attention to blade-vortex interaction in future.  There are many other areas which need investigation, such as 
airfoils, and there, I think we should consider also the possibility of raised tip speeds.  If we are to increase the 
efficiency of rotors, both structurally and aerodynamically, I think we shall have to raise tip speeds. This will in 
itself tend to reduce the retreating blade stall problem, but, of course, it will make the advancing blade problem 
rather more difficult.  On the other hand, I think that techniques available to us from general aerodynamics for 
dealing with the advancing blad. are better than the ones available to us for dealing with the non-steady stall on 
the retreating blade.  Especially as all one is doing is working to get a little bit of extra for nothing on the 
retreating blade.  I would recommend, personally, increased study of tip speed effects. 

There are many other aerodynamic problems which are of great interest to the helicopter designer.  For instance, 
normally the aircraft flies slightly nose down to get propulsive force, and this means, since the body is a low 
aspect ratio wing with a negative angle of attack, that separation vortices are leaving the body and producing 
quite a substantial downward lift and, of course, a very annoying nose-down pitching moment which has to be 
got rid of at the tail.  This also produces a downward lift. These effects an much greater than effects of 
variations in the efficiency of the rotor.  So there are many areas to which w- could turn our attention. 

Professor Valensi:  I will speak rather as an aerodynamicist and will say a few words about the discussion I had 
already with my friend Mr. Hirsch, with whom I used to work.  I will concentrate my comments mainly on 
aspects concerning the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of the rotor. The first sessions concerned rotor 
wakes.  From what we heard, their precise configuration in hovering is nowadays the subject of advanced investi- 
gation, particularly thanks to the numerical computers available. 

Most of the authors have focussed their attention on the tip vortex, as responsible for the greater part of the 
induced flow. As a matter of fact the tip vortex is the most spectacular feature of the wake.  However, it 
constitutes only a part of the wake as Professor Young pointed out.   It must be stressed that the tip vortex is not 
a vortex in the mathematical sense, but rather a locus of concentrated vorticity diffusing in time and space. 
Consequently, it would seem appropriate to introduce viscous effects in the analysis. On the other hand, as has 
been shown by different authors, the tip vortex is influenced in intensity and configuration by the shape of the 
blade tip. These observations suggest the possibility of looking for an optimal shape of the tip. 

Obviously, the configuration of the wake can be noticeably influenced by the fuselage and other components 
of the craft.  Dr Jones has just pointed out the effect of the incidence of the fuselage.   Ibis aspect needs more 
investigation. 
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In Session 3 very interesting correlations between theory and experiment were presented concerning the 
aerofoil in unsteady motion, pitching and drag.  Most important from our point of view, are the attempts to 
extend these investigations, theoretical and experimental, in the stall region when boundary layer behaviour is 
to be considered.  This is a necessary introduction, a first step, to the study of three-dimensional cases which 
must be tackled afterwards. 

My third comment concerns the shape of the section of the blade in compressibility effects.  We have been 
much impressed by the potential of the new method of calculation, as applied to the determination of the three- 
dimensional flow around wings in the transonic regime.  We should now be able to predict rotor characteristics 
which it is most important to know.  It seems consequently necessary to push forward such investigations in order 
to advance our understanding of the phenomena. 

In conclusion, I would like to recall the words of our distinguished President at the meeting last year in 
Langley Field, "Research in the area of rotor aerodynamics should include the accommodation of data to 
demonstrate the effects of camber, twist, number of blades, aspect ratio, variable geometry. Mach number on forward 
flight-rotor performance, and the associated characteristics of the wake geometry."  From the papers which have 
been presented here, it seems that we are now in a position to predict these different effects to a good approximation 
by calculation, so long as the transonic regime is not considered.   It seems to me, from all the papers presented, 
that a much better understanding of the involved mechanism of the airflow through the rotor and the interference 
with the fuselage and the ground must be achieved by good basic research. 

Mr Yuggy:  As Professor Valens! has just noted, this is not the first time that we have considered the conglomeration 
of problems which face us.   I do not think it will be the last.  As we have ascertained thus far from the comments 
from the table, there is some disparity of opinion as yet on which way we ought to go.  1 would suggest that this 
is somewhat inherent in those who made the comments, since two of them are basic researchers and two of the 
others are production people.  Therefore, 1 think we have this problem.  Perhaps you have some thought at this 
time that you would like to share with us from the floor.   Would someone like to enter into the roundtable? 

Prof. Küchemann:  I should like to make one brief remark of a general nature.   If you ask me which is the problem 
that is really sticking out most to an outsider, not a helicopter man, then 1 would say it is the problem of vibrations. 
This must affect the aerodynamic design, the structural design, and the systems design to a very high degree.   It must 
affect the first cost of the helicopter and the maintenance costs, and so this is really a serious problem.  Most of 
these vibrations, as far as I can make out, are aerodynamically excited.  There is here a real job for the aerodynamicist: 
to reduce or to eliminate the sources of vibration.   I am always saying that if you want to solve problems, you 
ought to practice the art of the soluble.  One should not try to undertake something which cannot be done with 
the tools we have.  If one is thinking of dealing with the vibration sources in a theoretical way, then this seems 
extremely difficult to me;  if we really wanted to treat the three-dimensional rotating blade properly with all these 
unsteady flows, I would not expect that a complete theoretical solution would be in sight.  But, on the other hand, 
1 think some special problems could now well be tackled on the theoretical side.  One I would suggest is the 
question of tip vortices, which kept on coming up, even when considering noise.  As shown by some of the very 
beautiful photographs and films we have seen, these are things which can be described by the classical vortex 
theory model, where one deals with a continuous sheet that rolls up along the edges.   1 think that the time has come 
when one can give up making these very much simplified models of cores and lines and things that "age" or 
"weaken."  One could attempt to use a sheet model and fulfil the boundary conditions properly and use a 
computer.  It is a three-dimensional problem, of course, but I think that that is one of the problems theoretical 
people could now tackle with some hope of success.  If I say that there will be many, many problems where a 
theoretical solution is not in sight, then the question arises as to how one gets the answers, which we do need, 
after all, even if we proceed in small steps, as has been suggested.  There 1 am a bit surprised that this question 
has not been brought up more forcefully at the meeting.  I would have expected that the helicopter people, the 
designers in particular, would have got up one by one and would have said that now, especially since the empirical 
barrel is empty, we want more tests in windtunnels, such as those we heard about in the Ames 40ft by 80ft 
tunnel and in the SI tunnel at Modane.  We want more tests done of that kind, we want more special rigs.   I 
would have expected that they would have cried out for some new large tunnel where one can test much larger 
models which are representative of full-scale construction, and where Mach-number effects and Reynolds-number 
effects can really be investigated in some detail.  As an outsider, I am rather surprised that this question has never 
been raised; i.e., what kind of tools do we need if we want to solve the problems which are facing us? 

Mr Yaggy:  I have one comment before we move on, and that is that I think that it is surprising that that did not 
happen.  I can only feel that perhaps we do not have as large a representation of designers as we have of fundamental 
aerodynamicists in our midst, and that is probably the reason. Many of you, perhaps, are aware that Prof. Küchemann 
chairs the group on large-scale wind tunnel studies for the AGARD at the present time, and there is, from other 
quarters, a very large pressure for larger tunnels to test and get more validating information for the methodology* 
which is being developed.   I would not want you to leave Prof. Küchemann thinking that there still is not such a 

*—'- -■■— - -   
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demand, because there is. Perhaps a point that is not coming out very strongly is that the methodology which is 
being developed and which we have seen to a large extent, must ultimately be verified. I think this was the heart of 
Dr Johnson's comments on Mr Ward's paper, that if we are not able to understand and comprehend the models that 
we place on the computer, we cannot expect to get very far. The physical scientific aspects of those models must be 
understood. Otherwise, the operations which we go through may be producing some form of an answer, but we have 
no confidence in the validity of that answer. This can only be done in what really ought to be termed full-cyclic 
research, where first the methodology is developed, or vice-versa; the methodology is developed as a result of 
experiment or verified therein.  This is the only way that one can approach with confidence the aspects which 
we hope to develop regarding a low-risk design factor.  I think sometimes we tend to forget that the purpose 
of developing the fundamental aerodynamics and dynamics is the ultimate development of design techniques which 
can be applied with confidence to increase the capability of the vehicle under consideration. One of the reasons 
we introduced the section on configurations was that, as we often say, the aerodynamicist and dynamidsts must 
live in the real world.  I think sometimes we tend to forget that and the comment which Dr Küchemann has made 
in this regard is well taken.   Vibration is perhaps one of the greatest deterrents to the greater use of rotorcraft. 
This can only be solved adequately in the fundamental sense by removing the exciting factor, and not by taking 
it out with dampers and all kinds of things of that sort as we have in the past. 

Monsieur Souslez-Lariviere:  Je vais essayer de repondre a M Yaggy, Mr. Jones et Mr Lashka dont j'ai note 
l'intervention.  De toute fa(on, je reponds ögalement au Dr Küchemann puhqu'ici, je represente une Industrie qui, 
fabriquant des h£licoptires et vivant de leur vente, a peut-etre un point de vue beaucoup plus pratique que d'autres 
personnes qui s'occupent davantage de faire progresscr la science des rotors.   J'ai note d'abord, dans ce que 
M Yaggy a dit, que I'empirisme etait termine en matidre d'helicoptöres.  Je suis partiellement d'accord avec celä. 
J'ai expose tout cet historique des helicoptdres et des voilures toumantes et j'ai montre combien I'empirisme a 
ete important. 

Les helicopt^res actuels ont ete essentiellement fabriques par des mecaniciens et par des gen^ «jui faisaient 
voler l'helicoptÄre un peu en d£pit de toutes les lois aerodynamiques.   Je ne crois pas que cette sorte d'empirisme 
soit terminee, et je crois qu'il prevaudra encore beaucoup durant de nombreuses annees.  Par centre, il est certain 
que nous devons de plus en plus nous pencher sur les phenomÄnes aerodynamiques qui sont lids, et que I'aerodynamique 
aura dans I'avenir une part beaucoup plus importante que par le passe dans le pregres des machines.  Le second 
point, d'ailleurs, e'est celui que M.Lashka a evoque.  II n'est pas raisonnable, je pense, d'etudier au point de vue 
thtarique des dispositions qui ne sont pas realisables.  On ne peut pas icaliser et faire voler n'importe quoi pour 
les raisons que vous connaissez:   les heücoptßres sont des machines compliquees, difficiles a rendre fiables.  Par 
consequent, tous ces points de vue du r6alisateur doivent rester tris presents a l'esprit de tous et le choix du sujet 
ä Studier au point de vue aerodynamique doit quand meme tenir compte tres etroitement de ce qui est realisable 
et de ce qui ne Test pas. 

Enfin, pour repondre au Dr Jones, le troisteme point est un point de detail, mais je ne peux pas entre 
d'accord avec son id6e qui consiste a chercher ä progresser en augmentant les vitesses periphöriques.  Je pense 
au contraire que la tendance au cours des annees futures, sera de diminuer ces vitesses peripheriques.   D'abord, si 
on augmente la vitesse, on augmente le Mach; or on est tout ä fait limite entre le Mach de pale avan^ante ä 
0.85 actuellement et Mach 0.95 par exemple; on ne peut vraiment presque rien gagner, et augmenter la vitesse 
päriphlrique obligerait ä diminuer la vitesse de l'helicoptöre.   En outre, la vitesse p£riph£rique joue sur la 
trainee du profil, sur le bruit, toutes sortes de choses qui sont contraires.   Done, la tendance de ce cöte lä me 
semble etre beaucoup plus vers une diminution des vitesses piriphöriques et vers une plus grande concentration 
d'efforts sur la pale reculante et tous les phdnomenes d'hypersustentation que Ton pourrait trouver.  II y a eu 
beaucoup d'exemples cites sur les possibilites d'hypersustentation de la pale reculante.  Nous sommes actuellement 
i un Cz de l'ordre de deux avec les ph£nomdnes instationnaires, mais tres en-dessous de ce qui va elever les 
performances de l'avion.   Par consequent, li, je crois que e'est dans I'autre sens qu'il faudrait agir. 

Mr Yaggy:  Yes, I agree that perhaps that comment that the empirical barrel is dry should be viewed as a 
comparative one; I think it may be a little more bare than we think.   I did not mean to confuse engineering 
development in that sense with empiricism.  I think engineering development in that sense will be with us always, 
as a proper tool of the designer.  I was thinking more of what we call a cut-and-paste or cut-and-try methodology, 
rather than something based on a fundamental knowledge of the scientific phenomena involved. Perhaps some of 
the other members of the panel would like to respond to the comments which were made. 

Dr Jones: Apart from the tip speed, I am sure we can get along comfortably. 

Mr Reichert:   Can I made one short comment about why we do not want very large wind tunnels.  If there 
were enough money, I would say that we would like these large tunnels, but full-scale rotors need nearly complete 
development and so cannot be a model for development.  I think that from fight testing we have a lot of 
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experience with large, full-scale rotors. The problem of translating these experiences to new development is 
the same.  You need similarity rules and so on.  This is the problem with smaller models also. 

Mr Yaggy:  Yes, I think if we go back to that area again, part of the studies that we have made in the wind tunnel 
requirements indicate that for all types of aircraft, fixed wing as well as rotary wing, the ability to test vehicles 
or their model representations at large-scale has saved not only a considerable amount of investment in flight 
hardware, but also human life.  This is a result of identifying areas of difficulty such as instabilities which are of 
primary concern to the rotor designer, and thus making possible many programs which probably otherwise would 
not have been pursued because of the risk of catastrophic occurrences. Your point is well taken as to the cost, but 
I think that one has to evaluate the cost honestly in terms of those aspects which are actually cost savings or cost 
avoidance. That is not an easy thing to convince people of, and I am sure that Prof. Küchemann is well aware of 
that at this time. 

Mr Wilby RAE Farnborough:   Personally, I think that a large wind tunnel is probably essential even from the 
research aspect, if one is really going to get to the bottom of the vibrationai problems on a rotor.  I think one 
of the major causes of vibration must be the retreating blade stall problem, the dynamic stall. This has been 
studied two-dimensionally in wind tunnels at constant Mach number.  But, is this really going to tell us the truth 
about what is happening on the real rotor?  Well, of course, the Mach number that the blade experiences is varied 
throughout one revolution, and we have seen that the Mach number can change quite a lot between the angle of 
azimuth at which separation onset occurs and the azimuth at which reattachment occurs.  There can be a 
considerable change in Mach number and this involves a considerable change in the angle of attack for which one 
can maintain attached flow.   I think one must simulate the correct variation of Mach number, as well as the 
correct variation of incidence in order to really understand this problem of the retreating blade.  If one throws in 
the Reynolds number as well, then this is calling for quite a large rotor and quite a large wind tunnel. 

Monsieur Hirsch, Aerospatiale:  On parie toujours beaucoup evidemmcnt de pales reculantes, mais peut-etre faut-il 
aussi parier de convertibles.  Pour eux en particulier, le probtöme de la pale reculante et peut-etre aussi le probleme 
de la vitesse peripherique se posent de manure moins aigue.   Si on arrive a ce moment la, a une bonne compatibilite 
entre les conditions d"'hovering" d'une part et les conditions de croisiere, il nous semble actuellement qu'il 
deviendra possible a assez brefs delais de concevoir des convertibles, ayant en meme temps que les vertus de 
decollage vertical, celles des STOL, actuellement en projet, c'est-ä-dire, capable de voler aux alentours de 750 
kilometres i i'heure. 

Dr Stepniewski:   Gentlemen, it appears to me that here we are suffering from the general disease of our time: 
lots of analysis and not enough synthesis.   It appears to me that we tend to know more and more about less and 
less.   As I have been listening to all the presentations of aerodynamic problems, I expected that somebody would 
finally come out and say that if you apply all the knowledge that has been presented here, then such and such 
progress in the overall performance may be expected in the future. 

Let's look at the helicopter.  The classical helicopter in forward motion is probably one of the least efficient 
vehicles that ever existed.  Nevertheless, because of its completely unique hovering and vertical flight capabilities, 
it is generally accepted, but its forward flight deficiencies still remain the Achilles heel of that configuration.  It 
is logical, hence, to ask the following questions:   With all the beautiful aerodynamic knowledge now acquired, what 
kind of progress can we make in L/D of the aircraft as a whole?  Is it a hopeless problem, or can we move some- 
where?  If we cannot make any progress in L/D, it means that the sphere of application of the helicopter will 
probably remain more or less the same as it is at present and of course, what we should do in that case is to 
concentrate our R&D efforts on other than aerodynamic problems:  vibration, maintenance and so on.   If, on the 
hand, it is possible to make progress in L/D of the helicopter then, of course, immediately the whole field of its 
applications could be expanded and more effort in aerodynamics would be required.   Is there such a possibility? 
This is my first question.  If not, then perhaps just as Mr Hirsch mentioned before, we should look into some 
other configurations that have almost equally good, or at least acceptable, hovering capabilities, but with much 
better forward flight characteristics than the classical helicopter.  This is a very basic question that should be 
answered.  I am really addressing it to the panel members who are connected with aerodynamics and I ask, 
"How much progress is expected in the future in the L/D of the rotor and of the helicopter as a whole?" 

Dr Jones:  I think you are in as good a position as anyone to answer that.  Where can the gains come?  Where can 
the gains in L/D come?  I do not think there is much to come from the rotor itself, except possibly in the 
reduction of the drag of the hub and so on.  Therefore, I would suspect if there is any change in overall L/D 
it will come from the fuselage, or perhaps from some different rotor configuration.  There is not a great deal to 
come, I think that we know that.  Then the question is, what is the advantage of going very much faster in 
helicopters? 
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Mr Yaggy:   Faster than what? 

Dr Jones:   Faster than we go now, which is ISU - 200 knots. 

Mr Yaggy:   Perhaps not faster, but farther on a gallon of fuel. 

There is a great deal to be gained from an increase in efficiency of this sort.   That is really what I was 
alluding to earlier.   You talk about not being able to improve the L/D of the rotor as a whole, but I saw immediately 
that you stepped on Mr Williams' foot when you said that, because he thinks, and perhaps has demonstrated at 
least partially, that there is a potential of perhaps considerable increase in the L/D of a rotor. This is the thing that 
we should be careful of, because there are perhaps areas that we have not even quantified as yet which may give 
us significant advance or potential for advance. We must not close our eyes to that.  What we come to is a kind of 
decision on the proportion of effort we should give to the intensification of research in the fundamental sense and 
how much we should give to the evolution of design parameters which will allow a better design at this point of 
time.  That is perhaps something that we will not answer today, but I think we should keep it continually before us. 
Did we answer the question?  I do not think we did, obviously.  Dr Stefnewski did not think we could when he 
asked it. 

Dr Stepniewski:  That is one question that I try to answer in my mind quite often.   Probably because it sits there 
all the time, I am asking it aloud:  What kind of progress can really be made in classical helicopter, or whether the 
classical helicopters are already almost at the end of their natural evolution.  If this is so, then of course, we are on 
the curve of diminishing returns, and thus, we may spend a lot of money and effort in order to make very little 
real progress. Perhaps now is the time to redirect our efforts.  On the other hand, when we try to look at all other 
attempts at VTOL that have been made in the past, it looks as though the helicopter always has so many advantages 
that even compounding (which at one time, looked like a good way to improve the performance of the helicopter) 
becomes less attractive because it introduces immediately many more problems and many more penalties. 

Another question that often vomes to my mind is how we can expand the field of application of helicopters. 
When you start to think of the civilian application which, in principle, appears to contain wide possibilities, then 
the question is whether we need an improvement in L/D in order to go into the commercial and especially the 
transportation field, or whether by lowering the cost in general, and improving both flying and riding qualities, 
you can make helicopters more attractive to the potential operators, as well as the traveling public. But regardless 
of the outcome of the other questions, you would face a hard constraint of noise, which may be in conflict with 
such desires as improving the gross weight-to-payload ratio, etc.  For instance, Dr Jones mentioned before that 
increasing the tip speed would be very attractive to every designer because it would immediately start to decrease 
the structural weight, but what about the probable increase in the noise level?  Even the advanced helicopters 
are considered too noisy for acceptance by residential communities. 

Admittedly, here are all of these conflicting aspects, and the question now is in which direction to go with 
research.  Probably, that is exactly what Mr Yaggy would like to know; what would be a proper balance of the 
effort level in applied research for classical helicopters, study of new configurations, and of course, basic 
research?  Unfortunately, we are probably still not in a position to answer these questions.  My personal opinion is 
that as far as L/D of the helicopters are concerned, we cannot expect too much progress in configurations based on 
classical rotors. In order to overcome that barrier, new rotor concepts are required.   In this respect, I would again 
like to ask Bob Williams to say something about it. 

Mr Yaggy:   While Mr Williams is deciding to volunteer, of course, some of the configurations that you have seen 
have been directed in that way. The tilt rotor obviously is a mechanism for accomplishing this.  Before I give 
Bob a chance to speak, though, I would like to point out a couple of things.  You recall the calculations which 
were made by Frank Harris. They indicate that as far as the blade is concerned, there is a tremendous potential 
for increase in L/D except for the fact that such things as the renuirement for varying twist distribution with 
forward flight and things of this sort prevent our really achieving it. That is what Bob Williams is looking at, to 
try to overcome some of these factors.   I think that the other factor that should be kept in mind is the one 
you mentioned, the empty weight fraction and the poteniial of new materials in the structural aspects of the 
aircraft, particularly in the rotor itself, possibly giving the ability to design a cleaner hub and perhaps a better 
hub-pylon juncture.  We might do a far better job in that respect.  So, there seems to be considerable potential 
in those areas for an improvement.  I do not think we ought to be terribly pessimistic.   I think that there is 
a real opportunity if we can find a mechanism for doing it. Perhaps it calls for innovation rather than for the 
dog-work of orderly development in that sense.  I think that is what makes it hard to decide what we ought to 
do in the fundamental research area.  Perhaps you are right that we are over the break point of the curve.  There 
must be a continual decision as to how much of the rather expensive fundamental research should be done in 
large computer efforts and things of that sort, considering what the payoff will be.  Some means for quantifying 
that is required, but is is also extremely elusive. 
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Mr WiUiami - US Navy:   I see the orientation of the meeting starting from a group of aerodynamicists, which 
we are primarily, and now being evolved more along the direction of design, where we are talking about integrating 
the aerodynamics of the rotor and the fuselage.  We are also bringing out weight.  After all, in terms of performance 
and productivity, this is the name of the game.  It is the overall L/D, and it is that empty weight fraction. I think 
perhaps we are putting our finger on a general area of integration of design.  Perhaps we have extracted from the 
"classical" rotor blade the last few percent out of its performance. Figures of merit are getting pretty high on 
rotors. L/Ds are pretty good now.  However, look at the fuselage. Even after the "cleaning up" of helicopter 
fuselages which has come about in recent years, they are still filthy.  Aerodynamically, they are filthy.  Why? 
Largely because of the interference flows around the hub pylon region, which are aggravated by the fact that we 
have flapping rotors and wc have to put these things so far up in the air. We have to build a mound to set them on. 
So, maybe we need to rethink this and consider going to suffer systems. I am not just pushing for tue CCR 
concept, but in general, rotor systems need to be married to the fuselage, to give something we can consider as an 
overall system. Then addressing the areas of difficulty in the junction, a very difficult separation problem exists 
there.  We do not at present have the analytical tools available to us to calculate the difficult flow in this region. 
We just close our eyes and say, well, there are going to be a few things sticking out in the air stream, but it is too 
difficult to analyze. Maybe we need to study that area more. Those were my basic comments. 1 believe, of course, 
the circulation control rotor is the eventual solution.  It would use an untwisted blade.  It doer have a possibility of 
introducing air into the forming tip vortex and eliminating the vortex.  This has now been demonstrated by experiment. 
It has a number of other very exciting possibilities, and 1 think that it should certainly be pursued. 

I had one other comment, in the area of communications. This is my first meeting of this type and in talking 
with people from different countries, I found that, for example, the proceedings of the last American Helicopter 
Society Meeting had not yet found their way to many of the participants of this meeting. Furthermore, in talking 
with individuals from various countries, there seem to be difficulties in relations between government and industry 
and feeding information back and forth, particularly from one industry to another. This is a natural problem which 
is to be expected, but a lot of this work is government funded, and I think the results of R and D work should be 
available for exchange between individual companies; this should certainly be so in the United States. 

Mr Yaggy:  You would have to talk to the State Department about that.  The reason we sponsor this sort of 
conference with AGARD is for the purposes that you have mentioned, to get this international dissemination of 
information. 

Mr Williams:  As a final word, I would like to say that I was very impressed by the overall level of technical 
sophistication.  I think that rotary wing aerodynamics have really reached a stage of maturity at this meeting. 

Mr Yaggy:   1 think that it was interesting and it should be noted that some of the work presented was of a type 
that is often overlooked. That is, a fundamental investigation of the effects of various configurations, configuration 
buildup and configuration component testing of this sort. It is a type of effort that we have tried to get under 
way for some time, so far without success, but there needs to be a systematic investigation of variation in components 
such as pylon shapes, pylon size, pylon height, the location of the various other ancillary equipment on the aircraft, 
and the effect of the rotor wake on these various parts of the vehicle.  This is something that has not been done 
and can be very systematically accomplished.  It was done many years ago for a fixed wing aircraft. We can think 
back to the many different types of configurations which were evident in the early days of fixed wing and find that 
they finally settled on a monocoque, generally low wing, configuration as being the most efficient.  Very seldom 
does one build anything other than that.   Yet, you can And any number of configurations in rotorrraft, and one 
does not really know whether there is even an optimum configuration.  One would suspect that there might be. 
Therefore, we would seem to be quite far behind in that respect. 

Dr Jones:   I would like to say something about body drag, that is fuselage drag in particular - interference and so on. 
This gives one sure way of cutting down the aircraft vibration, because the d,rag of the fuselage has to be overcome 
by putting more thrust into the rotor.  This has quite a serious effect on the vibration.  Particularly as vibration is 
something which has a threshold.  It is not noticeable below a certain level, and then it suddenly becomes very 
noticeable.  Nobody has mentioned tail rotors. They are a bane to all designers.  We know very little about 
tail rotors. We know very little of the environment in which they work and the loads which come on them.  1 do 
not think we have anything like the same kind of design rules or design patterns of thinking for tail rotors that we 
have for main rotors. 

Mr Yaggy:  One might say concerning tail rotors, if they are as you say, the bane of everyone's existence, you can 
not say that no one has thought of them.   It is certainly an example of at least trying to make a more acceptable 
installation.  Of course, Sikorsky, with their advancing blade concept would hope to rid themselves of a tail rotor 
entirely.  The tandem designers might take you to task, saying that they have put the tail rotor to much better use. 
So there are several configurations in that respect.   However, it certainly needs to have considerable thought given 
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to it. There was one other comment that I forgot to make earlier.  I would like to make it now.  It was regarding 
the necessity for wind tunnel testing and I think it was Mr Wilby who made the comment about the ability to 
integrate these results and to find them meaningful in terms of the prediction of what actually takes place in flight. 
I was not sure whether you were speaking at that time in terms of full rotor investigations.  I presume you were, 
that is of a full rotor in the wind tunnel.  In that sense, I realize this is a problem. The fundamental difference 
between operating in the wind tunnel and operating in flight is that you are on a seismic base in the wind tunnel 
and you do not have the body dynamics, nor do you have the relieving aspects of the body motion in this sense. 
This has usually been found to be of a conservative influence. The results that you get from a wind tunnel in 
terms of air loads and vibratory inputs, and so forth, generally are conservative when you take the vehicle to flight. 
As was mentioned by Mr Ward, in the United States we are going to build, at least so I hope, a rotor research aircraft 
which we will be able to mount also in the wind tunnel and get some verification of these various factors. This 
again points out the importance of having a wind tunnel of such a size that one can make that type of comparison. 
Perhaps you might want to comment further to this. 

Mr Wilby, RAE:  Can I come back to the point I was trying to make earlier?  Perhaps I did not make myself quite 
clear. What I was trying to get at was that one can study certain aspects of unsteady aerodynamics, dynamic stall, 
using a two-dimensional model in a wind tunnel and having a constant free stream. One can also study various 
effects of Mach number in steady flow conditions using a fairly simple wind tunnel model.  What is really happening 
on a rotor is the combination of these two effects and this can only be really fully simulated on a large rotor model; 
it is not until we get a large rotor model that we really will know how these two effects combine and control the 
vibrations that actually happen on a helicopter. 

Professor Valensi:   If I have understood correctly, there is some thought that it would be possible by changing the 
shape of the tip of the blades, to suppress the vortex.  I do not think that this is possible because the circulation 
round the blade sections at the tip has to go somewhere.  What you can do is to influence the shape of the vortex 
immediately behind the rotor. I will go to the blackboard: I have myself, a long time ago, in 1938 or so, investigated 
the influence of the shape of the tip, not of a blade, but of a wing, on the configuration of the tip vortex. We had 
something like that. 

Wind 

Secondary vortex Tip vortex 

Then, if you look at the configuration of the vortex, you see first, quite well defined, a tip vortex shedding from 
the very tip of the wing. This vortex takes away the circulation from the last sections of the tip. There is another 
more diffused vortex shedding from the inflexion point of the wing (plan view), which is twisted round the first 
one.  I was surprised to see in some of the pictures concerning a rotor blade tip of a similar shape, that there was no 
appearance of any vortex. It is because the Schlieren method used to visualize the vortex is probably not sensitive 
enough.  It must be pointed out also that Schlieren pictures give only a projection of the phenomenon and not the 
phenomenon itself, as smoke visualisation shows.  With such a blade tip the vortex cannot be suppressed and in 
any case there is no way of suppressing the vortex by changing the shape of the tip. What you can change is the 
configuration of the vortex, near the blade. 

Mr Ward - NASA Langley:  Basically, I would agree that the total circulation is still there in the tip region. The 
tip shape that we are both discussing does in fact have separation at the very tip end. What seems to have been done 
here is to spread the core of the vortex out to a much larger and more diffuse core. Still, the total circulation 
in the tip region is probably unchanged. This is difficult to determine accurately from surveys of the diffuse core. 
The major effect is a substantial reduction of the maximum tangential velocities. 
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Mr Yiggy:  I would like to pose a question to the two pane! members from the production area.  If you were to 
have a choice between an increase in L/D in the general sense, that is to be able to take a vehicle to higher speeds, 
or if you were to have the choice of a reducei vibratory load in-put, which would you rather have? 

Mr Reichert:   It all depends.  You should find the best compromise for given operational requirements. 

Mr Yaggy:   You merely enforce the argument that helicopters evolve empirically. That is exactly what happens, 
but it is a trade-off, I understand. 

Dr Jones:   It means that we have a different set of rules for a different design.  I think that for a civil aircraft 
where an interspeed gain is only 10 knots and the vibration reduction was O.lg, clearly you would lake the vibration. 

Mr Yaggy: Yes, but let us face up to the other fact that if you were able to reduce the vibratory loads, you could 
probably reduce the weight of the vehicle and its complexity and in so doing you could probably get the additional 
speed. 

Dr Jones:  Perhaps, I am not sure how much weight we carry around. 

Professor Young:  This last remark brings us back to what Dr Küchemann said earlier, that vibration is clearly one 
of the most important problems of the helicopter.   1 would like to ask the experts whether there are understood 
factors in helicopter design which make for high vibration and conversely factors which make for low vibration. 
My own guess, as an aerodynamicist is, that you ought to seek out those points and areas where flow separation is 
likely.   I suspect the fuselage, as Dr Jones remarked, where much flow separation occurs.   Helicopter fuselages 
seem to have rather crude shapes, possibly for very good reasons, unfaired lumps being used to support the rotors, and 
it is possible that such flow separations can quite easily be reduced or even removed.  Coming back to the rotor 
blade, I would suggest that an investigation of the shape of the p inform in the region of tip, as has been remarked 
earlier, might well produce considerable reductions in both the buildup in the boundary layer in that region and in 
the type of pressure gradient that blades are being subjected to by the incipient vortices that have started from other 
blades.  Thus, it seems likely that quite small changes in design may result in considerable improvements.  It seems 
to me that the question that you put, Mr Chairman, might be a false one, in the sense that suppression of separation 
in suitable places can lead to both an increase in L/D and reduction of vibration levels.  The helicopter has 
unavoidable sources of vibration; it has rotating lifting surfaces whose lifting history is changing cyclically, and as 
such, they must obviously produce vibration effects.  I suspect however that there are also avoidable sources of 
vibration, and here I would say, instead of cherchez la femme, cherchez the separation.   I think that we will then 
find room for considerable improvement.  Additionally, there are the developments we have been hearing about such 
as circulation control rotors; these may produce in the long run quite considerable improvements in performance and 
flexibility. 

Mr Yaggy:   Yes, the question was intentionally loaded, you are right.  But, I think too often that we overlook that 
very fundamental aspect of what you mentioned.  That is, the improvement is bound to be an improvement in both 
inas. The reason I asked the question is that, generally speaking, in the vehicles we have today, we cannot use their 
full speed potential simply because of the vibratory input.  At least, if it is used, it can only be used for a very short 
period of time, because human tolerance will not permit its longer utilization.  Therefore, it would seem that we 
might be wiser to be putting our efforts into those things which would make the current vehicle capable of all of 
its inherent capabilities in operation, rather than to be striving for a higher forward speed or things of that sort. 
This is the point I was trying controversially perhaps to make, and to elucidate. 

Mr Williams:   If you consider what the sources of vibration are, we have the once per revolution variation of 
velocity about the disc which is fundamental.  The only way you can get around that is to take the thing so fast 
that it does not see the difference; that is, very high advance ratio operation, or very, very low advance ratio operation. 
Anywhere in between you are stuck with that fundamental problem, if the lift depends on the velocity squared. 
Secondly, you have the inflow variations about the disc due to the development of lift, and these are largely due to 
the tip vortex.   Here we might ask if we can do anything about that.  There is sufficient evidence to date to show 
that you can do something about it. The tip vortex being the primary contributor, but also the inboard vortices, 
the root vortex is something that we have not really considered.  I do not understand how big a problem it is, but 
I assume it has some influence. The third contributor is the pitching moments.  This is made up of a whole series 
of things, including the airfoil angle-of-incidence.  We have pitching blades now.  That can be eliminated, possibly. 
Twist - there may be a very favorable effect by eliminating twist.  You do not lose much in L/D and I think some 
people have looked at this.  Camber - we are going into advanced airfoils and adding camber and adding pitching 
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moment. There is a tendency to add pitching moment. We are trying to pick up L/D, but at the expense of pitching 
moment, and we have to be very careful in the airfoil design, not to add this pitching moment, particularly at the 
high Mach numbers when we start having shocks on the airfoil.  I think this problem can be approached by 
looking at all these different sources and asking what research areas can be developed to eliminate some of these 
sources? 

Monsieur Philippe, ONERA:  Pour des projets futurs, on a souvent besoin d'un certain nombre de donnees pour 
prevoir les performances du rotor par example.   Un travail d'Harris et Pruyer a montre que Ton doit tenir compte 
de deux effets: - effet tridimensionnel dfl ä l'effet de fläche - et effet instationnaire, dont les contributions 
respectives sont relativement egales.  Dans ce congres, on a parle assez longuement des effets instationnaires.  Je 
pense qu'ils sont effectivement importants mais qu'en est-il de l'effet de fläche?  J'en ai peu entendu parier. 
Doit-on considerer qu'on dispose actuellement d'informations assez completes dans ce domaine? 

Mr Ward:   I would like to go back to the subject of tip speed again for a comment or two.  I sense an implied 
consensus among the group that there is a rotor tip Mach number limit.  I would suggest that we should not 
overlook the possibilities of operating with transonic and supersonic transient Mach number excursions on the 
advancing blade tip to achieve increased forward speeds.  Very little research has been done on this problem. 
However, current work with advanced supercritical airfoils, tip shapes and rotor noise investigations may lead the 
way to higher tip Mach numbers. We should be careful not to discard the possibilities here - the payoff could be 
significant.  In this regard I would like to endorse Dr Jones' earlier comments about looking at increased rotor tip 
speeds. 

Mr Yaggy:   In summary, it is obvious that there is still some disparity of opinion as to where we should go, and 
I think that this is a healthy situation, because we must keep an open mind about the direction in which we 
pursue these matters.  I think we would also agree that there is considerable potential.  It would be well for us, 
however, to keep in mind that, while we have specialized in the fields of aerodynamics and to some extent dynamics 
in this conference, as fundamental areas for improving rotor technology, and therefore rotor capability, these are 
certainly not the only factors in the design of helicopters.  There are very strong advances that will be coming as a 
result of the introduction of new materials. As the introduction of the turbine engine in the past was a significant 
step forwa/d in both the consideration of specific fuel consumption and specific weight, it would appear that the 
most logical step forward in the near future will be in the area of better and lighter materials.  But it is a rather 
damning commentary that advances in helicopters have resulted primarily, in the past, from propulsion improvements, 
and look likely in the near future to come from structures and materials improvements, while we do not really get 
a significant gain in the aerodynamic sense.    Perhaps that is the challenge with which we should leave .his conference 
We are striving to find mechanisms which will give much improved aerodynamic characteristics, if they exist; if they 
do not, we must say so, defining the physical laws which lead to that conclusion, and go on to the other areas 
Dr Stefnewski has referred to, perfecting the device to its maximum capability and getting on with other matters. 
With that challenge I think that we can close, 1 trust that you agree with me that this has been a most productive 
conference and I am sure that we will return, not only with renewed enthusiasm, but perhaps with a clearer vision of 
the problems that lie before us. 
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A SELECTION OF 
AGARD PUBLICATIONS IN RECENT YEARS 

CATEGORY I - PUBLISHED BY TECHNIVISION SERVICES AND 
PURCHASABLE FROM BOOKSELLERS OR FROM:- 

Technical Press Ltd 
112 Westbourne Grove 
London W.2 
England 

Circa Publications Inc. 
415 Fifth Avenue 
Pelham 
New York 10803, USA 

Hans Heinrich Petersen 
Postfach 26S 
Borsteler Chausee 85 
2000 Hamburg 61 
West Germany 

Diffusione Edizioni Anglo-Americaine 
Via Lima 
00198 Rome 
Italy 

1969 

AGARDograph 120 

1970 

AGARDograph 115 

AGARDograph 130 

Conference 
Proceedings 38 

Supersonic turbo-jet propulsion systems and components 
Edited by J.Chauvin, August 1969. 

Wind effects on launch vehicles 
By ED.Geissler, February 1970. 

Measurement techniques in heat transfer 
By E.R.G.Eckert and R.J.Goldstein, November 1970. 

New experimental techniques in propulsion and energetics research 
Edited by D.Andrews and J.Surugue, October 1970. 

1965 

Report 514 

AGARDograph 91 

AGARDograph 97 
(in four parts) 

CATEGORY II - NOT ON COMMERCIAL SALE - FOR 
AVAILABILITY SEE BACK COVER 

The production of intense shear layers by vortex stretching and convection 
By J.T.Stuart, May 1965.   (Report prepared for the AGARD Specialists' Meeting on 
"Recent developments in boundary layer research", May 1965.) 

The theory of high speed guns 
By A.E.Seigel, May 1965. 

Recent developments in boundary layer research 
AGARD Specialists' Meeting, Naples, May 1965. 
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AGARDograph 102        Supersonic inlets 
By lone D.V.Faro, May 196S. 

AGARDograph 103       Aerodynamics of power plant instillation 
AGARD Specialists' Meeting, Tullahoma, October 1965. 

1966 

Report 525 

Report 526 

Report 539 

Report 542 

Report 548 

Report 550 

Report 551 

AGARDograph 109 

AGARDograph 112 

AGARDograph 113 

Conference 
Proceedings 4 
(two parts and one 
supplement) 

Conference 
Proceedings 10 

Conference 
Proceedings 12 
(in two parts) 

The pitot probe in low-density hypersonic flow 
By S.A.Schaaf, January 1966. 

Laminar incompressible leading and trailing edge flows and die near wake rear stagnation 
point 
By Sheldon Weinbaum, May 1966. 

Changes in the flow at the base of a bluff body due to a disturbance in its wake 
By R. Hawkins and E.G.Trevett, May 1966. 

Transonic stability of fin and drag stabilized projectiles 
By B.Cheers, May 1966. 

Separated flows 
(Round Table Discussion), Edited by J.J.Ginoux, May 1966. 

A new special solution to the complete problem of die internal ballistics of guns 
By CXThomhill, 1966. 

A review of some recent progress in understanding catastrophic yaw 
By J.D.Nicolaides, 1966. 

Subsonic wind tunnel wall corrections 
By Gardner, Acum and Maskell, 1966. 

Molecular beams for rarefied gasdynamic research 
By J.B.French, 1966. 

Freeflight testing in high speed wind tunnels 
By B.Dayman, Jr, 1966. 

Separated flows 
Specialists' Meeting, Rhode-Saint-GenÄse (VKI), May 1966. 

The fluid dynamic aspects of ballistics 
Specialists' Meeting, Mulhouse, September 1966. 

Recent advances in aerothermochemistry 
7th AGARD Colloquium sponsored by PEP and FDP, Oslo, May 1966. 

1967 

Report 558 

Advisory Report 13 

AGARDograph 98 

AGARDograph 117 

Experimental methods in wind tunnels and water tunnels, with special emphasis on the 
hot-wire anemometer 
By K.Wieghardt and J.Kux, 1967. 

Aspects of V/STOL aircraft development 
(This report consists of three papers presented during the joint session of the AGARD 
FDP and FMP held in Göttingen, September 1967.) 

Graphical methods in aerothermodynamics 
By O.Lutz and G.Stoffers, November 1967. 

Behaviour of supercritical nozzles under three-dimensional oscillatory conditions 
By LCrocco and W.A.Sirifc.iano, 1967. 
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AGARDograph 119 

AGARDograph 121 

AGARDograph 124 

Conference 
Proceedings 19 
(in two parts) 

Conference 
Proceedings 22 

Conference 
Proceedings 22 - S 4 

C-3 

Thermo-molecular pressure effects in tubes and at orifices 
By M.Kinslow and G.D.Amey, Jr, 1967. 

Techniques for measurement of dynamic stability derivatives in ground test facilities 
By C.J.Schueler, LK.Ward and A.E.Hodapp, Jr, 1967. 

Nonequilibrium effects in supersonic-nozzle flows 
By J.Gordon Hall and C.E.Treanor, 1967. 

Fluid physics of hypersonic wakes 
Specialists' Meeting, Fort Collins, Colorado, May 1967. 

Fluid dynamics of rotor and fan supported aircraft at subsonic speeds 
Specialists' Meeting, Göttingen, September 1967. 

As above - with supplement 

1968 

AGARDograph 132 

Conference 
Proceedings 30 

Conference 
Proceedings 30 Suppl. 

Conference 
Proceedings 35 

Conference 
Proceedings 35 Suppl. 

1969 

Advisory Report 17 

AGARDograph 134 

AGARDograph 135 

AGARDograph 137 
(in two parts) 

Conference 
Proceedings 42 

Conference 
Proceedings 48 

The electro»-, beam fluorescence technique 
By E.P.^untz, 1568. 

Hypersonic boundary layers and flow fields 
Specialist' Meeting, London, May 1968. 

Supplemtnt to the above. 

Transonic aerodynamics 
Specialists' Meeting, Paris, September 1968. 

Supplement to the above. 

Technical Evaluation Report on AGARD Specialists' Meeting on Transonic aerodynamics 
By D. Küchemann, April 1969. 

A portfolio of stability characteristics of incompressible boundary layers 
By H.J.Obremski, M.V.Morkovin and M.Landahl, 1969. 

Fluidic controls systems for aerospace propulsion 
Edited by R.J.Reilly, September 1969. 

Tables of inviscid supersonic flow about circular cones at incidence   7   =   1,4 
By D.J.Jones, November 1969. 

Aircraft engine noise and sonic boom 
Joint Meeting of the Fluid Dynamics and Propulsion and Energetics Panels, held in 
Saint-Louis, France, May 1969. 

The aerodynamics of atmospheric shear flow 
Specialists' Meeting, Munich, September 1969. 

1970 

Report 575 Test cases for numerical methods in transonic flows 
By R.C.Lock, 1970. 

Advisory Report 22       Aircraft engine noise and sonic boom* 
By W.R.Sears.   (Technical Evaluation Report on AGARD FDP and PEP Joint Meeting 
jn "Aircraft engine noise and sonic boom".)   January 1970. 

*See also Advisory Report 26 by J.O.Powers and M.Pianko, June 1970.   AR26 has the same title as AR22 but was produced by 
the Propulsion and Energetics Panel of AGARD and deals primarily with engine noise. 
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Advisory Report 30 

AGARDograph 138 

AGARDograph 144 

AGARDograph 145 

AGARDograph 146 

AGARDograph 147 

Conference 
Proceedings 60 

Conference 
Proceedings 62 

Conference 
Proceedings 65 

Conference 
Proceedings 71 

Hie aerodynamics of atmospheric shear flows 
By J.E.Cermak and B.W.Marschner, May 1970.   (Technical Evaluation Report on AGARD 
Specialists' Meeting on "The aerodynamics of atmospheric shear flows".) 

Blood circulation and respiratory flow 
By J.F.Gross and K.Gersten, December 1970.   (Technical Evaluation Report on AGARD 
Specialists* Meeting on the above subject.) 

Ballistic range technology 
By T.N.Canning, November 1970. 

Engineering analysis of non-Newtonian fluids 
By D.C.Bogue and J.L.White, July 1970. 

Wind tunnel pressure measurement techniques 
By D.S.Bynum, R.L.Ledford and W.E.Smotherman, December 1970. 

The numerical solution of partial deferential equations governing convection 
By H.Lomax, P.Kutler and F.B.Fuller, November 1970. 

Non-reacting and chemically reacting viscous flows over a hypcrboloid at hypersonic 
condition 
Edited by C.H.Lewis.   (M.Van Dyke, J.C.Adams, F.G.Blottner, A.M.O.Smith, R.T.Davis 
and G.L.Keltner were contributors.)   November 1970. 

Numerical methods for viscous flows 
By R.C.Lock, November 1970.   (Abstracts of papers presented at a Seminar held by the 
FDP of AGARD at the NPL, Teddington, UK, 18-21 September 1967.) 

Preliminary design aspects of military aircraft 
March 1970, AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel Meeting held in The Hague, The Netherlands, 
September 1969. 

Fluid dynamics of blood circulation and respiratory flow 
Specialists' Meeting, Naples, May 1970. 

Aerodynamic interference 
Specialists' Meeting, Silver Spring, Maryland, USA, September 1970. 

1971 

Report 588 

Advisory Report 34 

Advisory Report 35 

Advisory Report 36 

Advisory Report 37 

AGARDograph 137 
(third volume) 

Aerodynamic testing at high Reynolds numbers and transonic speeds 
By D.Kiichemann, 1971. 

Aerodynamic interference 
By D.J.Peake, May 1971.   (Technical Evaluation Report of the Specialists' Meeting on 
"Aerodynamic interference", September 1970.) 

Report of the high Reynolds number wind tunnel study group of the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel 
April 1971 

Report of the AGARD Ad Hoc Committee on Engine-airplane interference and wall 
corrections in transonic wind tunnel tests 
Edited by A.Ferri, F.Jaarsma and R.Monti, August 1971. 

Facilities and techniques for aerodynamic testing at transonic speeds and h'-h Reynolds 
number 
By R.C.Pankhurst, October 1971.   (Technical Evuiuation Report on ipeci lists' Meeting 
held in Göttingen, Germany, April 197 i. 

Tables of inviscid supersonic flow about circular cones at incidence, 7   =   1.4 
Part III, by D.J.Jones. December 1971. 
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Proceedings 83 

Conference 
Proceedings 91 

1972 

Report 598 

Report 603 

AGARDograph 156 

AGARDograph 161 
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Conference 
Proceedings 93 

Conference 
Proceedings 102 

Advisory Report 46 

Advisory Report 49 

Advisory Report 50 

Lecture Series LS42 

Lecture Series LS48 

Lecture Series LS49 

Lecture Series LS53 

C-5 

Heat transfer in rocket engines 
by H.Ziebland and R.C.Parkinson, September 1971 

Facilities and techniques for aerodynamic testing at transonic speeds and high Reynolds 
number 
August 1971.  Specialists' Meeting held in Göttingen, Germany, April 1971. 

Inlets and nozzles for aerospace engines 
December 1971.  Meeting held in Sandefjord, Norway, September 1971. 

Experiments on management of free-stream turbulence. 
By R.I.Loehrke and N.M.Nagib, September 1972. 

Aerodynamic test simulation:  Lessons from the past and future prospects 
Ed. J.Lukasiewicz, December 1972. 

Planar inviscid transonic airfoil theory 
By H.Yoshihara, February 1972. 

Ablation 
by H.Hurwicz, K.M.Kratsch and J.E.Rogan, March 1972. 

Supersonic ejectors 
Ed. J.J.Ginoux, November 1972. 

Boundary layer effects in turbomachines 
Ed. J.Surugue, December 1972. 

-\ 

Turbulent shear flows 
January 1972.  Specialists' Meeting held in London, England, September 1971. 

Fluid dynamics of aircraft stalling 
November 1972, Specialists' Meeting held in Lisbon, Portugal, April 1972. 

Turbulent shear flows 
By R.Michel, July 1972 (Technical Evaluation Report of the Specialists Meeting on 
"Turbulent She^r clows", September 1971). 

Fluid dynamics of aircraft stalling 
By R.C.Pankhurst (Technical Evaluation Report on Fluid Dynamics Panel Specialist's 
Meeting), November 1972. 

Energetics for Aircraft auxiliary power systems 
by R.H.Johnson, C.E.Oberly and R.E.Quigley, Jr (Technical Evaluation Report on 39th 
Propulsion and Energetics Panel Meeting), November 1972. 

Aerodynamic problems of hypersonic vehicles.  (Two volumes) 
Ed. R.C.Pankhurst, July 1972. 

Numerical methods in Fluid dynamics 
Ed. J.J.Smolderen, May 1972 

Laser technology in aerodynamic measurements 
Ed. R.C.Pankhurst, March 1972. 

Airframe/engine integration 
May 1972. 
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